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7HFKQRORJ\2SWLFDO&KDUDFWHU5HFRJQLWLRQ2&5


3URI9.ULVKQDPRRUWK\



&KDOOHQJHVIDFHGLQGHYHORSLQJ+DQGZULWLQJ5HFRJQLWLRQ6RIWZDUHIRU7DPLO

0$QWRQ\5REHUW5DM6$ELUDPL
2IIOLQH7DPLO+DQGZULWWHQ&KDUDFWHU5HFRJQLWLRQXVLQJ&KDLQ&RGHDQG=RQHEDVHG
)HDWXUHV

%$DUWKLGHYL53UL\D$QDQGi .%DODYLJQHVK



7HVVHUDFW2&5ದ7UDLQHU*8,IRU7DPLO/DQJXDJH

5*QDQDVHNDUDQ 
7KH8VDJHRI)LOWHUVIRU'LJLWL]LQJ$QFLHQW7DPLO0DQXVFULSWVDQG7H[WV

68GKD\DNXPDUDQG.6LEL
,QWHOOLJHQW7UDLQLQJIRU7DPLO&KDUDFWHU5HFRJQLWLRQXVLQJ7HVVHUDFW2&5

$*5DPDNULVKQDQDQG%KDUJDYD8UDOD.



5HFRJQLWLRQRIRQOLQHFDSWXUHGKDQGZULWWHQ7DPLOZRUGVRQ$QGURLG




1

7HFKQRORJ\ದ7DPLOLQ0RELOHSODWIRUPV 


.DUWKLN%KDUDWKL



0RELOH7HVW$XWRPDWLRQIRU7DPLO1DWLYH0RELOH$SSVLQ$QGURLGDQGL26

7DPL]KVHOYL639LMD\DODNVKPL0XWKXVZDP\6.RXVLN
&ORXG%DVHG0RELOH3XEOLF7UDQVSRUW$VVLVWDQFHIRU9LVXDOO\,PSDLUHG3HRSOH

7DPL]KVHOYL639LMD\DODNVKPL0XWKXVZDP\6$ELUDPL



&ORXG%DVHG0RELOH%XVLQHVV&DUG5HDGHULQ7DPLO

.DUWKLNH\DQ.1LUPDO.XPDU7KDUXQ1LUDQMDQDQG9LMD\DODNVKPL0 
0,/(67$*

6KLYD.XPDU+5DQG$*5DPDNULVKQDQ



2SHQVRXUFH7DPLO1HWNH\ERDUGIRU$QGURLG

'U-,QGXPDWKL3-RVHSK3UDYLQ 6KHOELQD$-H\D
$1RYHO7DPLO/DQJXDJH3URFHVVLQJLQ$QGURLG2SHUDWLQJ6\VWHP

'U61DQGDNXPDU $5RVHOLQ5DMD
ܝᾙܧܱܢᾙᾹܷܤιܲܢܩιܛܱܛᾷܲܝܥܷ᾿ܝܶ᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢᾺܧܥᾹܱܥᾌ῀ܛ
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7HFKQRORJ\1DWXUDO/DQJXDJH3URFHVVLQJ 1/3 


'U56KDQPXJDP
/LQJXLVWLFDOO\$QQRWDWHG'LFWLRQDU\ /$' IRU1DWXUDO/DQJXDJH3URFHVVLQJದZLWK
VSHFLDOUHIHUHQFHWR1RXQ

5DMHVZDUL6ULGKDU6XJDGHY&0DQL0XUXJHVDQ39LJQHVK17



$K\EULGDSSURDFKWR7DPLO0RUSKRORJLFDOJHQHUDWLRQ

'U%RRODJD5DPEDL



ܘ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢιᾠܲܦᾁܠܲܦᾱܛᾦΆܠܲܭܱܛܲܦᾱܛᾦΆ

ܝܱܝܝᾢᾹܦܱܨܱܞܱܨܑܝܷ ܱܠ᾿ܲܝܱܲܲܥᾹ
᾽ܧܥܶ῁ܲܦܢᾲܶ᾿ܱܝᾷܱܶܢᾁᾺᾗ,ܶܦᾹܱܶܥᾞ῀

(ODQFKH]KL\DQ.7DPLO6HOYL(5HYDWKL16KDQWKL*36KLUHHQ6 0DGKDQ
.DUN\ 
6LPLOH*HQHUDWLRQ

5DMHVZDUL6ULGKDU-D\DYDVDQWK5



7DPLO:RUGQHWEDVHGRQK\EULGDSSURDFK

&9LMD\DODNVKPL 'U56KULUDP
1DWXUDOODQJXDJH3URFHVVLQJEDVHG9LVXDOL]DWLRQ$6XUYH\

'U$0XUXJDL\DQ 
*ORVVLQJRI2OG7DPLO/LWHUDU\7H[WVDQG&RUSXVEDVHGDQQRWDWLRQ6RPHRSHQ
TXHVWLRQV

5DMHQGUDQ6DQG$QDQGNXPUDU0DQG6RPDQ.3 
&RUSXVEDVHG$SSURDFKIRUUHVROYLQJ9HUEDO3RO\VHP\LQ7DPLO
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'U.8PDUDM



,VVXHVZKLOHGHYHORSLQJ6DQJDP7DPLO(QJOLVK%LOLQJXDO3DUDOOHO&RUSRUDIRU
6WDWLVWLFDO0DFKLQH7UDQVODWLRQ6\VWHP

5$NLODQ



ܶܲܬܱܦᾷܶ᾿ܲܬܱܢᾒܝܲܬܭܥᾱܪܑܛᾰܧܲܛᾷܓܛܭܨܢᾞܱܭᾰܛΆ



'U$.DPDWFKL



'HYHORSLQJ2QOLQH&RUSXVDQG&RQFRUGDQFHWR$LQNXUXQXUXRI6DQJDP7DPLO
/LWHUDWXUH

'U'DYLG3UDEKDNDU



ܝᾱܛᾺܥᾔܲܫܛܛܸܭ᾿ܱܝܶ᾿ܭᾹܭᾞܸܛᾜΆ᾽ܲܛܥᾫΆᾗ῀ܱܣܷ᾿ܧܲܧܲܫᾰܤܱܪܲܛ
ܐܲܬܭܲܤܲܡܛᾼᾫ

'U-,QGXPDWKL06KDUPLOD



$VXUYH\RI&RQFDWHQDWLYH7DPLO6SHHFK6\QWKHVL]HU0HWKRGVLQ1DWXUDO/DQJXDJH
3URFHVVLQJ

'U-,QGXPDWKL$PDOD63



6WHPPLQJ$OJRULWKPVIRU7DPLO/DQJXDJH$Q2YHUYLHZ

66DWK\DDQG'U56KULUDP
6XUYH\RQ(PRWLRQ5HFRJQLWLRQIURP6SHHFK

ᾙܸܲܞܱܪܱܥܧܞܲܭܳܝ᾽ܭܤᾙܸܳܝܥ᾽ܭܤᾔܝܱܭᾹܦιᾠΆܢᾙܷܛῃ
ܑܸ῁ܲܦܢܲܬܭܲܤܲܡܛܧܡᾓ᾿ܐ῀ܛᾼᾫ

'U39LMD\D 
3UHSDULQJ(UURUWDJJHG&RUSXVLQ7DPLO/DQJXDJH
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7HFKQRORJ\7H[WWRVSHHFKFRQYHUVLRQ

'U59HOPXUXJDQ 
ܕᾨᾷᾐᾷܥܷ῁ܲܦܢᾲᾆᾷܱܦ῁ܲܦܢιܩᾷܲܢιܲܦܤܱܛᾹܤᾎܤܢܱܝΆܓᾞܱܭᾰܛΆ

'1DUDVKLPDQ$6KDQPXJDSUL\DDQG'U70DOD



7UDQVODWLQJ7DPLO$GMHFWLYH:RUGVWR6LJQ*HVWXUHV8VLQJ+HXULVWLF$SSURDFK

'U33UDEDNDUDQ 
+00%DVHG776IRU7DPLO

'U9DVX5HQJDQDWKDQ



&RPSXWDWLRQDO3KRQRORJ\DQGWKH'HYHORSPHQWRI7H[WWR6SHHFK$SSOLFDWLRQIRU
7DPLO

9LVZDQDWK$DQG6DUDQ\D5



'HYHORSLQJ3KRQHPLF7UDQVOLWHUDWRUIRU7DPLOZLWK9RLFH
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7HFKQRORJ\ದ7DPLO6RIWZDUHV &RPSXWHU/DQJXDJHV


56HWKXUDPDQDQG93UDVDQQD9HQNDWHVDQ 
1HHGRIVHSDUDWHPHWULFVIRU7DPLO6RIWZDUHGHYHORSPHQW

1'/RJDVXQGDUD0XWKDOL 
)DFLOLWDWLQJ6LPSOHU3URJUDPPLQJIRU173E\GHYLVLQJQHZHUFRGHV

16HQWKLOUDMD%$PXWKD03RQQDYDLNNR



.DQLPR]KLDFRPSXWHUODQJXDJHLQ7DPLO

5'KDUDQL\D 'U*98PD
,QWHOOLJHQW0RYLH6FULSW3DWWHUQ,GHQWLILFDWLRQXVLQJVXSHUYLVHG/HDUQLQJ$OJRULWKP

'U-,QGXPDWKL$QLVK$ 
6HTXHQFH&OXVWHULQJ$OJRULWKPIRU6SHOO&KHFNLQJDQG6SHOO6XJJHVWLRQLQ7DPLO
/DQJXDJH

$0XWKLDK76KULQLYDVDQ0$QQDPDODL 
2SHQ7DPLO7H[W3URFHVVLQJ7RROV

ᾙᾷܸܦܱܶܧܢᾶܱܝܷܛܱܣܪܸܦܱܡᾰܢܱܣܛᾹ
ܕ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢᾺܥᾊܕ᾿ܨܲܣᾨᾐܭᾐ"ܛܧܡܑܸ᾿ܲܬܕᾞᾷᾐᾰܲܡܛᾺᾗ

$0XWKLDKDQG0$QQDPDODL
/HDUQLQJ(]KLO/DQJXDJHYLD:HE

-DQ.XÏHUD9ODGLP¯U0DFK'RPLQLNĢNRGD0DWÝM=£EVN¿
7(5.$(QDEOLQJ7DPLOVFULSWUHQGHULQJLQ1(70LFUR)UDPHZRUN
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7DPLOFRPSXWLQJJHQHUDO 


ᾙܸ ܲܛܦܱܨܑ᾽ܭܤ
῁ܲܦܢᾰܦܸܲܡܛᾰ῀ܓܤܱܛᾦᾠܦᾒܧܲܥιܶܛܸܲܫ῀ܱܥ

ᾙܸܕ᾽ܭܤῄܡܷܛῃ



ܑܸܧܡᾙΆܶܲܬܱܦᾲܱܥܢܸܲܝᾌܛᾦΆ

ᾙܭܲܝᾢᾱܛΆ



ܕ῁ܲܦܢᾨᾷᾐᾞᾰᾁܱܧܲܩᾰܱܦܛι῀ܛܲܩ

ܷܱܨܥᾙܸܦܱܨܑܭܶ᾽ܭܤᾹ



ܕᾨᾷᾐܠܓιᾂܧܲܧܲܩᾤΆܛܛܸܭᾦΆܷܭܸܢᾜΆܲܝᾰܛ᾿ܛᾦΆ

569LJQHVK5DM



$WWLWXGHRI7DPLO6SHDNHUV7RZDUGV7DPLO&RPSXWLQJ

7
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&RPSXWHUDLGHG7HDFKLQJ /HDUQLQJRI7DPLO



'U$5D6LYDNXPDUDQ

ᾱᾁܥܲᾹܫܛܲܭᾞܛ᾿ܧܲܧܲܬܱܦܶᾫܨܢ᾿ܲܧܲܭ᾿ܛܲᾰܬܱܦܶ



ᾹܡܦᾆܪܑᾹܭܢܷܱᾆܭ

῁ܲܦܢܲܬܭܲᾹܫܛܲܤܲܡܛᾰܠܸܲܩܣܶ᾿ܝܶ᾿ܧܲܤܨܲܢᾷܪܑܪܱܛιܢ᾿ܲܛܪܲᾜܭ᾿ܛ
᾿ܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ



ܲܦᾆܪܤܢܥܶ᾽ܭܤܸᾹ ᾙܦܱܨܲܛܤܱܞܱܣ᾽ܭܤܸᾙ

ܱᾌΆܥᾹܧܥᾙΆܛᾰܐ῀ܛ᾿ᾓܠܱܥܤܱܪܲܧܱܭ῀ܛܲܝܥܷ᾿ܝܶ



ᾹܝܳܢܛܞܶᾹܡ᾽ܭܛܦܷ

᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛ᾿ܩιܛΆܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ᾿ܭܛܢܤܱܛᾦᾰܛܲܫ῀ܥᾺܛᾰܠܱܢܶܲܬܭᾌᾗᾶᾌܕ
ᾺᾖᾌܘᾹܠܓܱῄܠܷܲᾶܭದ



Ᾱܡܱܭܲܢܦܝܶ

ܱᾌܥᾹܧܥܲᾹܧܱᾢܧܶܪܸܭ᾿ᾢܢܲᾷܥιܛ᾿ܩιܛܲ῁ᾰܦܢ

 ܲܦᾆܪ᾽ܐܲܥ᾽ܭܤܸᾙ
᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛ᾿ܩιܛ῁ܲܦܢܲܬܭܲܤܲܡܛᾰܛᾰܠܧܛܸ᾿ܲܧܩܸܥᾁᾺܭ



ᾁܬܱᾊ᾿ᾢܭܲᾞܢ

ܲᾷܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥᾺܧܸܩܸᾎᾁᾙܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ᾽ᾗᾷܠܱܢܶ᾿ܭܛܢΆܨܛܲܝಬ7
᾿ܢܲᾷܝܱܭܲᾌܭܱᾼܭܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ῁ܲܦܢᾁᾺᾗᾷܭܱΆܠᾶܨܑܪܸܲܣܛᾰܠܱܢܶ
᾿ܢᾌᾷᾐܥΆܦܷܤܸܩܲܢ



᾽ܱܦܲ᾿ᾁܢᾸܝܱܶܦܷ᾽ܭܤܸᾙ

ΆܛܱᾰܧܲܢܨܲܥܲᾺܫܱܡܱܶܛᾰܧܲܥܱᾺܛ᾿ܱܢܶ᾿ᾢܢܲᾷܥιܛ᾿ܩιܛܲᾰܬܭܧܡܑܸ

 $03RQUDM
*DPH%DVHGOHDUQLQJRI6LODSDWK\NDUDP
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06RPDWKDVDQ 'U56DUDQ\D 
'HYHORSLQJD6RIWZDUHRI&URVVZRUG3X]]OHVDVD/HDUQLQJ7RROIRU7DPLO
9RFDEXODU\'HYHORSPHQW

6.DUWKLNH\DQ



2Q'HYHORSLQJ2QOLQH7XWRULDOVIRU/HDUQLQJD3RHWU\


ܲܢᾞܨܲܢܦᾪᾸܨܲܢᾹܶܲܢ ܲܢܱܞܷܛܞᾞܲܢܦᾆܱܢܱܞ



ܭܢ᾿ܲܧܲܤܲܡܛᾨΆܲܝᾱܛᾺᾘ᾽ᾷܶܠܱܢᾰܲܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܪܸܲܣܛᾹܲܦᾹᾕ᾿῀ܛ

ܶܝᾸ᾿ܲܢᾁ ᾽ܱܦ
ܶܲܬܱܦᾺܠܱܥΆܛιܛ᾿ܩιܲܥᾷܢᾢ᾿ܢιܪܱܛᾺܷܱܥᾰᾁ῀ܛ

/RXLV,VDFN.XPDU 
&RPSXWHUDQG2QOLQHDVVLVWHG7HDFKLQJ/HDUQLQJRI7DPLO

'U-,QGXPDWKL



$3HGDJRJ\IRU*ROGHQ$JHUV$Q,QGLDQ&RQWH[W

ᾙܸܨܛܱܤܷܦܱܨܑ᾽ܭܤᾹ



ܛ῁ܲܦܢιܲܥᾷܢᾢ᾿᾿ܥᾥܛܠᾱܲܫܛᾹܥᾱᾁ

ܷܕܭܲܭᾹܱܞܱܨ
ܦܲܤܲܡܛιᾠΆܑܸ῁ܲܦܢܲܬܭܧܡᾰܛܲܭ᾿ܛιܛ᾿ܩιܲܥᾷ᾿ܢ

ܱܠᾰܪܱܢܳܝ᾽ܠᾆܲܢ ܲܦᾞܲܝܲܢܦᾹܤΆܲܭܢܷܱܦ
ܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢᾺܠܱܥᾷܲܢܠᾷܛܷ᾿ܲܢܩܲܢ᾿ܠᾔΆ᾿ܲܬܱܢܶ᾿ܭܛܢᾒܥᾷܲܢᾹܲܬܭ
ܸܢᾙᾹܪܸܲܤᾺܥᾌᾷܢᾤΆܘᾞܭܸ᾽ܱܥ

ܷܢܱܣܲܥܱܛᾹᾆᾺܧܲܡܦܨΆ 
ܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢܲܢܦܩܸܲܣᾰܛιܛ᾿ܩιܲܥᾷܢᾢ᾿ܲܦᾹᾓ᾿ܲܬܭᾗܧܲܢᾎᾁᾙܸܩ
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᾽ܱܠܱܣܲܢᾸܛᾆ

ܲܩιܭܶܲᾹܢᾷܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥ῁ܲܦܢ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ



Ᾱܡܲᾞῃܛ᾽7ܟܲܭܛ

᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛ᾿ܩιܛܲܭ᾿ܛܲ῁ᾰܦܢܲܬܭܧܡܑܸιᾠΆܦܲܤܲܡܛ

20

7DPLOHERRNVGLJLWDOOLEUDU\GLJLWDOGDWDEDVHV

ᾙܸܲܞܱܪܱܥܧܞܲܭܳܝ᾽ܭܤᾙܸܳܝܥ᾽ܭܤᾔܝܱܭᾹܦιᾠΆܢᾙܷܛῃ
ܑܸ῁ܲܦܢܲܬܭܲܤܲܡܛܧܡᾓ᾿ܐ῀ܛᾼᾫ

5DYL/RXUGXVDP\DQG0HUOLQ)ORUUHQFH-RVHSK
%LOLQJXDO'DWDEDVH6RIWZDUH)UDPHZRUNIRU7KLUXNNXUDO




ᾙܸܭ᾿ܝܶܲܢ᾽ܭܤΆ



ܑܸܲܬܭܧܡᾲܝᾱܪܑܛᾰܧܲܛΆܛιܲܥᾷܢᾢ᾿ܲܝᾰܛ᾿ܛᾦΆ᾽ܳܢᾫܛᾦΆ

ᾙܸܢܲܝܲܝ᾽ܭܤΆܨܥΆ



ܲܦ῁ܲܦܢᾹᾕ᾿ܓ῀ܛᾞܱܭᾰܛΆܠܫ῀ܓᾰܛΆܧܥᾹܱܥᾌದܘᾞܲܢܦᾺᾖᾌ

῁ܲܦܢܱܦᾺܲܢܱܲܥ



ܲܦ῁ܲܦܢᾹᾕܛܪΆܧܣܷ᾽ܤܧܥᾰܛᾞܛܲܭᾦΆᾎᾁᾙܸܛܩᾦΆ

ܧܞܱܶܢᾸ ܲܢᾙܸܪܤܢܭ᾽ܭܤᾆܲܦ
ܪܑ῁ܲܦܢᾰܐܧܲܛᾼᾫܛᾦᾰᾁᾰܲܧܲܤܲܡܛᾹܧܥᾹܱܥᾌ

'U'XUDL0DQLNDQGDQ 'U6DWKL\DPRRUWKL
ܲܦᾹܛܠܔᾱܝ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܪܑܛᾰܧܲܛᾲܶܠܸܪ᾿ܱܝᾫܛᾦΆܱܢܶܲܢܱܨܛᾁᾷܢᾤΆ

-HDQ/XF&KHYLOODUG
&RQWULEXWLRQWRWKHHDUO\KLVWRU\RIDOJRULWKPLFVLQ7DPLOWKHܐᾠܶܲܫܢᾫ῀ܛLQWKH
ܱܧᾺܥᾞܲܭܪܛܜᾞܲܢܢಹ

ܷ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܱܨܥᾙܑܸܞܶ᾽ܭܤᾸᾐܱܞܱܨܑܢ ܲܢܦ
ܨܱܥ῁ܲܦܢΆܦܧܱܲܥᾞᾷᾐܭᾷܲܢᾹܷܱܣᾼᾰܦܤܱܛᾞᾸᾐܢܲܩᾤᾰܫܢܧܡܑܸܤܱܛΆ

ᾙܸܱܛܫܦܱܲܥ᾽ܭܤᾸܢΆ



ܪܸܛ᾿ܧܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢᾲܶܲܦ᾿ܱܝᾹܲܢܱܨܛܤ
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᾽ܭܕܲܭ᾽ܐܞܷ

ᾙΆܧܲܛᾰܪܑ῁ܲܦܢܤᾪܣᾙΆܧܡܑܸ

 ܲܦᾆܪܱܢܳܝ
ܭܸ᾽ܱܥᾞܘᾤΆܢܱᾌܛ῀ܱܛܷιܦܷܫܸܛܨܸᾌܛᾼᾫᾰܐᾦΆܛ῁ܢܲܭᾼܐ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ



ܲܡܦܨܲܥܱᾆᾺܨܑ᾽ܭܤܸᾙ

ܪܸܲܣܲᾹܬܲܦܢ᾿ܲܫܛ῁ܢܑܲᾹܦ῁ܲܦܢ
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7DPLOLQWHUQHWVRFLDOQHWZRUNLQJ

ᾙܸ᾽ܭܤᾙܑܫᾱܷܭܱܛᾹ



ᾙܛᾓ᾿ܭᾞܸܛᾜΆܪܸܭᾺܲܢܥᾫ᾽ܫܭᾲܢܷ᾿ܲܧܲܝᾰܛᾙΆ

ܑܞܱܨܛܱܧܲܢܞܱܨᾹ



ܧܡܑܸ῁ܲܦܢΆܪܸܭ῁ܲܦܢᾺᾘᾰܲܭ῀ܛᾰܲܛᾖᾊܝܱܧᾚܫܢܧܡܑܸܛᾱ῀ܛ

'U6HPPDO'U$SLWKD6DEDSDWK\ 6.DWKLUYHO



&RPSDULVRQRIWKH,QWHUQHWXVDJHSDWWHUQV(ದ%RRNUHDGLQJKDELWLQ7DPLODQG
3HUFHLYHGEDUULHUVIRULWDPRQJ$UWVDQG6FLHQFH&ROOHJH6WXGHQWVLQD5XUDODQGDQ
8UEDQ&LW\LQ7DPLOQDGXGXULQJ

56XQGDUDUDPDQDQG'U6HPPDO



$WWLWXGHVWRZDUGV(/HDUQLQJLQ7DPLODPRQJ)LUVW\HDU%LRPHGLFDO(QJLQHHULQJ
6WXGHQWVLQ&KHQQDL

6KUL9LQGK\D'U70DODDQG'-DJDGLVK



$QDO\]LQJ2QOLQH&ROODERUDWLYH/HDUQHUVLQ7DPLO8VLQJ0RRGOH

'-DJDGLVK'U70DOD6KUL9LQGK\D 
6WXG\RI,QWHUDFWLRQ3DWWHUQVZLWKLQ,1),77JURXSXVLQJ/RQJLWXGLQDO3UREDELOLVWLF
6RFLDO1HWZRUN$QDO\VLVWHFKQLTXH

'U/DOLWKD6KDQPXJDP 'U6HPPDO 
&RPSDULVRQRIWKH(/HDUQLQJEHKDYLRULQ7DPLOEHWZHHQ0HGLFDODQG'HQWDO
VWXGHQWVLQ7DPLOQDGXGXULQJ

ܶܞܱܨܑܭᾙܨܛܝܷܲܤᾹ ᾙܸ᾽ܭܤᾆܣᾸܢᾁ᾽ܱܦ
᾿ܲܬܱܢܶ᾿ܠܱܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ᾿ܭܛܢᾒܥᾰܛᾞܫܸܛܲܭᾺܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷܪܝܷܢΆܭܱܦܠ
᾿ܛᾥܱܲܠܑܸܲܬܱܦܶܧܷܠܸܲܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦᾝܱܩದܐᾼᾫ
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CHALLENGES FACED IN DEVELOPING HANDWRITING RECOGNITION
SOFTWARE FOR TAMIL
Dr. V. Krishnamoorthy
(Former Professor, Anna University)
Learn Fun Systems <prof.vkrish@gmail.com>
ABSTRACT
The third version of our online handwriting recognition software is coming out now. It takes
care of almost all normal variations in which a character is written, and also some large
variations. It needs no training is a point to note. Here we trace the problems faced, the
decisions taken, the progress made and the problems remaining in each version. The
problems faced include the variations in writing one character, similarities between many
characters, the extra tails at the beginning and end, the relative sizes between the parts of a
character, the various screen densities, the holding of the device influencing the direction of
writing. Though our basic method remains the same for many languages in which the letters
are written individually, our experience shows that each language and each letter of a
language has to be treated individually. Required data and algorithms have to be created
separately for each language and the generic engine will take care of the prediction.
Introduction
Though speech is the easiest form of communication, the other two commonly used forms,
namely writing and typing will have their own importance in different contexts. Tapping on
the keys on the touch screen comes under typing. Swyping can be considered as writing in a
new script. Morse code like methods are specialized, and are not used by the common man.
When the computers became a household article, its use by the common man in India in his
local language was not widespread, mainly due to the large number of characters to be typed.
With the advent of the cheap touch screen mobile phones and tablets, a new era has dawned
in communication by the common man in India. With the availability of the online
handwriting technology, now it is possible for anyone to get the benefits of the computing
technology, like getting information available on the net and easy collection of data at the
site. Even the elementary school children can search the net with this technology, without
learning to type.
First version
Realizing the importance of this technology I started working in this area in 1994. Our
software with the first version of online handwriting recognition for Tamil came out a few
years ago. Touch screens were not commonly used at that time. We actually develop our
software by writing on the screen using a mouse, in the Windows platform. Writing using a
mouse will usually create bad looking letters. But we were happy because we could recognize
even these letters.
The first version, as with any technology, was more of a proof of concept. Many things had to
be considered even for the first version. It has to tolerate some variations in writing, if not for
large variations. A major decision had to be whether to have training sessions or not, for
individual users. If yes, then is it going to be for all the letters or only for some letters? The
technology we were developing took care of most of the variations in writing a letter. The
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data created had all the information. This data is kept in specialized form to save the time in
processing. It would be very difficult to include these data from the samples got from the user
in the training sessions. Also, most of the people would like to start using a software without
any training. Simply put, people do not like training sessions. Hence we decided that our
software will not have any training module. But this puts a heavy Burdon on us. We have to
cater to all variations at the compilation time itself.
The first version was available in PonMadal, and in one version of PonMozhi. It took care of
many variations in writing. For example, the letter 'thi', can be written with one, two, three or
four strokes. The letter 'tha' can end at the bottom left or bottom middle or bottom right. That
is, anywhere in the bottom.

When a letter is written, at the touching of the finger on the screen, there may come a small
part of the stroke which comes in a direction which is not intended. Also at the end
sometimes a letter has an extra bit going in a different direction. This is sometimes due to the
way the hand moves to start the next letter. These two extra bits poses major problems to the
designer. The dilemma is whether to cut something or not, and if yes, how much is OK. The
problem becomes more acute when we have devices with small number of pixels per inch to
large number of pixels per inch. We have to cater to all the devices. Also, the user may write
in many sizes. Design decisions had to be taken based on our experience. They may work
well in most cases, but give problems in some cases. There is no one best solution.
There is another problem in the way a letter is written. For example, the letter 'pa' has to start
from the top. But many people start this letter from the bottom, go to the top, and then retrace
this path to the bottom. This extra bit is not small, as the one we mentioned in the previous
paragraphs. This bit spans the entire height of the character. These variations had to be
considered separately.

We decided that we will try to fix one best matching letter first. Then two or three similar
looking letters will be provided as alternatives. Though this worked well in most places, it
failed in some places. Minute variations between similar looking letters forced these errors.
The following is a list of some similar looking letters.

Another major challenge is when a letter is written using many strokes. The problem is in
deciding which of the strokes are to be combined to form a letter. 'Intersecting strokes are to
be combined' - is a simple solution, but not a complete one. For example, 'poo' can be easily
confused with 'ta too'. The ordering of the pullis forming the letter 'ak', and differentiating it
from three dots is a challenge. The problem is that even six non intersecting parts can form
one letter. For example, see the letter 'gnu' shown below.
The pulli for a pure consonant seems to be a simple thing. But it poses major problems. Pulli
is written in many sizes. Some write is so big that it can be confused with the kokki for
ikaram or eekaaram. Also the pulli may not be exactly above a letter. All these have to be
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taken care of. A kokki written slightly to the right of a character can be confused with the
thunai ezhuththu.
Some ambiguity can be resolved by post processing. For example, if a letter is not the first
letter of a word, then between the vowel 'ae' and single kombu, it is single kombu, since in
Tamil, usually a vowel does not come in the middle of a word. Though we have a fast spell
checker, we decided against using it, because of two reasons. First, this can be used only
when a word is completed. Since we wish to get the letters correct immediately after it is
written, we do not want a post processing after a word. Second, this may change the word
incorrectly when words which are not usually in the dictionary, like the names, are written.
Second version
After a while we realized that though the technology we had developed works, it can be
modified and made less complex. This will make it work better and a bit easier to implement.
Hence a major overhaul of the design was undertaken. We redesigned the way we look at a
letter. We simplified our approach. This simplified our data structure. We included more
variations for some letters. The second version was born. It was faster also.
The problems started when people started expecting a perfect software. When people tested
this software, they expected that it should recognize in whatever way they write. Some wrote
very fast as if they were in a hurry, and hence some parts of the strokes were missing. Some
scribbled as if they were signing. Some wanted to see how much variation it can tolerate.
Some wrote in very small sizes. New ways in which some letters are written were discovered.
For example, the letters like 'thunai ezhuththu' and 'ka' are written as follows. We had not
taken care of this variation before.

At this stage we thought that we have to do a better job so that it will satisfy most, if not all.
Third version
The work for this version started about one and a half years ago. Our main goal was that we
should recognize whatever is written. Do not leave anything. Predict more than one letter.
Allow for large variations, even though this may clash with other letters. Include many more
forms of writing, whether someone writes like that or not.
Do not leave anything as unrecognized - This is the philosophy with which we started our
work for the third version. Hence large variations in different parts of a letter had to be
allowed. This meant that we will have many predictions for a letter. We had to do a better job
in identifying which one is better than the others. Hence we had to produce a number to grade
them. We had to involve this grading while evaluating every feature of a letter. Our data
structures and algorithms had to be modified thoroughly. We decided that we will provide up
to four predictions per letter. They will be according to the order in which our procedure rates
them. The first one with highest ranking goes to form a word. The others will be shown
alongside. If the user wants, he can choose an alternative.
After making all the modifications, we found that the recognition engine has slowed down
considerably, when used in mobile phones. Now we had to concentrate on the way the
algorithms work, and find ways of speeding up, without compromising on the quality of
recognition. This took some time, but we succeeded. All along we have tried to keep the size
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small. Many are surprised when we say that the core engine for recognition is just about
300KB per language!
One problem which remains is that some people write in a direction pointing to the top right.
This makes the letters slant too much. Though some slanting is taken care of, abnormal
slanting poses a problem. Now the third version is available in our software for Windows,
Android and iOS.
From our experience with this technology we found that our core technology can be used for
all Indian languages. But for each language, the data and functions have to be tailored to suit
that language. The major consideration has to be in differentiating between similar looking
letters. We have started porting this third version of our technology to other Indian languages.
It will work for all languages where the letters are written individually.
Searching the net for handwriting technology will show only a handful of companies offering
this technology. This is due to the complexity involved. Finally, the question is whether
everybody's handwriting can be recognized. Our view is that though most of the time we can
recognize the letters, there may be a few occasions where the software fails. These may be
due to some big deviation in some portions of a letter, or due to some software error. Our
aim is to provide software which can recognize any normal or near normal writing. Towards
this goal, we have included a provision to capture the points in the strokes. If a letter is not
recognized, and the user thinks that it is written normally or near normally, he can long press
the green right arrow button provided in the row where the recognition and options are
shown. The data thus collected will help us improve the recognition capability of this
software. For anyone who is willing to optimize this software for his or her handwriting, we
will be happy to send a copy of the Android test version.

Conclusion
We have traced the challenges we faced while creating the technology for handwriting
recognition. Using this software without any training is a plus point. Portability to many other
languages and tiny size are other plus points. Our software can recognize any letter written
normally or near normally. Achieving hundred percent correct recognition is our goal. It is
estimated that the sale of smart phones will see a huge jump in the coming years in India.
With this, I think our online handwriting technology will empower many Indians.
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Offline Tamil Handwritten Character Recognition using Chain Code
and Zone based Features
M. Antony Robert Raj1, S. Abirami2
Department of Information Science and Technology
Anna University, Chennai – 600 025
Email: antorobert@gmail.com, abirami_mr@yahoo.com
Abstract.
Recognition of handwritten characters is one of the important research areas in Pattern
Recognition. But recognition is more complicated and tough for the languages/scripts having
more curvy structures. This is more applicable to Indian languages since most of the Indian
languages have tough structural shapes and of course the recognition is highly challengeable.
In this context, this paper is intended to design an offline Tamil handwritten character
recognizer which would extract the necessary features to recognize the characters that may
produce conflicts. The novelty of this paper lies in extracting the features from the Tamil
handwritten characters by applying Zoning over them and capturing their structures through
the usage of Chain Code Algorithm. Further, the selected features are analyzed to calculate
their area which is an additional feature. Finally, extracted values are given as input to
Support Vector Machine to classify the characters successfully. In this research, Tamil
vowels and consonants have been taken into consideration and it achieves an average rate of
80% accuracy in recognition.
Keywords: OCR, Zoning, Chain Code and SVM
1. Introduction
Optical character recognition (OCR) is one of the most popularized research fields in the
pattern recognition, which helps to interpret the handwritten or printed text image as to
machine understandable and modifiable text. Converting character image into recognizable
text by machine is a highly complicated work for researchers. The reason behind this is
handwriting style of every individual is unique. The style of individual handwriting will vary
with respect to mood, age, education, situation and so on.
The OCR process is of two types; offline and online with respect to handwritten
recognition. Online handwritten OCR helps to identify the characteristic features from pen tip
movement. Offline process has not been researched as extensively as the online one, where
contributions are available in many languages including Tamil. Offline procedure limits the
recognition of written characters because of its complications. In this paper, we have chosen
Offline Mode Recognition procedure for Tamil handwritten character set.
Tamil, a South Indian language has complex structure due to its cursive shapes and loops.
Tamil language got great recognition ‘Semmozhi’ from Indian government. In character set,
Tamil alphabet contains 247 characters which include 18 consonants, 12 vowels, 216
combinational characters and one special character. We have chosen thirty characters (vowels
and consonants) from Tamil Character set in this work.
Tamil is one of the recognized languages in many countries. Many of ancient Tamil
handwritten invaluable documents can be available to the common man through
computerization and they can reap their benefits. Our project is envisaged to accelerate the
process of recognizing difficult handwritten documents.
The OCR system consists of five main steps: Pre-processing, Segmentation, Feature
Selection, Feature Extraction and Classification.
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Section-2 deals with the survey of work done in this area. Section-3 describes the preprocessing steps, feature extraction and classification. Experimental results are presented in
section-4. Finally, conclusion and future works are discussed in Section-5.
2. Literature Survey
Jun Cao eta al [3] developed algorithm in neural network to classify the exact handwritten
numerals. To extract the features, they used the Directional Chain Code Histogram based
procedure and achieved lowest error rate.
Rajashekararadhya et al [4] employed Zoning and projection based handwritten character
recognition system. Those two procedures were used for extracting the features. Here again
zoning [8] [10] [11] method was employed and extracted zone centroid coordinates as
features. Support vector machine (SVM) system and Neural network were chosen for
providing better recognition rate.
N. Shanthi and Duraisamy [6] [12] achieved considerable accurate results from SVM
based recognition system. Zoning has been implemented and pixel density values are
calculated to extract the needed features from character image.
R. Ramanathan et al [7] took Tamil font for their recognition research. SVM algorithm
was used for identifying several fonts in Tamil. Gabor filter was used to extract the features
and they were trained by SVM to achieve reasonable accuracy for testing samples.
Akshay et al [9] did the experiments by taking ‘Horizontal and Vertical line, their
position’, ‘branching and its position’ as features. He also explored zone, movements and
number of transitions for verifying their utility. Euclidean Distance was used for classifying
the character
3. Zoning based Handwritten OCR system
In the Pre-processing phase, Otsu’s [1] method has been followed to binarize the
character image. Binarized image was given as an input to noise removal process, where
Median and Gaussian filters were applied to fine-tune the image. Skeletonization was another
method to secure thinner image. Thinning algorithm [4] has been added later to peel off the
thickness of the image. Normalization has been applied over the images of various sizes to
obtain a standard size.
Zoning has been applied over the normalized image to divide the image into equal pieces.
Chain Code Procedure has been applied on the character portion of the pieces in each zone to
select the required portion of character structure for further process. Area calculation has
been done on the next level to extract the necessary features used for Classification. Support
Vector Machine (SVM) is a popular classifier used in our work to classify the exact machine
recognizable character. The figure 1 shows the overall procedure followed in the forthcoming
sections.

Figure.1 Zoning based Handwritten OCR system
3.1 Pre-processing
Pre-processing is required to obtain the images in a good condition. The collected
character samples were converted into a black and white image using Binarization and
thinned further to apply feature selection techniques on it.
3.1.1

Binarization
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Binarization is a procedure used to convert grey scale image into black and white images.
Thresholding is a method which is used in Binarization. Thresholding task is used to
distinguish foreground from background. There are two types of Thresholding [1] techniques
Local and Global. Global approach has been taken in this work which has only one peak
value for the entire image instead of many peak values for the entire image. Otsu’s [1][3]
Thresholding concepts are implemented in our work where peak values were calculated
within two classes of black and white to separate foreground and background.
3.1.2 Skeletonization
It is a process to peel off the unwanted pixels from the character image without affecting
the natural shape of the real character. Thinning algorithm has been applied over the
binarized image to obtain its skeleton. This reduces the size of the image, retaining single
pixel in the contour of the image.
3.2 Feature Selection and Extraction
3.2.1 Feature Selection
To select features from the image, zone–based approach [2] has been proposed here. To
extract the features, selection plays a major role in recognition system. In many works,
zoning procedure [4] [8] [10] [11] has been used for extracting features but in our work we
chose zoning for selecting the necessary features. Zoning not only helped us to extract good
features, but also aids to apply Eight Directional Chain Code [3] [5] method over it to extract
crucial features from each zone. Without affecting the real shape, the image was resized into
a standard size (90×90 pixels) image to apply zoning over the image. In zoning way,
normalized image (90×90) was further divided into nine equal zones (10×10). Now each
zone contained character portion of image as shown on the figure 2.

Figure.2 Sample Character in Zone (90X90 Æ 9(10X10))
Then the Eight Directional Chain Code [3] [5] method has been applied on each zone to
extract the features. Chain code was applied on character pixels in an anticlockwise direction
as depicted in figure 3.

Figure.3 Chain Code Procedure
In chain code procedure, we travelled row wise from first pixel on the sub image to find
the first black pixel with one neighbor. If we found it, then the chain code method was
applied on the same pixel and its travel started on anticlockwise direction as shown in the
figure 3 and checked on eight adjacent pixels for finding neighbor black pixel. The chain
code will not traverse reversely. This procedure came to an end with another black pixel
which contained only one neighbor or any junction point was found (if there are three
neighbors to the current pixel). The chain code extracted the one pixel if there was only one
pixel in zone (dots). Visited foreground (black) pixels were selected for further processes.
Continued these steps until no further black pixels were available to visit by chain code.

0
3

If the chain code algorithm was not able to find the pixel with one neighbor in the whole
image, we checked each pixel which contains two neighbors. If we found it, it might have
circular shapes. Here also, visited all black pixels and selected the pixel portion for further
process. The figure 4 shows selected features from the character ‘6’

Figure.4 Selected Features from ‘6’
3.2.2 Feature Extraction
Various parts of the character are segregated using the feature selection algorithm which
results in different shapes. Segregated components possess the shape of curves (open or
closed curve), points or linear form. Here, curves and closed curves are not considered for
experimentation since they are more irregular in shapes. Instead of taking various shapes for
our work, we calculated area of the curves to extract the features from the characters.
In this area calculation, we recognized both the ends of every given shape, by travelling
along each row of the image from top left corner seeking for the pixels having only one
neighbor. If pixels with only one neighbor have been identified, those points were taken as
the two end points A1 & A2 ((r1, c1), (r2, c2)) of that particular shape and assumed as line or
open curve. If we were unable to find the pixel with one neighbor, we searched for pixel with
two neighbors and considered them as closed curves.
From the point A1 & A2, we computed the mid-point of the two end points using the Eq1 and it is taken as A3 (r3, c3). Later, the mid-point of A1 to A3 (taken as A4 (r4, c4)) and
A3 to A2 (taken as A5 (r5, c5)) has been calculated subsequently.
(1)
Further, distance between A1 to A4, A4 to A3, A3 to A5 and A5 to A2 has been
calculated as shown in figure 5. All the measurements seem to be the same and hence taken
as ‘D’.

Figure.5 Extracting features from selected sample
We traversed from each mid-point (A1, A2, A3, A4 and A5) to the curve direction till we
located the black pixel and marked it as R1, R2, R3, R4 and R5. The distance between R1 to
A1, R2 to A2 and etc. were calculated and they are taken as x1, x2, x3, x4 and x5
respectively as shown in equation 2.

1
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(2)
Figure 5 shows the Procedure of extracting features from given samples. The distance
between R1 to A1 and R2 to A2 were zero. Finally the area was calculated using the given
equation (Eq-3).
-

Area =

(3)

If the shape was linear, the area of the line might be zero. If the shape occurs to be a
closed curve, then we considered it inside the bounding box, and took the mid-point of the
bounding box by drawing the horizontal line through it which in turn divides the closed curve
into two curve shapes and also we did the above said procedure for finding the area
calculation.
From each zone (9 Sub zones), we extracted needed features from 14 to 16 selected
character portions of the Tamil Character ‘6’ as shown in the Table 1
Table.1 Extracted Feature from Each Character Portions

3.3 Classification
Support Vector Machine (SVM) [6] [7] [13][14] is a statistical learning algorithm which
achieved excellent results in various applications including pattern recognition. SVM
algorithm classifies the samples by using support vectors which were the sub sets of training
samples. The feature space was created by SVM classifier using the attributes in the training
data collected from various zones of image sets.
Linear separation of hyper plane and complexity are defined using kernel functions.
gave as the hyper plane, were ‘w’ is the normal vector of the plane (weight
factor). The given set of labeled training samples are Xi ,Yi; where i=1 to n and Xi is the
sample sets and Y= 1 or -1. The SVM gave us the solution from the equation [6] Yi (WT ߶

(Xi) + b)

ߦI, ߦI

0. The testing and training samples were collected and fed into

classification algorithm. SVM predicted the values targeted by us from the given testing
samples. The RBF is one of the most famous kernel type which was implemented in our work
to predict our samples.
4. Experimental Results
4.1 Data collection
Thirty characters (vowels and consonants) from Tamil Language were chosen for our
experiments. Data samples were collected from HP Lab Dataset, where we have gathered
7500 characters of our experiments. From these data sets 5000 character samples were chosen
for Training set and rest of them were chosen for testing set. This data stored in Microsoft
excel and fed in Matlab, where the data was loaded in SVM function to get the accuracy rate.
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Overall accuracy achieved for testing samples was 80.4%. The experiment result we have
achieved for different characters are tabulated in the following table 2. The figure 7 shows the
graph representation of accuracy rate for each character set.
Table.2 Data Samples and Accuracy Achieved
S. No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

TamilVowels

6

7

8

9

:

;

<

>

=

?

@

A

B

C

D

AccuracyAchieved 80.4 75.2 81.6 90.2 78.1 70.3 79.6 78 80.1 81.1 76.8 73.4 80.2 78.1 79.9
S. No

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

TamilVowels

F

G

H

I

J

L

M

N

O

Q

T

S

R

P
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Figure.7 Accuracy rate for each character set
5. Conclusion
In this paper we implemented Zone and Chain Code Algorithm for selecting the correct
features which is suitable for area calculation. We have chosen thirty letters from Tamil
character set of HP datasets and achieved 80% accuracy rate. These concepts are highly
suitable for other Tamil combinational characters also.
Our aim is to consider all Tamil characters for recognition. For that we are striving to fine
tuning this chain code and Area calculation procedure. Also we are hoping to develop new
algorithms which will complement the procedure which was used by us and which will be
applicable to recognize all the characters.
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Abstract:
Tesseract OCR engine is the most accurate open source engine. It has released under
Apache license Version 2.0. Basically it has developed and trained for English. Later, it
received many corrections by open source community to support other languages.
Apart from the modifications on core engine, it needs training with more quality and
quantity. In this research paper, we are concentrating on training the Tesseract for Tamil
language. We are proposing Graphical User Interface to automate the whole process and
some improvements on training specific to Tamil language to provide accuracy.
1. Introduction
Tesseract was first developed by HP in 1984.Around 1985-2006, it had a limited work
done on it, but since then it was Google who sponsored many improvements and
development over it. Teasseract was originally developed for English language but over the
years it has drastic change over other languages with Tesseract version 2.0.And now we have
Tesseract 3.0 which supports a number of languages and it can now able to recognize more
than 60 languages including many Indic languages.
Tamil is one of the classical languages in the world and it has the richest literature. In this
paper effort has been put on to train Tamil language through Tesseract. Even though Tamil
has trained previously, it needs more training to improve the accuracy. We propose some
techniques to improve training process to recognise Tamil character with minimal errors and
providing trained data as open source to the community.
2. Training
The accuracy of Tesseract engine mainly based on the quality and quantity of the training
provided. Based on the requirement the training can be done manually or automatically.

i) Manual Training
Manual training has required, if the character in the object not matches with any digital
font and only exists as printed over object. Initially, the source (printed book or any object
with text) should be scanned and converted in to digital images. The image should be
produced with good quality. Tesseract can read it properly if the image as 300 dpi and height
of the font is more than 15 pixels.
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Figure1:TrainingSteps

Sample training image should be selected with more cautious. For example, if there is a
requirement to read the printed book, selecting the page with more combination of characters
will be the right choice.
This selected image has to be provided to Tesseract and it tries to read the image with
existing trained data. Tesseract provides the coordinates of each character associated with
letters it recognises.
Manual verification required on the coordinates to confirm the right interpretation by
engine. The possibility of getting wrong mapping is higher, if the training image has less
quality or the characters/lines are overlapping each other. So the mapping should be corrected
with proper coordinates.
Building repeated words from the images as dictionary will help Tesseract to add the
accuracy. This will help Tesseract, to read the words with unusual character combinations.
For example words with digit and special characters.
If the characters on the images overlap each other, the engine may get ambiguity and
read it as different character. Finally, Tesseract creates trained data as separate file. It can be
used to read the images it trained for.

ii) Automated Training
Automated training can be applied, if the source image as originally generated by the
digital fonts. In this case, random combination of all type of characters generated for training.
This text file will be converted to image and the characters on the image will be mapped to
text file characters. So it means, there is no need for manual inspection. It has accurate
mapping without manual inspection.
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3. Tesseract Trainer GUI
To produce more trained data, the training process should be easy and can be done by non
technical people as well. At present it is not the case. It is difficult to setup the environment
and Tesseract Engine. Also, there is no tool available to train the Tesseract for Tamil
language. There is no online tool to collect and manage the trained data. So, we are proposing
a GUI tool with following features,
x Web application 
x Facility to manage Trained data
x Box file editor
x Automatic trained data selection
x Ambiguity Correction
The GUI will contain option to download the trained data or use it directly by uploading
the image file. To select the right trained data, we are proposing option to check the accuracy.
In this method, the sample image will be taken along with the translated text.

Figure2:SelectingTrainedData

This will be translated by existing trained data and the output will be compared to the
translated text. The more accurate trained data will be considered for further image reading.
Creating right amount of characters and combination in the training image will help to
produce more accuracy. There will be characters list on trainer GUI with completion status in
percentage. This will help the end user to provide the right amount of training.

4. Future Works
x
x
x

Dictionary data for Tamil will be collected and will be used to correct the recognised
words.
Tesseract engine will be deployed on cloud to process huge data.
Web services (API) will be provided to support all kind of software and mobile
devices.
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5. Conclusion:
By using the techniques proposed on this paper, Tamil character recognition will get
more accuracy. Also the proposed GUI will help to get more trained data from the society
and the same will be released under open source license to the public. This will help to
improve the usage of OCR in our life. 
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Abstract:
Tamil language with its ancient aged artistic convention has been talked in southern India for
a many centuries. The Tamil language is a part of the Dravidian family, some other thirty
languages. The Dravidian family of languages is unique from other Indo-European family of
languages. Many of the ancient literatures and artistic works in Tamil have been found only
in the form of palm leaves or in papers. These phenomena in which these texts occur could be
fragile or difficult to use for both research and reading purposes. The only way that gives us
reading possible of these texts is digitalization. The paper tries to give an introduction to the
use of Adobe Photoshop with specific reference to its applications in Tamil ancient
manuscripts and archaeology. The study gives much importance to the specific uses of filters
in such soft wares including image formats, resolution, image correction, layers and scale to
digitalize the ancient texts and books for future purposes. Through digitalization it is possible
to all Tamil students to get the old classic books in its collection, and enables them to search
and read them all in online.
Key words: Tamil, digitalization, ancient, manuscripts, archaeology.

Photoshop Filters: Filters are generally easy to find out and also employ, and yet are
generally one among Photoshop’s most highly effective attributes. While utilized effectively,
they will replicate a number regarding photo taking and also imaginative effects, can improve
the quality of this photos, and can even perspective these individuals in ways which often
would otherwise be incredibly tedious and also time-consuming. Every filtering yields its
very own special result that you can adjust and change previous to it really is used.
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Furthermore, some sort of filtering could possibly be
applied even right after one more have been utilized, along with
the end result as being a combination with a couple of filters
utilized. This order which you employ this filters has an
impression about what the end result appears to be; for example,
running Add Noise followed by Blur will offer you a fuzzy
graphic with fuzzy dots onto it, whereas this opposite combo
would offer a blurry graphic along with sharp dots.
Considering that filters may be used in different order,
and also each has its very own regulates, there exists pretty much
absolutely no reduce in order to the different ways in which you are able to employ and also
merge these individuals.

Original Image: picture one

Here are several standard suggestions to note when working with filtration system:
• Some filtration system merely helps RGB pictures (most common)
• Some filtration system merely helps 8-bit pictures (most common)
• In most cases, the greater memory you could have, your more quickly your filtration system
will probably operate. 512 MB is generally good for casual Photoshop employ, though 1 GB
can be advised regarding serious image writers.

Filter: Auto tone = ctrl+shift+L, picture two
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Using Filtration systems from the Filtering Menu:
Using some sort of filtering can be as uncomplicated seeing that likely to this
Filtering menus and also picking one you choose. A few filters will employ promptly, while
others (which possess … following their own names) will present you with some options
first. Below are a few tips for making use of filters:
• Keep Option (Mac) or even Alt (Windows) to determine some sort of real-time preview on
the influence because you move some sort of slider.
• If you need to employ this filtering for you to just part of
one’s photograph, use the selection tool device to choose this
part before running this filter
• If there is some sort of Preview Window, you possibly can
move this preview image to see diverse helpings of it. You
can also use the + and also - keys for you to enlarge and also
reduce there.

Filter: Brightness/Contrast, picture three

• Filtration systems might be placed on personal colour programmes, and also can also be
placed on layer masks.
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Filter: Sharp, picture four

With this particular tool, you'll be able to rapidly preview what sort of separate out as
well as mix off filtration will look with no truly making use of some of them to your current
photograph. Many filtration can be seen within the Filtering Gallery, you will observe in
which a few usually are not there (such because the Render filters). Those filtration can easily
merely be reproduced through deciding on them from the Filtering Menu.
Areas exactly your different parts of your Filtering Gallery window along with what
they do:
• Real-time Preview: Demonstrates what your directory filtration will look just like on
your own photograph. You may use your controls within the lower left for making your
preview larger as well as smaller.
• Offered Filtration: Click the triangle next to just about every folder icon in order to
grow your folder along with expose your filtration inside of.
• Filtering options: You possibly can command your adjustments of each one separate
out you might be using here. Whichever separate out is actually decided on within the record
may be the just one you'll be able to alter here.
• List of Filters: Employ this list to manage which filtration you might be making use
of along with inside what obtain. Drag a filter upwards as well as along within the record to
improve it is obtain. Click the Eye icon the moment to hide a filter’s result within the record,
along with just click the idea yet again to show the result. Click the trash icon at the bottom to
remove the decided on separate out from the record, as well as click the page icon at the
bottom to incorporate an additional separate out towards record.

Filter: Reverse, picture five
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Filter: Vibrance, picture six

Since their label suggests, Blur filters ease your edges of an impression as well as
combine all of them collectively in various ways, while Sharpen filters enhance the contrast
of edges in the photo. Here’s a review of a number of filters:
• Gaussian Blur: Makes a photo seem fuzzy by way of a given volume. Could also be
thought of as a “hazy” impact.
• Smart Blur: Smooths away areas of related coloring, while trying to keep razorsharp edges between very distinct coloration regions.
• Sharpen More: Helps increase an image’s concentration and clarity. That filter is
simply any stronger version with the Sharpen filter.
• Sharpen Edges: Tries away coloration edges inside impression and will increase
their comparison. Unsharp Mask accomplishes the same thing but offers many advanced
handles.
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Abstract
Tamil character Recognition is one of the challenging tasks in Optical Character Recognition.
While the current methodologies employed give higher accuracy for English characters,
Tamil characters still face issues. The complexity of Tamil characters when compared to
English is multi-fold due to is font style, character combination, etc. These features could be
trained using Tesseract which is an open-source optical character recognition (OCR) engine
that was developed at Hewlett-Packard, released under Apache2.0 license. Originally
developed for English text only, but now efforts have been made to modify the engine and its
training system to make them able to deal with other languages and UTF-8 characters.
Tesseract needs to know about different shapes of the same character by having different
characters separated explicitly. Any language that has different punctuation and numbers is
going to be disadvantaged by some of the hard-coded algorithms that assume ASCII
punctuation and digits. There have been efforts to “extend” the engine for Tamil. But the
accuracy is not comparable with that of English as the style of both languages varies
significantly. The scope for ambiguity is high in Tamil (Example - (_K being recognised
as KK, ]T being recognised as BYT). Also Tamil has specific characters like 5. Taking
these factors into account, the present attempt is to understand the Tesseract OCR and try to
find out an efficient/intelligent way to train Tamil characters and give in GPL compatible
license so that the community at large benefits from it and enables future work on it .

Introduction
The optical character recognition (OCR) is a process of recognizing printed or handwritten
text from scanned or printed document images and converting them into text format. Early
versions of OCR need to be programmed with images of each character, and worked on one
font at a time. "Intelligent" systems with a high degree of recognition accuracy for most fonts
are now common [1]. Tamil character Recognition is one of the challenging tasks in Optical
Character Recognition. While the current methodologies employed give higher accuracy for
English characters, Tamil characters still face issues. While it’s true that Tamil Character
Recognition has its unique feature due to the complex nature of character set when compared
to English, the preprocessing can be done with the help of already existing systems .Hence
the aim of this paper is to use an existing OCR engine (Tesseract) to train it for recognizing
Tamil characters. Tesseract is an open-source optical character recognition (OCR) engine that
was developed at Hewlett-Packard between 1984 – 1994, and later in 2005 released under
Apache2.0 license [2]. As noted here [3] , the engine performs well with English , but has to
be trained for Tamil ,specifically because Indic languages provide greater challenges
specifically to classifiers, and also to the other components of OCR systems. Another reason
to use Tesseract engine is that its under Apache2.0 license and are compatible with version 3
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of the GPL[4] unlike various other OCR's like PonVizhi, i2OCR are either copyrighted or
vendor locked or in some cases both [5]. Taking these factors into account, the present
attempt is to understand the Tessaract OCR and try to find out an efficient/intelligent way to
train Tamil characters and give in GPL compatible license so that the community at large
benefits from it and enables future work on it .
Training Architecture
The top-level block diagram of Tesseract is as provided in [3].

Not heavily dependent on
language
Dependent on language

Figure 1: Top-level block diagram
The design architecture can be viewed as 2 parts.
a)Language Independent processes
b)Language Dependent processes
The Language Independent process of Physical Page layout analysis, one of the first steps of
OCR, divides an image into areas of text and non- text, as well as splitting multi-column text
into columns is given here .[6]
The language dependent modules – Tamil Specific:
Line Finding module:
In the line finding module the author [2] notes that “.....so it is safe to filter out blobs that are
smaller than some fraction of the median height, being most likely punctuation, diacritical
marks and noise.” But Tamil has characters like 5 which could be misread as punctuations.
Linguistic Analysis
Tesseract contains relatively little linguistic analysis.[2] Hence the Tamil Linguistic analysis
is to be incorporated in the engine to find out areas where ambiguity in Grammar rules can be
found and how they can be removed .
Training process:
The process used to train Tesseract for recognizing a new language is known as training. The
Training data guidelines are provided here [9] with the following to be trained in Tesseract
C/C++
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Name
config
unicharset
unicharambigs
int temp
pf fmtable
normproto
cube-unicharset
shapetable
params-model
punc-dawg
word-dawg
number-dawg
freq-dawg
fixed-length-dawgs
cube-word-dawg
bigram-dawg
unambig-dawg

Type
Text
Text
Text
Binary
Text
Text
Text
Binary
Text
Binary
Binary
Binary
Binary
Binary
Binary
Binary
Binary

Status
Optional
Mandatory
Optional
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Optional
Optional
Optional
Optional
Optional
Optional
Optional
Deprecated
Optional
Optional
Optional

Creator
Manual
unicharset_extractor
Manual*
mf tr aining
mf tr aining
cntraining
unicharset_extractor
shapetraining
Google tool
wordlist2dawg
wordlist2dawg
wordlist2dawg
wordlist2dawg
wordlist2dawg
wordlist2dawg
wordlist2dawg
wordlist2dawg

Description
Lang-specific engine set tings if needed
The set of recognizable units
Intrinsic ambiguities for the language
Classifiershape data
Extra classifierdata(num expected features)
Classifierbaseline position info
Cube’s set of recognizable units
Indirection betweenclassifierandunicharset
Alternative method for combining LM & classifier
Pat ternsofpunctuationaroundwords
Mainword-list/dictionarylanguagemodel
Acceptablenumberpat terns(withunits?)
Shorterdictionaryof frequentwords
WasusedforCJK
Mainword-list/dictionarylanguagemodelforcube
Wordbigramlanguagemodel
Listofunambiguouswords

Intelligent Training process:
As Tesseract follows a 2 step adaptive classification algorithm, the existing training data set
gives different output for same input and also has higher rate of ambiguity. For example,
consider the below image

Figure 2 : Standalone input file
when given as a standalone file , the output is given as

but when the same image is a part of larger subset it is recognised as

This is because the training is not proper currently for the engine in Tamil language. As a first
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step towards proceeding to any further improvements, the engine has to be trained with
various training sets of different fonts. This can be manually done or with the help of
jTessBoxEditor v1.0. The jTessBoxEditor has not been incorporated till now for Tamil
Language and it’s in its initial stages.

Conclusion:
The paper presented a overview of Tamil OCR's present state and extending the Tessaract 3.0
engine for Tamil Language by preparing proper training data set as the first step. While using
the current mechanism as described by the training manual, the jTessBoxEditor v1.0 is
planned to be used in the subsequent training. The training set is to be ported back to the main
project where in it could be further refined to pave way for intelligent training of the
Tesseract engine
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Abstract

The online handwriting recognition system currently assumes that whatever is written on
theuserwindowisasingleword,ignoringtheseparatingspaceseveniftheyarepresent.
TheattentionͲfeedbacksegmentationstrategyisappliedtosegmentthestreamofstrokes
into separate strokeͲgroups that represent distinct, recognizable Tamil symbols. These
segmentedsymbolsarenormalizedaftersmoothingandresampledalongthearclengthto
64equidistantpoints.ASVMͲRBFclassifierrecognizesthesymbolsusingthexandyvalues
of these sequence of equidistant points along the arc and also their complex DFT
coefficients.Characterrecognitionaccuraciesof95.8%and83.2%areobtainedonthetest
setsof26,926isolatedcharactersand45,405words(containing2,53,095characters),both
collected on Tablet PCs. The latter is lower since it is the product of segmentation and
recognitionaccuracies.Onanothertestsetof1,897words(6,627characters)collectedon
GeniusGNote7,therecognitionrateis89.2%.OnapageofdatawrittenonHiTechdigitizer,
theaccuracyis86.6%.Thus,theperformanceisgoodacrossdifferentdeviceswithdiffering
spatialandtemporalresolutions.ThisMILEonlinehandwritingrecognitionenginehasnow
beenportedtoworkonAndroiddeviceswithastylus.
Index Terms: OCR, ICR, Tamil, Android, handwriting recognition, online, word recognition,
SVMͲRBF,attentionͲfeedback,dominantoverlap,segmentation,strokegroup,symbols.


Introduction

The term ’online’ refers to the acquisition of data as one writes, which makes the writing
trajectory,withthesequenceofspatialcoordinatesofthetrace,availableatuniformtime
intervals. A digital pen or a stylus is used to write on any surface (which could be touchͲ
sensitive)andadigitizercapturestheonlinehandwrittendata.Theinstancesofpencontact
withthesurface(upordown)arealsorecordedasappropriateflags.

Intheliterature,recognitionofonlinehandwrittenTamilwordgenerallyfollowsoneoftwo
distinctapproaches:1)LexiconͲdrivenapproach[1],whereeachstrokeistreatedasabasic
unitofrecognitionandwordmodelsaretrainedusinghiddenMarkovmodels(HMM).This
methodworkswellforapplicationsinvolvingalimitedvocabulary.2)SegmentationͲdriven
approach[2],wherestrokesaregroupedintostrokegroups(symbols)whichrepresentafull
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or part Tamil compound letter (akshara). Each stroke group is recognised and a word is
represented as a string of symbols. This method is used for open vocabulary problems.
Here, we describe the development of an open (unlimited) vocabulary, handwritten word
recognitionsystemforTamilontheAndroidplatform.


Briefoutlineoftherecognitionsystem



Figure1.Blockschematicofthehandwritingrecognitionsystem.

Inputstrokesequence–FromtheAndroiddevice,thesequenceofstrokescorrespondingto
onewordareinputatatime.Consecutivestrokesneedtobegroupedintosymbols.
Handlingdelayedandoverwrittenstrokes–Sometimes,thepulliorsomeothervalidpart
of a character is left out to begin with and is written later after the rest of the word has
beencompleted.Inthefirstpassthroughtheinputstrokesequence,suchdelayedstrokes
arereorderedbasedontheirpositionvisͲaͲvistheearlierstrokes.Ifthereorderedstrokeis
fully contained within a stroke group, it is assumed to be an overwritten, probably
beautifyingpartͲstrokeorcorrection,andhence,isdeleted.Otherwise,itiscombinedwith
theoverlappingstrokegroup.
Dominantoverlapcriterionsegmentation–Twoormorestrokesaregroupedintoastroke
group,ifthehorizontaloverlapbetweenthemexceedsastatisticallydeterminedthreshold
[2].Ifsegmentedproperly,suchstrokegroupscorrespondtodistinctTamilsymbols.
Normalization of stroke groups – Smoothing removes the effect of jitter; normalisation
handlessizevariationsandresamplingalongthetraceeliminatesthevariationsinthetime
sequenceofdataduetovariationsinthewritingspeed[3].
Extraction of global and local features Ͳ The global and local shapes of the symbol are
captured as the features and concatenated. Global features are the discrete Fourier
transformcoefficientsofthepreprocessedcoordinates,treatedas asequenceof complex
numbers[4].Localfeaturesaretheresampledpentrajectorypointsthemselves[5].
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ClassificationusingSVMͲRBFͲSupportvectormachinewithradialbasisfunctionkernelis
trainedonthefeaturevectorsextractedfromadatabaseofisolatedstrokegroups[6].
CorrectionofsymbolsegmentationͲRecognitionscoresandinterͲstrokedistancesareused
to detect any possible errors that may have occurred in dominant overlap segmentation.
Twosuspectedadjacentstrokegroupsaremergedtentativelyandifitsconfidencescoreis
higher than the average score of the individual stroke groups, they are merged
permanently.ThisistheattentionͲfeedbacksegmentationproposedin[7].
Postprocessingusinglanguagemodels–BigramprobabilitiesofallpairsofTamilsymbols
(including spaces) have been computed from a large Tamil text database. After
segmentationandrecognitionofeachword,alatticeisconstructedwitheachstrokegroup
asthenodesandbigramprobabilitiesastransitionweights.Themostlikelysymbolstringto
representthewordisfoundusingmaximumlikelihood(Viterbi)decoding[8].
Output Unicode string generation – The string of symbols output by the classifier is
converted to the corresponding Unicode string, using Tamil script grammar and the
resultanttext(actually,thetopthreechoicesgivenbyViterbi)isdisplayed.

TheentirerecognitionengineisimplementedinC++andhasbeenportedtoanapplication
inTabletPC[9].WehaveemployedJavaNativeInterface(JNI)alongwithasimplefrontend
created using Java, so that the same code and engine used for TabletPC application
developmentcanbereadilyusedforAndroidapplicationdevelopment.Theapplicationruns
fairlyfast(~50mspercharacter)andhasrobustrecognitionratesdespitethetrainingdata
for the classifier having been collected on a different device (TabletPC) with a different
samplingrateandspatialresolution.TheapplicationcurrentlyrunsontabletswithAndroid
version4.4.2orhigher.


Futurework

TherecognitionspeedandaccuracywillbeimprovedontheAndroidplatformbyoptimizing
the code and revising the recognition strategy. The graphical user interface will also be
enhancedtocreateasmoothuserexperience.Thecurrentwordrecognitionmodulewillbe
extended to handle the recognition of line and page level text to support practical and
usable applications. The idea is to develop a regular word processing application using
handwritingthatsupportsrecognitionofnumerals,punctuationmarksandothersymbols.
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Fig.2.AsamplehandwritteninputonSamsungTab10.1
andthetopthreechoicesoftherecognizedwordgivenbytheViterbi.





Fig.3.Anothersamplehandwritteninputandthethreebestchoices
fortherecognizedwordobtainedfromtheViterbidecoder.
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Fig.4.AthirdsamplehandwrittenTamilinputandthetopthreepossibilities
fortherecognizedwordobtainedusingbigrammodelsandtheSVMrecognitionscores.
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Abstract
This paper deals with the technicalities and algorithms associated with word level
translation of inflected and non-inflected Tamil words to English. A word can have more than
one meaning or category associated with it. A word may give one meaning when it stands as
a whole and a different meaning when it is parsed. For example, the meaning of the word
katalai is ‘groundnut’. But it can be parsed as katal + ai, where it gives the meaning ‘Sea+
Accusative case’. This paper attempts at devising an algorithm, using rule based methods,
which finds the meaning of a word and also finds out whether parsing is possible for the
same. If so, the meaning for the word as such is given. Then the meaning corresponding to
the morphologically parsed word is also given. With the help of the tool developed using this
algorithm, a Tamil word and its all possible meanings can be listed out successfully.
Keywords: Morphological parsing, word-level translation.
1. Introduction
Language is a system of communication with certain grammar rules and pronunciation
that are used to express thoughts, ideas, experiences etc. It becomes a challenge for a native
speaker when introduced as a beginner to a foreign language. A translator allows bridging,
the variation between these two languages using a universal language English. This paper
attempts at developing an efficient tool kit for word level translation from Tamil to English.
2. Methodology:
The main functionality of this project is a word level translation of Tamil to English.
If the given word is in non-inflected form, then its meaning is given straightly. If it is an
inflected form, then morphological parsing is done to identify its stem and suffixes.With the
obtained stem and its suffixes of a given word, its appropriate translation is done. Before we
go into the parsing, we need to understand the structure of a word.
3. Structure of a Tamil Word
3.1 Noun
A word which is capable of taking a case suffix or postposition is a noun.
e.g. maram – ‘tree’
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Structure of a Noun
The following table describes the structure of a noun with various suffixes and
particles.
Nst.
pen
aan

Numb
kal
kal

Filler
uk
in

Case
ku
al

Postpo.
aka
------

Cl.1
mattum
mattum

Cl.2
tan
tan

Cl.3
a
a

Cl.4
ata
ata

3.2 Verb
A word which can take tense markers and which can be qualified by an adverb is a verb.
e.g. pati – ‘read’
Structure of a Verb
The finite form of a verb may be simple or complex. The longest finite form of a verb may
have the following structure.
Vst.
ezuthik

Asp Aux
katta

Voice Aux
vaikkap

Mod Aux
par

Tns PNG
tt
an

Cl.3
a

Cl.4
ata

where Vst. is verb stem, similarly Asp Aux is Aspectual Auxiliary, Mod Aux is
Modal Auxiliary and PNG is Person-number-gender.
4. Translator
If a given word is in non-inflected form then its all possible meanings will be listed out.
e.g: ‘pati’ –
Stair
Noun
pati
Measurement
Verb
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Read

If a given word is an inflected form, then Morphological parsing is done before
translation.
5. Morphological Stemmer
The aim of Morphological parsing is to extract the stem and suffixes of a Tamil word.
The result of the Morphological parsing will help in translating appropriate
results for the inflected Tamil words. Parsing can be done in two different ways,
1) Right to Left Parsing.
2) Left to Right Parsing.
Here in this project, Right to Left Parsing is used.
Consider the word kaththi. This word, when considered as a root word, has the
meaning “knife” and is under the category noun. But this can also parsed as follows:
kaththu + i
‘Shout + VP
Verb
+ VP
Consider another example ‘neithaaN. This is an inflected word. When it is parsed
from right to left, its suffixes are identified first and later it is stripped from the given word to
identify the stem. This word can be parsed in two ways. They are
nei +
Noun +

thaaN
Clitics 2

‘ Only ghee

5

nei
+
th
Verb + TenseMarker

+
+

aaN
PNG

‘Wove (he)

Thus, this tool gives all possible meanings of a given word, considering them as a root
and also as inflected word wherever applicable. The database size is 2000 words which will
be further expanded.
Conclusion
To achieve a Machine Translation system, many tools are required. This tool is one
among them. This tool will play a prominent role in developing a full-fledged MT for Tamil
– English.
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TRANSFERRING OF PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES IN ENGLISH INTO
TAMIL: A MACHINE LEARNING APPROACH
M. Anand Kumar, S. Rajendran, Soman K.P
Center for Excellence in Computational Engg and Networking
Amrita VishwaVidyapeetham,Coimbatore
1 Introduction
Ambiguity is the core problem in computational linguistics. Ambiguity arises at
almost every level of language processing, from word level processing tasks like part of
speech tagging to high-level tasks like discourse planning. A machine has to be able to
resolve these ambiguities and combine the information from different levels into an
unambiguous meaning representation in order to understand a human language.Preposition is
one of the word classes which are both frequent and highly ambiguous. Thedifferent senses
of a preposition express different relations between the prepositioncomplement and the rest of
the sentence. The sense is related to the semantic role ofthe dominating prepositional phrase.
To understand the semantics of a prepositional phrase, asystem would need access to both the
higher level semantics of the semantic role andthe finer word-token level semantics of the
preposition.Prepositions are not given the attention they deserve in the earlier studies on
resolution of ambiguity. Even in lexicographic works including dictionaries, prepositions are
not elaborately discussed explicating the ambiguity they carry along with them.
Presuppositions are not deeply studied in the corpus analysis unlike the other parts of speech.
Though prepositions are only a closed set of words exhibiting certain grammatical functions,
their polysemous nature is comparable to other parts of speech. Similar to the major parts of
speech like noun and verb, preposition also creates problem in their interpretation. The
interpretation of prepositions becomes a challenge to the computational community who are
involved in natural language processing. They are closely related to verbs as the indicators of
their internal arguments.
Preposition is a term used in grammatical classification of words referring to the set of
items which typically precede NP (often single nouns or pronouns) to form a single
constituent of structure. Prepositions normally precede nouns or pronouns. For example
The cow is grazing in the field.
The preposition ‘in’ shows the relationship between cow and field. In the above sentence
object of the preposition field comes after the preposition in. Hence the noun or pronoun
which is used with a preposition is called its object. It is in the accusative case and is said to
be governed by the preposition. In the above given sentence the noun field is in accusative
case and is governed by the preposition in.A preposition may have two or more objects as in
the following sentence.
The road runs over hill and plain.
It has to be noted here that prepositions can also be an adverb and that is they can be used
without an object. If personal pronouns I, we, he, she, they etc are used as the object of a
preposition, then their objective form me, us, him, her, them, have to be used.
Tamil makes use of postpositions instead of prepositions; these postpositions could be
affixes or free forms or a combination of both.
avanmeecaimeelputtakattaivaittaan
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he table on book-ACC keep-PAST-3PS
‘He kept the book on the table’
Though we can draw one to one correspondence between English prepositions and Tamil
postpositions in many instances, there are drastic differences between them in some
instances. This paper aims at transferring of prepositional phrases in English into Tamil by
making use of a machine learning approach. We are considering only two prepositions ‘for’
and ‘with’ to substantiate our arguments.
2 Ambiguity in prepositions
Actually prepositions themselves are ambiguous at the source language level. One can
expect ‘transfer ambiguity’ at the transfer level when we move from English to Tamil. Take
for example the following sentences with the preposition ‘for’.
1. He boarded the train for Jaipur.
2. I waited for you.
3. Ram has sympathy for the poor.
Look at their translations into Tamil.
1a. avanjaipUrukkurayilERinAn
2a. wAnunakkuvENti/Aka kaththiruwthEn
3b. rAmukkuEzaikaLitamirakkamirukkiRathu.
In the first sentence the preposition ‘for’ is matched to dative suffix –ukku in Tamil; in the
second sentence ‘for’ is matched against the benefactivevENti/Aka and in the third sentence
‘for’ is matched with the receiver postposition iTam ‘to’. This three way distinction of ‘for’ in
Tamil exhibit the three-way ambiguity at the source language which is reflected at the
transfer level.
Now let us look at the sentences with ‘with’ preposition.
4. He apologized with her.
4a. avanavaL-itammannuppukEttAn
5. Blend water with milk.
5a. taNNIrutanpAlaikkala
6. We walk with legs.
6a. wAmkAlkaLAlnatakkinROm
In the first sentence the preposition ‘with’ is matched with the addressee marker itam in
Tamil; in the second sentence ‘with’ is matched against the sociativepostpostionutan and in
the third sentence ‘with’ is matched with the instrumental case suffix Al ‘by’. This three way
distinction of ‘with’ in Tamil exhibit the three-way ambiguity at the source language which is
reflected at the transfer level.Proposition sense disambiguation requires lexical and world
knowledge, and contextual information as generally with word sense disambiguation.
3 Earlier works
A number of researchers have studied disambiguation of the preposition. Alam (2004)
studied the disambiguation of the preposition ‘over’ by taking into account two things: one is
the meaning expressed by the complement noun phrases of the prepositions and the other is
the head of the prepositional phrases (verb or noun phrases). Harabagiu (1996) made use of
WordNet to disambiguate prepositional phrase attachment. A special issue of Computational
linguistics (Baldwin et al., 2009) was devoted to discuss about the issues on preposition.
Preposition sense disambiguation was one of the SemEval 2007 tasks (Litkowski and
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Hargraves, 2007), and was subsequently explored in a number of papers using supervised
approaches.The present study is much rarer of the kind of studies mentioned above as it aims
to resolve the prepositional ambiguity at the transfer level.
4 Methodology
English sentences with the prepositions “for” and “with” are collected and manually
tagged with equivalent postpositions in Tamil. Wedivided the annotated English preposition
corpus into train and test sets. The training dataset consists of 430 sentences and testing set
has 100 sentences Sample English sentences with preposition tag are given in Table.1. The
preposition tag contains the Tamil postposition information. By using this method,the
prepositions of English are disambiguated and translated into Tamil postpositions. To
disambiguate a preposition p, our system uses the bag-of-words and linguistic information as
features. The essential linguistic information for each English sentence is extracted using the
Stanford parser toolkit. This linguistic information such as lemma, POS tag, and dependency
tag is used as features in machine learning based disambiguation model. For training the
model we utilized SVM-Light, a public distribution of SVM (Support Vector Machines) by
(Joachims, 1999). The preposition disambiguation framework is shown in the Figure.1.
Table:1 Sample English Sentences and its Prepositional Tag
S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

English Sentences

Preposition Tag

Dussehra is celebrated for ten days.
I have played outside for an hour.
She does not bring water for me.
I had headache for two or three days.
His body is covered with hair.
Peter has fallen out with his boss.
I have lived with my parents for over 10 years.
She did not come with me.

NUL
DAT-Aka
DAT
Aka
Al
il-iruwthu
utan
utan

Feature Set

Feature
Extraction

Tagged English Corpora

English Corpora

Feature Digitization
Machine Learning
Preposition Tagged English Corpora

Figure:1Framework for English Preposition disambiguation
Our investigation revealed that machine learning method for solving the preposition
disambiguation problem using existing knowledge sources as features improved the
performance of preposition translation. In future, the feature set can be further tuned with the
use of English WordNet and the Semantic role’s of verb in the sentences.
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5 Conclusions
It can be inferred by linguistic analysis that within the context for prepositions, the governor
(head of the NP or VP governing the preposition), the object of the preposition (i.e., head of
the NP to the right), and the word directly to the left of the preposition have the highest
influence. While disambiguating prepositions the maximal accuracy can be achieved by
considering the context, features, and granularity. Though the preliminary result is
encouraging, various issues still need to be addressed, i.e. improving the result by
disambiguating noun senses or using world knowledge or context information.Preposition
sense disambiguation has many potential uses. For example, due to the relational nature of
prepositions, disambiguating their senses can help with all-word sense disambiguation. In
machine translation, different senses of the same English preposition often correspond to
different translations in the foreign language. Thus, disambiguating prepositions correctly
may help improve translation quality.
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MOBILE TEST AUTOMATION
FOR TAMIL NATIVE MOBILE APPS IN ANDROID & IOS
Karthik Bharathi, IT Professional <mobility.karthik@gmail.com>
This paper is intended to demonstrate on how to plan and execute development and
automation testing of Native apps addressing the areas of Internationalization and
Localization for TAMIL in Android & iOS Devices.
Internationalization
Today’s enterprises operate across the globe catering to various customers speaking different
languages. With the advent of Mobile phones, enterprises have the opportunity to
internationalize their reach across the globe for their customers in their native language
through Native application. Internationalization helps us to develop a Native Application
once and use the same Application for multiple languages.
Localization
In order to reach customers across different countries speaking different languages, Native
application developers use the locale feature of the mobile to identify the local language
preference of the customer and tailor the native application to dynamically display the
application contents in the local language of choice for the customer.
Mobile Testing Challenges
Mobile applications operate within three
major constraints imposed by the market
dynamics which I call it as “Mobile
Triangle”. Multiple Operating Systems,
Multiple Manufacturers and Multiple
Networks form the Mobile Triangle. Mobile
Applications needs to work within the rigid
constraints imposed by the three edges of the
Mobile Triangle.
Mobile Test Automation is the answer to
the myriad issues of mobile environment to
deliver quality assurance to the native mobile
application being developed.

Mobile Test Automation open source tools have built in mechanism to test and validate
native applications written in any language which is supported by Unicode. Robotium is one
such mobile test automation open source tool which automates the functional testing of the
native application including internationalization and localization functionality. Robotium tool
is built on the instrumentation libraries provided by Google as part of Android
1
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instrumentation libraries. These instrumentation libraries have the ability to interact with the
native application running either in emulator or real device. Robotium tool can be run in
conjunction with the JUNIT libraries to produce the test results validating the functionality of
the mobile native application.
Robotium mobile automation tool has the ability to check the localized strings, images,
application names depending on the language used by the customer.
Custom Locale
Locale Settings is at the crux of the Internationalization and Localization initiative. Tamil
language locale information is ta_IN. Locale information is set under Custom Locale
property of the Settings information in the emulator and device. Once set, the device and the
emulator customizes all applications to reflect contents in the language set in the custom
locale.
Designing Native Application for Internationalization and Localization Needs
Uniqueness of non-European languages is the major criteria when designing native
applications. Non-European language alphabets (including Tamil) tend to be 25% larger in
size than their European counterparts. Size is one major attribute for the characters to be
displayed in the mobile application and sufficient space needs to be provided when the
application is designed. For example, Apple provides Auto Layout feature in the Xcode IDE
during the design process. Auto Layout feature adapts the space according to the language
used in the application.
Internationalization
•
•
•

Localization

Ability to handle application input, output •
in the user’s native language.
Ability to handle date, time and number
formats
Use appropriate Calendar and time zone
for processing data.

Ability to render content depending on
the user locale.
• Localizing Images
• Localizing Strings
• Localizing Dynamic Strings
• Localizing App Name

XLIFF – XML LOCALIZATION INTERCHANGE FILE FORMAT
XLIFF is a single, uniform and consistent format used to store information to display in
different languages. Native application contents which are to be customized in multiple
languages are pulled into XLIFF format and translated accordingly. The Presentation and
Business logic embedded within the native application remains untouched. This provides the
advantage of separating the Presentation and Business layer of a native application.
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English Screen Listing

Tamil Screen Listing

In the screens above the English version and the Tamil version differs only in the content and
not in terms of presentation or the business logic. The English version and the Tamil version
were not developed separately. Instead the language information is separately created and
stored in XLIFF format. The business logic and the views are created separately. Robotium
test tool handles the information verification and validation and compares it with the
expected information to be displayed. The entire test process is completely automated and is
executed without manual intervention.
Clearly seen is the difference in the size of the language characters. Tamil characters tend to
be bigger than its English counterparts. Robotium tool is intelligent enough to compare only
the text and not distracted by the size of the text. The Robotium tool also tests on how the
mobile application is navigated due to the customer interaction with the native application.
On customer touching any of the Tamil poet’s name, the details about the poet are displayed
in a new screen. Test automation tools navigate to different screen simulating a touch event
and tests the information displayed in the new screen as well. This process is continued until
all the screens and contents in the native application are tested and validated.
3
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Details Screen Navigation

Robotium
Robotium being an open source tool is available to anyone for free. The proprietary tools
available in the market for automation testing also support all Unicode compliant languages
including Tamil. Robotium provides a wrapper which exists on top of the Google Android
Instrumentation libraries thereby simplifying the art of automation testing for the native
application functionality.
Solo is the Robotium library which provides the necessary functions for mobile native
application automation. It has the ability to simulate all the user interactions with the native
application. The localized information placed in resources section of the application are
retrieved and compared with the expected values in the test data section at runtime. The
results of the comparison are documented using JUNIT libraries and stored in the test results
section.
Internationalization and Localization ensure that the concept of “Develop Once, Deploy it
for any Language” is fulfilled for the mobile native application. Test Automation tools
ensure that the native application written for whatever language is tested and validated.
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Abstract
Travelling in public transport is a challenging task for visually impaired people. Now days, people
are equipped with smart phones which will also be helpful for visually impaired people. This paper
focuses on developing a location based mobile transport assistance system in Tamil language for
visually impaired people. Since mobile phones has limited resource constraints such as low memory,
and limited computation power, Cloud environment has been integrated with mobile phones, in order
to provide the infrastructure where the data storage and data processing can be supported externally
from mobile. Today many smart phones are equipped with Global Positioning System transceiver,
Global System for Mobile communication receiver and inertial sensors which would identify the
current location of the mobile user easily and its location could be sent to an Amazon Web Service
Cloud platform immediately. Hence the mobile user’s location could be processed in the Cloud to
obtain the location based transport information.
Moreover, this work presents a technique for converting the retrieved textual transport
information to audio in Tamil language using Cloud environment. Text-to-speech synthesis converts
ordinary text image into an acoustic signal that is indistinguishable from human speech. The
conversion process consists of two parts which involves knowledge and processes. The front end
handles text analysis and higher level linguistic features which interprets the text and outputs in the
form of phonetic transcription that specifies the phonemes and an intonation for the text. The back end
handles problems in phonetics, acoustics and signal processing. Further, the phonetic transcription
process into an audio waveform contains appropriate values for acoustic parameters such as pitch,
amplitude, duration, and spectral characteristics. Thus the proposed system provides the guidance and
assistance of location based transport details by enabling audio for visually impaired people in the
native language. The development of this system would contribute a lot to visually impaired
community.
Keywords: Mobile Cloud, Tamil Text to audio converter, Smart phones
1. INTRODUCTION
Smart phones support wide range of applications such as games, image processing video
conferencing, e-commerce and other online social network services. High computation power is
required to execute these applications in smart phones. This is a challenging task because Smart
phones are resource constraint devices with limited computation power, storage and energy.
Therefore, many applications are unsuitable to run in smart phones. To overcome, the issue of mobile,
Cloud computing offers virtually unlimited dynamic resources for computation, storage and resource
provision. The integration of mobile and cloud computing is termed as ‘Mobile Cloud Computing’.
Cloud based computation offloading technique is used to enhance the performance of the application
due to insufficient resource constraints of smart phones.
Mobile Cloud Computing technology turns smart phones into powerful device for the visually
impaired people. As smart phone becomes more advanced, it requires more effort to make mobile
phone accessible to visually impaired people. Inability to sense the surrounding environment, poor
orientation, and navigation capabilities, difficulties in accessing textual information result in limited
mobility of the visually impaired [3]. Added to this, visually impaired people find difficulties in
identifying Points of Internet (PoI) like street name, bus stop, pedestrian crossing to rectify. To
overcome this situation, Electronic Travel Aids (ETA) has been developed for visually impaired
people. This electronic system helps visually impaired in their mobility, communication and in
accessing various public services. To calculate accurate information on user location for e.g., in
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moving from one place to another, related data are retrieved from public transport passenger
information system. Cloud server provides the information about bus number, route, arrival and
departure timings. Cloud, the server stores public transport information data. Dedicated terminals
equipped with GSM/UMTS transceivers, GPS receivers, inertial sensors and camera are used to
obtain precise user local information to provide communication channel to remote assistant of the
user, and to present voice message to the user [4].
2. RELATED WORK
Mobility of the visually impaired requires rich terminology because different implications are
assigned to this concept. At the outset, the problem faced by the visually impaired people during their
commutation should be analyses – space perception, orientation way finding, navigation, obstacle
detection and avoidance, landmark and shoreline. This issue of the visually impaired people can be
solved by using ETA services. ETA encompasses a large class of assistive devices which supports the
capability of Oriented and Navigation System (ONS). This system assists the blind users in travelling
to far and unfamiliar places. This system offers sensing of far spaces and can acquire data from larger
scale distributed network e.g. sensor network, digital maps or GPS [3]. This system has brought a new
solution for assisting the blind in mobility and travel. Many technologies have been involved to find
the solution for the visually impaired people like Global Positioning System (GPS), Geographic
Information System (GIS), and wide access to the Internet, wireless communication network (e.g.,
Wi-Fi, GSM). All these can be connected to other nearby device via Bluetooth link and can
communicate with cloud server.
A variety of techniques can be employed to estimate the position of a wireless network terminal.
In majority of systems, measurements of signal parameters are transmitted by system reference
stations. Then, the position of the terminal is estimated based on calculation of distances of the
terminal to at least some of the reference nodes. The most commonly used signal properties include
propagation time, angle of arrival and received signal strength [5].
Digitization technology has been applied in many fields in people’s daily lives, such as retail
businesses, post offices, insurance and aircraft companies [3].
3.

PROPOSED WORK

Fig3.1 Client Server Architecture for public transport assistance cloud
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In this figure 3.1,The mobile user send the destination to the cloud server. Through GSM/GPS
service, the current location of mobile users is tracked by the cloud server. This Server provides
accurate information on user location moving from one place to another, related data are retrieved
from public transport passenger information system. Public transport information in Tamil is send to
the mobile clients through http response. Text to speech synthesizer tools in mobile coverts the tamil
text to audio signal. This audio output is given to the visually impaired people.
The cloud server receives the destination form the mobile users and calculates the distance by
using the latitudes and longitudes. The minimum and maximum latitudes are calculated using the
following formula (3.1) and (3.2). Similarly, the longitude is calculated using (3.3), (3.4) (3.5) and
(3.6).

latitudemin=latitude–radiusofearth(r)



(3.1)
latitudemax=latitude+radiusofearth(r)



(3.2)
latitudeT=arcsin(sin(latitude)/cos(r)) 



(3.3)
longitudemin=longitudeT1=longitude–ǻlongitude 

(3.4)
longitudemax=longitude+ǻlongitude


(3.5)
ǻlongitude=arccos((cos(r)Ͳsin(latitudeT)•sin(latitude))/
(cos(latitudeT)•cos(latitude))=arcsin(sin(r)/cos(latitude))

(3.6)


Thedistanceiscalculatedandthetherouteofthebusinformationisretrievedby
usingthedirectionsearchalgorithm.
DirectionSearchAlgorithm
Thisalgorithmprovidessolutiontothequeriesondirection.
Algorithm:DirectionSearch
Input:RootofnodeN,SetoflocationsS,ObjectsPanddirections
Output:Objectselectedbasedondirections
Step1:AssumetheinitialrootnodeasthenodeN
Step2:EveryedgeedependsonitsparentnodeN
Step3:IfnodeNisanonͲleafthen
Step4:ReadthechildnodeNpointedbye;
Step5:Assumexandyaslatitudeandlongitudevaluesinspatialregion.
Step6:IftheobjectPwithlatitude(p.x)isgreaterthanthelocationobjectSwithlatitude(s.x)then
Step7:SearchtheobjectPineastdirection
Step8:else
Step9:SearchtheobjectPinwestdirection
Step10:IftheobjectPwithlongitude(p.y)isgreaterthanthelocationobjectSwithlongitude(s.y)
then
Step11:SearchtheobjectPinnorthdirection
Step12:else
Step13:SearchtheobjectPinsouthdirection
Step14:Retrievetheobjectselectionbasedondirection.

4. EXPERIMENTSANDRESULTS
Input:
The mobile user sends the destination in tamil i.e. central. Through GSM/GPS, the current
position of the mobile user is identified by the cloud server. Based on the destination, the relevant
information is searched in the public transport assistance database. This is shown in figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1.Mobile client

Figure 4.2 PTA Cloud

Output:
The distance is calculated by using the latitude and longitude. The bus route no, source place,
destination place and the timings to reach the destination is retrieved from the database .This is given
to Tamil and displayed as audio output to the mobile clients.
5. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a prototype implementation of a mobile Public transport assistance
information management system based on Cloud Computing and Android OS. The Position of results
is returned as contextual information regarding the area where the user’s localized. The use of smart
phone as a user terminal makes it possible to present the results to the users in the form of voice
messages. Future work might include location tracking of mobiles and implement cloud ranking to
prioritize the continuous Query in the server.
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Abstract
In the modern era, the advancement of technology used in mobile phones has greatly
reduced the existence of traditional business cards. Rather than having the hard copy of the
business card, saving the same information either as a contact or an image within the
handheld mobile is a better choice in today’s world. This technique of capturing an image
(using the inbuilt camera) and recognizing the textual information using Optical Character
Recognition is available in different language but it has not been implemented for Tamil
language. The proposed system is to design a Business card reader for Tamil language in
smart phones using cloud environment.
The necessity of processing in cloud is to mainly reduce the load within the mobile and
limit the resource constraints required for processing. Tamil Optical Character Recognition in
cloud retrieves and recognizes the Tamil textual information from the scanned image. This
process includes different phases such as preprocessing, segmentation, feature extraction,
classification, Unicode mapping etc to rebuild the textual information from image. The
recognized Tamil text is given in turn to the mobile device. The proposed method reduces the
overhead of handheld mobile devices and enhances the Tamil language Optical Character
Recognition.
Keywords: Mobile Cloud, Tamil OCR, Smart phones
1. INTRODUCTION
Mobile computing allows transmission of data, voice and video through any wireless
medium. It aids (speeds) large number of application on a single device. It provides access
information through Smart phones, Tablet, i-Phone and many other devices. Among this,
Smart phone leads to wide use in recent trends and prosperity of mobile computation. Dream
of “Information at your fingertips anywhere, anytime” has become true [1]. Yet, Mobile
computing are still resource constraint-limitation of battery (power consumption),
computation, interference, the Quality of Service (QoS), bandwidth connection latency,
variation in signal power, data storage. Among these issues, computation becomes the major
issue in smart phone through mobile computing.
To overcome the limitation of mobile computing, the integration of mobile computing
with Cloud Computing brings many opportunities. Cloud Computing has evolved business
models for users that provide Internet services with technologies to provide and manage
abundant resources of computation and data storage over the network at relatively low
amortized operation costs [2]. In Cloud Computing, the user information is stored in cloud
server which can be accessed by the user through internet. Cloud computing provides several
services such as shared resources, software and information. Multiple users can
simultaneously access a cloud server to retrieve and update their data. The mobility and
reliability of user information has been achieved through integration of cloud and mobile
computing. The characteristics of Cloud-based service has on-demand, broad network
availability, resource pooling, rapid elasticity and reliable.
By converging cloud computing advantages with mobile computing, the new technology
(Mobile Cloud Computing) has been evolved. This mobile cloud computing intends at
manipulating cloud network techniques for storage and processing data on smart phones on
any other equivalent device. As a result, the combination of mobile cloud computing with
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cloud computing reduces the limitations of smart phones and other perceptive devices can
obtain service in a wireless environment. Thriving of mobile cloud computing without any
fidgets depends on the quality of communication channels and granting the quality of service
(QoS).To provide better compatibility, mobile cloud computing started to manifest its effects
with many innovative smart phone application. It connects with all social network-business,
commerce, transportation and hospitals etc, to enhance smart phone users.
The embedded business card reader is very helpful to those users who need to input
contact information contained in the business card into the mobile device. At present, the
existing mobile OCR devices usually use pen-style scanners to sense text images, such as CPen and WizCom’s QuickLink Pen. These devices need complicated scanners, and are not
convenient for user to operate. OCR based on images captured by digital cameras attracts
attentions for years due to the challenges resulted from low resolution, blur, and perspective
distortions of the image captured by camera. The CamWorks[1] supported by Xerox research
center has made great efforts in this field. Their dedicated image processing technologies
have achieved good results under desktop computing platforms.
Business card readers (BCR) are useful as practical application for the common man.
Initially Digital Card Readers are having standalone devices which have all the image
recognition software and special hardware for OCR technology. With the advent of smart
phones and Cloud Computing, the technology has been changed. Most smart phones are
equipped with powerful cameras that are able to take clear and accurate images of textual
content. Cloud computing has also enabled us to shift the resource intensive tasks such as
running an OCR program to remote machines which in turn decreases the burden on the
smart phone and also increases speed. Though there are BCR applications available from the
Google Play Store for the user with several languages, but it does not provides support for the
Tamil Language.
2. RELATED WORK
According to the general image processing methods, the camera-captured color image
will be converted to gray-scale image. Then, the gray scale image will be binarized and deskewed. Finally, the de-skewed binary image will be used to detect text lines, words, and
characters. The problem of such methods is that they have high memory requirement and low
computation speed, which makes them not suitable for implementation in mobile device.
Multi-resolution analysis of images is a widely used method in image processing [5]
The process of recognition of handwritten or printed document is generally known as
Optical character recognition, simply OCR. Scanning of the text which converts the paper
document into an image is the starting stage. This image is processed in many stages and
finally converted in to a character codes such as ASCII so that a system can edit and
manipulate this character. As mentioned, the OCR method consists of a number of steps.
They are Binarization, Noise removal, Thinning, Skew Detection & Correction, Line,
Word and Character Segmentation, Feature Extraction and Selection and classification.
Preprocessing steps are required for any kind of OCR system before the actual recognition.
This is needed because of the existence of a lot of noise with the scanned image. The
different steps and type of preprocessing algorithms depend on Tamil is the official language
of the South Indian State ‘Tamil Nadu’ and the union territories of Pondicherry and the
Andaman and Nicobar Islands. Tamil is also one of the official languages of Srilanka and
Singapore. The history of Tamil language is divided into three periods; Old Tamil, Middle
Tamil and Modern Tamil. The Tamil script consists of 12 vowels, 18 consonants and one
special character, the aytam. The vowels and consonants combine to form 216 compound
characters, giving a total of 247 characters. All consonants have an inherent vowel as with
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other Indic scripts. This inherency is removed by adding an over dot called a puٓٓi, to the
consonantal sign, whereas no such distinction is there in 36. Even Handwritten Recognition
Systems are widely available for this language. Siromony, R Chandrasekaran and M
Chandrasekaran [6] proposed a system for recognition of printed Tamil characters using
encoded character string dictionary.
Unicode is a worldwide accepted encoding standard for different languages and text
where every character is assigned a unique numerical value as its representation. The Tamil
Unicode range is from U+0B80 to U+0BFF. These Unicode characters are of 2 bytes size
each. Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is the process of translation of images of
typewritten or handwritten text into machine editable text. A number of techniques of Pattern
Recognition such as Template matching, Neural Networks, Syntactical Analysis, Hidden
Markov Models, Bayesian Theory, etc have been explored to develop robust OCRs for
different languages. At present we have efficient and inexpensive OCR packages which are
commercially available for the recognition of printed documents. Among those we have
enough facilities for languages such as English, Chinese etc. Even handwritten document
recognition facilities are widely available for these languages. When considering the Indian
languages many attempts are made to develop the OCR system for Devanagari, Oriya, Tamil
[2], Telugu [3], and Kannada [4] etc. But this area needs further more developments and the
researches are going in this field.
3. PREPOSED WORK

Fig 1. Client Server Architecture for business card reader
Fig 1 shows the Client Server Architecture for business card reader. The client server
architecture describes the two way communication between the mobile users and the cloud
service providers. In which the application run in the client devices such as smart phone,
tablet, PDAs. But, the computation works are carried out in the cloud service provider to
overcome the difficulties such as insufficient resources for processing, storage and battery.
The requirements of proposed work are smart phone which are having the camera that
capable of taking medium to high resolution images (preferably 5Megapixel and above) and
also support for the Tamil Unicode format. There are many cloud service providers are
available such as Amazon EC2, OpenStack, Open Nebula, Eucalyptus and so on. Among
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these providers, Cloud server will be deployed on the Amazon EC2 platform in the proposed
work. The server receives image from the mobile clients to the cloud server that process these
images. From these images, the required text information is retrieved using Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) program. After processing, the result is send back to the user. Most
server instances do not support OCR by default. As a result, a custom OCR program that
supports the Tamil language should be installed on the cloud server.
The tamil OCR program consists of the following steps:
9 Preprocessing:
The image received has to be first scanned and preprocessed. The image must
be in a format that the OCR software can recognize so that we can retrieve the
required data from it. After preprocessing, the OCR must be able to recognize the
business card in the image and its dimensions alongside eliminating the excess
background data. The image may further be skewed at a certain angle. The OCR
program must be able to detect and fix the name of the person, position, mobile
number email id and corresponding address.
9 Feature Extraction:
In feature extraction, the OCR isolates and detects all the characters in the
image individually. The characters are identified by precisely calculating inter line
spaces, horizontal spaces, width of the character and pixel concentration in various
regions. The horizontal and vertical line detection algorithm has been implemented in
the literature to retrieve the entire information from the image.
9 Classification:
Once the text has been extracted, the OCR intelligently recognizes and
matches the text according to underlying design. The design contains common fields
such as name, phone number and organization name. The final result is then returned
back to the mobile client in the HTTP response.
The cloud server can parse the information to adopt with end user devices using JSON
string that contain JSONArray and JSONObject data variables. The final contents are
displayed to the user in the available Text View of user device. The tamil contacts are saved
in the smart phones.
4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Input:
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Fig 4.1. Mobile client user interface.

Fig 4.2. Smart phone capture image
The fig 4.1 and 4.2 capture the business card either from visiting card or retrieving from
the gallery.
Output:
Fig 4.3 describes about the template that contain the selecting the required information such
as name, designation, address and mobile numbers.

Fig 4.3. Template

Fig 4.4. Sample data

Fig 4.4 describes the sample information which can be retrieved from the business card.

5. CONCLUSION
In this article, business card reader in Tamil is implemented in mobile cloud platform.
The cloud server utilizes the Tamil OCR to process the image which is received from the
different mobile clients. The relevant information is retrieved from the tamil OCR and send
back the result to the devices. There are various challenging issues are faced while fetching
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the text from the complex background. Further work could explore in Tamil OCR to
efficiently process the text segmentation in the cloud server.
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ABSTRACT: The human race is willing to learn from the past experiences and surge ahead.
Hence, it becomes lucidly evident that we need to store the locational information of the places
we visit, for future reference. The Service provides for contextual storage of location-cum-tag
information in Tamil for the User's convenience when a need occurs for him to visit the same
place again. This offers also a substantial 'To-be-visited' service that could be used to capture the
locational information, when the user is travelling. All these captured location-cum-tags can
vividly navigate us to the places in future. The locational threads can be 'categorized' for proper
referential documentation in a native language, say Tamil. The service can be extended as a
social networking domain to express our visits to our friends. Access-specific posts can assure
our privacy and can aid for new-visitor friends.
Keywords: Location-Based Services, Mobile Computing, Mobile Communication.

I INTRODUCTION
Mobile phones have become a common and an unavoidable device to the people all over the
world. Over six million people in the world are using mobile phones and the count is increasing
day by day. Among the mobile phones, Android operating system which was developed by
Android Inc. is fast developing and more appealing to the users than any other mobile OS.
Android Smart phones had the features of Personal Digital Assistant, compact digital camera,
GPS facility etc. More than just communicating, smart phones have another side- which provides
the Location Based Services to the user. In this fast moving world, using the applications in
android, people can find the directions to any place, just by sitting in any location through
mobile phone. For example, we can find the route from your college to your home. The
corresponding application neatly list outs the direction to walk. This application helps the enduser to store the locations he visited, storing based on different categories of locations, and later
retrieve path from his current location to stored location using map application.

II RELATED WORKS
Several features are available in smart phones such as using Global Positioning System (GPS),
several mobile applications, compact digital cameras etc. The use of GPS to locate the current
position of the user using satellites in mobile phones has been described briefly in the paper [5].
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Since the GPS facility has to be turn on, people worry about the battery life of the phone. The
energy efficient position tracking is discussed detail in paper [3]. The Location Based Services
based on GPS and Google maps are provided to the user via applications helping the user to
know their exact locations. It is discussed in detail in paper [2], [4] and [6]. Also there are certain
applications which use the Location Based Services to help the users during emergency. It is
discussed in paper [1].
The shortcoming of all the above models is that none of them were implemented in the user’s
native language. They were all provided in the global language English. We wished to overcome
this shortcoming. So the android application which we developed provides “Proactive Location
Based Services in Tamil” to the user. Translation from English to Tamil is discussed in paper [6].
This application is the real need for the people of Tamil Nadu as smart phones usage is at its
peak among the people of Tamil Nadu.

III SYSTEM DESIGN
The application provides interface for adding a location to the database with a picture of that
location, a name and category for the location. User has to click the location button to fetch the
current GPS location and finally he has to click save button to add the location to his location
log. User can also make use of profile picture as well as cover picture option provided by the
application. User has to set username for using this application. This option has been provided
for extending this application to social networks. The home page of this application contains
cover photo, profile photo, username, recently viewed locations, as well as three buttons at the
bottom.
IV IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULT
In the android application we develop, user will be easily able to reach places which already he
had visited but currently not clear about the route of reaching that place. For example, if one
person visited his friend’s home and he had saved the location of that place. Then in future, if he
wants to find the route to reach his friends home from his current location; this application will
show the route from his current location to the already saved friend’s home location
In our android application, user will be provided with options such as.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
1)

Home page for viewing recent locations.
Add location page for adding new locations
Location log Page for viewing all saved locations.
Viewing detailed information about the locations
Modifying user related data
HOME PAGE

This page contains information’s about the user say, cover picture, profile picture, username,
and list of recently added places (five recent added locations from all categories). So the user
can quickly access his recently added locations and navigate easily to the corresponding
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place with the help of google map. If the user clicks on any of the saved locations then
application redirects to map which will show the path from current location of the user to
saved location. The details displayed such as username as well as location based details will
be displayed in Tamil.

Figure - 1

Figure - 2

2) ADD LOCATION PAGE
This page allows a user to add the new locations he visits. The user can take the picture
of the place, give a name to the place, select a category for the place from the list of four
categories and has to click the fetch location button and finally click the save button. The
whole information will be saved to the database so that user can use these informations
any time he needs, and the path of picture in local memory will be stored in database.
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Figure - 3

Figure - 4

3) LOCATION LOG PAGE
This page contains list of saved locations which will be listed based on their category.
The categories are
¾
¾
¾
¾

Common
Friends
Official
Travel

So the user can easily search for a specific place based on the category. The user can also
edit the information for the particular activity by long pressing the saved location in the
list, a popup will be displayed which allows user to either edit or delete the saved
location.

4) VIEW LOCATION
The list view contains only short notes about the place. On clicking the particular
place from list view the user will be redirected to view page where detailed information
of the place will be shown. On clicking the Show Route button the user will be
redirected to Google map where the route between user current location and location of
selected place will be shown. (Location of the place will be taken from the database). So
using the map the user can easily navigate to corresponding place.
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Figure - 5

Figure - 6

5) SETTINGS
In this page, the user is provided with the options to edit or modify the information the
user like profile picture, cover picture, name of the user etc. . . .
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Abstract
We have earlier developed an open source Indic keyboard application that works on
Windows and Linux platforms [1, 2]. This is available under the Apache 2.0 licence and
hence, even industries can use the code to develop their own products with due
acknowledgment to the source. In addition to Tamil (Tamilnet99, Bamini, Remington and
Inscript), this supports nine other Indian scripts, namely Kannada (KaGaPa and Inscript),
Marathi (Remington and Inscript), Telugu, Malayalam, Odiya, Gurmukhi, Gujarati,
Devanagari (Remington and Inscript) and Bangla.  This paper presents an open source
implementationofTamilNet99keyboardforAndroidsmartphones,whichalsosupports3x4
keyboard layout for mobile phones with short form factor. ThisAndroidapphasbeendevelopedat
MILE lab, IISc and also supports Inscript and 3 x 4 keyboard layouts for all the other
Dravidian scripts of Kannada (KaGaPa layout is also supported for Kannada), Telugu,
Malayalam and also the North Indian script of Devanagari. Saurashtra, Badaga,Irula,
Konkani, Tulu, Kodava,Beary, Paniya, Betta Kurumba, Ravula, Marathi, Bodo, Mythili,
Nepali,SanskritandHindilanguagescanbeenteredthroughoneofthesupportedscripts.It
is freely downloadable from Google play store from the link:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.iisc.mile.indickeyboards.android.

Introduction
An input method editor (IME) is an application that facilitates entering of text in scripts
otherthanRomanonacomputingorcommunicationdevice,suchasaPC,laptop,Tabletor
a mobile phone. We have developed a new version of MILE Indic keyboards that enables
enteringTamiltextusinganonscreenTamilnet99keyboardor3x4keyboard.Thisappadds
keyboardonlyanddoesn'taddanyfontorrenderingenginefordisplayingTamiltext.Hence
installthisapponlyifyourphone/tabletalreadysupportsTamiltextandproperlydisplaysit,
because then it has the required Indic fonts and rendering engine. However, if you see
boxesordisjointcharactersthenitdoesn't.

InstallationDetails
InstalltheappfromGoogleplay:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.iisc.mile.indickeyboards.android
Ɣ Goto"Settings"andopen"Languageandinput".
Ɣ Select"IIScMILEIndicKeyboards".Click"OK".

Ɣ
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Selectlanguage/keyboard

OpentheappwhereyouwanttoenterIndictext.
Selectinputmethodbyeitherlongpressingintheedittextorfromthetopstatus
bar.
In"Selectinputmethod"dialog,select"IIScMILEIndicKeyboards".
Bydefault,Kannada"KaGaPa"layoutisshown.
Tochangelanguage/keyboard,clicksettingsiconatthebottomleftofkeyboard.
SelectTamil,followedbyTamilnet99keyboardlayout.


Salientfeatures

Ɣ
Ɣ
Ɣ

AllowsfasttypingofalmostalloftheTamilcharacterswithouthavingtopressshiftkey.
ThekeyboardlayoutonAndroidphonesisexactlyaspertheTamilNet99keyboard
layoutondesktops.Hence,thereiszerolearningcurve.
ImplementsthefollowingTamil99KeyboardRules:
1. Keyboardhastwelvevowels6toA,thepulli,theaaytham,theeighteenpure
Tamilconsonantscombinedwiththefirstvowel6,thefivegrandhaconsonants
withthevowela(sa,sha,ja,haandksha),andthelettershri.
2. Aconsonantsymbolfollowedbythepulliproducesapureconsonant.
3. Aconsonantsymbolfollowedbyavowelotherthanthefirstvowel6producesa
vowelisedconsonant.
4. Aconsonantsymbolfollowedbythesameconsonantsymbolautomaticallyputsa
pulliforthefirstconsonantsymbol.
5. Afterputtingapulliautomatically,thisfeatureofautomaticputtingofpulliwillbe
disabledtemporarilyforonestroke.
6. Whenthefirstvowel6istypedafteraconsonantsymbol,itsimplyconfirmsthat
thepreviousstrokeisanakarameriauirmei.Thisdisablestemporarilythe
combiningofanyotherstrokewiththepreviousstroke.
7. Thesamebehaviourisalsoseenwhenasoftconsonantsymbolisfollowedbythe
correspondinghardconsonantsymbol.
(C,B),(F,D),(J,I),(H,G),(M,L),(K,P)arethesoftandhardconsonants
pairs.
8. Avowelafteranythingotherthanaconsonantsymbolwillremainanindependent
vowel.
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Ɣ

Ɣ

The source code is freely available under Apache License 2.0 at code.google.com [6].
Thislicenseallowsevencompaniestousethiskeyboardfortheirownapplicationsafter
dueacknowledgement.
We also support 3x4 keyboard layout for Tamil script which is mainly targeted for
Androidphoneswithverysmallscreensize.


Applications
Ɣ
Ɣ
Ɣ

SendSMS,chatorcreatememosinTamillanguage.
CreationofTamilcontentviamobile:Microblogging,socialnetworks,etc
TeachingTamilscript.

Conclusion
ThisisavailableforfreedownloadonGooglePlaystore[4].Already,thisapplicationhashad
more than 500 downloads. If you find any issues in using our app, or have specific
suggestionstoenhanceitsfunction,usabilityorotherfeatures,pleaseenterthesameasan
issueat[6].Wehavedevelopedanotherapplicationforpeople,whohaveanAndroidphone
thatdoesn'thaveinbuiltsupportforIndicfontsorIndictextrendering,tosend/receiveSMS
orcreatememosinIndicscripts[5].
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FutureWork
Inournextversion(v1.3),weintendtoaddsupportforBaminikeyboard.Further,toavoid
the need for using <shift> key, we will implement a long touch feature on the keyboard,
whichwillhelpentertheothercharactersupportedbythesamekey.
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ABSTRACT
In this fast growing world where technology has become inevitable in everyone’s life,
Android-base applications are growing at a very fast rate. At this run, if Tamil language could
be implemented in this environment it would be a great progress in Natural language
processing. The main objective of this paper is to discuss how Tamil language can be
deployed in an Android environment. The paper aims at discussing how a lay user can enter
the contents of Tamil using English scripts and how it gets converted into Tamil font. The
language used for implementation is Java. The rich API set in Java is utilized to its maximum
extent and it is implemented in Android platform. The main functionality of this would be, it
gives us the ease of typing Short Messages in our mother tongue. Along with this, grammar
checking and font style properties are checked and set by default. All the necessary details are
clearly discussed and verified throughout the paper.
Keywords- Tamil encoding, Unicode, Android App
1. INTRODUCTION
For more than half a century, immigrants from the Indian subcontinent and the West Indies
have added variety and diversity to the rich patchwork of accents and dialects spoken in the
UK. British colonizers originally exported the language to all four corners of the globe and
migration in the 1950s brought altered forms of English back to these shores. Since that time,
especially in urban areas, speakers of Asian and Caribbean descent have blended their mother
tongue speech patterns with existing local dialects producing wonderful new varieties of
English, such as London Jamaican or Bradford Asian English.
To be more specific the impact of English language for globalization let most of the emerging
technologies to be in its specific nature. Although English is spread worldwide, people all
over the world feel convenient to use their own mother tongue which they practiced from
their childhood.
2. REASON FOR MAKING EÆT ANDROID APP
Smart phones have revolutionized the cellular world and has become an inevitable part of
people’s life. Most of the smart phones run on android kernel. The reason, why smart phone
users prefer android OS is because of its vast applications which makes their task easier and
is saves time. Most Android applications are designed such that it meets almost all user
requirements[1].
In the same way, users all around the world find it convenient to send text messages in their
mother tongue. Android phones do not support all languages spoken in different parts of the
world. So users started typing their vernacular language in English script which occasionally
led to perplexion. It would be better if there is an application that transliterates the English
scripts to the corresponding scripts of their mother tongue [2]. For better description users
with their mother tongue Tamil requires an app that transliterates the English scripts to the
corresponding Tamil scripts [3].
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3. TRANSLITERATION
Transliteration refers to the conversion of scripts written in one language to another language.
not the translation that is finding the meaning of a word in one language to converting to
another language. For this the dictionary from English to Tamil, Tamil to English is required
for references.
3.1.

HOW TRANSLITERATION OCCURS

For the transliteration, a separate program is to be written. In Transliteration is associated
with the encoding. As far as Tamil is concerned each script is assigned a specific unicode.
The letters of one script and the corresponding English scripts are archived in a property file
if it is coded in Java. The encoding happens when Tamil script is typed in English letters.
English scripts are actually encoded in ASCII 7 bit encoding. But Tamil and other native
languages are encoded in ASCII 16. The encoded English scripts are matched with the
encoded Tamil scripts so that the corresponding Tamil word is retrieved.
4. ENCODING
It is the process of converting data into particular format required for program compilation
and execution, data transmission, storage, Compression/Decompression, file conversion.
Encoding is the process of assigning particular code for letters, symbols and numbers to data
for conversion into equivalent cipher. The standard encodings used are
x ASCII(American Standard code for Information Interchange)
x Unicode
x Tamil All Character Encoding
4.1. ASCII
ASCII encoding schemes are usually for the files with the content in text. This assigns a
separate number for each character. The printable and the non printable characters of the
ASCII code represents uppercase, lowercase, letters, symbols, punctuation marks, numbers.
The character positions in the ASCII character encoding is 0 to 127. The representations after
127 from 128 to 255 cannot be represented with the ASCII encoding. To solve this problem
Unicode encoding was introduced.
4.2.

UNICODE

Computers and Operating system can understand only binaries. Unicode was devised to be a
system capable of storing encoded representations of the plain text character of every human
language that has ever been existed. The first step in the Unicode representation is the
formation of the Universal Character Set by setting out all the characters of the language [4].
The codepoints (plain text character in Unicode Language) is mapped to code values
(encoded text in the Unicode Language) with the UTF and UCS.
The persistence of the Unicode encoding is because there is no other encoding techniques that
could contain enough characters to represent a single language. The main drawback is that
there occurs several code for representing same characters and the same code for different
characters. To overcome this and maintain consistency one significant encoding should be
globalized [5]. For this purpose the Unicode encoding representation was considered and had
undergone several revisions in its features.
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Unicode characters
BMP
SMP

SIP

SSP

PUA

E0000–
E0FFF

F0000–
F0FFF

F8000–
F8FFF

100000–
100FFF

108000–
108FFF

29000–
29FFF

F1000–
F1FFF

F9000–
F9FFF

101000–
101FFF

109000–
109FFF

22000–
22FFF
23000–
23FFF
24000–
24FFF

2A000–
2AFFF
2B000–
2BFFF
2C000–
2CFFF

F2000–
F2FFF
F3000–
F3FFF
F4000–
F4FFF

FA000–
FAFFF
FB000–
FBFFF
FC000–
FCFFF

102000–
102FFF
103000–
103FFF
104000–
104FFF

10A000–
10AFFF
10B000–
10BFFF
10C000–
10CFFF

1D000–
1DFFF

25000–
25FFF

2D000–
2DFFF

F5000–
F5FFF

FD000–
FDFFF

105000–
105FFF

10D000–
10DFFF

1E000–
1EFFF
1F000–
1FFFF

26000–
26FFF
27000–
27FFF

2E000–
2EFFF
2F000–
2FFFF

F6000–
F6FFF
F7000–
F7FFF

FE000–
FEFFF
FF000–
FFFFF

106000–
106FFF
107000–
107FFF

10E000–
10EFFF
10F000–
10FFFF

0000–
0FFF
1000–
1FFF

8000–
8FFF

10000–
10FFF

1800018FFF

20000–
20FFF

28000–
28FFF

9000–
9FFF

11000–
11FFF

1900019FFF

21000–
21FFF

2000–
2FFF
3000–
3FFF
4000–
4FFF

A000–
AFFF
B000–
BFFF
C000–
CFFF

12000–
12FFF
13000–
13FFF
1400014FFF

1A0001AFFF
1B0001BFFF
1C0001CFFF

5000–
5FFF

D000–
DFFF

1500015FFF

6000–
6FFF
7000–
7FFF

E000–
EFFF
F000–
FFFF

16000–
16FFF
1700017FFF

Unicode is required by modern standards such as XML, Java, ECMAScript (JavaScript),
WML, etc., and is the official way to implement ISO/IEC 10646. It is supported in many
operating systems, all modern browsers, and many other products. The emergence of the
Unicode Standard, and the availability of tools supporting it, is among the most significant
recent global software technology trends. Use of legacy character set is not preferable as it
may lead to high cost. Instead incorporating the Unicode character set into the client-server
machine or websites would significantly reduce the cost. Unicode comes handy in enabling a
software product or a website to be active in the global market without being reengineered[6]. It also supports transmission of data through various systems without
corruption.
4.2.1

CODE POINTS

5. TAMIL ALL CHARACTER ENCODING
Tamil All Character encoding is the encoding specially for the Tamil Language. As our
App deals with the transliteration of the Tamil language written in English scripts to the
corresponding Tamil scripts it is better way to go with the TACE.
6. ANALYSIS OF UNICODE WITH TACE
x

Tamil characters are 247 in number including all mei, uyirmei and ayutham. But
there occurs only 31 positions in Unicode for representing Tamil characters. This
led to the situation of using the same code for different characters which leads to
8

x
x
x
x
x
x

x

ambiguity. There occurs lot of confusions with different words in Tamil typed in
English especially in the mei This means that only 10% of the Tamil Characters
have the corresponding code in the Standard Unicode Representation.
The sequence of all the characters in the Unicode representation is not in the
natural order of sequence. This requires the complex collation algorithm for
ordering them in sequence.
It encodes 23 Vowel-Consonants (23 consonants + Ü) and calls them as
consonants, against Tamil grammar.
Unnatural for Speech to Text/Text to Speech.
Inefficient to store, transmit and retrieval (For example, File reading and
writing, Internet, etc.).Complex processing hinders development.
Need normalization for string comparison.
For the Unicode representation the characters are counted more than the actual
characters present. This way of counting more and processing includes more
processing and consumes more time and the CPU cycles.
As Tamil is the complex language more complex processing is required. So many
of the characters are not supported in Unicode as it deals with the encoding in all
the languages.

6.1. ADVANTAGE OF TACE OVER UNICODE
xTamil All Character encoding is unique for Tamil language. Therefore it includes all
character in Tamil represented as the separate code.
x As there are separate code for all the characters of Tamil language each letters are
identified with the unique code. Hence unambiguous
xThere is no ambiguity in encoding which naturally makes TACE preferable.
x
A computing machine takes less processing cycle when encoded with TACE
rather than Unicode encoding. Text encoded in TACE can be efficiently parsed
using simple arithmetic operations. Basic Tamil grammar is followed in TACE but
not in Unicode because it needs extra framework development.

6.2.

METHODS FOR TAMIL ALL CHARACTER ENCODING

6.2.1.

METHOD 1(BY SIMPLE ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS)
t + 8 = BY
E210(t) + E203(8) = 1C413

6.2.2.

1C413 - E200(Constant) = E213(BY)
METHOD 2
t(E210) + 8(E203) = BY(E213)
E210 (t) | (E203(8) & 000F(Constant)) = E213(BY)

To check whether a character is vowel:
( ( c >= E201 ) && ( c <= E20C ) ) == True // => Vowel
To check whether a character is consonant:
x = (c & ‘000F (Constant)')
( ( x == 0 ) && ( ( c > E200 ) && ( c < E390 ) ) ) == True // => Consonant
To check whether a character is Vowel-consonant (UyirMei):
x = (c & ‘000F (Constant)') // => Unique number for each vowel starting from 1
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( ( ( x >= 1 ) && ( x <= 12 ) ) && ( ( c >= E211 ) && ( c < E38D ) ) ) == True
// => Vowel-Consonant(UyirMei)
To check whether a character is Tamil number:
x = (c &‘000F (Constant)' )
((c & 'E18F(Constant)' == c )&& ( x <= 12 ) ) == True // => Tamil Number
7. CONCLUSION
Android-base applications are growing at a very fast rate. At this run, if Tamil language could
be implemented in this environment it would be a great progress in Natural language
processing. The main objective of this paper is to discuss how Tamil language can be
deployed in an Android environment. The paper aims at discussing how a lay user can enter
the contents of Tamil using English scripts and how it gets converted into Tamil font. The
language used for implementation is Java. The rich API set in Java is utilized to its maximum
extent and it is implemented in Android platform. The main functionality of this would be, it
gives us the ease of typing Short Messages in our mother tongue.
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7DPLO0DSSVSDYHSODWIRUPWRXSOLIWXVHUVLQWKHVRFLHW\
ܝᾙܧܱܢᾙᾹܷܤιܲܢܩιܧܥܲܝܥܷܛܸ᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢܛܱܛᾹܱܥᾌ ῀ܛ

'U61DQGDNXPDU  $5RVHOLQ5DMD 
$VVRFLDWH3URIHVVRU'HSDUWPHQWRI-RXUQDOLVPDQG0DVV&RPPXQLFDWLRQ
3HUL\DU8QLYHUVLW\6DOHPದ(PDLOQDQGDNXPDUVX#JPDLOFRP
3K'5HVHDUFK6FKRODU'HSDUWPHQWRI-RXUQDOLVPDQG0DVV&RPPXQLFDWLRQ
3HUL\DU8QLYHUVLW\6DOHPದ(PDLOUDMDPDQVHU#JPDLOFRP

ᾙᾹᾔܸܨ

ܣᾪܛܪܓܤᾷ᾿ܲܢᾷܘ᾿ܲܫܛܭܸܢܷܧܲܝܭܱܧܲܢᾹܲܭܲܩܱܦܲܝܥܷܛܸܛܱܩܠᾐ
ܑᾹᾠ ܦᾰܢ ῀ܛᾱܭܷ᾿ܥ ῀ܛᾠ ܷܱܣᾰܛᾱܛᾦᾰܑ ܛܱܛᾸܤܢܱܝ ܢᾷܸܢ
ܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷᾐܘ ܧܸܲܝܥܷܛܸ ῀ܛ᾽ܱܩܲܛᾞܛܱܧܲܝܥܷܪܸܱܢܶ ᾽ܭᾫΆ ᾙܱܲܭܛ
ᾗᾷܛܱܦܛܢᾫΆ ܱܣܱܛᾊܛܱܧᾫΆ ܷܨܣΆ ܱܛᾊܛܱܧᾫΆ ܦιᾠΆ ܑܸܧܡ
ܧܥᾹܱܥᾌᾰᾁΆ ܲܛܱܧܷܥܓᾰܲܛᾹܑ ῀ܛ᾽ܱܩᾹܸ᾽ܫܭ ܧܩᾸᾐ ܭᾞΆ ܲܭᾴܤܱܟ
ܛܪܓᾷܤܱܧܲܝܥܷܛܸ ᾿ܲܢᾐ ܝᾚܦܷ ܭܸܩܓ ܛΆܥᾌᾷܫ῀ܱܛܶܲܢᾫΆ ܣΆᾙܸܧܠ
ܲܩᾫᾷ᾽ܫܭ ܤܸܩܲܢᾷᾐᾰܶܫ῀ܱܛᾫΆ ܷܦᾤΆ ܣΆ ܸܛᾰᾁ῀ ܑᾞᾰᾁΆ
ܱܶܥᾨᾐܷܱܥᾰᾁ
ܑܧᾸܛܱܦܨܲܢᾫΆ
ܑᾞᾰܲܛᾹܩᾐ
ܑܤܸܢ
ܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷܢ
ܱܶܲܢᾸܲܫܛ᾽ܭܢᾹ ܑܸ ᾿ܲܧܛᾐ ܘᾞ ܝᾰܱܭ ܲܢᾼᾸܛ ܢᾞܲܫܛ᾽ܭܢܱܧܲܩ ܲܭᾹ ܸ᾿ܲܧܛ
ܑᾐ ܶܭᾠΆ ܶܛܢܸܲܭܛ ܲܝܥܷܪܸܱܢᾦΆ ܱܛᾺܧܲܥᾱܛᾦΆ ܢܦᾓ᾿ܛᾦΆ ܦιᾠΆ
ܦᾞᾷᾐ ܭᾁܲܩᾺᾗܛᾦΆ ܸܧܥ ῁ܲܦܢ ܫ῀ܓ ᾿ܲܧܲܝܥܷ ܛᾹܱܥᾊ᾿ ᾿ܱܤܐ ܤܫ῀ܓ
ܑᾹܸܝ ܧܩᾙܧܱܢᾷܕ ᾿ܲܢᾷܦ ܤܸܢᾰܲܩ ܤܸܢܑ ῀ܛᾸᾐ ᾽ܡܓᾸᾐ
ܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷᾐܲܛᾹܕ῀ܛ᾽ܱܩᾹܥᾐܘᾞܛܲܦᾫΆܶܲܭ῀ܛܷܧܱܲܥᾰᾁܫ῀ܓܛܱܧܲܩᾐ

ܸܲܧܲܝܥܷܛᾹ ᾚܪΆ ܝᾚܩܓ ܛᾫܦܷ ܫܸܛΆܥᾌᾷܲܢᾰܶܫ῀ܱܛᾫΆ ܷܧܦܝ ܢΆ
 ܤܱܩܭܢᾙܸܧܥ ܤܸܢܑ ᾿ܲܧܩᾹܥᾌᾷܲܝ ܪܥ  ᾿ܱܤܲܢᾰܛ᾿ܛᾤᾰᾁΆ
ܑܸܠᾝ᾽ܛᾦᾰᾁΆ ܱܲܣܷ ܛܱܫܐᾌܲܛᾹܩᾐ ܑᾹᾠ ܛܬܲܦܢᾷܲܝܥܷܛܸ ܛܱܦܛܲܢ ܪܷܲܢ
ܦιᾠΆ
ܢᾔܸܧܠ
ܧܥᾹܱܥᾌ῀ܛ
ܐᾱܪܲܛᾷܧܷܪܷܲܢ
ܦᾰ᾿ܱܫܛ
ܧܥᾹܥᾌܢᾺܥᾌܲܛᾹܩᾐ ܧܥ ᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ ῁ܲܦܢ ܧܸܲܝܥܷܛܸ ᾿ܱܤܐᾹܥᾌᾷܦ ܢᾰ῀ܛ
ܲܩᾸᾐܶܕ῀ܛ᾽ܱܭ῀ܱܛᾹ ᾿ܩᾐ ܝ῁ܲܦܢᾙܦܷܧܱܢΆܱܥᾊιܘܤܱܛᾞ ܩܲܝ ܛܲܦᾸܢ
ܐιܱܦܛܱܪܩᾠΆ

ܐᾼܲܭᾹᾙᾹܱܪܨܭᾠ 5HYLHZRIUHODWHGOLWHUDWXUH 

ܠܛᾸܭ  ܢᾞܠᾱ᾿ܲܬܱܢܶ ܲܝܥܷܛܸ ᾿ܲܫܛᾒܥΆ ܦι᾿ܲܬܱܢܶ ܩᾒܥᾱܫܸܛ
ܱܛᾊᾤΆ ᾁᾠܛܪܱܛ ܧܲܛܠᾷܦ ᾿ܲܢᾰܝܶ ܧܷܠܸܲܫܛᾹܠܸܩᾸᾐ῀ܫᾐ ܑᾸܢ
ܲܦᾁ᾿ܲܬܱܢܶ ܲܝܥܷܛܸ ܤܱܧܲܢᾒ᾽ܫܭ ܥᾲܲܣ ܲܝܥܷܛܸ  ܛܱܦܡܨܱܛ ܲܝᾠܤܭᾱ῀ܛ
ܸܤᾷᾐ ܧܥ ܤܱܧܛܸܭᾹܱܥᾌܫܸܛᾜΆ ܱܶܛᾶ᾿ܲܭܫ ܛܲܢ  ܧܸܲܝܥܷܛܸ ܠ
ܝᾸܸܢᾰᾁ ᾔᾺ ܥᾙܧιܝܶܲܝᾼܲܛᾹ ܭܷܤܕ ܤܩῄ᾽ܱܦܷܱܥᾹ ܷܤܱܧܭܸܢᾐ
ܶ᾽ܠܱܢᾸᾐܠܛᾸܨܑܢᾶᾌܭᾞܠᾱܱܲܛܲܢܛܱܫܛᾷᾐᾊᾰܛᾊܛܪܓῄ᾽ܱܦܷܱܥᾹ
26 ܝᾸܸܱܦ ܪܥ ᾿ܲܧܢιܩᾱܛᾦᾰᾁ ܦܸ ܛܱܦܡܨܱܛᾸᾐ῀ܫᾐ ܲܤܕᾔΆ
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ܲ26ܬܱܦܶܪܲܛᾱܐܛܱܦܛܲܢ᾿ܲܫܛܲܝܥܷܛܸᾷᾐܤܸܩܲᾹܛᾌܥܛܲιܭ᾿ܲܭܱܧܲܢܑᾸ
᾿ܲܭܱܧܲܢܑᾸ

ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥܫܷܛ῀ܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ RSHUDWLQJV\VWHP

ᾐܪ᾿ᾐܭܱܠᾶܨܑ᾿ܢ῀ᾙܛᾱܢܦܷᾌܦᾱᾁܥᾞܘ᾿ܲܢᾷܥ᾿ܲܫܛᾰܦᾹܧܲ᾿ᾢܥ
ܲܝܥܷܛܸ ܲᾹܭܱܧܲܢ῀ ܑᾸܛ᾽ܱܩܲܛܱᾶᾊᾞܛܶ ܢܸᾷܪܲܛᾱܐ ܛܱܧܲܬܱܦܶ ᾐܭܱܩᾚᾹ
ᾊܤܠܓ  ܭܸ ܱᾁΆܧܭܸܠܱᾶܛܶ ܫܸܛᾱܫܛ ܧܱܲܥܶ ῀ ᾚᾹᾠܛܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ
῀ܛ῀ܱܢܲᾷܢᾼܝܶ ᾹܪܸᾹܐ ιᾠΆܦ ܱᾰᾁܥܷܱᾨᾐܥܶ ܱᾌܧܫܸܲܭ ܲܢᾼܝܶ
 6ZDUDQ/DWDHWDO

Ᾱܧܲ᾿ᾢܦ  ܪܷܲܭܱܧܲܢᾊ ܑᾸܥᾞᾷᾐᾺܛ ܲᾹܫܢܲܫܱܣ 7LPHV RI ,QGLD
ܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ܫܸܛܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ ܲܝܥܷܛܸ ᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ ܢܱᾸܝܶ ῀ܛᾱܢ ῀ܛ᾽ܧܲܢܑᾸ
᾿ܨᾠΆ ᾁܭܷ ῀ܛᾰܦ Ᾱܧܲ᾿ᾢܦ  ܠܢᾷܠܲܛ ᾿ܱܤܐ ῀ܛ᾽ܱܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ
᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ ܲܢᾌᾷܥܱᾹܧܥ ܧܸܲܝܥܷܛܸ ܧܠܸᾦܛᾱܢ ܦܷᾌܦ ᾦᾰᾁܛᾺᾗܬܸ
ܲܝܥܷܛܸ ᾫܫ ܤܱܧܭܸܢܷ ܪܷܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ ܢܱᾸܝܶ ܧܠܸᾦܛ᾽ܭ ᾿ܱܩᾹܤܶܖ
῀ܛᾰܦ ܫܸܛܠܸܢ ܢܱᾁΆ ܑᾸܦܡܨܱܛ ܢܷܥᾹܧܶܪܸ᾿ܑ ῀ܛܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ
ܡܨܱܢܱܝ ᾠΆܭܶ ᾐܥᾹܕ ܲܝܥܷܛܸ ᾿ܱܩᾹܤܶᾹܖ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܧܲܩܢܶᾷܠܸܓ
ܧܠܸᾹᾔܢ ܱᾌܨܷܭܩιܦ ᾽ܭᾞܘ ܪܷܲܢᾷܧܱܢᾙܝ ܛܱܩܱܦ ܪ᾿ܦᾌܦ ῀ܱᾞܥܶ
ᾫΆܛܱܧܲܭᾞܛ ܢᾸܩܲܝ ᾽ܙ ιᾁܢܭ῀ܱܛܶᾼᾐܝܶ Άܩܱιܦܱܲܥ ܫܸܛܲܝ᾽ᾲܡܓ
 ᾐ -LP0F*XLJDQ3ܩܲᾹܛᾱᾁܫܲܭ

ܢᾸܕ ܲᾤΆܢᾷܠܑ ܢᾸܕ ܱΆܣ ܛܱܧܲܬܭ ܲᾹܧܲܝܥܷܛܸ ᾊܥᾞᾷᾐᾺܛ &ODUN 4XLQQ
ᾤΆ ܑᾐܦܷ ܱΆܪܫ῀ܱܛܶᾼᾐܝܶ Άܩܱιܦܱܲܥ ܫܸܛᾞᾷᾐᾰܛ ܧܠܸΆᾙܣ ܲᾤΆܢᾷܨܣܷ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛܑᾞᾰܛܱܧܡܸᾠᾐܓᾤᾰᾁܩιܛܲᾹܦ
ܢܷܛܤᾹܢ

ܲܝܥܷܛܸ

ܫܸܛᾶᾗܥ

ᾞΆܭܲᾹܥ

ᾊܥᾞᾷᾐᾺܛ

.ORSIHU



ᾫΆܛܱܭܩܸ ᾁܠܸܕ ιᾠΆܦ ᾫΆܛܱܢܧܲܩܲܝ ᾫΆܛܱܦܛܠᾰᾁܛܸ  ᾐܫ῀ܱᾶᾌܛܶ
ܛᾚܝ  ᾐܩܲᾹܛ ܑᾞᾰܛܱܧܲܭᾞܛ ᾞܘ ܩܲᾹܛ᾿ܝܶ ᾌᾷᾐܕ ᾦᾰᾁܛᾱܠܑ ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ
ܫܸܛᾫܨܢ ܫ῀ܲᾤܧܲܝܥܷܛܸ  ᾐܩܲᾹܛ ܑᾞᾰܛܱܧܲܭᾞܛ ᾞܘ ܤܱܛܲιܢᾷܩܱιܦܱܲܥ
᾿ܲܧܲܝܥܷܛܸ   ᾙᾊᾜΆܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ܲᾤΆܧܪܸܲܣ῁ιᾠΆ ᾇܦ ܲᾤΆܢᾷܨܣܷ ܢᾸܕ ܱΆܣ
᾿ܲܫܛᾱܤܢܱܝ ᾎܤܲᾹܦ ܩιܦ Άܪܱ᾽ᾰ ᾚܭܶܣܶ ܠܥᾺܨܲܛܥ ܫܸܛᾫܨܢ ܫ῀ܓ
ܲܝܥܷܛܸ

ܲᾰᾁܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ

ܲᾫܩ

ܱܲᾹܭܠܥܲᾺܤܢ   ᾙᾊᾜΆܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛܑᾞᾰܛܱܧܡܸᾠᾐܓ

 Ά 2EMHFWLYHVܛܱᾰܣܷ

ܛܱܛιܢܭ῀ܱܛܶܲᾸᾐܩܲܩιܥܫܸܛܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ῁ܲܦܢܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܧܲܝܥܷܛܸ
ܲιᾁܭܫ ܢᾸܕ ܲܩιܥ ܫܸܛܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ ᾿ܥܸܱܦܶ ῁ܲܦܢ ܧܷܠܸܲܫܛᾰܦ 
ܛܱܛιܢܭ῀ܱܛܶܲᾸᾐܩܢܸܥᾹܕᾐܩܲᾹܛ᾽ᾫܑᾞᾰܡܲᾺᾗܬܲܭ
Ᾱܪܥ ܤᾹܤܶᾹܕ ᾦᾰᾁܛᾰܦ ᾿ܱܤܲܢܭᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ ܫܸܛܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ ῁ܲܦܢ 
ܛܱܛιܢܭ῀ܱܛܶܲᾸᾐܩܢܸܥᾹܕܤܩܲᾹܛᾰܠܸܲܛ
ᾫܩܸܲܣܤܦ ܲιᾁܭܫ ܢᾸܕ ᾿ܱܤܲܢܭᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ ܫܸܛܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ ῁ܲܦܢ ῀ܛᾰܦ 
῀ܛ᾽ܱܩܲܛܠܸ
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 ῀ 5HVHDUFK4XHVWLRQVܛܲܭ῀ܛܷᾼᾫᾰܐ
῁ܲܦܢ  ܛܱܛιܢܕ ᾤΆܦܷ ܱܭܤܫ῀ܓ ῀ܛܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܧܲܝܥܷܛܸ ܲᾹܫܛᾰܦ
"῀ܛ᾽ܱܩܲᾹܛᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ῀ܛᾰܦܛܱܭܱᾐܥܶܫܸܛܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ
ܩܲᾹܛܲᾰܛܱܧܷܥܓܫܸܛܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ῁ܲܦܢܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܧܲܝܥܷܛܸܧܠܸᾦܛᾱܢ῀ܛᾰܦ
"ܱܫܛ᾽ܱܩܲᾹܛιᾠܑᾞᾰܥܶܤܸܩܲܢܲᾫᾷܩ
Ᾱܪܥ ܤᾹܕ ᾦᾰᾁܛᾰܦ ᾿ܱܤܲܢܭᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ ܫܸܛܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ ܲܝܥܷܛܸ  ῁ܲܦܢ 
"ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾰܠܸܲܛ
ᾫܩܸܲܣ ܤܦ ܲιᾁܭܫ ܢᾸܕ ῀ܛᾰܦ ᾿ܱܤܢܥܲᾺܛܱܧܷܥܓ ܫܸܛܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ ῁ܲܦܢ 
"῀ܛ᾽ܱܩܲܛܠܸ

 \ 5HVHDUFKPHWKRGRORJܩܸᾼᾫᾙܐ

ᾼᾫᾰܐ ܢ ܑᾸܫ῀ܲᾌܥܲᾺܩ ᾁܪܷܦܷ ܛܱܧܡܸᾼᾫᾰᾁ ᾐܐ ܧܠܸᾹᾔܕ
ᾫܫ ᾿ܲܧܠܸܥᾊᾺܤܢ ܤܱᾊܛܲᾰܬܭ ܱᾌܧܷܡܸᾠᾐܓ ῀ܛܨܸᾌܛ
 ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ᾰܛܱܧܩܸ ᾙܤܸܲܧܩܸᾌᾺᾗ 4XDQWLWDWLYH 6XUYH\  ᾙܛܶᾰܡܛ
ܲܛᾱܬܭ ܲ᾽Ᾰᾐܛܥ Άܠܲܫܛᾰܦ  ܫ῀ܓ ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܱܝᾴܥ ᾞܘ ܫܸܛ᾿ܧᾊܥܱᾺܤܲܭ
ΆܨܲᾗܢᾸܭܲܝ ᾿ܲܢᾷܠܭܱܦ ᾢܭܷ᾿ܣܶܲᾞܢ ᾐܠܥᾺܛܱܲᾰܛܝܷ ῀ܛᾫܨܢ ΆܪᾹ ᾚܢ
ᾞܘ ܫܸܛ᾽ܭܩܲᾹܛᾌᾐܥᾹܧܥ ܲܝܥܷܛܸ ᾿ܲܫܛᾰܦ  ܩܲᾹܛܲᾰܝܭ ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܱܝᾴܥ
ܲܝܥܷܛܸᾌᾷᾐܢܶ᾽ᾸܢܷܧܸܩܸܱᾌSXUSRVLYHVDPSOLQJᾙܢܷᾷܛܱᾰܣܷܠܲܥܲܩᾁ
ܢᾼܝܶ ܲܢ  ᾘ᾽ᾷܩܸΆ ᾙܠᾹܨܷ ᾿ܲܧܩܸܱܲܲ ᾙܢܱܦ ܱܪ᾿ܲܥܧܑܸ ܨܸܱܥܷܲᾰܛܱܧܷܥܓ
ܱᾼᾫܥᾁᾺܥ ᾼᾐܝܶ ܳᾌܛᾰܡܛ Άܪܱᾞ῀ ᾚܥܶᾹܦܶ  VSVVܫܸܛ᾿ܧᾊܥ ܱܤܲܭ
ᾐܠܥᾺܧܝܶ

ܱᾌܥܱܛܷ

ܫܸܛᾱܛܠܔ ܱᾌܥܱܛܷ ᾫܩܸܲܣ ιᾠΆܦ ῀ܛᾹܧܥ %OXPOHU DQG .DW]ಬV
ᾹᾠܭܶܤᾹܕ ᾱᾁܥ ܲᾹܫܛᾰܦ ܲᾤΆܢܭᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ ιᾠΆܦ ܲᾤΆܢܥᾌᾺܢܶ᾽Ᾰܢܷ
ܫܸܛᾱܛܠܔ ᾿ܲܧܠܸܥܱᾊᾹ ᾊᾺܥܱܛܷ ܢᾐ ܑᾸܩܲᾹܛᾌᾷᾐ ᾂᾠܕ
ܢܸᾷܛܠܔ ᾤΆܦܷ Άܢܸᾷܛ ᾱܤܱܦܧܲܛᾞΆ ᾙᾰܥܣ ܱᾞܭܶῂܘ ᾌᾷᾐΆܥᾹܧܥ
ܲܢܱᾠ ᾘ᾽ᾷܭῂܕ ܢܸᾷܛܱᾰܣܷ ܧܠܸᾦܛᾱܢ ῀ܛ᾽ܭ ܛܱܧܲܬܭ ܲᾹܢܭᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ
ܱܲᾹܭܥᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ ܢܸᾷܛܠܔ ܱᾼᾸᾐܨܐ ܲܩιܥ ܢܸܥᾹܕ ῀ܛ᾽ܱܩܲᾹܛᾼܝܶ
ιᾁ%OXPOHUܢܭ῀ܱܛܶܲᾸᾐܩᾹᾠܕܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥιܖ῀ܛᾫܫܸܲܭܤᾹܕ᾿ܲܧܛܸ῁ܱܭ
ܱᾊᾹܥܱܛܷ ܢᾐ  ܑᾸܩܲᾹܛܦܸ ܛܱܢܫ῀ᾔܧܥ ᾫΆܛܲܦ ܱᾌܥܱܛܷ DQG .DW]ಬV
ܲܢ ᾘ᾽ᾷܫܸܛܭܸܢܷ ܧܠܸᾦܛᾱܢ ᾽ܱܭܷᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ ܢܸᾷܛܠܔ  ᾿ܲܧܠܸܥᾊᾺ
᾽ܙ ܭܷܤܕ ῀ܛܱܩܲᾹܛᾌᾐܥᾹܧܥ ܛܱܦܛܲܢ ܦܷᾌܦ ܢܸᾷܛܠܔ ܩܲᾹܛᾼܝܶ
᾿ܦܱܧᾙᾊܧܝܶ ܲܢ ᾘ᾽ᾷܧܸܭܸܢܷ ܲᾹܤܢܲܤܦ ܲܤܢ ܱᾨᾐܥܶᾺܕ Άܛܠܔ
᾽ܱܭ῀ܱܛܶ ᾌᾷᾐܢܶ᾽Ᾰܢܷ ᾽ܥܣ ܲܤܢ ܢ Ᾰܢܸᾷܛܠܔ ᾞܘ ᾠܭܷ ܱܢܷܩܲᾹܛܱܥܷ
῀ܛᾰܦ ܤܸܢ ܱܢܷܩܲᾹܛ ܑᾞᾰܛܱܢܫ῀ᾔܧܥ ܛܲܢ ᾦᾰᾁܛᾰܦ ᾐܕ ܭܷܛܐ
῀ܛ᾽ܱܩܲܛᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥܛܱܦܛܲܢ
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7DPLO
0RELOH$SSOLFDWLRQ
7DPLO
0RELOH$SSOLFDWLRQ
XVDJH

7DPLO
0RELOH
$SSOLFDWLRQ



 ᾿ 'DWDDQDO\VLVDQGLQWHUSUHWDWLRQܢܱܲᾷܭܲܭιᾠΆܦܱᾼᾫܥᾁᾺܥ᾿ܭܛܢ
᾽ܭܷܱᾺܝ ᾐ VSVVܤܱܭܨܢ ܩιܥᾺܩܥܶ Άܠܲܫܛ᾽ܥܣ  ܠܥᾺܛᾌᾰܢܶ᾽Ᾰܢܷ



᾽ܭܐ ᾦΆܛᾶܥܶ  ᾦΆܛᾶܐ  ᾿ܲܢܑ ᾐܠܥᾺܧܝܶ ܱᾼᾫܥᾁᾺܥ Άܪᾚ
ܤܫ῀ܓᾦΆܛᾶܥܶܤܱܦܡܦܲᾞܢᾦΆܛᾶܐܤܱܦܡܦܲᾞܢ᾿ܲܫܛ᾽ܭܑ


  ܲᾰᾁܭ῀ܛܷ ܩᾹܕ  ܱܭܤܫ῀ܓ ῀ܛܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܧܲܝܥܷܛܸ ܲᾹܫܛᾰܦ
῀ܛܱᾌܥᾹܧܥܧᾰᾂᾊܩܱιܪܧܝܱܶᾌܧܷܡܸܲᾹᾐܢᾷܫܢܧܡܑܸΆܠܲܫܛᾱܢ῀ܛᾰܦ
ᾦᾰᾁܛܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ῁ܲܦܢܫ῀ܓΆܠܲܫܛᾱܢ῀ܛᾰܦᾤΆܦܷᾫΆܤܕܤܩܲᾹܛܑᾞᾰ
Άܠܲܫܛᾱܢ ῀ܛᾰܦ   ᾹᾠΆܕ ܪܸ᾿ܲܧܭܸܢܷ ܲܭܢܓ ܲᾹܢᾷܫܢܧܡܑܸ
ᾤΆܦܷ ᾦΆܛܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ ܧᾰᾂᾊܩܱιܪܧܝܶ ܱᾌܧܷܡܸܲᾹ ᾐܢᾷܫܢܧܡܑܸ
ܤܩܲᾹܛᾦΆ ܑᾞᾰܛܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ ܧᾰᾂᾊܩܱιܪܧܝܶ ܲܩܲᾹܧܡܸܲᾹ ᾐܢᾷܫܢܧܡܑܸ
ܩᾹܕ
ܢܸᾞᾷܛ
῀ܛ᾽ܫ῀ܲᾐܭܱܲܢܶ
ܛܱܛιܢܕ
῁ܲܦܢ
ܫܸܛܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ
ιᾠΆܦ ῀ܛᾱܛܢ῀ ᾗᾷܛᾰܦ ܱᾌܛܲᾨᾰܭ  ܛܲܢ ιᾁܢܥᾹܕ ῀ܛ᾽ܱܩܲᾹܛᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ
ܭᾞᾷᾐܦ ιᾠΆܦ ܱᾰᾁܥܷܱᾨᾐܥܶ ܲܝܲιܧܥιܠܓ ιᾠΆܦ Άܧܲܛܱᾰܨܷܐ ῀ܛܲᾺᾗܩᾁ
ᾐܛᾰܢܠܲܥܲᾺܩᾞᾷᾐᾁܛܩᾹܕ῀ܛ᾽ܱܩܲᾹܛᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥᾫΆܛܱܛᾦᾰܛܲܢᾼܝܶ


ܩܲᾹܛܲᾰܛܱܧܷܥܓܫܸܛܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ῁ܲܦܢܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܧܲܝܥܷܛܸܧܠܸᾦܛᾱܢ῀ܛᾰܦ
ܛܱܧܲܢᾠܓ ῀ܛᾰܦ ܲᾰᾁܭ῀ܛܷܩᾹܕ ܱܫܛ᾽ܱܩܲᾹܛιᾠܑᾞᾰܥܶܤܸܩܲܢܲᾫܩ
ܲᾤΆܧܪܸܲܣᾌܣ῀ܛᾰܦᾫΆܤܕᾹܩܷܲᾹܛιܖ῀ܛᾰܦᾫΆܤܕᾹܩܷܲᾹܛιܖ
ᾐܛᾰܢܠܲܥᾐ ᾁᾠᾺܥᾹܕ ῀ܛ᾽ܨܩܲᾹܛᾫΆ ᾂᾠܤܕ ᾹܩܷܲᾹܛᾠܦ ῀ܛᾰܦ 
῁ܲܦܢ ᾦᾰᾁܛᾰܦ ܤܱܦܛܲܢ  ᾊ ܑᾹᾔΆܥܲᾹܥܲᾺܡܛᾞᾐᾰܛ ܧܠܸᾦܛ᾽ܭܑ
ܧܱܢᾙܝ ܭܷܤܕ ܪܸ᾿ܑ Ᾱܩܲܢܲᾫᾷܩ ܤܱܧܲܢᾠܓ ܧܲܩιܥ ܫܸܛܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ
ܲܝ᾽ᾲܡܲᾺᾗܬܲܭ ᾦᾰᾁܛᾰܦ ܲܩιܥ ܫܸܛܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ ῁ܲܦܢ ܲιᾁܢܩιܤܷᾙᾹ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܭܸܢܷ


Ᾱܪܥ ܤᾹܕ ᾦᾰᾁܛᾰܦ ᾿ܱܤܲܢܭᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ ܫܸܛܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ ܲܝܥܷܛܸ  ῁ܲܦܢ 
ᾐܭᾌᾷᾐܥᾺܛܱܧܷܥܓ ܫܸܛܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ ῁ܲܦܢ ܲᾰᾁܭ῀ܛܷ ܩܲᾹܛᾹܕ ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾰܠܸܲܛ
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ܢᾱܛᾦܸܲܩ ܧܠᾫ ܲܝ᾽ܫܭᾰᾁ ܓᾠᾐܑܸ ܛܱܧܡᾞܲܛᾹܩᾐ ܕᾹᾠ  ܦᾰ῀ܛ
ܲܫܪܲܢܥᾷܑ ῀ܛ᾽ܱܢῂܧܥ ῁ܲܦܢ ܛܱܩܱܭᾹܱܥᾌܧܥ ܫܸܛᾹܥᾌᾷᾐܲܢܭᾹ ܛܱܧܲܬܭ
ܝᾙܧܱܢᾷܦ ܪܷܲܢᾰܢ ῀ܛᾱܛᾦܸܲܩ ܧܠᾫ ܩܲܢᾹ᾽ܫܭ ܫܸܛᾷᾐᾰܶ ܫ῀ܱܛᾙᾊᾜΆ
ܧܥ ῁ܲܦܢ ܭܷܤܕᾹܱܥᾌܲܫܛᾹ ܲܩ ܤܸܧܥᾸᾐ ܲܛܱܧܷܥܓᾺܷܱܥᾞᾰᾁ ܑᾐ ܪܥᾹ
ܑܛܱܢܫ῀ܓᾞᾰܲܛᾹܩᾐ


 ܧܥ ῁ܲܦܢᾹܱܥᾌܲܛܱܧܷܥܓ ܫܸܛᾺܦ ᾿ܱܤܢܥᾰܕ ῀ܛᾸܲܭܫ ܢιᾁ ܩܸܲܣᾫ
ܸܕ῀ܛ᾽ܱܩܲܛܠᾹܲܭ῀ܛܷܩᾰᾁܦᾰܓ῀ܛᾠܖܛܱܧܲܢιܲܛᾹܷܩᾹܤܕᾫΆ
ܦᾰܖ῀ܛιܲܛᾹܷܩᾹܤܕᾫΆܣᾌܲܧܪܸܲܣᾤΆܦᾰܦ῀ܛᾠܲܛᾹܷܩᾹܤܕᾫΆ
ܢᾱܛᾦܸܛܧܠᾞᾷܸܢᾂᾠܲܛᾹܧܥܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢܭܷܛܐ᾽ܤܩᾹܱܥᾌܤܱܦܛܲܢ῀ܛ
ܦᾰܛᾦᾰᾁ ܱܛܶ ܭܸܩܸܲܣܤܦᾌᾰܲܛᾹܩᾐ ܕᾹܱܥܶ ܩᾨܲܢᾤΆ ܑᾹᾔΆ ܤܱܦܫܱܨܖ
ܦᾰܛᾦᾰᾁ ܢܷܖᾔΆ ܘᾞ ܡܨܱܛᾷܲܢιܑ  ܛܱܛᾐ ܱܛܶ ܭܸܩܸܲܣܤܦᾌᾰܪܸ᾿ܲܭܛ
ܕᾹܥᾐᾁᾠܠܲܥᾷܢᾰܱܢܛᾁΆ

ᾙᾊᾫܸ& ܨRQFOXVLRQ 

ܸܲܧܲܝܥܷܛᾹ ܧܥ ῁ܲܦܢᾹܱܥᾌܝ ᾿ܱܤܲܫܛᾙܧܱܢΆ ᾙᾹܷܤιܩΆ ܸܧܠ
ܷܭᾶᾌܢܑ ᾿ܱܤܱܦᾹ ܸܤᾷᾐ ܧܥᾹܱܥᾌܛᾦΆ ܛܱܢܲܫܕᾫΆ ᾗܱܲᾸᾐ
ܶܛܦܢܭ῀ܱܛᾫΆ ܷܦᾤΆ ܪܥᾹ ܢᾞܭᾐܛܱܦᾫΆ ܸܭܷ ܧܦᾶᾌΆ Ὰܷܱܥᾐ ܘᾞ
ᾗܝܧܲܢᾙܱܦܧܱܢιܩᾷܸܛܬܲܦܢܧܷܢΆܡܱܛᾙᾊᾜΆ

5HIHUHQFH
1LFROD*UHHQ /HVOLH+DGGRQ  02%,/(&20081,&$7,216$Q,QWURGXFWLRQ
WR1HZ0HGLDSS%HUJ2[IRUG1HZ\RUN
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Linguistically Annotated Dictionary (LAD) for Natural Language Processing –
with special reference to Noun
Dr. R. Shanmugam,
Project engineer- GIST R&D, CDAC Pune.
ABSTRACT
Language is a social and linguistic phenomenon which grows
continuously with all periodic changes. The grammar of Tholkappiar has provided
considerable material for research in Tamil. At present in contemporary Tamil we come
across many changes in both written and spoken usage and the progress of Language
Technology have provided a new interface for researchers. One of the major areas in NLP is
a Rule based approach which allows researchers to delve deep into the language however
given the complexity of Tamil, one of the prime desiderata is a back end Dictionary that
which plays a major role in reaching and disambiguating the output. Standard lexicons do not
provide such information and only help us to conclude whether the word is valid or not. More
complex information required for advanced areas like Word Sense disambiguation, Syntactic
Parsing and Machine Translation such as meaning, antonym, etymology etc. is not accessible
to the computer. Hence the need for a linguistically annotated dictionary (LAD) which will
furnish more accurate information for NLP is must. The aim of this paper is to propose a
design template for linguistically annotated Dictionary for Natural Language Processing with
special reference to noun category.
Key words: Linguistically annotated dictionary (LAD), Natural Language Processing
(NLP), Rule-based approach, Tamil-dictionary.
0. Introduction
Natural Language Processing (NLP) is an area which involves the creation of
man-machine interfaces for the computer This can be done by concentrating on language
Technology (the ways and methods to achieve NLP) and computational linguistics , the
branch of linguistics which involves the techniques of understanding the linguistic properties
which are scientifically interpretable. Rule based approach and statistical based approach are
the two ways of achieving NLP. A rule based approach requires a number of generic rules to
get the output whereas the statistical based requires certain rules, data and training to achieve
the output. Human beings produce, understand and disambiguate the words and sentences
only with the help of mental lexicon. This article is an attempt to make a near-by equivalent
of mental lexicon which already exists in our brain and automatically getting updated through
context or by the help of usage. This article aims at to produce a dictionary template for
Linguistically Annotated Dictionary (LAD) which will work as a back-end dictionary for
Rule-based Natural Language Processing (NLP) approach. The paper is divided into five
sections including this Introduction. The second section discusses the semantic issues
occurred in NLP analysis, the third section provides solutions to the issues by using LAD and
the structure of LAD. The fourth part describes how LAD can be used for Parsers, WSD
(word sense disambiguation), and Machine Translation systems and the final section will
cover the conclusion which includes the ways and methods to build the LAD.
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1. Semantic issues in NLP analysis
NLP needs a wide research to execute it and it starts with the fundamental levels
of linguistics such as Phonology, Morphology, Syntax and Semantics. LAD is not required to
handle the nominal analysis and issues on Morphology in which the simple root dictionary
will be used to reach the output but LAD is much more essential to handle the influence of
syntax and semantics on Morphology and the advanced analysis such as WSD, Machine
Translation, Sandhi checker and Grammar Checker. For example the combination paٗam +
kutai can generate two variants such as paٗakkutai fruit basket, paٗa١kutai old basket. A
Morphological Generator fails to handle this kind of combination since it requires additional
information or rules to handle the issue. This is due to the meaning ambiguity with the word
“paٗam” which has two different meanings “fruit” and “old”. The synonymy of ‘٥٥٣ǯ
gives multiple meaning such as unmarried young women, spinster, virgin and this can be
determined only by the (linguistic or extra-linguistic) context.
2. Solutions
The root word dictionary cannot provide more information about the word
except that it belongs to a separate category and valid but this information is not enough
(sufficient!!) to develop word sense disambiguation and Machine Translation systems. Extra
information is required to solve the ambiguities and get the actual meaning of the input. This
information has to be stored in our dictionary so that the execution of word sandhi can be
done with the help of LAD. For the first example paٗam+ ó ډthe word paٗam has one
more meaning that which stands behind the second output. On the other hand, in the example
two, the multiple senses of the word ‘٥٥٣ǯ generates multiple outputs. So maintaining
a semantic extension of each word is important to solve the semantic issue. A Morphological
generator will have no trouble to generate the multiple outputs for ambiguous pairs provided
it is enabled with LAD. Semantic features such as connotation, denotation and domain play a
vital role in disambiguation. LAD provides all the semantic extensions of each word and
hence retrieving the same is not an issue for the application.
2.1. Linguistically annotated Dictionary (LAD)
A “word’ is not only a word, but it has many things inside starting from
etymology. Designing a dictionary for word reference is different from doing the same for
Natural Language Processing. As discussed earlier, the root word dictionary will not be
sufficient to handle ambiguity or advanced NLP analysis.
LAD is a dictionary with
grammatical and semantic information which will cover all the meaning of a word including
its denotative, connotative and domain wise. It will work as a back end dictionary to NLP
applications. This will help us to increase the accuracy and quality of our NLP applications.
The present article will only talk about the LAD of Tamil Noun but the same needs to be
designed for all the categories which will have semantic value, especially verbs, the backbone
of sentence formation. This will be useful to enable the NLP engine for handling lexical and
structural ambiguities.
2.2. Structure of LAD
The Structure of LAD decides or determines the accuracy of the Language Tool.
Each Head word should contain a semantic information such as denotative, connotative,
synonyms, antonyms, idioms, proverbs, domain (domains will be used to cover a domain
wise meaning of each noun) and syntactic information such as Collocation, parts of speech,
sub-categorization such as abstract or common, count or mass noun, animate or inanimate
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and pronunciation with different types of mood which will be useful to capture the different
meaning variants, IPA which are helpful to cover the prosodic features for Text to speech.
The category wise meaning will also be listed in the LAD. Since nouns have been taken for
the present article the same have only been focused here. So building a LAD is equal to
building a word structure with syntactic and semantic information which is always absent in
the root word dictionary. XML is one of the preferable formats for LAD. Building a
dictionary with all semantic information is not achievable hence this article only aims at to
cover some semantic information because syntactic and semantic information of each word is
one of the major strength of human's mental lexicon and it plays a massive role in
understanding the meaning and disambiguating the sentence. The following table shows the
structure of LAD.

Root
PoS
Etymology
subͲcategory

IPA&Pronunciation
denotative
connotative
Domain1
Domain2
Idiomsandproverb
synonyms
Antonyms
collocation
Compoundstem

Word1
vţţډu(home)
peyar
Ͳ
CommonͲconcreteͲ
countͲinanimateͲ
neuter
Ɣi şƓ
vĈٗumiډam
kuډumpam
Ͳ
Ͳ
vţډupƃlae٣٣utal
illam
Ͳ
Ͳ
vţډډu

Word2
rƃja(rose)
peyar
Ͳ
properͲconcreteͲ
countͲinanimateͲ
feminine
Ƈ o dƛa:
malar
kaډalci٥٥am
Ͳ
Ͳ
rƃjĈpƃ٥ٻume٣mai

Ͳ
civappu
rƃja

word3
cu٥Ĉmi(Tsunami)
peyar
Ͳ
CommonͲconcreteͲ
countͲinanimateͲ
neuter
tƌƓna:mų
ĈٗipĤralaikaٓ
aٗivu,sƃkam
Ͳ
Ͳ
perumpalattuډa٥kƻډi
ĈٗipĤralai
Ͳ
Ͳ
cu٥Ĉmi

Note: the sub-category has been given for the primary meaning and it has to be updated and
maintained for each meaning extension. Domains may change the POS of the particular entry
that information have also to be maintained. This above table is only a design template of
LAD; if required, it has to be updated with more categories.
2.2.1 Denotative & connotative
Denotation means the referential meaning(s) of the word i.e. the explicit
definition of the word as listed in a dictionary. For example the denotative meaning of the
word cu٥¢mi is a series of water waves caused by the displacement of a large volume of a
body of water, generally an ocean or a large lake. On the other hand the same word will have
a connotative meaning of danger and destruction. This connotes the social overtones of
“cu٥¢mi”.
2.2.2. Domain
A word is not restricted to its connotative and denotative meanings. It very often
acquires a tertiary set of meanings in terms of the domains or areas in which it is used e.g.
astronomy, art, literature etc. For example the word “cÄÄډډu” will have multiple meaning
depending on the domain. It could mean receipt in business or economic domain. The same
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would mean as ticket in transport domain e.g. paya٣ac cÄÄډډu (Travel ticket) and it also
playing cards in the ludic domain. Thus maintaining the domain wise meaning is very helpful
to handle the meaning extension and provide the full semantic profile of the word.

2.2.3 Collocations: Idioms and Proverbs
Idioms and Proverbs are fixed expressions and are major issues in NLP
applications since the actual meaning of the word changes and modified within the
collocation. This is especially difficult in the area of translation. MT systems based on Direct
Translation method fail to handle idioms and proverbs. In many cases the connotative
meaning of the word will be considered to get the actual meaning but in root word dictionary
there is no option to get connotative meaning of each word. Thus the proverb mi٥٥uvatell¢m
po٥٥alla (all the glitters is not gold) meaning that not everything that looks precious or true
turns out not to be so. It is applicable for human, places and things etc. The original context
of this proverb decides the subject. Hence MT system needs extra world knowledge to handle
them.
3. How LAD can be used for NLP
Creativity is one of the important features of Language which constantly changes with
use. This is the major stumbling block for NLP. A disambiguator is a much needed tool
which will try to bring the original meaning of the sentence especially for Machine
Translation. Lexical ambiguities can be handled by using some rules but to solve structural
ambiguity a high quality syntactic parser is a must and to develop a good syntactic Parser
there is a need for an accurate Morphological parser which in turn can handle lexical
ambiguities For example the sentence “avarkaٓÛډu i٣aiya m¢naډu ce٥ٻ¢٥” gives two
meanings that “he went to conference to join with them” or “he went to Internet conference”
it happens due to the ambiguous word i٣aiya which acts as a part of the noun i٣aiyam and
the infinitive form of the verb i٣ai. A naive Morphological Parser may fail to guess the
nature of this particular entry and it requires additional rules to handle such inputs .Generally
parsers do not have much knowledge of collocation needed to capture the valid combination
thereby making it impossible to generate a single meaning for this sentence without referring
to the context. However the LAD provides the option to have a second meaning of this
example by mentioning m¢n¢ډu as a collocation of the word i٣aiyam. Since this is a wellknown pair of term it can be handled efficiently and by doing so resolve the contextual
analysis of both outputs and the system will procure information as to the exact meaning of
the sentence.
In some places the word's actual form can be used to use the actual nature of that
particular word for other word. For example the word “praccƗra pÄra١ki” means a person
who is sound in canvassing and audible to many people, so the actual nature of the word
pÄra١ki has to be considered that which shows the power of the person who canvasses more
effectively than others. Machine Translation systems fail to handle such kind of combinations
because of the lack of additional information for each word. Having synonyms and antonyms
is much more useful to develop an accurate NLP engine because in some cases antonyms will
be used to get the actual negative meaning of the utterance in different pitch variation
occurred due to tone of the speaker.
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4. Conclusion
LAD will serve as a finer prerequisite for advanced NLP research and building the
same takes more time but it will support as a strong base for any NLP application either it
may be a Text or Speech Technology product. All the fields mentioned can be stored in the
shape of an XML database which will allow the user to extract information efficiently. A
prototype of such a dictionary has been commenced by CDAC GIST. Since the effort
required to build such a lexicon is huge, as is the practice, a crowd sourcing model will be
deployed to build lexicons for Indian languages. The database so created will allow linguists
to create support for their own language and after the proper validation is done by the
validators and administrators the data will be uploaded and shared. The project, at present is
in alpha stage. LAD will cover the syntactic and semantic information of each word so it will
be helpful to increase the accuracy level of NLP products far better than before.
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ABSTRACT
Tamil is regarded as one of the complex language as it is rich in words and highly
agglutinative in nature. More than hundred inflections can be formed for a given word. This
makes the processing of Tamil words highly difficult. Our work presents simple, efficient
method to produce inflections of the Tamil verbs and nouns. Our work combines the
advantages of the existing models by combining the rule based approach and the data driven
approach.
General Terms
Data driven approach, rule based approach, natural language processing, morphological
generator.
Keywords
Inflection rules, Suffix table, verb-forms, noun-forms, morpo-lexical inflection.
1. INTRODUCTION
Morphological generation is the process of producing the various inflection of the given root
word based on the nature and rules of the pertaining language. It is the primary source for the
translation of any language as it produces morpholexical inflection based on the given criteria
(gender, tense, etc.). Since Tamil language is highly agglutinative in nature, each root is
affixed with several morphemes to generate word forms. The challenge lies in choosing the
right and appropriate word form. Our work combines the advantages of the existing systems
and produces the inflections. Our morphological generator takes in the root word and the
morpholexical inflection and produces the appropriate word form for the nouns and all
inflections for the verbs.
2. RELATED WORKS
There are different morphological generators developed for various languages using different
approaches.
For Indian language like Hindi, approaches like database based approach has been
developed. This approach is simple because all the inflections are stored in the database and
based on the given word the inflection can be directly found by querying the database. But it
is highly difficult to pre-record all the morphological inflections of all the words of a
morphologically rich language and storing in a database and querying it when needed.
There are other approaches like Ruled based approach [1] where the morphological
inflections are produced by using the rules of the pertaining language. Here the inflection is
generated by generating suffixes based on the tense, gender and other inflection criteria’s by
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using the grammatical rules of the language. But matching the rules of a language and
generating suffixes is a costly operation and it is considered slower than other operations.
One of the fastest approach is the data driven approach[2]. In this approach the suffixes are
stored in the suffix table. Here the inflections are generated directly by affixing the suffix
from the suffix table to the stemmed root word. This approach is efficient but the space
required is larger than the other approaches. Our approach closely resembles the data driven
approach.
3. MORPHOLOGICAL GENERATOR FOR TAMIL
Generally the method used for the morphological generation of the Tamil language is the rule
based method but its computational time is little higher as it identifies the type and produces
the inflection by forming the appropriate suffixes. Data driven approach is considered as fast
as it produces inflection directly based on the suffix of the given word but it requires more
pre-recorded data. Our work combines the advantages of the above two approaches and
produces the inflecions.
Example for the inflexion of Tamil words.
Noun:B{IY+instrumental=B{IYNX
Verb:L+past+singular+male=L{IX}
3.1 Challenges in Tamil Morphological Generator
Tamil is morphologically rich and agglutinative in nature. Thus the foremost difficulty is in
choosing the right inflection of the given word. There are various cases where choosing the
correct inflexion is highly difficult. Example: ^LX and ^I
Both ^LX and^I has the same suffix and the nedil as their prefix but they need
different suffix in their inflexion
^LXyGX} ,
^IyGX}is not correct whereas ^IKX} is the correct inflection.
These kinds of exceptions are also handled in our generator by adding exceptional rules.
3.2 Suffix table
We have designed a suffix table is the essential part of the morphological generator as the
words form inflections by accepting entries from the suffix table. Our generator requires less
entries compared to other data driven generators.
Suffix table is a 2-D array where the row corresponds to the category and the column
corresponds to the inflection. Table 1 is an example suffix table for nouns. A similar suffix
table is constructed for the verbs.
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Table 1: Suffix table for nouns and their inflections.
_N NX N N} NK¢ …..
_Q QX QY QY} QYK¢ …..
3.3 Algorithm
Our generator accepts the root word, the word class (noun or verb) and the inflection as the
input and produces the output based on the following algorithm which is specified as a flow
chart.
i. Segregate the word into individual letters using a defined regular expression.
ii. Find the category based on the last characters
iii. Stem the unwanted characters.
iv. From the inflection specified by the user, find the suffix table entry index.
v. Find the intermediate that has to be added between the root word and the suffix.
vi. Then join the stemmed word, intermediate and the suffix table entry to form the result
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3.4 Features
x

Our morphological generator can be used in the language translation systems.

x

Uses very less stored data

x

Combines the advantages of the existing systems

x

Simple, efficient and high speed

x

Can be easily updated

x

New rules can be added easily.

4. GUI and Results
The GUI is developed using java. The GUI is simple that everyone can use it. The user has to
just select the word class and enter the root word in the input field and then the inflection
type. The output is displayed in the output field.
The following screen shots gives few of our output for the nouns and verb.
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The algorithm gave nearly 96% accuracy for nouns and verbs. The accuracy could
also be increased by adding appropriate rules for failed scenarios. The sequence of the rules
needs to be specified in order to not use an incorrect rule. However, the system has not been
integrated with others and hence the efficiency in a combined environment could not be
measured.
6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The algorithm explained here is a combination of all the advantages of the existing works.
This method can be used for all morphologically rich languages. This algorithm can be used
to generate morphological generator for pronouns and adverbs. This method can be used to
create morphological generator for all the Dravidian languages. The integration of this system
with other systems is yet to be tested.
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ëӘӝԐ áԏҹ ӘҟӘéԂäҽԌ ӘäúӜéԂäҽԌ

ҳāíöԎ Ø.ҲĀóúäñԌāî,
ëӘԒԈ ҫāòԈ ëāóöԎ,ëӘԒԈҫāò,
ӕñúӜéԋîԐäāóԁ äõäԌ,ҟԋîԌ ದ 517 426.

ҳԊүāñ
ÿïúӝ ÞԊîҫ ïӠëӠԊ ÞԇêԂäāôҵԌ, äҷԈҫԁäāôҵԌ ëԊāíÿðúԈë
ïӠëүԁҟԈ ÿëӚðԋîҧԈë ÜëӁԌ æúëíïúҟԌ. ØԈëāäð ÿïúӝāðԁ äԏä
ĀïԇҧÿïӠԐ, ØԌÿïúӝāðԋ ӗāõәԊӟԋ ĀîæӁԌ, ÞҿëӁԌ ҳëӛԐ äԏҹԁ
ÿäúԑô ĀöԇҧԌ. ëӘԒ ÿïúӝҵԌ Øëԏҟ ӜӕӜóԁäԐó. ÚԊāòð ҤõӛԐ áҷ
ÿïúӝāðԁ äԏòԐ ÞԊîҫ Әä ӘäԈ ĀëāöðúíÿëúԊòúҟԌ. ØԌÿïúӝāðԁ äԏä
Ӝԅèúí

öæӕäҽԌ,

ÿëúӝԐ

ҭԆîԂäҽԌ

ÿîҷӐ,

öæӕ

öúԍԋұäāôԋ

ßԏîҧԈӕҵԑôí. ØԋîԘԋîԆé öæӕäӞԐ áԊĀò äӔӠ ҴóԌ ÿïúӝāðԁ
äԏîëúҟԌ.
äԆҧāñәԊ ĀìúԁäԌ
ÜóäïðïúԁäԋîԆé ìӲí ÜóӐԐ ëӘԒ ÿïúӝāðԁ äӔӠ ҴóԌ äԏä Ӗāòð
öúԍԋұäԑ ßԏîҧԈëԋ îԆҧԑôí. ÚԁäԆҧāñәԊ ĀìúԁäԌ ëӘԒ ÿïúӝāðԁ äԏҟԌ
Āîúҫ öԐÿóúԏҹ ÞԂÿäԂҟ ӘҟԌ ÞԂÿäԂҟ Әäúҫ ÞԊîāëԋ îԏӟ ӜԑäҟԌ áҷ
Ӓҹ ҳðԏӒĀððúҟԌ.

äӔӠәԐ ëӘāõԁ äԏä ßԏäíĀö Üԑô öæӕäԑ

äӔӠәԐ ëӘāõԁ äԏä, ëӘԒ ԕïúԎԆ ӜāôðúԆéúä ëӘԒ äԏҟԌ ӕԆéԌ,
ØÿïӚԁäúӜԐ ßԏîҧԈëԋîԆé ҴԊҹ ÿïԊïԂäԑ ĀîúԊòāö ëӘāõԋ îó
ӖāóäӞԐ äԏӗԁä ÜëӁԌ. ӮԘðú ×ӗҵæԊ ßԏîҧԈӕð Øԋұԕ óúԂĀöçԕ, äԐӜԈ
ëӘԒ ԙԃæԎ, Ùԋӗԑ æú×ԋԆ ӖҹöíԈӕԊ ÿæԉëӘԒ ÞԊò ҟҹöԆҧäԑ, ÚԊүԌ ó,
ô, õ, ñ,ò,ì,í,ê ĀîúԊò ÞҿԈҫԁäāôԈ ӗāõәԊӟԁ äԏä ÿïԊïԂäԑ Þíԋ îó
ÿîðԎäӞԐ ÿïԊïԂäԑ ëðúԎ ÿæԍðԋ îԆҧԑôí.
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ÙíúԐ

ëӘӝԐ

öԐӛí

áԏҹ

ӘҟëһԌ

ӘäúëһԌ

ҟӟԈҫ

ÿïԊ

ÿîúҷԆäԑԁäúí ÞԓӜë ҳðԏӒҵԌ Úҫöāñ ÞҧԈëëúäԈ ÿëӚðӜԐāó. ĀïԏҠӟð
ÿïԊïԂäҽéԊ ĀæԎԉĀëú ØԐóҫ ëӠðúäĀöú áҷ ÿïԊïԌ ÜҷöúԁӐíúԐ ӗāõ
ÚԐóúïԐ ëӘāõ Þҿëԋ îԘԁäԁ äӔӠ ҴóԌ ïúêöԎäҽԁҟ Üëö ҳԘҵԌ. 

áԏҹ ӘҟԌ ÚéԂäҽԌ Әäú ÚéԂäҽԌ

ӖāóÿïúӝԁҟԌ öҷÿïúӝԁҟӘāéĀð öԐӛí áԏҹ ӘҟöāëĀð öԐӛí
áԏӟҧëԐ ÞԊîԎ. ØԓÿöúԏӟҧëԐ ÞԊîҫ ëӘԒ ÿïúӝԁĀä Üԑô áҷ Ӓòԋұ
ØԌæïúҟԌ. Úԓÿöúԏҹԁäԑ öԐӛí áԏҹԁäôúí ä,æ,ë,î ÞԊîāöĀð ÙҟԌ.
Āëāöðúí ÚéԂäӞԐ áԏӟéúӜԘԐ ÿîúҷԆ ӗāõäԑ ßԏîҧԌ. ĀëāöәԐóúë
ÚéԂäӞԐ áԏӟԆéúԐ ØҫӁԌ ӗāõðúҟԌ. ĀïһԌ, Øҫ ĀäԆîëԏҟ ÚӠāïәԊӟ
ìúñæïúäԃ

ÿæӜäāôԁ

äҧԁҟԌ.

ÞҧԈҫԁäúԆéúä

Ӓó

ÜëúñêԂäāôԁ

äúԇĀîúԌ.ҳҷäú! Þíԁҟ Āöāó ÿäúҧ ҳҷäú! Þíԁҟ Āöāóԁ ÿäúҧ Āöāó
ÿäúҧ, Āöāóԁ ÿäúҧ ÞԊò Úñԇҧ ÿëúéԎäҽԁӐāéĀð ÿîúҷԑ Āöҹîúҧ Üԇҧ.
ҳëԐ ÿëúéӚԐ ëԊ ĀöԇҧëóúӐð Āöāóāð ĀöԇҧӐԊòúԊ. Úñԇéúöҫ
ÿëúéӚԐ ҳҷäú ÜԊ Āöāó Þíԁҟԁ ÿäúҧ ÞԊҹ ӜíӁöëúä Üԑôҫ. áԏӟéԈ
ĀëāöәԐóúë Āöԇҧëһԁҟ áԏӟԆҧ ĀöԇҧöëúԐ ÿîúҷĀô ïúӟ ӜҧӐԊòҫ.
ÚĀë ĀîúԊҹ 2-ÙԌ ĀöԏҹāïԁҟԌ ӜāíԈÿëúāäԁҟԌ ÚāéĀð Üԑô Āöԏҹāï
áԏӟҧöëúһԌ

áԏӟéúāïðúһԌ

ĀöԏҹāïԈÿëúāä äԏұāé ÿîԇ-

ÿöӞԋîҧԌ.

äԏұāéԋ

ÿîԇ–2-ÙԌ

ӜāíԈÿëúāä. ҳëԐ ÿëúéӚԊ ÿîúҷԑ

äԏұāéðöôúӐð ÿîԇ. ӜāíԈÿëúāäәԊ ÿîúҷԑ äԏӗõԁҟԌ ÿîԇ – äԏұ
ÿìӟāð ÜāéԈÿëӟҵԌ ÿîԇ. ÿîúҷԑ ÞԓӜëïúä ĀöҹîҧӐԊòҫ ÞԊîҫ
ÿëӞöúӐԊòëԐóöú?

1. öԐӛíԋ ұêԎԃӒәԐ áԏÿòҿԈҫ ӘҟӘéԂäԑ
ӖāóÿïúӝҵԌ, öҷÿïúӝҵԌ Āöԏҹāïԋ ÿîúҷӞԐ ұêҷԌ ÿîúҿҫ,
Āöԏҹāïäҽԁҟ

ÜӚð

(ÿöӞԋîԆĀéú)

öҷöҫ

Üҷұäԑ

ÿëúԁӐĀðú

Āöԏҹāïԋ

ұêԎԃӒ

(ïāòԉĀëú),
ÞíԋîҧԌ.

ӜӚԉĀëú

Øҫ ÜҷұäӞԊ

ØԘԋîāéәԐ Ùҹ öāäðúäԋ îҟԁäԋ îҧӐԊòҫ. ÚԓĀöԏҹāïԋ ұêԎԃӒәԐ
Āöԏҹāï Üҷұäԑ ÿëúԁӐ öҷöҫ ĀöԏҹāïԈ ÿëúāä ÞíӁԌ, Āöԏҹāï
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Üҷұäԑ

ÿëúäúҫ

(ïāòðúҫ)

ӜӚԉҫ

öҷöҫ

Āöԏҹāï

ӜӚ

ÞԊҹԌ

ҠòԋîҧԌ.
ÚñԇéúԌ,

ҴԊòúԌ,

ìúԊäúԌ,

àԉëúԌ,

ÙòúԌ,

ßõúԌ

ĀöԏҹāïԈ

ÿëúāäәԊ ҳԊ öҷÿïúӝәԐ ä,æ,ë,î öӚԊ ӘҟԌ ÙԈӕ+ҤԘ=ÙԈӕҤԘ ӫ+ұԇ=
ӫԋұԇ (ӫәíúԐ Ӝāôԉë ұԇ) äҧāï=ӫԁäҧāï (ӫәíҫ äҧāï) Ӝô+Āäúҧ=
ӜôԁĀäúҧ (ӜôԈӕíҫ Āäúҧ) ҟõúԌ=ÿäúԇҴԁ ҟõúԌ äҧāï=ßԁäҧāï ( ßØԌұ)
ӜӕӜóԁҟ 2-ÙԌ ĀöԏҹāïԈ ÿëúāä ӖāóÿïúӝӯԏӟԐ Û öԉëúԐ öҷÿïúӝ
ä,æ,ë,î Әäúҫ. Û+ӗԘ = ÛӗԘ
ÚñԇéúԌ, ҴԊòúԌ, ìúԊäúԌ, ÙòúԌ, ßõúԌ, Āöԏҹāï ÜҷұԌ, îðүԌ
ÜéԊ ÿëúԁäԈ ÿëúāäәԐ öԐӛí áԏҹ ӘҟԌ. ÜðԎӕāêԋ ÿîðԎ, Ø×ӟāêԋ
ÿîðԎ

ҳëԐ

ÿæúԐóúä

ӖԊҹ

öԐÿóҿԈҫ

öԉҫ

ÞҿöúԍԈ

ÿëúéñúä

ØāïҵïúíúԐ áԏҹ ӘҟԌ. ÙòúԌ Āöԏҹāï (Ӗāóÿïúӝ Ø×ӟāêðúәԊ)
öԐÿóҿԈҫ ӘҟԌ. Ӗāóÿïúӝ ÜðԎӕāêðúәԊ öԐÿóҿԈҫ Әäúҫ. ÚñԇéúԌ
Āöԏҹāï Üҷұ / àäúñԃ æúӚāð ĀîúԊòöԏӟԊ ҳԊ öԐÿóúԏҹ ӘҟԌ.
ÿîúҫöúäԋ îԇұԈ ÿëúāäәԐ áԏҹ ӘҟëԐ ÚԐāó. ÙíúԐ îԇұԈ
ÿëúāäәԐ Ӓó ӜӕӜóԁҟäԑ Üԑôí. Úҷ ÿîðÿñúԆҧԋ îԇұԈÿëúāä / ØԐöӝ
áҷ ÿîúҫԋ ÿîðҷԌ áҷ Ӓòԋұԋ ÿîðҷԌ ĀæҷԌĀîúҫ ÚðԐîúäĀö áԏҹ ӘҟԌ.
Üҷöä, ÜöāïԈÿëúāäԈ ÿëúéԎäӞԐ áԏҹ ӘҟԌ.
ÜԌāï,

Þҿöúԍ

Ӝāíҳԏҹ,

ӜӞӖāóԈ

ÿëúéԎäӞԐ

áԏҹԁäԑ

ÚéԌ

ÿîҹöӕԐāó. ÜԌāïԈÿëúāä / ØԐöӝ Üöú+îӕíúԊҟ=ÜöúØԋîӕíúԊҟ
öéԁҟ+ÿëԏҟ= öéԁҟԈ ÿëԏҟ ÚԊî + ҫԊîԌ + ÚԊîҫԊîԌ îң + äúāô =
îңäúāô îñӔ + äúԎԈӕāä = îñӔ äúԎԈӕāä Û + äúԁāä = Û äúԁāä (ӜӕӜóԁҟ)
ßԏò+ëúԒӁ=*ßԏòԈëúԒӁ
ØԐöӝ - ÞҿöúԍԈ ÿëúéԎ Ù,Û,Ü,ß,Ҵ ҳԏӟðԐ öԊÿëúéԎԁ ҟԏӟðһäñԌ
ĀîúԊòöԏӟԐ öԐÿóúԏҹ ӘҟԌ ÞҿöúԍԈ ÿëúéӚԐ ҟӟԐ ÿìԘһԁҟԋ ӗԊ, Úҷ
ÿìԘԐäӞԐ

ӗԊ

ÛҹÿäԆé

ÞӕԎïāòԋ

(ÞӕԎïāò) ÙӐðöԏӟԊ ӗԊ öԐӛíԌ ӘҟԌ.
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ÿîðÿñԃæԌ

(ÿëӚӖāó),

(ҟӟԋұ),

Ӝāíҳԏҹ Ӗāóÿïúӝ öԊÿëúéñúәԊ ӘҟԌ. ӜāíÿðԃæԌ (ÿëӚӖāó) (ҟӟԋұ)
/ öӝ, ңԆҧ, Üāñðāæ ÚӠ / ëӠ / îúԁҟ / ÿæԍҫ / ÿæԍҶ/ ÚéԈҫ / āïԁҟ /
ÿîúҷԆҧ

/

äāé,

ÿæԍðú

ÞүԌ

öúԍîúԆҧ

ӜāíÿðԃæԌ

(ÜéԊîúҧ),

ĀîúԊòöԏӟԐ áԏҹ ӘҟԌ.
Ø, Ú, Ü, Øԉë, Úԉë, Þԉë Øԓöāä, Úԓöāä, Þԓöāä, ØԈҫāê,
ÚԈҫāê, ÞԈҫāê ØԋîԘ, ÚԋîԘ, ÞԋîԘ Øëԏҟ, Úëԏҟ, Þëԏҟ ÞԊүԌ
ңԆÿéҿԈҫäӞԊ ӗԊүԌ, ØԂҟ, ÚԂҟ, ÞԂҟ, ÙԂҟ, ÛԂҟ, ðúԂҟ, Ùԇҧ,
Ûԇҧ, ðúԇҧ ÞԊүԌ ÚéԋÿîðԎäӞԊ ӗԊүԌ Þ ÞԊүԌ ӜíúÿöҿԈӕԊ
ӗԊүԌ öԐӛíԌ ӘҟԌ. ÚӠ, ëӠ, ìҧ, ÿîúҫ, ҳҿ, ұҫ, ӕҷ, Øāñ, îúӕ, ÞԆҧ,
îԈҫ, ҳԊíԎ, ӗԊíԎ ĀîúԊò ÿæúԏäԑ Ӗāóÿïúӝðúä ÚҷԁҟԌĀîúҫ öҷԌ
ÿïúӝ öԐÿóҿԈҫԁäԑ öԉëúԐ áԏҹ ӘҟԌ. “Ԉë" Þí ҳԘҵԌ ÿæúԏäāô ØҧԈҫ
öԐÿóúԏҹ ӘҟԌ. ҳԊӠāó

ßöԐ

Ӝāí

ÚāéԃÿæúԐ

(Úéԋÿîúҷԑ)/ÜӚԃÿæúԏäӞԊ ҳԊ Üöï ÜҷұäӞԊ ҳԊ öéÿæúԏäӞԊ ҳԊ
ØҧԁҟԈ ÿëúéԎ ӜāíÿðԃæԂäӞԐ öԐÿóúԏҹ ӘҟԌ
2. öԐӛíԋ ұêԎԃӒәԐ áԏÿòҿԈҫ ӘäúӜéԂäԑ

öԐӛíԌ

ӘäúӜéԂäӞԐ,

Āöԏҹāïāðԋ

ÿîúҹԈë

öāñәԐ,

Þҿöúԍ

ĀöԏҹāïәԐ ÚñԇéúԌ ĀöԏҹāïԈ ÿëúāäәԐ ҴԊòúԌ ĀöԏҹāïԈ ÿëúāäәԐ
ҴԊòúԌ Āöԏҹāï Üҷұ/âҧӜԐ ìúԊäúԌ Āöԏҹāï ÜҷұԌ îðүԌ ÜéԊ ÿëúԁä
ÿëúāäәһԌ

àԉëúԌ

Āöԏҹāï

ӜӚәԐ

ÙòúԌ

ĀöԏҹāïԈ

ÿëúāäәԐ

Ӗāóÿïúӝ ÜðԎӕāêðúä ÚҷԋӗԊ ÙòúԌ Āöԏҹāï ӜӚӜԐ ӘҟëԐ ÚԐāó/
Üāéð /"Ø" Üҷұäԑ, ßõúԌ ĀöԏҹāïԈ ÿëúāäәԐ ÞԆéúԌ Āöԏҹāï ÞԊүԌ
ӜӞ ĀöԏҹāïәԐ öԐӛíԌ Әäúҫ. ÿîðÿñԃæԈӕԊ ӗԊ öԐӛíԌ Әäúҫ..
ӜāíԈÿëúāäәԐ

ÜԌāïԈ

ÿëúāäәԐ

öԊÿëúéԎäāôԈ

ëӜԎԈҫԋ

ӗò

ÚéԂäӞԐ / ØԐöӝәԐ öԐÿóúԏҹ ӘҟëԐ ÚԐāó. ÿëӚӖāó ӜāíҳԏҹԈ
ÿëúéԎäӞԐ ÿæԍәð ÞԊүԌ ӜāíÿðԃæԈӕԊ ӗԊ öԐӛíԌ Әäúҫ. Øҫ, Úҫ
ÞԊүԌ ңԆҧԋ ÿîðԎäӞԊ ӗԊ ðúҫ ÞԊүԌ Ӝíúԃ ÿæúԏäҽԁҟԋ ӗԊ
öԐӛíԌ Øāö, Úāö, Þāö, ØԈëāí, ÚԈëāí, ÞԈëāí Øԓöúҹ, Úԓöúҹ,
Þԓöúҹ ØԊҹ, ÚԊҹ, ÞԊҹ ØԓöôӁ, ÚԓöôӁ, ÞԓöôӁ ØԊҹ ÚԊҹÞԊҹ
ØëԊîԘ, ÚëԊîԘ, ÞëԊîԘ ÚԊāòð / Āìԏāòð / ìúāôð ÞԊîíöԏӟԊ ӗԊ
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öԐÿóúԏҹ Әäúҫ. Ø×ӟāêԋ îԊāïԋ ÿîðԎäӞԐ ÚāéԃÿæúԐ äúóԋÿîúҷӞԐ,
ӜðԂĀäúԑ, Ù, ß, â, ðú, Ûԏҹ, ßöԐ ĀîúԊò ӜíúԁäӞԊ ӗԊ áԏҹ ӘҟëԐ ÚԐāó
Þԇҩԋ ÿîðԎäӞԊ ӗԊүԌ ӕāæԋ ÿîðԎäӞԊ ӗԊүԌ áԏҹ ӘҟëԐ ÚԐāó
ÿìԘԐ ÿëúéԎԁ ҟԏӟðһäñҳԌ, ÜәԎԈÿëúéԎԁ ҟԏӟð һäñҳԌ Āöԏҹāïԋ
ұêԎԃӒәԐ áԏҹ ÚāéәԐ Әҟöí, áԏҹ ÚāéәԐ Әäúëí ÞԊò ÚҷöāäәԐ
öҷӐԊòí. ØҧԁҟԈÿëúéԎ, ÚñԆāéԁӐôӜ ÿëúéԎäӞԐ áԏҹ ӘҟëԐ ÚԐāó
ҳԘӁāñ
ұêԎԃӒāð Āöԏҹāï, ØԐöӝ ÞíԋӗӚԈҫ, ĀöԏҹāïāðԈ ÿëúāä, ӜӚ
Þí ĀïһԌ ӗӚԈҫ, ÿëúāäәԊ öāääāôԁ Ҡӟ, ØԐöӝәԐ ÿëúāäӖāó,
ÿëúäúӖāó öāääāôԁ Ҡӟ ӗԊұ öԐÿóúԏҹ ÞԂÿäԂҟ ӘҟԌ, ÞԂÿäԂҟ Әäúҫ
Þí ßԏäíĀö ëðúԎ ÿæԍԍԋîԆé äӔӠ ÿïԊ ÿîúҷԆäӞԊ ҴóԌ ӜôԁӐíúԐ
ëӘāõԋ ӗāõәԊӟԁ äԏòԐ, äԏӗԈëԐ ҳԘҵԌ.

* * * * *
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῀ܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܱܶᾁᾺᾗ,ܢܱܶ᾿ᾷܝܶ᾽ᾲܧܥܶ῁ܲܦܢ

 Ᾱܦܱܨܱܞܱܨܑܝܷ  ܱܠ᾿ܲܝܱܲܲܥᾢᾹܝܱܝܝ
᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܱܨܥܷܲᾺܭܢܓܩܸܲ῁ᾷᾐܦܢ
!VMDVOLQHSUHVLOGD#JPDLOFRPܨܸᾐܦ᾽ܱᾷᾑܦᾞܛܱܲ᾿ᾥܛ᾽ܢᾸܤܐ῀ᾞ
᾽ܟܲܩܱܥܶܲᾺܤܲܡܛܪܸܲܣ᾽ܧܓ
!QHHFKDONDUDQ#JPDLOFRPܤܸᾹܝܶΆܤܭܲᾠܣܲῄܝܱܥܑܷᾹ

ܨܸᾙᾹᾔ
ܱᾁΆܧܛܸ᾽ᾰܝܷ ܲᾹܫܛᾢܘ ܱ᾿ ܑᾐܝܶ ܱᾹܢΆܫܢܲᾹ ᾊᾷܧܲܬܱܦܶ ᾌΆܥᾺܝܥܷ
ܢܲᾊ᾿ Ᾰܭܱܢᾌᾷܥ᾽ᾗܠܱܢܶ Ᾱܠᾷᾐܭᾊܭ ᾞᾷᾐܛ ᾞܘ ܤܸܲܧܛܸ᾽ᾰܝܷ ᾢᾲܘ ܢܑᾸ
ܢᾸܕ ᾠܭܷ ᾐܪ᾿ ᾿ܧܲܭܲܩ Άܢܲܡܛ  ܑᾞᾰᾁΆܭܷܛܱܫܛᾢܘ ܩιܫܱᾞܥܶ ῀ܛᾢܘ
ܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ ᾐܤܱܧܦܸᾹܢܲ ᾙܬܱܦܶ ιᾁΆܢܭܲܫܢܶ Ὰ ᾗܱܲᾸᾐܤܸܲܧܩܸܲᾫᾷ ᾐܩ
ܲᾹܧܲܭ᾿ܛ ᾐܩܲܛ ᾙᾊܛܲᾰܤܱܦ᾽ܳܢ ܢᾨܕ ܝܥܷ ܛܲᾰܢܲᾸܝ ܢܸᾸܬܱᾹ ᾁܢܱᾶᾌܛܶܡܸᾐ
ᾐܥᾌᾺܭܶᾙᾊ

ᾐܥᾺܤܸܲܣ

ܲܢᾌᾷܥ᾽ᾗܠܱܢܶ

ᾜΆܫܸܛܦܸᾹܢ

ᾷᾐᾷܤܸ

ܦܷܱᾤܧܲܭܢܓ ܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ ᾫΆܛܱܦܪܲ ᾚܬܱܦܶ ᾜΆܢܸᾷܤܸ ܧܲܛܐ  ᾐܭᾌܥ᾿ܧܝܶ
ܩܸᾹܘ ܲᾜΆܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ ܲܬܱܦܶ ܲᾜΆܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ ܲᾫܩ ܲᾹܧܢܸᾸܬᾞ ᾁܘ ᾐܩܲܛᾼܝܶ ܢܸᾸܬᾁ
ᾐܫ῀ܱ᾽ᾸᾐܝᾐΆܭᾹᾠᾙᾨܘ
῀ܛᾹܩܲܢܲᾷܬܱܦܶ
ܲιᾁΆܣᾷᾐܪܸܲܣ᾿ܲܛܪܓܲᾹᾐܧܱܢܠܱᾶܛܶᾰܧܸܲܬܱܦܶᾨᾷᾐܕܲܬܱܦܶᾞܘ
᾿ܧܲܭܲܩ ܱᾁΆܧܩܸᾨᾷᾐ ᾙܕ Ᾱܢ Άܡܨܱܛ ᾰܧܲܛιᾁ ᾙᾰܢܭ῁ܱܭ ܲܬܱܦܶΆ
ᾷܢܲᾢᾞᾸᾐ ᾌᾷܧܩܸᾙܪܸܢ ᾞܘ ܩܸιܭܩܱᾹܥܷ ῀ܛᾱܝ Άܪܸܛ Άܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ
ᾨᾷᾐᾷܕ ᾿ܱܧܛܸܐ ܱᾁΆܧܲܬܱܦܶ ᾨᾷᾐܕ Άܛܠܔ  ᾿ᾤΆܝܶᾌᾷᾐᾲܕ ᾰᾁܩܸᾙܪܸܢ
ܱᾁΆܢܤܱܧܦܸᾹܢܲ᾿ ᾙܫܛܱᾌܥιܧܝܶ ܲᾲܭ᾿ܛ ܤܱܧܩܸᾐ ᾙܥ᾽Ὰܫܭ ܫܸܛᾹܩܲܢ
ܛܱܧܠܸܥܲᾰᾁ ᾊᾺܬܱܦܱܶᾨΆܭ ᾞܘ ܦܷᾶᾌܨܑ ܧܲܛܐ ܲܬܱܦܶᾨᾷᾐܕ ܲܬܱܦܶᾲᾆܥܷ
ᾨᾷᾐܕ ܲᾺᾗܝܱܭ ᾲᾆܥܷ ᾿ܠܛܷ ܤܱܫܛᾹܩܲܢ ᾷܠܸܥܲᾹ ᾊᾺܧܲܬܱܦܶ ܱᾤΆܢܑᾞᾸ
ܠܥᾠܭܷ ιᾠܝ ܲᾢᾞᾸᾐΆܩ ᾚᾹܧܤܸܖ Ᾱܩܲܢ ᾿ܢᾨᾐܕ ᾞΆܭ ῀ιᾠܭܤܥᾹܕ
᾿ܲܧܪܸܲܣ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܡܱܛ
ܲܬܭܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ
ܫܸܛᾞᾷᾐܛ
ܛܱܧܦܸܪ᾿ܭ
ܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ ܱᾹ ܑᾐܢ᾿ܱܪܢܐ ᾔᾰᾁᾶᾌܩܲܢ ᾿ܢᾨᾐܕ Ᾱܩܲܢ ܩܲᾹܛܲᾌܧܲܫܭܶ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܫ῀ܱܛܶᾰܛܱܤܩܲܢᾷܪܸܲܣ᾽ܧܓ



1

ᾜΆܦܸᾹܦܷܧܱܢᾙܝܲᾜΆܭ᾿ܛܲᾰܬܱܦܱܶᾼܢ
ܧܷܪܷܲܧܲܬܱܦܱܶᾼܢ ᾦᾰᾁᾷܛܢܸᾸܬᾱᾁΆ ᾁܠܱܢܶ ᾷܛܲᾰܢܲᾸܝ ᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦܱܶᾼܢ
ܫܸܲᾹ ᾚܫܛ᾽ܭ ܭܷᾶᾌΆ ᾐܭܷ ܠܥᾺܛܱᾌᾰܛܶιᾠᾰܛ ᾫΆܛܲᾰܝܱܭ ᾫΆܢᾨܕ
ᾫΆ ᾗܱܲᾜΆܛܱܢܲܫܕ ᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܭ ܢܷܥιܛ ᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦܱܶᾼܢ ܲ ᾗܱܲᾜΆܭܢܓ ܲᾰᾁΆܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ
ܢܸᾷܧܲܝܭܲᾹܧܲܭ᾿ܛܲᾰܬܱܦܱܶᾼܢᾷᾐΆܤܸ῀ܛܱᾌܣܛܪܓܲᾤΆܑᾞᾰᾁΆܧܛܸܭ
ܢܸᾷܭᾷᾐܧܲܛᾹ ᾙᾰܢ ܱᾊᾤΆܣ Άܣ ܤܫ῀᾽Ᾰᾐܛܣ ܲܛܱᾰܣܷ ܢܸ ᾽Ᾰᾐܡܓ
ܢܲ᾽ᾸܦܲܣܪܸܢܤܱܧܦܸᾢܭᾞܘܱᾹܢ᾿ܱܤܲܢܲᾷܩᾢᾜܭܧܸܲܭ᾿ܛܲᾰܬܱܦܱܶᾼܢ᾽Ᾰᾐܡܓ
ᾙᾊᾜΆܛܱᾰܭᾞܓܢܸᾷܛᾚܝ
Ὰᾗܦܸ  ܱ 81(6&2ܛܷῄܣܶܲᾹ ᾜܧܥܸܝ ܱܣ ܗ ܲܩιܥ ܲܭ᾿ܛ ᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦܱܶᾼܢ
᾿ܲܧܠܸܥܲᾹ ᾊᾺܧܲܝܱᾼᾲܨܐ ܢᾐ Ᾰܩܲܛᾞܭᾼᾐܝܶ ܲܝܱᾼᾲܨܐ ܛܱܦܪܱܛ ܱᾶᾌܪ᾿ܥ
ᾐܫ῀ܲᾜܛᾱܬܭܫܸܛܩܸܲᾙܬܭιᾠΆܦ῀ܛ᾿ܭܛܢܪܲܝ
ᾰܛܱܦܬܐ ᾫΆܛܲܦ ܫܷܛܢܸᾸܬܲᾤΆ ᾁܧܥ ܲܭ᾿ܛ ᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦܱܶᾼܢ ᾷܛܱܢܭܱܪܢᾙ
ܱᾞᾸᾐΆܥܶܲᾰᾁΆܭ᾿ܛᾌΆܥᾺܛܲᾰܫ᾽ᾰᾁܤܲܢܧܭᾷᾐܤܸ᾽ܑᾐܤܩܲᾹܛιܛܲܭ᾿ܛ
῀ܛܱᾱܢ ᾷܢܸܥιܛ ῀ܛܢܸᾸܬΆ ᾁܪᾹ ᾚܢܥιܛ ܲܭ᾿ܛ ᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦܱܶᾼܢ
῀ܛ᾽ܭ ᾿ܱܤܢ  ᾙᾊᾜΆܛܱ᾽ᾰܥ ܲᾌᾺܥᾺܘ Ᾱܠᾷᾐܛᾚܝ ᾐܪ᾿ Ᾱܠᾐܭᾆܥܷ
᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦܶᾠܭܷ Άܢܲܭ ܱᾰᾁΆܣܷ ܩܸᾹܘ ῀ܛ᾽ܭ ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛιܛ ᾿ܲܢܲܫܕ
᾿ܲܭܠܸܫܱܣ ܤܸܩܲܢ ιᾁΆܛ ᾷᾐΆܤܸ ܭܑܸ ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥܱᾠܦ ܠܲܭܫܸܛ᾽ܭܥιܛ
ᾲܤܸܢ ᾿ܦܱܪ᾿ܲܦᾌܦ ᾦᾰᾁܛܢܸᾸܬ ᾁܩܲᾹܛιܛ ᾐ ܑᾐܩܲܛᾼܝܶ ᾲܛܱܲᾰܛܲܢ
ᾞᾰᾁΆܭܥιܛ ᾰܢܸܭᾞܭ ܪ᾿ܱܝܶ ῀ܛܱᾱܢ ᾦᾰᾁΆܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ ܱᾌᾰᾁΆܛܱܶ᾿ᾢᾰܝܶ
ܠܱܧܨܸܓ ܛܱܧܦܸܲܫܕ ᾿ܱܫܛܢܸᾸܬܲ᾿ ᾁܧܲܬܱܦܱܶᾼܢ ᾐܩܲܛ  ᾙᾊܛܲᾰܥιܛ ᾰܛܱܧܱܲܝ
᾿ᾢܠܱܧܨܸᾸᾐܪܛ ᾿ܲܢܲܫܕ ᾿ܱܫܛ᾽ܭ ܱᾨᾐܥܶܲᾰᾁΆܢܱܥܷ ῀ܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ ᾿ܱܢܭᾙᾊ
ᾰܧܸܩܸܲ ᾙܭ᾿ܛ ᾞܘ ܫ῀ܓ ܲᾺᾗܫܛᾱܥ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾐܩܲܛ ᾙᾊܠܥᾌܒ
᾿ܩܱιܝᾲܥܷ ᾐܩܲܛᾰ ᾂᾌܛܸܲᾰܥΆܤᾹܢ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾤΆܦܷ ᾐܩܲܛᾙᾊܛܱᾌᾰܛܶ
ᾐܩܲܛ᾽ܫܭᾹܩܲܢᾷܛܱᾰܥᾺܠܸܥιᾠΆܦᾐܩܲܛᾰܩܲܝ
ᾙΆܨܱܛܳܛܲᾱܬܱܦܶܲܝܐܲᾜΆܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ
ܲᾹܭܱܧܲܢᾫΆ ܑᾸܛܱܧܲܬܱܦܶ ܲܝܐ ܱᾊᾹܣ῁ܲܦܢ ܤܱܦܪܲܣܱܦ ܧܲܢܲ῁ ܑᾸܦܢ
ܲᾜΆܢᾁܢ

ܲᾷܬܱܦܶΆܝܶ

ᾫΆܛܱܩᾹܘ

Ᾱܠᾐܫ῀ܓ

᾿ܲܫܛܲܬܱܦܶ

ܧܲܝܢܷ

ܛܱܩᾹܘ ῀ᾦܛܲܬܱܦܶ ܲܝܐ ܲ῁ ᾚᾹᾠܦܢ ܲᾤΆܧܛܸᾱܪܑ ܱᾁΆܧܲܬܱܦܶܩιܥܶ
῁ܲܦܢ ᾷܛܱܩᾹܘ ῀ᾦܛܲܬܱܦܶ ܧܲܝܢܷ ܱᾊᾤΆܣ ᾽Ὰᾘܛܲᾱܝ ᾐܫ῀ιᾠܥܶ Άܨܱܛܳܛᾱ
ΆܨܱܛܳܛᾺᾗ ᾱܦܸܪܧܲܝܨ ܲᾨᾰᾁܦܢ ܲᾤΆܭܱܛܱܲܲᾰܥܱܤᾹܢܶ Ᾱܠᾐܫ῀ιᾠܥܶΆܠܑ
ᾐܫ῀ܓ
Ὰܬܸܲܦܢ ᾷܛܱܧܲܬܱܦܶ᾿ܢᾢ᾿ ᾙܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾿ܩιܛ ܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܧܠܸܥᾊᾺܤܢ
῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ῁ܲܦܢܢ᾽ᾸܧܥܶΆܪܱᾠΆᾗܭܷ᾿ܲܧܥᾺܛܱܧܲܬܱܦܱܶΆܠᾶܨܑܱᾠΆܭܷ᾿ܲܧܥ
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῀ܛܱιܝܶ᾽ᾲܧܥܶܲᾜΆܬܭܠܸܲܭܱܤܲܭܲᾜΆܬܭ῀ܛᾱܠܥܲᾤΆܧܛܸܭᾔᾠΆܧܥᾞΆܭܱܧ
ܱᾁᾺᾗܢܶ ᾿ܱܝܶ᾽ᾲܧܥܶ ܲ῁ ದܦܢ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ ᾫΆܢܓ ᾫΆܛܲᾰܢܱܝܷ ᾲܢܸܩιܛ ᾫΆܛιܛ
ܛܱܛܱᾊιܣܱܦ ܧܡܑܸ ᾶᾌܐ Άܐ ᾿ܱܫܛ᾽ܫܱܭᾼܐ ῀ܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ ܩᾹܕ
ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ
῀ܛܱιܝܶ᾽ᾲܧܥܶ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ
῀ܛܱιܝܶᾲܠܑܸ῀ܛܱιܝܶᾲܤܸܲܭ῀ܛܱιܝܶ᾽ᾲܧܥܶ῀ܛܱιܝܶ᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ
ܤܸܲܝΆܪܱܛΆܠܑ᾽ܧܥܶ῀ܛܱιܝܶ᾽ᾲܧܥܶᾌΆܥᾺܛܸܭܱᾹᾁܣܤܕ῀ܛܱιܝܱܶܲᾲܓ
᾿ܱܨܧܲܥܱᾺܛ᾿ܱܢܶ

᾿ܲܧܠܸܥᾊᾺ

ܲᾹܩܐ

ܧܲܛܐ

᾿ܲܬܱܢܶ

Άܡᾁ

ܲᾰܬܱܦܶܩܲܥ ῀ܛܱιܝܶ᾽ᾲܧܥܶ ܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ ῀ιᾠܭ ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥܛܸܭ
ΆܧܪܸܲܣᾞᾸᾐܥܷܱᾹܣಯܛܱܩܱᾹܝܱΆܩܷܲܛܲܩܢܸܭᾌܥܲᾸᾐܬܛܱܭܨܸܲܭ᾿ܱܥᾺܪܛ
Ᾱᾠܕ Ᾱರܩܷܲܛܱܥܷ ܱᾹ %XV 6WDQGܣܱᾨᾐ ಯܥܶܲᾰᾁΆܭܱܲܢܶ ᾷܢܸܥᾹܕ ᾹರܩܷܲᾹܛܱܥܷ
ܱΆܣ ᾿ܲܢܑ ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܡܱܛ ᾿ܲܢᾷܛܬܲܦܢ Άܛᾰܬܥ ᾌᾷᾐΆܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܛܱܦܡܨܢܱܝ
ܧܷܫܸܛܱιܝܶ᾽ᾲܧܥܶ ᾐΆܥܱᾶᾊᾞᾺܛܶᾸᾐܩܦ ᾐΆܥܱᾶᾊᾞᾺܛܶᾸᾐܬܑ ܛܱܭܨܸܲܭ
ܲܢᾌᾷܥ᾿ܧܝܶ

ᾲܧܸܲܭ᾿ܛ

ܲᾰܬܭܥᾒ

ᾐܤܱܝܨ

ܛܬܲܦܢ

᾿ᾢܬᾇ

ᾁΆܐ
ܑᾲ

ܪܸܲܣᾌܣ ܛᾰܠܱܢܶ ᾆܨ ܫ῀ܓ ᾿ܲܢᾷܛܬܲܦܢᾹ ಯܠܱᾰᾁܣܷ ᾽ᾷᾐΆܧܓ ܢܸᾷܨܢܲᾷܭ᾿ܛ
ܲᾹܫܛܧܸܱܲܲܝܐ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ ܲᾰᾁΆܥιܛ ᾿ܲܫܛܲܫ῀ܥ Ὰܪܸܲܣ᾿ܦܷ ιᾠΆܦ ܪܸܲܣ᾽ܧܓ
ܲᾤΆ ,&7#6FKRROVܧܛܸܭ ᾌᾷᾐΆܥΆܦܷ ܫܸܛܩܸ᾿ ᾙܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾿ܩιܛ ᾰܩܸܥᾁᾺܭ
ܧܲܢ ᾗܩᾹܕ ,QIRUPDWLRQ DQG &RPPXQLFDWLRQ 7HFKQRORJ\ # 6FKRROV  7DPLO1DGX
ܠܱܥ ܤܐ ᾦᾰᾁΆܛᾁᾺᾗܭ ܱܪ᾿ܕ ᾿ܲܢᾷܠܲܢᾌΆ ܑᾷܥᾺܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ Άܠܲܢ
ܛܱܦܪܲ ᾚܤܲܡܛ ᾰܧܦܸ ܲܩܱιܦ ܛܱܦܧܦܲܤܲܡܛ ܫܸܱᾞܥܶܓ ܲᾹܫܛᾱܛܢᾗᾷ
ᾦΆܛ᾽ܧܲܭܡܱܦ ܭܡܱܦ ܱܪ᾿ܕ ᾌΆܥᾺܧᾼܝܶ ܛܸܭܲܬܭ ܛᾱܬܭ ᾿ܲܫܛܩܸܥᾁᾺܭ
ܲܭ᾿ܛ ῀ܛܱᾁᾺᾗܢܶ ܲᾹܫܛܨܸܱܲܲᾫܭ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ ܢᾸܩܲܝ ܱᾞᾌܥܶ ᾜΆܠܸܤܧܥ
ܛܱܪܲܧܱܭ ܲᾹܢᾷܠܲܢ ܑᾷܧܠܸܩᾹܝܶ ᾦᾰᾁᾲܛܩܸܥᾁᾺܭ ܛܱܧܲܬܭ ῀ܱܛܷᾰܛܸιܧܝܶ
ܲᾷᾐܭܱܲܢܶ Ᾱܠᾷᾐܢܲܦᾞܥܶ ᾰᾁᾺܭܸ ܢ ܑᾸܢܸܥᾹܕ ᾌΆܥᾺܛᾌᾰܕ ῀ܛܛܸᾊᾰܭܠܣ
ܲᾜΆܢᾌᾷܥ᾿ܧܝܶ ᾲܤܸܢ ܱᾌܢܷܠܲܧܲܫܭܶ ܥܸܲᾺܭܲܩ ܩᾹܕ Ᾱರܩܷܲܛ῀ܱܛܶ
ᾜΆܢܸᾷܠܲܢ ᾱᾁΆܬܭ ܲܤܲܡܛᾊᾰܦ ܱܪ᾿ܲܧܪܸܲܭ ᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾤΆܦܷ ᾐܩܲܛᾞܭ
῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܤܱܪܱܥᾞΆܥܶ ܢᾁᾺᾗ ᾙᾊᾷܭ ܱΆܠᾶܨܶܲܤܥ ᾿ܱܢܫ῀ܲᾜܢᾌᾷܥ᾿ܧܝܶ
ܭܸܢܷܱᾞ῀ᾷܥܶᾹܦܶ ܤܱܛᾤᾰܩιܛ ᾿ܱܤܐ ᾐܫ῀ܓ ܲܤܲܡܛᾊᾰܦ ᾿ܲܫܛܛܸ
ܢᾊᾞᾰᾁΆ ܑᾸܥᾺܛܱܱܲᾰܧܢ ᾿ܱܫܛ᾽ܫܱܭᾼܐ ᾿ܱܢܥܲ᾿ ܑᾞᾺܧܪܸܲܣ ܢܱܛܱܧܲܢᾘ᾽ᾷ
ܱΆܩܷܲܛΆᾗܣܤܕܑᾞᾰᾁΆܛܱܧܡܸᾠᾐܓᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ᾿ᾢܩιܛ῀ܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ
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Ὰᾗܦܸ῀ܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ
ܲιᾁΆܢܥᾐ ᾙᾺܤܱܥܱᾁᾺܢܶ ᾿ܱܝܶ᾽ᾲܧܥܶ ܲ῁Ὰܦܢ ᾓᾠܗ ܛܱܧܲܝιܧ ᾙܥΆܨܐ
᾿ܲܧܠܸܥ᾿ ᾊᾺܢܲᾷܢܱܝܷ ܭܸ ᾌܥᾺܛܱᾁᾰܢܶ ᾿ܲܫܛᾺᾗܪܸܢ ܠܥιܦܷ
ᾞܘ

ܛܱܩܱᾹܝ

ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛᾰܦܸ

ᾊܥᾌΆܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥܪܸܲܣ

Άܠܲܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ

ܠܥᾺܛܛܷ ܱᾠܦܲᾌܝᾲܠܢ ᾷܨܸܧܥܶ Ᾱܢ ᾌܥᾺܛܱᾌᾰܛܶ Άܠܥ ܲᾹܢᾷܛܲᾱܝ
 ῁ܲܦܢ ܱܢܷܲᾢᾞᾸܧܡܸܭܠᾨᾷᾐ ܕ ܫ῀ᾜܬܷܳܛ ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܲιᾁܭܱܤܲܭ
ᾊᾞᾰᾁΆܥᾺܛᾰܦܸ ܱᾠܦܲᾰᾁܫ ܠܸܲܭ ܲᾌܝᾲܠܢ ܱܢܷܲᾢᾞᾸܧܛܸܪܥᾲᾆᾺܠܢ
ܧܸܡܸܭܠᾨᾷᾐ ܕ ᾼܦܶ᾽ܲܧܓ ᾼܦܶ ᾽ܲܧܓ ܲᾹܬܲܦܢ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾿ܱܤܢܑ
ᾙΆܭᾊܭᾨᾷᾐܕᾦΆܛᾨᾷᾐܕܠܸܥܲ᾿ᾊᾺܧܛܸܲᾰܫܪܲܢܥܱ᾽ᾷᾐᾺܥܳᾶᾌΆܦܳᾶᾌΆܦ
ܠܥᾺܫ῀ܱܛܶιᾠᾰܖᾌܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾺܨܢ᾿ܱܝܨܛܬܲܦܢᾤΆܦܷܲᾜΆܢܥ᾿ܲܢᾷܤܦᾹᾁܣ
ܛܸܪܥᾺܝܸܲܭ ᾧᾰᾁܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܱᾨᾐܥܶ᾿ᾁΆܣ ܠܸܲܭ ܲܬܭ ܛܸܪܥᾺܝܸܲܭ  ῁ܲܦܢ
ܱᾁΆܦܛᾰܬܥᾹᾁܣᾺᾗΆܦܸ
ܛܱܩܭܢ ᾙΆܠܲᾹᾕܥ Ὰܛܱܦܡᾶܭ ܲᾰᾁΆܭᾰᾁܔ ܪܸܩιܛ ᾤΆܦܷ
ᾤΆܩιܛ᾽ܳܢܩܸ ᾁܤܱܪܲܧܛܸܭ ᾌᾷᾐΆܥܩܸ ᾙܪܸܩιܛ ܤܱܧܱܲܝ ܱᾨᾐܥܶ ᾞΆܢܠܸܲܭ
ܤܫ῀ιᾠܥܶΆܠܑ
῀ܛᾺᾗܩܲܝ
ܦܷܛᾞᾰܥܶ Ὰܧܲܝᾴܫܛܱιܝܶ ᾐܭᾼܝܶܡܸᾷ ᾐܩܥܶܦܸᾹܭ ᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ ᾞܘ 
ܩܥܶ Ᾱܩܲܢ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾿ܲܫܛܱιܝܶ᾽ᾲܧܥܶ ܲܢܲ᾿ ܑᾞᾷܢܤܦ ܢܸܥᾹܕ
ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛܱܱܲᾰܧܢ῀ܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܱܶᾌܑΆܛܷܱᾰܣܷܩᾹܦܶᾶᾌܭܷ
᾿ܲܢᾷܨܣܷܱᾰᾁΆ ܑᾸܭᾞܓ ܪܸܬ ᾇܤܱܛᾤᾰܩιܛ ܲܬܭܥᾐ ᾒܤܱܝܨ ܛܬܲܦܢ 
᾿ܩιܛ
ܲᾹܫܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ
ܲᾷܢᾞܛܭܸܢܷ
ܢܷܠܥᾺܛܱܱܲᾰܧܢ
ܑΆ
ܱᾁΆܫܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ
ܦܷܱᾤܤܲܭܠܸ ᾠΆܥܶ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܲܬܭᾹܢ ܱᾌΆܪܷܢܲᾷܢܱܝܷ ᾐܥᾹܕ ᾿ܩιܛ 
ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛܱܱܲᾰܧܢܲᾷܢܲ᾿ܑᾞᾷܢܤܦܤܸܢܥᾹܕᾐܩܲܛᾫᾠܩܸܲܣ
ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ᾿ܲܢܤܦ ܤܸܢܥᾹܕ Ᾱܩܲܢᾷܪܸܲܣ᾽ܧܓ ܤܷܩܲܢ ᾿ܢᾨᾐܕ ᾤΆܦܷ 
᾿ܢܲᾷܢܱܝܷ ܛܱܦܢܲܭιᾁΆܛ ᾰܠܥΆܩܲܢ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܫܸܛᾨᾷᾐܕ ܠܸܥᾊᾺ
ܲᾰᾁΆܫܧܠܸܲܭ ܛܱܧܲܬܭܡܸܭܠᾨᾷᾐ ܕ ܠܸܥܲᾹ ᾊᾺܬܲܦܢ ܲᾤΆܧܪܸܲܣ
ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛᾰܦܸΆܡᾶܭ
ιᾠܝᾐܥᾹܕᾺᾗܡܑܸܧܡܑܸܲᾤΆܢᾷܤܸ῀ܛܲܫ῀ܥᾺܩᾺᾗܦܱܨܲܛᾰܛܬܲܦܢ 
ᾺܛܱܥᾺܩܲܝ ᾿ܢᾞܢᾷܤܸܲܥܱᾁᾺܢܶ ܲܬܭ ᾌܭܲ᾿ ᾁᾠܢᾷܠܛܪܱܛ ܑᾰܤܱܪܛܲᾰܝ
῀ܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ ᾿ᾊܭܲ᾿ ᾁᾠܧܠܸܥ ᾊᾺܩᾹܕ ᾫΆܢܓ ܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ
ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛܱܱܲᾰܧܢ
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ܪܱܛ᾽ܲܢܕᾷܷܭܸܢ
 ܛιܩᾤᾰᾁܢܓᾫΆܑ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭᾹᾔΆܱܝܶܤܱܦܛܲܢιܡܑܸܫܸܛᾺܥᾐ
 ܶ᾽ܧܥᾲܱܶܪܷ᾿ܱܝᾌ

ದ

ܤܸܲܭᾲܶ᾿ܱܝ

ܑܸܠᾲܶ᾿ܱܝ

ܱܲܓᾲܶ᾿ܱܝᾷ

ܱܶܢᾁᾺܧܤܸܲܥᾜΆܓᾞܱܭᾰᾁܭᾐ
 ܱܣᾹᾁ ܶܲܬܱܦᾷܩܲܢᾹܫܸܛᾜΆ ܷܲܢܱܝᾰᾁΆ ܦܶ ܛܱܦܢܲܭᾹܱܶܥᾞ῀ ܓᾞܱܭᾰܛΆ
ܷܱܥᾹܪܱܛ᾽ܲܢܕ ܭܸܩᾷܢܑ ᾿ܲܢᾹ ᾽ܫܭᾲܛܱܧܪܸܲܣ ܲܝᾫΆ ܷܛܱܧܭܸܢᾫΆ
ܤܫ῀ܓ

ܧܥᾹܥܫܢܧܡܑܸܠᾱ῀ܛ
 KWWSZZZWQVFKRROVJRYLQ,&76FKRROVKWPO
 KWWSFFDWVDVXSHQQHGXSOFWDPLOZHEWDPLOKWPO
 KWWSZZZD]LPSUHPMLIRXQGDWLRQRUJSGI&$/35HSRUWSGI
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Abstract
A simile is a figure of speech that expresses a thought through an explicit comparison
between two entities. It reveals unexpected likeliness between two seemingly disparate
things. Poems and lyrics are enriched with features such as rhyme, simile, metaphor, etc. In
this paper, we present our work in progress towards automatic generation of simile. Simile
relies on specific patterns that make them recognizable in any phrase. In order to extract
patterns, sample of 2500 Tamil lyrics were analyzed and with specific words used in
similes we identified the set of patterns used in aforesaid set of lyrics. The identified
pattern is then used to generate new similes by randomly comparing one entity with
another entity of different kind that matches with one or more attributes. The attributes
associated with each entity such as colour, shape, actions and other descriptors are
extracted from web using a focussed crawler.
1. Introduction
Tamil is one of the Dravidian Languages, spoken mainly in South India. It is a classical
language, containing a large body of literature. Sangam Literature is one such ancient
literature; Mostly Literature gives information about ancient cultures, kings, dynasty,
nature etc. While describing those concepts, poets or authors uses similes to compare an
object with another object having same attributes. A simile is a type of metaphor in which
the comparison is made with the use of the words like ܷܱܥܷܪܱܥᾹᾠܷ ᾿ܱܥor its
equivalent. Simile compares two unlike things having same attributes of those things, like
actions, sizes, colors, features etc. Basically Tamil Similes are classified into three
categories, which are  ܥᾶᾗ ( ܦܸܭܓpaNbu uvamai), ܶ( ܦܸܭܓ ᾿ܲܬܱܢthozhil
uvamai), ܧܥᾹ( ܦܸܭܓpayan uvamai). PaNbu uvamai is used to compare the attributes
likes shapes, color and etc between two objects. Thozhil uvamai is used to compare the
action between two objects. Payan uvamai is used to compare usage between two attributes
[1].
In this paper we present our work, Simile generator that can be used to generate large
number of unique similes, which can be used as in Automatic Tamil poetry or lyric
Generation. This paper aim to generate unique similes based on similar attributes and its
functionality between two entities.
2. Background Work
In “Learning to understand figurative language: From similes to metaphors to irony” [2]
the authors have described a computational approach to simile and metaphor that takes the
career-of-metaphor hypothesis as its starting point. They have described how the
category-defining knowledge required by metaphor can be acquired from exposure to
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explicit similes, and have demonstrated that this knowledge offers a richer and more
diagnostic picture of category structure than that acquired from alternate sources.
3. How Attributes are classified and generated?
We classify entity attributes into two kinds: lyrical and non lyrical. Lyrical attributes
exaggerates the entity. Non lyrical attributes provide the actual information about the entity.
In our work, Similes are generated based on patterns and attributes. Patterns are ordering of
words or sentence structures.
3.1 Exploiting Attributes for Simile Generation
Here Attributes refers to a characteristic of an object. Here we consider similes based on
six features: Actions, Colour, Size, Shape, Adverbs and Adjectives related to a thing or
entities.
For Example
"ᾁܱܥܪܱܥܷ᾿ܲܧᾌΆᾁܬᾸܸ ܢ/ kuyil poala paadum kuzhandhai"
ᾁ ᾿ܲܧand ᾁܬᾸܸ ܢare two entities. ᾁ(᾿ܲܧkuyil) can chirp (ᾂᾫΆ), but it cannot sing.
But ᾁܬᾸܸܢcan sing but it can’t chirp. The above simile tells that Child can sing like a
cuckoo. Here the action of child is exaggerated. We call this exaggeration as lyrical
attribute for a simile.
"ܱܥܷܱܪܲܣᾹܩᾙܛΆ/ nilaa poandRa mugam "
Here ܱܪܲܣand ᾙܛΆ, both are round in shape and white in colour. The Shape and colour
of these objects are same. Here nothing has been exaggerated in the comparison. We call
these types of attributes as non lyrical ones.
3.2 Exploiting pattern for Simile Generation
Tamil Language’s sentence patterns are more complex in nature. Here patterns refer to
sentence structure. Initially we were able to find more than 90 unique Simile patterns from
2500 lyrics. We can create new similes based on different patterns.
For example
"ܘܛܠΆܷܱܥᾹܢܲܤܦܩᾹ/ ottagam poandRa manidhan"
In above example  and  are entities and  is Preposition. Sentence pattern of above
example is NPN.
"ܭܢܪܱܥܷܦܸܐᾨΆᾁܬᾸܸ ܢ/ aamai poala thavazhum kuzhandhai"
Here  ܦܸܐand ᾁܬᾸܸ ܢare entities, ܷܪܱܥis Preposition and ܭܢᾨΆ is action of a
ᾁܬᾸܸܢ. Sentence pattern of above example is NPVN
3.3 Conceptual Similes
We can create unique conceptual similes by using UNL techniques [3]. We have linked
similar concepts together through which we can create a large number of unique similes.
For example
"ܱܥܷܱܪܲܣᾹܩᾙܛΆ / nilaa poandRa mugam”
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"ܝᾸܨܲܢᾹܷܱܥᾹܩᾙܛΆ / chandhiran poandRa mugam”
"ܱܥܷܲܢܦᾹܤܢܭܩΆ / madhi poandRa vadhanam”
Here  ܱܪܲܣ, ܝᾸܨܲܢᾹand ܲܢܦare equivalent concepts. This helps us to generate more
similes.
4. Difficulties in Generating Similes
In Tamil, Sentence Structures are complex. Patterns are based on sentence structure. As
Tamil is a partial free word order language, we can write a sentence in different ways,
without affecting the meaning of the sentence. But English follows a predefined set of
patterns - subject comes first, verb second and the object third (SVO). For Example In
tamil   ᾙܙ ܛܱܦܛܭܷ ܪܱܥܷ ܪܸܧᾊܦ ῀ܱܤᾞܢΆ (muyalai poala vaegamaaga
oadinaaL marudham) and ܦᾞܢΆ ᾙܙ ܛܱܦܛܭܷ ܪܱܥܷ ܪܸܧᾊ( ῀ܱܤmarudham
muyalai poala vaegamaaga oadinaaL) gives the same meaning but have two different
sentence patterns. In English the above example can be said as ‘marutham runs like a
rabbit’ and ‘rabbit runs like marutham’ has totally another meaning.
4.1 Extracting Object/Entity Features
While extracting the features of entities from structured documents such as Wikipedia,
we get more irrelevant information to an object and find difficulties in choosing correct
URL to extract correct information. Moreover since this generator generates similes for
lyrics, we need some imaginary information like “ ܱܪܲܣᾘ ܱܶܛᾶᾌ  ܱܭ/ nilaa poo
konduvaa”. In this example ( ܱܪܲܣNila) is not capable of doing such actions. Now we
extract imaginary information about entities from lyrics and we manually enter attribute
for entity.
4.2 Normalizing Sentence Patterns
We have identified the patterns from Lyrics and thirukkural vurai. These sentence
patterns are based on post position and preorder position from the Preposition like (    pola, pondra). As a result we obtained around 900 unique patterns from 2500 lyrics and
1330 thirukkural interpretations. Some of the patterns are N-P-V-N-P-V, N-P-V-N-N,
N-N-V-P-V-V-N etc. Where P denotes Preposition, N denotes Noun, V denotes Verb, Adj
Denotes Adjective and Adv denote Adverb.
5. Results
Sample results of our simile generator are shown below.
“ܲܢᾞܝܪܱܥܷܱܬܲܭᾸܷܥܮܱܢᾌᾷᾐΆܩܓᾫ.”
(thiruvizhaa poala chandhoasha paduththum uRavu.)
“᾽ܳܣᾷᾐܲܭܪܱܥܷܲܫᾨΆܛᾶ᾽ܳܡ.”
(neerththuLi poala vizhum kaNNeer)
“ܱܥܷܲܢܣᾹܧܠܸܢܩι῁ܱܭܩᾰܸܛ.”
(nadhi poandRa thadaiyatRa vaazhkkai)
“ܭ᾽ܛܪܱܥܷ᾿ܲܧܦᾙ῀ܥܶܫᾶ.”
(mayil poala karvamuLLa peN)
“ܙ᾿ܱܥܷܠܸܙᾌΆܶܥᾶ.”
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(oadai poal oadum peN)
“ܶܝΆܥᾞᾷܭܲܝ᾿ܱܥܷܲܢᾺܢܸܝܤܱܥ.”
(chembaruththi poal chivappaana chadhai)
“ܢܳܛΆܷܪܱܥιᾗ῁ܱܭܤܱܦܢᾫ.”
(keedham poala aRpudhamaana vaazhvu)
“᾿ܢܱܛܤܱܧܦܸܲܤܑܪܱܥܷܢܸܲܭܛ.”
(kavidhai poala inimaiyaana kaadhal)
“ᾘܷܦܶܪܱܥᾹܸܲܤܦܷܤܱܧܦ.”
(poo poala menmaiyaana maeni)
“ᾁܬᾸܸܲܥܪܱܥܷܢᾊ᾿ܢܱܛܤܱܦܢܱܭ.”
(kuzhandhai poala pidivaadhamaana kaadhal)
6. Conclusion and Future work
This paper presents an automatic simile generator by using attributes and patterns which
can create a large number of unique similes. These similes aid in character description in
auto poetry generation or lyric Generation etc. Enhancing the Automatic Attribute
extraction feature will help to generate more and better similes. Visualizing the attributes
on a time line will enable us to determine various patterns of words, combinations and
thoughts used over time. Normalizing the patterns for the generation of new similes will
enhance the system.
7. Reference
[1] http://www.tamilvu.org/courses/degree/d031/d0314/html/d03141l2.htm Last Access
Date 09th August 2014
[2] T. Veale and Y. Hao, “Learning to understand figurative language: From similes to
metaphors to irony,” in Proceedings of CogSci, Nashville, USA, 2007.
[3] Foundation, U., and the Universal Networking Language (UNL) Specifications
Version 3 3ed. December 2004: UNL Computer Society, 2004. 8(5). Centre UNDL
Foundation
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Abstract: Wordnet is an attempt to find semantic relationships between words such as
synonyms, antonyms, holonyms, homonyms, meronym etc., They play an important role in
machine translation and various other NLP applications. This paper enumerates on the
methodology for the construction of an independent wordnet for Tamil language based on a
Hybrid incremental model.
1. Introduction
Tamil is a classical Dravidian language spoken predominantly by Tamil people of South
India and North-east Sri Lanka. Tamil literature has flourished for over 2000 years in the past
and has evolved a lot over the years with respect to the script and words.
2. Existing Tamil Wordnets
A Previous attempt [1] to construct a wordnet was based on synsets linking with
English and Hindi synsets. The results of it, concludes that, synsets linking approach ended up in
creating a Hindi-Tamil bilingual dictionary rather than a Wordnet and stressed on the importance
of an Independent Wordnet for Tamil. In addition, their Wordnet comprised of only the synsets
representation for the language ignoring all other semantic relationships.
3. Proposed Approach
Roughly, Wordnets are built using two approaches [2]: the merge model, where an
independent subset is built and linked to another wordnet such as Princeton wordnet, manually
and the expansion model where the synsets are taken from another wordnet and linked with the
words of our language. The former involves manual effort while the latter disregards the
semantic structure of our language and also may result in incorrect linking of subsets.
We aim to build an independent Tamil wordnet using incremental model by using a semiautomatic approach and is given in Figure 1.
Step 1: Input set
To generate the wordnet, words for EMILLE [3] corpus are used.
Step 1.1: Morphological Analysis of words
In Tamil, each word can form a few hundred words by addition of various suffixes,
which indicate the tense, gender, plural or singular etc.,
For e.g.
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ܐᾌದܐᾊܱܤᾹܐᾊܐ῀ܱܤᾌܱܭᾹܐᾌܐ῀ܱܭᾌܐ῀ܛ᾽ܱܭᾌܲܛᾹ᾽ܤܩ
The root word of all these terms is ‘ܐᾌ’.
In case of ‘ܐᾊ’῀ܱܤ
ܐᾊ῀ܱܤದܐᾌܑᾹ῀ܐ
The suffix‘ܑᾹ‘denotes that the event has occurred in the past and ‘ ’῀ܐdenotes that the doer
of the action is a female. We do consider only the root word while forming the synsets and the
various morphological derivations of the root word are marked and stored along with the root for
future reference.
To extract the root word from the corpus a Morphological analyzer developed by Anna
University’s Tamil Computing Laboratory (TACOLA) [4]. Also it identifies the Part Of Speech
of the word.

Fig 1.BlockDiagram
Step 1.2: Finding English Equivalents
Rather than linking with synsets, we intend to find equivalent English words for the root
word using a bilingual dictionary.
Step 1.3: Choosing suitable English Synonym and Antonym
Among the words found as such, the shortest word which describes the Tamil word best
is chosen as its English Equivalent. Also the POS of this equivalent English word needs to be
checked
using
Princeton
Wordnet
[5].
e.g.: ܥᾊwill give both stair and read in any bilingual dictionary. We should not mistake ‘ܥᾊ’ in
‘ܥᾊᾷܱܢᾹ’ for a noun (stair).This word will be used to link the subsets. The English equivalent
is checked with the Princeton wordnet to fetch an Antonym for the same.
Step1. 4: Synsets, Morph set and Antonym linking
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A graph structured database - neo4j [6] is used at the backend for easy access and to
mimic
the
way
of
linking
as
in
nets.
There are two types of nodes: word-nodes and sentence-nodes. Each sentence node will
represent a sentence from the corpus whose attributes will the sentence itself. Word-nodes can
either be a root word-node or a morph word-node. Each root-word-node will represent a Tamil
word whose attributes will include the English equivalent and its POS. And each morph wordnode will carry information regarding its suffixes.
For every corpus sentence a sentence-node is created once and once for every word in it
(which has not occurred so far) a root word-node and morph word-node (if different from the
root) are created once with required data. The sentence-node is linked to the morph node using
“used in” relation (or edge), which in turn is related to the root node using “morph” relation.
The root word node based on its English Equivalent is linked to one of the root word
nodes having the same English Equivalent and POS using “synonym” relation. Also the new root
word node is linked to the one of the root word node having its antonym as the equivalent
English word using “antonym” relation.
In this manner, a set of root words that are connected using a “synonym” relation forms
the synonym set.
A structure of this graph database can be visualized as in Fig 2.
Step 2: Sentence Analysis for hyponyms and meronym
During this step , more information from the input corpora is obtained by analyzing the
sentence and looking for indicators such as ܕᾔΆ  ܕᾹܤܕ  ܩܲܛᾺܥᾌܲܛᾹܘ  ܩᾞ
ܘܤܱܧܛܸܭᾞܑܤܱܦܛܨᾹ.,

Fig 2.Visual representation of the database
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These indicators specify the occurrence of hyponyms and meronym based on the noun words on
either side of them to a greater extent.
For e.g.
ᾹܤΆܕᾹᾔΆܘᾞܨܸܳܣܭܸܩܥᾜΆܪܸܱܥᾜΆܱܲܲܥᾷܶܢᾌᾰᾁΆ
ÔAnnam ennum oru paravai neerayum paalayum pirithedukkum
Here the word ಫܕᾹᾔΆ ܘᾞಬ acts as an identifier , thereby specifying that ‘ᾹܤΆ’ is a
hypernym of ಫܭܸܩܥಬ and is shown in Figure 3.

Fig 3.H
yponyms and Meronym –rep. in database
Also, ᾘܲܭᾹܑܱܭ῀ܛ῁ܢᾊܲܭܤܠ
“Poovin ithalgal vaadi vittana”
Here the suffix ‘ܑᾹ’ of ‘ᾘܲܭᾹ’ will act as an identifier to classify ಫܑ῁ܢಬದಫᾘಬunder meronym
– holonyms set.
Sample Input
“ܭᾹ᾿ܲܧܪܸܱܛᾗᾷܛܢΆܥᾊᾷܱܢᾹ”
Output of the Analyzer
ܭᾹ1RXQ
ܪܸܱܛ᾿ܲܧܪܸܱܛᾼܑ᾿–1RXQ
ᾗᾷܛܢΆ1RXQ
ܥᾊᾷܱܢᾹܥᾊᾷᾷܐᾹ9HUE
Output of the wordnet
The output will be as shown in Fig 2.
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5. Results Analysis
Nearly 2146 words have been analyzed and about 460 relationships have been found
between them. Implementation of the word-net as Graph database has certainly proved better.
But this approach works well only if the same English equivalents are present for two
words in the bilingual dictionary. If it is not found, linking has to be done in the background. The
number of words in the bilingual dictionary limits this approach. Also the errors in
Morphological analyzer are percolated in this process. This independent wordnet has to be
expanded further using different other corpuses.
6. Conclusion and Future Work
This work is based over a single bilingual dictionary that puts a limit on the set of words
that can be used. Compiling a bilingual dictionary out of all existing ones could prove better in
the case where a variety of corpuses are being used for input. Also, Sentence Analysis to find the
sentence structure could help in cases where the Morphological Analyzer fails. The integration of
this wordnet with other systems needs to be analyzed for its ability to scale with other systems.
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AbstractVisualization is the graphical presentation of information, with the target of providing the
viewer information, to monitor trends embedded in data, and to explore huge volumes of data
from hypothesis generation. This study gives the review about visualization, its types, search
engines, tools and its usage in Natural Language Processing. Visualization technologies help
to categorize patterns and to mine insights from huge amounts of information. Visualization
technology shows significant promise from raising the value of large-scales collections of
information.
Keywords- Natural language processing, Visualization and Search Engine.
Introduction
Visualization
Visualization with a qualitative understanding of the information contents. It is also the
process of transforming concepts, objects, and numbers into a structure that is perceptible to
the human eyes.[1]
Visualization in Natural language Processing
The process of analyzing the input provided in a human language and transformation of this
input into a helpful form of representation. The field of Natural language Processing is
mainly concerned with getting computers to perform useful and interesting tasks with human
languages. Natural language Processing (NLP) data is wide ranging in scope but has specific
characteristics that mean the problems with visualizing large amounts of data are less
significant. This is because either the information is visualized as coloured markup on the
text, or the information is grouped over small segments of text, such as paragraphs or
sentences.[2]

Types of Visualization
Data Visualization
Data visualization is a graphical representation of numerical data. It understands the patterns,
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trends and relationships that exist in groups of numbers. It involves detection, measurement,
and comparison, and is improved by means of interactive techniques and providing the
information from various views and with multiple techniques. The precise data visualization
tool can present a difficult data set in a way that is simple to understand.[1]

Scientific Visualization
Scientific visualization is concerned with use of computer graphics for the analysis and
presentation of computed or measured scientific data. It exemplifies the skill of using
computer graphics techniques to explore results from numerical analysis and extract meaning
from complex multi-dimensional data sets. Few areas of scientific visualization are flow
visualization, chemical visualization, astrophysical visualization and medical visualization.
There are a number of different techniques to visualize scientific data, with reconstruction of
isosurface and direct volume rendering being the more common.
Information visualization
Information visualization is a computer-aided process that aims to reveal insights into an
abstract phenomenon by transforming conceptual data into visual-spatial forms. The
information visualization optimizes the use of our perceptual and visual-thinking ability in
dealing with phenomena that might not readily lead themselves to visual-spatial
representations [3].
Knowledge Visualization
Knowledge visualization represents the data results of a computer-simulated cognitive
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process, such as learning, perception, reasoning and association of some knowledge acquired
by human beings [4]
Visual Search Engines
Interactive graphical and visualization techniques are recommended to increase the ability of
the display to handle huge numbers of results while simultaneously presenting several
attributes for each Web page. Query reformulation and reconstruction is usually controlled by
the search engine leading to redundancy. Integrating the user in the progression of query
reformulation is done by visualizing the process itself and it benefits the overall search
relevance. An interactive Visual Search Engine visualizes both processes of query
reformulation and results presentation [5].
WhatsOnWeb is a search engine which provides a new efficient clustering algorithm, which
integrates new graph visualization algorithms and introduces a novel visual strategy for
exploring clustered graphs. Experimental analysis is performed to evaluate the effectiveness
of WhatsOnWeb+ as a search engine and performances is compared. It features three new
illustrative interfaces, based on radial, layered, and treemap and measures the Efficiency of
the clustering technique [6].
Yale Image Finder (YIF), a search engine that indexes text found inside biomedical images.
YIF provides more comprehensive research results by searching over text that may not be
present in the image description, and offers the ability to find related images and associated
papers by directly comparing image content [7].
Types of Graph
Graphs represent structured and connected data. Graph visualization has several areas of
application. A file hierarchy in a computer system is represented as a tree. It is necessary to
navigate through the file hierarchy in order to find a particular file. The problem in viewing
graph visualization is the size of the graph. Large graphs cause several complex problems. If
the number of elements is huge, it can compromise performance or reach the limits of the
viewing platform. This study presents a tree layout, H-tree layout., Balloon view, a cone tree,
Hyperbolic view of a tree in 3D, the Klein model for the hyperbolic plane, Fisheye distortion
and different schematic views of a tree namely ghosting, hiding, and grouping [8].

Tools
Visualization modules define graphical interfaces for viewing and manipulating data
structures, and graphical tools for experimenting with Natural language Processing (NLP)
tasks. This paper presents various modules for interfacing, building and displaying tree
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structures. It also provides a graphical tool for displaying and simulating finite state automata
and interactive graphical tool for experimenting with chart parsers. [9]
Conclusion
Complete human-level natural language understanding is still a distant goal, but there are
practical and usable partial NLP systems applicable to many problems NLP methods have
opened up new possibilities for high performance text understanding systems and
visualization. This work presented a general survey of text visualization, natural language
processing, visualization types, visual search engine, graphs and about visualization tools.
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Glossing of Old Tamil Literary Texts and Corpus-based annotation:
Some open questions
Appasamy Murugaiyan
EPHE-UMR 7528 Mondes iranien et indien, Paris

This paper is concerned with few problems related to methodology in annotating Old Tamil
Literary Texts (OTLT). It argues 1) that POS tag set developed for Modern Tamil (MT) cannot
be applied for OTLT, 2) that it is essential to carry out a corpus-based theory-independent
analysis of the OTLT, and 3) in favour of, manual annotation and complete collection of
linguistic data of OTLT.
Introduction
In this paper, we discuss about few hitches in the annotation of the classical Tamil or Sangam
texts. We assume here that the readers are already familiar with corpus and computational
linguistics. A linguistic reference and annotated corpus for OTLT is a desideratum for both
the Sangam texts and the comparative typology and diachronic syntax. Nevertheless,
linguistically, there is an obvious problem, which we need to solve, namely the difference or
relation between the Old Tamil (OT) and (MT). Since Caldwell, different scholars have pointed
out that OT differs considerably from MT at morphological, syntactic and lexical levels.
Despite, we have at hand a very meagre amount of linguistic data on OTLT. In corpus
linguistics, it is recognized, beyond doubt, that the main function of POS tagging is
disambiguation. While reading Sangam texts, what captures the attention of even the most
trained reader is the complex relation between form and meaning and the large number of
ambiguities. Pure syntactic analysis based on syntactic knowledge alone will result is hundreds
of ambiguous parses. Annotation of such corpus involve many levels from a simple choice of
the right edition of the text, segmentation, sandhi alternations, identification of minimal units,
their combinations, meaning, function and many other minute tasks. In this short summary, we
will give few examples of morphosyntactic and semantic features.
1. Modern Tamil POS Tagsets and granularity
There are many POS tags developed for Tamil and for major modern Indian languages, but
only very few are accessible to the public. These POS are designed for machine learning and
they use a limited number of tags. Many of the available POS tags though vary in granularity
are however coarse-grained when compared to the complex and rich linguistic structure of
Tamil. Morphologically rich language like Tamil entails linguistically fine-grained POS tags
to produce superior accuracy. As a result, these tagsets decrease the parsing performance and
appear inadequate to account for the structure and functioning of Tamil language. Many of the
tagsets, based on machine learning techniques, recognise only what they call as “word”. It
would be interesting to compare all the available tagsets for Modern Tamil. However, a rapid
evaluation of these tagsets call for few remarks:
Many of the tagsets are performance oriented and limit the number of tags in order to
facilitate the machine learning.
“Word” includes the inflected forms. The problem of segmentation of inflected forms remains
open.
The tagsets do not include attributes of lexical categories such as gender, number, person etc.
Tamil contain a large number of compound lexical units that are all rule governed. The tagsets
vary in handling these derivational rules.
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There does not exist until now any representative huge corpora for Tamil.
The taggers are trained on small size corpus hence the limited efficiency of the tagset.
Keeping in mind this hard reality, it is incongruous to tend to impose the modern Tamil
tagsets to the annotation of Sangam texts (cf. §3).
2. Theory-independent corpus-based approach
The research questions addressed here are related to the theoretical linguistics. Various
syntactic models have been used in computational linguistics, such as Dependency Grammar,
HPSG (Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar), LFG (Lexical Functional Grammar) and the
Minimalist Program. Later, few other mathematical models have been introduced such as
TAG (Tree-Adjoining Grammar), CG (Categorial Grammar), and CCG (Combinatory
Categorial Grammar). Most of these models have focused on either syntactic parsing or
lexical access and they meet neither functional nor representational adequacy. Some do not
include semantic information, others syntactic and others discourse pragmatic information.
However, the success of automatic POS annotation for Sangam texts depends highly on many
factors, like what the corpus is annotated for, the size of the tagset, and the levels of
annotation due to the complexity of the text(s) included in the corpus. The Sangam corpus
needs to be annotated for prosodic, syntactic, morphological, semantic and discourse
pragmatic features. This implies two points: 1. Including all these information in POS tags
inflates the inventory of tags and, 2. To our knowledge, no theory-driven POS tagset model
includes all the above features necessary for the annotation of Sangam texts. This suffices to
convince anybody to device a theory-independent annotation model.
3. The language of Sangam corpus and manual annotation
The Sangam texts are the earliest extant linguistic evidence attested in the Dravidian family of
languages spanning from circa 200 BCE. They consist of 2,381 poems, approximately 50,000
lines. As has been noticed by several scholars, the Tamil language, since the period of
Sangam, has undergone regular and drastic grammatical changes and as a result “… made
many Tamil poems difficult and enigmatic and sometimes gave a distorted view of the poems
and the language itself” (V.S. Rajam 1992:4).
It is beyond the scope of this paper to give a complete account of the salient features of the
Sangam language, however we will present below few cases of morphological, syntactic and
semantic ambiguities in the context of corpus annotation.
-il can be locative (1), instrumental (2), ablative (3):
1. tantai viya૿ mƗrpil pƗyntƗ૿ ‘he leaped onto his father’s broad chest’ (kali.86.33) (V.S.
R1992: 317)
(naକକ.349.1) (V.S. R1992: 319)
2. kƗlil ce૿କum ‘going by foot’
3. ni૿૿il tǀ૿କiya … tƗmarai ‘the lotus (flower) which emerged from you’ (pari.4.60)
(V.S. R1992: 320)
-i૿ can be genitive, accusative, instrumental, associative, locative, temporal locative, ablative,
comparative, distributive directional and adverb of manner (V.S. Rajam 1992:321-327)
There are, on the contrary, cases where different forms are used for the same function. For
instance, many different morphemes and post-positions are used with the accusative meaning:
4. narav.i૿ vƗ૱tti ‘praising the liquor’ (puକa.297.6) (VSR1992: 323)
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5. peyal.Ɲ pǀl ‘like the (rain) clouds’ (Kali.55.1) (VSR 1992:338)
6. ve૭૭i vƯtiy.ai p pǀla ‘like ve૭૭ivƯti’ (aka.147.9) (VSR 1992:340)
7. nƗଣaକ.ku k kƗtal ceytal ‘loving the NƗଣa૿’ (naକକ.268.5-6) (VSR 1992:349)
We notice also another instance of ambiguity where the affixe –ai has two distinct functions:
Predication (8-9) and accusative (10), but the last is the regular function.
8. tƗy ‘mother’ / tƗy.ai ‘you are mother’ (aka.16.13)
9. nall.ai ‘good are you’ (aka.248-16)
10. pƗviy.Ɲ.૿ai ‘me the sinner’(tiruv.5-6.58)
It is evident from the above examples that there is no one to one correspondence between
form and function. The grammatical functions of these ‘affixes’ are determined by the
context.
11. Particles: In the Sangam texts, more than 30 ‘particles’ are used very frequently. The
exact meaning of many of these particles, their origin, and the context of their occurrence are
not clear. The classical Tamil grammars and commentators consider them as acai, and in
modern linguistics, they are known as clitics. arǀ, for instance is one such example,
‘tolkƗppiyam considers it as an expletive’, whereas, Rajam identifies two meanings, ‘agony,
pity, sympathy’ and ‘amazement’, almost semantically contrasting pairs (1992:399-340).
12. The categorical distinction, like noun-verb-adjective, in the Sangam corpus was not yet well
established. “Each root may be said to be capable of a threefold use noun, adjective and verb
(Caldwell 1913:193): 12. kaଣu (n) ‘pungency’, ‘harshness’, kaଣu naଣai (adj) “a sharp walk”, kaଣu
(v) “be sharp”.
Another case of ambiguity worth mentioning is that between ‘finite verb’ (13) and ‘participial
noun’ (14) (vi૿aiyƗl a૿aiyum peyar, vi૿aippeyar, to૱iକppeyar). Both forms are
morphologically identical but are interpreted with different functions depending on the
context.
13. toଣuttƝ૿ maki૱૿a cellal ‘I got hold of you, Maki૱na, do not leave’ (aka.396.1) (VSR 1992:
599)
14. Ư૿କƝ૿ yƗ૿Ɲ ‘I am the one who gave birth [to her] (naକକ.198.12) (VSR 1992:654)
We notice also important cases of structural ambiguities like:
15. vƝૻkai koykuvam ce૽କu૱i ‘when we went to pick vƝૻkai flowers (aka.48.6) (VSR 1992:
790)
In (15), according to V.S. Rajam, the personal verbal form koykuvam, functions as infinitive.
The question that arises here is whether the distinction between different verbal categories
like finite, participle etc. existed in the early period and when this morphological distinction
came to be prevalent.
16. The use of PNG suffixes in this corpus is very complex and ambiguous. For instance, the
suffix -ici૿ is used for 1st person plural, 2nd person singular and 3rd person neuter singular. A
contextual analysis of this suffix alone would help in ambiguity resolution.
17. One more important feature is that the order of constituents in of OTLT. The word order in
Sangam corpus is not strictly SOV. We have yet to investigate whether this variation ‘is due to
poeticality’ or ‘represents an old state of affairs’ (T.P. Meenakshisundaran 1965:3, Susan
Herring 2000:119). At a higher level of linguistic analysis, the ‘free word order’ languages
present a serious challenge to the automatic processing. A discourse pragmatic consideration
would certainly shed more light on the factors influencing word order variation in Sangam texts.
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18. Semantic annotation: For instance, the (verbal) stem aଣu is used with several meanings- 'to
kill, to destroy, to cook, to boil, to melt, to conquer, to approach, to pound. In corpus
annotation, the contextual identification of senses of word forms in a corpus helps in
disambiguation.
The above examples show, though partially, a corpus analysis and tagset project need to be
planned in terms of the very nature of the Sangam language. In this regard, it is worth quoting
the well-informed scholar T.P. Meenkshisundaran on Proto-Dravidian: “To attempt anything
more at present stage about the morpho-syntax is to venture into the world of imagination”
(1965:22). This holds good equally for the language of Sangam poetry. It would be better to
remind us, that the principles of corpus linguistics are applied to the Sangam texts in order to
investigate the language structure and use. This entails that the POS tagset for the Sangam
corpus should be able to assign each of the identified linguistic unit a contextually suitable
grammatical category. Every segmentable unit whether morpheme or lexeme can assume
different syntactic roles depending on the contexts. This means that for each such
segmentable unit we should identify the context not only in the ‘sentence’ but also in the text.
In corpus annotation, three methods are commonly used, automatic, automatic and human,
and manual. In the present case, we prefer a purely manual annotation for two reasons. 1) The
Sangam corpus is not a large one and 2) we have only one annotation tool available for the
Sangam corpus. A third argument in favour of manual annotation is the very complex nature
of the language of Sangam corpus as can be gathered from the available grammars and
indexes of Sangam literature. Albeit, manual annotation would be very labour-intensive, but
would be more precise, and could be used at a later stage to train the machine and to perform
automatic annotation. Further, we learn from existing literature that most of the annotation
tools are either semi-automatic or manual.
To our knowledge the “Syntactically and Semantically Annotated Tamil corpus” by Tamil
Virtual Academy, is the only annotated corpus available to the public. We should thank the
TVA for their efforts. This system uses a total number of 28 POS. This tagset seems coarsegrained when compared to the richness of the Sangam Tamil corpus. We give below a brief
summary of our search results for the purpose of the present paper:
We found 162 occurrences of KƗtalar for the whole corpus.
The words Koykuvam, ceytƗ૿ and ce૿କu૱i were not found.
However, we found the word ceytƗ૿ in kalittokai under “word in context” search option. The
same word was not found under neither ‘vi૿iyƗl a૽aiyum peyar’ nor ‘vi૿ai muକକu’ search
options. We made another search in kalittokai for vi૿aiyƗl a૽aiyum peyar and we found five
cases: ce૿କǀr, ka૭aiñar, parintavar (prirntavar) varupavar and ka૽ଣavar. It is important to
note here that V.S. Rajam (1992:652) analysed ceytƗn in kali.40.6 as past participial noun
(vi૿aiyƗl a૽aiyum peyar), but this word is not attested in the TVA annotation under the same
grammatical category. We do not know why the TVA has selected these 28 categories for the
POS tagset and under what morphosyntactic rules.
TO CONCLUDE
Even though we are well aware that the structure of the Sangam poetry is different from other
varieties of Tamil, still we are yet to know fully the specific features of the language of
Sangam poetry. Modern grammatical rules and analysis applied to the Sangam Tamil gives
often conflicting definitions of constituency. Most of the ‘particles’ and ‘affixes’ used in the
Sangam Tamil are now lost and not known to the modern readers. It seems important to
segment each morpheme even if one cannot interpret the meaning. The understanding of the
structure and function of Sangam language depends, as things stand now, largely on the
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identification and the right interpretation of all these enigmatic “particles” and “affixes”. This
would be helpful in ambiguity resolution.
Segmenting a Tamil phrase into its constituent components is the first and perhaps most
demanding task in the analysis of Sangam texts. This difficulty arises, among other things, by
Sandhi, and by the absence of typographic conventions for punctuation. To create a suitable
resource for training and an automated system, at first, the whole process of tagging tokenisation, compiling lists of morphological rules and exceptions, and so on - has to be
carried out entirely manually. Considering the complex nature of OTLT, a multi layered
annotation –morphological, syntactic, semantic, and discourse pragmatic- would be an adequate
methodology.
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CORPUS BASED APPROACH FOR RESOLVING
VERBAL POLYSEMY IN TAMIL
Rajendran S and Anandkumrar M. and Soman, K.P.
Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham, Coimbatore 641 112
The growth in the utilization of machine readable texts in NLP tasks culminates into
various corpus-based approaches. Word distinguishing techniques have been explored variously
in the context of corpus-based approaches. In this paper we try to resolve verbal polysemey by
making use of corpus oriented similarity based method. The notion of distributional similarity is
used in NLP in a number of tasks, including areas such as word sense disambiguation (WSD),
sense induction, automatic thesaurus construction, selectional preference acquisition, and
semantic role labeling.
Sense Assignment
Creating sense inventory for polysemy is a task that is notoriously difficult to formalize.
For polysemous verbs especially constellations of related meanings make this task even more
difficult. In lexicography, “lumping and splitting” senses during dictionary construction – i.e.
deciding when to describe a set of usages as a separate sense – is a well-known problem (Hanks
and Pustejovsky 2005; Kilgarriff 1997). It is often resolved on an ad-hoc basis, resulting in
numerous cases of “overlapping senses”, i.e. instances when the same occurrence may fall under
more than one sense category simultaneously. This problem has also been the subject of
extensive study in lexical semantics. It addresses the following questions: When does the context
select a distinct sense? When does it merely modulate the meaning? What is the regular
relationship between related senses? What compositional processes are involved in sense
selection? (Pustejovsky, 1995; Cruse 1995; Apresjan, 1973). A number of syntactic and
semantic tests are traditionally applied for sense identification; it comprise of examining
synonymous series, compatible syntactic environments, coordination tests such as crossunderstanding of zeugma test (Cruse 2000). Normally a combination of factors is used as none of
these tests are conclusive.
There are difficulties in establishing a set of senses available to a
lexical item. This is because the meaning of a polysemous verb is often determined in
composition and depends to the same extent on the semantics of particular arguments as it does
on the base meaning of the verb itself. A number of systematic relations often hold between
different senses of a polysemous verb depending on the kind of ambiguity involved in each case;
some senses are easier to distinguish than others. Treating different disambiguation factors
separately would allow one to examine the contribution of each factor, as well as the success of a
given algorithm in identifying the corresponding senses.
Gries (2006) analyses word senses from the perspective of cognitive linguistics on the
one hand and corpus-linguistics as well as corpus-based lexicography on the other hand. While
many recent cognitive linguistic approaches to polysemy have concerned themselves with
polysemous words as network-like categories with many interrelated senses (with varying
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degrees of commitment to mental representations), corpus linguistic approaches have remained
rather agnostic as to how different word senses are related and have rather focused on
distributional characteristics of different word senses. Corpus linguistic quantitative methods can
provide objective empirical evidence suggesting answers to some notoriously difficult problems
in cognitive linguistics. A very common problem with glossing a sense involves the situation
where a sense inventory includes two senses one of which is an extension of the other. The
derived sense may be related to the primary sense through metaphor. This often results in the
former taking on a semantically less specific interpretations. The problem with creating glosses
in this situation is that the words used may have sense distinctions parallel to the ones in the
target verb being described. This leaves the annotators free to choose either sense.
The approach advocated by Kishner and Gibbs bridges the gap between cognitively
oriented approaches and the linguistic paradigm in which the question of how to determine
whether two uses of a particular word instantiate two different senses or not has probably
received most attention, namely (corpus-based) lexicography. Organizing and formulating a
dictionary entry for a word requires many decisions as to whether two citations of a word
instantiate senses differing enough that the word’s entry needs to be split or whether the citations
instantiate senses similar enough to be lumped together. Although the lexicographer’s interest in
sense distinctions need not coincide with that of linguists of a more theoretical persuasion, the
basic question of course remains the same. Given these questions, recent lexicographic work has
arrived at the conclusion that word senses as conceived of traditionally do not exist and has
therefore adopted an increasingly corpus-based approach. For example, Kilgarriff (1997: 92)
argues in favor of “an alternative conception of the word sense, in which it corresponds to a
cluster of citations for a word”. In the simplest possible conception, “corpus citations fall into
one or more distinct clusters and each of these clusters, if large enough and distinct enough from
other clusters, forms a distinct word sense” (Kilgarriff 1997: 108). Hanks (2000: 208–210)
argues for a focus on separate semantic components (jointly constituting a word’s meaning
potential), which can be weighted in terms of their frequency and predictive power for regular
word uses. However, the above is only a very abstract idealization of the actual cognitive
processes underlying sense identification and distinction. This and the fact that many of these
processes result in apparently subjective decisions is immediately obvious once a user consults
different dictionaries on the same word. Therefore, corpus-based lexicographers have begun to
formulate strategies to provide a more objective foundation for resolving such issues by, for
instance, identifying corpus-based traces of meaning components etc.
Resolution of polysemy in Tamil verbs
The idea that semantic similarity between words must be reflected in the similarity of
habitual contexts in which words occur is fairly obvious and has been formulated in many guises
(including the “distributional hypothesis” (Harris 1985), the “strong contextual hypothesis”
(Miller & Charles 1991), and even the much-quoted remark from Firth, on knowing the word by
the company it keeps (Firth 1957). When applied to the case of lexical ambiguity, it leads one to
expect that similar senses of the same word will occur in similar contexts. However, one of the
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main problems with applying the idea of distributional similarity in computational tasks is that in
order to use any kind of generalization based on distributional information, one must be able to
identify the sense in which a polysemous word is used in each case.
Establishing a set of senses available to a particular lexical item and (to some extent)
specifying which context elements typically activate each sense forms the basis of any
lexicographic endeavour. Several current resource-oriented projects undertake to formalize this
procedure, utilizing different context specifications.
As we stated already we will try to resolve verbal polysemy by making use of corpus
oriented similarity-based approach. In similarity-based method, which is of one of the corpusbased framework, the system uses a database, in which example sentences are manually
annotated with correct word senses. Given an input, the stems search the database for the most
similar example to the input. The correct sense of the word in the input is resolved by selecting
the sense annotation of the retrieved example. In this paper, we apply this method of resolution
of verbal polysemy, in which the similarity between two examples is computed as the weighted
average of the similarity between complements governed by a target polysemous verb.
Crea’ Modern Tamil dictionary lists 21senses for the verb ooTu ‘run. Getting a corpus
which covers up all these senses is not possible. So apart from extracting corpus from various
source including web sites, we create corpus artificially for the left out senses found in the Crea.
Crea has classifies the 21 senses t senses given listed under ooTu into three main groups:
a. Usage related to leaving a place
b. Usage related to that which moves in a fixed state
c. Usage related to expressing movementless into movementful
The list includes the following senses: moving faster than walking (as the animals which moves
by placing their legs front and back) as primary meaning and moving of vehicles, moving of
machines, breathing when air goes inside and outside, moving of blood, water, etc. in a particular
path, spreading of the lines in palm or root of the plant, spreading of grayness in head, running
of cinema, drama, etc. in theatres, moving of works, moving of (i.e. selling of) commodities,
start working, and thinking to start working as secondary meanings. The following are the few
examples which shows distinction between different senses.
Kuzantai kuTukuTu enRu ooTiyatu
The child was running fast
pooraaTTattin kaaraNamaaka irayil ooTavillai
‘The buses did not run because of strike’
kaTikaaram nanRaaka ooTukinRatu
‘the watch is running well’
Irattak kuzaaykaLil irattama ooTukinRatu
‘The blood is running in the blood vessel’
piTippataRkumun tiruTan ooTiviTTaan
‘the thief ran away before catching him’
taNNiir iraikkum iyantiram cariyaaka ooTavillai
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‘the water pumping machine is not running well’
Unkaiyil atirSTa reekai ooTukinRatu
‘Yours palm has lucking lines
Talaiyil narai ooTiyiruntatu
The head has gray hair
Inta tiraippatam nuuRunaaL ooTumaa?
Will this cinema run for hundred days?
Veelaiyil ceerntu oruvaruTam ooTiviTTatu
One year has passed away after joining the job
The corpus at hand is annotated for the sense enumerated in Crea. The contextual vectors for
each sense is identified and reserved as a testing sample. The testing context vector is used for
identifying the correct senses of the new corpus for the target word.
Conclusion
As the field of linguistics increasingly turns to usage-based and quantitative methods,
corpora can supply supporting evidence for questions answered with other methods and go
beyond them in terms of both description and explanation. We have experienced from the
analysis of corpus of Tamil for building lexicon for Tamil that polysemy reflected in dictionaries
can be elaborated or condensed using corpus approach to polysemy.
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Issues while developing Sangam Tamil-English Bilingual Parallel Corpora for
Statistical Machine Translation System
Dr.K.Umaraj
Assistant Professor, Department of Linguistics,
Madurai Kamaraj University, Madurai -625021 umarajk@gmail.com
1. Introduction
Machine Translation is the Translation of text by a computer, with no human
involvement. Machine Translation can also be referred to as automated Translation,
automatic or instant Translation. There are two types of Machine Translation systems. One is
rules-based Machine Translation and another is statistical based Machine Translation. Rulesbased systems use a combination of language and grammar rules plus dictionaries for
common words. Rules-based systems typically deliver consistent Translations with accurate
terminology when trained with specialist dictionaries. Statistical systems have no knowledge
of language rules. Instead they "learn" to translate by analysing large amounts of data for
each language pair. They can be trained for specific industries or disciplines using additional
data relevant to the sector needed. Typically statistical systems deliver more fluent-sounding
but less consistent Translations.
2. Statistical Machine Translation using parallel corpora
Statistical Machine Translation is mathematical model in which the process of human
Translation statistically modelled. Statistical methods allow the analysis of parallel text
corpora and the automatic construction of Machine Translation systems. In Statistical
Machine Translation system, correspondences between the words in the source and the target
language are learned from the bilingual corpora on the basis of alignment models. The engine
uses state of the art statistical techniques which are presently gaining momentum in the
Machine Translation community. There is a lot of work going on for building parallel of
corpora of Indian languages. Few of them are as follows. E-ILMT, ILCI, MAT for English to
Hindi, ELMT, Google Translating Corpora, Microsoft Bing Corpora and Yahoo bable fish
Corpora. In Tamil Nadu, Dr.Kamakshi has discussed in detail about the parallel structure of
English and Tamil and his data will be very useful for building Machine Translation system
using transfer approach. G.Vasuki explained in her thesis about the parallel corpora of
English and Tamil and her work will be very useful for building Statistical Machine
Translation. However, so far no body developed Parallel corpora for Sangam Tamil and its
English Translation. If we develop bilingual corpora for Sangam Tamil and its English
Translation, definitively some issues will arise. Thus the present paper aims to identify the
issues while developing Parallel Corpora for Sangam Tamil and its English version.
3. Statistical Machine Translation Model for Sangam Tamil
Statistical approach to Machine Translation generated Translations using statistical
methods by deriving the parameters for those methods by analyzing the bilingual corpora.
The following figure shows the block diagram of Statistical Machine Translation system for
Sangam Tamil
SangamTamil/English
Bilingualtext

Englishtext
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Fig 1 Block diagram of Statistical Machine Translation
4.

Translation Model
Translation models describe the mathematical relationship between two or more
languages. It may be called as models of Translational equivalence because the main thing
that they aim to predict is whether expressions in different languages have equivalent
meanings. The role of Translation model is to find p(f/e) the probability of the source
sentence (Sangam Tamil sentence) f given the translated sentence ( English version of
Sangam Tamil)

5.

Language Model
A language model gives the probability of a sentence. The probability is computed
using N-gram. For example it will give answer for the questions How likely is a string of
English words is a good English? It will help to reorder a sentence and tells us what word will
go will what word.
6.

Decoder
The inputted Sangam Tamil corpus will be first decoded by Translation model.
Language model will rearrange the word order of source language sentence into Target
language word order. It is an important process for languages which differs in their syntactic
structure. English and Sangam Tamil language pair has different syntactic structures. English
word order is Subject-Verb_Object (SVO) whereas Sangam Tamil word order is SubjectObject-Verb (SOV). The main verb of a Tamil sentence always comes at the end but in
English it comes between subject and object.
7.

Data for the analysis
ܪܲܣᾷܲܢᾔΆ ܶܲܤܱܭ ܢܷܱܲܥᾔΆ ᾽ܧܓᾸܢᾹᾠ
ܱܲܳܣᾔΆ ܲܭܫܨܐᾹܷ᾿ܨܱܝ ܩ
ܛᾞᾱܷܱܛι ᾁܲܩᾴܲܝᾺ ᾘᾰܱܶܛᾶᾌ
ܶܥᾞᾸܷܢᾹ ܑܸܬᾰᾁΆ ܱܤܶܠܱܣᾌ ܣܷܥ

ᾁܲܩᾴܨܦ ܲܝᾷܲܢᾹ ܫܸܛ᾽ܪܦᾰ ܱܶܛᾶᾌ ܷܝܶ ܠܸܤܢᾼᾜΆ ܱܣܸܱܛܶ ܠᾶܭܪܸܢ ܠᾔܠᾹ
ܱܣᾹ ܱܶܛᾶܣ ܠܤܱܥᾐ ܪܲܣᾷܲܢᾹ ܪܛΆ ܷܪܱܥᾫΆ, ܲܤܱܭᾹ ܨܧܓΆ ܷܪܱܥᾫΆ, ܠܛᾢᾹ
ܬܐΆ ܷܪܱܥᾫΆ ܱܶܲܥᾐ.
ܪܲܣᾷܲܢᾔΆ ܶܢܷܱܲܥ
bigger than the earth
ܲܤܱܭᾔΆ ᾽ܧܓᾸܢᾹᾠ higher than the sky
ܱܲܳܣᾔΆ ܲܭܫܨܐᾹܷ ܩdeeper than the sea
ܛᾞᾱܷܱܛι ᾁܲܩᾴܲܝᾺ ᾘᾰܱܶܛᾶᾌ
ܶܥᾞᾸܷܢᾹ ܑܸܬᾰᾁΆ ܱܤܶܠܱܣᾌ ܣܷܥ
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is my love for him
from the hills
where the honeybees make
abundant honey
from the black-stemmed
kurinji flowers.
8. Bitext word alignment
Bitext word alignment is a NLP task of identifying Translation relationships among the
words in a bitext, resulting in a bipartite graph between two sides of the bitext, with an arc
between two words, if and only they are Translations of one another. Bitext word alignment
is an important supporting task for most methods of statistical Machine Translation, the
parameters of statically Machine Translation models are typically estimated by observing
word aligned bitexts and conversely automation. Recent work begun to explore supervised
methods which rely on presenting the system with a number of manually aligned sentences.
In addition to the benefit of the additional information provided by supervision, these models
are typically also able to more easily take advantage of combining many features of the data,
such as context, syntactic structure , POS information etc..
8.1 Sample Bitext word alignment
ܪܲܣᾷܲܢᾔΆ ܶܲܤܱܭ ܢܷܱܲܥᾔΆ ᾽ܧܓᾸܢᾹᾠ
The earth bigger than the sky vaster then
Bigger than the earth vaster than the sky
8.2 Use of Parallel corpora
Helps in teaching a particular language
Helps in Terminological studies
Helps to build Translation Machines and
It also helps to build cross language information retrieval engines.
9. Issues in developing parallel corpora
1. Identifying what is a word? What is not a word? in Sangam Tamil is a problem.
whether all the compound words should be written as one word or not, whether all
postpositions and clitics should be part of the word or it should be a separate word? There
were no clear guidelines for segmenting the Sangam texts.
2. Assigning grammatical information to the head word is another issue in Sangam Tamil.
3. Identification of meaning for a particular word in Sangam Tamil is another issue.
4. In Sangam Literature one meaning can be represented in different words and in the
same way one word may represent more than one meaning.
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5. Word in languages may changes. So the language changes can be ranked with the help
of the language model and the best can be selected.
6. Idioms don’t have a direct meaning. While translating idioms we have to take care
properly. A separate dictionary for idioms is necessary or manually we have translated
those words.
7. In parallel corpora, single sentences in one language can be found translated into several
sentences in the others and vice versa. Sentence aligning should be properly done.
10. Conclusion
The present paper discusses Translation of Sangam Tamil to English using parallel
corpus. The accuracy of the system depends on the amount of parallel corpora available in the
languages, addition of linguistic materials such as morphological information and Parts of
Speech categorization can enhance the accuracy of the system.
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Άܛܱᾰܭᾞܓܛܭܨܢᾷܧܲܛᾰܪܑܛᾱܝܲܬܭܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶܲᾷܬܱܦܶ

Ᾱܪܲܛܱܨܑ
᾽ܫܱܪܨܲܣ
.ܤܸᾹܝܶΆܤܭܲᾠܣܧܲܢᾷܦܱᾼᾫܬܲܦܢܲᾷܬܱܦܶΆܝܶ

ܱΆܪܤܕ ܱᾁᾺᾗܢܶ ܲᾹܫܛ᾿ܲᾹᾓܦ ᾐܪ᾿ ῀ܛܨܸܲᾹᾔܦ ᾐܥᾹܕ Άܛܭܨܢ
ܠܥᾺܛܲᾰܦܝܷ ᾿ܲܧܲܤܲܡܛ ᾌᾰܥᾺܧᾼܝܶ ᾽ᾫܢܷ ᾿ܲܭܫ ܛܲܢ Ᾱܠᾜܩܸᾨᾱᾁᾙܘಯ
ܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ ܠܲܥܲᾺܩᾞ ᾁܘ ᾐܥᾹܕ Άܛܭܨܢ ῀ರܛܨܸܓ ܧܠܸܓ ܫܸܛܠܸܣ ܤܱܧܛܸιܧܑ
ܛܱܢܧܲܛᾰܠܫ῀ܓ   /DQJXDJH YDULHWLHV RU 5HJLVWHUܫܸܛܱιܝܶ ᾲܩܸᾐ ᾐܪ᾿ ῀ܛܱιܝܶ
Ὰᾗܦܸܭᾊܭ ܛܭܨܢ  ܤܫ῀ܓ ῀ܛܲܡܨܱܛ ܧܲܛᾶᾌ ᾙᾰܨܑ ᾿ܲܢᾷܛܭܨܢ ᾶᾌΆܭܷܛܑᾞᾰ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾼܝܶ ܲܢᾠܓ ܢܸᾷܨܢ ܲᾹܢᾷܛܭܨܢ ᾦΆܛܲܡܨܱܛ ܲᾞܭ ܑῂܤܥᾹܕ ᾫܫ 
  Ά 7H[W FRUSXVܛܭܨܢᾷܨܸܓ  ܱΆܪܛܱܲܲᾰܥ Ὰܛܱܫܛܱܲܲᾫܥ ᾞΆܥܶ  ܑᾞܢܸᾷܛܭܨܢ
 Ά 6SHHFKFRUSXVܛܭܨܢᾲᾆᾷܥܷ
Άܤܭܲᾠܣ ᾶܭᾌܣ ܲᾹܫܛܲܬܱܦܶ ܧܲܢ ܑᾸܢܸᾷܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ܛܭܨܢ ܤܱܛܲᾰܬܱܦܶ ῁ܲܦܢ
ιᾠΆܦ  ῀ܛᾱܤܭܲᾠܣ ᾼᾫܐ ܩܱᾹܥܷ Άܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥ ܱܢ᾽ܲܦ Άܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥ ܲ῁Ὰܦܢ
ᾼᾫܐ ܲܬܱܦܶ ܛܸιܧܑ ܤܱܛܲᾰܬܱܦܶ ῁ܲܦܢ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ ܲܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ῀ܛᾱܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥ
ܲᾹܩιܭܧܲܛܐ῁ܲܦܢᾷܪܱܛܛᾱܝ῁ܲܦܢᾷܪܱܛᾰܠܑܸ῁ܲܦܢᾷܪܱܛιܢܧܠܸܭܸܩܸܲܤᾹܢ
᾿ܲܬܱܢܶ ܲᾷܬܱܦܶ ܨܸᾌܛᾶᾌΆ ܑᾰܭܷ ܠܥᾺܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ῀ܛᾫܨܢ ᾿ܲܧܠܸܥᾊᾺ
ܲܩιܥ Άܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ܛܭܨܢ ܤܱܛܲιܢᾷܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܛᾱܝ ܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܢܸᾷܥᾒ
ᾐܩܲܛܦܸܛܱܢܥᾺܨܸᾌᾷᾐܕ

 Ά &RUSXVܛܭܨܢ
ᾞܘ ܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛᾰܭܸ ܱܲᾷᾐܛܝܷ ᾲܛܱܧܩܸܲ᾿ ᾙܧܛܸܭ ᾌᾷᾐΆܥᾹܧܥ ᾿ܲܧܲܤܲܡܛ



ܱᾁᾺᾗܢܶ  ܲᾹ WH[WVܫܛ᾿ܭᾔܥ ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ ܢᾸܦܸ ᾿ܲܫܛܲܬܱܦܶ ܪܥ ᾐܪ᾿ ᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ
Άܛܭܨܢ
ܤܱܩܱܭῂ
Άܛܭܨܢ
ܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶᾞܘ
ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ
ܫܸܛᾱܦܱܡܱܲܥ
᾿ܧܲܭܲܩ ᾫΆܛܱܢܥܲᾺܫ ܦܸᾹܢᾦᾰᾁ ᾙܛᾱܪ ᾗܠܥᾺܨܢܪܥ ᾫΆܛܱܢܥܱᾢᾺܨܶܲܢܕ
ᾲᾆᾷܥܷ  Άܛܭܨܢᾷܨܸܓ  ῀ܛܱܲܲᾫܥܲᾹ ܑᾞܢᾷܛܭܨܢ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܛᾊᾜΆ ܑᾞᾰܥᾺܩܸᾙ
 ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܛܱܲᾰܥ Ὰܛܱܫܛܱܲܲᾫܥ ᾞΆܥܶ Ά ܑᾞܛܭܨܢᾷܨܸܓ ᾿ܲܢܑ ܤܥᾹܕ Άܛܭܨܢ
ܛܱܭܱᾐܥܶ  ܤܧܲܛܐ  Ά WDJJHG FRUSXVܛܭܨܢ ܲᾛᾌᾷܩΆ UDZ FRUSXV   ᾁܛܭܨܢ
ܧᾼܝܶ ܧܷܨܸܭ ܪܸ᾿ܕ ܠܲܥܲᾺܩᾞ ᾁܘ ܭܸᾼܐ ܲܬܱܦܶ ܛܸιܧܑ ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ᾰܢܸᾷܛܭܨܢ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܠܥᾺܛܱᾰܭᾞܓΆܛܭܨܢܲᾛᾌᾷܩᾁܢᾌᾷܥᾺܦܸᾙᾨܫܸܛᾼᾫܐܢᾤΆܑᾸܧܑ
PDFKLQH

᾽Ὰᾗܧܥܶܲܬܱܦܶ ܨܲܢᾸܧܑ  DGYDQFH VHDUFK HQJLQH

᾿ܢᾌܢܷ ܠܥΆܦܷ

ܲ JUDPPDUܢܲᾞᾷܢ ܬܸܲܥᾺܡܛᾰܪܑ  ܲ VSHOO FKHFNHUܢܲᾞᾷܢ ܬܸܲܥܱιܝܶ  WUDQVODWLRQ
ܱᾹ PRUSKRORJLFDOܥᾁᾺܥ ᾿ܧܲܤܥᾞܓ  Ά VDQWKL GHYHORSHUܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ܲܢᾸܝ  FKHFNHU
Άܛܭܨܢ ܲᾛᾌᾷܩܲιᾁᾰ ᾁܢᾷܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ῀ܛܲܭᾞܛ ᾿ܧܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ ܩܱᾹܥܷ  DQDO\]HU
ᾐܢܱܧܦܸܧܲܩܑᾹ
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ܶܛܭܨܢ
ܶ& ᾿ܧܲܧܲܬܱܦRUSXV/LQJXLVWLFV 
ܕ ᾿ܧܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ ܛܭܨܢᾹܥᾐ ܶܲܧܲܬܱܦᾹ ᾂᾠܱܝܶ ܧܲܛܱܫܛι᾿ܱܝܶ ῀ܛᾤᾞܱܭᾰܛΆ

ܑܪᾰܡܛΆ ܱܶܝιܶܦܸ ᾽ܠܱܩᾺᾗ ܱܶܝιܱܶܥᾞ῀ ܸܦᾺᾗ ܦܸ ᾿ܠܱܧܨܸܓᾺᾗᾺ
ܷܱܥᾹܭܩιܸܲܬܱܦܶܩᾺܧܥᾹܱܥᾊᾹܱܨܐܲܬܭᾼܱܢܭᾁΆ




ܶܲܬܱܦᾷܶ
ܶ᾿ܲܬܱܢᾒܥΆ /DQJXDJH7HFKQRORJ\ 
ܶܪܱܛ ܲܬܱܦᾸܷܱܢᾠΆ ܭܷ᾿ܥᾠ ܠܢᾱܲܡܧܥ ᾿ܲܫܛᾰܩܲܛᾐ  ܭܶ᾿ܛᾌ῀ܛ

ܶܝᾺܷܥᾌܪܸܙ ῀ܛᾲᾆܭᾊܱܢ ῀ܛᾆܭᾊ ῀ܛᾓ᾿ܕ ῀ܛᾹܭܶ ᾿ܲܧܝܸܱܲܭ ܩῂܷܭᾠ
ܛܠܔᾱܲܡܧܥ ᾿ܲܫܛᾷᾐ᾽ܫܭᾸᾐ ܭᾸᾐ῀ܫᾐܢιܱܶܥᾨᾐܶܤܱܧܲܬܱܦᾐ ܲܝܥܷܛܸܲܤܲܡܛ
ܦιᾠΆ ܭܷ᾿ܥᾠ ܶ᾿ܲܬܱܢᾒܥᾰ ܛᾞܱܫܛܲܭᾤΆ ܲܡܧܥᾰܩܲܛᾐ ܑᾸ ܢᾓιܱܩᾶᾊ᾿
ܲܤܲܡܛᾜΆ ܸܲܝܥܷܛᾜΆ ܦιᾠΆ ܭܷ᾿ܥᾠ ᾿ܲܬܱܢܶ ܤܱܧܛܸܭᾒܥᾰ ܛᾞܛܲܭᾦΆ
ܦᾰܛᾦܸܧܥ ܧܠᾹܱܥᾊιᾁ ܭᾸܢᾐ῀ܫᾐ  ܑܢᾹ ܲܬܱܦܶ ܛܱܦܡܨܱܛᾷ ܶ᾿ܲܬܱܢᾒܥΆ
ܨܫܭᾷ ܶܠܱܢᾱܧܲܛᾐ ܶܲܬܱܦᾷ ܶ᾿ܲܬܱܢᾒܥΆ ܕᾹܥᾐ ܶ ܧܸܲܬܱܦᾊᾺܛܱܧܠܸܥᾰ
ܱܶܛᾶᾌܢܲܤܦᾔΆܲܤܲܡܛᾜΆܱܠܔᾌܱܢܭᾁΆܑῂܱܭᾠܱܠܔᾌܢܭ῁ܛܲܣιᾁᾺܭܷ᾿ܥᾠ
ܥᾊܘܤܫ῀ܓ῀ܛܪܸܲܣᾞ᾿ܲܧܪܸܲܣᾗܧܲܢᾗܐ᾿ܧܲܧܲܬܱܦܶܲܤܲܡܛܧܲܢᾼᾫܩܥܶܠܸܣ῀ܛ
ܷܭᾶᾌΆ ܦιܱܶܩᾞ ᾗܩΆ ܭܷ᾿ܥᾠ ܶܲܬܱܦᾷ ܶ᾿ܲܬܱܢᾒܥᾰ ܛᾞܓ ῀ܛܲܭᾞܱܭᾰܛ
ܷܭᾶᾌΆܷܦιᾂܱܲܲܬܱܦܶܧᾷܶ᾿ܲܬܱܢᾒܥᾷܲܢιᾁᾊᾺܑܛܱܧܠܸܥᾞᾺܥᾐܛܭܨܢΆ
ܶܲܬܱܦᾷ ܶ᾿ܲܬܱܢᾒܥΆ ܕᾹܥᾐ ᾐܸܘ ܫܸܛܩᾞᾱܡܸܲܛᾷᾐᾰ ᾂᾌᾷ ܲܢܛܱܦܠᾷ
ܲܛ῁ܛܲܢᾹܩᾐ ܭܱܢᾐ ᾿ܲܬܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢᾒܥΆ

,QIRUPDWLRQ 7HFKQRORJ\  ܲܤܲܡܛ

ܶ& ᾿ܧܲܧܲܬܱܦRPSXWDWLRQDO /LQJXLVWLFV  ܑܧιܸܐ ܲܬܱܦܶ ܛᾼᾫ 1DWXUDO /DQJXDJH
3URFHVVLQJ1/3  ܶܲܬܱܦᾺ ܶ ᾿ܧܲܧܲܩܱܥ/DQJXDJH (QJLQHHULQJ  ܲܤܲܡܛᾷ ܶ᾿ܲܬܱܢᾒܥΆ
&RPSXWHU 7HFKQRORJ\  ܶܲܬܱܦᾜΆ ܧܲܭܫܓᾤΆ /DQJXDJH DQG 3V\FKRORJ\  ܛܭܨܢ
ܶ᾿ܧܲܧܲܬܱܦ

&RUSXV /LQJXLVWLFV  ܷܱܥᾹ ܪܥ ܩᾐܸܡܑܸ ῀ܛܩᾸܛܱܧܭܸܪܛ ܢᾰ

ܡܱܛᾺܥᾌܩܲܛᾐ ܑܸܨܐ ܭΆܪܱܛ ܥᾷܲܝ ᾿ܲܢᾠܲܝᾠ ܐᾼᾫܛܱܫܛᾷ ܶܠܱܢᾱܛᾺܥᾌᾺ ܲܥᾹᾗ
ᾐܸܨܫܭ ܛܱܫܛܩᾷܶܠܱܢᾱܑ ܤܲܛᾸܛ ܢᾞܤܸ ῀ܛܲܭᾷᾐΆ ܷܥᾲᾆ ܶܲܧܲܬܱܦᾤΆ ܕᾨᾷᾐ
ܶܲܧܲܬܱܦᾤΆ ܸܭܷ ܧܦᾶᾌΆ  ܑᾐܲܬܱܦܶ ܨܸܭᾷ ܶ ᾿ܲܬܱܢᾒܥᾷܸܢᾺ ܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷܲܢᾜΆ
ܶܲܬܱܦᾷ ܶ᾿ܲܬܱܢᾒܥᾷܲܢιܛܱܛᾫΆ ܓᾞܱܭᾰܛᾺܥᾌ῀ܦ ܫιᾠΆ ܓᾞܱܭᾰܛᾺܭܷ ܠܥᾶᾊܧ
ܛᾞܛܲܭᾦΆܨܢᾫᾷܫܢᾱܛᾦΆܲܥᾹܭᾞܱܦᾠ
 ܶܲܬܱܦᾷܶ᾿ܲܬܱܢᾒܥᾰܛᾞ῀ܛܲܭ
 ܶܠܸܪ᾿ܱܝᾫᾰܛᾞ ܲܭ,QGH[LQJWRRO 
 ܶܠܸܨܠܱܢᾫᾰܛᾞ& ܲܭRQFRUGDQFHWRRO 
 ܭܶ᾿ܲܧܥᾶܐᾼᾫᾰܛᾞ) ܲܭUHTXHQF\DQDO\VLVWRRO 
 ܘܨܸܓᾺᾗܸܦᾰܛᾞ ܲܭ7H[WFRPSDULVRQWRRO 
 ܶܛܸܭ᾿ܱܝᾺܱܥᾌᾰܛᾞ ܲܭ326WDJJHUWRRO 
 ܝܸܱܲܭܨܛ῁ܲܦܢᾰܛᾞ ܲܭ7DPLOVRUWLQJ7RRO 
 ܓᾞܥ᾿ܧܲܤܥᾁᾺ ܲܥ0RUSKRORJLFDODQDO\]HU 
 ܓᾞܓ᾿ܧܲܤܥᾞܱܭᾰ ܲܛ0RUSKRORJLFDOJHQHUDWRU 
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 ܶ᾿ܧܲܤܨܠܱܢᾁܲܩᾺܱܥᾹ 6\QWDFWLFWDJJHU 
ܶܥ᾿ܧܲܤܨܠܱܢᾁᾺ ܲܥ6\QWDFWLFSDUVHU 
ܶ᾿ܧܲܤܨܠܱܢᾁܲܩᾺܱܥᾹ 6HQWHQFHVHJPHQWHU 
ܱܶܝιܥᾁᾺ ܲܥ:RUGVHJPHQWHU 
ܶ᾽ܠܱܢᾺܥᾁᾺ ܲܥ3KUDVHSUHGLFDWRU 
 ܠܸܲܭܱܤܲܭ4XHVWLRQ$QVZHULQJ 4$ 
ܱܶܝιܱܶܥᾞ῀ܧܦᾰܳܣܛᾰ ܲܛ:RUG6HQVH'LVDPELJXDWLRQ :6' 
ܱܶܝιܱܶܥᾞ῀ܧܦᾰܛΆܳܣᾰ ܲܛ.QRZOHGJH5HSUHVHQWDWLRQIURP7H[W 
ܱܶܝιܱܶܥᾞ῀ᾁܲܩᾺܱܥᾹ 6HPDQWLFWDJJHU7RRO 
ܘᾞܲܦܪܱܛᾹ( ܲܢܱܨܛܤGLFWLRQDU\IRUV\QFKURQLF7DPLO 
ܱܪܨܭιᾠᾰܲܦܪܱܛᾹ( ܲܢܱܨܛܤGLFWLRQDU\IRU+LVWRULFDO7DPLO 
ܱܪܨܭιᾠᾰܲܦܪܱܛᾹܱܶܝιܷ( ܭܸܱܛ7KHVDXUXVHVIRU+LVWRULFDO7DPLO 
῁ܲܦܢᾷܷܢᾌܶ ܲܩܱܥ6HDUFK(QJLQHIRU7DPLO 
῁ܲܦܢᾲܶ ܪܸܭ᾿ܱܝ:RUG1HWIRU7DPLO 
ܶܲܬܱܦᾷܨܢᾫᾷܫܢΆ /DQJXDJH'DWDEDVH 
ᾚܠܱܥܪΆ 6RXUFH7H[W 
ܝᾸܱܲܲܥܲܢᾷܠܱܥܢΆ +\SKHQDWHG7H[W 
ܱܶܲܲܥ᾿ܱܝᾷܠܱܥܢΆ 6HJPHQWHG7H[W 
ᾁܲܩᾛᾌᾷܛܭܨܢΆದܑܪᾰ ܛܸܭܡܛ$QQRWDWHGFRUSXVದ3RV7$* 
ᾁܲܩᾛᾌᾷܛܭܨܢΆܶ ᾿ܧܱܲܠܱܢ$QQRWDWHGFRUSXVದ6\QWDFWLF7$* 
ᾁܲܩᾛᾌᾷܛܭܨܢΆದܱܶܥᾞᾶܸ ᾿ܧܲܧܦ$QQRWDWHGFRUSXVದ6HPDQWLF7$* 
ᾁܲܩᾛᾌᾷܛܭܨܢΆದܛᾞᾷ ᾿ܧܲܭܠܱܢ$QQRWDWHGFRUSXV3UDJPDWLF7$* 




ܝᾱܑܛ
ܑܪᾰܧܲܛᾷܢ
ܛܭܨܢΆ

ܢιܪܱܛᾷ ܲܦܢᾨᾰܛܭܨܢ ܤܱܛᾷܸܢᾺ ܭܷ᾿ܥᾠ ܐᾼᾫ ܲܣᾠܤܭᾱܪܸܛ᾿ܥ ῀ܛᾰܛܬܛᾱ῀ܛ
ܓᾞܱܭᾰܭܲܛᾞܩܲܛᾐܝᾱܪܑܛᾰܧܲܛᾱܛᾦᾰܛܭܨܢܤܱܛᾷܸܦܷܢιᾁܲܩᾺܲܥ᾿ܧܲܧܲܬܱܦܶܠ
ܛᾞܲܫܛܲܭᾹ ᾐܸܱܛܶ ܡᾶᾌ ܓᾞܱܭᾰܱܪܛΆ  ܶܲܬܱܦᾷ ܶ᾿ܲܬܱܢᾒܥᾷܸܢᾺ ܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷܲܢ
ܝᾱܪܑ ܛᾰܧܲܛᾷ ܨܢᾫܝܶ ῀ܛΆܶܲܬܱܦᾷ ܱܬܲܦܢᾼᾫ ܦᾷܲܣ ܧܲܢᾠܤܭᾷܲܢᾹ ܶܲܬܱܦᾷ
ܶ᾿ܲܬܱܢᾒܥᾺ ᾐܸܓ ᾿ܱܧܩᾞܱܭᾰܛᾺܥᾌܭᾞܩܲܛᾐ ܑ ᾿ܲܢᾙܛ ᾿ܢ ܛܱܦܠ
ܱܶܛ᾿ܱܢᾺܧܲܥΆ ܕᾌᾷܶܥ ܛܸܱܢᾷᾐᾺܱܥᾌ ܦιᾠΆ ܑܸܝ  ᾿ܧܲܭܫܛ᾽ܱܤܧܩᾱܛ
ܑܪᾰܧܲܛᾱܛᾦᾰܛܭܨܢ ܤܱܛΆ ܓᾞܱܭᾰܛᾺܥᾌ ܑܸܲܬܭܧܡᾷ ܶܠܸܨܠܱܢᾫ ܘᾹᾠ
ܓᾞܱܭᾰܛᾺܥᾌ

ܑܸܧܡᾷ᾿ܲܢ

KWWSZZZFLFWLQ ܲܫᾰܛᾺܥᾌ῀ܫᾐ

ܝᾱܛ

ܑܪᾰܧܲܛᾱܛᾦᾰܓ ܭܸܠܸܪ᾿ܱܝܶ ܤܱܛᾞܱܭᾰᾁܢܭιᾁᾲ ܝᾱܪܑ ܛᾰܧܲܛᾲ ܶܲܭܠܸܪ᾿ܱܝ
ܕᾔΆ ܘᾞ ܶܦᾹܱܶܥᾞ῀ ܓᾞܱܭᾰܛᾺܥᾌᾷ ܨܲܭܨܢᾰܛΆ ܶܝᾼᾐܶ῀ܱܛᾦΆ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ
ܲܫᾰܛᾺܥᾌ ܭᾞܩܲܛᾐ ܝᾱܪܑ ܛᾰܐ ܧܲܛᾼᾫܦܷ ܫܸܛΆܥᾌᾷᾐΆܷܱܣᾰܝ ᾿ܲܛᾱܛ
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ܑܪᾰܧܲܛᾱܛᾦᾰ ܤܱܛᾁܲܩᾛᾌᾷ ܛܭܨܢΆ ܓᾞܱܭᾰᾁΆ ܥܶܠܸܣ ܲܡܥιᾠ ܭᾞܲܛᾹܩᾐ
ܑᾸܢᾰ ᾁܲܩᾛᾌᾷ ܛܭܨܢᾱܓ ܫܸܛᾞܱܭᾰ ܛ326 $QQRWDWLRQ IRU &ODVVLFDO 7DPLO VHPL
WDJJHU  ܕᾔΆ ܶܦᾹܱܶܥᾞ῀ ܘᾹܸܓ ܩᾞܱܭᾰܢܑ ܲܛᾹ ܝ ܲܬܭᾱܪܑ ܛᾰܧܲܛᾱᾦᾰܤܱܛ
ᾁܲܩᾛᾌᾷܛܭܨܢΆܓᾞܱܭᾰܥܛᾌܭᾞܩܲܛᾐ

 ܶܛ᾿ܧܲܧܲܬܱܦ
ܛᾞܓ῀ܛܲܭ
ܓᾞܱܭᾰᾁΆᾙ
ᾙܸܩ


ܝᾱܪܑ ܛᾰܐ ܧܲܛᾼᾫܛᾦᾰᾁᾺ ܧܥᾹܥᾌΆ ܶܛ ᾿ܧܲܧܲܬܱܦᾞܓ ῀ܛܲܭᾞܱܭᾰܛΆ

ܑܨᾶᾌ ܱܲܲܥᾫܛܱܫܛᾺ ܱܲܲܥᾰܱܪܛΆ ܨܢᾫ& ܲܬܭ ῀ܛRUSXV EDVHG DSSURDFK  ܶ᾿ܧܲܧܲܬܱܦ
ܛᾞܓ ῀ܛܲܭᾞܱܭᾰܛΆ   ܲܬܭ ῀ܛܲܢܲܭ5XOH EDVHG DSSURDFK   ܶܛ ᾿ܧܲܧܲܬܱܦᾞ῀ܛܲܭ
ܓᾞܱܭᾰܛΆܕᾹܤܥ


ܨܢᾫܭ῀ܛ
ܶܲܬܭ
ܶܶ᾿ܧܲܧܲܬܱܦ
ܶ᾿ܲܬܱܢᾒܥᾰܛ
ܛᾞܓ῀ܛܲܭ
ܓᾞܱܭᾰܛΆ

ܑܸܫܢܧܡᾱܲܫܛᾤΆ ᾓ᾿ܭᾊܲܭᾤΆ ܝ ܫ῀ܓᾱܪܑ ܛᾰܧܲܛᾷ ܨܢᾫܫܸܛᾺ
ܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷܝ ܲܢᾱܪܑ ܛᾰܧܲܛᾱܛᾦᾰ᾿ܲܬܱܢܶ ᾿ܧܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ ܤܱܛᾒܥᾰ ܛᾞܫܸܛܲܭ
ܓᾞܱܭᾰܱܪܛΆ
 ܭ῀ܛܲܢܲܭ
ܶܲܬܭ
ܶܶ᾿ܧܲܧܲܬܱܦ
ܶ᾿ܲܬܱܢᾒܥᾰܛ
ܛᾞܓ῀ܛܲܭ
ܓᾞܱܭᾰܛΆ
ܶ ᾿ܧܲܧܲܬܱܦᾒܥᾷܸܢᾺ ܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷ ܲܤܲܡܛ  ܲܢᾗܱܲᾸᾐܶ῀ܱܛᾦΆ ܤܱܪܲܧܛܸܭ
ܶܓ ܫܸܛܲܢܲܭ ᾿ܧܲܧܲܬܱܦᾞܱܭᾰܢܑ ܲܛᾹ ᾚܪΆ   ܶ᾿ܲܬܱܢᾒܥᾰ ܛᾞܫܸܛܲܭ
ܓᾞܱܭᾰܱܪܛΆ ܑܢᾹ ܓ ܲܬܭᾞܱܭᾰᾁΆ ܛᾞܢܲܛܲܭܢܝ ܛܲܢ ῀ܛܲܭᾷ ܤܱܪܲܢᾙᾊᾫܫܸܛᾰ
ܢᾞܩܲܛᾐ  ܷܦᾤΆ ܑܢιᾁ ܛܲܢΆ ܨܢᾫܭܸܢܷ ῀ܛᾺܥᾌܭᾐ ܑ᾿ܸ᾿ܧܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ ܪ
ܫܸܛܲܢܲܭᾺ ܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷܲܢᾲ ܝᾱܪܑ ܛᾰܧܲܛᾷܲܢιܓ ܤܱܛᾞܥ ᾿ܧܲܤܥᾁᾺܱܥᾹ ܓᾞܱܭᾰᾁΆ
ᾙܸܲܥ ܩᾹܭᾞΆ ܝᾱܪܑ ܛᾰܧܲܛᾷܠܑ ᾿ܲܢΆ ܶܥᾠΆ ܥᾹܸܦᾰᾁܲܩᾊιܓ ܤܱܛᾞ᾿ܧܲܤܥ
ܥᾁᾺܱܥᾹܶܫܸܛܲܢܲܭ᾿ܧܲܧܲܬܱܦᾺܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷᾐܓᾞܱܭᾰᾁΆᾙܸܩ
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Check the root word dictionary {if ‘yes’ assign the appropriate tag }
Else check the suffix
If the suffix is ‘ka૭’ assign the tag as ‘PL’
Check the root word dictionary
if yes assign the root word dictionary as ‘NN’ {go to step 22 }
Else if the suffix is ‘١kaٓ’
Remove the first character of the suffix ‘١’
Assign the tag as ‘PL’
Add (m) in the last character of root word
Assign the Tag as ‘NN’ {go to step 22 }
Else if the suffix is‘ ٻkaٓ‘
Remove the first character of the suffix ‘’ٻ
Assign the tag as ‘NN’
Add (l) in the last character of root word
Assign the Tag as ‘NN’ {go to step 22 }
Else if the suffix is‘ଣkaٓ‘

17. Remove the first character of the suffix ‘ଣ’
18. Assign the tag as ‘PL’ g{o to step 22 }
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19.
20.
21.
22.
ܱܢܓ

Add (૭) in the last character of root word
Assign the Tag as ‘NN’
Else assign as ‘NN’ g{o to step 22 }
Stop.

῀ܛܦPDND૭ ܗᾱ ܲܢᾱ῀ܛWLૻND૭ ܦ ܱܲܥᾰ῀ܛPDNND૭ ᾗ ܩ
 ᾿ܛܫܸܲܛNL૭DLNDO   ῀ܛܭܸܪܛ ܪܱܣNDODYDLND૭  ܪܱܣᾊ 
ܑܠᾱ ῀ܛ,ଣDૻND૭  ܱܶܝܶ ᾿ܱܢι ῀ܛFRକND૭  ܛᾢ 

ᾙᾊᾫܸܨ

ܶܲܬܱܦᾷ ܶ᾿ܲܬܱܢᾒܥᾷܲܢᾹ ܢܭܠܸ ܤܸܧܥιᾁ ܲܦᾁܬܸܓ ܤܱܧܲܢᾺᾗΆ ῁ܲܦܢ
ܦ ῀ܛ᾽ܟܲܩ ᾿ܧܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ ῀ܛ᾽ܟܲܩιᾠΆ ᾿ܭ ܲܤܲܡܛᾤܲܫܛ᾽ܤᾹ ᾂᾌ ᾙܧιܲܝ
ܷܥܭܸܢᾌܩܲܛᾐ ܑᾸܤܸ ῀ܛܲܬܱܦܶ ܧܲܢᾷܲܢιᾁΆ ܶܲܬܱܦᾷ ܶ᾿ܲܬܱܢᾒܥᾰ ܛᾞܫܸܛܲܭ
ܓᾞܱܭᾰܭܷ᾿ܥ ܛᾠ ܐᾼᾫܲܣᾠܤܭᾱܪܸܛ᾿ܥ ῀ܛᾰܛܬܛᾱܦ ῀ܛιᾠΆ ܨᾆ ܱܨܱܝ
ܲܣᾠܤܭᾱܛᾦΆ ܒᾌܥᾌ ܭᾞܲܛᾹܩᾹ ܨܲܥᾴᾆ ܐᾱܪܲܛΆ ܶܦ᾽ܞᾹ ܷܱܥᾹ᾿ܲܫܛܲܬܱܦܶ ܩ
ܲܤܲܡܛᾜΆ ܛ᾽ܢܲܤܦᾦΆ ܷܭᾶᾊܫܸܛ᾿ܭܛܢ ܧᾺ ܶܥιᾠᾰܶܫ῀ܱܛᾰᾂᾊܠܑܸ ܧᾙܛΆ
ܣᾹᾁ ᾽ܫܭᾲܠܸܧܲܝᾸᾐ ܫ῀ܓᾐ ܑᾐܷܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ ῁ܲܦܢ ܪܱܥᾹ ܲܤܲܡܛᾺ ܧܥᾹܱܥᾌ ܩܲܝᾰܛ
ᾗ᾿ܲܬܱܢܶܧܲܢᾒܥᾰܛᾶᾌܲܥᾊᾺᾗܨܫܸܛᾆܔᾰᾁܲܭᾰܭܷܛᾶᾌΆܶ᾿ܲܬܱܢᾒܥᾱܫܸܛ
ܧܥܧܷܪܷܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ᾽ܭܨܭᾹܥᾌᾷܨܢᾆܲܬܲܭᾺܖܭܸ᾽ܡܥιܥᾌᾷܭܷܢᾶᾌΆ

ᾓιܥᾊ᾿ܧ
 1DWXUDO /DQJXDJH 8QGHUVWDQGLQJ E\ $OOHQ - ದ 7KH %HQMDPLQV 3XEOLVKLQJ &RPSDQ\ ದ

 ܷܞܱܨܲܤܬܥܱܛᾹᾐܸܡᾺܷ᾿ܧܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܱܨܥᾐܸܦܱܫܨܛܷܩᾷܧܲܢᾺܪܸܛ᾿ܥᾰ
ܛܬܛΆ ܷ ܱܫܨܛಯܶܲܬܱܦᾷ ܶ᾿ܲܬܱܢᾒܥΆ ܲܩ ᾽ܙᾙܛΆರ  ಫ᾿ܲܬܱܢܶ ᾿ܧܲܧܲܤܲܡܛ
ᾒܥᾱܛᾦΆ ܝᾱܪܑ ܛᾰܐ ܧܲܛᾼᾫܛᾦΆಬ ܷܧܲܝܢᾰ ܛᾞᾷܨܢᾱᾁ ܕῄ ܕ ᾽ܐΆ ܪܸܛ᾿ܥᾰ
ܛܬܛΆܶܝᾹܸܤ
 KWWSHQZLNLSHGLDRUJZLNL&RUSXVBOLQJXLVWLFV
 6SHHFKDQG/DQJXDJH3URFHVVLQJE\-XUDIVN\'DQLHODQG-DPHV+0DUWLQ1HZ'HOKL
3HDUVRQ(GXFDWLRQ
 3URI(51DJDQDWKDQ5$NLODQ0RUSKRORJLFDO$QDO\]HUIRU&ODVVLFDO7DPLOWH[WD5XOH
EDVHG DSSURDFK   WK ,QWHUQDWLRQDO ,QWHUQHW FRQIHUHQFH $QQDPDODL 8QLYHUVLW\
&KLGDPSDUDP
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DEVELOPING ONLINE CORPUS AND CONCORDANCE TO
AINKURUNURU OF SANGAM TAMIL LITERATURE
Dr. A. KAMATCHI
CAS in Linguistics, Annamalai University
Introduction
Corpus Linguistics, a new method of language study, which has emerged in recent
years, has generated a number of research methods, attempting to trace a path from data to
theory. As far as Tamil language is concerned, the first corpus for modern written Tamil was
built in the Central Institute of Indian Languages (CIIL), Mysore in 1987. But its usage by
the academic community is very less in number. The reason may be that it is only in the CD
form but not posted in the website. The other one which is now available in the internet is the
Cre-A: Online Tamil Language Repository posted by Cre-A. This corpus is, of course,
concerned only with the modern Tamil, but not with the other periods of Tamil language.
Besides these corpora of living languages in the world, computerized corpora for ancient
languages have also been made in the form of collection of texts. An example is the Quranic
Arabic Corpus, an annotated corpus for the Classical Arabic language of the Quran. Another
one is the Andersen-Forbes database of the Hebrew Bible, developed since the 1970s, as
reported by wikipedia. On these lines, the present study aims to develop online Corpus and
Concordance to ainkuRunuuRu of Sangam Tamil Literature, through which one can search
lexical items, rather than words, and their concordance available in this text, which are dated
to 2nd century A.D.
Corpus and Concordance
The present study envisages developing software for Corpus and Concordance to
AiƾkuRunuuRu. The data would be collected from AiƾkuRunuuRu, one of the old Tamil texts.
In fact, it is the pioneer attempt to develop the Corpus and Concordance to AiƾkuRunuuRu,
which consists of not only lexical items but also the grammatical elements attested in this
text. Approximately, two thousand four hundred words are, perhaps, attested in this literature
and roughly, more than two fifty grammatical categories are also identified and incorporated
in this programme. Every line has been parsed morphologically – both root forms and
grammatical entities.

All the parsed lexical items are systematically collected and

incorporated in this corpus. When we click one word in the scroll bar in the window, we can
get a number of occurrences of that word, the line on which it occurs, its meaning in that
particular line, literature name and poem number.
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Collection of Materials:
The data have been collected from the original texts of AiƾkuRunuuRu literature,
using the Index works, which are available in various institutions in the nation as well as the
commentaries for the literature. Using the computer software such as POS tagging and
parsing methods and searching engines, the data were collected from the AiƾkuRunuuRu of
Sangam texts and analyzed in the way of descriptive methods. The works of the eminent
Tamil Linguistics Scholars such as Prof. Nida, Prof. V.I. Subramoniam, Prof. S.
Agesthialingom, Prof. M. Israel, Prof. M. Elayapermal, Prof. A. Kamatchi, Prof. Rm.
Sundaram Prof. S.N. Kandaswamy, Ms. Eva Wilden and so on have mostly been utilized for
this study.
Significance of the Study
There are indexes for some of the Sangam works, but not for all, of course. Among
these Sangam texts, only for some of the anthologies, the indexes have been made by the
scholars and published. Though the others have been indexed, they have not published but
are only in the form of unpublished Ph. D. Dissertations at various Universities/Institutions.
Of course, these indexes comprise the words with root form plus some other grammatical
suffixes, as far as the verbal conjunction is concerned although the noun forms are separately
dealt with. Further, it includes their occurrences only with poem and line number. In case
someone wants to refer something, he needs of original text for the detailed reference. When
someone tries to find a word which is doubtful for the researcher working in Sangam Tamil,
it may be so difficult for a scholar to locate such word in Sangam Tamil. For such situations,
the present work is very helpful for the researcher or reader to find out such things in this
area.
Interdisciplinary Relevance
Ultimately, it is highly expected that once this work would be completed, it will,
undoubtedly, enable us to compare inter languages and intra language and language families
in the world. Further, it could be very useful to work in the area of the comparative as well as
the historical linguistics study. The quantitative and qualitative analyses would also be made
easy through such a corpus work.
Model for Other Texts
The completion of this work definitely leads to develop software for Sangam Tamil of
classical Tamil texts all. If such a work would be completed, then we need not want of such
textual materials. As we all know, accuracy is one of the unique features for computer.
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Through this programme, one can attain the total number of occurrences in this literature of
Sangam text. Of course, it is the user friendly material, of course. Therefore, if it will be
successfully completed, then this work will be the model for other texts in old Tamil to
develop the software for Sangam Tamil, as already pointed out.
Wide range of Applications
A maximum number of words in Sangam Tamil, as we all know, occupy the head
entries in Dravidian Etymological Dictionary (DED), which was prepared five decades ago
and was widely used by the scholars worldwide. So there is a proposal for posting this
lexical material in the website for the use of the scholars working in the area of Comparative
Linguistics in general and Comparative Dravidian in particular. In the same way, it is also
very useful for the Historical Linguistics scholar in the world. Moreover, it may be also used
to Glottochronological Linguistics study all over the world. The study, Sangam Corpus and
Concordance, would, it is sure, represent the classic language in Tamil. After Tolkaappiyam,
in which a few words have been simply explained on the part uriccol, this would be the
potential work with using the modern theories in linguistics and scientific methods in the
process of preparing the collection of lexical items.While selecting the word aRu, specifying
the meaning of ‘to batter, six, without’ from the drop-down box of select word, we can get
the following display on the screen, as shown below:



Instruction : Please select a literature before search words/grammar..
Selected Keyword: 6² – wi t hout / t o bat t er / si x
No of Occurances : 5
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SelectLiteraturetosearch:
6² DY BXQ 6 DY_P ¢L

? ??



6²DY BXQ TxDY_P{ ¢L

>u 20 :1


©R BT} 7L 6² tt :2
SelectWord:
©Rt BT KXL Q²t

? ?? -w ithout

Select

]D  ]BX BT} 6² tt :2

Grammar:

TN_Qv ]Du]BX BT K²t

? 2- ? ? ? ? ? ??? ?? ????



>u 25 :2

T_R ]M} BX 6² tt :2 ;O}

SearchAnyWord/Grammar:

? ? ??

>u 21 :2

T_R ]M}BX Q²t ¬O}



>u 26 :2

T{¢ 82 62 ]Tz «_R BT} 6² tt :2

Search

T{IYN ]Tz«_R BT K²t



>u 29 :2




From this display, we can get the word selected, number of occurreces in the text, poem
number and line at which the word occurs. In the same way, when selecting the grammatical category
such as the grammatical item a2, representing nominal participial marker, from the drop-down box of
select grammar, we can get the following display with its representation and its total number of
occurrence.



Instruction : Please select a literature before search words/grammar..
Selected Keyword : 62 Ð ]LN]OvD TIY
No of Occurances : 4

In addition to these, we can also search any word and/or grammatical entities existed in the
text of AiƾkuRunuuRu. In the following display, the word akavu, which means ‘to crow’, is

typed in the drop-down box of search any word / grammar and gotten its total occurrence
from the text of AiƾkuRunuuRu.
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Instruction : Please select a literature before search words/grammar..
Selected Keyword : 6Bº – t o crow
No of Occurances : 2
LSK B© LN ]L_G

SelectLiteraturetosearch:

? ??

6Bº :2


LSKt B©

>u
LN~]L_G NBº 60:1

SelectWord:

? ? ?? -to crow



©} I_Q ^L_G T¾ JYS
6Bº :2

SelectGrammar:

? 1- ? ? ????? ? 6/? ? ? ? ??? ? ????

? ? ??

©}P_Q~ ^L_G




SearchAnyWord/Grammar:

T¾JYS QBº

>u
62:2







Conclusion
As we all know, accuracy is one of the unique features of computer. Through this
programme, one can attain the total number of occurrences in this pioneer work. Of course,
it is the user friendly material, of course. One can easily find a word which is doubtful for
the researcher working in Sangam Tamil. It may be so easy for the scholar to locate such
word in Sangam Tamil. Further, such word that occurs in one text may or may not available
in the other texts. For such situations, it is very helpful for the researcher or reader to find out
such things in this area.
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᾿ܧܲܧܲܫ῀ܲ᾽ᾫΆᾗܛܥᾜΆܛܸᾞܭܲᾹܫܛܛܸܭ᾿ܱܝܶ᾿ܭᾔܥᾺܛᾱܝ
ᾼᾫܐܲܬܭܲܤܲܡܛܤܱܪܲܛܱᾰܣܷ
6DQJDP7H[W2FFXUUHQFHDQG'LVWULEXWLRQRIZRUGFODVVHVದ
$6WDWLVWLFDOEDVHGFRPSXWHU$SSURDFK

᾽ܛܱܥܨܲܥܲܭܠܷܥ
ܥ᾽ܭܤܸᾙ
᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܱܨܥܷᾺܡܑܸ
ܤܸᾹܝܶܨ᾿ᾥܛᾰܭܢܲᾷܩܲܛᾰܤܸᾹܝܶ
WDPLOSURIHVVRU#JPDLOFRP

᾿ܲܫܛܪܸܲܣ ܧܲܛܐ ᾽ܠܱܢܶ ᾿ܱܝܶ ܝܸ ᾨᾷᾐܕ ܫܸܛ᾿ܭᾔܥ Ὰܛᾱܝ



ܲᾹܫܛܱιܝܶ ᾐΆܭᾱᾁܬܭ ܲᾛᾌܩᾰ ᾁܡܛᾰܪܑ ᾦᾰᾁܛܛܸܭ ᾿ܱܝܶ ᾐΆܭᾼܐ
῀ܛܛܸܭ ᾿ܱܝܶ ῀ܛᾫܩܓ ᾫΆܪܲܣ ܧܷܠܸܲܛᾦᾰܛܛܸܭ ᾿ܱܝܶ ܲ᾽ᾫܛܥ ܛܸᾞܭ
ᾺܛᾱܝᾐΆܭܱᾼܨܐܩܸιܭܩܱᾹܥܷ ῀ 3DWWHUQVܛܱᾌܥܱᾼܭܱᾰᾁΆܭᾞܓᾸᾐܡܑܸ
ᾤΆܦܷ  ᾐܢܱܧܦܸܧܲܩιᾁ ܑᾹܭܲܩܠᾶܛ ᾰܧܸܦܸᾦܐ ܲܬܱܦܶ ܲᾹܫܛ᾿ܭᾔܥ
Ὰܛᾱܝ ᾐܭܱᾼܨܐ ܲܬܭ ܲܤܲܡܛ ܲܛܲ᾿ ᾎܧܠܸܥ᾿ ᾊᾺܧܲܧܲܫ῀Ὰ ᾗܩܸιܭܑ
ᾗܱܲᾜΆܡܸιᾁᾷᾐܢܭܲܩܛܱܦܧᾷᾐ᾿ᾢܧܸܦܸᾦܐܲܬܱܦܶܲᾹܫܛ᾿ܭᾔܥ
᾿ܲܛܱᾰܣܷ

᾿ܧܲܧܲܫ῀ᾗ

Ᾱܠᾜܡܸᾐ

ܲܤܲܡܛ

ܲᾷᾐܩᾁ

῁ܲܦܢ

ᾷܛᾱܝ



᾿ܲܫܛ᾿ܭᾔܥᾺܛᾱܝܪܸ᾿ܲܭܠܥᾺܫ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷܨܸܭ῀ܑᾐܛᾼᾫܐܛᾰܢᾷܠܲܥܲᾺܩᾁ
ᾱᾁΆܬܭ ܲᾛᾌܩᾰ ᾁܡܛᾰܪܑ ιᾠᾰᾁܭ ܲᾸᾐܩܠᾶܛ ᾰܫܸܛܛܸܭ ᾿ܱܝܶ ܫ῀ܓ
ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭιᾠܥܶܠܸܣ᾿ܲܢᾷܪܱܛᾰܦܸ῀ᾶܛܲܝιܧ3267DJJLQJ ᾙ

ܧܷܠܸܲܛᾦᾰܛܛܸܭ ᾿ܱܝܶ ܲ᾽ᾫܛܥ ܛܸᾞܭ ܲᾹܫܛܛܸܭ ᾿ܱܝܶ ܱᾼᾫܭܑῂ



 ῀ 3DWWHUQVܛܱᾌܥܱᾼܭ ܱᾰᾁΆܭᾞܓ Ᾰᾐܡܑܸ ῀ܛܛܸܭ ᾿ܱܝܶ ῀ܛᾫܩܓ ᾫΆܪܲܣ
᾿ܧܲܧܲܫ῀ܲ ᾗܩܱιܦ ܛܱܫܛᾫܨܢ ᾶܕ ܩܸιܭ ܱᾌܢܷܭܲܩܠᾶܛ ᾰܩܸιܭܩܱᾹܥܷ
ܧܸܦܸᾦܐ ܲܬܱܦܶ ܲᾹܫܛ᾿ܭᾔܥ Ὰܛᾱܝ ᾿ܱܢܭܲ᾿ ᾎᾁܧܠܸܥᾊᾺ
ᾌᾷᾐΆܥܲᾺܫܭܶܛܱܦܧᾐ᾿ᾢ

Άܪܱܛ ᾐ ܑᾐܭᾌܥܲᾺܫܭܶ ܛܱܪܧܲܤᾹܢ ܦܸᾦܐ ܲܬܱܦܶ ܲᾹܥᾺܠܸܥ
᾿ܲܧܠܸܥܲᾹ ᾊᾺܩιܭܧܲܛܐ ܩܸ ᾂιᾠ ᾐܡܸܲܢ ᾽ܭܪܱᾞ῀ ᾗܥܱܶᾌܥ
ܲᾹܭܱᾼܭᾐ ܑῂܥᾹܕ ᾐܫ῀ܱᾼᾺᾗܭ ιᾁܢܭᾌܥܱᾠܦ ᾿ܲܭܫ ᾠܭܷῂܭܶ
ܱᾁΆܫܱܛܷᾞᾐܛ
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ᾜΆܧܸܛܸᾞܭ

ܲᾹܫܛܱιܝܶ

ܫ῀ιᾠܥܶ

᾿ܲܫܛ᾿ܭᾔܥ

Άܠܑ

Ὰܛᾱܝ

ܲᾹܫܛܩܸᾼᾫ ᾙܐ ᾿ܧܲܧܲܫ῀ᾠ ᾗܭܷ᾿ܥ Ᾱܠᾜܡܸܲ ᾐܤܲܡܛ ᾜΆܭܸ᾽ܲܛܥ
 ᾂιᾠܡܸܲܢ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܪ῀ ᾗܛ᾿ܲ ᾓܤܢ ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥ ᾙιܧܲܩܠᾶܛ ᾿ܲܧܠܸܥᾊᾺ
ܲᾌܥᾺܘ ᾜΆܭܸ᾽ܲܛܥ ᾜΆܧܸܛܸᾞܭ ܲᾹܫܛܱιܝܶ ᾿ܲܧܠܸܥܲᾹ ᾊᾺܩιܭܩܱᾹܥܷ
ᾜΆܫܸܛᾱܡܨܱܛ ܤܱܛᾦᾰܛܦܸιᾠܭܷ ܦܸιᾠܘ ᾌΆܥᾺܡܱܛ ᾿ܲܩιܭ ܲܛܱᾰܣܷ
ᾙᾊᾜΆܧܱܨܐ

ܲᾹܩιܭ ῀ܛܛܸܭ᾿ܱܝܶ ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ ᾠΆܥܶ Άܠܑ ᾿ܲܫܛ᾿ܭᾔܥ Ὰܛᾱܝ 
Άܛᾰܪܲܭܠܲܢ ܱܲܝܱܨܝ ܲᾹܩιܭ ܱᾌܢܷܭܲܩܠᾶܛ ᾰܩܸιܭܧܲܛܐ ᾶܭܶ῁ܛܲܣ
ᾰܛܱܢܱᾷܛܱܶᾞܭܶῂܘܫܸܛܲܢᾁܥ᾿ܭᾔܥᾤΆܦܷᾤΆܧܑܧܱܨܐܩܸιܭܩܱᾹܥܷ
ܱΆܪܫ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷ ܱᾼᾫܥᾁᾺܥ ܲᾺܢܱᾁܢܶ ܲᾌΆܥᾺܘ Ᾱܠᾦܛܲܢᾁܥ ܩܲܥ ܱᾶᾌܛܶ
ܧܷܠܸܲܫܛܱᾷᾐᾰܛܶܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܥܲᾺܢܦ   &RHIILFLHQWܛܡᾌΆᾁܥᾺܩܥܶܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܩιܭܑ
ܱΆܪܧܱܨܐܫܸܛᾫܩܓܫ῀ܓ

ᾰᾁܦܢ ܧܷܫܸܛܛܸܭ ᾿ܱܝܶ ܠܲܥܲᾺܩᾜΆ ᾁܛܸܭ ᾿ܱܝܶ ܱᾞܭܶῂܘ 
ܧܲܛܐܤܸܲܭ᾽ܧܥܱܶᾼᾫܭܑῂܤܩܲᾹܛܲᾰܢܦᾔܩܥܶΆܠܑܲᾹᾔΆܥᾙᾹᾔΆ
ܲᾹᾔΆܥ ιᾠᾰᾁ ᾙᾹᾔΆܭ ܱᾶᾌܛܶᾌᾷᾐᾰܕ ܫܸܛܛܸܭ ᾿ܱܝܶ ᾲܦܸᾹܢᾙ
ܲܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ܛܱܫܛܱᾌܥܱᾼܭ ܫܸܛܩܸ ᾙܝܸܱܲܭ ܲᾹܫܛܛܸܭ ᾿ܱܝܶ ܩܲܛܦܸ
ܠܥᾺܛܱᾰܫܛᾫܨܢ ᾶܕ ܲܢᾌᾷܥܓ ܱܲᾺᾗᾰᾁܭܲܭ ᾿ܧܲܧܲܫ῀Ὰ ᾗܩܸιܭ
ᾜΆܦܸܛܱܢܭᾌᾷᾐܥܲᾺܫܭܶܛܱܫܛᾱܠܥܨܸܭᾹܠᾜܡܸܲᾐܤܲܡܛᾰܫܸܛᾙᾊᾫ
ᾗܱܲᾜΆܡܸᾷᾐܡܱܛΆܤܑܫܸܛᾶᾗܥιᾗᾺܛܷܪܲᾹܫܛܛܸܭ᾿ܱܝܑܶᾐ
ᾫܛܢ῁ܛܲܣ ᾌΆܥᾺܤܕ ܱΆܨܲܛᾌΆ QܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ᾿ᾢܧܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ ܲܤܲܡܛ 
ᾤΆܧܑܧܱܨܐᾜΆܧܸܛܸᾞܭܲᾹܫܛܛܸܭ᾿ܱܝܱܶᾶᾌܛܶᾰܧܸܱܲܲܢܱܦ

ᾹܢܥܲᾺܥιܛ ܲᾰᾁᾰܤܲܡܛ ᾰܧܸܩܸᾹᾙܨܭ ܲᾹܫܛܛܸܭ ᾿ܱܝܶ ᾤΆܦܷ
ᾰܡܛᾰܪܑ ᾦᾰᾁܛ᾿ܭᾔܥ ᾿ܧܲܭῂܝܶ ܧܤܸܖ ܢܱܠܥᾺܠܲܛܪ ܛܱܪܲܧܱܭ
ᾦᾰᾁΆܛܲܡܥ ᾼᾫᾺܐ ᾽ܠܱܢܶ ܤܱܪܲܛܱᾰܣܷ ᾿ܧܲܧܲܫ῀ܲ ᾗܛᾱܬܭ ܫܸܛܲᾛᾌܩᾁ
῀ܛᾼᾫ ᾙᾊᾫܐ ᾌΆܥᾺܩܥܶ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭᾤΆ ܑῂܧܑ ܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܤܸܲܭܱᾼܭܑῂ
ᾱᾁΆܬܭܧܸܭܸ᾽ܱܥܧܲܢᾗܢܲᾷܩ῀ᾁܛ᾿ܭᾔܥᾺܛᾱܝ

ᾫΆܪܲܝ ῀ܛ᾿ܠܱܥ ܛܸܱܢܶᾢᾷܛ ᾷᾐΆܥܲιᾠᾺܢܥ ܲιᾁܭᾼܐ ܱܲܲܢܱܦ ܛܸܭ



ܫ῀ܲᾌܧܲܫܭܶ Άܛܬܛ ܲᾰܭ᾿ܛ ᾰܧܡܑܸ ῁ܲܦܢ ܤܠܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥܓ ᾼᾫᾰᾁܐ
῀ܛܛܸܭ

᾿ܱܝܶ

ܤܱܧܛܸܭ



᾿ܲܭܨܢܱܲܲܭ

ܠܥᾺܠܲܛܪ

ܡܛᾰܪܑ
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ᾷᾐᾺܥܲιᾠᾺܢܥ

ᾜΆܛܸᾞܭ

ܲ᾽ᾫΆܛܥ

ܲᾹܫܛܱιܝܶ

ܑᾲ

ܤܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܠᾆ

ᾐܩܲܛܱܲᾰܭܲܭΆܠܥᾞΆܭܲᾹܥᾺܤܸܲܧܩܸᾙܫ῀Ᾰᾐܦܸ᾿ܲܫܛ᾿ܠܱܥ


ܠܸܨܧܥܶ ᾫΆܛܱܧܲܢܲᾁܦ ῀ܛܛܸܭ᾿ܱܝܶ ᾲܦܸᾹܢ ᾙܩܱᾹܥܷ ܤܸܲܭ ᾽ܧܥܶ



ᾫΆܛܱܭܩܸ῀ ᾁܛܛܸܭ ᾿ܱܝܶ ܩܱᾹܥܷ  Άܝᾲܕ ܤܸܲܭ ܠܸܧܤܸܲܭ Άܝᾲܨܶܧܥܶ
ܛᾱܝ ῀ܛ ᾙᾊᾫܧܛܸܢ ܑᾷܤܩܲᾹܛᾠܥܶ Άܠܑ ܲᾜΆܛ῀ ᾞܛܛܸܭ ᾿ܱܝܶ ܩܲܥ
ܢܷ ᾌᾷᾐΆܥᾺܪᾺ ᾗܫܸܛᾶᾗܥ Ὰܠܸܣ ܲܬܱܦܶ ܤܱܭܱᾐܥܶ ܲᾹܫܛᾱܧܲܛᾰܪܑ
ιᾁΆܢܭܲܩܠᾶܛ ᾜΆܫܸܛܦܸᾦܐ ܲܬܱܦܶ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܪ ᾗܠܥܲᾺܤܢ ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܦܝ
ܠܲܥܲᾺܩܱᾐ ᾁܨܱܝ ᾲܫܸܛܛܸܭ ᾿ܱܝܶ ᾲܦܸᾹܢιᾁ ᾙܢܑ ᾗܱܲᾜΆܡܸᾐ
ܲ᾽ᾫܛܥ ܛܸᾞܭ ܲᾹܩιܭܩܱᾹܥܷ ῀ܛᾱܭᾊܭ ܝᾲܕ ῀ܛܠܸ ܤܱܧܛܸܭ
᾿ܱܝܶ ܱᾞܭܶῂܘ ᾐܫ῀ᾶᾊᾜܭܷ ܛܲ᾿ ᾎܧܠܸܥܲᾹ ᾊᾺܩιܭܤܩܱᾹܥܷ
ܝܥ ܢᾸܩܸ ᾁܛܸᾞܭ ܝܥ ܛܲܢ ܱᾶᾌܛܶᾌᾷᾐᾰܕ ܧܸܛܸᾞܭ ܲᾹܫܛܛܸܭ
Ὰܫ῀ܱܛܶᾌᾷᾐᾰܕ ᾿ܲܭܱᾼܭᾫΆ ܑῂܤܧܲܛܐ Άܛᾰܪܲܭ ܠܲܢ ܱܲܝܱܨܝ ܛܸᾞܭ
ܤܫ῀ᾌܥ


 ᾰ &OXVWHUܛܱܢܱᾷܛܶ ᾞܘ ᾜΆܪܸܠܱܥ ᾷᾐᾺܥܲιᾠᾺܢܥ ܱᾞܭܶῂܘ ܩܷܱᾹܥܑܷᾐ
᾿ܲܧܩܸܱᾼᾫᾙܥᾁᾺܥ᾽ܠῄܫܲܛܲᾌΆܥᾺܘܱᾌܪܷܠܱܥᾷᾐᾺܥܲιᾠᾺܢܥܩܲܥܱᾶᾌܛܶ
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ܭܸܩܓ ܫ῀ܓ ܧܷܠܸܲܛᾦᾰܛܱᾷᾐᾰܛܶ  ῀ &RHIILFLHQWܛܲᾺᾗܢܦ ܛܡᾌΆ ᾁܥᾺܩܥܶ
ܢܸܥܲᾞᾺܢᾷܘ ᾷᾐΆܥ Άܐ ᾷᾐΆܥ Άܐ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ ܑῂܤܩܲᾹܛᾌᾷᾐܥܲᾺܫܭܶ
ܤܩܲᾹܛܱᾌܛ Άܧܱܲܲܥܝܣܷܱܲܦܷܖ ῀ܛᾼᾫܐ
ܱᾞܭܶῂܘܲܩܲᾹܦᾌܦ᾿ܲܧܠܸܥܲᾹᾊᾺܧܛܸᾞܭܲᾹܫܛܛܸܭ᾿ܱܝܶܲᾲܤܢ



ܲᾹܫܛ᾿ܭᾔܥ Ὰܛᾱܝ ܲᾤΆܧܠܸܥܲᾹ ᾊᾺܥᾶܥ ιᾗᾺܛܷܪ ܲᾹܧܛܸܭ ᾿ܱܝܶ
ᾜΆܛܸܭ᾿ܱܝܱܶᾞܭܶῂܘᾐܭܱܢᾤΆܧܲܭܧܲܩܠᾶܛܫܸܛᾶᾗܥᾺܠܸܣܲܬܱܦܶ
ܩܥܶΆܠܑ

ܲᾹᾔΆܥ

ᾙᾹᾔΆ

ᾰᾁܦܢ

ܧܷܫܸܛܛܸܭ

᾿ܱܝܶ

ܠܲܥܲᾺܩᾁ

ܲᾹܥᾐܪ᾿ᾦᾰᾁᾙᾹܛܱιܝܶܠܲܥܲᾺܩ῀ᾁܛܛܸܭ᾿ܱܝܶܪܲܝܤܩܲᾹܛܲᾰܢܦᾔ
᾿ܱܝܶ ᾲܦܸᾹܢ ᾙܧܲܛܐ ܤܸܲܭ ᾽ܧܥܶ ᾐܩܲܛᾙᾊܡܱܛ ᾰܧܸܪܸܲܣ ܢܱܩܥܶΆܠܑ
ᾜΆܦܸ ᾙΆܩᾺᾗܪܭ ᾙΆܩᾺᾗܠܑ ιᾠᾰᾁܭ ܱᾶᾌܛܶᾰܛܱܦܧܦܸ ܫܸܛܛܸܭ
ᾶܭܶ῁ܛܲܣܛܸᾞܭܲᾹܩιܭܱᾶᾌܛܶ ᾰ 3DWWHUQܛܱܠܱܥܱᾼܭܫܸܛܛܸܭ᾿ܱܝܶ
ᾤΆܧܲܭܛᾠᾰܧܨܸܭܫܸܛᾶᾗܥᾺܠܸܣܲܬܱܦܶ᾿ܲܧܠܸܥܲᾹᾊᾺܩιܭܧܲܛܐ
᾿ܲܫܛ᾿ܠܱܥ ܠܥᾺܫ῀ܱܛܶᾌᾷᾐᾰܕ ܛܱܧܱܲܲܢܱܦܛܸܭ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܱܢܶᾢᾷܛ



ᾜΆܦܸ ܲᾹᾔΆܥ ᾦᾰᾁ ᾙᾹᾔΆܛܛܸܭ᾿ܱܝܶ ᾲܦܸᾹܢ ᾙܧܲܛܐ ܤܸܲܭ ᾽ܧܥܶ
᾽ܧܥܶ᾽ܧܥܶ ᾿ܲܩιܭܑ ܤܠܥᾺܡܱܛᾱܤܑ  ܛܱܧܲܤܢܲᾷܤܢ ῀ܛܛܸܭ ᾿ܱܝܶ
Άܝᾲܨܶܧܥܶ᾽ܧܥܶܠܸܨܧܥܶ᾽ܧܥܶܤܸܲܭΆܝᾲܧܶܤܸܲܭ᾽ܧܥܶܤܸܲܭ᾽ܧܥܶ
ᾐܩܲܛᾙᾊܡܱܛᾰܢܸܭܦܸ῀ܛܱιܝܶ᾿ܲܫܛܱᾌܥܱᾼܭܩܱᾹܥܷ᾽ܧܥܶ
ιᾠᾰᾁ ᾙᾹᾔΆܭ ᾷᾐܭܸ ܛܱܦܧܦܸ ܫܸܛܤܸܲܭ ᾽ܧܥܶ ᾌᾷᾐ
᾿ܲܧܩܸᾙ

ܠܥᾺܡܱܛ

ܨܝܷᾞܘ

῀ܛܛܸܭ

᾿ܱܝܶ

ᾜΆܦܸ



ܲᾹᾔΆܥ

ܤܩܲᾹܛᾠܥܶΆܠܑܛܱܧܲܢܲᾁܦ῀ܛܱᾌܥܱᾼܭᾠΆܥܶᾺܛᾰܠܸܲܛ
῀ܛܛܸܭ᾿ܱܝܶᾜΆܦܸܲᾹᾔΆܥᾞᾰᾁᾙᾹᾔΆܧܥܶ
᾽ܧܥܶ᾽ܧܥܶ᾽ܧܥܶ



ܤܸܲܭ᾽ܧܥܶ᾽ܧܥܶ



᾽ܧܥܶ᾽ܧܥܶܤܸܲܭ



᾽ܧܥܶ᾽ܧܥܶΆܝᾲܨܶܧܥܶ



῀ܛܛܸܭ᾿ܱܝܶᾜΆܦܸܲᾹᾔΆܥᾰᾁᾙᾹᾔΆܤܸܲܭ
᾽ܧܥܶܤܸܲܭ᾽ܧܥܶ



᾽ܧܥܶܤܸܲܭΆܝᾲܧܶܤܸܲܭ



ܩܸᾹᾙܨܭ ܲᾹܫܛܛܸܭ ᾿ܱܝܶ ᾜΆܦܸ ܲᾹᾔΆܥ ᾞᾰᾁ ᾙᾹᾔΆܧܥܶ



᾿ܱܝܶ ᾜΆܦܸ ܲᾹᾔΆܥ ᾰᾁ ᾙᾹᾔΆܤܸܲܭ ᾫΆܛܱܧܲܢܲᾁܦ ῀ܛܱᾌܥܱᾼܭ
ᾰܢܸܥᾫΆ ܑᾞᾺܛܱܢܢܲᾁᾸܦ ῀ܛܱᾌܥᾌᾺܛ ῀ܛܱᾌܥܱᾼܭ ܩܸᾹᾙܨܭ ܲᾹܫܛܛܸܭ
ᾐܩܲܛᾙᾊܡܱܛ
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ܛܱܦܧ ᾐ᾿ᾢܫܸܛᾶᾗܥ ᾿ܧܲܧܠܸܣ ܲᾹܫܛ᾿ܭᾔܥ Ὰܛᾱܝ ᾿ܲܧܪܸܲܣ ᾌΆܥᾺܠܲܥᾺܘ
ᾤΆܧܲܭܢ᾽ᾷܡܓ
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Abstract - Natural language processing is the emerging approach that processing and
analyzing the text using technologies. Recent research perspective in natural language
processing are machine learning, speech synthesizer, voice recognition, spellchecker etc. The
speech synthesizer technologies are day to day improved on both hardware and software
platforms. The hardware relates to the speech processing with design of processor and chip.
The synthesizer software analyze the text and interact with users. The speech synthesized
methods are broadly divided into Formant, Concatenative and Articulatory synthesis.
Formant synthesizer uses an acoustic model of the speech. This is used for mobile computing
and embedded systems. Concatenative method is used in modern text to speech engines and
produces natural sounding speech. Articulatory synthesis also uses acoustic model and
produces understandable speech. The issues in these methods based on deriving rules,
distortion, memory requirements, collecting the samples and quality results. The issues of
Concatenative speech are alignment of recorded speech, automatic segmentation, optimized
design, unit selection and automatic segmentation. This paper describes the Concatenative
speech synthesis method for Tamil language with detailed survey and conquer the issues. The
applications mainly focused on deafened and handicapped people, multimedia,
communication field and all type of human-machine interactions.
Keywords:Natural language Processing, Polysyllable, Harmonic plus Noise Model (HNM),
Linear Predictive code (LPC), Text To Speech (TTS), linguistics
1. INTRODUCTION
Recent trends in digital communication techniques are increased in a wide manner. These
techniques used for speech synthesis methods. Tamil is the official language of South India.
Tamil language contains 2500 phonemes. In Tamil language, the consonants and vowels are
18 and 12 respectively. The handicapped people, multimedia and communication users are
needed to get synthesized speech instead of distorted natural sound signal. The Text To
Speech (TTS) synthesis process the textual input to speech. The main requirements for text to
speech synthesizer are intelligible and natural outcome. The speech synthesis model mainly
represent as text to speech synthesis, text processing, phonetic analysis, Prosodic analysis,
prosodic modeling. The text to speech synthesis is to translate the random input text to
natural sound. It utilizes linguistic analysis to identify the correct pronunciations and prosody
and outcome as auditory sound. TTS is comprised into two components, one is natural
language processing that is input text synthesis and another is digital signal processing that is
output speech synthesis [Aimilios.et.al, (2010)].
The natural language processing involves the conversion of text into linguistic representation
and in output this representation is converted into sound. The text processing is liable to find
out all knowledge about the text. The role of text processing are linguistic analysis,
document structure detection, text normalization and markup interpretation. The phonetic
analysis use is to tag each word in the text and analyze the outcome sound. The job is to
analyze morphs, grapheme and homograph disambiguation.
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IMY .. IMY ...

Speech (Output)
Figure 1. TEXT TO SPEECH FOR TAMIL

The prosodic analysis for the output level. This analysis controls the amplitude, duration and
pitch of the sound. The approaches of prosodic models are rule based approach, statistical
approach, as-is approach, Klatt's duration model, CART-based model, Neural network-based
model, sum of products, Pierrehumbert's intonation model, tilt model and Fujisaki's
intonation model. The figure.1 shows the text to speech for tamil. The synthesis techniques
are Formant synthesis, Articulatory synthesis, Concatenative synthesis, unit selection
synthesis, Hidden Markov Model-based synthesis and Harmonic plus Noise Model (HNM).
2. FORMANT SPEECH SYNTHESIS
In Formant Speech synthesis the process of formant resonance frequencies and amplitudes for
vocal cavity. Stimulating a set of resonators in the source input and to obtain the speech
signal. Five formants are needed to produce intelligible sound. The rule based formant
synthesizer is based on set of rules. The cascade format synthesizer is also used for speech
synthesis, in which the formants are connected in series. Similarly, the parallel formant
synthesizer in which the formants are connected in parallel. The issues in formant speech
synthesis are the samples are not used in runtime, provide intelligible sound but not natural,
less memory in the resonators and useful for limited devices [Sukanya.et.al (2008)].

3. ARTICULATORY SYNTHESIS
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Articulatory speech synthesis models the frequency of human articular behaviour. Practically,
it is difficult to implement. The control parameters used are tongue tip position, tongue
height, etc,. The issues are obtaining data for this modeling, hard to balance high level and
low level models. The outcome of speech is not natural [Madiha.et.al, (2011)]. Both formant
and articulatory synthesis has the limitation as difficult to get the output parameters from
input text analysis.
4. CONCATENATIVE SPEECH SYNTHESIS

The basic input text is either of phones, diphones, triphones, polysyllables and syllables. The
phones are inefficient for signal processing unit. The quantity of phone units in Tamil
language is less than 50. The record of phones is small, as a result the dynamics of speech
sound with large changeable is not achieved. The tamil diphone units are 1000 to 2000. The
diphone concatenation generates natural speech based on prosody rules. A triphone is
diphone added with one unit. The tamil triphones recorded are large in number compared to
diphones and phones. They are adjusted with previous and next phones in a given phrase.
Tamil languages are mostly based on syllables. Using syllable is the basic unit, the result
produced are intelligible speech sound. Polysyllable is a basic unit which picks up trisyllable,
followed by bisyllable and monosyllable units [Karunesh Arora (2013)]. It selects the largest
unit in the database. Polysyllable provides the best quality speech in concatenative speech
synthesis. The clustering of the syllable is based on consonants (C) and vowels (V). The
general design is C*VC* where C* denotes the presence of 0 or more consonants. The
clustering in Tamil language syllables is analyzed and improve the quality of speech
[Tamar.et.al, (2012)].
The Corpus-Based Concatenative Speech Synthesis System for Turkish uses text corpus,
speech corpus and unit selection process. The text corpus collects all the information
(syllables, phrases and corpus size). The speech corpus data indicates the major effect of
speech quality. The linguistic process is depends on Turkish pronunciation lexicon, phoneme
conversion and prosodic analysis. The unit selection using Viterbi algorithm was proposed
[Hasim SAK. et.al, (2006)]. Uniform Concatenative Excitation Model for Synthesising
Speech without Voiced/Unvoiced Classification proposed an excitation model which can
synthesize both voiced and unvoiced [Joao P. Cabral (2013)]. The LPC vocoder evaluation
was performed by pitch-tracking algorithm. Articulatory-based version in a concatenative
speech synthesizer was proposed and to overcome the problem of automatically generating
utterances [Tao.et.al, 2012)]. [Karunesh et. al (2013)] discussed concatenative text to speech
synthesis for hindi. In this paper, the text is recorded in anechoic chamber and the prosody
prediction identifies the energy and pitch.[Ouni et. al (2013)] proposed bimodal acousticvisual synthesis, the result is 3D face animation with acoustic speech.
4.1 PROBLEM OF CONCATENATIVE TAMIL SPEECH SYNTHESIS
The issues of concatenative tamil speech synthesis are alignment of recorded speech,
optimized design, unit selection and automatic segmentation. The concatenative method
mainly works on the basis of augmenting the pre-recorded speech. Time domain features and
spectral domain variance are the major role in automatic segmentation of concatenation
phase. The large problems occured in alignment and segmentation. The diphone
concatenation uses only two units, optimized design is not possible. The design of automatic
segmentation and alignment will provide the result of intelligible Tamil speech signal.
4.2 SOLUTION OF CONCATENATIVE TAMIL SPEECH SYNTHESIS
One of the solution for the issues mentioned, the Tamil phoneme unit chosen as polysyllable.
The input Tamil text is confer to the natural language processing. The text normalization
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analysis tokenization, lexical access and morphological analysis and Grammatical analysis.
Polysyllable comprises of bisyllable, trisyllable and monosyllable units. The clustering of the
polysyllables with prosodic analysis will produce the speech with accurate pitch, energy and
duration. The result of natural language processing is given to the digital signal processing
input. The concatenation unit synthesize the speech signal. The Linear Predictive code (LPC)
synthesizer will produce the intelligible, quality and natural sound. The concatenation is
followed by LPC.

Figure 2. CONCATENATIVE TAMIL TEXT TO SPEECH SYNTHESIZER
Spectral mismatches is overcome by combining two units and each unit the distortion
measurement is calculated by Euclidean distance. The pitch, energy, frame synchronous and
duration of each units are merged. The merging process is in terms of variable length unit.
The selection of variable length unit deals the different consonants and vowels for text to
speech synthesis. The figure.2 shows the concatenation process for Tamil polysyllable
analysis.
5. CONCLUSION
Tamil text to speech system composed of phonemes, consonants and vowels. This paper
presented the main aspects of various text to speech system and issues in concatenative
speech synthesizer. The concatenative text to speech synthesis method is well suited for
Tamil language structure. Selection of the polysyllable speech unit and adjoin the prosodic
information play a essential role in the development of concatenative tamil text to speech
synthesis. The variable length concatenation provides a natural speech signal. The quality of
speech in terms of cost and time is the challenge one for using polysyllabic concatenation.
Another main challenge is in LPC synthesis, frame of the signal is dependent on the previous
frames. These challenges affect the synthesized result. Future evaluations are the speed
estimation of speech quality and triumph over the frame overlaps.
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Abstract
Recently, increasing attention has been directed to the study of the emotional content of speech
signals, and hence, many systems have been proposed to identify the emotional content of a
spoken utterance Emotion recognition in speech is a current research area with wide range of
applications. It is a part of Natural language processing (NLP). Natural processing language is a
field of computer science and it is related to the area of human–computer interaction. The
Emotion recognition system can be used to develop a more robust and effective human-machine
interaction system. Speech recognition (SR) is the process of translation of spoken words into
text, but emotion recognition in speech is the process of determining the emotional state of
speaker out of speech samples. This paper presents brief survey on Emotion Recognition form
speech and how it is differ from Speech Recognition, Basic Architecture used for emotion
recognition, Tools, Techniques and Mathematical modeling used for emotion recognition.
Introduction
Emotion recognition from speech has got a lot of interest in recent years. Using speaker
emotional state recognition system we can develop effective human-machine interaction system.
For example in Distance education center during teaching section with emotion recognition we
can identify bored users and allow for a change of teaching style or provide an emotional
encouragement. Emotion recognition may also be used to
1. In the context of commercial call centers, it can be used to improve the customer service by
capturing the customer’s emotion during the call.
2. It can be used in speaker authorization/verification systems for an application or a tool.
3. In case of Emotion recognition in text, it can prioritize messages in the mailbox based on
emotional urgency.
4. It can also use in call center to attend the call based emotional urgency for giving priority in
Ambulance service to the more deserving patient [9].
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Basic Architecture for Emotion Recognition from Speech
The most commonly used architecture for emotion recognition system illustrated in Fig. 1. The
basic Architecture contains the following parts, such as emotional speech as input, feature
extraction, feature selection, classifier and emotional speech output [2].

Fig. 1: Basic architecture for Emotion Recognition

a) Emotional Speech Input: For emotion recognition speech is the input to recognize the
emotion, speech database is the important requirement. The quality of database
determines accuracy of the system. The database may be collection of Acted speech or
real data world.
b) b) Feature Extraction and Selection: After getting the speech input the next important
step is to extract appropriate feature. The most commonly used features are pitch, energy,
MFCC. The following table present a summary of features used to recognize emotion [1]
(Table 1).
c) Classifier
After extracting the feature we need to select classifier to classify the emotion from speech. There

are many types of classifiers such as Hidden Markov Model (HMM), Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM), Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and Support Vector Machine (SVM).
d) Emotional speech Output
After classification the WCCN (within-class covariance normalization) applied on
obtained result [8]. WCCN is a technique introduced in [9] to train a generalized linear
kernel of an SVM-based system to minimize the expectation of false-positive and false
negative errors. WCCN was also applied in [10] to improve the performance of SVM
using likelihood scores as featuresǤFinally we got the right emotion.
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Description

Features

Supra-segmental

acoustic - Pitch: mean, median, standard deviation, linear regression

features

coefficient,

lower and upper quartile, kurtosis, slope,

(prosody)

curvature, inflection
- Energy: mean, median, standard deviation, linear regression
coefficient.
- Duration: speech-rate, ration of duration of voiced and
unvoiced region, duration of longest voiced region
- Zero crossing-rate

Segmental acoustic features
(Short-term

spectrum

speech)

- Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC)
of - Mel filter bank (MFB)
- Spectral centroid
- Formant: F1, F2 and their bandwidth BW1, BW2

Voice quality features

- Jitter (pitch modulation)

(intra segmental level)

- Shimmer (amplitude modulation)
- Harmonics to Noise Ratio (HNR)
- Noise-to-Harmonics Ratio (NHR)
- Normalized amplitude quotient (NAQ)

Table 1. Common acoustic features used in emotion recognition (based on the following studies
[3, 4, 5, 6 and 7]).
Techniques and Tools Used
There are many techniques are there to recognize the emotion form speech. The most commonly
used techniques are, Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs), Hidden Markov Models (HMMs),
neural networks (NNs), Bayes classifiers, and fuzzy classifiers, k-nearest neighbors (KNN),
GMM, HMM, weighted categorical average patterns (WCAP), and within-class covariance
normalization (WCCN) methods are compared for recognizing anger, emphatic, neutral,
positive, rest, and it was found that WCCN performs the best. The most commonly used tool is
MATLAB, some of them used WEKA tool, and rarely used tool is PARAT tool.
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Mathematical Modeling
For emotion recognition voice (audio) is the input after getting voice mathematical modeling
done on speech signal to get right emotion. Some of them computed Eigen value and Eigen
vector to get confusion matrix from confusion matrix easily we get speaker emotion
Where, A stands for n x n matrix, X stands for length of n column vector, Ȝ stands for Eigen
value and x is the Eigen vector. Some of them compute pitch, energy, mean, median and
variance, standard deviation using mathematical equations or formulas. To classify a test speech,
the distance between the emotion classes of the test data and those of each class representative is
computed using either Euclidean or cosine distance metrics defined as
Euclidean metric:



ȋʹȌ

Cosine metric:








ȋ͵Ȍ




Where L1, L2 are Emotion classes, d represents the metric used to compute the distance between L1, L2.


After Euclidean or cosine computation the decision rule is formulated as follows.



ȋͶȌ

Where d represents the metric used to compute the distance between Lt, the emotion classes of
the test data, and Li, the representative of the emotion class i. The obtained emotion is matched
with the database, which has different emotion according to age and sex, using Nearest Neighbor
Algorithm and thus the current state of emotion is derived. And this can be used in various
applications as mentioned earlier.
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Conclusion
Emotions are the basic characteristics of humans and, therefore, incorporating them in
applications, through recognition and synthesis, can improve the quality of life. In this paper, we
have described Emotion Recognition from speech and how it is differ from speech Recognition,
Basic Architecture used for emotion recognition, Tools, Techniques, Mathematical modeling
used for emotion recognition.
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ᾼᾫܐ῀ܛ᾿ܲ῁ᾓܦܢܲܬܭܲܤܲܡܛܧܡܑܸ

 ῃܛܷᾙܢιᾠΆܦᾹܝܱܭܳᾔܝܥ᾽ܭܤܸܲ ᾙܞܱܪܱܥܧܞܲܭܳܝ᾽ܭܤܸᾙ
ܩܸ᾿ᾐܧܲܭܢܲܡܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܱܨܥܷܲᾺܭܢܓ
ᾶᾞᾊܥܱܲ᾿ᾥܛ᾿ܧܲܧܲܩܱܥܶᾺܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥ
᾽ܭܪܸܢᾷܩܸιᾠΆᾐܦܩܸ᾿ᾐܧܲܥιܧܑ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܱܨܥܷܲᾺܭܢܓ
ᾶᾞᾊܥܱܲ᾿ᾥܛ᾿ܧܲܧܲܩܱܥܶᾺܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥ
᾽ܭܡܱܦܱܲ᾿ᾥܛ᾿ܧܲܧܲܩܱܥܶᾺܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥ
ᾶᾞᾊܥᾶᾌܐܱΆܠᾶܨܑ᾿ܧܲܧܲܩܱܥܶܲᾺܡܛ


ܨܸᾙᾹᾔ
Άܨܲ ᾪܩܣܶܛᾨᾰܘ ܩܸ᾿ᾙܧܲܭ῁ܱܭ Άܨܱܝܱᾲܪܛ ܱᾌܥᾶܥ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܬܲܦܢ
ܛܱܫܛᾱܮܲܛܱᾰܥܶ ᾐܦܣ ܤܱܫܛᾱܥܲΆܥ ܲᾹܩιܭܧܲܛܐ ܤܸܢܲᾸܝ ܱᾰᾁᾲܣܷܪܸܱܢܶ
ᾰᾁΆܭܸ ܲᾷᾐܦܝܷ ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢᾫܨܢ ᾷܤܸܲܥܱᾁᾺܢܶ ܲᾹܫܛ᾿ܲ῁ ᾓܦܢ ܧܱܲ ᾱᾁΆܫܲܭ
ܧܲܫܕ ᾦΆܛ᾽ܭܥ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷ ܲܝܱᾼᾲܨܐ ܲᾹܫܛ᾿ܲ῁ ᾓܦܢ ܲᾜΆܩιܥ Ὰܤܸܲܧܩܸᾙ
ܛᾰܠܧܛܸ ܲᾜΆܩιܥ Ὰܧܸܩܸ ᾙܤܱܛιܢܭᾠܥܶ Ᾱܧܥ ܱᾶᾌܧܛܸ ᾿ܲܧܩܸᾙ
ᾜΆܢܸܥᾹܕ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ܱᾠܭῂܕ ῀ܛ᾿ܲ῁ ᾓܦܢ ᾿ܲܫܛܱᾹܥᾊᾺܦܲᾹܦ
ܱܲܲܢܱܦ ᾞܘ ܤܱܛᾰܩܸᾠΆ ᾙܥܶ Ὰܢܸܤܱܧܭܸܢܷ ᾰᾁᾷܦܣ ܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥܧܸ1/3
ܱΆܥܷܱᾶܛ᾿ܲܧܨܸᾌܛܲᾰܝܱᾼᾲܨܱܭᾜΆܑῂܢܸᾷܭᾊܭ
ܨܸܱᾞᾦܥܶ
ܠܥᾺܦܸܛᾨᾱܘ ܱᾁᾷᾐܢܶ ܱܲᾷᾐᾷܛܝܷ᾿ܲܧܲܤܲܡܛᾐܥᾹܕ Άܫܢᾫܨܢ
ᾷᾐܭܸ ܲᾷᾐܦܝܷ ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢᾫܨܢ ᾷܫܸܛᾫܨܢ ܤܱܧܭܸܢܷ ᾰᾁᾷܦܣ ᾁΆܐ ῀ܛᾫܨܢ
Άܫܢᾫܨܢ ᾐܥ ܑᾞᾺܛܱܭᾐܖ ܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ᾌᾷᾐᾺܕ ܱᾐܥܷܤܱܧܭܸܢܷ ᾰᾁᾷܦܣ
ᾁΆܐ
῁ܲܦܢ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ
ܧܲܩ ܪܲܝ ᾐܫ῀ܓ ᾿ܲܧܪܸܲܣ ᾞΆܭܲᾸᾐܬ Άܧܦܝιܢ ᾫΆܪܥ ῀ܛ᾿ܲ῁ ᾓܦܢ
ܱᾞᾌܥܶ ܱᾰᾁΆܛ ᾰܫܸܛ᾿ܲ῁ ᾓܦܢ ܭܷܤܕ ܤܠܲܭܲᾸᾐܬ ῀ܛ᾿ܲ῁ ᾓܦܢ
ܱᾠܦᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ ᾞΆܭܤܸ ᾷᾐܭܸ ܲᾷᾐܦܝܷ ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢᾫܨܢ ᾷܩܸιܭܑ
ܱΆܪܧᾼܝܶ
ܫܸܛ᾿ܲ῁ ᾓܦܢ ᾿ܱܥܷ᾽ܱܩιܖ ܲᾞᾰᾁܢᾷܛܪܓ ܧܡܑܸ ᾞΆܭ᾽Ᾰᾐܫܭ
ᾼܧܡܑܸ ܲܬܭ῁ܲܦܢ ΆܪᾹ ᾚܢܥܲᾺܦܝܷ ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢᾫܨܢ ᾷܫܢܧܡܑܸ
ܱΆܪܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥᾺܛܱܢܲܫܕᾞΆܭܤܸ῀ܛ᾽ܫܱܠܱܥᾹܧܥ
Άܨܲ ᾪܩܣܶܛᾨᾰܘ ܩܸ᾿ᾙܧܲܭ῁ܱܭ Άܨܱܝܱᾲܪܛ ܱᾌܥᾶܥ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܬܲܦܢ
ܛܱܫܛᾱܮܲܛܱᾰܥܶ ᾐܦܣ ܤܱܫܛᾱܥܲΆܥ ܲᾹܩιܭܧܲܛܐ ܤܸܢܲᾸܝ ܱᾰᾁᾲܣܷܪܸܱܢܶ
ܲᾷᾐܦܝܷ ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢᾫܨܢ ᾷܤܸܲܥܱᾁᾺܢܶ ܲᾹܫܛ᾿ܲ῁ᾓܦܢ ܧܱܲ ᾱᾁΆܫܲܭ
ܧܸܪܸܲܣ ܧܱܲܧܓ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܬܲܦܢ ῀ܛ᾽ܫܱܤܧܥ ᾊᾰᾁΆܥ Ὰܢܸ ܱᾐܥܷᾰᾁΆܭܸ
ᾙᾊᾜΆܫ῀ܱܛܶܲᾸᾐܩ
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ܛܱܦܫܱܨܖ ῀ܛᾱܫܢᾫܨܢ ܧܲܩιܥ ῀ܛ᾿ܲ῁ ᾓܦܢ ܭܷܛܱܥιᾁ ᾙᾹܢܑ
ܭܷܤܕ ܪ᾿ ܭܸܠܥᾺܛᾰܦܸܭᾊܭ ܛܱܧܦܸᾜΆ ᾙᾨܭܸܕ ᾿ܱܤܐ ܤܫ῀ܓ
ܲܢᾺ ᾘ᾽ᾷܧܸܭܸܢܷ ܱܲᾹܫܱܤܧܥ Ὰܛܱܧܦܸ῀ ᾙᾨܛᾱܫܢᾫܨܢ ܤܱܩܱܭܑῂ
ܱܲᾹܫܱܤܧܥ ᾫΆܛܢܤܧܦܸ ᾙᾦܢܸᾷܫܢᾫܨܢ ܩܲᾹܛᾰܦܸܭᾊܭ ܭܷܤܕ ܱᾐܧᾼܝܶ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܧܦܸܛܱܦᾐܭᾼܝܶܲܢᾺᾘ᾽ᾷܧܸܭܸܢܷ

῀ܛ᾽ܭܩιܥܶ ܦܸܪܲ᾿ ᾗܢᾷܪܲܛᾱܐ ᾞΆܭܤܸ ᾌᾷᾐΆܥᾹܧܥ Άܧܡܑܸ
῀ܛ᾽ܱܩܲܛ᾿ܧ ᾙܠܢܷ ᾷܢܸܤܱܧܭܸܢܷ ܧܷܪܷܲܢᾷܪܲܛᾱܐ ܲᾔΆܥ ܑᾞᾺܪ᾿
ᾰܛܱܦܧ῀ ᾐ᾿ᾢܛ ᾙᾊᾫܤܱܛᾤᾰܠܢܷ ܱܲᾹܫܱܠܱܥᾹܧܥ Άܡܨܱܛ ιᾁᾰܢܑ
ܪܸ᾿ܑܛܱܫܛܱᾁᾺᾗܢܶܤܱܭܲܫܢܶᾦΆܛᾙᾊᾫܩܲᾹܛᾰܠܸܲܛܪܸ᾿ܲܢܥᾺܠܸܲܛ

ᾺܛܱܫܛܱᾁᾺᾗܢܶ᾿ܱܥܷ᾽ܱܩιܖᾰᾁܭܸܢܷᾷܫܸܛ᾿ᾓܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢᾫᾷܨܢ
ᾹܢܭᾼܝܱܶᾠܭܱΆܑῂܪܧᾼܝܶܲܢᾺᾘ᾽ᾷܧܸܭܸܢܷܱܲᾹܫܱܤܧܥΆܪᾹᾚܢܥܱܲܲᾺܥ
ܱܲᾰᾁΆܛܲܢΆܭ᾽ܐܫ῀ܓܳᾐܦܲᾹܫܛᾱܛᾰܥᾺܫܢܧܡܑܸ῁ܲܦܢΆܪᾚ
ܢܸ ܲܢᾌᾷܥᾺܛܸܭ ܥιܖ ܲιᾁܢᾷܠܛܪܱܛ Ᾱܢ ܫܸܛ᾿ܲ῁ ᾓܦܢ
῀ܛ᾽ܫܱܤܧܥ ᾿ܱܢᾷܭܸ ܲܢᾌᾷܥᾺܛܸܭ ܱܲܲᾷᾐܥ ᾺܛܱܫܛܱᾁᾺᾗܢܶ ܩιܛܷιܢ
ᾤΆܦܷ ܱΆܪܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ܲᾸᾐܩܠᾶܛ ᾿ܲܢܲܫܕ ܪܸ ᾓܤܱܧܭܸܢܷ ᾦᾰᾁᾷܛᾱܢ
῁ܳܛܱܲᾹܧܥܶ ܱܱܲᾹܧܱܲܲܝܱܪܲᾹ ᾓܩιܭ ܫܸܛᾱܤܲܢ ᾗܫܸܛ᾿ ᾓܫܸܛᾱܧܲܛᾰܪܑ
ᾐܧᾰᾂᾊܠܥᾹܧܥᾤΆܦܷᾐܥᾺܭܸܲܢᾌᾷܥᾺܛܸܭ
῀ܛ᾽ܫܱܧܲܝܱᾼᾲܨܐ᾿ܲ῁ᾓܦܢ

᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ ᾌᾷᾐΆܥᾹܧܥ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܥ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷ ܲܝܱᾼᾲܨܐ ᾿ܲܫܛ᾿ܲ῁ ᾓܦܢ
ܲᾺᾗܩ᾽ ᾁܧܱܲܲܝܐ ܲᾺᾗܩ᾽ ᾓιᾁܧܥܶ ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ ῀ܛ᾿ܭܛܢ ܤܱܭܲܫܢܶ ܲᾹܫܛ᾿ᾓ
ܛᾰܦܸ ܢܸᾷܫܢᾫܨܢ ܩܥܶΆܠܑ ᾷᾐΆܤܸ  ܨܸܲᾫܫܢܶ Άܛᾰܠܫܱᾞܥܶ
ܲܝܱᾼᾲܨܐ ᾿ܲܫܛ᾿ܲ῁ ᾓܦܢ ΆܪᾹ ᾚܢܥᾺܦܸ ܱᾠܭᾶᾌΆ ܑῂܭܷ
ܱΆܪܫ῀ܱܛܶᾼᾐܝܶܲܢᾺᾘ᾽ᾷܧܸܭܸܢܷ῀ܛᾱܢ῀ܛ᾽ܭܥ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷ

᾽ܱܢܷᾷܛܪܓ ܤܱܭᾞܓ ܛܱܦܡܨܱܛ ܲᾹܧܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ ܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ܱᾐܥܷιܢ
Ὰܫܸܛ᾿ܲ῁ ᾓܦܢ ᾿ܲܫܛܱᾹܥᾊᾺܦܲᾹܦ ܛᾰܠܧܛܸ ᾌᾷᾐΆܥᾹܧܥ ᾞΆܭܤܸ
ܫܸܛ᾿ܲ῁ ᾓܦܢ ᾷܛܱܢܲܫܕ ᾞΆܭܕ ΆܪᾹ ᾚܢܥᾺܦܸ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ ᾌᾷᾐΆܥᾹܧܥ
ܱΆܪܫܱܧܛܸ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢܧܡܑܸ
ᾷܢᾸܕ ΆܪᾹ ᾚܢܥᾺܭܸ ᾽ᾷᾐܧܥܶᾞܓ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܭᾊܭ ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ Ὰܫܸܛ᾿ᾓ
ᾲܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ
ܲᾤΆܢᾷܤܢܱܝ
ܱᾠܦᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ
ܱΆܪܧᾼܝܶ
ܑᾐ
ᾐܧᾰᾂᾊܠܥᾹܧܥᾤΆܦܷᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܫܱܠܱܥᾹܧܥ
ܫܸܠܛܲܬܱܦܱܶᾼܭ
ܛᾰܠܧܛܸ

 ܧܸܲ 1/3ܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ

Ὰܤܸܲܢᾷܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ

ܤᾪܣ



ܲ᾿ &RPPDQGܧܲܬܱܦܶ ᾰᾁܬܭ ᾲᾆܥܷ Ὰܧܸܫܸܠܛ ᾞܘ ܱΆܣ ᾿ܲܫܛܱᾹܥᾊᾺܦܲᾹܦ
ܥιܛܷιᾰܢ ܱᾶᾌܛܶᾺ ᾗܱܲᾸᾐܤܸܢ ܲܭᾞܛܱ᾿ ᾰܢܲᾷܥᾺܩܲܥ  WKURXJK VSHHFK
ᾹܢᾤΆܦܷᾐܥܲᾺܥܱᾶܛ᾿ܲܧܨܸܲܢᾷܫܸܛ᾿ᾓܤܱܧܭܸܢܷᾰᾁᾷܦܣᾌܥ᾿ܧܝܶ
ᾰᾁᾷܦܣ ܲܛᾰܧܑ ܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ܧܷܪܷܲܧܩܸ ᾙܤܱܩܱܭ ܑῂܫܸܛܱܲܲᾫܥܓ
ܱΆܪܩܥܶᾺܫܸܛ῀ᾼᾜܝܶܤܱܧܭܸܢܷ
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ᾹܢܭᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢܧܡܑܸ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾷܢܸᾷܛܱᾰܪܨܲܣ ܲܬܱܦܶ᾿ܧܑ
῀ܛᾱܢ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܫܢܧܡܑܸ῁ܲܦܢᾦΆܛ᾽ܨܦܱܥܢܱܧܱܲܢܶᾷܛᾊᾰܥᾺܢᾨܕ῁ܲܦܢΆܪᾚ
ܲᾷᾐܫ ܳᾌܫ῀ܓ Άܪ YRLFH FRPPDQG  ᾚܫܸܠܛ ܲᾰܬܱܦܱܶᾼܭ ܫܸܛܭܸܢܷ
ܱΆܪܫ῀ܱܛܶιᾠܥܶᾺܛܱܫܛܱᾺᾗܛܷܲᾰܬܱܦܱܶᾼܭ
ܛܱܧܱܲܲܢܱܦ

ܩܸᾹܘ

῀ܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ

ܲܬܱܦܶ᾿ܧܑ

ܛܱᾰܪܨܲܣ

Άܪ YRLFH FRPPDQG  ᾚܫܸܠܛ ܲܬܱܦܱܶᾼܭ ΆܪᾹ ᾚܢܑ ܱΆܫܷ῀ᾷᾐܦܸܭᾊܭ
ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥܛᾰܦܸܭᾊܭܱᾠܦᾠܥܶܲᾛᾌܫܭܶܲᾷᾐܫܳᾌܫ῀ܓ
ܨܸᾙᾊᾫ

ܪ᾿ܣ ܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾷܢܸᾷܛܱᾰܪܨܲܣ ܲܬܱܦܶ᾿ܧܑ
ܠᾶܛιܦܷ ᾿ܲܢᾷܛܱᾰܣܷ ܩᾹܕ  ᾙᾊᾜΆܨܭܱᾶᾌܛܶ ᾰܢܸᾷܩιܤܷᾙᾹ
ܦܷܛᾰܠܱܢܶܧܲܩܲܝᾐܑᾐܫ῀ᾌܥܛᾰܦܸܭᾊܭ᾿ܲܭܫܧܲܩܲܝᾐܤܱܫܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ
ᾁΆܐ
῀ܛ᾿ᾓܨܱܢܐ
᾿ܤܝܠܷΆᾺᾝܛ Ὰܐ ܱ᾽ᾌ ܷܰᾶᾌ ᾗᾰܥܷᾰῄܐ ܲܢܱῂܛܷܲܦᾹܪ  ᾞᾲ
ܲᾺᾗܢܥܛܬܛܪܸܛ᾿ܥܱ᾽ᾌܥܷᾰῄܐܲῄᾊᾰܧᾢᾹᾁ
Ὰܐ ᾽ῄ  ܷܰᾶᾌ ᾗᾰܦܷܱܝܶ ܱ᾿ܨܷܰ ܲܝܱᾼܦܶ ܲܤܦ᾽ܰܶ ᾿ܠܷ ᾽ܥܱܨ  
᾽ܑᾹᾰܛᾰܠܶ᾿ܝܱܶ᾽ᾰܦܲᾱܝܝܱܨᾳᾺܭܷᾹᾁܪܷ᾿ܨᾲᾆܣܷ
᾿ܛᾊܠܷᾺῄܐᾹܝܠܷᾫᾶܥܲܮܲᾰᾇܩܲᾱ ܶܰᾹܤᾹܦ᾽ᾊܥܱܠܷܲῄܩܲܛ  
ܲᾺᾗܢܥᾊܗΆܕܲܢܲᾱܝܝܱܨᾳᾺܭܷᾹᾁܪܷ᾿ܨᾲᾆܣܷ
ῄܥ᾽ܱܛ  Ᾱܥܷܥܱܳ ܱᾶᾊܨ ܱᾌܨܱᾹܛ Ᾱܝ᾽ ᾇܥܥܸ ῄܪܽᾰܠܶ  
 ᾽ ᾶᾌᾝῄܝᾰܨܷᾳ ῄܭܷᾹᾁܪܷ ᾹܝܛܷῄᾊܭܶܲῄᾊᾰܑᾹܧᾢᾹᾁ
ܲᾺᾗܢܥܛܬܛܪܸܛ᾿ܥܱܲܲᾳܥΆܛܷ
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Abstract -- Stemming is a process of linguistic normalization that attempts to extract a root
word from the given inflection word. It maps all the derived forms of a word to a single root,
the stem, a common form. Stemming algorithms are widely used in computational linguistics,
information retrieval – query based systems such as the web search engine, and text mining.
Stemming algorithms for Tamil language is still at its infancy. As a basis for evaluation this
paper discusses the different types of stemming algorithms performed on Tamil language
such as the rule based suffix stripping stemmer algorithm, rule based iterative affix stripping
stemming algorithm, light stemmer and then points out the common linguistic problem in
stemming algorithms with suitable solution. The performance of the stemming algorithms are
evaluated based on the stemming errors whose metrics involve the under-stemming index
(UI), and the over-stemming index (OI).
Keywords – stemming algorithms; rule based suffix stripping, rule based iterative affix
stripping, light stemmer algorithms, errors in stemmers.
1. INTRODUCTION
Stemming is an important feature for indexing and searching whereby it provides ways of
finding morphological variants of search terms. For example, when a user sends a query
stating “MO TR~L¢ <~L?”, all the relevant results such as “MOuB_R
TR~L¢ <~L?”, MO{IY_K TRt TSY«_PB” can be got only
when stemming is used. Because in stemming, words like “MOuB_R, MO{_I,
MOuB, MO{IY_K, MO{IY}” all are stemmed to a single root word or stem called
“MO”.

Tamil Vari ant words

Si ngl e st emmed or

MOuB_R, MO{_I,
MOuB, MO{IY_K,
MO{IY}

Undergoes

Root word

St emming Process

MO

Figure 1. The Stemming Process
Stemming algorithms are not new, they have been studied [Lovins, J. B. (1968)] in Computer
Science since 1968 till now to the Improved Rule based Iterative Affix Stripping Stemmer
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using K-Mean clustering [Kasthuri, M., et al., (2014)]. To increase the retrieval accuracy in
the Information retrieval systems Stemming has been used.
Moreover, Stemming greatly aids in improving the performance of information retrieval by
reducing the size of the index thus increasing the recall performance. As a single stem
corresponds to a number of full terms, a single root word or stem is stored in place of a
number of terms, thereby the index size is reduced. This holds good for a morphologically
rich language like Tamil, where a single word in Tamil takes many forms.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the related work done in development
of stemmer for Tamil language. Section 3 gives a detailed description about the rule based
suffix stripping stemmer algorithm, and the rule based iterative affix stripping stemming
algorithm and discusses about the light stemmer. Section 4 presents the common linguistic
problem in stemming algorithms with a suitable solution and Sections 5 gives the evaluation
criteria for the stemming algorithms based on the stemming error metrics. The concluding
remarks are given in Section 6.
2. RELATED WORK
In the earlier days, stemmers were developed for the English language. The growth of other
languages has led to the development of the stemming algorithms for other languages too.
Among Indian languages, stemming was first reported [Ramanathan. A., et al.,( 2003)]
followed by the development of a lightweight stemmer for Bengali [Islam, M. Z., et
al.,(2007)] . Akram, Q. U. A., et al.,(2009) developed Assas-Band, an affix- exception-list
based stemmer for the language Urdu. A morphological analyzer which can simultaneously
serve as a stemmer too was first proposed [Vikram, T. N., et al., (2007)] for the language
Kannada. Kumar, D., et al., (2010) designed and developed a stemmer for Punjabi. Ram, V.
S., et al., (2010) introduced Malayalam stemmer for information retrieval. Patel, P., et al.,
(2010) proposed a Hybrid Stemmer for Gujarati. Saharia, N., et al., (2012) adopted a suffix
stripping stemming approach along with a rule engine for Assamese. Dhabal Prasad Sethi
(2013) developed a lightweight stemmer with derivational suffixes.
While there are many design and developments for stemming algorithms in other Indian and
Foreign languages, stemming algorithms for Tamil is still at its infancy. It started late in 2013
where a Rule Based Iterative Affix Stripping Stemming Algorithm [Rajalingam, D. (2013)]
was proposed, the algorithm here was implemented using a string processing language called
Snowball and the correctness of the algorithm was also evaluated. A cluster analysis based
stemmer [Thangarasu, M., Manavalan, R. (2013)] was also designed and developed in 2013
with a performance analysis [Thangarasu, M., & Manavalan, R. (2013)] of the stemmers in
Tamil language. An Iterative Suffix Stripping Tamil Stemmer [Ramachandran, V. A., &
Krishnamurthi, I. (2012)] and Iterative stemmer [Ramachandran, V. A., & Krishnamurthi, I.
(2012)] was proposed by Ramachandran et al.,. Kasthuri, M., et al., (2014)] provided an
Improved Rule based Iterative Affix Stripping Stemmer using K-Mean clustering.

3. RULE BASED SUFFIX STRIPPING AND ITERATIVE AFFIX STRIPPING
STEMMER ALGORITHM AND THE LIGHT STEMMER
Rule based suffix stripping stemmer algorithm truncates the suffix of Tamil inflectional
word. Based on the rules given, it converts the inflectional Tamil word into a single stemmed
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Tamil word. Affix removal algorithms remove the suffixes and/ or prefixes from the
inflectional word. The possible suffixes for a word in Tamil can be referred from the
flowcharts. [Tamil Noun Flow Chart] and [Tamil Verb Flow Chart]
Light stemmer is proposed to overcome the issue of infinite verb generation by the rule based
suffix stripping stemmer algorithm for certain Tamil words. Light stemmer is also a form of
the rule based stemming algorithm. The representative indexing forms of a given word is
found by the light stemming by truncating the suffixes.
In both the rule based and the light stemmer algorithms, the entire complex plural is
eliminated in the first step. The main difference is that while the former deals with identifying
the next possible affix according to the identified affix using the rules, the later uses a plural
to singular conversion and adjective and tense word to the main word conversion.
4. COMMON LINGUISTIC PROBLEMS IN DEVELOPING TAMIL STEMMING
ALGORITHMS
There are many difficulties while developing a stemming algorithm. Homographs should be
taken into account for a morphologically rich language like Tamil. Homographs are those
words that have a similar pronunciation but differ in the meaning with respect to the context.
Moreover the irregular verb forms regarding the tenses also impact the design and
development of an efficient stemmer.
For applying a stemming algorithm, one needs to have an extensive language expertise. There
are mainly two errors that occur commonly in stemming – over stemming and under
stemming. Over-stemming occurs when two words with different stems are stemmed to the
same root word. This is a criteria of false positive. Under-stemming occurs when two words
that should be stemmed to the same root word are not stemmed. This is a criteria of false
negative.

5. EVALUATION OF THE STEMMING ALGORITHMS
The precision of the stemming algorithms can be understood by the type of errors, their
conditions and the impact of the errors on the system. There are mainly two errors namely,
under-stemming and over-stemming. These errors are aggressive as the mis-stemming leads
to the loss of semantic information thus making the language unclear.
When a word is under-stemmed, there is a difficulty in identifying if two words are related
based on their morphology, as their obtained stems are mostly equal, but not totally because
of a suffix that has not been deleted. The opposite of this takes place in case of overstemming. The main problem here is that it becomes more possible for two words to be
wrongly detected as related but in fact are not related and share part of their morphological
root as their stems are equal.
Paice has proved that light-stemming reduces the over-stemming errors but increases the
under-stemming errors [Chris, D. P. (1990)] [Paice, C. D. (1994)]. On the other hand, heavy
stemmers reduce the under-stemming errors while increasing the over-stemming errors. The
under-stemming and over-stemming errors are calculated as follows.
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The under-stemming index and over-stemming index [Ramachandran, V. A., et
al.,(2012a.2012b))] is calculated by the formula:
Under-stemming = (Number of variants under-stemmed / Total variants)*100%
Over-stemming = (Number of variants over-stemmed / Total variants)*100%
Stemmer Effectiveness is calculated as
Stemmer Effectiveness = 100% - [Over-stemming % + Under-stemming %]
Another evaluation criteria is based on how much the stemming process compresses the input
received and reduces the storage space needed. This factor is called the Index Compression
factor (ICF) which is based on the conflation ratio.
6. CONCLUSION
The focal point of stemming is to reduce different grammatical forms / word forms of a word
like its noun, adjective, verb, adverb etc. to its root form. In fact a perfect stemmer is very
important in most of the Information Retrieval systems. A lot of research work to develop
stemmers that improve recall as well as precision is the need of the hour. Research with
respect to natural language processing for a morphologically rich language like Tamil is still
at its infancy.
In this paper synopsis of different types of stemming algorithms (such as the rule based suffix
stripping stemmer algorithm, rule based iterative affix stripping stemming algorithm, light
stemmer etc.,) proposed for Indian languages ; with special emphasis for Tamil language. It
also elaborates on the common linguistic problems arousing in the stemming algorithms
along with suitable solutions. The performance of the stemming algorithms are evaluated
based on the stemming errors whose metrics involve the under-stemming index (UI), and the
over-stemming index (OI).
This paper serves as a catalyst to researchers emphasizing the need for development of a
method and a system for efficient stemming that will reduce the heavy tradeoff between false
positives and false negatives. It also gives an insight of development of a stemmer that uses
the syntactical as well as the semantical knowledge to reduce stemming errors.
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ΆܛܱᾰܭᾞܓΆܤܢܱܝᾎܤܲᾹܦܤܱܛܲιܢᾷܩܱιܦ῁ܲܦܢᾲᾆᾷܥܷ῁ܲܦܢᾨᾷᾐᾷܕ


Ᾱܛ᾿ᾙᾞܭܷܱܨܑ᾽ܠܱᾰܠ
Άܛܬܛܲᾰܭ᾿ܛᾰܧܲܝܢܷ᾽ܫܱܧܨܸܱܲܲᾫܭܪܸܲܣᾙᾐ
᾽ᾺᾘܛܲᾱܝΆܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥᾺܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܱܶᾱܧᾹܣ

ᾰᾁᾺܦܸܬܥ ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ᾙΆܧܱܲܥΆܨܱܥ ܧᾊܣܶ ܠܳᾶܣ ᾺᾗΆܩܲܝ ᾲܦܸܱᾹܢܶ
ܲᾹܫܛ᾿ܬܱᾌᾲᾇܥᾹܧܥܲᾺܬܱܦܶܲܛᾱܫܲܭܱᾼܧܦܸᾰᾁᾺᾗᾐܦܸܱᾼᾗᾐܧܦܸܬܥ
ܲܛᾱܫܲܭ  ܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ ᾷܛܱܧܲܬܱܦܶ ܢܤᾹܓ ᾼᾜΆܝܶ ܲܢᾺ ᾘ᾽ᾷܫܸܛܭܸܢܷ
ᾞΆܭ ܲܩιܥܲᾹܥ ܱᾌܢܱܶᾹᾠܢܶ Άܧܱܢᾙܝܲ῁ᾲܦܢ  ᾐܭܱܢ ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ
ܲᾹܧܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ ܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾿ܧܲܭܲܩ ܲᾤΆܫܛᾱܫܛ ܱᾌᾰܥᾹܧܥܲᾺܬܱܦܶ
ᾹܠᾺᾗܩܲܝܲᾲܤܢᾷܛܱܧܲܬܱܦܱܶᾌܥᾹܧܥܲᾤΆܫܛᾱܫܛܧܲܢᾜΆᾗܫܸܲܭܛܱܭܫܸܲܭ
᾿ܱܤܐ ܧܷܛܸιܧܑ ᾤΆܢ ᾗᾁܤܧܲܢᾤΆ ᾗܢܲܬܛ ܤܧܬܸܥ ᾐܩܲᾹܛܲιܣ ܲܛᾱܫܲܭ
ᾜΆܧܸܦܸܱᾷᾐᾺᾗᾐܛܲᾰܡܥܷᾜΆܧܸܦܸܬܥ᾿ܲܧܨܸܭܢܱᾞᾷܥܶᾺܧܸܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ
ιᾠܥܶ ᾺᾗᾺܩܲܝ ᾲܛܱܧܲܬܱܦܶΆܝܶ ܲᾲܤܢ᾽ܧܓ ιᾠܖ ᾊܥܛᾰܢ ᾤᾰᾁᾷܬᾇ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾱᾁܫܲܭ
ܲܬܱܦܶ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾞΆܭ Άܪܭ ܱᾌܬܷܛܱᾺ ᾗܧܲܬ ܢܱᾼᾸܭ ܦܸᾹܢ ᾁܢܑᾷ
ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ ܱᾞΆܩܷܲᾫ ιܩܧܲܭ᾿ܛ ܱᾞΆܩܷιܛ  ᾿ܲܧܪܸܲܣ ܠܥᾸᾐܨܥ
Ὰܛܱܦܢܲܭ ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ ᾿ܱܫܛ᾽ܭܢᾷܤܑ ܧܱܢᾙܝ ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ ᾿ܲܫܛܱᾌܣ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܨܱܠܭ
ᾰܨܱܠܭ ܪܥ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ᾷܛܱܦܡܨܱܛ Ᾱܢܑ ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ ᾌܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ
ᾰܪܱܛ ᾦΆܛܲܬܱܦܶܫܸܲܛ ܲᾰܢܱܝ ᾦΆܛܲܬܱܦܶܫܸܲܛ ᾰܧܱܢᾙܝ  ᾦΆܛܲܬܱܦܶܫܸܲܛ
Ὰܛܱܦܡܨܱܛ ܲᾹܧܦܸܲᾫ ܑᾹܩܧܲܭ᾿ܛ ᾤΆܦܷ ܤܲܧܱܪܩܱᾹܢܷ ᾦΆܛܲܬܱܦܶܫܸܲܛ
ܤܱܧܧܷܠܑܸ

ܲᾨᾰᾁΆܦܢ

ᾆΆܥܷ

᾽ܱܢܷᾊᾷܥ

ܲᾨᾰᾁΆܦܢ

ᾆΆܥܷ

᾽ܨܦܱܥ

ιᾠΆܦ Άܧܲܛܱᾰܭ ᾽ܠܱܢܶ Ᾱܥᾞܓ ᾢܘ ܤܱܫܛܪܸܲܣ ܲܬܱܦܶ ῀ܛܱᾌܥᾠܭܷ
ܪܸܲܣ᾽ܧܓ ᾽ܱܢܷᾊᾷܥ ܤܫ῀ܲᾜܛܱܭᾞܓ ܲᾤΆܫܛܪܸܲܣ ᾷᾐܤܸ ܧܲܛܐ ῀ܱᾞܥܶ
᾿ܭܛܢ ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ ܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ᾜΆܛܸᾰܬܭ ܪܸܲܣ῁ܱܢ ᾽ܨܦܱܥ ᾜΆܛܸᾰܬܭ
ܪܸܲܣ᾽ܧܓ ᾿ܲܢᾷܪܱܛ ܧܢܸᾦΆ ᾙᾸܛ᾿ ᾓܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ᾦΆܛᾱܤܢܱܝ ᾽ᾗᾲܠܱܢܶ
ܪܸܲܣ᾽ܧܓ ᾿ܲܢᾷܪܱܛιܢ ᾿ܱܤܐ ܤܢᾸܭ ܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ  ܦܷᾌܦ ܛܸᾰܬܭ
ᾺܛܱܪܭܨܥᾰᾁܬܭܪܸܲܣܱᾐܥܶܠܥᾺܠܑܸܲιᾁΆܛᾰܬܭܪܸܲܣ῁ܱܢܲιᾰᾁΆܛᾰܬܭ
ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ᾿ܲܢᾷܤܦ ܢܸᾷܩܱιܦܱܲܥ ᾞᾷᾐᾺܛ  ܑᾐܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ ᾌܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ
ܱᾐܥܷᾌᾷᾐΆܥᾹܧܥ ᾌΆܦ ܛܸᾰܬܭ ܪܸܲܣ᾽ܧܓ ܱᾁΆܦܩܱιܦ  ܠܥᾺܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ
ܱᾞᾰᾁᾰܨܱܝܱᾞܩܶιܦᾹᾠΆܕᾜΆܠܸܩᾹܝܶܦܷᾌܦܨܸܱܨܱܝᾞܘ᾿ܲܢᾷܛᾚܝᾐ
ᾦΆܛ᾿ܲ᾿ ᾓܛܱᾰܣܷ ᾹᾔΆܕ ᾌᾷᾐΆܥιܖ ܪܸܛܲᾰܝ ᾿ܲܢᾷܩܱιܦܱܲܥ ᾞᾷᾐᾺܛ
ᾰᾁΆܩܸᾰ ᾁܧܸܲܫܭܶܠܑܸ ᾫΆܪܲܣ ܧܷܠܑܸ ܲιᾁΆܛᾰܬܭ ᾶᾌܨܑ ᾦΆܛᾱܛܠܔ
᾿ܲܢᾷܤܦ ܤܸܢܑ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ ܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܛܸᾰܬܭ ܪܸܲܣܱᾐܥܶ Άܡᾶܭ
ܤܱܪܱܥᾞΆܥܶ ܲᾹܬܲܦܢ ᾰᾁܬܭ ῁ܲܦܢ ܠܥᾺܧᾼܝܶ Άܛܱᾰܩܥܷܪܸܲܣ ܱᾶᾌܛܶ
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ܤܱܦܢܲܭ ᾷᾐܤܸ ᾐ ܑᾐܫ῀ܓ ᾿ܲܢᾷܛᾰܬܲ᾿ ᾗܫܛᾱܫܢ ܱᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ܲᾺܬܱܦܶ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾫܢܓܲιᾁܢᾷܩܱιܦܱܲܥᾞᾷᾐᾺܛܱᾞᾰᾁᾰܥܷιܛ῁ܲܦܢ
ܲᾨΆܦܢᾨᾷᾐᾷܕܲᾨΆܦܢᾲᾆᾷܥܷ
῁ܲܦܢܱᾶᾊᾞᾰᾁΆܛܶ ῁ᾸᾐܛܲܢᾫΆܛܱܧܲܬܱܦܶᾞΆܫܭᾫΆܛܱܧܲܬܱܦܱܶᾨΆܭ



ᾷܛܸܭܗ ᾹᾔΆܕ ᾿ܢܲᾷܢܲᾸܝ ᾿ܢᾨᾐܕ ᾿ܢܲᾷܝܱܭ ᾿ܠܛܷ ᾿ܢᾆܥܷ ܲܬܱܦܶ
ܲᾨᾰᾁΆܦܢᾨᾷᾐᾷܕ ܲᾨᾰᾁΆܦܢᾲᾆᾷܥܷ ᾿ܱܢܭᾞܭ ᾌܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ܲᾤΆܫܛᾹܩܲܢ
ᾐܭᾆܥܷ Ὰܬܸܲܦܢ ᾐܭܱܢ ᾐܩܲᾹܛܲιܣ ܲܩܱᾹܢܷ ܱᾌܥᾠܭܷ ܩᾹܛ ᾽ܙ ܧܷܠܑܸ
ܱᾌܥᾠܭܷ ܧܛܸܢ ܑᾷܪܸ᾿ܲܢܭᾆܥܷ ᾿ܱܥܷ ᾐܭᾨᾐܕ ܪܸ᾿ܲܢܭᾨᾐܕ ᾿ܱܥܷ
᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ᾿ܱܤܐ ܱΆܩܷܲᾹܛܱᾶܛ ᾰܛ ܑᾞᾰܛܱܪܭܨܥ ܲᾤΆܫܛܲܬܱܦܶ ܱܪ᾿ܕ ᾫܫܨܙ
ᾫΆܛܱܢܠܥᾠܭܷ ܲᾤΆܩᾫΆ ᾙιܛܱܢܧܠܸᾙܬܐ ᾫΆܛܱܢܩᾹܛ ܱᾌܥᾠܭܑܷῂ
ᾐܧܠܸܓ ܧܸܪܸܲܣ  ᾰᾁ 'LJORVVLDܬܭ ܠܸܨܑ ܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ ܱᾹܢ᾿ܱܤܢܥܑᾞᾺ
᾽ܱܪܧܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ᾽ܥᾹܕ
ܲᾹܫܛܲᾰᾂᾠܬܱܦܶ ᾫΆܪܲܣ ܧܷܠܑܸ ܲᾨᾰᾁΆܦܢᾨᾷᾐᾷܕ ܲᾨᾰᾁΆܦܢᾲᾆᾷܥܷ



ܲᾤΆܧܪܸܲܣ ᾿ܱܝܶ ῀ܛܱᾌܥᾠܭܷ ܛᾰܢᾷܠܲܥܲᾺܩᾫΆ ᾁܛܲܦ ᾿ܲܫܛܱᾌܥᾠܭܷ
ܫܷܛܱᾌܥᾠܭܷ ܛܸܭ ܑῂܤܩܲᾹܛܦܸ ܱᾹܢ ܲᾤΆܫܛᾰᾂᾠܡܛᾰܪܑ
ܬܸܲܦܢᾲᾆᾷܥܷ
ܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܬܲܦܢᾨᾷᾐᾷܕ
ܛܱܧܠܸܥܲᾺܫܭܶ
ܲᾰܢᾌᾷܥᾠܭܷ
ܲᾤΆܩ῀ ᾙιܛܱᾌܥᾠܭܷ ܡܛᾰܪܑ ᾿ܱܝܶ ᾲܛܸܭ ܑῂܤܩܲᾹܛܱᾌܛ
ᾐܪ᾿ ᾿ܱܝܶ ܨܷܘ ᾿ܲܫܛ᾿ܬ ᾇܤܱܪܱܥᾞΆܥܶ ᾐ ܱܲᾐܭܦܸ ܛܱܢܠܥᾠܭܷ
ᾢܘᾫΆܛܱܩᾹܘ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢᾨᾷᾐᾷܕᾫΆܛܱܩᾹܘ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢᾲᾆᾷܥܷᾰᾂᾠܡܛᾰܪܑܨܷܘ
ܤܩܲᾹܛܦܸܢᾸܭιᾠܥܶΆܩܱιܦ
ᾨᾷᾐᾷܕ ᾹᾠΆܕ ಬಬܪܶܕܲ᾿ ಫܬܲܦܢᾲᾆᾷܥܷ ᾿ܱܝܶ ᾹᾔΆܕ ಬಬܪܑܸ ಫܛܱܩܱᾹܝ
ᾹᾔΆܕ ᾿ಬಬܐܱ᾿ ಫܥܷܱΆ ܑᾐܪܩᾰ ᾂܢܸܭܦܸܢᾸܭ ᾹᾠΆܕ ಬಬܪܑܸܲ᾿ ಫܬܲܦܢ
ᾫΆܤܕ ᾿ಬಬܐܲ᾿ ಫܬܲܦܢᾨᾷᾐᾷܕ ᾫΆܤܕ ಬಬܪܶܐܲ᾿ ಫܬܲܦܢᾲᾆᾷܥܷ ᾞᾗܓ ܦܸιᾠܭܷ
᾿ܲܬܲܦܢᾲᾆᾷܥܷ ᾿ܲܫܛ᾿ܬ ᾇܪܲܝ ᾐ ܑᾹᾔΆܩܲᾹܛ᾽ᾷᾐܡܓ ῀ܱᾞܥܶ ᾸᾐܦܸܢᾸܭ
ܢ᾽ᾷܡܓܫܸܱᾞܥܶܢܷ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢᾨᾷᾐᾷܕܱ᾿ᾤΆܝܶᾞܘܢ᾽ᾷܡܓܫܸܱᾞܥܶᾞܘ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ ܲܛᾱܬܭ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ᾙΆܛᾰܬܭ ᾌᾷᾐΆܥᾹܧܥ ܱ᾿ᾤΆܝܶ ᾞܘ ᾠܭܷ
ᾹᾠΆܕ

ಬಬܫܸܛᾰܭܢಫ

᾿ܲܬܲܦܢᾲᾆᾷܥܷ

᾿ܱܝܶ

ᾹᾔΆܕ

ಬಬܫܸܭܢಫ

ܛܱܩܱᾹܝ

᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ᾲᾆᾷܥܷ ᾿ܱܝܶ ᾹᾔΆܕ ᾽ಬಬܤᾷᾐܦܸᾹᾠΆ ಫܕ ಬܫܸܭܢܲ᾿ ಫܬܲܦܢᾨᾷᾐᾷܕ
ᾰܨܭᾌܥܱᾠܦܲᾤΆܩᾹᾠΆᾙιܕ᾽ಬಬܤᾷᾐܦܸܲ᾿ಫಫܬܲܦܢᾨᾷᾐᾷܕᾹᾠΆܕᾹಬಬܤܲܝᾲܦಫ
᾿ܱܝܶ ܢᾸܡܑܸ ܱᾌܩܷᾰ ᾂܡܛᾰܪܑ ᾹᾔΆܕ ܱᾨᾐܥܶ ܢᾸܭ ܱΆܩܷܲᾹܛܱᾶܛ
ᾹᾠΆܕ ܱᾨᾐಬಬܥܶ ܢᾸܭܲ᾿ ಫܬܲܦܢᾨᾷᾐᾷܕ ᾹᾠΆܕ ಬಬܥᾺܢᾸܭܲ᾿ ಫܬܲܦܢᾲᾆᾷܥܷ
ܱᾲܛᾱܠܪܲܡᾶܕ ᾲᾆΆܥܷ ᾨᾷᾐΆܕ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ܱᾹᾠܥܷᾐ ܑᾐܩܲᾹܛܲιܣ ᾌܥᾠܭܷ
῀ܛܱιܝܶ ܫ῀ܓ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢᾨᾷᾐᾷܕ ܱΆܪܡܱܛ ᾰܢܸܥܲιܣ ᾌܥᾠܭܷ ᾿ܲܫܛܱιܝܶ
ιᾠܥܶ Ὰܫܸܛᾱܩܱιܦ ܱᾎΆܛܳ῁ᾰܛ ܱᾨᾐܥܶ ᾌΆܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢᾲᾆᾷܥܷ
ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ
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Άܩܱιܦᾢܘ
Άܩܱιܦܱᾢܨܶܙ
ᾊܛܶ!

!ܪܸܭܷᾶᾌܨܑ!
!ܪܸܢܪܶܭܷ!
ᾊܛܪܶܢ!
!ᾶᾌܨܶ









Άܩܱιܦܱᾢܨܶܒ

!Άܛܪܓ ܱ Άܠܶܕ! Άܠܑ
!ܪܸܲܭ  Άܛܪܘ!
!ܤܸᾹܓܪܶܭܶ!
ܤܸᾹܘ!




!ܪܑܸ
!ܤܸᾹܓܪܸܕ!
ܤܶᾹܘ!
᾿ܠᾢᾂܘ

ܲܧܱܭ!
!ܱᾼܭܳᾔܦ! ܳᾹܦܱᾤܛ! ᾿ܱܛ
᾿ܢᾷܩܸᾢᾁܘ
!ܱᾼܛܱᾱܦܭ!
!ܱᾨᾐܥܱܶܛܱᾱܦ !
ܱᾐܥܷ!
!῀ܭ
῀ܛܱιܝܶ ᾠܭܷܲᾤΆ ܑᾞܩܲ᾿ ᾙιܫܛ᾿ܬ ᾇܪܲܝ ܱᾌܫܷܛᾱܩܱιܦ ܛܸܭܑῂ
ᾰܛܲᾞᾰܢᾸܦܸ ܲᾤΆܬܲܦܢᾨᾷᾐᾷܕ ܲᾤΆܬܲܦܢᾲᾆᾷܥܷ Ὰܢ᾽ᾷܡܓ ܫܸܱᾞܥܶ ܨܷܘ
Ὰܤܕ

ಬಬܪ᾿ܛᾞᾰܛಫ

ᾰܤܸܢܥᾹܕ

ܲ᾿ಬಬܧܪܸܱܛಫ

ܛܱܩܱᾹܝ

ܱΆܩܷܲᾹܛܱᾶܛ

ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ ᾌܥᾹܧܥ ܲᾤΆܬܲܦܢᾨᾷᾐᾷܕ ܤܕ ܲ᾿ಬಬܧܪܸܱܛܲᾤΆ ಫܬܲܦܢᾲᾆᾷܥܷ
ܱΆܪܡܱܛᾰܢܸܭᾌܥܱᾠܦᾲᾆΆܥܷᾨᾷᾐΆܕΆܨܱܠܭܲιᾁܢᾷܨܱܠܭܱᾌܩܷιܭܑ
ᾹᾠΆܕ Άಬಬܠᾰ ᾂܪ᾿ܱܛܶᾰ ಫܢܸܥᾹܕ Άಬಬܠᾰ ᾂܛܲܢܲ᾿ ಫܧܨܸᾐܦ ܛܱܩܱᾹܝ
ܧܸܪܸܠܛᾰܪܲܣ ᾿ܲܢᾷܠܭܱܦ ܱᾌܛܱ᾽ᾰܠܭ ᾹᾠΆܕ ܲᾌಬಬܛ ಫᾱܢܸܥᾹܕ ಬಬܛܷಫᾱ
ᾹᾠΆܕΆᾗᾌಬಬܕಫಫܢܸܥᾹܕಬಬܧܠܸᾹᾔܕܲ᾿ಫಫܢᾷܨᾗܢܱܣܦܱܨܑᾫΆܤܕಬಬܠܸܱܪ᾿ܦಫ
Ὰܛܱܛᾰܬܭ ܲܬܱܦܶܫܸܲܛ ᾹᾠΆܕ ಬಬܩᾹܕ ಫܢܸܥᾹܕ ಬಬܧܠܸᾹᾔܕܲ᾿ ಫܧܭܸܱܛܷ
ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܝܥܷ
ܫܸܛ᾽ܠܱܢܶ ᾫΆܛܱܢܱܲ ܫܸܛᾱܧܲܛܱᾰܭ ῁ܲܦܢᾲᾆᾷܥܷ Ὰܛܱܭܱᾐܥܶ
ᾫΆܛܱܧܲܢܲᾁܦ
ᾐܩܲܛᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ
῁ܲܦܢᾲᾆᾷܥܷ
ᾐܥᾹܕ
ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܠܱܢܶ
ܪܸ᾿ܲܧܛܸܲܦ

ᾐ

᾿ܱܩᾹܕ

 SKUDVHV

RI

&KDLQ

᾽ܠܱܢܶܲᾢᾷܛᾱܝ

ܤܩܲᾹܛܦܸܢᾸܭܛܱܧܦܸ῀ᾙᾨܛᾱܧܲܛܱᾰܭܱᾹܢ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢᾨᾷᾐᾷܕ
ᾰܛܱܧܲܬܱܦܶ ܱΆܠᾶܨܑ ܧܸܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܫܛܱᾌܣ ܢ᾽Ᾰܧܥܶ Άܪᾗ
ܱΆܩܷܲᾹܛܲᾰܥιܛ ܱᾌᾷᾐᾰܛܶ Άܭᾷᾐܧܲܛ ᾙᾰܛܲܢ ᾦᾰᾁܛᾹܩܲܢ ܱᾐܥܷܲᾰᾁΆܥιܛ
ᾲᾆᾷܥܷ Ὰܪܸܲܣ ܱᾐܥܶ ᾿ܲܧܪܸܲܣ ܢܱܪ᾿ܑ Άܛܲܢ Άܛܱᾰܢ ܲᾷܬܱܦܶܫܸܲܛ ܑᾱᾁᾰ
ܬܷܲܦܢ
ᾦᾰᾁᾰܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܛܲᾰܥιܛ
ܲᾨᾰᾁΆܦܢᾨᾷᾐᾷܕ
ܲᾸᾐܩ ܨܭܱܲܝ ᾲܫܸܛܲܢܲܭ  ܫܸܛᾱܩܱιܦ ᾌΆܥιܖ ܧܷܠܑܸ ܲᾨᾰᾁΆܦܢᾲᾆᾷܥܷ
᾿ܲܫܛᾱܠܑ ܪܲܝ ᾜΆܢܸܭ῁ܛܲܣ ܱᾌܥᾹܧܥܱιܝܶ ܤܱܩܭܢ ᾿ܲܧܪܸܲܣ ܢܱܫ῀ܱܛܶ
ᾐܩܲܛᾙᾊܡܱܛ
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ܛܱܩܱᾹܝ

ܲܛᾰܠܫ῀ܓ ܫܸܛܲܢܲܭ ᾶᾌܨܑ ᾿ܱܝܶ ܲ῁ᾲܬܢᾨᾷᾐᾷܕ ᾹᾔΆܕ ܱᾹܢܱᾼᾸܝ
ᾐܩܲܛܱᾠܦܛܱܪ᾿ܱܝܶܲ῁ᾲܦܢᾲᾆᾷܥܷܩᾹܕ ܱ Ᾱܝܱᾴܝ
᾿ಬಬܢᾌܛܶΆܨܛܧܲಫಫܢܲܭ᾿ܢᾙ
!ܲಫಫᾸᾷܢܲܭᾐܭܱܠᾶܨܑ
᾿ܢܱᾠܦܤܕ!ᾴᾲಬಬ
ܩᾹܕ  ܱ Ᾱܝܱᾼᾴܝ ᾿ܲܤܧܶܪܸ᾿ܲܭܫ῀ܱܛܶܲᾸᾐܩ ᾊܥᾺܩܸ ᾙܤܸܢܑ




ܱᾹᾠܥܷܢܑܷܲᾌΆܭܲܛܱܭᾞܓᾰᾁܬܭ᾿ܱܝܶܤܱܧܛܸܭᾠܭܷ

᾿ܢܱܧܱᾢܝܶܨܓܱᾢܥܶᾺܠܸ᾿ܢܱܦܨܛܘΆܨܛܓ᾿ܢܱܦܨܛܕΆܨܛܑ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܧܱܲܢܶᾷܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥᾺܛܱܧܱܲܝᾲܫܸܛܲܢܲܭܩܱᾹܥܷ


Ᾰᾐܬܲܛᾰܬܭ ῀ܛܲܬܱܦܶ ܪܥ ܢܱܠܥᾹܧܥ Άܛܲܢ ᾿ܲܛᾰܬܭ ᾲᾆܥܷ
ܢ᾽Ᾰܧܥܶ ΆܪܱᾹ ᾗܢܭܷܤܕ ܤܩܲᾹܛܲᾰܭܱܲܢܶ ῀ܛᾼᾫܐ ܛܱܢܥܱᾶᾊᾞᾺܛܱܶᾼᾰܥܷ
ܱᾌᾷᾐᾰܛܶ Άܭᾷᾐܧܲܛ ᾙᾰܛܲܢ ܲᾨᾰᾁܦܢ ᾲᾆᾷܥܷ ᾿ܲܧܪܸܲܣ ܧܩܸܲ᾿ ܑᾹܫܛܱᾌܣ
᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ιᾁᾷܢܭᾨᾐܕ ᾿ܱܥܷ ᾐܭᾆܥܷ Ὰܬܸܲܦܢᾲᾆᾷܥܷ ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܛܲᾰܥιܛ
ܛܱܧܱܲܝᾶᾌܛΆܤܑܩܸιܭܲܬܭܲᾹܫܛܲܢܲܭܭܷܤܕܪܸ᾿ܑ῀ܛᾢܘܤܱܦܱᾐܥܷ
ܱᾶᾌܛܶܲιܢᾷܤܦܱΆܪ᾿ܕܫܸܛܱᾌܥ᾽ܠܑܩܱᾹܥܷᾶᾌΆܑᾐܭܷܛܬܥᾺܛܱܲᾰܝᾲܓ
ܛܱܬܲܦܢᾲᾆᾷܥܷܱᾠܭῂܕܬܸܲܦܢᾨᾷᾐᾷܕܲܬܭܲᾹܫܛܲܢܲܭ᾿ᾢܢܲᾷܥιܛ᾿ܩιܛ῁ܲܦܢ
ܲ῁ᾰܦܢ  ܱᾐܥܷ ܲᾌΆܧܲܫܭܶ ܱܱܲᾷᾐܧܢ Ᾱᾠܘ Άܤܢܱܝ ᾎܤܲᾹܦ ܤܕ ܱΆܪܩܱιܦ
ᾼᾫᾰܐܢܲ᾿ܑᾸܢᾷܛܱᾰܣܷܩᾹܕᾜΆܦܸܛܱܢܧܠܸᾔܧܥᾫΆܛܲܦܲιᾁܛܪܓܲܭ᾿ܛ
ᾰܛܸܭ῀ ܑῂܛᾱܤܢܱܝ ܧܢܸܱܥܷιܢ ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾊᾞᾰܥ Ὰܛᾰܦܸܭᾊܭ ܨܸᾌܛ
ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾙιܛᾰܫܲܭᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܭܷܛܱܦܠܱܪܷܦܷܫܸܛᾂᾠ
ܤܱܛιܢܭܱιᾠܦܲܬܭܲᾹܢᾷܤܢܱܝᾎܤܲᾹܦܫܸܛܲ῁ᾰᾂᾠܦܢᾲᾆᾷܥܷ῁ܲܦܢᾨᾷᾐᾷܕ
Ὰᾗܦܸܭᾊܭܱܲܲܢܱܦ
ΆܪᾹᾚܢܑᾐܩܲᾹܛᾌܥ᾿ܧܝܶ᾿ܲܧܠܸܥܲᾹᾊᾺܫܛᾫܨܢΆܤܢܱܝᾎܤܲᾹܦ



ܱܲܲܢܱܦܑΆܭܷܤܕܱΆܪܛᾱܬܭᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܫܸܛᾫܨܢܲᾷܬܱܦܱܶܛᾱܠܪܲܡᾶܕ
ᾰܫܸܛᾱܩܱιܦ ᾢܘ ܩܱᾹܥܷ ܘ ! ܓ ܕ ! ܑ ᾨΆܛܲܣ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ Άܤܢܱܝ ᾎܤܲᾹܦ
 ᾿ܩιܛ ܲܬܭ ܲܤܲܡܛ  ᾜΆܫܸܛܲܢᾷܓ ᾿ܧܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ ܤܱܛιܢܭܱᾰᾁܭᾞܓ ܱᾶᾌܛܶ
ᾹܢܑᾐܩܲᾹܛܲιܣܲܛᾰܫܲܭᾜΆܫܸܛܲܢᾷܓܤܱܛιܢܭܱᾰᾁܭᾞܓΆܤܢܱܝ᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛ
ܲܬܱܦܶᾨᾷᾐܕ

ܲܬܱܦܶᾲᾆܥܷ

ܫ῀ιᾠܥܶΆܠܑ

᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ

᾿ܲܧܠܸܥᾊᾺ

ᾫΆܛܱܬܲܦܢᾲᾆᾷܥܷ ῁ܲܦܢᾨᾷᾐᾷܕ ܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܛܱܫܛᾫܨܢ ᾷܫܸܛܱᾌܥᾠܭܷ
ܧܲܢܥ᾿ܲܢᾷܤܦܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܫܸܛܲܢᾷܓܱᾠΆܦᾫΆܛܱܬܲܦܢᾨᾷᾐᾷܕ῁ܲܦܢᾲᾆᾷܥܷ
ܱΆܪܛᾰܭܸ

᾿ܧܲܧܲܬܱܦܱܶᾎΆܛܳ῁ᾰܛ᾿ܲܢᾷܤܢܱܝ᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛ᾿ܩιܛܲܬܭᾎܤܲᾹܦܑΆ
ܱΆܪܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥᾺܛܱܫܛᾫܨܢᾷܫܸܛܲܢܲܭ
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!ܑܲܢܲܭ
Άܩܱιܦᾢܘܕ!
᾿ܱܤᾦᾰᾁ ᾙᾹܛᾢܘ ܧܲܛܐ Ά ᾿  ᾲ ῁ ῀ ᾰ Άܨܛܑ ܫ῀ܓ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ᾨᾷᾐᾷܕ
᾽ܤᾦᾰᾁ ᾙᾹܛᾢܘ ܩܲܥ ܱᾠΆܦ ܛܱܦܨܛܕ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ᾲᾆᾷܥܷ ᾌΆܦ ܱᾐܥܷᾞΆܭ
ܱᾐܬܛܲܣΆܩܱιܦܧܛܸܢܱᾨᾐᾷܥܶᾞΆܭ
!ܪܑܸ
!ܲܛᾰܝܑ ܱ ΆܠܶܕΆܠܑܪܶܕ!
!ᾫܬܑܲܛᾰܝܕ!
ᾫܬܕ!
!ܲܝ῁ᾲܛܑΆܫܕ! Άܫܑ
ܲܝ῁ᾲܛܕ !












!ܓܲܢܲܭ
Άܩܱιܦᾢܘܘ!
᾿ܱܤᾦᾰᾁ ᾙᾹܛᾢܘ ܧܲܛܐ Ά ᾿ ᾼ ῂ ᾶ ᾷ Ᾱܨܛܓ ܫ῀ܓ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ᾨᾷᾐᾷܕ
᾿ܱܤᾦᾰᾁ ᾙᾹܛᾢܘ ܩܲܥ ܱᾠΆܦ ܛܱܦܨܛܘ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ᾲᾆᾷܥܷ  ᾌΆܦ  ܱᾐܥܷᾞΆܭ
ܱᾐܠܥιܖΆܩܱιܦܨܛܘܨܛܓܱᾐܥܷᾞΆܭ
!Άܛܪܓ
!Άܨܧܓ  Άܛܪܘ!
!ܦܸܭܓ  Άܨܧܘ!
ܦܸܭܘ!


ܤܶᾹܘ!

ܤܸᾹܓᾫܢܘ! ᾫܢܓ








ܤܱܪܱܥᾞΆܥܶ ᾠΆܥܶΆܠܑ ᾿ᾢܢܲ ᾙܬܱܦܶ ܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܫܸܛܲܢܲܭ ܧܲܩιᾂܦܷ
Άܩܱιܦ ܧܲܩιᾂܦܷ ᾦᾰᾁ ᾙᾹܛܱᾢܧܶᾼܦܶ ܩܲܥ ᾜΆܫܸܛܱιܝܶ ᾢᾲܘ ܨܛܓ ܨܛܑ
Ὰܛܱܫܛᾫܨܢ ᾿ܲܧܲܤܲܡܛ ᾢᾌᾰܧᾊܥ ᾜΆܫܸܛܱιܝܶ ܤܱܛιܢ ᾜΆܢܸܢܱܬܛܲܣ
ᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܱᾨᾐܥܶ ܱᾰᾁΆܭᾞܓ Άܤܢܱܝ ᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛ᾿ܩιܛ ܲᾰܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ
ᾜΆܦܸܛܱܢܫ῀ᾔܧܥᾫΆܛܲܦ
Ὰᾗܦܸܠܛᾰܨܸܲܢ
ܱᾎΆܛܳ῁ᾰܛ

Άܤܢܱܝ

᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛ᾿ܩιܛ

ᾌΆܥᾺܧᾼܝܶ

Άܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ



ܲᾜΆܤܲܡܛ ᾦΆܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܱΆ  ܑᾐܪܛᾱܫܲܭ ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ᾰܥܸᾺܦܸܠܛᾰܨܸܲܢ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷ᾿ܢᾷܦܸ᾿ܲܧܩܸ᾿ಬಬ LQWHUDFWLYH ᾙܠܱܧܨܸᾸᾐܪܛಫ
ܪܸܲܣᾊܥ
᾿ܢᾼܝܶܳᾌܫ῀ܓܪܸ᾿ܱܝܶܲ῁ᾲܦܢᾨᾷᾐᾷܕ᾿ܲܧܲܤܲܡܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ܪܸܲܣᾊܥ
ᾰܢܸᾨᾷܧܶᾼܦܶ ܫ῀ιᾠܥܶ Άܠܑ ܲᾹܥ ᾢᾰᾁᾺܘ ᾨΆܛܲܣ Άܩܱιܦ ᾢܘ ᾿ܱ᾿ᾢܝܶ
᾿ܢᾌᾷܢܱܶܲᾸܢܶ᾿ܲܧܲܤܲܡܛ
ܪܸܲܣᾊܥ
᾿ܢܱᾹᾠܢܷ᾿ܱܝܶܲ῁ᾲܦܢᾲᾆᾷܥܷܩιܥܶΆܩܱιܦᾢܘ᾿ܲܧܨܸܲܢ
ܪܸܲܣᾊܥ
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᾿ܢᾠܥܶܲܬܭܲܤܲܡܛᾰܪܸܧᾊܥܱιܝܶᾲܛܸܭܢܷ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ܪܸܲܣᾊܥ
᾿ܩܱᾹܢܷ᾿ܲܧܨܸܲܢ᾿ܧᾊܥܱιܝܶ
ܪܸܲܣᾊܥ
᾿ܢܱᾌܛᾜΆܤܸܢ᾿ܱܢܲᾞᾸܧܲܩܱᾹܢܷΆܩܱιܦܛܸܭᾠܭܷ᾿ܱ᾿ᾢܝܶܢܷ
ܪܸܲܣᾊܥ
᾿ܢᾰᾁܫܲܭܤܸܢ᾿ܱܤܲܥܲᾞΆܭ᾽ܭܡܱܦܧܲܩܫܸܛᾱܩܱιܦܛܸܭῂ
ܪܸܲܣᾊܥ
 ᾿ PRYLQJWRK\SHUWH[WVܢ᾿ᾤܝܶᾤᾰᾁᾲܭᾔܥ᾽ᾗᾺܠܱܢܶ
ᾦᾰᾁΆܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾷᾐܡܑܸ ܩܸιܭܩܱᾹܥܷ ῀ܛܲܝܲιܧܥ ῀ܛᾱܠܥ ܱᾌܩܷιܭܑ
ܧܸܲܢᾷܓ  ᾿ LQWHUDFWLYHܠܱܧܨܸᾸᾐܪܛܧᾶᾊܭܷܩܥܶܠܸܣܧܷܠܑܸܲᾰᾁΆܤܲܡܛ
ܱΆܪܢᾌᾷܥΆܦܷ
ܨܸᾙᾊᾫ

ܱᾠΆܦ ܲᾨᾰᾁܦܢᾲᾆᾷܥܷ ܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܬܲܦܢᾨᾷᾐᾷܕ ܨܸᾌܛ ᾼᾫᾰܐ ܢܑᾸ
ܛܱܢܭᾰᾁܫܲܭ ܢܸᾷܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ܤܢܱܝ ᾎܤܲᾹܦ ܤܱܛιܢܥܲᾺܥιܛ ᾰܧܸܲܢᾷܓ
ᾞΆܣ᾿ᾤܭ ܲܤܲܡܛ ᾞΆܟܲܩ ᾿ܧܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ ܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ܤܸܢܑ ᾐܩܲᾹܛܦܸ
ܠᾶܛ ܨܸܭܲ᾿ ܑᾐܭᾼܐ ᾿ܧܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܠܥ᾿ܧܝܶ Ᾰᾐܡܑܸ
ᾷᾐܦܸ ܛܱܫܛܲܢܲܭ ᾿ܧܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ ܫܸܛܲܢᾫᾷܩܱιܦ ῁ܲܦܢᾲᾆᾷܥܷ ῁ܲܦܢᾨᾷᾐᾷܕ
ܡܸܱܲᾹ ᾐܭܥܱܱܲᾺܧܢ ῀ܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ ܛܱܥܲᾺܩܱܲᾹ ᾁܣ᾿ᾤܭ ܲܤܲܡܛ ᾰܩܸιܭ
ᾜΆܦܸ ܛܱܢܫ῀ᾔܧܥ ᾫΆܛܲܦ ᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܱᾨᾐܥܱܶᾰᾁΆܭᾞܓ ܱᾶᾌܛܶ
᾿ᾢܩιܛ ᾜΆܪܸܩιܛ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ Άܤܢܱܝ ᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾿ܩιܛ ᾰܛܸܭܑῂ
ܲܬܭ ܲܤܲܡܛ ᾰܫܸܛᾱܩܱιܦ ᾌΆܥιܖ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ᾲᾆᾷܥܷ ᾌᾷᾐΆܥΆܦܷ ᾜΆܢܸᾷܭ᾽ܐ
ᾤΆܧܑᾫΆܢᾨܕ ᾿ܱܥܷ ᾐܭᾆܥܷ ᾫΆܝܥܷ ᾿ܦܱܪ᾿ܲܧܬܸܲܥ ܱᾐܥܷܱ῀ᾦΆܛܶᾗܱܲᾸᾐ
ΆܡܲᾶܢᾐܥᾹܕ
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ABSTRACT
Sign Language is a mode of communication among hearing impaired people. Sign
language is not common throughout the world and there are variations among them. These
variations are due to the influence of the local linguistics and community in that particular
region. This leads to the development of various sign languages like British sign Language
(BSL), America sign Language (ASL), Australian Sign Language (AUSLAN), Indian Sign
Language (ISL). Sign Languages are translated to Natural speaking languages and vice verse
by translation system to enhance the communication between hearing impaired community
and speaking community. It also enriches the basic knowledge of the hearing impaired
community by interacting in their own mother tongue. A little amount of work has been
exhibited in automatic translation of natural text to sign gestures. Most of the systems are
designed based on the direct mapping. The draw backs of that system are limited usage and
domain specific. Rule based approach enumerates certain rules and depending upon the rules
the sign gestures are rendered
In the proposed approach Tamil text is parsed and tagged using the morphological
analyser. Using heuristic approach each and every adjective word is analysed and classified
into types like shapes, colors, quality. The various sign Language gestures are mapped to an
equation based on the Hand shape, location, orientation and movement. These equations in
turn mapped on to the respective classified adjective words and used to render sign gestures
on to screen. This system can also be extended to render sign gestures of other parts-ofspeech words and it also helps Tamil native hearing impaired community people to acquire
their mother tongue easily.
1. INTRODUCTION
A study conducted by a medical team of the Madras ENT Research Foundation
(MERF) found that six out of every 1000 kids were victims of severe to profound deafness.
This is three times the national average and six times the international average. The study
conducted over a period of 10 years (2003 - 2013) had a medical team screening more than
50,000 children below 12 years of age across the state. The number indicates that Tamilnadu
would soon become the deafness capital of the country and also highlights the need for
automatic communication system that translates Tamil text to Tamil sign gestures. Sign
Language use Manual (hand shapes) features, Non-manual (face and body parts) features,
Orientation, Location and Movements for communication between Hearing Impaired people.
One of the alarming characteristics of Sign Language is that they won’t follow any specific
grammar order as English or any other Natural language does. The Sign alignment or order
varies depending on the Signer and context. Secondly the signs are less compared to the
words in the speaking languages. Third issue is the representation of part of speech like
Nouns which is done mostly through Finger Spelling approach. Verbs are gestured depending
on their tenses. The representation of adjective words depends on space and co-articulation.
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The Translation of Tamil text to Tamil Sign Language gestures depends on the
characteristics of Sign Language and the animation process. The final rendering should be
more effective in such a way that each every minute detail of hand gestures are shown
properly along with the Non-manual features. This paper is organized in such a way first it
elaborates on various systems and then describes the architecture of the proposed system
followed by the outcomes and finally ends in conclusion and enhancements of the system.
2. VARIOUS TEXTS TO SIGN LANGUAGE SYSTEM
Lots of system has been developed internationally for translating text to sign language
but most of them are domain specific and of restricted usage. All the systems either uses prerecorded videos or limited number of words.
S.No
SYSTEM NAME
DOMAIN
LIMITATION
1
TESSA
Post office
Pre-Defined
Phrases[1]
2
SignSynth
Weather Forecasting
Non-Manual
gestures are not
properly rendered
3
VisiCAST
Television
Human Interpreter
Broadcasting
is needed
The following table list the work that is carried out in Indian sub continent.
S.No
SYSTEM NAME
DOMAIN
LIMITATAION
1
INGIT
RAILWAY
Classifier
and
RESERVATION
animation
are
SYSTEM
handled properly
2
Bangla text to BaSL General
Limited to words and
video clipping[4]
3
Tamil noun to TSL
Noun words
Only noun words[2]
4
Tamil Pronoun t TSL Pronoun words
Only
pronoun
words[3]
Only two works has been carried out first of its kind in Tamil Sign Language a variant of
Indian Sign Language. One of the main differences between Tamil and Tamil sign language
is that Tamil is morphemically rich language. There are lots of lexical gap between Tamil and
Tamil Sign language. This paper proposes a method that translates Tamil adjective words to
sign gestures in Tamil Sign Language. The next section discusses about the translation
process of Tamil adjective words to Tamil sign language variants.
3. SYSTEM ARCHIECTURE
Some of the previous work has been carried out for translating Tamil noun and
pronoun words to Tamil sign Language gestures. This architecture gives an overview of
translating Tamil adjective words to Tamil sign Language gestures. Translation can be
carried out in three different approach direct, transfer and Interlingua. These approaches vary
depending upon the complexity of the source and target languages. If the lexical gap and
grammar structure of the sentences in both the languages is more or less same direct approach
is applied. In Transfer approach the source language sentences are analyzed first syntactically
and then transfer from source to target language is performed finally using morphological
analyzer of the target language the translation is done. Interlingua method generates an
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intermediate form from the source language and translates that to the target language. In this
approach translation of Tamil adjective words to Tamil sign language Variant is done using
Interlingua techniques.

Figure 1: Architecture diagram of the proposed system
The Figure 1 depicts the overall design of the system. The system has three major
modules. First module tokenizes and tag Tamil adjective word from the Tamil sentence.
Second module classifies the list of Adjectives words into different classes using heuristic
rules. Third module renders the Sign Gestures for the classified Adjectives.
PRE-PROCESSING: The input to this module is Tamil sentence. This module consists of
two sub-modules namely Tagger and Tokenizer. Tagger is used to Tag each word of the
given Tamil Sentence with its appropriate Parts of Speech such as Noun, Adjective, verb,
Adverb and so on. Atcharam is a Morphological Analyzer tool for Tamil Language.
Atcharam Tag each word of the Tamil sentence as Noun or Adjective or Adverb and so on
and also splits them as paguthi, viguthi, idainilai, sandhi, saariyai and so on. Tokenizer
module separate each tagged word of the Tamil sentence based on specific delimiters.
Tokenizer parse each tagged word and separate all the words tagged as < Adjective > and <
Noun>. In some cases certain Nouns are Adjectives so Nouns are also considered.
ADJECTIVE WORDS CLASSIFICATION: The tokenized adjective words are classified into
different classes. Classification is done based on its common characteristics. Common
characteristics are color, shape, quality and general. Heuristic Rule is used for classifying the
adjective words. The tokenized Adjective words are taken as input and the corresponding
class of the input adjective word is identified dynamically. The various classes of Adjectives
are specified in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Adjectives Classification
Adjective words are classified into Four classes. They are Shapes, Color, Quality and
Others. Since the Shapes and Colors are few in number they are written in separate files and
maintained as Dictionary. The tokenized Adjective words that ends with “ò”, “ô”, “ì” are
classified into Quality and other words into Others class
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INTERLINGUA APPROACH: In this approach, the source language is translated to an
intermediate Interlingua form and target language is then generated from the interlingua. The
advantages of this is that it requires fewer components in order to relate source language to
target language, it takes fewer components to add a new language, it supports paraphrases of
the input in the original language, it allows both the analysers and generators to be written by
monolingual system developers, and it handles languages that are very different from each
other. Based on the identified class the adjective words are rendered into sign gestures using
Java. Each Adjective word is defined with basic shapes or pre-defined formula. The sign
gestures for the adjective words are generated dynamically by combining the basic
primitives, changing the orientation, location and movement of the primitives based on predefined formula. In addition to Hand Shapes, facial expressions are also included to render
the sign gestures for certain words.
4. RESULT AND CONCLUSION
The Figure 3 is a Bar Chart which tells how much percentage the Tagged Tokenized
Adjective words are correctly classified into their corresponding classes based on similar
characteristics. Since Dictionary is used for classifying colors and shapes almost 90% colors
and shapes get classified correctly into their classes respectively. In case of Adjectives of
Quality 75% of the words get promptly classified. Among 64 Adjective of Quality words 49
words are correctly classified remaining words are classified into the Adjective of General
class. For Adjectives of Quality classification it is difficult to form more generalized rule.
The rule formulated for Adjectives of Quality is not able to classify all the Quality depicting
words correctly. In case of general remaining words other than previous three classes get
classified correctly. At present sign gestures are rendered only for Tamil Adjective words. In
future it can be rendered for Adverbs, Verbs etc.

Adjective types
Figure 3 Correctness of Classification
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ܨܸᾙᾹᾔ
ᾦᾰᾁܛܲܬܱܦܶ ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ ᾿ܲܭܫܛܪܓ ᾼᾫ ܑᾹᾠܐ ܲܬܱܦܶ ܛܸιܧܑ



ܛܲܦ ᾿ܲܭܫܛܪܓ ᾐܤܱܧܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ ܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾿ܧܲܭܲܩ ᾐܩܲܛܱᾶᾊᾞᾰܛܶᾸᾐܠܣ
ܱᾠܭῂܕ ᾐܥᾹܕ ᾿ܠܱܧܨܸܓ ܨܲܢᾸܧܑ  ದܢܲܤܦ ᾐܩܲܛᾞܭ ᾽Ᾰᾐܫܭ ܛܱܦܛܭܷ
Ᾱܢܲܤܦ
Ᾱܠᾔܢܲܤܦ
ܱܤܷܱܩܲܛܱᾌܧܨܸܓ
ܱᾹᾠܥܷܢܷ
Ᾱܠܲᾜܤܲܡܛ
᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ ܢᾐ ܑᾸܧܲܛᾰܠܫ῀ܓ ܢܸܭᾌᾷᾐܥ᾽ܱܧܢ ᾷܤܸܢ ܱᾠܦܱᾌܧܨܸܓ
ܪܥᾐܑᾹᾠܤܱܧܲܩܱιܦᾲᾆܥܷ᾿ܭᾔܥܤܱܧܲܢᾁܥᾞܘܲᾹܭᾼܐܲܬܱܦܶܛܸιܧܑ
ܤܱܦܧᾷ ᾐ᾿ᾢܛܲܦ Ᾱᾠܛܶܲᾨᾰܬܢ ܱᾤΆܢᾸܭ ᾌܥᾺܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ᾦᾰᾁܛܲܬܱܦܶ
῁ܲܦܢ Άܡܨܱܛ ιᾁᾰܢ ܪܸ᾿ܲܭܠܥᾺܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ܲ ܑᾹᾔΆܩܱιܦ ᾲᾆܥܷ ᾿ ದܭᾔܥ
ᾁΆܐܢܷܢܱܠܥܫ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷᾼᾫܐܤܱܧܦܸᾞᾙᾨܘᾹᾠܛܶܲᾰܬܱܦܶ

ܫ῀ܓ ᾿ܲܧܠܸܥ᾿ ᾊᾺܧܲܫ῀ ᾗܢܲܡܛ ῀ܛ᾽ܣ᾿ᾤܭ ᾿ܧܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ ܲܤܲܡܛ
ܱᾌܣ᾿ܦܷ ܲܢᾌᾷܥᾼᾫᾰᾁܐ ᾿ܲܧܲܢܱܳ ܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾿ܧܲܭܲܩ ܫܸܛܱᾌܥܱܛܷ
ܤܱܧܦܸᾞ ᾙᾨܘ ܱΆܣ ܲܩܱ᾿ ᾹܤܲܢܲᾰᾁᾺ ᾗᾁᾷܬܱܦܶ ᾐܦܢ ᾷܤܸܱᾊܥܱᾼᾺܭ
ܲᾹܧܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ ῁ܲܦܢܲᾷܤܲܡܛ ܱᾐܧ ᾙᾊܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ܧܸܲܩܱιܦ ᾲᾆܥܷ ᾿ܭᾔܥ
ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ ᾐܫ῀Ᾰᾐܠܸ ܧܸܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ ܧܱܲܥܶᾺܛܲܦ Ά ܑᾹᾠܪܲܛᾱܐ ܛܱܦܡܨܱܛ
῀ܛᾱܝΆܥᾺܩܲܝ
ܠܱᾶܛܶ
῀ܛܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ
ܤܛܶܲᾰܬܱܦܶΆ
ܱᾞܢܶܩܱᾹܥܷ ᾐ ᾐܩܲܛᾞܭ ᾌΆܥᾺܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ᾤΆܦܷ ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ
᾿ܭᾔܥᾐܩܲܛܱܧܦܸܠܛܧܠܸΆᾙܣᾐܭᾌᾷᾐܥᾺܧܲܢܱᾷܝܲᾨᾰᾁΆܦܢᾷܧܸܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ
ᾌܥᾺܫ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷ ῀ܛܲܝιܧ ᾙܪܲܝ ܛܷܱᾱܛᾱܐ ܲᾨᾰᾁΆܦܢ ܤܛܶܲᾰܩܱιܦ ᾲᾆܥܷ
ܛܱܧܦܸܱ᾿ ܑᾹᾔΆ ᾙᾨܦΆܣ ܧܸܦܸᾹܢᾷܧᾹ ᾐ᾿ᾢܢ ᾿ܱܤܐ ᾐܩܲܛᾞܭ
ιᾠΆܦ ܢܲܡܛ ܱᾁΆܧܦܸᾶܓ ܢܱܧᾙᾊܛᾠᾰܦ ᾐܥᾹܕ ܪܸ᾿ܲܭܧ ᾙᾊܧܠܸ
ᾁܩܲܥ ܲܩܱιܦ ܛܱܦܭᾊܭ Ᾱܧᾢܘ ܢܸᾷܭᾊܭ ᾨᾷᾐܕ ᾿ܲܧܠܸܥ᾿ ᾊᾺܧܲܫ῀ᾗ
ᾢܘ ܫܸܛᾹܧܱᾢܩܱܶιܦ ܲܩܱιܦ ܛܱܫܛᾹܧܱᾢܩܱܶιܦ ܢܸᾷܭᾊܭ Ᾱܧᾢܘ
ᾹᾔΆܕ ܱΆ +00ܪܛܲᾰܢܱܝ ᾲܤܸܢܑ ΆܪᾹ ᾚܢܭܱιᾠܦ ܛܱܫܛܪܸ
 ܑᾰܢܷܥᾹܕ ܱΆܪܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ܲᾰᾁᾺܬܱܦܶ ῁ܲܦܢ ܱΆܣ ܱᾠܭῂܕ ܠܸܱܥܱܛܷ
ܱᾁΆܦܛܱᾰܣܷܲᾹܧܨܸᾌܛ
᾿ܢܱιᾠܦܛܱܫܛᾹܧᾢܘᾢᾢᾞᾸᾐܭᾔܥ

ᾢᾢᾞᾸᾐܭᾔܥ
ܛܱܫܛᾹܧᾢܘ
ιᾁܢܭܱιᾠܦ
ܪܲܛᾱܐ
ܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ
ܩܸιܭ ܲܩܲᾹܦܦܨܲܝ ᾿ܱܢܭᾌܥᾺܡܱܛ ᾰܛܱܧܦܸܲܫܕ ᾫΆܛܲܦ ᾐܤܱܥᾺܦܸ
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ܘᾢܧᾹܱܦ ܛܱܫܛι ܩᾙᾊܩܲܛᾐ ܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܱܤܐᾹ ܸܦᾺܤܱܥᾐ ܪܥ
ܱܦιܱܶܩᾢܫܸܛᾰ $OORSKRQHV 

ܱܶܛᾶᾌ

ܸ᾿ܱܢܭܦ

ܥᾔܭᾢᾢᾞᾸᾐ

ܷܥᾲܱܶܝᾢܱܦ ܛܱܫܛιᾠܢܭιᾁ ᾚᾹᾠ ܫܸܛܪܸܲܣᾰ ܸܭܷ ܫܱܧܛᾶᾊᾜ῀ܫᾐ
ᾙܢᾢ᾿
ܥᾔܭᾢᾢᾞᾸᾐ
ܧܲܫܘᾹܛܱܫܛ
ܱܦιܲܩ
ܩܲܥᾁ
ܘᾢܧᾹܫܸܛ
ܱܦιܱܶܩᾢܱܦ ܛܱܫܛι ܲܩᾸܱܦ ܢιܱܶܩᾢܫܸܛᾺ ܷܥᾲܱܶܝᾢܱܦ ܛܱܫܛιܩ
ܷܭᾶᾌΆ  ܛܱܦܡܨܱܢܓಫܝಬ ܕᾹᾔΆ ܕᾨᾷᾐ ᾽ܱܭᾷܸܲܧܢᾹ ᾙܢᾢ᾿ ܭᾞΆܷܱܥᾐ
ಫܝಬ F  ܝܸ ܠ6DWWDL  ܤܕᾫΆ ܑܸܭ ᾿ܲܧܠᾞΆܷܱܥᾐ ಫܝಬ FK  ܥᾲܸ ܝSDFKFKDL 
ܤܕᾫΆ

ᾚᾰܱܶܛᾢᾰᾁ

ᾌᾷᾐ

ܭᾞΆܷܱܥᾐ

ಫܝಬ MD 

ܥᾴᾆ

ܤܕᾫΆ

ܓᾲܱܲܝᾰܛᾺܥᾌܑ ᾿ܱܢܭΆᾚᾹᾠ ܱܣ ܫܸܛܪܸܲܣΆ ܸܭܷ ܫܱܧܛᾶᾊᾜ῀ܫᾐ
ܑῂܱܦ ܛܱܩܱܭιܩᾺܥܱܦ ܠιܱܶܩᾢܱܣ ܫܸܛΆ ܘᾢ ܑܧᾸܨܲܢᾷܲܢιᾁ ܛܱܠܳܫ῀ܓᾰ
ܱܶܛᾌᾰܭܷ ܛᾶᾌΆ ܑᾐ ܷܱܥᾹ῁ܲܦܢ ܩᾺ ܥᾔܱܦ ܪܸܭιܱܶܩᾢܧᾹܛܱܫܛ
ܱܦιᾠܢܭιᾁ+00ܛܲܦᾲܩܲܝᾸܢᾙܸܡܭܐ᾿ܲܧܩᾴܶܝᾼܩܲܛᾐ
ܱܭᾼᾺܱܥᾌ
*  JJJಹಹಹಹಹಹಹJ1 
*ܕᾹܥᾐܥᾔܭᾢᾹܐܝܸܱܲܭᾁΆ
3K 3K3K3K3K1 
3KܕᾹܥᾐܘᾢܲܤܧᾹܩܸܦᾸܐܝܸܱܲܭܢᾁΆ
: DUJPD[ 3 *?3K 3 3K 
3 3K ܕᾹܥᾐܘᾢܲܤܧᾹSULRU3UREDELOLW\VHTXHQFHܐᾁΆ


ܷܪܷܦᾜ῀ܥ ܫᾔ ᾿ܭᾁܲܩᾛᾌ * ܕᾹܥᾐ REVHUYDWLRQ ܛܐᾫΆ 3K ܕᾹᾔΆ

ܘᾢܲܤܧᾹ ᾁܲܩᾛܛܱܧܝܸܱܲܭ ܪܸܲܣܩܸܦ ܤܱܠᾫΆ KLGGHQ VWDWH VHTXHQFH ܛܐᾫΆ
ܡܱܛᾺܥᾌܩܲܛᾐ ܥᾔ ᾿ܭದ ܷܥᾲܱܶܝᾢܱܦ ܛܱܧιᾠܢܭιᾁ ܑᾸܛܢ῁ܛܲܣ ܢᾫ ܛܲܦᾫΆ
ܑᾹܢܱܧܦܸܧܲܩᾐܐᾁΆ
ܛܱܦܡܨܱܢܓ

ಫΆܱܦಬ ܕᾹ᾽ܱܭ ܩᾷܸܱܣ ܧܸܢΆ ܘᾢܧᾹܱܦ ܛܱܫܛιᾠΆܷܱܥᾐ ܨܢᾫ᾿ܲܫܛ
ܥᾔܭᾤᾰᾁ ܘ ܤܱܨܛܲܣᾢܧᾹܱܣ ܫܸܛΆ ܱܶܛᾌᾰᾁΆܷܱܥᾐ ᾸܢᾺ ܥᾔܭᾤᾰᾁ
ܘܤܱܨܛܲܣᾢܤܸܧᾺᾗ῀᾿ܧܲܫᾊᾺܱܦ᾿ܲܧܠܸܥιᾠܲܛᾹܤܩ


: DUJPD[ 3 ?D 3 D 
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ܑᾐܷܱܥᾹܨܢ ܩᾫܱܣ ܫܸܛΆ ܳܫ῀ܓᾌܛܱܫܛᾰ ܱܶܛᾌᾰᾁΆܷܱܥᾐ ܸܤᾷᾐ
ܳܫ῀ܓᾌܫܸܛᾜΆᾗ῀᾿ܧܲܧܲܫᾊᾺܘ᾿ܲܧܠܸܥᾢܧᾹܱܦܛܱܫܛιܦܸܲܩᾰܲܛᾹܤܩ


+LGGHQ 0DUNRY 0RGHOܗᾺ ܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷܲܢᾺ ᾗ῀ܧܲܧܲܫᾢᾹ ᾊᾺ᾿ܲܧܠܸܥ

ܕῂܱܭᾠ ܘᾢܲܧᾹ ܷܛܭᾷܸܢᾰ VSHHFK GXUDWLRQ  ܡܛᾰܲܛᾌ ܷܥᾲᾆ ܘᾢܲܧᾹ ܪܱܛ
 ܧܸܭܸܫ7LPH'XUDWLRQ ܛܢ῁ܛܲܣᾫ SUREDELOLW\ ᾊᾺܐ᾿ܲܧܠܸܥᾼᾫᾁܥᾌᾷܲܢ
ܥᾔܥܷ᾿ܭᾲᾆ ܱܦιܓ ܧܸܲܩᾞܱܭᾰ ܛᾙᾊᾜΆ ܕᾹܢܸܥᾰ ῁ܳܛᾰܛᾶ ܠᾚᾹᾠ
ܱܪܡܱܛ᾿ܲܫܛܪܸܲܣΆ
ܛܢ῁ܛܲܣᾫ 3UREDELOLW\ ܕᾹܥᾐᾚᾹᾠܡܛ᾿ܲܫܛܪܸܲܣᾰܠܲܛᾺܥᾌܩܲܛᾐ


 

1 6WDWH



 

6WDWH7UDQVLWLRQ3UREDELOLW\$ ^DLM`QLM



 

2XWSXW3UREDELOLW\%



 

,QLWLDOVWDWH3UREDELOLW\ ^˭L  `1L 



ܑᾱᾁ 1 ܕᾹܥᾐ ܑܕ ᾿ܧᾶ ܛܐᾫΆ $ ܕᾹܥᾐ VWDWH WUDQVLWLRQ ܛܐᾫΆ %



^EL  `1L 

ܕᾹܥᾐ ᾙܛܱܭܢܛ῁ܛܲܣ ܪܸܲܣ ᾿ܢᾫΆ ܡܱܛᾺܥᾌܩܲܛᾐ ܑᾱᾁ ܤܱܠܳܫ῀ܓᾐ ܘᾞ
 ܪܸܲܣ6WDWH  ᾢᾞᾸᾐ ܑᾹܱܶܤᾞ ܪܸܲܣᾰᾁᾲ 6WDWH  ܶ᾿ܝᾤΆܷܱܥᾐ ܕῂܱܭᾠ
0DUNRYಬV 0RGHO ܲܢܲܭᾺܥᾊ +LGGHQ 6WDWH ܱܦ ܛܐᾠܩܲܛᾐ ܕᾹܢܸܥᾰ ῁ܳܛᾰܱܛᾎΆ
ܠܥᾷܲܢᾹᾚܪΆܫܲܭᾰܱܪܛΆ
$ VWDWH(UJRGLF0RGHO 

% $VWDWHOHIWWRULJKWPRGHO


ܘᾢܲܤܧᾢᾞᾸᾐܱܦιܱܶܩᾢܱܦܛܱܫܛιᾠ᾿ܢ

ܥᾔܭᾢᾢᾞᾸᾐ ܘᾢܱܦ ܛܱܤܧιܩܲܥ ܲܩᾁ ܘᾢܲܤܧᾢᾞᾸᾐ ܱܦιܱܶܩᾢܛܱܫܛ
ܱܦιᾠΆܷܱܥᾐ ܘᾞ ܕᾨᾷܤܱܢᾐ ᾙᾸܸܕ ܧܢᾨᾷܲܢᾹ ܸܘ ܨᾢ ܦιᾠΆ ܲܥᾸܸܧܢ
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ܕᾨᾷܲܢᾹ ܸܘ ܨᾢܸܧᾺ ܶܥιܲܩᾞᾰᾁΆ ܡܱܨܢܓΆ ಫܛಬಬ ܕᾹܕ ܩᾨᾷᾐ
ᾚᾰܱܶܛᾢᾰᾁᾺ ܲܥᾹᾗ ܭᾸ ᾿ܱܢಫܛಬಬ J  ܤܕᾫΆ ܷܕ ܢᾨᾷᾐ ᾽ܱܭᾷܸܢᾰᾁ ᾙܢᾢ᾿
ܭᾸ᾿ܱܪܢಫܛಬಬ N ܤܕᾫΆܷܕܢᾨᾷᾐܑܨᾶᾌܨܶܲܧܓᾨᾷᾐᾰᾁܑܸܭ᾿ܲܧܠᾸ᾿ܱܢ
ಫܛಬಬ K  ܤܕᾫΆ ܓᾲܱܲܝᾰܭܷ ܛᾶᾌΆ ܑῂܱܭᾠ ܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ ῁ܲܦܢᾤ῀ܱܪ᾿ܕ ܫ
ܘᾢܧᾹܛᾦᾰᾁΆ ᾇ῁ܲܧܪܸܲܣᾹ ᾊᾺܲܛ ᾿ܲܧܠܸܥܠᾷܢܱܦ  ܠιܱܶܩᾢܫܸܛ
ܓᾞܱܭᾰܛ

ᾙᾊᾜΆ

ܑܧᾸܨܲܢᾷܲܢιᾁ VRXQG

ܑῂܱܭᾠ
(QJLQH 

ܓᾞܱܭᾰܛᾺܥܠ
ܛܱܠܳܫ῀ܓᾰ

ܱܦιܱܶܩᾢܫܸܛ

ܘᾢ

ܱܶܛᾌᾰᾁΆܷܱܥᾐܱܢᾹ

ܱܣΆ

ܑܧιܸܥܷܤܱܧܛᾲܱܶܝᾢܸܧᾺܶܩܥᾙᾊᾜΆ
ᾐ᾿ᾢܧᾷܢᾹܸܦܷܧܠܸܧܸܦιܶܭܷܫ῀ܱܛᾶᾊ῀ܛܲܡܥܧ


ܱܣΆ ܥᾔܭᾢᾢᾞᾸᾐ ܷܥᾲܱܶܝᾢܱܦ ܛܱܧιᾠܢܭιᾁ  ܛܲܦᾙᾰܐ ܤܱܦܧܲܛᾼܛܱܭ

ܑᾸ ܢVSHFWUXP DQDO\VLV ܫܲܭᾰᾁܩܲܛᾐ ܕᾌᾷᾐᾰܱܛܕ ܱܤܭ ܛܱܠᾹܩ
᾽ܱܭᾷܑܸ ܧܸܢᾞ ܱܣ ܛܱܧܛܸܭΆ ܓᾲܱܲܝᾰܱܪܛΆ ᾙܢᾢ᾿   ಫܱܤܭಬಬ ܕᾹᾠ
ܓᾲܱܲܝᾰᾁΆܷܱܥᾐ ܤܕ ܱܨܭ ᾽ܱܧᾺ ܱܶܥᾞ῀ܥᾌΆ ᾐܷ  ܐ ܭಫܱܤܭಬಬ ܤܕ
ܓᾲܱܲܝᾰᾁΆܷܱܥᾐ ܭᾹ ܷܭܤܱܦܝܱܦᾹ ܤܕᾺ ܱܶܥᾞ῀ܥᾌΆ ܑ ܭܷܤܕᾸܢ
ܑᾞܓ ܤܱܧܛܸܭᾲܱܲܝᾺܸܕ ܥῂܱܭᾠ ܑܧᾸܨܲܢΆ ܓᾲܱܲܝᾰ ܛᾙᾊᾜΆ ܕᾹܢܸܥ
ܑῂܐ ܤܱܧܛܸܭᾼᾫܦܷ ܫܸܛιܶܢܭ῀ܱܛᾹ ᾚܪΆ ܶܝᾼ ܧᾙᾊᾜΆ ܬܷܳܛ
ܱܶܛᾌᾰܛᾺܥᾌ῀ܠܥ ܫᾷܲܢᾹ ᾚܪΆ ܕ ܱܤܭᾹܕ ᾿ܱܝܶ ܩῂܱܭᾠ ܷܭᾠܥᾌܩܲܛᾐ
ܕᾹܢܸܥᾰܱܪܡܱܛΆ
 2EMHFWW\SH6SHFWUXP


)UHTXHQF\GRPDLQ/RZHVWIUHTXHQF\+]+LJKHVWIUHTXHQF\+]

7RWDOEDQGZLGWK+]
)UHTXHQF\

VDPSOLQJ

1XPEHU

RI

IUHTXHQF\EDQGV ELQV )UHTXHQF\
VWHS ELQ ZLGWK   +] )LUVW
IUHTXHQF\EDQGDURXQG ELQFHQWUHDW 
+]7RWDOHQHUJ\3DVHF


 ܐ2EMHFWW\SH6SHFWUXP)UHTXHQF\GRPDLQ/RZHVWIUHTXHQF\+]
+LJKHVWIUHTXHQF\+]7RWDOEDQGZLGWK+]
)UHTXHQF\VDPSOLQJ1XPEHURIIUHTXHQF\EDQGV ELQV 
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)UHTXHQF\VWHS ELQZLGWK +]

)LUVWIUHTXHQF\EDQGDURXQG
ELQFHQWUHDW +] 
7RWDOHQHUJ\3DVHF



ᾙᾊᾫܸܨ
ܥᾔ᾿ܭ

ܷܥᾲᾆ

ܱܦιܤܱܧܲܩᾐ

ܑᾹܸܧܩ

ܛܪܱܛܠᾷ᾿ܲܢ

ܛܲܦᾫΆ

ܑᾹܘ ܢܱܧܦܸܧܲܩᾞ ܶܦᾹܱܶܥᾞ῀ ܐᾁΆ ܐ ܤܱܧܛܸܭ ܪܥᾼᾫ῀ܛ
ܷܦιܱܶܛᾶܱܠᾤΆ ᾁܲܩᾺ᾿ܭ ᾿ܧܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ ܛܱܥᾤܑ ῀ܛ᾽ܣᾹܑ ܲܩᾐܷܱܥᾹܘ ܩᾞ
ܶܦᾹܱܶܥᾞܸܓ ܫᾞܱܭᾰᾁܭᾐ ܕᾹܥᾐ ܱܝᾷܱܢܢܱܪ᾿ܲܦܧܲܢᾁΆ ܑᾐܷܱܥᾹܩ
ܐᾼᾫ ῀ܛᾚܪΆ ܘᾞ ܥ ܪ᾿ܣᾔܥܷ ᾿ܭᾲᾆ ܱܦιܓ ܧܸܲܩᾞܱܭᾰ ܛᾙᾊᾜΆ
ܑᾐܷܱܥᾹܦܶ ܩᾹܱܶܥᾞ῀ ᾐ᾿ᾢܓ ܛܱܦܧᾞܱܭᾰܛᾺܥܬܲܧܭܸ᾽ܱܥ ᾿ܱܠᾸܢ
῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ

ܥᾊᾺܲܩܥᾫ

ܑ᾿῀ܛ᾽ܭܢܱܪ

ᾌᾷܛ᾽ܭܢᾦܸܧܠ

ᾐܸܲܧܡᾹܲܩ

ܢᾱܛᾦᾰᾁᾷܷܭܸܢᾺܥᾌΆᾓܸܪᾺܥᾊᾷᾐᾺܧܥᾹܶܩܥᾙᾊᾜΆ
ᾐܸܡᾓιܥᾊ᾿ܧ
 'DQLHO -XUDIVN\ $XWKRU  -DPHV + 0DUWLQ $XWKRU   6SHHFK DQG /DQJXDJH
3URFHVVLQJQG(GLWLRQ+DUGFRYHUದ0D\
 ;'+XDQJ<$ULNLDQG0$-DFN+LGGHQ0DUNRYPRGHOVIRU
VSHHFKUHFRJQLWLRQ(GLQEXUJK8QLYHUVLW\3UHVV
 . 7RNXGD 7 .RED\DVKL DQG 6 ,PDL 6SHHFK SDUDPHWHU JHQHUDWLRQIURP
+00XVLQJG\QDPLFIHDWXUHV,Q3URF,&$663SDJHVದ0D\
 7 0DVXNR . 7RNXGD 7 .RED\DVKL DQG 6 ,PDL 6SHHFK V\QWKHVLV XVLQJ
+00V ZLWK G\QDPLF IHDWXUHV ,Q 3URF ,&$663  SDJHV ದ  0D\

 KWWSVZLNLLQIHGDFXNWZLNLSXE&6757UDMHFWRU\0RGHOOLQJ+76
,QWURGXFWLRQSGI
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Computational Phonology and the Development of
Text-to-Speech A
pplication for Tamil
V
asu Renganathan
University of Pennsylvania (vasur@sas.upenn.edu)
Phonology is a study of sound systems specific to any particular language, whereas
Phonetics is a study of linguistic sounds in general from a universal point of view without
having any specific reference to the sounds of any particular language. In this sense the
standard system of phonetic notations as devised in International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) is
an attempt to identify almost all of the universally valid linguistic sounds using a set of
standard symbols of Latin alphabet1. Not all of the linguistic sounds that are accounted for
within IPA system can be found to occur in any single language, but almost all of the
linguistic sounds that one can find in any given language can be related to one of the sounds
as described within IPA system of linguistic sounds. In this sense, Computational Phonology
is a study of speech sounds of any given language from the point of view of how they are
mapped using computational algorithms.
For some, the field of Phonology itself is
considered deeply to be computational as it involves a complex algorithm of determining the
environmental factors in any speech (see Bird, 1995). This paper, in this sense, is an attempt
to summarize the relationtionship between graphemes, phonems and allophones of Tamil in
the context of making a Tamil text-to-speech application2.
Many-to-one relatinship b
etween Lingui stic sounds and rOthographic symb
ols
Not all linguistic sounds that one can hear and produce in any particular language can
be visually represented by unique orthographic symbols and there can be instances where
more than one sound is represented by single orthographic symbol. Learning to read and
pronounce a wide variety of sounds correctly using any such limited orthographic symbols
commonly becomes part of the native speakers' linguistic intuition and language skill in the
respective language. This is true with Tamil as well in the sense that the sounds and
orthography of this language have a many-to-one relationship and accounting for those
sounds with missing symbols needs to be either represented in diacritics or special ASCII
characters in the context of computer processing of the language. To cite one example, the
orthographic symbol ' ܛka' is used in Tamil to represent the sounds ܰ 'ha', ' ܜnga' and ܛ
'ka'. It is to be noted that the sound 'k' under this circumstance is called a phoneme in Tamil
and the corresponding contextually realized sounds that do not exhibit any minimal pairs,
such as 'h' and 'ng', are called allophones or positional variants. In general, one can conclude
that all of the phonemes can have a grapheme, but not all the allophones. Identifying such a
many-to-one relationship as well as mapping them to a one-to-one correspondence of
symbols and sounds using a common transliteration scheme, as well as the corresponding
audio files is pretty much the main task of the field of Computational Phonology in the
context of making text-to-speech application. This paper is an attempt to describe one of the
working version of text-to-speech application for Tamil written in the programming language
PHP
and
is
made
available
on
the
web
at
the
address:
http://www.thetamillanguage.com/tamilnlp/speak/speak.html.

1

Cf.http://www.langsci.ucl.ac.uk/ipa/
ThisTamiltextͲtoͲspeechapplicationcanbetestedonlineat:
http://www.thetamillanguage.com/tamilnlp/speak/speak.html.
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Syllab
ification of Tamil words
The foremost step one might want to take in the context of making text-to-speech
application is to identify the number of syllables that can be distinguished in an unique
manner. Tamil syllables, in general, can be conveniently grouped under the basic categories
of V (' ܐcow', ' ܒfly' etc.), CV (' ܱܢgive', ' ܱܛprotect' etc.), and CVC (' ᾿ܛstone', ᾿ܥ
'tooth' etc.) types, along with a host of other complex forms constituting one or more of the
combinations of these basic structures. Some of those examples include, CVC.CVC (ܛᾺ᾿ܥ
'ship'), VC.VC (ܭᾹ 'he'), CVC.CV (ܢΆ' ܲܥyounger brother') and so on. Syllabification
of Tamil words is especially essential for both morphological as well as phonological
applications for the fact that identification of words and affixes constitute the significant part
of any part-of-speech taggers as well as phonological applications. For a detailed account of
how the process of syllabification is significant in the context of morphological taggers, see
Renganathan (2001) and Rajendran et al. (2001).
Tamil text-to-speech p
Aplication and the Phonological Rules of Tamil
Although there are many phonological rules that can be used to account for the
difference between written literary and spoken varieties of Tamil for the purposes of
computer processing of Tamil language in the context of text-to-speech application and voice
recognition, only a specific set of rules that are normally called automatic rules, such as inter
vocalic devoicing rule, nasal assimilation, enunciative rule etc., are required to be accounted
for, and others such as palatalization rule, v-deletion rule etc., become irrelevant3. To cite a
few examples, words such as ܛܦᾹ 'son' (mahan), ܢᾱܛΆ 'gold' (tangam), ᾘܶ' ܤcat' (pǌnǡ),
ܕᾌ 'take' (eʼȏ) etc., to be pronounced correctly, one needs to account for the phonological
rules namely devoicing/fricative rule, nasal assimilation/devoicing rule, and vowel reduction
rules respectively. What is significant in this context is to identify all of the possible distinct
syllables and mark them with special symbols on a one-to-one fashion based on the relevant
phonological rule in order to match them appropriately with words. As Tamil alphabet
exhibits many-to-one correspondence between Tamil letters and speech sounds, one needs to
carefully identify all of the positional variants of all the phonemically explainable linguistic
sounds and subsequently map them with that of the appropriate allophones with distinct
symbols. What follows is a description as to how Tamil alphabet is realized with multiple
allophonic sounds in various linguistic environments. As one can see, only the instances of
Tamil stop sounds undergo this type of variations and all the other consonants are realized in
surface with single speech sound. As for vowels, only two vowels in Tamil namely ( ܓu)
and ( ܕe) are realized with multiple tokens of sounds. The vowels  ܓand  ܕare realized as
enunciative vowels ȏ and ǡ respectively mostly in word final positions. Thus, what seems to
be significant in the context of writing algorithms for Tamil text-to-speech application is that
one needs to account for all of such phonological environments and correspondingly
transliterate them with special symbols to accomplish a one-to-one structure of symboles of
Tamil text. So, each of these syllables can then be related to corresponding sound files.

3

ForadetaileddescriptionofTamilphonologicalrulesandtheirvariationsinthecontextofTamildialects,see
Christdas(1988),Renganathan(2010)andSchiffman(1999).
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oViceless and V
oiced Soun

ds of Tamil Stops and their Surface Realizations:

 ܛ-> k, h, ng: k is realized as  ܛin word initial position and in clusters.  ܛis realized
as ܰ intervocalically and after ׄ, r and l.  ܛis realized as g after nasals.  ܝ-> c, s, j:  ܝis
realized as c in word initial position and in clusters.  ܝis realized as s intervocalically and
optionally in word initial positions.  ܝis realized as j after nasals.  ܠ-> ଣ, ૃ:  ܠis realized
as ଣ in word initial position and in clusters.  ܠis realized as ૃ intervocalically and after nasals.
 ܢ-> t, d:  ܢis realized as t in word initial position and in clusters.  ܢis realized as d
intervocallically and after nasals.  ܥ-> p, b:  ܥis realized as p and in word initial position and
in clusters.  ܥis realized as b intervocalically and after nasals.
One of the challenging tasks in any text-to-speech system is making speech files
which can sound as close to human's speech as possible. Although Tamil does not exhibit
any stress as part of any word and it is not phonemic in this language, the varying expressions
and multiple shades of meaning can be captured by way of varying intonations of Tamil
sentences. Such intonations are usually distinguished based on the length of long vowels that
might occur within in any word. To cite one example, the question ܭᾸ ?ܱܤܱܢvantƗnƗ? 'did
he come?' can be a simple question of asking the factual meaning whether a person came, or
it can also be an expression of one's surprise or discontent about someone's arrival. The latter
types of expressions are usually distinguished based on how the long vowels of the last two
syllables are alternatively pronounced in varying degrees of pitch. Accounting for long
vowels, thus, should constitute the significant portion of reasonable Tamil text-to-speech
application.
Mak
ing u
Adio files for Te

xt-to-Speech p
Aplication

Special care needs to be taken as to how the sound units corresponding to each
syllable in Tamil is to be constructed. Importantly, the sounds that are heard or uttered in
isolation vary considerably when they occur with other sounds as part of a word. In this
respect, what is the most efficient way of making audio files for each syllable is to eliminate
much of the contents of coda, such as with clusters of multiple types, syllables with short and
long vowels and so on. Consider below the reduction of duration of sound between
individual vowels and their occurrences in the corresponding syllables. The vowel e, for
example, takes 200 milli seconds where as the syllable be takes only 150 milli seconds.
What it implies is that it may not be advisable for one to concatenate sound files of pure
consonants along with vowels to make corresponding syllables. Instead, one needs to create
sound files of all possible distinct syllables of various types in isolation and concatenate them
to form words.
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e

be

Further, consider below how the long vowel ǀ and the corresponding syllables nǀ and hǀ are
distinguished in terms of their distinct duration. As far as the syllables with long vowels are
concerned, one can construct different durations of length and it can not be restricted to any
single duration. In fact, as already mentioned, this varying length of duration in syllables
with long vowels is one of the significant factors that determine the nature of speech overall,
as far as Tamil speech is concerned.
ǀ

nǀ

hǀ

Mak
ing sound files for pure consonants:
When pure consonants such as k, ng, c etc., are produced, one would normally
accompany a vowel, namely 'i' as in 'ik', 'ing', 'ic' respectively, and it would be hard for
anyone to produce them without this epithetic vowel. What matters in the context of making
pure consonants is that such epithetic vowel part needs to be carefully removed in order to
identify the acceptable pure consonantal sound. As a result, one would find pure consonants
in their corresponding wave formats to be with very subtle pitch in them as shown below for
the consonants 'n', 'k' and 'm'.
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n

k

ka
m
In conclusion, for any naturally sounding Tamil text-to-speech application, one needs to take
into consideration as how many distinct syllables would need to be made based on the facts
of vowel duration of long vowels and use of pause in the beginning and at the end of each
syllable. Thus, the total number of Tamil syllables to be constructed for the purpose of
making any Tamil text-to-speech application is determined not only based on the basic
linguistic phonological environments, it also needs to be extended further to the nature of
vowel duration of long vowels as well as the nature of pause that is to be applied for each
syllable. Especially, the length of long vowels for questions is to be distinguished from other
intonational factors such as exclamation, expressing one's discontent and so on. Similarly,
appropriate length of pause is needed for making words with a sequence of single syllable
words, but not in any combination of consonantal clusters involving both identical
consonants as well as those with liquids. Further the duration of pause between words also
determines the nature of speech in terms of how it is produced, either with continuous or
discontinuous stream of speech.
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DEVELOPING PHONEMIC TRANSLITERATOR FOR TAMIL WITH VOICE
Viswanath, A* and Saranya , R**
* Programmer, **Associate Professor
CAS in Linguistics, Annamalai University
Abstract
There are many software are available for Tamil fonts, but they are not fully based on
linguistics particularly, Tamil phonemics. As far as natural languages are concerned, there are
two kinds of transcriptions such as phonetic transcription and phonemic transcription. These two
transcriptions should sound right when we read it aloud again. But many software engineers
often have a wrong idea about how precise the transcriptions can be. The IPA or phonemic
symbols may look a bit like mathematical symbols, but they are not used with mathematical
precision. Learning to transcribe is not at all like learning formal logic or algebra. It is more like
learning how to make a recognizable sketch of an object.
The way the proposed tool usually represents and describes speech depends on a
powerful idea that is already known by everyone who is literate in a language with an alphabetic
writing system. The listeners can hear speech as a sequence of sounds, and each sound can be
represented by a written mark. This tool provides how this idea can be the basis of a
comprehensive system of phonemic symbols, suitable for representing reliably the sounds of not
only Tamil but any language.
This paper simply aims at developing a phonemic transliterator for Tamil language. It is
two folds: one for Tami script and another for phonemic transcription of the corresponding Tamil
scripts. The developed tool / software is fully oriented with linguistics.It will be highly useful for
Tamil community in particular Tamil learners, Tamil researchers, Tamil scholars; Tamil
linguists.

Introduction:
Today, technology has ameliorated every aspect of our lives particularly learning and if
only we integrate technology into language learning and research environments, Being
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Tamilians, we will be equipping our learners to use our mother tongue commendably well,
simultaneously enabling them to become technologically adept.Moreover,technologically
incorporated tools are preferred, because it is the most accessible method today. It is interesting
as well as informative. It goes hand in hand with enjoyment, especially in the case of face book
and others communication networks. All concerns which affect enjoyable learning are eliminated
in this environment.
The young learners are entered to form an online student community without any fear or
inhibition for the community learning atmosphere. They are looped into a world which they have
created for themselves. They also have the freedom to withdraw from any conversation or
situation without the clouds of consequences looming large over their heads. The vast
availability of Tamil language learning communities from various parts of the world perpetuates
not only absolute Tamil language learning but also integration with several new cultures. Thus, it
can be seen how the appropriate use of new technologies allows for a far reaching integration of
language as well as culture than any other means. Moreover, we tend to be influenced by the
orthography when making judgments about the sounds of words, because we all are constantly
involved with reading and writing in our daily lives. After all, from kindergarten on, the written
tamil language has been an integral part of our lives. Thus, the attempt is made for developing a
technology incorporated tool named as a phonemic transliterator for Tamil language for not only
linguistics community but also Tamil community.
Aim of the Paper:
The aim of this paper is to develop a phonemic transliterator for transcribing Tamil texts
automatically, while typing and / or giving the text.
Objectives of the Paper:
x

To make the learners understand the ways in which Tamil language is written and
spoken.

x

To make learners differentiate the similarities and differences in the speech sounds in
Tamil.

x

To make the learners speaking with clarity, negotiating and understanding.
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x

To understand how the speech is composed by vowels and consonants as a means of
representing speech that considered as an acoustic signal.

x

To understand what sounds are so common and basic that they are found in almost all
languages.

Methodology:
For developing the proposed software, the vowels and consonants found in Tamil with
their phonemic transcriptions are instructed to the machine using Unicode, and the program
source codes are written by VB.Net. The software includes the borrowing consonants (, ,
, ¼, w). The proposed tool consists of five buttons namely Typing the text, Giving the text,

Speech sound, About and Close. They are described below with the screen shot:
Description of Phonemic Translitrator for Tamil:
Button -1
If the button for typing the text is clicked, the two
text message boxes are opened. When the text is
typed, the corresponding Tamil text is displayed in the
first text box. In the second text box, the displayed
Tamil text in the first text box is automatically
transcribed. The phonemic transcriptions are purely
based on linguistics.
Button -2
If the button for giving the text is clicked, the two text
message boxes are opened. When any text document
is pasted in the first text box, the corresponding
phonemic transcriptions are automatically made. The
sample visual is given above.
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Button -3
If the button for speech sound is clicked, vowels and
consonants in Tamil are displayed under the heading
of Tamil letters. If we want to learn the proper speech
sounds of both vowels and consonants, click each
letter whatever it may be for its proper pronunciation.
The visual is given as a sample. And the button
‘About’ is for knowing the author of the proposed
software. If it is clicked the button, the information
regarding the authors is displayed. Further, the button
‘Close’ is for ending it.

Conclusion:
Though there are some similarities and differences between this tool and others like Azhagi,
Azhagi+, NHM Converter, Murasu Anjal and so on, it is fully based on linguistics. It will be
useful for learners of Tamil as a second language and also researchers from various disciplines
like Tamil, linguistics, Tamil computational linguistics and so on. It will be highly useful for
Tamil community in particular Tamil learners, Tamil researchers, Tamil scholars; Tamil
linguists. It is obviously stated that mother tongue mirroring holds an important role in attracting
learners towards other languages particularly global language, because globalization in all the
fields demands one to learn more languages.
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ABSTRACT
Modern world introduces many electronic gadgets including computers with multilingual
features to reach the international markets. Multilingual or Language other than English
based Special software is required to the user to work on their own language comfortably.
Tamil software development is progressive both in India and Abroad. Tamil character
representation in computer application has more complex than English character. Software
metrics are used to measure the software. The present metrics does not measure the language
based features available in the Tamil software or multilingual software. To know the
importance of special metrics to measure the Tamil software (multilingual) an experiment is
conducted with sample data in Tamil and English.
Keywords
Internationalization, Multilingual software, Metrics
1. INTRODUCTION
The software in the world market is almost in a particular language like English. The
efforts are taken to develop software to different users with different languages.
Internationalization of the software is to develop the software with multilingual features to
meet more than one locale. Almost all the leading software company are developing their
software with multilingual features. The software with multilingual features has the provision
to select the languages by the user dynamically. The software development in India has been
carried out primarily through the English language There are many works going on to
implement Tamil in software both in India and Abroad. The software in language like Tamil
has to be measured. The Software metrics are used to measure the software. The problem in
applying the existing metrics is experimentally presented here.
2. INTERNATIONALIZATION OF SOFTWARE
The software developed to international market must have special features for
internationalization. Internationalization of a software products deal with developing the
products to meet more than one locales.[7] The metrics used to measure software product
with internationalization also focuses on process, project and product issues. The best method
of reaching the locale is to develop the software to support multilingual features. The new
coding system Unicode is introduced to maintain an international standard and to define
characters from an international perspective. The Unicode system helps to develop software
to reach international environment with capability of allowing more than one language user
interface. All these efforts are to reach the locales by developing the software in their
respective languages.
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3. TAMIL LANGUAGE IN SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
In early stages software developments are only possible to those who know
knowledge of English. The user of the software must be familiar with English. The
developers are interested to make their products to reach all users in the world. But some
software developer developed the software to select the language, which is listed by the
developer, at the time of installation. The user operating environment is either one user with
many languages or one application with many users on their own languages. This may be
possible by developing the software with multilingual features. Multilingual software is
software which allows the users to select their languages dynamically as and when they
required. Almost all the leading software company are developing multilingual software. The
multilingual feature in software development is one of the features expected by the user to
use the computers or any electronic gadgets more comfortably. Developer of the multilingual
software will follow one of the models, wrapper model, monolithic model and multilingual
library model to develop software.[6] Multilingual software are categorised as multilingual
content creation, multilingual processing like spell check and multilingual software
development tools. The software development in India has been carried out primarily through
the English language. Now there are few software development tools available to develop an
application that incorporates little or no English in its user interface. There are many works
going on to implement Tamil in software industries. Few of them are listed here as follows.
The department of Computer Science, Pondicherry University introduced the PONN
project which implemented Tamil in computer in the year 1995.[5] It has lot of enhancement
like WINKURAL -In 1997 a Tamil computing aimed in porting the DOS based kural to
windows, PONN – A multilingual system was developed to provide a working environment
for people to work in the language of their choice, PONN ANJAL – A multilingual mailing
system, IPONN - The system is aimed to add networking features to PONN system and a
multilingual SMS. The Indian Institute of Technology, situated in Chennai, undertakes
various projects in multilingual systems. It provides a separate site named acharya.gen.in and
works on various multilingual applications which also support Tamil language[9]. Some of
the software developed in this institute are Multilingual text and document preparation
packages, conversion utilities to support Indian languages, command processor with Indian
language and web application supporting online databases in Indian languages. One of the
leading software developments organization, Microsoft is now focusing on developing their
applications to work in different regional languages including Tamil.[4] The software
companies mainly like Yahoo, Google, etc are developing their products in multilingual
environment for user interface.
4. SOFTWARE METRICS
The entities are measured by quantifying their attributes or characters. The software
also measured in terms of software attributes. Software metrics are intended to measure
software quality characteristics quantitatively. According to the IEEE Standard Glossary of
Software Engineering Terms, metric is defined as “a quantitative measure of the degree to
which a system, component, or process possesses a given attribute.”[2] The LOC (Line Of
Codes) is used to measure the production ratio of the programmers at the first time by
Wolverton in 1974 and improved metrics as person/month. Later, in the requirement
specification, Albrecht introduced function points in the year 1979 to measure the software.
In 1994, Chidamber Kemerer gave C&K metrics particularly for Object-oriented program. In
2001, metrics for software components was proposed by Victor and Daily, which is to
estimate the development time of the modules. Vector Size Measure (VSM) was used for
metrics on software scale, software classification which was proposed by Hastings and
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Sajeev in 2003.[8][3] The software metrics are classified as process metrics, project metrics
and product metrics.[1] Process metrics is meant for the improvement of the process and the
prediction for the future process. This metrics includes maturity, management, life cycle,
product ratio, defect ratio, etc... Project metrics is to avoid the risks and to optimize the
development plans. It includes cost, workload, status, production power, risk, the degree of
satisfaction from clients, etc.. Product metrics is to calculate the quality of the product and it
includes the reliability, maintainability, product scale, software complexity, portability,
documents, etc.
The software development in Tamil requires additional efforts to develop software.
The existing metrics can be used to measure the Tamil software. The language based features
available in the Tamil software or multilingual software are not considered in the existing
metrics. Language like Tamil characters representation is different from English characters.
The processing of Tamil characters requires additional efforts to software developer. In this
regard, an experiment is conducted to process data in Tamil words and English words for
sorting and details of the experiment is given in next section..
5. EXPERIMENTATION
To study the requirements of special metrics for Tamil software two sets of data, one
set with list of Tamil words and another set with list of English words are considered for
process. But the representation of data on the above two cases are not same. In English each
character is represented easily by assigning unique code and in Tamil each character is
represented with little complexity by more than one Unicode[9]. The processing of the above
two types of data are not same. A common task is considered to operate on these two sets of
data. Here sort task is the one selected and operated on the two sets of data and their
respective execution time is obtained for multiple runs. Each runs the length of the string that
is the number of characters and the quantity of the strings are same in both the sample sets.
The strings having length of ten, twenty, thirty, forty and fifty are considered to study the
performance of the implementation of sort. The quantity of the strings in each data set is in
thousands and multiples of thousands up to nine thousands. The execution time of the Tamil
strings and English strings are obtained and tabulated in Table 1.
Table 1- Execution time of sort process in multiple runs
width (no. of
char)X ї
Quantity of
stringsљ

10
20
30
40
50
Execution time of sort process for
English characters in milliseconds (Y)

10

20
30
40
Execution time of sort process for
Tamil characters in milliseconds(Z)

50

1000

15

16

20

24

31

4424

8315

12462

16372

20411

2000

44

53

74

90

98

19697

33337

49509

65501

83226

3000

93

121

160

206

231

40102

75457

112614

150375

188320

4000

167

216

280

361

406

71309

134223

214065

265246

343209

5000

251

332

440

563

652

112535

211902

314096

428190

509245

6000

365

485

629

863

936

161670

304509

456079

597692

755789

7000

505

673

858

1163

1300

220552

417101

611217

835805

1029700

8000

654

919

1126

1529

1674

289292

548656

796520

1056295

1328444

9000

834

1172

1420

1930

2169

364790

693650

1088146

1383699

1711501
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The data labelled X in table 1 represents the length of characters and Y and Z are to represent
the execution time for sort process in milliseconds for English characters and Tamil
characters respectively. The relationships between X and Y is Y = a1* X +b1 and between X
and Z is Z = a2*X+b2. The values of parameters a1 and a2 are calculated with help of
experiment data and they are listed in the table 2.
Table 2 - The values of a1 and a2

Sl.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Parameter for
Parameter for
Quantity
English
Tamil
of strings characters(a1) characters(a2)
1000
0.40
400.31
2000
1.45
1592.22
3000
3.61
3713.54
4000
6.23
6748.23
5000
10.33
10097.08
6000
15.20
14814.19
7000
20.81
20369.97
8000
26.51
25859.47
9000
34.29
33834.63

6.ANALYSISOFRESULT
The value of a1 and a2 implies that the execution time is not the same. The Fig.1 shows that
the two parameters, a1 for English character sets and a2 for Tamil character sets increases
directly with the volume of data. There is a steep increase in Tamil character set processing
than the English character set processing. These two curves never get chance neither to meet
nor to coincide with each other. So the metrics used for software using language like English
having single code mapping to each character is not the same for software using the Tamil
characters (which requires more than one code to represent a single character). So, it is
necessary to have a special metric to measure the Tamil software.

Figure 1 Curves representing two parameters a1 and a2
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7. CONCLUSION
The need of software development in multilingual features is important to meet user
requirements in the international market. The efforts to implement Tamil language in
software development are listed. The processing of the Tamil characters and English
characters are not same. These two sets of data (English words and Tamil words) are applied
for same process (sort) for multiple runs. The result leads to work for future to design metrics
for Tamil software development or multilingual software development.
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FACILITATING SIMPLER PROGRAMMING FOR
N T P BY DEVISING NEWER CODES
N.D.Logasundara Muthali
Chennai - India
Introduction:
Digital Tamil has come a long way since 20+ years from initial mere display features to
practical useful operator-friendly apps. for a popular hand held devises of 2014 Today we have
advanced levels of workhorse tools in Text processing inlaid with Spell checkers &
morphological analyzers etc created by Ganesan and Deyvasundaram
Steep growth in Social media brought strong stimulants to Internet users. Being one of its
associate member as INFITT got synchronized with Unicode philosophy for future
developments performing its best part. Propelled by indisputable universal thumb rule as
'continuous improvement' is must for advancement in any walks of life and in this niche area as
NTP, ways and means from basics were thought of and identified the following as simpler
solutions. New codes with a focus on analytical engines that lie in higher semantic layers as
translation etc and we know well that Programs, Application Tools are always a deal with
Digital processing of continuous stream of Binary Dumps generated and handled in and
through every machine and devises, every moment.
Multifaceted nature in contents created from world with wide open freedom need complex
programs to resolve them in NLP. By providing new codes for pinpointed specific feature &
keying in by content authors, can made to preempt them of complex programs and algorithms
to considerable extent .
(1) Identification of Language = Language (font) marking code
This is an indisputable necessary in analytical engines that operate in semantic level as N T P,
voice2text text2voice Machine Translation and A.I. The claim as with Unicode it is very simple
to find the langugae from few strings of codes, it is not really so when we delve deep inside
users universe it can be commented as a myth.
There are 20+languages share Devanagari range. Nothing less with Latin origins. Now there are
two letter codes (not as Unicode codes) for programming and for users as EN for English TA
for Tamil etc. But they cannot be used straightaway inside in a single stroke by a command of
an author into content, like tag at start any file as text or image or else. and make the doc
features more flexible and connect to suitable dislay font which will be more apt than a
indirectly deduced one by complex and voluminous software.
There shall be many instances in which more than one language can present in contents which
are sharing the same range or instances of contents that toggle between different languages than
he major content by quote/unquote.
By keying in indicators for selection of more suitable font that can be identified away from
fonts of unsupported ranges and more so if the content warrant special user-defined fonts which
can lie in Private use area. Few custom packaged font range can be created for actual and
popular use and unto the taste or mental comfort of the user for display / print thro' his / her
popular special fonts, out of a list, that can be by option, instead of a blanket long range,
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memory gulping font that being imposed by OS installed as default by the vendors.
Initially this new proposed code range can cover major languages that are in CLDR maintained
by Unicode and also from threshold of their dynamism if not for all those identified by
Ethnologue. Contents using PUA also may need to call its own earmarked font for special
scripts if any.
In some case the content may be in transliterated format with different script than its native
script. Here identifying the real language is a necessary before handling by many analtycal
engines that lie in higher semantic planes. Here the language markers are indispensable and
auto identifiers are of hindrance than a helping hand.
(2) Text & Verse marking codes.
Identification of contents in TEXT or VERSE modes are in need for parsing inside NTP, In the
semantic layer as there are differences bound to come into play in the Contents whether they are
in which mode as text or verse. It has to be clarified by an indicative operators for their
functional semantic differences to analytical engines. Provision of dedicated codes to indicate
start and end of verse modes from an in situ operatives will ease out tailor made algorithmic
solutions that identify content stream is in verse or text mode.
(3) Fine tuned Verse mode needs in Tamil = Codes for verse components
Not only in the case of Tamil all other Indic language along with many international languages
use verse mode in contents (with different kinds of prosodies and connected with their own well
defined canonical grammar)
In a Tamil verse
(1) Start & end of a verse's line, in any meter ** >> **
ᾊܲܧᾹ ᾙܢᾤΆ ᾙᾊᾫΆ
(2) Identify first and second letter of a verse line, for
ܧᾐܸ ܛ/ ܷܤܸܱܦ
( see below) ܱܲ / ܶ ܱܲܢ/  ܱܲܛ/ ܱܶܲܥ
(3) Blank space that identify the 'acai' break # =
ܸܲܫܓ ܝ
(4)Identification of Special hyphen inside a verse ( - )
ܶܭᾶ ܱܥ, ܛᾢܶܭᾶ ܱܥ/ ܑܸܠᾲ ܶ ᾿ܱܝᾙᾹ
(5) Long tab like white spaces to indicate non breaking extra long verse line from usual line
break in the verse, that is used in formatting that accommodate width of the print media
%%%%%%%%%%
All are required to be identified for understanding a verse for NLP easily without complex
algorithms
Examples for 1 ,2 , 3 & 5
**ܱܲ ܤܸܱܧ# Ᾰܢ᾽ܡܢᾴ # ܲܝᾸܸ ܤܸܱܧ ܢ#
%%%%%%%%%%ᾞ ܲܧܩܸܦ# ܛܤᾷ ܤܸܱܢ# ᾎܸ᾽ܱܧ ܭᾰᾁᾸ**
**ܶ ܢܱܧܱܲܢ# ܢᾷᾐܤܸܭᾷ # ܷܤܸܢᾺ # ܪܸܱܥᾷ #
%%%%%%%%%% ܧܸܲܫܱܬܶܛܲܢᾷ # ܷܢ῀ܛ᾽ܭܢᾱ ܷ ܤܸܱܛ# ܦιܸܩᾰ**
**ܤܸܱܧܱܲܛ# ܱܣᾹᾙܤܸܛᾰ # ܪܸܤܛᾰ # ܱܛιܸܩᾰ #
%%%%%%%%%% ܪܸܠܛܤܸܛᾰ # ᾁܧܸܨܸܭܪᾰ # ܪܛᾸᾐ ܲܣᾹ**ܩ
**ܶܤܸܱܧܱܲܥᾺ # ܶܥᾞΆܥιܩᾺ # ᾗᾢᾝ ܤܸܱܨᾺ #
%%%%%%%%%% ܷ ܢܱܝܥ# ܱܪ᾿ܫܱܶܣΆ # ** ܫܷܱܣ ܱܭܩܲܥ
Ὰܲܢ ᾽ܥᾞᾷܱܢᾶܛܠΆ
Examples for 4
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ܲܢᾞܱܦᾤΆ ܱܣᾹᾙܛᾔᾸ ܷ᾽ܢᾸᾐܢ ܱܨܡᾹܩᾱ
ܛᾞܱܪܬܩܓ ᾿ܱܦᾼ ܲܣᾹ ( ܩ- ) ܶܥᾞܱܦᾹ
ܱܢܷ ܢܷܱܭܩܲܥᾹܱܤܲܩᾹ ܱܛ ܢܷܱܡܱܛᾶܱܥᾹ
ᾐܱܧ ܢܷܱܭܩᾰܸ ܛᾐܩᾸܱܢᾹ ( - ) ᾙܸ᾿ܱܧܦܸܩ
/ ܛᾢܶܭᾶܱܥ/ܷܱܦܨܝᾹ ܤܱܟܧܱܪܲܧܛᾫܱܪ
Examples for 4
ܝܒᾹ ܭᾹ᾿ܤܸܲܣܤܕ ܪܸ᾿ܲܢ ܱܪᾸᾐ
ᾂܤܦ ܲܝᾷܛܢᾷᾐᾰ ܱܶܛᾶᾊᾞᾸᾐ ( - ) ܷܲܝܥ
ܱܭܩܦᾐ ܦ ܨܸܱܭ῁ܱܭᾶᾎܛܪᾷ ܶܢᾹᾠΆ /
ܷܭܶ ܝܸܱܲܣᾶܱܥ
ܦܸܱܭܩܲܥᾰ ܱܛᾰᾁΆ ܱܨܲܥᾹ
ܨܸܱܛᾰ ᾿ܱܛΆܸܨܑ ᾽ܱܧܦܸܪܸܱܦܲܡܦ ܠ
With above indicators a verse, its meter, type and components can be identified accurately
(4) Acronym or text mode = Acronym marker code
There are millions of acronyms are in use inside contents By simple code special semantic
operators can trigger applications as Voice2text, Text2Voice. translation etc to identify the
Digital streams nature as acronym or a standard word of Lexicon. Shortened words as Mr. Dr.
Prof. etc shall fall in this slot if they are not in Lexicon in ref.
ܱܢ ῁ܲܦܢ ῀ܛ᾽ܭ ܱܝ ܭܷ ܓᾷܬܸܤܕ ܱܢᾰܛᾺܥᾌ ᾽ܱܩܲܛThis is an acronym stands for

ܓᾷܤܱܢܦܢᾗܨΆ ܷܭᾱܠܛᾺᾗ ܢܱܣܲܦܱܝᾹ
(5) Texts in Head lines mode = Head lines marker code
Contents in Headlines are mostly written with short circuited sentences sans full syntax by
dropping some canonical grammar components using fewer discrete words . Indicative markers
can help in identifying and translate when full meaning of the words as a normal sentence with
full syntax Translation tool must identify them correctly
ܱܦ ܛܪܲܭܲܭܢܥܷܠᾹ ܲܝᾷܲܭܲܩ ܱܧܦܸܱܨܢᾺᾗ
these words are to be translated, If in need, for conveying the contents with completed syntax
for full explanation as
ܱܣᾹ ܱܦ ܛܪܲܭܲܭܢܥܷܠᾹ ܲܝ ܤܕᾷܲܭܲܩ ܱܧܦܸܱܨܢᾺᾗ (ܲܭܲܩᾷ)᾽ܱܢ
(6) Texts found as phrases , idioms and 'old saying' modes
= A special marker for all three flavors
Every major language have these richness and mark them with special codes will help in
identifying the boundary unto which the special core line semantics lies and help in translate in
one stroke to a equivalent in another language
"ܣ ܤܸܝܨΆ ܲܥᾗᾞ "ܢܷܱܠܲܭܛܸ ܤܸܝ//// "ܕᾠΆᾗ ᾿ܛ ܨܔᾤΆ ܷܢᾜΆ"
"ܶܭᾶܶܡᾼ ܸܭᾷᾐᾰܱܶܛᾶᾌ ܶܣᾼᾰᾁ ᾨ"᾿ܱܥܷ᾽ܱܭ
In these three pieces of examples the core sense conveyed by these group of words can be
presented in another language with different words that need not be a one to one equivalent but
the sense can be maintained presented in different ambiance suitable to that culture maintaining
underlying basics with minimum distortion and ambiguity.
In higher layers of coding schemes it is possible to provide codes for each these (in all the three
modes) core theme sense/items and and showing equivalents of different languages under same
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codes so that translation can be easy
For translation in these group of words that are to be looked into as a unbreakable monolith
preformatted text piece and a equivalent has to presented in next language (in the same way )
Part 2 Proposal for new letters to Tamil Range
Proposal as new codes ino existing Tamil range in BMP as they are not provided in it now.
These will ease out complex programs NLP Voice2text Text2voice Translation etc in
differentiating their canonical features.
(a) aLapaTaikaL >>> uyiraLpaTaikaL >>>>>>>>>> 5 codes
Now the same letter a, i, u, e, o are written to indicate very long voicing of uyirmey with a, i, u,
e, o combine with the preceding long vowel modifiers as of A, I, U, E, O for 3 units of voicing
time ( to the respective uyirmey letters )
ܛᾌΆܩܸܥᾰ ܷܱܛᾊܨ ܱܛܦ ᾽ܧᾹ ܤ236
ܥܪܸܦᾌܱܠܛΆ
ᾞᾱܛᾊ ܘ ܑܳܬܢ ܪܸܦܱܦᾞ ᾽ܱܝ301
ܦᾐܸܨᾰ ܱܛᾴܲܝ
ᾜܨᾫᾰܢܶ ᾽ܲܢܛᾡ ܓᾙᾞᾺܧܦܨ ܲܭܥᾷᾐ 45
ᾁܲܩᾴܲܝᾺܱܥᾌ
ܝܥܲܫܘ ܕܦܷܱܢ ܧܲܫ ܱܭܷܧܲܫᾸᾐ 455
ܗᾱᾁᾠᾓᾠ
ᾁ῀ܩ
ܘᾶᾎܢι ܷܠܸܓ ܘܱܛᾸܱܟ ܢܷܢܲܥᾔ῀ 1088
(b) Indicator for oRRaLapadakaL /Aytha aLapaTaikaL >>>>>> 1 (One code)
ᾱᾱܛᾶᾙܨܪܦܱܲܤᾹܸܧܦᾐܲܢᾱܧܲܩܫܛᾷ
ܲܢᾱᾱܫܛᾹܸܪܲܭܧܲܩܭܨܧܦᾇᾷܦܷܛܪܲܢ
ܕ ᾽ܨܱܛܨܸܓᾌᾷᾐᾰܱܛᾌ
ܪܲܛܕᾱܧܲܛ
ܕ ᾽ܨܱܛܨܸܓᾌᾷᾐᾰܱܛᾌ
In these letters their voicing time of doubled consonant or Aytham is increased from half unit to
full one
(c) Common Modifiers to indicate kuRRiyaikaram kuRRiyalikaram >> 1
ܐᾱ(ᾁ)ῂܑܨᾶܷܪܸܢܠᾺܶܥܷܨܦ᾿ܧܥ
ܑܸܛ᾽ܱܤܧܩᾺܱܶܥᾞ῀ 3
ܱܭᾼܸܤܕ ܦᾺܥᾌܲܤܢܱܶܧ ܲܢܭᾹ ܱܢܱܶܧᾹᾠΆ
᾿ܪܱܝܶ ܢܱܪܑ ܦܸܳܢ
ᾁ ῀ܩ291
Though the practice of denoting these with a dot above is not in use today, but they are deemed
very much reside latent and unavoidable in prosody of verses. In old Tamil texting the same dot
is used as that of a consonant. Devising a new kind of dot will differentiate these from normal
consonant dot above a letter in the proposed code
(d) Common modifier for kuRukkangkaL as aikArak kuRukkam aukArak kuRukkam
>>>>>>>>>> 1 code
aukArak kuRukkam which will come only when the letter au is the first letter of the word
ܶܝῂܱܭᾼᾺ ܶܥᾶᾊ᾽ ܶ ܭܸܽܛᾑιܲܩᾔΆ 3
ܛΆ 50
aikArak kuRukkam in words when occur in verses as in all the 3 positions as
word initial middle and last ( ܗᾺ ܲܝܥ,  ᾿ܧܫܸܭ, ) ܤܸܦ
Though in the present verse scenario these are not taken as serous features
but these are very much in need to teach them as old grammatical feature once
existed . New suitable glyphs will be devised different from others avoiding confusables
(e) AytakkuRukkam >>>>>>>>>> 1 code
The aytham inside the verse its voicing time is reduced from half unit to a quarter unit
ܑᾌᾰܛᾶ ܭᾞᾱܣ ᾿ܱܛᾁܤܸܢ ܛ
ᾌᾷᾑ᾽ܭᾐ ܱܶܢᾺ᾿ܲܢ ܥ
621 ᾁ῀ܩ
Though at present this is not taken as serious features, but very much in need in pedagogy of old
grammatical feature once existed .
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(f) makarak kurukkam >>>> 1 code
ܲܢܲܣܱܦᾰ ܭܬܲܛᾔΆ ܷܱܥᾹΆ ܱܤܶܛܦ ܤܕᾌ 17 ᾗܩΆ 60
Though in the present scenario these are not taken as serous features but these are very much in
need to teach them as old grammatical feature once existed . As per the nURpA in
tolkAppiyam
ܸܫܨᾗ ᾁᾠܨܛܦ ᾿ܛΆ ܠܸܓᾷܷܢ
ܑܸܠܲܧܝᾹ ᾞᾁΆ ܱܶܲܢᾜΆ ܪܸܱܛ
13
ܓܶܥᾠ ᾗ῀ܓ ܲܫᾞ ܐᾁΆܷܦ
14
ᾓ᾿ܨܦᾗ
From this nURpA it is found that there can be a second puLLi in use. As the makara mey
already have one puLLi on it the second one to denote further shortening has to be denoted by
second pulli inserted inside the makara glyph
(g) letters of ancient Tamil Musical notes >>>>> 7 codes
sa, ri, ka, ma, pa, ta, ni, or other equivalents These Tamil letters indicating 7 paNNcinai
kuRikaL (of music) They must be present as marks i.e. different from normal Tamil letters in
the text  ܝ, ܱܲ, ܛ, ܦ, ܥ,  ܲܣNewer improved sylphs wll be devised with consideration to find
older marks if any existed in stone inscriptions etc,
Conclusion
All these will be proposed to utilize from the 50 "reserved" slots exist in the Tamil Range as
0B80 through 0BFF
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Kanimozhi - a computer language in Tamil
N. Senthilraja, B. Amutha M. Ponnavaikko
SRM University, Chennai
Abstract
Kanimozhi is a Programming language in Tamil designed for writing Programs in Tamil
language. The keywords for kanimozhi is observed from tamil language for writing
programs. The existing Tamil Compilers available are using Unicode for Tamil language
processing. Unicode Tamil has 31 code positions only out of 247 Tamil Characters. These 31
characters include 12 vowels, 18 Agra-uyirmey and one atom. Five Grantha Agra-uyirmey
are also provided code space in Unicode Tamil. The other Tamil Characters have to be
rendered using a separate software. Only 10% of the Tamil Characters provide code space in
the Present Unicode Tamil. 90% of the Tamil Characters that are used in general text
interchange donot provide the necessary code space. This problem was solved in TACE16
encoding. And TACE16 is efficient in terms of data storage application, sorting index
structures and processing speed. Kanimozhi uses TACE16 unicode standards.
1. Introduction
TACE16 is a 16 bit character encoding technique where all Tamil characters can be
represented through a single character. There is no specific Tamil Compiler available to
fulfill all these necessities as of today. We have been enthroned to design a Tamil Compiler
with unique codes for all the Tamil characters and to design a compiler for Tamil which will
be used for executing Tamil programs. There are 5 phases in the Tamil Kanimozhi design.
They are Lexical Analyzer, Syntax Analyzer, Semantic Analyzer, Code Generator and
Optimizer. As a part of the Tamil compiler design, we have completed the design of the
Lexical analyzer and achieved good results.
2. Existing attempts at Programming languages in Tamil
Many solutions were suggested earlier for Programming languages in Tamil. We will review
two of the proposed solutions Swaram and Ezhil.
Swaram a static typed Tamil Programming language was introduced first for Tamil language
in 2003. It has feature set related to C Programming language. Swaram allows mixed English
and Tamil identifiers so that it can access external libraries in English. Keywords will be in
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tamil. Swaram is not publicly available, which severly limits language development, system
use, community support and improvement.
Ezhil also a static typed Tamil Programming language was introduced in 2008. Ezhil
incorporates most of the concepts from Swaram.
Both these Programmin Languages uses Unicode Tamil. Unicode Tamil is a 8 bit encoding
which requires multiple code points for the most used characters. Some of the limitations of
Unicode

Tamil

are

storage

size

doubles,

Security

vulnerabilities,

Ambiguous

combinations(requires normalization) and Simple counting, sorting, searching inefficient.
3. TACE16 Encoding
Tamil All Character Encoding(TACE16) is a 16-bit unicode based character encoding
scheme for Tamil language. TACE16 character encoding scheme not only overcomes all the
issues with the present Unicode encoding standard for Tamil language which are mentioned
above, but also provides additional advantage over major performance improvements in both
processing time and processing space which are the major factors in affecting the efficient
and speedy execution of any computer based program. It uses Tamil99 and Tamil Typewriter
keyboard layouts, which are approved by Tamil Nadu Government, and maps the input
keystrokes to its corresponding characters of TACE16 scheme.
The TACE16 has the code positions as given in table below:

The encoding is Universal since it encompasses all characters that are found in general Tamil
text interchange. The encoding is very efficient to parse.
The characters can be processed by simple arithmetic operations.
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It is very efficient to divide a vowel-consonant(UyirMei) character into its corresponding
vowel and consonant. This is very efficient in terms of performance over large data.
Also it is very efficient to find whether a character is vowel or consonant or vowelconsonant(UyirMei) or numbers.

4. Kanimozhi – a Tamil Programming language
Kanimozhi a Tamil Programming language uses TACE16 16 bit encoding.
Kanimozhi program is completely written in Tamiil language. All the keywords are
represented in Tamil language. It uses all the existing operators in current programming
languages. Some of the keywords and the equivalent tamil version are shown in the table
below.

The phase diagram of Kanimozhi is as follows:
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i) Scanner
The Lexical Analyzer is the first phase of Kanimozhi. It begins the analysis of the
source program by reading the input, character by character, and grouping
characters into individual words and symbols (tokens). We have completed the
design of Lexical Analyzer.
For example consider the following statement.

When the above statetment is passed to Lexical Analyzer, it splits the statement
into tokens.
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ii) Parser
iii) Semantic analyzer
iv) Code Optimizer
v) Code Generator

Conclusion
Kanimozhi will be useful for most of people who are expert in Tamil and for rural tamil
people but could not use Computers to the core because of the language gap. They need a
Programming language to use the Computer in an easy and efficient way. The Research is to
design and develop Kanimozhi as a full fledged Tamil Compiler for Tamil people intending
to use Compiler efficiently. Our goal is to spread the computer functionalities to all the
people who are not bound to English language which in turn will help to develop Tamil
language.
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INTELLIGENT MOVIE SCRIPT PATTERN IDENTIFICATION USING
SUPERVISED LEARNING ALGORITHM
R.Dharaniya* & Dr.G.V.Uma**,
Dept. of Information Science and Technology,
College of Engineering, Anna University, Chennai, Tamilnadu
*Research Scholar; ** Professor,
Abstract:
This paper proposes an Automatic Ontology based movie script generation using
dialogues with the support of Natural Language Generation (NLG). NLG is the natural
language processing task of generating natural language from a machine representation
system such as knowledge base or logical form. Sample examples are system that
generate form letter i.e., letter to the consumer stating that credit card spending limit has
reached. In general, an ontology is the working model of entities and interact in some
particular domain of knowledge or practice. In this study we focus on Automatic Script
generation for movies based on NLG and ontology. The proposed approach reduces the
human effort necessary to obtain the screenplay for movies by reducing the overall
development cost.
Key words: NLG, Ontology
I. INTRODUCTION
The Script is a document that outlines every aural, visual, behavioral and lingual element
required to tell a story. A film is a highly collaborative medium and the director, cast,
editor and production crew will be based on this outline called the script. Advances in
screenwriting software now save the hours previously spent to learn and write a
screenplay.
II. RELATED WORK
The next generation of intelligent dialogue system is expected to go beyond question and
answering by providing active assistance and subjective recommendation thus behaving
more like human agents. (1)To receive Dialogue-Oriented summary 3 level frame work is
proposed, Linguistic Frame, Dialogue-Oriented Review Summary Generation, Response
Generation component. Linguistic Frame From linguistic frame phrases are extracted by
capturing set of Adjective-Noun relationship. Then calculate numerical score for
sentiment strength for each Adjective and Adverb. Applied a cumulative offset model to
assign a sentiment score to each phrase. Dialogue Oriented Review Summary
Generation the First task is to identify a phrase as “helpful” or “not” It employs a set of
statistical features for model training such as Unigram probability and Bigram probability
of Adjective-noun pair. Response Generation Component Response is generated by
language generation component, speech utterance is generated by Synthesizer and is sent
back to the user.
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(2)Ontology is considered as a formal Knowledge Repository used as a resource
for NLG. A Domain Ontology provides input for content determination of NLG task. It
represents different objects in the world by set of hierarchies and relations It will act as
Knowledge base for generating messagesNLG: NLG is a process of converting an Input
knowledge representation into a text or speech. The NLG system is represented as 4
tuples (K, C, U, and D) Where K-Knowledge source i.e., from database. CCommunication goal i.e., independent of language, U-User model based, D-Discourse
history i.e., ordering of information in the output text followed by speech synthesizer.
MATCH-> Multimodal Access to City Help. This paper provides a mobile
multimodal Speech-pen interface to get restaurants and subway information (3)
MULTIMODEL DIALOGUE MANAGER (MDM) it uses a Java based toolkit for
writing dialogue. It includes several rule based process. Process include interpretation,
selection and generation process. Interpretation: It takes input from N best possible or
multimodal interpretation Selection, Determination system’s next move, Generation
Process: Performs template based generation for simple responses. (4)Domain ontology
OWL and SPARQL SELECT queries contribute to NLG. AIM-For automatic generation
of clinician expectation from Clinical Document Architecture (CDA) NLG system in
OWL has 3 stages: Text Planning, Sentence planning, Sentence realization.These three
stages are used as an approach to NLG from Coded data in Electronic Health Records.
III. PROPOSED WORK
The proposed system is focused on improvising the generation of script for movies
automatically by adding more features which gives more accurate movie script output as
accepted by the clients with the help of ontology. The NLP provides rich description of
terminology, concepts, relation between concepts and rules relevant to a particular
domain.

Fig: 3.1 Architecture Diagram
This proposed system will encourage the young talented aspirants those who want to
write their story in a script format with least efforts.
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3.1 CONTENT DETERMINATION PHASE
In this content determination phase, the contents includes the roles involved in the
story, location in which the scene is taking place the characters involved in the scene the
environment that is present whether day or night shots are described . All these inputs are
considered and is given to the planning phase.
3.2 PLANNING PHASE
In this planning phase the algorithm namely the supervised learning algorithm is used
which is used to determine the pattern of the script with the given inputs in the scenario.
The different types of patterns in the script includes romantic script pattern, science
friction pattern, historic movie script pattern, fantasy movie script pattern, Dramatic
movie script pattern, horror movie pattern, Thriller movie patterns and so on.
This supervised learning Algorithm will have an in build pattern recognition which
determines the pattern that is present in that particular input. This intermediate phase is
the planning phase.
3.3 REALIZATION PHASE
In this realization phase the pattern of the script is determined as an output of the
planning phase which uses an algorithm namely the supervised learning algorithm.
IV. CONCLUSION
An Automatic movie script generation using dialogues are developed with the Natural
Language Processing and reasoning concepts .Thus the pattern of the movie script is
identified intelligently with the help the supervised Learning algorithm given the inputs
like time ,theme, location and the characters involved in the movie, the pattern of the
movie is intelligently identified.
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SEQUENCE CLUSTERING ALGORITHM FOR SPELL CHECKING
AND SPELL SUGGESTION IN TAMIL LANGUAGE
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ABSTRACT
Spell checking aids the user to identify the mistakes in the spelling and also suggests the user
with the intended spelling for the misspelled word. This paper proposes a sequence clustering
algorithm for spell checking in Tamil language. Even though there are many algorithms for
spell checking in other major languages especially English, the lack of an effectual
algorithms in Tamil language impedes the development of the language technologies and its
applications. The proposed algorithm reduces the number of distance between the misspelled
word and the dataset or word in the dictionary thereby making the algorithm faster and
determines the intended word suggestions.
KEYWORDS: canti mistake, sequence clustering, N-gram, spell check

1. INTRODUCTION
The spell checkers are an application programs that flags words in a document that may be
misspelled or misplaced. Though there are several spell checking and suggesting application
are available for languages like English, no fully functional application is available for the
Tamil language. The existing systems either find the misspelled words from an existing list of
words in the datasets or the omission of a required letter or inclusion of an inappropriate letter
between two adjoined words (Canti mistake) [S. Jananie, et.al, (2014)]. Further, several
issues have been also identified in these systems. Basically the miss-spelled word can be
classified into two types, they are non-word error and real word error. The non-word error is
nothing but the mis-spelled word and the real word error is nothing but the word, which is
misplaced in the sentence.
Mis-spelled word

Non Word Error

Real Word Error

I MY <}

IMY

<z

Figure 1. TYPES OF MISSPELLED WORD
About 80% of all misspelled Tamil words (non-word errors) in human typewritten text are
due to single-error misspellings.
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IMY Q
Insertion
Transposition

I MY

IMY

IMY
Deletion
Substitution

IMYQ
Figure 2. TYPES OF NON-WORD ERROR
According to the proposed approach, each word is checked whether it exists in the dictionary
using a sequence clustering algorithm. If it does not exist, then the n-gram based technique is
used to generate possible suggestions for the given word. And required rules are written to
get the appropriate suggestions by considering Canti check as well to identify the appropriate
joining letter of two adjoined words [S. Jananie, et.al, (2014)].
A list of 250,000 unique and error-free words are included in the dictionary. These words
have been collected from various sources [Gupta, et. al., (2012)]. It is very difficult to gather
all the words in Tamil language. Therefore, add to dictionary option has been introduced to
collect new words from users and add to the existing dictionary after the moderation.
To reduce the search space, the dictionary has been divided into different files based on the
first letter of the word. Due to the complex nature of Tamil script compared to English, stacks
and lists have been used during the processing of words. These rules have been written in
such a way that it can be extended further in future. All these processing is being done
without Romanizing the Tamil text, while in most of the other approaches Tamil language is
processed in Romanized form.
The proposed system gives better accuracy than the existing systems; 85.77% accuracy was
noted when considering the suggestions generation. This result had been calculated by
analyzing the suggestions generated by the system for the words that are not in the dictionary.
Hence the proposed approach, which has dictionary check with sequence clustering
algorithm, suggestions generation with n-grams is a complete solution for Tamil spell
checking.
1.1 SPELL CHECKING
The task of identifying and flagging incorrectly spelled words in a document written in a natural
language.
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1.2 SPELL SUGGESTION
The process of suggesting the user to the misspelled words with the most likely intended
ones.
2. N-GRAMS TECHNIQUE
N-gram technique is a method to find incorrectly spelled words in a sentence. Instead of
comparing each entire word in a text to a dictionary, just n-grams are controlled. A check is
done by using an n-dimensional matrix where real n-gram frequencies are stored. If a nonexistent or rare n-gram is found the word is flagged as a misspelling, otherwise it will correct
the spelling.
An n-gram is a set of consecutive characters taken from a string with a length ‘n’. If n is set
to one then the term used is a unigram, if n is two then the term is a Bigram, if n is three then
the term is trigram[Mishra, et. al., (2013)]. The n-gram algorithm was developed as one of the
benefits is that it allows strings that have differing prefixes to match and the algorithm is also
tolerant of misspellings. Each string that is involved in the comparison process is split up into
sets of adjacent n-grams. The n-grams algorithms have the major advantage that they require
no knowledge of the language that it is used with and so it is often called language
independent or a neutral string matching algorithm [Hasan Muaidi, et. al, (2012)].
N-gram analysis is used in spell-checker after compiled a table of n-gram binary values or
frequency counts from large corpora, for comparative purposes to check if each n-gram in an
input string is likely to be valid in the language. Consider the two strings, share the more
similar they are ‘D|^IXU’, ‘D|^IB’.

N-Gram Similarity of ‘D|^IXU’

Word

D|^IXU

Letter Unigrams

D

Letter Bi-grams

D|

Letter Tri-grams

D|^IX

|

^IX

|^IX

U



^IXU

U

|^IXU
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^IXU

N-Gram Similarity of ‘D|^IB’.

Word

D|^IB

Letter Unigrams

D

Letter Bi-grams

D|

Letter Tri-grams

|

^I

|^I

D|^I

B



^IB

|^IB

B
^IB

To measure the N-gram similarity coefficient, we calculate the union and common term of
the two strings.

Union

D|

|^IX ^IXU

|^I

^IB

B

U

D|

Common

Similarity coefficient į = |common N-grams| / |Total N-grams|
į =1/7=0.14
N-gram similarity measure works best for insertion and deletion errors, well for substitution
errors, but very poor for transposition errors.

2.1

N-GRAM GENERATING ALGORITHM
functionget_n_grams(word, n) returns n_grams_list
l ĸ length(word) -n
n_grams_listĸ empty()
forifrom0 tol do
n_grams_listĸ append( substring (word, i, n) )

3. SEQUENCE CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
Sequence clustering is a fundamental research topic and could be applied in various fields,
such as data mining and multimedia information retrieval. Suggested by [T. W. Liao, (2005)],
a generic approach of sequence clustering consists of two major parts. The first part is the
clustering algorithm, which involves the process of gradually grouping together similar
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sequences. The second part is the calculation of similarity, which quantifies the degree of
similarity between sequences by calculating the distance separating them. As an example, the
Euclidean distance is one of most common distance measures for sampled data sequences, as
well as the dynamic time warping (DTW) distance for string-like sequences.
From another point of view, sequence similarities can be further divided into whole
similarities and partial similarities. The whole similarity refers to the similarity that appears
throughout the entire sequence, which may be the trend of the sequence itself. The partial
similarity indicates the similarity which exists between subsequences within the sequence.
The sequence length can be either equal or variable while the sequence labels can be of a
single label or multi labels. Many-faceted properties of sequence clustering are summarized
in Table 1. There are four cases in the Table 1. In the case 2, since we choose the Euclidean
distance as the similarity measure between sequences, it cannot be directly applied for two
sequences of unequal length. Note that, if the editing distance is chosen for string-like
sequences, the case 2 will be reasonable and usually known as global alignment. Regarding to
the case 3, the case 3 can be considered as a special case of case 4. For practical reasons, we
focus on the case 1 and case 2, i.e., sequence of equal-length with whole similarity, and
sequence of variable-length with partial similarity. In the former case, named the single-label
clustering, a sequence is to be assigned only one label which indicates a certain kind of trend
in sequence. In the latter case, named the multi-label clustering, a sequence could be assigned
several labels as long as subsequences meet criteria indicating by the partial similarity
measurement [Xu, et. al., (2005)].
In our work, we introduce a basic approach to solve the single-label clustering problem.
Then, the approach will be extended to solve the multi-label clustering problem.
Table 1: Properties of sequence clustering
sequence length
similarity
Whole similarity
Partial similarity

4.

Equal-length

Variable-length

Case 1: Single-label

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4: Multi-label

CONCLUSION

The method we introduced in this paper reduces the number of distances to be calculated
without removing a single word from the dictionary. This makes the algorithm faster than
other approaches and presents a satisfactory success rate of 85.77% in a challenging dataset.
The success rate is 11.18% higher than the baseline for this task. Therefore, a spell checker
with a small dictionary would be very likely to raise false alarms over correctly spelt rare
words. As previously mentioned, the corpus contained the attempts of very poor spellers and
therefore misspelled words were often very far from their targets. Another shortcoming of the
corpus is the fact that it is organized as a simple list of words without context, making it
difficult to refine calculations specifically for real-word errors.
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OPEN-TAMIL TEXT PROCESSING TOOLS
A Muthiah1, T Shrinivasan2, M Annamalai3
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Abstract:
Programmers face common problems while developing Tamil applications. We discuss a suite of
open-source tools called Open-Tami [1-4], which provides solutions to commonly encountered
problems in Tamil computing - code-point to letter mapping, Tamil-word-length calculation,
sorting order, Tamil input methods (IME) for web-based applications etc. Future plans for OpenTamil development, licensing and algorithms involved are explained in this article. It is already
used as part of production websites [5].
Introduction
Tamil word processing is very easy on a modern computer with the processing speeds, and
available memory. However the variety of encoding formats used in legacy and modern systems
like TSCII, TAM, TAB and modern Unicode (with UTF-8, UTF-16) formats makes it a complex
space to navigate for the uninitiated. To address this problem we have developed a
heterogeneous tool collection in Open-Tamil project [1], also published as a Python package [2].
Goals
Goal of this package is to collect and develop open-source licensed Tamil tools, in one location
that provide the following,
1. Unicode standard tools for Tamil - provide various tools for Tamil Unicode development.
Currently TSCII, UTF8 encoding tables are provided. Converters for TAB, TAM, and other
encoding formats are planned to be added [4].
2. Access Unicode Tamil letters, vowels and consonants. Breakdown Tamil glyphs and Unicode
code-points into Tamil letter representations – collation. Calculate Tamil letter lengths of word,
and define a sorting order for Tamil.
3. Tools for navigating a corpus of data, build word frequency, prediction tables etc.
4. Provide modern, unit-tested software library with open licensing
5. Consolidate variously available Tamil open-source software packages
We plan to host this package as heterogeneous source, language agnostic fashion. As of current
release version 0.2.4 we have implemented many parts of goals 1-4.
Examples
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Open Source Tamil Tools allows you to easily carry out these operations; for example the
(Python) code snippet calculates the word-frequency of a chunk of text, and (in a modified form)
the word-length frequency of a free Tamil dictionary [3,5].

import re, operator
import tamil #open-tamil library
def print_tamil_words( tatext ):
taletters = tamil.utf8.get_letters(tatext)
# tamil words only
frequency = {}
for pos,word in enumerate(tamil.utf8.get_tamil_words(taletters)):
print pos, word
frequency[word] = 1 + frequency.get(word,0)
# sort words by descending order of occurrence
for l in sorted(frequency.iteritems(), key=operator.itemgetter(1)):
print l[0],’:’,l[1]

Plans are in place to add various encoding converters using knowledge of font-map tables [4].
Current Users
Unsurprisingly the open-tamil package is used by the author in two production websites for
Tamil programming language, Ezhil, [5], and the open social Tamil dictionary, UrbanTamil, [6].
Ezhil language website uses the open-tamil for text processing in the UTF-8.
UrbanTamil website relies heavily on UTF8 processing, database search and content validation
using open-tamil library. Since the package is installed via the PIP (Python Package index) we
have over 1000 downloads [7].
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Development & Testing
Open-Tamil library is developed by a team of volunteers by sharing code on GitHub. This library
has unit tests and uses the Travis-CI continuous integration system for regression proof
development, making Open-Tamil a modern software project [8].
Currently we have the following components,
1. Python ‘tamil’ package as part of open-tamil
a. Map Unicode code-points to Tamil letters; basic but important parsing - in a
routine called get_letters from a Tamil word
b. Work with vowels ( )᾽ܲܧܓand consonants (ܶܦᾼ), compound conjugates
(ܦܶ᾽ܲܧܓᾼ)
c. Reverse letters in Tamil word
2. Transliterate package
a. We support 3 transliteration modes
b. Azhagi - phonetic maps for all Tamil letters - many -> one supporting multiple
form inputs
c. Jaffna Library - phonetic maps for all Tamil letters - one->one
d. Combinational layout - based on phonetic mapping of vowel+consonant
3. On-screen keyboard
a. We provide tamil99 layout for Mottie keyboard jQuery plugin [9] for web
deployments. This is used in UrbanTamil website [6].
4. Language models
a. Basic support for letter unigram, bigram models using UTF-8 based corpora are
supported in the package 'ngram/' which supports unigram model at the moment.
More complex language models are expected to be developed soon.
5. Examples
a. Open-Tamil is a set of Python libraries which can help your application - web,
system software, GUI on desktop etc. support Tamil text processing, inputs.
Examples illustrate things like encoding conversion from TSCII to UTF-8, and
other text processing.
6. Unit tests
a. Many of library functions have unit tests and 70%-90% coverage; each commit of
source code is run on a continuous integration server [8].
Conclusions
Open-Tamil is an effort to bring an open source Tamil text processing programming library for
software engineers and web developers. Currently we follow best practices and provide a firstclass library for development. We are a volunteer effort, and accept code contributions, and idea
inputs with constant effort to improve the library.
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Learning Ezhil Language via Web
A. Muthiah1 (Ph.D), M. Annamalai 2 (M.Sc)
1
Boston, USA, 2Chennai, India

Abstract
Ezhil is a Tamil programming language [1-6]. This paper describes advances made in the year
2013-2014 on Ezhil Language platform (http://ezhillang.org) for learning Ezhil via the Internet,
since publication of [6], and advent of contemporaneous efforts in English space like code.org,
and codecademy.com. We explore the challenges and opportunities for Computer-Science
education in Tamil via the Internet.

Introduction
Ezhil language has Tamil keywords, and provides built-in list, string, numeric data-types,
mathematical and graphics functions, by building on the Python programming environment, as
first reported in 2008, and 2013, is generally available via the web [1-6]. In this paper we
describe Ezhil effort to provide computer science access in the modern Internet environment. We
discuss the publication of Ezhil tutorial and introductory books, and challenges in the softwaredevelopment.

Developments
Ezhil Web Interface
Since Tamil input to the computer is still evolving with different Input-Methods (IME) and also
to exploit the pervasiveness of the global web access, and remove barriers to trying out Ezhil,
(i.e. without owning a computer, or Python/Ezhil installation etc.) we have decided on a web
interface to Ezhil on the lines of tryruby.org or interactive python. We developed a jQuery-UI
based keyboard to use online [5].
The web interface is currently hosted on http://ezhillang.org/koodam/play/eval our primary
website [6b-c]. It includes a syntax highlighting Tamil editor with an interactive keyboard. Now
you may enter your programs in the editor at the center, and click execute to see the output. Use
Keywords helper for adding keywords in your program by a click. If you have a program that
contains errors, it will show up in red text. You may navigate back from the results page, to
source program page by clicking “Go Back” link.
We show a screenshot of an early version of the Ezhil online editor with syntax highlighting
rich-text capabilities, using ACE Editor [6b-c], in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Ezhil online rich-text editor and evaluator http://ezhillang.org/koodam/play/eval/

Ezhil Sample Programs
A simple collection of programs in Ezhil language are provided as part of the Ezhil language test
suite, and browse online at Ezhil website. We have also added these common programs for
search, sort, print, count and elementary algorithms in Ezhil, to the Rosetta database [6b]. A few
of the sample programs, along with the the listing for sum of digits of a number program (9) is
shown in Table 1.
Audio/Video training material
A Youtube video tutorial demonstrating the Ezhil Language website usage has been published
[7a].
Wordpress Blog
We have setup an active blog [7b], to disseminate the updates and progress made in Ezhil
Language software, course material, and books. The blog also promotes online discussion of
Tamil software among likeminded programmers.
Tutorial Book
A book on the Ezhil language, in 82 pages and 10 chapters, has been completed by the author
[8a], and is currently pending publication. A free version of the book can be downloaded from
http://ezhillang.org/koodam/book/register/ [8b].
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Hello world/Text
Least common multiple
Prime decomposition
Reverse a string
Sorting algorithms/Bubble
sort
6. Towers of Hanoi
7. Temperature Conversion
8. Sum of Series
9. Sum of digits of a number
10. Ackermann function

# <z 8QtBuBR} ]IX_B
JYOLXB <z_yG( <z )
]IX_B = 0
@( <z > 0 ) T_O
d = <z%10;
LIY~L "digit = ",d
<z = (<z-d)/10;
]IX_B = ]IX_B + d
«
L}]BX ]IX_B
«

LIY~L <z_yG( 123456789)#
45
Table 1: List of example programs, and contents of example program #9

Lecture-Demonstrations
We discuss details of outreach program, and resulting feedback from the targeted marketing
program. In this outreach program we had a volunteer, (a computer science engineer), reach out
to the Ramakrishna Mission School in Panangal Park, Chennai, Easwar Higher Secondary school
in Palani, and Government Higher Secondary School in Dindugul, all schools in TamilNadu,
India [9a].
Methodology
Before showing the demo to the students the genesis of Ezhil Programming Language,
importance of learning programming in Tamil are discussed among the 8th-12th grade students.
Students are also encouraged to share their feedback and what they understand out of the session
[9c].
Feedback and Findings
1. Initially most of the teachers, students surprised – but receptive to idea - when they
come to know about Ezhil Programming Language
2. Chennai city Tamil schools are reluctant to consider adoption
3. Student’s technology awareness falls on a bell-curve, with high interest rate
However this initial feedback, however this did not convert into field trials [9a]. The highschool students are intelligent, and can understand the possibilities of learning programming, and
possible careers in (sic) “IT majors like Infosys and CTS” [9b].
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Social Media Outreach
Ezhil language project has active presence on Twitter @ezhillang, Facebook and Google+
community pages. This is active source of finding new collaborators, users and insights into the
Tamil community requirements [10].

Current & Future Plans
We are in process of rolling out a new online learning platform, Koodam, (shortened form of
LRtG – school) with course materials, and hyperlinked tutorials for active
engagement of students. The basic evaluator and integrated text editor with highlighting is
already accessible.
We are planning to run a pilot program for teaching a 4-week Ezhil programming course to
students in one location. We also plan to pursue institutional sponsorship, and adoption of
language in different settings.

Conclusion
This paper reviews the state of the Ezhil Programming Language, one year since going online.
Ezhil language is growing fast, and provides access to several computer-science features in
Tamil language.
Online access to the language via web browser breaks down barrier to learning the language. We
report on one outreach program and call for a broader community participation in the project to
bring this technology to students that need it the most.
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Abstract
In this paper, we present our contribution to the .NET Micro Framework that enables
complex script rendering on small, embedded devices, and we provide a reference
implementation for rendering the Tamil script. We also discuss the design of Tamil
bitmap fonts and suggest the smallest proportional font possible.
Keywords:
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Introduction and Overview
Microsoft .NET Micro Framework is an open source platform for developing small, resource
constrained devices, that emerged in Microsoft Research over 10 years ago. It allows
developers to leverage their existing knowledge of managed development and powerful
toolset to develop and debug embedded products rapidly.
On one side, hardware platforms like .NET Gadgeteer that build on top of the .NET Micro
Framework are used for rapid prototyping in commercial research [1] or at secondary schools
and universities for teaching students the basic principles of software development, hardware
engineering and industrial design [2]. On the other side, .NET Micro Framework is becoming
one of the technology backing up the Internet of Things development [3].
The framework comes with simple text rendering engine that uses highly optimized bitmap
font format with no support for complex scripts, glyph shaping, text directionality or
extended Unicode planes, effectively limiting the number of scripts and languages the .NET
Micro Framework can render.
Our Rendering Engine
We present a new, state-machine based rendering engine, which is an enhanced Turing
machine working on a tape of glyphs, as an in-place replacement for the engine currently in
use. Backward compatibility and minimum resources requirements were our main goals when
creating the engine.
First, we extend the current Tiny Font file format to support arbitrary number of appendix
blocks where all additional data such as language specific instructions can be stored. Each
Unicode plane is stored in separate appendix with the same format of characters in the Basic
Multilingual Plane. Glyphs that directly map 1:1 to characters are stored as the respective
characters themselves; additional glyphs are stored in the Supplemental Private Use Area
planes. This has the advantage of avoiding large character-to-glyph mapping tables.
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The virtual tape of glyphs is then populated from the user’s string and machine rules are
executed on the tape. Rules can be grouped into features, usually corresponding to OpenType
features. Developers can turn on and off individual features during runtime, enabling fine
typography as a by-product of complex script rendering, to our knowledge the first time on
devices targeting such small amount of resources.
Each rule can be expressed as a function

where
is a finite set of states, state
;
is a finite set of conditions, condition
;
is a finite set of parameters which condition
accepts,
is the current position on the tape;
is a relative offset to at which the condition
is evaluated;
is a finite set of actions,
;
is a finite set of parameters which action
accepts;
is a relative offset to at which the action
is performed;
is a number of glyphs to advance the tape with,

;

.

Our OpenType Compiler
Since .NET Micro Framework is designed to run on devices with very small amount of
memory and computational power, we have designed the engine so that all information
required to render given script must be present in the font file. To save developers and font
designers considerable amount of work, we also present an OpenType compiler that analyses
the OpenType tables of standard fonts and converts them to the rendering engine state
machines.
First, the OpenType tables (GSUB and GPOS) are parsed and used to construct a statemachine representation of the instructions, which is then optimized by merging equivalent
states into a single state and normalized to minimize space requirements of the final statemachine.
Enabling Tamil Script
Some rendering systems, like Graphite or Apple Advanced Typography rely on shaping
instructions to be present in the font files themselves, while the rendering systems on
Windows platforms, like Uniscribe or DirectWrite, traditionally supply the language
knowledge needed to render particular script themselves.
To ensure maximum flexibility in the constrained .NET Micro Framework environment and
to prevent useless waste of memory and computation power for applications that do not
require rendering all languages at once, we have decided that the language knowledge must
be present in the font files.
Inspired by the work of Nedumaran [4], we have designed a state-machine representing the
language knowledge needed to render the Tamil script (see Figure 1). Each state transition
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can be represented by a single rule, which gives us the total number of 7 rules needed for the
Tamil language, operating on a group of consonants (including the conjunct consonant ᾀ
which participates in glyph reordering) and vowel marks.
Note that the ᾯ ligature does not need to be included in the rules, as it does not form
syllables with other vowels. Both ᾀ and ᾯ ligatures as well as all other ligatures (pulҕlҕi, i,
i , u, u ) are already part of the OpenType tables and will be automatically included by the
compiler discussed above.
The 7 language rules for Tamil are:
ܾ.

Entry
consonant

swap glyphs

ܿ.
]À, ^À, _À
SawConsonant

݀.
]ÀX, ^ÀX]Àd

݁.

insert ÀX

insert Àd
rewrite to

݂.

]À, ^À
InsertingAA

rewrite to

]À
InsertingAU



݃.

Figure 1. Tamil script state machine

݄.

Let’s demonstrate how the rendering engine works on the example of ܱܶܛ. The glyph tape is
initialized as follows:
B

The state-machine begins operation in the Entry state, and
reaches the consonant ܛ. The rule ܾ applies, machine
switches to the SawConsonant state and advances the tape by
one.

]ÀX

Ÿ

B

At this position, the ܶႽܱ mark is seen and rule ܿ applies.
The ܶႽܱ mark is rewritten to the ܶႽ mark, state switched to
InsertingAA and tape advanced by one.

]ÀX
Ÿ

B

]À
Ÿ

This time the unconditional rule ݄ applies, the mark Ⴝܱ is
inserted, the machine is switched back to SawConsonant
state and tape advanced backwards.
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B

]À

Here the only rule that matches is the rule ݂, which reorders
the two glyphs and moves the head again at the end of the
tape.

ÀX

Ÿ

]À

B

ÀX
Ÿ

After all glyphs are processed, they are ready to be rendered
on the screen. Other consonant and vowel combinations
work in a similar fashion.

These language rules are supposed to be packed into a feature, applied after all other
OpenType shaping features. For Tamil, the standard order of features is documented on
Microsoft Typography website1.
Bitmap Fonts
Less constrained devices and computers deal with vector fonts easily. On the other side, small
microprocessors that work with bitmaps rarely deal with Unicode strings, not mentioning
supporting scripts like Tamil, and that resulted in lower interest in Tamil bitmap fonts.
The Latin alphabet and Tamil letters have different layout statistics and therefore cannot fulfil
the same expectations when designing text rendering systems and displays. For example, the
most common displays used to render Latin text have 5×7 dots per character, but even 3×5 is
readable.2 LED displays with various number of segments can be used to display not only
numbers but also text.
Can we do the same for Tamil? Can we use the common dot matrix displays to render Tamil
script? What are actually the minimum size requirements of Tamil script? Can we design
reasonable fixed-width Tamil font? We would like to bring attention of engineers and font
designers to these questions and provide some initial research in this area.
We are presenting a proportional Tamil font with the kernel
of 5×5 pixels on the baseline, surrounded by standard zone
of 2 pixels for vowel modifiers and extended zone of
additional 2 pixels to the right as illustrated in Figure 2,
needed only for the depicted ǌ variation. We tried to follow
the recommendations of M.M. Manivannan [5] as much as
possible.
The glyph with the finest structure horizontally — ᾏ —
requires 6 vertical lines and similarly ᾷ requires 5
Figure 2. Minimum resolution for
horizontal lines, which defines the minimum required
Tamil glyphs: 11×9 pixels
resolution to avoid ink bleeding. Moreover, all consonants
except H fit into the 5×5 kernel, which improves readability. The full letter chart is shown
in Figure 3.
Our rendering engine is the first platform that supports glyph substitutions and reordering
while using bitmap fonts, so new skills might need to be developed for designing fonts for the
platform. For smallest font sizes, supplying combined glyph bitmaps might save more space
1
2

http://www.microsoft.com/typography/otfntdev/tamilot/features.htm
See Windows Console font settings or http://robey.lag.net/2010/01/23/tiny-monospace-font.html
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than manipulating glyphs using rules. The larger the font is the more beneficial is to reuse
glyphs (and even their position) as much as possible, which is fortunately in the nature of the
Tamil script. For example, Figure 4 shows reused Ư modifier glyphs in the font.

Figure 4. Glyph reuse in Ư syllables

Figure 3. Letter chart 11×9 pixels

Conclusion and resources
The Tamil script is the first complex script implemented for our open-sourced .NET Micro
Framework rendering engine, allowing engineers to create new Tamil-enabled devices, or to
power existing off-the-shelf displays to render Tamil text directly from Unicode encoding.
This can return Tamil to people on public places and further support the adoption of Unicode.
Handcrafted fonts always bring superior experience to those automatically rasterized, so we
started designing our own bitmap fonts and welcome both comments and other designers to
help us achieve pixel-perfect Tamil typography.
For full technical documentation and downloads, visit http://terka.microframework.cz/.
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ܛܸܲܫ῀ܱܥܶιܧܲܥᾒܦ῀ᾦᾠܓܤܱܛᾰܦܸܲܡܛܲ῁ᾰܦܢ
 ,7SROLF\IRU7DPLOFRPSXWLQJ
ܱܧܲܢܱᾌܑᾸܣ῁ܲܦܢܤܸᾹܝܶܲܛܦܱܨܑ᾽ܭܤܸᾙ
 Άܛᾆᾞᾰ
ܦ῀ᾦᾠܓ ܧܲܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ܨܸܭ ῀ܱܣᾆΆ ܑᾐܨ ܭܸᾆΆ ᾗᾐܨ ܛܬܲܦܢ
῀ܛܛܸܲܫ῀ܱܥܶ ιܧܲܥ᾿  ᾒܭܛܢ

ᾒܓ  \,7 SROLF
ܶᾒ
ܲᾰᾁᾺܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ ᾿ܲܬܱܢܶ

᾿ܱܢܭᾌᾰᾁܘ ῀ιᾠܭܑ ܫܸܛᾌᾺᾗᾰܤܶ  ᾙᾹܦܸܲܡܛܲ῁ᾰܦܢ ܭܸܤܱܭܱᾐܥܶ
ܛܸܲܫ῀ܱܥܶ ܲᾺܤܢ ᾰᾁᾷܦܸܲܡܛܲ῁ᾰܦܢ ܱ᾿ᾢܝܶ ᾲܧܸܦܸܱܢܱܥܷ ᾌΆܥιܖ
ᾜΆܠܸܱܥΆܦܷ ܦܸܲܡܛܲ῁ᾰܦܢ ᾞΆܭ ᾿ܱܩιܭ ᾜΆܧܸܭܸܢܷ ܱᾰᾁΆܭᾞܓ
ᾜΆܢܸᾷܩܱιܦ ᾿ܧܲܫܱᾞܥܶ ᾌΆܥιܖ ܱᾌܩܶιܭܑ ᾜΆܧܸܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭܲܬܱܦܶ
ܛܱᾊᾌᾰܛܷ
ᾐܩܲܛܱᾌܛ
ܷܨܸᾌܛܑᾰ
 ܨܸᾌܛ
ᾫΆܛᾞᾰܥܶ

Ὰܪܸܧܲܫܱᾞܥܶ Άܢ

῀ܛܱᾌܣ

ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ ᾿ܲܛܪᾜܩܑܸι

ᾷܩܸιܭܧܲܛܐ ῀ܛᾱܛᾰܧܑ ܭ῀ ᾤܛᾱܢᾤᾷܝܶ ܲιܬܱܢܶ ῀ܛᾱܛܱᾰܢᾗᾷ
ܱܲᾐΆܥܶ ܧܷܪܸܧܲܥ ᾒܦ῀ᾦᾠܓ  ᾫΆ FRQWUROܢᾌᾠᾷܛ ᾫΆܧᾼܝܶ ᾴܛᾰܧܲܤܱܢ
ܲᾰܤܑ ᾤΆܧܲܧܲܩܱܥܶ ᾤΆܧܲܭܲܩ ܱܧܡܸܲܥ ᾿ܧܲܥ ᾒܢ ರܑᾸܤܩܲᾹܛܱᾌܣ
ܤܕ ܱರܢܷܱܧᾙᾊܨܫܭ Άܤܲܫܛᾰܦ ᾽ܱܝܲܬܱܦܶ ܲ᾽ᾰᾁΆܭܢ ᾷܢܑܸ "ܱܢܷܱܧܠܸܲܛ
ᾐܫ῀ܲᾤܛܪܓΆܠܱܣܑᾸ
ᾷܩιܧܷᾗᾐᾰᾁᾊܧܦܛܪܓܧܦܫܱܨܱܢܱᾤΆܧܲܝ᾽ᾲܣܷܱιᾠܪܨܭܱᾐܥܷܢܷ
ᾐܩܲܛᾰܠܣ ܱܲᾐΆܥܶ  ܧܷܲܬܭ ܪܲܛᾱܐ ᾿ܲܛܪܓ ΆܠܱܠܱᾤΆ ܑῂᾬܫܛᾱܛܱᾰܢ
Άܛᾰܠܫ῀ܓ ܦ῀ᾦᾠܓ ܧܷܲܬܭܲܬܱܦܶ Άܢ ܱܫܷܛܱᾌܣ ܧܲܤܱܥᾺܝ ܤܳܝ ܪܸܦܷ
ιᾠᾰᾁܭܑ ܤܩܲᾹܛ᾽ᾷᾐܧܓ ܪܸܧܲܫܱᾞܥܶ Άܢ ᾽Ᾰᾐܡܱܛܶ ᾰܠܸܱܥιܧܝܶ
᾿ܲܭܱܧܲܢ ܑᾸܧܠܸᾦܛܲܬܱܦܶ ܧܲܝܢܷ  ܪܸ᾿ܲܢܭܱܧܠܸܢ Άܛܲᾰܢܐ ܪܲܛᾱܐ
ܫܸܛܲܬܱܦܶ Άܢ ῀ܛܱᾌܣ ᾞΆܫܭ ᾐܩܲܛ῀ܳܣ ܧܷܪܷܲܢᾷܪܲܛᾱܐ Άܠܱܠܑῂᾬ
ܲᾹܫܛܱᾌܣ ܛܲᾰܢܐ ܲܢᾔᾠᾷܧܥ Άܪܲܛᾱܐ ᾿ܲܧܪܸܲܣ ܱܨܧܓ ᾿ܧܲܫܱᾞܥܶ ܲᾺܛᾰܔ
ܱᾊιܣ ܢܱᾸܝܶ ܲᾹܥ ܲᾹܫܛᾶᾌܐ  ܲܛܱܧܪܸܢܲᾌܭ  ܤܩܲᾹܛܐ ܲܡᾌᾶܘ
 ܲᾝιᾠᾺ %XVLQHVV SURFHVV RXWVRXUFLQJܫܭܶ ܢᾤᾷܝܶ ᾲܤܲܢܱܥܶ ܱᾐܩᾔܧܥ
ᾦΆܛܱܱܲܛܲܢ ܱᾞΆܭܷ῀ܐ ܤܕ ῁ܔ Άܣ ܢܷܥܱ᾽Ὰܥ ܱᾆܛܱᾤܣ ᾿ܲܫܛܲܡܥ
ᾒܓ Άܢ ῀ܛᾆܨ ܭܸ ᾗᾐܛܬܲܦܢ ܛܷܲᾤᾰܬܱܢܶ ᾽ܱܝܲܡܛ ᾽ܱܩܲܛܱܥܷᾸᾐܦܸ
ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥᾺܫܸܛܛܸܲܫ῀ܱܥܶ
῀ܛܲܬܱܦܶ ܧܲܢ ܑᾸܩιܥܶ ᾤᾺܭ ᾤ ᾲᾆܭ ᾨᾷᾐܕ ᾤܭ ᾲᾆܥܷ
῀ܛᾤᾰܭ ܢ ܑᾸܤܩܲᾹܛܱᾠܦᾌܢ ܱᾐܩܥܶ  ᾤᾺ HOHFWURQLFDOO\ HQDEOHGܭܲܤܲᾹܦ
ܩιܥܶ ܲιܢᾷܪܱܛᾰܭ ῂܩܸιܭܑ ܱᾁΆܧܲܝᾨᾲܕ ᾿ܧܲܥܱᾹᾠΆ ᾒܭܶῂܘ
ܱܩᾤᾫܭܲܤܲᾹܦ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾰܪܸܲܣ  ᾿Ᾰᾐ PRGHUQL]HGܛ ܑᾹᾠΆ ᾙܫܷܛܲܬܱܦܶ
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ܩιܧܷܲ῁ ᾁᾊܦܢ ܩᾤᾫιܭᾨᾷᾐܕ ῀ᾙᾹܛᾶᾌܐ  ܤܩܲᾹܛܲܬ ῀ܛܲܬܱܦܶ
᾿ܲܫܛᾶᾌܐ  ᾿ܱܪܠ᾽ ᾑᾶܧܲܬᾝܠܸܲܭ ܭܲᾷᾐܩܲܛ ᾿ܱܢᾷܛܲᾰܢܐ  FRORQLDOLVP
᾿ܲܭܱܧܲܢᾐ ܑᾸܫ῀ܱᾐܩܥܶ ᾤᾺܭܲܤܲᾹܦ ܲᾹ ܑᾹᾠΆ ᾙᾨܥܩιܥܶ ᾤᾺܭᾲᾆ
ܦܷᾌܦ ܲܢܱᾌ ܑᾸܢܷᾷܛᾰܔ ܲܢܲܣᾞܥܶ ܲᾹܝܨܡܭᾌܣ ᾿ܱᾊܥᾹܧܥ ᾒܓ
Άܛܲܡܭܲܭ᾿ܛ᾿ܲܬܱܢܶܲܝܐܱܫܷܛܲܬܱܦܶܩιܦᾐܩܲܛᾞܭιᾠܥܶᾤᾺܭܲܤܲᾹܦ
ܱᾊᾷᾐᾰܣܶ ܱᾐܠܥᾹܧܥ ܲᾐΆܩܲܝ ܲιܫܛܩܸMXVWLFH  ᾐ

ᾷܦܸᾹܧܣ Άܤܲܢܱܥܶ
ܤܩܲᾹܛᾰܠܲܛ

ᾌᾺܛܶᾱܨܢ

Ᾰᾐܪܛ ᾦΆܛܲܬܱܦܶ ܪܲܣܱܦ ᾙΆܪܲܛᾱܐ ᾿ܲܢᾷܨܣܷܢܷ

ᾰᾁܬܭ ῀ܛᾰܦ> ܤܩܲᾹܛܱܭᾞܓ ῀ܛܲܬܱܦܶ ᾿ܱܧܷܱܲܲܛ  ᾿ܱܥܷ Άܪܲܛܲᾱܦܢ ܢᾸܡܸܲܥ
@ܠܸܤܩιᾠᾺᾗܝܲರܢܑܱܱܲᾸܛ᾽ᾰܝᾐರܩܲܛܑᾞᾰܭܷܛܱܧܲܬܱܦܶ ᾿ܱܧܷܱܲܲܛܲᾜΆܢܑᾸ
ᾲܝܥܷ ܦܸᾞܥܶΆܬܥ ܲܢᾤᾰᾁ ܑᾸܥΆܨܥ ܧܲܩܳܦ Άܪܲܣܱܦ Άܪܲܛᾱܐ ᾤᾰᾁܭᾤ
ܬܐ ῀ܛܲܢܲᾫᾼܩ Ᾱᾠܕ ᾿ܱܧܷܱܲܲܛ ᾰܪܲܣܱܦ ᾰᾁܛܸܲᾰܫܛܷ ᾌΆܔ Άܢܛᾱܝ
ᾜΆܦܸܲᾹܭܲܫܢܶ ܩᾹܕ ܱܠܱܣ ܝܢܷ᾿ܥ ܱܠܱܣ ܝܢܷܩܸιܘ  ܱܧܲܢܱ᾽ ܑᾸܩܲܛᾰܢܸܲܭ
 ᾐܩܲܛܱܦܡܨܱܛιᾁᾰܢܑ
ܱ᾽ᾷᾐܥΆܛ᾽ ᾙܭܲ᾿ ᾤܢᾷܭܱ᾽ ᾤܧܲܤܢᾆܨ Άܠܱܧܠܑܸ ῀ܛᾰܦᾁᾊ
ܪܲܣܤܸܦ ῀ܛܲᾫܢܥ Ὰܡܦܲᾞܢ ܛܸᾠܥܶ ῁ܢܲܩܱᾹܝ Ὰᾗᾲܩܲܥ ܪܸ᾿ܲܢܥᾺܠܣ
῀ܛ᾿ܢܲܩ ܦܸΆܭܶ ᾿ܬ῀ ᾆιᾠᾲᾇܛܲᾫܢܥ Ὰܩܱιܦܦܸܱܲܓ ῀ܛܲᾫܢܥ Ὰܤܸܥܲιܭ
῀ܛܨܸܲᾫܩ ܦܸܱᾶܫܭܷ ῀ܛܲᾺᾗܭܲܩ   FOLPDWHVܡܢܭܶ ܲᾫܬܱܥܶᾺܬܸܦ
  EXVLQHVVHVܠܸܲܫܛᾱܤܲܢܱܥܶ ῀ܛܭܸܝܷ ᾆᾲܨ ῀ܛ῀ܱܛܷᾶᾌܭܷ ῀ܛᾰܦܱᾐܥܶ
῀ܛᾱܩܱιܦܱܲܥ
ᾆᾺܨܤܲܢܱܥܶ
῀ܛᾱܩܱιܦܱܲܥ
᾽ܱܭܷ᾽ܛΆᾒܤܲܢܱܥܶ
᾿ܲܛܪܓ ܲܬܭ ῀ܛܲܭᾞܛܲᾰܤܲᾹܦ ᾿ܲܫܛܲܬܱܦܶ ܢᾸܢ Ᾰܦܷܱܪ᾿ܕ ܤܕ ῀ܛᾱܩܱιܦܱܲܥ
ܲ᾿ Άܧܲܢܲ᾿ ܑᾸܤܦܶܧܦܲܡܛ  ᾿ܲܫܛܱᾌܣ ܢ᾽Ᾰܫܭ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾠܥܶܠܸܣ
ᾐܩܲܛᾰܠܣܲ᾿Άܬܲܦܢ
ܱᾞܤܶܲ᾿ ܑᾹܧܪܸܲܣܱܠܲܭ ܩܥܶᾤᾺܭ ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ᾒܓ ܬܸܲܦܢ Άܛᾰܥᾞܘ
ܪܲܝ ᾲܫܸܛ᾿ܲܬܱܢܶᾒܓ ᾿ܲܭܱܧܲܢ ܑᾸܢᾌᾷܥΆܦܷ ܪܸܧܲܫܱᾞܥܶ Ὰܪܸܦܷ Άܛᾰܥ
ᾆΆܨܛܬܲܦܢᾷܛܲᾰܭᾰᾁܔܩܸιܭܑܤܩܲᾹܛᾌᾷᾐܥιܖ῀ܛᾱܤܭܲᾠܣ
ᾒܓ  ᾿ ,&7ܠܱܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶܓ  ᾒ ,7ܓ ܲιܫܛᾶᾌܐ ܧܲܛܐ   
 SROLFLHV

ܫܸܛܛܸܲܫ῀ܱܥܶ

ܲᾹܩιܭܧܲܛܐ

 ,7(6

ܭܸܝܷ

ܩܱᾼᾺᾗιܭ

ܭܑܸ ᾐܢᾸܭܲܫܭܶ ܛܸܲܫ῀ܱܥܶ   ,7H6ܝܷܱܭᾒܓ ᾿ܑ ^ ᾐܠܲܧܲܫܭܶ
`ᾦᾙᾶᾌܛᾱܠܲܢᾒܓ ܲᾰᾁΆܭܲܩ ᾿ܲܧܭܸܨܥܷ Ὰܠܝ ῁ܳܛ ܲᾹܧܲܢܲܭ  ܨܲܭܢ
ᾆܨ ܪܲܣܱܦ ܲᾤᾰᾁܬܱܢܶᾒܓ ܭܑܸ ܲᾔΆܤܧܶܭܸܢܷ ᾐܭܲᾌܧܲܫܭܶ ܩܸιܭܑ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܫ῀ܱܛܶܲιܢᾞᾷܛᾰܢܸܥᾹܕܤܥܲᾺܭܱܲܢܶᾷܭܸܨܢܐܱᾌᾰᾁΆܛܶ
᾿ܲܫܛᾶᾌܐ Άܐ   ᾆΆܨ ܱܲܝܷ ᾗᾐᾲܭܷܪܱܥܷ Ὰܝܸܨ ܛܬܲܦܢ
ᾐܩܲܛܲᾊᾞᾰܧܲܫܭܶ   KWWSGLWSXGXFKHUU\JRYLQܛܱᾶܛ ܧܸܛܸܲܫ῀ܱܥܶ ᾒܓ
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ܑ ᾿ܱܤܐᾞ ܨᾆܛᾦΆ ರܶ᾽ܱܝ᾿ܲܬܱܢᾸܓ ܢᾒ᾽ܫܭ῁ܲܦܢ ܲܤܢ ܦܸܲܡܛᾲܲܝᾰܤܱܛ
ܦܸܲܡܛᾒܲܤܢ᾿ܧܲܥರܕᾹܭܷܩᾠܱܥᾌ᾽ܡܓᾸܱܢܢᾼᾷܶ᾿ܱܤܢܑܪܸ᾿ܲܭܧܱܲܢ
ܩܖᾷܐ  ܬܱܢᾶᾌ ܛܬܲܦܢ ܛܱܫܛᾗᾐܸܨ ܭᾆܦܸܲܡܛ ᾽ܱܝ᾿ܲܬܱܢܶ ῀ܛᾺ
ܶܛܛܸܲܫ῀ܱܥᾦᾰᾁ῀  ܬܸܲܦܢᾒܸܬᾷᾐ ܘᾐᾰᾁܲܛᾹܱܧܲܢܲܣ ܩι ರܷܱܥᾌΆ ᾙܧι῀ܛܲܝ
ܕᾹܩܲܛܱܭܤᾐ"ರ ܕᾹᾠ ܱܧܲܩᾐ ܑᾞܲܫᾢᾞᾺܥᾐ ܷܩܲܛܱܪܱܥᾐ ܨᾆܪܸܲܣ ῀ܛ
ܑᾺܥᾊܲܧᾞᾰܭܷ ܛܸܲܫ῀ܱܥܶ ܛᾠܱܥᾌ᾽ܡᾷᾐΆ ܛܱܱܲܛܲܢܝܨᾦΆ ܟܲܡܛᾞΆ
ܲܭܱܫܱܭᾞᾰ᾽ܱܩܲܛ
ܓᾒ᾿ܱܪܧܲܥ

ᾗᾷܱܢᾰܛᾱ῀ܛ

ܶܲܬܱܢι

ܶܝᾤᾷܢᾱ῀ܛ

ᾤܭ

ܑܧᾰܛᾱܫܸܛᾷ ܲܬܭ῁ܲܦܢᾷ ܧܲܤܱܢᾰܱܦܛᾰܛᾫΆ ܛᾌᾠᾷܢᾫΆ FRQWURO @ ᾽ܬܲܦܢᾰᾁ
ܲܦܢᾨᾰᾁᾲܶܝᾼᾜΆܭᾶܡΆܨܪܲܣܱܦᾆܲܫܛܸܲܫ῀ܱܥܶ῀ܛᾰܭܷܛᾶܣ"ܱܦܱܠΆ
ܶܐ ܧܷܲܬܭܲܬܱܦܛܲܡܭ ܲܭ᾿ܛ ᾿ܲܬܱܢܶ ܲܝΆ ܶܤܲܢܱܥΆ ܧܣᾹܸܠܣ ܦᾸܣ ᾿ܱܢΆ
ܦܪܲܣܱܦᾰܧܥ῀ܛᾔᾠܡܸܭܨ"ܱܭܪ᾿ܨܭᾺᾗᾲܛܧܱܣܤܝΆ LQFOXVLYHGHPRFUDF\ 
ᾐ"ܤܷܱܢ
ܣΆᾙܸܧܠ

ܷܱܥᾂܱܬᾼ

ܓᾒܶܧܸܛܸܲܫ῀ܱܥᾷ

ܛܬܲܦܢ

ܑᾐܨܸܭ
ᾗᾐܸܭ



῁ܲܦܢᾰ

ܨᾆ῀ܛ

ܦܸܲܡܛᾰܤܱܛ

ܶܲܧܲܫܭܪܸ᾿ܲܧܢܷܠ

ܑῂܱܪܨܭιᾠᾷ ܢᾌ ܛܬܲܦܢ ᾿ܱܪܩܱܦᾗᾐܸܨ ܭᾆ῁ܲܦܢ ῀ܛᾰܧܸܦܸܲܡܛ
ᾊᾺܛܱܧܠܸܥᾰ ܱܶܛᾶ᾽ܫܭ῁ܲܦܢ ܠᾲܲܝᾰᾁ ܐ ܧܸܲܡܥ ܩܸܲܣιܩᾙᾊܱܧᾐ
ܑᾞᾰܲܛᾹܛܱܪܭܐ ܤܩᾷ ᾽ܫܭ῁ܲܦܢᾲܲܝᾰᾁᾲ ܶܝᾼᾜΆ ܨᾆ ᾙܧιܛܲܝᾦΆ ܘᾐᾰᾁΆ
ܲܢܲܣᾜΆܶܲܬܱܢιܛܸܲܫ῀ܱܥܶ᾽ܱܝᾰᾁ῀ܶܝᾹᾠܲܫᾰܭܷܛᾶᾊܲܫܤܸܪܥܧᾰܱܛᾐ
ᾙܠᾱܲܭܲܛᾌܲܛᾹܤܩ
 ܑ᾿ ܶܲܧܲܫܭ῀ܓ ܛܬܲܦܢ ܠᾦᾠ ܦᾒܧܲܥι ܶ᾿ܲܧܛܸܲܫ῀ܱܥ
ܥ῁ܲܦܢιܲܩ

ܘᾹᾠܷܪܸ᾿ܲܧܦ

ܕᾹܥᾐ

ᾁܲܩᾺܠܲܥᾷܢᾰܛᾐ

ᾁܧܷܲܩιܩᾱܲܫܛι

ܷܱܛܸܲܭܠܦܪܱܛ ܠᾐ &'$&ܑᾹ ,6&,, ᾁܲܩᾛܸܣ ܠᾌܨܡܭᾆ ܘᾞᾱᾁܲܩᾲ
ܷ᾽ܝᾷܧܲܢᾷܲܢιᾁ ᾔᾺܤܸ ܢܷܱܥܷܧܲܥᾷܶܢᾨᾷᾐᾰ ᾁܧܷܲܩιܩᾷܸܢᾺ 7$&( 
ܨ ܛܬܲܦܢᾆ ܱܲܥᾸᾐܸܨᾷܲܢᾞᾺܲܥᾹ ܷ ܤܱܧܭܸܢᾁܧܷܲܩιܠܑ ܩᾱܦܣ ῀ܛᾰᾁᾰ
ܠܸܲܛᾷܲܢᾞᾰᾁΆ/HYHOܱܭܷܨܢܐᾌܱܪ᾿ܕᾲܶܧܝᾢܛᾦΆܓᾞܲܧܲܛܱܭᾞᾰᾁΆ
ܶ᾿ܲܧܛܸܲܫ῀ܱܥ
 (IIRUWV DOUHDG\ WDNHQ LQ WKH XVH RI 7DPLO LQ LQIRUPDWLRQ WHFKQRORJ\ E\ WKH
JRYHUQPHQWZLOOEHVWUHQJWKHQHG7KHJRYHUQPHQWZLOOIDFLOLWDWHUHVHDUFK
LQ 7DPLO FRPSXWLQJ   7DPLO VRIWZDUH GHYHORSPHQW IXQG 76')  ZLOO EH 
IXUWKHUVWUHQJWKHQHGIRUGHYLVLQJ,7VROXWLRQVLQ7DPLO$OOZHEVLWHVZLOOEH
FRQYHUWHGLQWR%LOLQJXDO
ܕᾹܦ ῀ܛܱܲܭ ܩᾌᾸ ῁ܲܦܢᾰ ܦܸܲܡܛᾁܲܩᾷᾐ ܓᾺܲܥιᾁᾲ ܝᾺܱܧܲܡܱܥᾼᾲ ܷ᾽ܝᾰܛᾺ
ܥܫ ܢܸܭ᾿ܱܝܶ ܤܠᾰᾁΆ ܦᾊܸ ܛPHWULF  ܑܱܪᾺ ܶܭܶ ᾿ܱܧܛܸܲܫ῀ܱܥᾠΆ
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ܲܭᾞᾺܥΆܶܲܭܱܲܢᾰܭܷܛᾙᾊᾜΆܑ᾿῀ܓᾦᾠܦᾒܱܭ᾿ܧܲܥᾼᾺᾗιܭܸܝܷܩᾷ
ܶܲܬܱܢᾤᾰܤܱܛ

ܶܛܸܲܫ῀ܱܥ

ܶܭܲܫܭᾸܢᾐ

ܬܸܲܦܢᾺ

ܥιܲܩᾺ

ܷܝܥ

ܑ᾿ܲܢ

ܱܭᾼᾺܲܧܲܫܭܶ ᾿ܑ  ܪܸ᾿ܲܥ῀ܓ ܠᾦᾠܦᾷ ܶܠܱܥ᾽ܠܱܢι ܶ᾿ܲܧܛܸܲܫ῀ܱܥ
,&7 
7KHXVHRI7DPLOLQLQIRUPDWLRQ7HFKQRORJ\7KH*RYHUQPHQWZLOOSURPRWH
DQGSRSXODUL]H7DPLO9LUWXDO8QLYHUVLW\LQ,QGLDDQGDEURDG(IIRUWVZLOOEHWDNHQ
WR KRVW 7DPLO %RRNV DQG 3XEOLFDWLRQ LQ DQ HOLEUDU\ DORQJ ZLWK 7HFKQLFDO
*ORVVDULHV DQG FXOWXUDO 9LGHR *DOOHU\   7KH *RYHUQPHQW RI 7DPLO 1DGX ZLOO
HQFRXUDJH HIIRUWV WR LPSURYH VWDQGDUGV IRU 7DPLO LQ FRPSXWLQJ DQG PRELOH
DSSOLFDWLRQV$QLQWHUQDWLRQDOFRQIHUHQFHRQGHYHORSPHQWRI7DPLO&RPSXWLQJ
ZLOOEHFRQGXFWHG
ܕᾹܲܩᾞᾸܢᾐܑᾹܷܦܱܶܩᾼܪܸܛ᾿ܥ᾽ܛܲܣᾰܛܬܛΆܧܡܸܲܬܲܦܢᾰܲܭ᾿ܛᾰܱܦܛܬܛᾼᾲ
ᾆᾞᾱܲܛᾺܷܤܱܥᾐܑᾸܲܣᾠܤܭΆܐιܫܸܛܲܡܥܧܲܩᾜΆܢιܪܝܶܤܱܛᾫܫܸܛᾜΆ
ܫᾰܛ

ܦᾊܸܛܛᾦᾶ"ܱܠ

ܢܸܕᾜΆ

ܫᾰܛ

ᾙᾊᾸܱܢιܤܷܱܩ

ರܕᾹܤ

ܲܢܱܝᾷܷܱܢΆ"ರ ܕᾹᾠ ܱܶܲܢᾜΆ ܫᾰܪܸܲܣ ܱܪܧܲܭܛᾰᾁ ῁ܲܦܢᾰ ܦܸܲܡܛᾙܧι῀ܛܲܝ
ᾙᾊܢܭᾹ ܡܨܱܛΆ ῁ܲܦܢᾰܦܸܲܡܛᾺ ܱܶܪ᾿ܑ ܛܸܲܫ῀ܱܥᾐ  ܶ᾽ܱܝ᾿ܲܬܱܢ
ܓᾒܶܛܸܲܫ῀ܱܥᾰᾁ῀ ܸ ܢᾙܠᾰܱܦܡܨܱܛ ܢܷܧܲܛᾁΆ ܷܥᾆܱܢܱܲܥܶ ܢܷܭᾁΆ
ܣΆᾚܱܲ᾿ ܐᾰܛᾱܱܢܱܲ ῀ܛᾜ῀῁ܲܦܢ ܤܫᾰܦܷ ܦܸܲܡܛΆܱܥᾊιᾁᾺ ܥᾹܱܤᾌᾰ
ܛᾞᾷܨܢᾱᾁ ܠܣᾷᾐܭᾐ ܘᾞ ܓ ܪܲܝᾷܦܢΆ ܱܣܱܦᾌܛᾦᾰᾁ ܲܢܲܣᾜܢ ܲܭܢᾸܢܸܢᾰ
ᾁܲܩᾷܢᾐ ܷܱܥᾤΆ ᾁܲܩᾰᾁΆ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭᾰܐ ܦܸܲܡܛᾼܲܭιᾁ ܨ ܛܬܲܦܢᾆ
ܶܲܭܪܝܱܢܠᾜΆ 76') ᾚܪΆ ῁ܲܦܢᾲ ܱܶܝῂ ܩܸܭVRIWZDUH  ᾽ܫܭᾲܲܝᾰᾁᾲ ܶܪܝᾫ
ܶܝᾼܱܢܢᾜΆܶܪܸ᾿ܲܭܧܱܲܢ
ܑᾷܤܸܢ

ܐᾶᾌ᾿ܲܫܛ

ܑᾺܶ᾿ܱܫܛܛܸܲܫ῀ܱܥ

῁ܲܦܢᾰܦܸܲܡܛᾰᾁ

ܠܣᾸܢܸܢᾰ ܡܛᾰܲܛܭ ܱܩܐ ᾿ܱܠᾞᾷ ܦܷܢᾶᾎܩܲܛᾐ ῁ܲܦܢᾰܦܸܲܡܛ
ܶܭιܠܲܩᾷܲܢᾢܧᾱᾁܲܦ"ܱܦᾹܭܲܤᾤܲܭιᾁܘᾞᾱܡܸܲܛᾜΆܱܶܝῂ ᾽ܧܩܸܭVRIWZDUH
VSHFLDOLVWV  ܕᾺܱܶܥᾨᾐ ܑܝܶܪܸܭܷ ܛܱܥ᾿ܧᾼܓ "᾽ܱܭᾞܱܭᾰᾁΆ ܨܲܣᾢܛᾦᾰᾁᾲ
ܝᾸܸܖ ܢιܥܱܠιܕ "ܤܷܱܩᾸܢᾷ ῁ܲܦܢᾲ ܱܶܝῂܱܦܝܲܡܛ ܩܸܭᾼ ܲܭιܲܩᾞᾰܩܲܛᾐ"
ܘᾞᾗ῀ܭܱܦܨܭܲܭܲܫᾐܛܬܲܦܢᾗᾐܸܨܭᾆܠܲܫܛΆܑᾞᾰܪ᾿ܱܢܩܲܛᾐܓᾷܦܢΆ
ܷܱܥᾹܦܸ ܩᾺܱܢ᾽ܤܲܥᾹ ܸܢᾲ ܶܝᾼܲܢᾞᾰܪ᾿ "ܱܨܱܩܲܛᾐ ܭܱܨܱܧ ᾽ܱܧܲܤܢᾐ
ܭιܸܩᾲܷܱܲܛܝᾷܲܢᾞᾰ"ܱܨܱܩܲܛ
ܢܓܲܦ ᾿ܲܭܫܠᾹܱܤᾦܸܲܝܥܷ ܛᾺ ܤܶܪܥᾹܑ  "ܤᾢᾞᾸᾐ ܑᾹᾠܨܸܭ
ܲܡܛᾷ ῁ܲܦܢᾙܧιܱܥܶ ᾿ܲܫܛܲܝᾞܲܫ ᾿ܧܲܫᾺܸܥᾜΆ VXSSO\ VLGH HFRQRPLFV 
ܭ᾿ܲܢᾞΆ ܲܝᾰܫܸܛ᾿ܛᾜܷܱܪܷ᾿ܕ ܦᾞΆ ܷܥᾆܱܩܷܲܛΆ ܑܸܠܸܲܛ ܭᾷ᾽ܬܲܦܢ ᾿ܱܢ
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ܲܦܢᾨᾰᾁ ܱܦᾠܨܶܭᾹܥᾐ ܘᾞܲܧܛܸܭι ܱܢ᾽ܳܣ᾿ܤܱܛᾹ ܱܣΆܱܧᾞΆ ܷܭܸܢᾺ
ܥᾰܛᾷܸܢᾺ ᾽ܱܥᾰܢܸ ܪܸ᾿ܲܧܭܷܛᾲ ܝܱܶܲܝᾼ῁ܲܦܢ ܭܷܧᾰ ܦܸܲܡܛᾁܲܩᾷᾐᾺ
ܶܭܷ ܛܸܲܫ῀ܱܥᾶᾌܶܦᾹܱܩܷܲܛΆ ܑᾺܶܲܧܛܸܲܫ῀ܱܥᾹ ܠܫ῀ܓᾰܛᾱܛᾦΆ
ᾊᾺܛܠܸܥᾦΆ ܕᾺܥᾊ ܑᾞᾰܭܷ ܛᾶᾌܶ῁ܳܛ ܤܦᾰܛᾶܛ ܠᾞᾷᾐܫܸܛᾰ ܛᾌܸܨ
ᾙᾹܸܭᾰܩܲܛᾐ
 ܑᾺܶܲܧܛܸܲܫ῀ܱܥᾹ ᾙܘ ᾿ܢᾺᾗܸ ܛᾁܧܷܲܩιܩΆ ܥιܱܢܧܲܩᾁΆ ܑܸܧܡᾺ
ܱܦܱܲܥιܩᾱܛᾦᾰᾁ ܖᾐܘ ܛܱܭᾞᾱᾁܧܸܲܩᾜΆ ᾲᾆ ᾒܥᾷܲܢιᾁᾷ ܷܤܱܧܭܸܢ
ܤܸ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭᾷܶܢᾨᾷᾐᾰ ᾁܧܷܲܩιܩᾷܸܢᾜΆ  ܑ᾿ ܭܷܨܭιܛܬܲܦܢ ܩ
ܠܛ ܡܸܱܝܨᾸܗ ܢᾸܱܢᾶᾌܲܫܛι ܶܭ᾿ܧܝᾊܭΆ ܱܶܩܥᾐ ܲܣιܩܲܛᾐ ᾿ܲܭܤܱܭ
ܷܱܥᾹܠܸܦ  ܩᾷ ELW   ᾽ܱܧܲܤܢᾁܧܷܲܩι᾽ܱܭ ܩᾺᾗᾰ ܫܸܛIRQWV  ܨᾆᾲ
ܶܛܪܧܝᾱܑ ᾿ܲܫܛᾹᾔΆ ᾗܬᾱᾁܭᾐ ᾌᾷܢܱܦ  ܢᾱܛᾦᾰᾁ῀ ܲܣᾠᾷܢᾺܠܥ
ܷܭᾶᾌΆ ܘᾞᾱᾁܲܧܲܩι  ܛܱܦܧܭܪܑ ܠܲܫ῀ܓ ܬܸܲܦܢ79$ ܑᾹ ܳܫ῀ܓᾌ
ܨܲܣᾢ0LFURVRIWܑᾹ30(ܕᾨܲܢ1+0ZULWHUܑܪܛᾺܸܤܕܥᾲܱܶܝῂ῀ܛܩܸܭ
ܠܸܲܛᾰܲܛᾹ ܤܩ

ܑᾐ

ᾗᾐܸܲܝܨܧܭιᾁΆ

ܱܶܥᾐܤܱܭ

ܶܛܸܲܫ῀ܱܥᾷ

ܶܠܱܢᾰܛᾸܱܢᾹ
 ܨ ܛܬܲܦܢᾆ ܖιܥᾌᾷܲܧܲܢᾞᾰᾁΆ  ܪܸܭᾷܫܢᾱܑ ῀ܛιܸܩᾺ ܥᾌᾷܢᾺܠܥ
ܷܭᾶᾌΆܑῂܪܸܭᾷܫܢᾱܪܥ῀ܛᾫΆܐᾱܪܲܛᾷܪܷܲܢᾜ῀ܲܬܲܦܢܤܫᾢᾞᾺܭܸܥ
ܭܷ᾿ܥᾠ

᾽ܱܧܲܤܢ

ܪܸܭᾷܫܢᾱܲܫܛᾹ

ᾁܧܷܲܩιܩᾱܲܫܛᾤ῀ܤܫ
ܪܸܲܣ

ܩܲܝᾺܛܱܥ

ᾗᾐᾲܷܱܲܝ
ܑ᾿ܸܪ

KWWSGLWSXGXFKHUU\JRYLQGRFXPHQWV*RYW:HEVLWHBJXLGHOLQHVSGI

ܲܝܨᾤΆ

ܕᾹܩ

ᾗᾐܸܲܝܨ ܭᾹ ܑܸܧܡᾷܫܢΆ ܑᾸܣ ܧܲܢᾌܨܡܭᾆ ܓᾞܱܭᾰܱܝܨ ܧܲܛᾱܛ
ܪܸܭᾷܫܢᾱܛᾦᾰܤܱܛ

ܸܧܷܛܸܠ

ܱܛܲܬܭᾊܸܧ

ܶܲܧܲܫܭᾊᾞᾰܩܲܛᾐ

ܡܭܐᾷܲܢᾹܥᾁ῁ܳܛ᾿ܲܢᾰܛᾶܱܭܠᾠܣᾌܨܡܭᾆܶܩܲܛ᾿ܱܝᾐ
$WSUHVHQWDPDMRULW\RIWKHFRQWHQWLQ*RYHUQPHQWZHEVLWHVLVLQHQJOLVKH[FHSW
IHZ ZKLFK KDYH FRQWHQW LQ +LQGL RU RQH RI WKH 5HJLRQDO ODQJXDJHV 7KXV HYHQ
WKRXJK *RYHUQPHQW ZHEVLWHV DUH DFFHVVLEOH WKH\ DUH VWLOO QRW XVDEOH +HQFH

WKHUHLVDQHHGWRSXWWKHLQIRUPDWLRQLQ5HJLRQDOODQJXDJHV'HSHQGLQJRQWKH
QDWXUHRIWKHFRQWHQWDQGLWVSURVSHFWLYHXVDJHFRQWHQWVKRXOGEHWUDQVODWHGLQ
GHVLUHGODQJXDJHVDQGVKRXOGEHDSDUWRIWKHVDPHZHEVLWHZLWKSURPLQHQWOLQNV
7HFKQRORJ\ IRU SXEOLVKLQJ WKH FRQWHQW LQ ,QGLDQ ODQJXDJHV LV DOUHDG\ TXLWH
GHYHORSHGDQGDODUJHQXPEHURIWRROVDUHDYDLODEOHWRVXSSRUWWKLV
ܢᾹᾙܸܤᾺܱܥᾼᾲ ܶܝᾼܭܷܧᾶᾊ ܧᾊᾺܠܸܥᾰ ܧܢܲܭ ܦܸܲܡܛᾱܫܸܛ
ܣᾌܨܡܭᾆ ܭιᾗᾠᾷܱܛܲܬܭ ܲܢᾊᾲ ܶ᾿ܱܝᾢᾜΆ ܭܷ᾿ܥᾠ ܶܪܲܣܱܦ ᾽ܱܝܲܬܱܦ
ܨᾆ ῀ܛῂܧܢܲܭᾱ ܫܸܛᾙᾨܸܛܱܧܦᾲ ܶܝᾼܱܧᾐ῀῁ܲܦܢ ܤܫᾰ ܦܸܲܡܛᾺ
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ᾷܬܸܲܦܢ

῀ᾰᾁܛܸܲܫ῀ܱܥܶᾒܓ

῀ܛܛܸܲܫ῀ܱܥܶ

ᾜΆܦܸܱܪ᾿ܑ

ܱᾁΆܦܡܨܱܛιܢιᾁᾙܢܑᾦΆܛᾱܥᾺܬᾰᾁܭᾊܭ᾿ܧܝܶܢᾨᾸܕ᾿ܱܢܠܲܭܲܫ῀ܢ
 ܫܸܛᾱܭᾊܥ῀ܛᾱܥᾺܡܲᾶܭܩܸ᾿ᾐܥᾺܛܱܛᾦᾰܛᾰܦᾆܨܛܬܲܦܢ 
ᾊܥ ܲ᾿ ᾎᾁΆܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ܩܸιܭܑ ᾐܩܲܛܲᾞᾰܧܲܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ  "ܱܦᾠܢܷ
ܝܨ ᾶᾌΆܭܷܛᾰܭܸ  ܲ᾿ RQ OLQHܧܪܸܲܣ ܱᾌܛܷᾌܕ ᾿ܲܥܱ᾽Ὰܭ ܲܩᾞᾱᾁܘ
ܲᾰᾁΆܥᾺܡܲᾶܭ ܱ᾽ᾷᾐܥ ᾺܨܸܭᾸᾐ ᾤܭ ܨܷܣܷ ῀ܛᾰܦܱᾐܥܶ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܦᾞܛ
ܲܬܭ῁ܲܦܢ ᾷܛܱܧܱܱܲܭܩܸᾶᾌΆ ᾐܭܷܧܩܸᾰ ᾁܛܱܧᾊܥᾊᾺܥ ܩܸᾙܠܸܣ
ܪܱܛ ܩᾹܦܶᾌܥᾺܧᾼܝܶ ᾫܩܸܲܣ ᾊܥܲ᾿ ܑᾺܫܛᾱܢܱܦ ܤܲᾹܤ ܑᾹܦܸܱᾦܤܲᾹܦ
 ܱᾐܨܱᾶᾊܛܶ ܪܸ᾿ܕ ܪܱܛ ܠܳᾶܣ ᾶᾌΆ ܑᾐܭܷ ܛܱܭᾞܓ ܤܸܭܠ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܛܱܧܩܸᾙܠܸܣ῀ᾷᾐܪܱܛܱᾶᾌܨܙ᾿ܢΆᾙܢܱܦ
᾿ܦܷܲܤܑ ᾐܢܱᾶᾊᾞᾸܛܶᾸᾐܭ ܛܸܱᾦܤܲᾹܦ ܧܷܫܷ῀ᾰᾁܛܸܲܫ῀ܱܥܶᾒܓ 
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܨܭᾰᾁ῀ᾐܛܸܲܫ῀ܱܥܶιܧܲܥᾒܢܱ᾽Ᾰܝܦܸܲܡܛܲ῁ᾰܦܢ
ܤܫ῀ᾜܧܷܪܷܲܢᾷܪܲܛᾱܐ ῀ ܑᾹᾠܛᾱܡܭܐ ܠܸܥܲᾹ ᾊᾺܝܨ ܛܬܲܦܢ 
ܦܷܡܭܱܬܲܦܢ ܲᾷܩܱιܦ ܢܑܸ ᾽ܱܩܲܛ᾿ܱܝܶ Ᾱᾠᾴܦܶܭᾘᾞܠܝ ܭܸ
ܛᾰܠܸܲܛ ܲιܬܲܦܢ ᾦΆܛᾱܡܭܱܝܨ ܱܪ᾿ܕ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܛܱܧܠܸܥᾊᾺ
ܲᾹܝܨ ᾶᾌΆܭܷܛ᾽ᾰܧܥܶ Ὰܩܸιܭ ܲᾹܥܲᾢᾞᾺܫܛܲܬܱܦܶ ܩιܦ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ
ܩܸܲᾷᾐܝܐᾶᾌΆܭܷܠܥᾤᾺܭܩܸ᾽ᾺᾗᾷᾐܧܥܶܲܬܱܦܶܨܲܢᾸܧܑܱᾼܧܡܸᾐ
 GRPDLQ

SXEOLF

Ὰܫܸܛܱιܝܶܲ῁ᾲܦܢ

ܲιܢᾷܩܱιܛܱܶᾐᾰܥܶ

ᾷܩܸᾷᾐܠܝ

ᾶᾌΆܭܷܨܡܱܛܶ
Άܨܱܛܲܢ ܲܬܱܦܶܲܝܐ ῀ܛܲܬܱܦܶ ܪܲܣܱܦ ΆܪΆ ᾚܢܲᾞᾷܢ ᾷܠܝ ᾲܩᾹܦܱᾦܠܱܣ 
῀ܛᾱܡܭܐ ܱᾁΆܥܷ ܱᾊᾢᾞᾸᾐܣ῁ܲܦܢ ܲιᾁܝܨ ᾶܭᾌܣ ᾶᾌΆܭܷܩܥܶ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܧܦܸܱᾼᾺᾗܭ᾿ܧܲܥᾌΆᾒܥᾺܛιܖܱᾤΆܤܱܬܲܦܢ
ܲᾹܧܢܸᾸܝ ᾲܦܸܲܡܛ ܲ῁ᾰܦܢ ᾿ܲܢᾷܪܲܣܱܦ Άܢᾷܢ ῀ܛᾆܨ ܭܸܱᾌ ᾗᾐܣ῁ܲܦܢ 
ܦܸܲܡܛ ᾰܥܱᾌ ᾒܥᾹܧܥܲ῁Ὰܦܢ ܲιܫܛܲܡܛ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܠܲܛᾰܡܛ ᾰܥܸܲᾺܢܦ
ᾰܪܸܛܨܸܭ  LQIRUPDWLFVFRPSXWLQJܦܸܲܡܛιܧܲܧܲܢܲܩܦܸܲܡܛιܧܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ
ᾷܩܸܲ᾿ ܑιܫܛܱᾌܥᾺܛܸܭ ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ ܩܱᾹܥܷ ܛܸܱᾦܤܲᾹܦ ῁ܲܦܢ ܦܸܲܡܛ
ᾆΆܨ ιᾁܢܑ "ܤᾹܕ Άܤܱܦᾞܭ ܱᾁΆܭᾞܓ ᾿ܲܢܑᾜΆ ರܧܸܪܸܲܣ ܲᾹܬܲܦܢ
ܢܱ᾽Ᾰܝ ܢܸᾸܝ ܩܱᾹܥܷ ᾫ"ರܫܭῂܕ ܛܸܱܢܶ ܲᾌΆܭܪܝܶ ᾦΆܛᾱܭܲᾠܣ ᾽ܱܧܲܤܢ
ᾷܫܸܛܲܡܥܲᾺܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ ᾿ܲܧܠܸܥܲᾹ ᾊᾺܩιܭ ᾌܥᾺܢ῁ᾷܛܲܣ ῀ܛᾼᾫܐ
ܱᾐܢܱܥܷᾌΆܦᾐܭᾼܝܶܳᾌܛᾐᾰܘܲܢܲܣᾆܨ᾽ܙܦܷᾠܭܶᾶᾌΆܭܷܠܲܦܠܲܢ
ܨܸܭ ܑᾐܤܷܱܩܱιܢᾸܫ "ܨܷܱܥᾹܠܱܶܥܷᾸᾐܫ ܱᾤΆܠܱܥܷ ᾿ܲܩιܐ
ᾜΆܫܸܛᾼᾫܐ ܤܱܧᾊܥܱᾁΆ" ᾺܤܪᾫΆ ᾗܪܸܱܢܶ ܱᾁΆܥܷ ᾫΆܪܸܱܢܶ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܛܱᾶᾊᾞᾰܛܶܛܸܲܫ῀ܱܥܶᾒܓܦܸܲܡܛܲ῁ᾰܦܢᾜΆܫܸܛܭܸܫ
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ܱᾠΆܢܷᾶᾌܐ ῀ܛᾱܤܭܲᾠܣᾒܓ ܱᾰᾁΆܭᾞܓ Άܤܱܦᾞܭ ܱᾊܛܷ Άܨܲܧܱܪ᾿ܥ 
᾿ܱܥܷᾐܭ᾽ܫܭ
ܦܸܲܡܛܲ῁ᾰܦܢ
Ᾱܖ
ܤܧܶܪܸ᾿ܲܭܨܫܭ
ܱᾼᾫܥᾺܘ
῀ᾦܛᾱܠܛ ᾠΆܭܶ ῀ܛᾱܤܭܲᾠܣ ᾒܓ ᾿ܱܢᾼܝܶ ᾊᾲܥᾶᾌΆ Ὰܭܷܧᾼܝܶ
ܱᾰᾁΆܭᾞܓ

ᾦᾰᾁᾷܛܩܸܭܱῂܝܶ

ܭܸ

ܪܸ᾿ܲܭܛᾱܧܑ

ᾐΆܥᾹܕ

ᾔΆܕᾼᾜΆܝܶᾊᾲܥᾹܑᾺܭܑ᾿ܱܤܢܑܤܸܢܑ῀ܛᾱܢᾤᾷܝܱܶᾌܥᾌᾺܛᾰܨܢ
ܤܫܶܛܲܩܣܶ

ܧܲܭܱܫܛܪܓ

ܱ᾽ᾰᾁΆܥܱܲܝ

ᾲܩܸιܭܢᾼܝܶ

῀ܛܦܸܩܸᾙ



ܧܲܭܱܫܛܪܓ ܛܸܢᾱᾁΆ ᾷܫܲܭ ᾐΆܭᾱᾁܧܑ ῀ܱᾌܥܱܛܷ ᾰܦܸܲܡܛ᾽ܧܓ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܛܱᾰܦܤܭܲᾠܣ ᾽Ᾰᾐܡܱܛܶ ᾰᾁΆܦܸܲܡܛܲ῁ᾰܦܢ ܫܸܛܱᾌܥܱܛܷ
ܱܧܦܸܧܲܩܑᾹ

ܠܸܥᾊᾺ

᾿ܲܧܩܸᾐ

ᾷܦܸܲܡܛܲ῁ᾰܦܢ

ᾰᾁܩܑܸᾹ

ܱᾌᾷܥܷ Άܫܢᾷܪܸܭ ᾠΆܭܶ ܦܸܱᾦܤܲᾹܦ ܲܬܭܲܡܛ ܪܸ᾿ܲܦܲᾐܩܲܝ
 ᾿ 6RIWZDUH (QJLQHHULQJܧܲܧܲܩܱܥܶ Ὰܩܸܭܱῂܝܶ ܪ᾿ܢܭᾷᾐܠܣ ܱܬܲܭᾺᾗܩܲܢ
ᾐರܩܲܛ ܑᾞᾰܩܸܭܱῂܝܶܲι ಯܧܦܸܲܡܛܲ῁ᾰܦܢ "ܱΆܩܷܲܛ᾿ܱܝܶ ܤܷܱܢᾹᾠܕ
ܱᾐܧܠܸܲܛᾰܠᾐᾂܢܲᾷܢܲᾸܝܱΆܣܲܩιܥ᾿ܧܲܧܲܩܱܥܱܶᾰᾁΆܭᾜᾞܢܸ
᾽ܠܱܩܱܶιܝܶ ᾨᾷᾐܕ ᾐܧܲܩιܥ ܲܢܲᾞᾷܢ ᾷܡܛᾰܪܑ ܲܢܲᾞᾷܢܱιܝܶ ᾐܢ ᾌᾷ
ܱᾐܥܷ ܑᾺܢܸܭᾞܭ ῀ܛᾱܛܱᾰܬܲܦܢ ᾢᾸᾐܦ ῀ܛܬܸܲܥ Ὰܤܕ ܠܸܣ Άܧܲܛܱᾰܭ
᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ
ᾲܩܸܭܱῂܝܶ

῀ܛᾱܛᾰܐ




ܪܸ᾿ܲܢܭ῀ܱܛܶᾶᾌܛ

ܪܲܛᾱܐ

῀ᾦᾰᾁܛܱᾶᾌܠᾶܨܑ

ܢᾌᾷ

ܱᾞΆܧ

ܪܸ᾿ܲܧᾊܥᾺ

ܧᾼܝܶ ܱᾌܥιܖ ιᾁܢܥᾺܠܸܲܛ ܲιܧܢܸᾸܝ  ᾐ VRIWZDUH SOXJLQVܭܱܫܛܲܛᾞܝܶ
ᾰܧܡܸܲܬܲܦܢ



ܲᾹܢᾷܛܬܛ

ᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥܲ῁Ὰܦܢ

ܲܝιܧܑΆᾙ

ᾶᾌΆܭܷ

ܲ῁ರܦܢᾹܦܶܲ᾿ ರܧܦܸܱΆ ᾶܪܠܥιܧܝܶ ܲιܧܛܸܱᾦܧܲܩܣܶ ܲᾹܢᾷܛܬܛܲᾰܭ᾿ܛ
ᾫΆܛܱܧܲܢܲᾞᾷܢܱιܝܶ ܱ᾽ ᾐܤܲܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ΆܨܢᾆᾸܭᾼܢܶ ܱܨܥܷ ܨܸܫܱܪ᾿ܱܝܶ
 ᾐܩܲܛᾼܝܶܪܸܭܷᾫΆܛܱܧܲܢܲᾞᾷܢᾷܡܛᾰܪܑ
 ܑᾐܤܩܲᾹܛܱܬܲܦܢ ῀ܛܛܸܪܥ᾽Ὰܧܥܶ Ὰܛܲܡܭ ᾱᾁΆܦܶܪܲܣܱܦ ܱᾨᾐܥܶ ܑᾺ
ᾐܩܲܛ ܑᾞᾰܧܷܫܷ῀ᾦᾰᾁܛܠܸܛ ܭܸܢܷ ᾷܠܸܥ ᾊᾺܧܷܲܡܥ Ὰܛᾰܠܱܢܶ
ܲᾔΆܛܱᾱܭ

 UHFHLSW

ܳᾌܝܲᾲܢᾠܥܶ

᾿ܲܢᾷܤܭܲᾠܣ

᾿ܲܧܠܸܛ

ᾰܢᾸܕ

᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ Άܛܲܡܭ ܱᾌܣ῁ܲܦܢ ܪܸ᾿ܲܧܱܲܝ ᾐ ܑᾐܩܲܛ ܑᾞᾰܧܷܪܷܲܢᾷܪܲܛᾱܐ
ᾆܨ ܪܲܣܱܦ ܛܲᾰܭᾰᾁܔ ܠܸܳܝ ܲᾲܢᾠܥܶ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ᾶᾌΆܭܷܩܥܶܠܸܣ
ܳᾌܝ ܲᾲܢᾠܥܶ ܲιܬܲܦܢ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܧᾼܝܶ ᾴܩܱιܦ ܠܸܥܲ᾿ ᾊᾺܧܱܲܭܤܸܥܲιܭ
ܱܲᾜΆܭܤܸܥܲιܭܛܲܢ᾿ܱܠܛܷܲιܢᾷܪܲܛᾱܐΆܓܠܲܥܲᾺܩܱ᾿ᾁܠܛܷ
᾿ܱܤܢܑ ܱΆܪܧᾼܝܶ ᾲܢܑܸ ᾆΆܨ ܱܲܝܷᾶᾌΆ ᾗᾐᾲܭܷܛܲᾰܢܲܭ
ᾦᾰᾁᾷܛܩܸܭܱῂܝܶ ܲ῁ᾲܦܢ ܲᾷܩܱܦ ܛܱܧܲܬܱܦܶᾱᾁܬܲ῁ ᾗܦܢ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܤܲܢܱܥܶ
 ῀ DSSOLFDWLRQ SURJUDPPHVܛ᾿ܨܲܣ ܩܱιܧᾊܥ ᾿ܲܛᾰܡܛᾰܨܲܧܐ ᾨΆܧܶܭܸܢܷ
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᾿ܢ ܑᾷᾑᾶᾌܨܭ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ  ῀ 2IILFH VRIWZDUHVܛܩܸܭܱῂܝܶ ιܭᾨΆ ᾤܕ
ܱᾁΆܩᾹܘܤܱܧܭܸܢܷ
ܛܲ᾿ ܑᾞᾰܬܲܦܢ ῀ܛᾌܧܷܛܸ ܲᾹܫܛܲܭᾞܛ ܲᾰܤܲᾹܦ ܲιᾁΆܭ᾿ܲܧܭܸΆ ᾗᾐܛܬܲܦܢ 
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܛܲᾰܢܲܭܱܲܭܤܸܥܲιܭܛܲܢ᾿ܱܢܲᾢᾞᾸܫܛܲܬܱܦܶܩܲܥᾶᾌΆܭܷ
ᾤᾺܭ῁ܲܦܢ ܲܡܛᾊᾰܦ ܲᾞᾰᾁΆܢܱᾌᾷܛܶ ᾦᾰᾁᾰܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܲܫ῀ܥ Ὰܪܸܲܣ᾿ܦܷ 
῀ܛܲܭᾞܛܲᾰܤܲᾹܦ ῀ܛܲܡܛ ܲιᾁΆܭ ᾿ܲܧܭܸΆ ᾗᾐܛܬܲܦܢ ᾶᾌΆܭܷܛܱܢܩιܥܶ
ܤܸܥܲιܭ ܲᾹܫܛܲܭᾞܛ ܢܱܩܥܶᾤᾺܭ ᾊܥᾶᾌΆ Ὰܭܷܛܲᾞᾰܩιܥܶ ᾤᾺܭ῁ܲܦܢ
ܢܱܫ῀ܱܛܶ ᾤᾰܭ῁ܲܦܢ ᾶᾌΆܭܷܠܥ Ὰܧᾼܝܶܠܸܢ ᾿ܲܧܭܸΆ ᾗᾐܛܬܲܦܢ
ܱᾠܭܢܱܨܠܱܢܶ ᾿ܲܬܱܢܶ ܲᾤΆܧܭܸܱᾊᾤΆ ᾗᾐܣ῁ܲܦܢ ᾽ܧܭܸܝܷ ܲᾲܝܥܷ᾽ܛܣ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܧᾼܝܶ
᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ᾦΆܛᾱܭᾊܥ ܱᾺܪ᾿ܕ ܲᾹܧܩܸܲᾫᾷ ᾐܢܥ Ὰܨܲܢᾷܥ ܛܬܲܦܢ ܱᾁΆܦܧܦܲܡܛ 
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܠܥᾺܛܱᾌᾰܛܶܧܷܪܷܲܬܲܦܢ῀ܛܳᾌᾰܝܲᾲܢᾠܥܶᾨᾸᾐܕ
῀ܛ᾿ܭܲᾹ ᾤܫܛᾱܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥ ῀ܛᾱܧܱܱܲܭ ܲܭ᾿ܛ ᾷᾐΆܠܣ ᾆܨ ܛܬܲܦܢ 
ᾙᾐܪܸܛᾶᾌΆᾙᾐܭܷܛᾞܥܶܲܭ᾿ܛܲᾹܦܲܬܭ῁ܲܦܢᾸᾐܠܣ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢᾷᾐΆܤܸ
ܠܥ ᾽ܭܤܸ᾽ ᾙܭܤܸᾙܫܑ Άܭᾞᾷᾐܦ ᾿ܧܲܧܲܩܱܥܶ Άܫܑ ᾿ܧܲܭܲܩ
 UHSRUWV

SURMHFW

῀ܛܛܸܲᾰܩ

ܲᾌܢᾷܩᾗ

ܤܱܛᾦᾰܛ᾽ᾫܢܷ

ᾷܛ᾽ᾙܣܷ

ᾶᾌΆܭܷܛܱᾶᾊᾞᾰܛܶ Άܛܲ῁ᾲᾆᾞᾰܦܢ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܛᾰܥ   ῀ WKHVHVܛᾌܭܷᾼܐ
ᾌܛܷ ῀ܛܲܭ῀ܛܷ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ  ᾐ PLQXWHVܭܱܫܛᾱܢܲ᾿  ᾒᾎᾷܭ᾽ܢܷ ᾷܛ᾽ᾙܣܷ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܛܱᾌᾰܛܶ

ܲܝ᾽ᾲܢܷ

ܲᾺᾗᾷܫܦܠܥ

ܦܷܩᾺᾗܛιܢ

ܲܛܱᾱܭܠܸܲܭ

ᾶᾌΆܭܷܠܥᾺܛᾌᾰܢ᾿ܢᾠܥܶΆܠܥܲιܫܛᾱܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥΆܣܱᾐܧܲܩܬܲܦܢ
῀ܛ῁ܢܲܫܱܣ ᾰᾁΆܩܸᾰ ᾁܠܸܱܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܪܲܛܲᾱܦܢ ܲܛܱᾰܧܲܬܱܦܶܲܝܐ ܬܸܲܦܢ 
ᾰܫܸܛᾱܨܥΆܫܲܭ

ᾆܨ

ܛܷᾦᾰܛᾱܛܠܔ

ܛܬܲܦܢ

῀ܛܛܸܲܫܱܢ

ᾶᾌΆܭܷܛܱᾌᾰܛܶ
ܱᾌܫܷܛᾰܦܱᾐܥܶ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܤܭܲᾠܣ῀ܛܩܸᾆᾷᾐܨᾶܭᾌܣܲᾢᾞᾰᾁΆܢᾷܛܬܲܦܢ 
ܲᾤΆܫܛܲܛᾱܭ ᾆܨ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܩܥܶܠܸܣ ܧܷܪܷܲܬܲܦܢ ῀ܛᾱܩܱιܦܱܲܥ ᾰᾁΆܠܣ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܩܥܶܪܸܲܣܩܸᾙܠܸܣܢܑᾸ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܛܐ῁ܲܦܢᾷܛܱܧܲܬܱܦܶܩᾹܦᾰᾁܬܭܨܸܭΆܩᾹܦܲܢܧܲܣ᾽ܧܓ 
᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ

ᾷܫܸܛܩܸܭܱῂܝܶ

ܩܱᾹܥܷ

3UHVHQWDWLRQ

3RZHUSRLQW

 ([FHO

ܪܲܝ ܤܩܲᾹܛܱᾶᾊᾞᾰܛܶ Ᾰᾐܠܣ ῀ܛܲܝιܧܲᾤΆ ᾗᾐᾺ ᾗᾐ ᾙܢܭܱᾰᾁܭᾞܓ
ᾦΆܛܲܝιܧRSHUDWLQJ V\VWHP VRIWZDUHV  ᾙ

ܩܸܭܱῂܝܶ ᾲܛܠܛ ᾱᾁܧܑ

ᾨᾷᾐܕ ܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܝᾲܥܷ ᾿ܲܫܛܱᾶᾌܨܒ ܢܱᾐ ᾌᾷܩιܥ ܭܑܸ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾰܠܣ
᾽ᾺᾗܧܥܶܲܬܱܦܶܨܲܢᾸܧܑ ᾲᾆ WH[WWRVSHHFKܥܷܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܢᾨᾷܕ VSHHFKWRWH[W
ܲιܫܛܩܸ ᾐܩܱᾹܥܷ  ᾿ WDPLO LQIRUPDWLFVܧܲܧܲܢܲܩ ῁ܲܦܢ  PDFKLQH WUDQVODWLRQ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܧᾼܝܶܳᾌܛᾐᾰܘܠܲܢᾊܥᾞΆܭ῀ܛܩܸܭܱῂܝܶܲ῁ᾲܦܢ
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 ܛܬܲܦܢᾷᾐ῀ ܲܫܭܶ ῁ܲܦܢᾷܶ᾽ܠܱܢᾗᾰᾁ ܐᾱܪܲܛΆ ܑܢιᾁ ܸܓ ܛܱܭܡᾒ
ܕᾹܲܦܛܬܲܦܢܢܷܥᾹܱܤᾦܸܲܧܦᾹᾊܱܦܢܱܣᾼܑᾞᾰܭܷܛᾶᾌΆ
ܑᾰ ܛᾌܸܨᾰ ܛᾞᾷᾐᾰܲܝܪ ܫܸܛᾰ ܲܛᾌᾰܲܛᾷ ܲܢᾞᾷܲܢᾺ ᾪܶܧᾐ ܧܶܲܡܦᾐ ܕᾹᾠ
ܨܢΆܱܲܲܥᾰܛ

ܧܲܭܢܓ

ᾂᾊܷܨܸܱܧᾷ

ܣᾶ᾽ܥ

῁ܲܦܢᾰܦܸܲܡܛ

ܫܑܛܱܣᾱܷܭܱܛᾔᾰᾁ
ܓᾒܶܛܸܲܫ῀ܱܥ

ܣᾹ῀ܛܲܩ

ܥιܧܲܩ

ܱܣܱܦᾊι

ܠܱܧܨܸܓᾤᾰᾁ

ܸܬᾰܩܷܲܛᾹ


ᾊᾰᾁܲܩᾺᾗ
 ῀ܓᾦᾠ ܦᾒܕ ᾿ܧܲܥᾹ ܩᾗᾷܱܢᾰܛᾲ ܶܪܸ᾿ܱܝᾰ ܛᾶᾌ  ᾽ܪܲܝᾐᾎᾰᾁܱܪܩΆ
ರ ᾿ܭܛܢᾒܥᾷܲܢᾹರ ܷܛ ܦܸܱܢܱܥᾶܑܷ ܠᾲܶܪܸ᾿ܱܝᾺ ܱܲܥᾸᾐܸܨᾰܩܷܲܛᾹ
ܱܥܷ ᾿ܭܛܢᾹܫܸܛ᾽ܧܥܶ ܩᾰ ܠܛᾹܱܭᾱܲܛᾷ ᾐܸܱܥܷ ܤܸܲܭܡᾌᾲ
ᾆιܫܸܭܲܩᾺܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܱܢܥᾺ ܧܥᾹܱܥᾌ ܛᾊܩܲܛܱܦܤᾐ ᾗᾐᾰܛᾞᾷܸܢ
ܤܸܲܭᾲܶ᾿ܱܝᾢι ܶܠܱܢᾱܲܛᾹ ܶܛܱܥ᾿ܧܑ ᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦᾺ ܱܶܥᾞᾸᾐΆ ܲܥᾹܱܤι
᾽ܧܥܶ ܪܥᾲ ܱܶܝιܫܸܛᾜΆ ܲܬܭᾜᾠ ܤܸܲܭᾲܱܶܝιܫܸܛᾜΆ ܱܭᾼᾺܛܱܥ
ܸܦᾰܱܪܛΆ ರ῀ܓᾦᾠᾷ᾿ܢರ ܘᾞ ܧܢܲܭᾷܲܢᾹܶܝᾼܲܧܲܢᾹ ܠܫ῀ܓᾰܛᾷܸܢ
ܑᾹܱܶܤᾞܭᾞᾰᾁ ᾽ܡܓᾷᾐܱܢܭᾁΆ ᾽ܡܓᾷܓ ܪܸܢᾠᾷܪܶܢᾹᾠᾸ ܲܬܲܦܢι
ܱܶܪܪ᾿ܱܝΆ , LQIRUPHG KLP  ܱܣᾹ ῀ܓ ܨܸܭᾦᾠᾷܤܷܲܢᾹ ,QIRUPDWLRQ 
῀ܓᾦᾠᾷܢΆ ,QIRUPDWLRQ WHFKQRORJ\

 ῀ܓᾦᾠᾷ ܢᾒ ᾿ܧܲܥ,QIRUPDWLRQ

WHFKQRORJ\FRPSDQLHV ῀ܓᾦᾠᾷܢᾒܧܲܥιᾁᾨܦᾱ῀ܛ
 ܲܦᾹ ܲܤHOHFWURQܸܧᾰ ᾁܲܩᾰᾁΆ >ܑᾐ  ܕ ᾿ܲܫܛᾨᾸܲܦ @᾿ܱܝܶ ܢᾹܤᾎ
ܕᾹᾠ ܳܣᾊ ᾙܬᾰܭܷܛᾶܱܠΆ ܲܦᾹܲܡܛ ܲܤᾰ

FRPSXWHU  ܛᾞᾷܲܢᾤΆ

ܷܤܱܪܦᾐ ܛᾶܠᾐ  ܫܸܛܲܡܛFRPSXWHUV  ܲܦ ܲܩܳܦᾹܲܤᾺ ܶ᾿ܲܫܛܲܩܱܥ
HOHFWURQLF HTXLSPHQWV  ܑᾹᾠ ܶܲܬܱܦᾺܧܥᾹܱܥᾊᾞᾰܩܲܛᾐ ܱܛᾌ ܛܣᾞΆ
ܷܘ ܢܷܱܥᾞܭᾞᾰܱܶܛᾞܝܥܷ᾽ܭᾺܧܥᾹܥᾌΆ  ܲܝܥܷ᾽ܛܣFHOOSKRQH ܑᾐܷܛܱܥᾷ
ܶܪܸܱܢᾰܱܛܲܝ
UHIULJHUDWRU 

WHOHYLVLRQ 

ܛᾊܠ

ܑܸܧܲܧܝᾰܲܛ

ܦܸܲܫܘ

ܛᾌᾠᾷᾐΆ

PXVLF

SOD\HU 

FRQWURO 

ܩܸܓᾝᾊ

ܶܥᾊ῀ܛ

ܤܕ

ܲܦᾹܲܤᾰܛᾞܲܬܱܦܶ᾿ܧܑ ܫܸܛܲܭᾺ ܷܥᾲܱܝᾤΆ ܕᾨᾷܱܢᾤΆ ܑܧᾰᾁܲܭᾰᾁΆ
ܧܥᾹܱܥᾌܭᾸᾐܲܭܠᾐ
 ܦᾞᾷᾐܘ ܭᾢܶ᾽ܧܥᾺᾗ 0HGLFDO WUDQVFULSWLRQ  ܝܠᾷ ܭܨܢᾊᾲ ܶܝᾤᾷܢΆ /HJDO
'DWDEDVH SURFHVVLQJ  ܷܠܫ῀ܓ ᾿ܧܱܢᾰܱܪܦܷ ܛᾰܛΆ  ܸܝᾬܠΆ 'LJLWDO
FRQWHQW GHYHORSPHQWDQLPDWLRQ  ܶ ᾿ܡܥܷ ܪܸܱܢ5HPRWH 0DLQWHQDQFH 
ܡܛᾰᾁ ܬܭᾰᾁ  ܲܢܲܣᾲ ܷܛܭܸܝᾦᾰܲܥ ܤܱܛᾹܤᾤܧܑ ܭᾰܛᾱ ῀ܛದ %DFN RIILFH
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RSHUDWLRQV ದ $FFRXQWV)LQDQFLDO 6HUYLFHV  ܨܢᾫᾲ ܶܝᾤᾷܢᾱ῀ܛ
SURFHVVLQJ  ܸܬᾺᾗ ܣᾌܭᾱ῀ܛ

'DWD

&DOO FHQWUHV  ܶܧܲܧܲܩܱܥᾤΆ ܠᾫΆ

(QJLQHHULQJ DQG 'HVLJQ  ᾗܲܭᾰܲܛᾠ῀ܓ ܭᾦᾠܦᾲ ܷ* ῀ܛܭܸܝHRJUDSKLF
,QIRUPDWLRQ 6HUYLFHV  ܱܦᾸܔ ܫܭܢιᾠᾲ ܷ῀ܛܭܸܝ
6HUYLFHV 

ܱܛᾺᾗᾠܲܢ

ܱܛܷܦܸܱܲܓᾞΆ

+XPDQ 5HVRXUFHV

ܶܝᾤᾷܢᾱ῀ܛ

,QVXUDQFH

&ODLP

3URFHVVLQJ  ܝΆܝܸܱܲܭܫܥᾲ ܶܝᾤᾷܢᾱ ῀ܛ3D\UROO SURFHVVLQJ  ܭᾞܤܱܦᾰ
ܡܛᾰ ῀ܛ᾿ܠܲܛ5HYHQXH $FFRXQWLQJ  ܨܢܐᾫ ܣᾌܭᾱ ῀ܛ6XSSRUW &HQWUHV 
ܪܸܭᾷܫܢᾲ ܷ ῀ܛܭܸܝ:HEVLWH 6HUYLFHV  ܶܤܲܢܱܥᾲ ܶܝᾤᾷܲܫܭܶ ܢᾝιᾠܸܛ
%XVLQHVV3URFHVV2XWVRXUFLQJ ᾿ܱܤܲܝܨܛܬܲܦܢܭܸܧܲܛܐ,7(6ᾐܸ᾿ܲܧܩ
ᾙܛᾹܸܱܧܦᾼᾰܛᾞܢᾺܥᾌܩܲܛᾐ
 ರܶܛܸܲܫ῀ܱܥರܪܲܝᾞᾰᾁᾺᾗܱܢܲܢᾼᾷܱܶܲܢᾜΆܪܥᾞΆರܶܛܸ῀ܱܛರܸܧܷܧSROLF\ᾰᾁ
ܑܸܛܱܧܡᾺ ܲܧܥᾤ ᾽ܭSKLORVRSK\ GRFWULQH SULQFLSOH ܕᾹܭܥιܸܩᾺ ܲܥᾹ
ܕᾺܥᾊᾲ ܶܭ᾿ܱܝᾐ" ῁ܲܦܢᾰ ܪܸܛᾲܱܶܝιܲܫܛᾹ ܲܝᾰܘ ᾿ܲܫܛ᾿ܛᾹᾠ ᾐ᾿ᾢܧΆ
ܥιܱܢܧܲܩᾁΆ

ܑᾞᾺܢܸܥ

ܸܭᾷᾐᾺ

ᾘܦܶܲܝᾨᾁܭᾐ

᾿ܲܤܕ

ܕᾸܢᾰ

ܪܸܛᾲܶ᾿ܱܝᾤΆ ܧܨܸܭᾠᾰܱܛᾐ ܶ῀ܱܥᾦܲܩܱܥܶ ᾿ܢᾷܢᾤᾰᾁ ᾙᾸܸܧܢ
ܤܸܲܭᾲܑܶ ᾿ܱܝᾹܲܤᾹܑ ܢܸܤᾸܨ ܢᾆ ܶܝᾼᾜΆ ܕᾹᾠ ᾿ܛᾢᾤΆ
ܶܝᾺܷܥᾊᾤΆ ܲܧܪܸܙᾤΆ ܶܲܫ῀ܱܥᾰ ܱܛᾌܭᾐ ᾰܬܭ ᾽ܝܨ ܪܱܛᾰܛΆ
ܶܫ῀ܱܥᾺܥܠᾐ ܱܶܥᾐᾺܭܸ᾽ܱܥᾰᾁΆ ܤܭܛᾷܲܢιᾁΆ ܭᾞΆ ܶܫ῀ܱܥᾺܥܠᾐ
ܶܛܸܲܫ῀ܱܥ
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ᾦΆܛܱᾌܥܢܸܲܝܲᾲܬܱܦܶᾙΆܧܡܑܸ

ῃܡܷܛῄܕ᾽ܭܤܸᾙ
 ܲܢܲܣܧ ᾆܩܸܲ῁ᾷᾐܦܢ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܱܨܥܷܲᾺܭܢܓιᾠΆܦ᾽ܭܪܸܢ
Άܠܭܱܦܨܸᾐܦ᾽ܱᾷᾑܦᾞܛܱܲ᾿ᾥܛ᾽ܢᾸܤܐ῀ᾞ


ܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ ܲܬܱܦܶ ᾿ܩιܐ ᾱᾁܧܑ Ᾱܢ ܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ ῀ܱᾞܥܶܲ᾽Ὰܧܓ ᾽ܙ ܲܬܱܦܶ
Ὰܪܸܬᾲᾇܛᾚܝ῀ܛᾱܛܠܔᾐܢܱᾠᾷܥܶᾺܪܸܬᾲᾇܛᾚܝᾌΆܥᾺܛᾱܬܭᾐ ᾐܥᾹܕ
ܲᾹܩιܭ ܠܸܣܲܬܱܦܶ ᾌΆܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܛܠܔ ܭܷܤܕ ܭܸܥܲᾺܢܱܥ
ܫܸܛܦܸᾹܢ ܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ ܭܸܧܲܛܐ Άܫܢᾱᾁܧܑ ιᾠΆܦ Άܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ
ᾱᾁΆܧܑܱᾶᾌܛܶܲᾷᾐᾰܛܨܲܛܓܫܸܛᾱܛܱᾰܢܧܛܸܢܑᾷܭܸܥܲᾺܢܱܥᾺܛܱܭᾁܭܶ
ᾜΆܠܸܧܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭᾤΆܦܷܧܷܲܬܱܦܶ
῀ܛᾱܩܱιܦܢܸܲܝ᾽ܫܭܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ

᾿ܱܫܛᾱܩܱιܦ ܧܭܩιᾠΆ ᾗܦ ܧܭܛ Ᾱܢ ᾐܥᾹܕ ܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ ܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ
ᾐܭ῁ܛܲܣ
ܥιܛܷܲιܢᾷܪܱܛ
ܛܱܥ᾿ܧܑ
ܱᾁΆܠᾶܓ
ᾜΆܫܸܛᾱܩܱιܦ
ܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܛܱܫܛܱᾶᾌܪ᾿ܥ ᾜΆܠܸܧܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ ܧܷܲܬܱܦܶ ιᾁΆܖ ᾜΆܫܸܛܱᾌܥܢܸܲܝ
Ὰܭᾊܭ ܤܱܭܱᾐܥܶ ᾌΆܥᾺܡܱܛ ܲᾤΆܢᾷܤܸ ῀ܛܲܬܱܦܶ ܠܥᾶܥ Ᾱܠᾷᾐܫܭ
 Άܭᾊܭ ᾢܘ ܲܬܱܦܶ ᾲᾆܥܷ ιᾠΆܦ  Άܭᾊܭ ܱܲܭ ܲܬܱܦܶ ᾨᾷᾐܕ ܱᾌܥܱᾁܥ
ܧܲܢܱܥܷ ܦܷܲᾤܫܛܲܬܱܦܶ ܱܪ᾿ܕ ᾦΆܛᾱܭᾊܭ ᾶᾌܨܲܭ ܑῂܭܸܥᾹܕ
ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭܑᾞᾸᾐܭܷܛܱܧܭܸܥᾱᾁܧܑܲᾷᾐܤܢᾹܠܲᾜܫܭܶܠܑܸ

ιᾠΆܦ ᾲᾆܥܷ Άܡܨܱܛ ᾦᾰᾁᾰܛܦܸᾹܢܲᾷܤܢ ιᾠΆܦ ܲܫܭܶܠܑܸ ܢܑᾸ
ᾲᾆᾺܥܷ ܱᾹܢ῀ܛܱᾌܥᾠܭܷ ᾌΆܥᾺܡܱܛ ᾿ܲܢᾷܩܱιܦܱܲܥ ᾿ܭܛܢ ܤܱܪܲܧܲܬܭ ᾨᾷᾐܕ
᾿ܲܢᾷܩܱιܦܱܲܥ ܤܱܦܱܪᾨᾷᾐ ᾚܕ ᾨΆܛܲܣ ܛܱܧᾊܤܠܓ ܤܸܲܭ᾽ܲܢܕ ᾿ܲܢᾷܩܱιܦܱܲܥ
ܲܢܱ῁ᾷܢ Άܪܱܛ ιᾠܝ ᾿ܢᾠܥܶ Ὰܧܸܤܸܲܭ᾽ܲܢܕ ᾐܪ᾿ ᾿ܢܱιᾠܧܤܸܲܭ᾽ܲܢܕ
ܤܱܛᾦᾰܛᾺᾗܠܸܥ Ὰܧܲܛᾰܪܑ Άܩܱιܦܱܲܥ ᾿ܭܛܢ ܤܱܦܪΆ ᾚܢᾊܛ ᾨΆܛܲܣ
ܭܸܤܱܩܱܭῂܭܸܩܱᾹܥܷܨܸܲᾺᾗܢܦιᾗܭܷܨܭ

᾿ܠܱܧܤܸܲܭ᾽ܲܢܕ ᾿ܲܢᾷܩܱιܦܱܲܥ ᾿ܭܛܢ ᾨΆܛܲܣ ᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ ᾲᾆܥܷ
ᾲᾆܥܷ Ὰܠܲܭ ܢܸᾷܭᾊܭ ᾨᾷᾐܕ ܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ ᾞܘ ܭܷܤܕ ᾐܭ῁ܛܲܣ ܛܱܧᾊܤܠܓ
᾿ܲܢᾷܭᾊܭ ᾨᾷᾐܕ ܭܷܤܕ ᾐܩܲܛᾶᾌܭܷ ܢܸᾷܛᾰܧܑ ܤܱܦܛܭܷ Άܭᾊܭ
ܲιᾁܢᾷܭᾊܭᾲᾆܥܷ ᾦΆܛ᾽ܠܱܢܶ ᾦΆܛܱιܝܶ ᾦΆܛᾢܘ ᾌΆܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ
ܱᾠΆܢܷᾸܪܱܛ ῁ᾫܛܲܣ ܛᾲ ᾆᾞᾰܢܱ῀ᾦΆ ܑᾸܛܶ Άܛܱᾐ ᾆᾞᾰܥܷᾌΆܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥܓ
ܱᾰᾁΆܠᾶܓ ܫܸܛᾫܢܸܲܝ ܪܲܝ ᾿ܲܥᾺܦܸ ܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ ܱᾰᾁܥܷᾌΆ ܑᾺܥᾺܨܲܭܳܢ
᾿ܱܝܶᾔΆܕܱᾹܩܲܛᾞܭ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢᾐܤܱܩܱܭᾐῂܭܱᾠܦܤܕᾐܥᾹܕ ᾿ܲܢᾷܪܲܛᾱܐ
ܱΆܪܫ῀ܱܛܱܶᾠܭῂܢܸܭܱᾠܦܤܕܱᾹܩ᾽ܭܱᾐܥܷᾢᾹܠܱܧܨܸܓ

ᾹܠᾺᾗܦܸܠܸܥܲᾹᾊᾺܧܲܬܱܦܶᾐΆܤܱܧܲܬܱܦܶᾨᾷᾐܕ ܱᾤΆܥᾞΆܥܶ
ᾢᾹܛܪܲܭ ܢᾜΆ ܑᾸܦܸ ᾫΆܛܱܢܧܲܛܪܲܭ ιᾠܝ ܲܬܱܦܶᾲᾆܥܷ ᾫΆܛܱܢܤܱܦܛᾞᾰܣܶ
ᾜΆܦܸܱᾠᾷᾐܥܶᾺܠܸܱܥᾹܧܥܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶᾫΆܫ
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᾿ܲܭܩܓ ܤܱܪܲܧܠܑܸ ܲᾰᾁΆܬܱܦܶ ᾨᾷᾐܕ ܲᾰᾁΆܬܱܦܶᾲᾆܥܷ Ὰܛܱܦܪܱܛᾱܪܱܛ
ᾠܭܷܲᾹ ܑᾞܧܲܬܱܦܶ ᾐܫ῀Ᾰᾐܭ ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ᾰܢܸᾷܩܱιܦ ᾞΆܥܶ Άܛܠܔ ܧܡܑܸ
Άܧܡܑܸ ܧܸܲܫܭܶܠܑܸ ܤܱܪܲܧܠܑܸ ιᾠᾰᾁܭܑ ܤܱܫܛᾱܭᾊܭ ܠܸܥᾊᾺ
ᾰܧܲܛιᾁ ᾙᾰܢܑ ᾿ܠܱܧܨܸܓ ܲܬܭܧܡܑܸ ᾐܫ῀ᾷᾐܩܸᾫ ᾁܫ ܤܱܦܝܲܡܛ
ᾐܫ῀Ᾰᾐܦܸܛܱܧܲܡܨܱܛ
ܲᾜΆܬܱܦܶᾤΆܠܱܧܨܸܓܲܬܭܧܡܑܸ

ᾰܫܸܛᾱܩܱιܦ ܫ῀ܲᾜܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ Άܧܡܑܸ ᾿ᾢܧܲܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢ
ᾊᾺܨܣܷܪ᾿ܢܤܱܧܛܸܲܦᾐܭᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܪܸ᾿ܱܝܶܩܲܛᾹܕ ܲܝܨιᾁᾺᾗܢܥܲᾺܩᾁ
ᾰܩܱιܦܱܲܥ ᾿ܭܛܢ ܲܬܱܦܶ ᾲᾆܥܷ ᾿ܲܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ ܤܱܦܪܲ ᾚܝܥܷܪܸܱܢܶ ιᾠΆܦ ᾲᾆܥܷ
ᾨᾷᾐܕ ܭܸܩܱᾹܥܷ ῀ܛᾺᾗܠܸܥ Ὰܧܲܛᾰܪܑ Άܢᾊܛ ᾐܩܲܛܦܸ ܛܱܧܲܭᾞܛ
᾿ܱܤܲܢᾷܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾷܧܡܑܸ ῀ܛܱᾌܥ᾿ܧܝܶ ᾲܩܱιܦܱܲܥ ᾿ܭܛܢ ܤܱܪܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ
᾽ᾗᾷܠܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢ ᾷܛܭܷܲܢ  ᾿ &KDWܠܱܧܨܸܓ ܲܬܭܧܡܑܸ ᾿ܝᾴܤܲᾹܦ
ᾷܤᾪܣܲܢܭᾐܑῂܩܲܛᾠܥܶܠܸܣ᾿ܲܭܫܨܥܷܱᾌܑᾹᾠܥᾹܧܥܲᾹܫܛᾱܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ
ܩܱᾹܥܷ  ῀ 9LGHRVܛܲܝܱܛᾰܨܸܲܢ  ῀ 3KRWRVܛᾱܠܥᾺܛܸ῀ ᾗܛᾱܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ
ܱᾤΆܤܲܩܱιܛᾱܥ Ὰܧܲܛܲ᾿ ᾙᾰܢܭܱιᾠܦܱܲܥ Ὰܫܸܛܲܢᾷܓ ᾿ܧܲܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ ܲᾷܝܱܛ
ܤܱܦܪ᾿ ᾚܝᾴܤܲᾹܦ ܭܸܧܠܸ᾽ᾗܠܱܢܶ Ᾱܠܲᾜܬܱܦܶ ܭܑܸ ᾿ܲܧܠܸܥᾊᾺ
ܱᾹܢΆܭᾊܭ ܤᾪܣ ܲᾹܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ ܲᾷܬܭ ܢᾊܛ ᾐܥᾹܕ ᾽ᾗܠܱܢܶ ܲᾷܬܱܦܶ ᾨᾷᾐܕ
ᾲᾆܥܷ ᾐܠܥܱᾠܦ ᾽ᾗܠܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢ ܤܱܦܪ᾿ ᾚܠܱܧܨܸܓ ܲܬܭܧܡܑܸ ᾿ܱܤܐ
ᾐܥᾺܪܛᾰܛܱܩᾹܘᾜΆܧܸܲܬܱܦܶᾨᾷᾐܕᾜΆܧܸܲܬܱܦܶ

ܛܱܧᾊܤܠܓ ᾜΆܤܸܲܭ᾽ܲܢܕ Ᾱܢ ᾙΆܩܱιܦܱܲܥ ᾿ܭܛܢ ᾿ܲܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ ᾲᾆᾷܥܷ
ܲܬܭܧܡܑܸ ᾐܩܲܛܱܦܧܲܝܭ ᾿ܲܢ ܱܲᾺᾗܝᾲܓ ܤܱܭܨܸܲܭ ᾿ܱܢܥᾺܠܣ
ᾺܥܸܱܲᾺܝᾲܓ ܢܱ᾿ ܑᾸܤܐ ᾐܩܲܛܱܢܤܱܧܭܸܢܷ ᾢᾤΆ ܑᾐܠܱܧܨܸܓ
ܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ Άܩܱιܦܱܲܥ ᾿ܭܛܢܱ᾿ ܑᾷܢܭᾞܢ ᾿ܲܭᾊܭ ᾨᾷᾐܕ ῀ܛ᾽ܫܱܤܧܥ
ᾲᾆܥܷ ᾺܛܱܥܲᾺܩᾐ ᾁܩܲܛᾶᾎܥᾶᾌܓ ܫܸܛᾱܩܱιܦ ܤܱܪܲܭܫܧܱܲܥܶ ᾿ܲܥᾺܦܸ
᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ ᾨᾷᾐܕ ܧܸܦܸᾹܢ ᾫᾷܨܸܲܭ ܤܱܥᾶܥ ᾺܠܸܥܲᾹ ᾊᾺܧܲܬܱܦܶ
ᾷܪܸܭܛܢ ܧᾶᾊܭܷ ܛܲᾰܭܱܲܢܶ ܲܫܱܨܲܢܕ ᾿ܲܫܛ᾿ܠܱܧܨܸᾐ ܑῂᾫܩܲܛܱᾰᾁܠᾶܓ
ܭܷܤܕܪܸ᾿ܲܢܭܲᾞΆᾗܭܱᾞΆܧܨܢ᾿ܦܷᾦᾰᾁܛܱᾊܣܶᾶᾌܨܑܨܢᾼᾐܝܶᾲᾆܠܢ
ᾲᾆܠܢ ᾷܛܱܭܨܸܲܭ ᾿ܲܢᾷܨܣܷ ܤܱܭܩܸᾰ ᾁܛܲܦ ܫܸܛ᾿ܭܛܢ ܧᾶᾊܭܷ ܛܲᾰܭܱܲܢܶ
ܤܱܪܲܧܨܸܭ ܢܲᾹ ᾙᾊᾸܩιܭ ᾦΆܛ᾽ܠܱܢܶ ᾦΆܛܱιܝܶ ᾿ܱܢܫ῀ᾶᾊᾜܭܷ ܧᾼܝܶ
ᾐܩܲܛܱܦܧܲܝܭᾐܧᾶᾊܭܷܩܥܶᾺܤܸܲܭᾊܭܛᾆᾞᾰ

᾿ܝܲᾹ ᾴܦ
᾿ܲܩιܭܩܱᾹܥܷ ᾿ܠܱܧܨܸܓ ܲܬܭܧܡܑܸ  (PDLO
ιᾠܝ ܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܥᾺܦܸܠܛ ܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶᾐ Άܤܱܧܲܬܱܦܶ ܪܲܛᾱܐ ᾌΆܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ
ᾹᾠΆܕ"\ᾐ\UXGHODܥᾹܕ"\ZK\DUH\RXGHODܛܱܩܱᾹܝᾐܧܲܛܪܲܭ

ᾐ 1MR\ G WULSܥᾹܕ ᾹᾠΆ HQMR\ WKH WULSܕ ܱ᾿ PUURZܝܶ ᾔΆܕ 7RPRUURZ
ᾤΆܦܷ ܫܸܛᾱܩܱιܦ ܱᾁΆܠᾶܓ ᾿ܱܤܢܑ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ᾹᾠΆܕ
ᾫΆܛܲᾰܤܭܛᾰܩܸܱᾹܝܠᾶܛܳ῁ᾰܛᾰܫ῀ܱܛܶᾗܱܲᾸᾐ
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&KDW9HUVLRQ

6FULSW9HUVLRQ

;KLJP

;+HOORJRRGPRUQLQJ

;JP+ZUX

;JRRGPRUQLQJ+RZDUH\RX"

;I$VO"

;ILQH:KDWDUH\RXUDJHVH[DQGORFDWLRQ"

;PQX"

;,DPPDOH\HDUV<RX"

;I

;,DPIHPDOH\HDUV

;JXG:RUNLQJKZ"

;WKDWLVJRRG$UH\RXZRUNLQJRUKRXVHZLIH"

;KZ:WDEWX"

;,DPKRXVHZLIH:KDWDERXW\RX"

;ZUNLQJLQPQF

;,DPZRUNLQJLQDPXOWLQDWLRQDOFRPSDQ\

;N

;RN

;UXWKU"

;DUH\RXWKHUH"

;\DWHO

;\HV7HOO

;XWHOIUQG

;\RXWHOOIULHQG

;ZWWHO

;ZKDWWRWHOO"

;QRWKLQ

;QRWKLQJ

;NFX

;RNVHH\RX

;NJQ

;RN*RRGQLJKW

7RWDO FKDUDFWHUV XVHG ZLWK 7RWDOFKDUDFWHUVXVHG ZLWKVSDFHV 
VSDFHV 

ܷܦιܛᾶܑ ܠᾞܠܱܧܨܸܓ ܛܸܭᾤΆ ܕᾨᾷᾐ ܭᾊܩܱܦܱܲܥ ᾿ܲܭᾺܥᾌܕ ܭܸܥᾶ
ܑܸܕ ᾿ܠܱܧܨܸܓ ܲܬܭܧܡᾶ ܢᾹ ܨܦᾗܲܬܭᾺܥܕ ܠᾨᾷᾐܭᾊܭΆ ܑ ᾿ܲܢ
ܕᾨᾷᾐܲܫܛᾹ ᾚܛܱܦܪᾺ ܱܦܱܲܥιܩᾺܥܠܱܧܨܸܓ ܲܬܭܧܡܑܸ ῀ܛ᾿ܭܛܢ ܠᾢ᾿
ܶܭᾠΆ  ܕᾨᾷᾐܱܦܱܲܥ ᾿ܲܫܛιܩᾺܥᾌ῀ܫᾐ ܕᾨᾷᾐ ῀ܛᾁܸܩᾸܱܢᾤΆ ᾿ܭܛܢ
ܱܦܱܲܥιܩᾷܕ ᾿ܲܢᾸܛܢᾰ ᾁܸܩᾜΆ ܲܫܛ᾽ܫܱܤܧܥ ܪܸ᾿ܲܭܬܛܲܣᾹ ᾗܱܲܢᾢ᾿ ܕᾸܢ
ܑ᾽ܠᾺܱܥᾌΆܖιܥᾌܪܸ᾿ܲܭܠܲܭ


ܪܱܛᾱܫܸܛᾷ ܱܢᾶᾊ ܶ᾽ܫܭ ܲܬܱܦᾲܠܸܧܲܝᾜΆܷܱܥᾐ ᾆᾞᾰܛᾺ ܥᾶܤܱܥᾐ

ܱܶܲܥᾐΆ ܷܭᾶܠᾺܥᾌܩܲܛᾐ ᾽ܱܥܨܦᾸܕ ܢᾨᾷᾐ ܶܕ  ᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦᾨᾷᾐ᾿ܲܫܛ
ܩܱܦܱܲܥᾺܥᾌΆ ܠܱܧܨܸܓ ܲܬܭܧܡܑܸ ܫܸܛ᾿ܭܛܢᾢ᾿ ܶܭᾠΆ  ܕᾨᾷᾐ᾿ܲܫܛ
ܲܩܱܦܱܲܥᾰ ܶ ܫ῀ܱܛᾙᾊܑ ᾿ܲܤܢܶܩܲܛᾷܶܢܳܦ ᾿ܲܥ᾽ܠܱܢᾙ῀ܕ  ܫᾨᾷᾐܲܫܛᾹ
ܷܲܭ῀ܛܷ ܭܸܢᾰᾁܱܲܩܲܛܱܢܧᾐ ᾐ ܦᾌܲܦᾹ᾽ܡܓ ܲܩᾫܲܫܭܶ ܫܸܛᾺܥᾌᾷܢᾺ
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ܧܸܭܸܢܷܲᾹܫܛᾨᾷᾐܕ  ῀ 6PLOH\Vܛܲܩ᾿ ᾁܭᾐ ᾙᾠܪ᾿ ῀ܛᾢܭᾌΆᾙᾠܥᾹܧܥ
ܤܩܲᾹܛᾰܩܑܸᾹᾔΆᾁ
ΆܪܲܛᾱܐᾫᾠΆܢܸܲܝ
ܭܸܩܱᾹܥܷ ᾽ܠܱܢܶ ᾿ܱܝܶ ᾨᾷᾐܕ ܤܱܫܛᾁܪ ܠܸܥܲᾹ ᾊᾺܧܲܬܱܦܶ



ܦܷᾌܦ ܱᾞᾦΆܥܶ ᾢᾜΆܘ ܤܩܲᾹܛܱܥܷ ιᾠᾺܦܧܲܛܱᾊ᾿ ᾙᾰܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܧܡܑܸ
ܭܸܩܱᾹܥܷ ܬܸܲܥ ᾽Ὰܠܱܢܶ ܬܸܲܥܱιܝܶ ܬܸܲܥ ᾨᾷᾐᾺܕ ܤܩܲᾹܛܱܧܠܸܥᾊᾺ
ܦܷᾌܦ ᾐܭ᾽ܝܷ ᾲܧܸܲܫܱܨܲܢܕ ᾿ܭܛܢ ᾌΆܥᾺܩܱܦܱܲܥ ᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ ܑΆܢᾢᾸܦ
ᾐܩܲܛܲᾌܭܲܛܱܢܤܱܦܝܥܱΆܠᾶܨܑ Άܭᾊܭ ᾢᾹܭܛܢᾐ ᾷܩܲܛܱܢܤܱܦܧܲܛᾙᾰ
ܧܷܩܸιܭܑܭܸ ܱᾐܥܷᾌᾷᾐΆܥᾹܧܥ῀ܛܢܸᾸܬᾞΆᾁܫܭܧܸܲܬܱܦܶܛܸܭܑῂ
᾿ܲܥᾺܦܸ ܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ ᾿ܱܤܢܑ ܱ῀ᾦΆܛܶ ᾰܛܱܦܭᾊܭ ܦܸᾶܓ ܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ
ܱΆܪܛܱܥܷιܦܱܪܧܑܛܲ᾽ᾰܭܢᾷܢܸܭᾌܥιܖ῀ܛᾫܢܸܲܝ

ܲܬܱܦܱܶ᾿ ΆܢܥܲᾺܛܭ ܪܸܲܤܲ ᾙᾹܬܱܦܶ ܪܲܛᾱܐ ᾿ܱᾊܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܧܡܑܸ
ܠܥᾺܨܢܪܥ ᾐܩܲܛܲᾰܢᾸܝ ᾿ܲܭܫ ܧܱܲܥܶ ᾜΆܫܸܛܱᾌܥܱᾠܦ ᾜΆܫܸܛᾫܢܸܲܝ
ܫܸܛᾫܦܸܬ ᾇܩܱᾹܥܷ ΆܥᾺܭܶܥܢ Άܛܱܳܛܱܣ ܱᾌܥᾶܥ Ὰᾗܦܸ ᾿ܧܲܧܲܭᾗ
ᾞΆܥܶ ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ᾷᾐᾰܦܸܭܛܢ ܥιܛܷܲιܩιܭ ܤܷܱܢᾷܤܸᾹܢ ܱᾶᾌܛܶιᾠᾰܖ
Ὰܧܸܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ
ܩιܥܶ
ܲܬܱܦܶ
Άܪܲܛᾱܐ
ܩιܛܷᾦᾰܛᾺᾗܦܸܭܛܢܑᾷ
ܧܩܸᾶᾌ ܑᾹܓ ܧܷܪܷܲܥ᾿ܧܑ ܲᾰᾁܬܱܦܶ )OH[LELOLW\  ΆܦܸᾹܢܲ῁ᾫᾷܛܣܶ
Ᾰᾐܫܸܭ ܛܱܢܲܫܕ ܲܬܱܦܱܶᾰᾁᾰᾁΆ Άܥܷ Ὰܩܱιܦܱܲܥ ᾿ܭܛܢ ܲᾹܛܪܓ ܧܡܑܸ
Ὰܧܡܑܸ ᾿ܲܭܫ ܢܱܧ ᾙᾊܠܲܥᾺܘ Ᾱܠᾦܛܲܬܱܦܶ ܩιܦ ᾐܩܲܛܱᾌᾰܛܶ
ᾰܧܲܛ ᾙᾰܭܷιᾁ ܑᾐܢܭᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܧܸܲܬܱܦܶ ܪܲܛᾱܐ ῀ܛ᾽ܫܱܠܱܥᾹܧܥ
ܱᾁΆܦܡܨܱܛ
ᾐܫ῀ܲᾷᾐܢᾸܝᾲܫܸܛᾱܩܱιܦܧܱܲܥܶΆܪܲܛᾱܐ᾿ܲܧܲܫܭܶܧܡܑܸ᾿ܱܤܢܑ



Άܪܲܛᾱܐ ܢܱ᾽Ᾰܥܨܦ ܢܱܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ܧܷܢܸᾷܧܡܑܸ ܢܱܧܲܩ ܫܸܛᾱܩܱιܦܑΆ
ܛܲᾰܝܱܭ ܪܸܠܱܧܨܸܓ ܲܬܭܧܡܑܸ ܠܲܥܲᾺܩιᾁܦܷ ᾽ܭᾞܘ ܢܲᾸܩ ܦܷᾌܦ
ܪܸ᾿ܲܥܱᾼᾺܭ ܧܱܲ῀ ᾗܛ᾿ܭܛܢ ܠܥᾺܩܱιܦܱܲܥ ᾿ܲܢ ᾞᾰᾁܭ ᾿ܱܢ᾽Ᾰܣܷ
᾽ܟܫܑܸ ܪܱܛܲ᾿ ܑᾰܢܭ῀ܱܛܶᾺ ᾗܱܲᾸᾐܧܸܠܸܣܲܬܱܦܶ ܪܲܛᾱܐ ܱܲᾹܧܲܥᾰῄܝܷ
ܪܸܲܣܱ᾿ ܑᾸܤܐ ᾐܤܱܦܛܲܢ ܱᾊᾤΆ ܑᾐܛ ᾰܢܸᾷܦܨܲܝ ᾌΆܥιܖ ᾞᾰᾁܭᾞܘ
Ᾰᾐܤܸܲܢܥ ᾐܪ᾿ ᾷᾐܥ ᾠΆܭܶ ܪܸ᾿ܲܭܛᾰܠܛ ῀ܛܱᾶᾌܩ ᾓιܪܲܝ ܛܱܠᾶܓ
Άܑᾐܩܱιܦܫ῀῁Ᾰᾐܛܲܣ᾿ܲܫܛᾶᾌܐ
ܱᾐܥܷᾜΆܠܸܦܨܭܳܢ
ܪܲܛᾱܐ
ܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ
῀ܛܱᾌܥܢܸܲܝ
ܱΆܪܛܱܠᾶܓ
᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ


ܪܸܲܣܑᾸ
ᾤΆܦܷ
ܧܷܪܷܲܧܠܸܥᾊᾺ
ܪܲܝ

ܩܲܥܤᾦΆܑᾹܛܢܸܛܲᾠܝ ᾦΆܛ᾿ܭܱܣ ᾿ܲܭᾊܭܲܬܱܦܶܧܲܛᾌΆᾆᾞᾱܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ
᾿ᾗܧܑᾐܭܠܸܦܩܱιܦܲܬܱܦܶܥιܛܷܲιܢᾷܪܱܛ ᾰᾂᾌΆܛܱܭᾞܓᾦΆܛᾱܧܲܛᾰܪܑ
ܛܱܭᾐܦܶ ᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ ᾨᾷᾐܕ ᾨΆܛܲܣ ܛܱܭܨܸܲܭ ᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦܶᾲᾆܥܷ ῀ܛᾱܩܱιܦܑΆ
ᾐܩܲܛ῁ܛܲܣܛܱܬܳܛܪܸܢΆܩܱιܦܱ᾿ܑΆܢᾷܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶᾷܧܡܑܸ᾿ܱܤܐᾨΆܛܲܣ
Ᾱܢܑ ᾐܩܲܛ῀ܱܛܶ Άܩܱιܦ ܛܱܭܨܸܲܭܲܢ ܲܬܱܦܶ ᾨᾷᾐܕ ܠܲܭ ܧܸܲܬܱܦܶ ᾲᾆܥܷ
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᾿ܲܫܛᾶᾌܐ ܪܲܝ ܢᾌᾷܢᾐ ᾌᾷܥᾹܕ ᾌΆܕ ܫܸܛܪܸܲܣ Ᾰܭܶῂܕ Άܨܭܳܢ
ᾞΆܭܧܱܲܢܶ
ܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ᾿ܲܧܲܫܭܶܡܑܸ
ܩᾹܕ ܲܬܱܦܶ ܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ᾐܤܱܧܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ ܲᾹܫܛܲܬܱܦܶ ܩܱᾹܥܷ ῁ܲܦܢ



ܲܬܱܦܶ ᾿ܧܲܝܨ ܲܬܱܦܶ ܠܝ ܲܬܱܦܶ ܛܲܡܭ ܲܬܱܦܶ ᾿ܧܲܭܲܩ ܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܧܪܸܲܣ
 ܑᾞᾰᾁΆܭܷܛܱܢܭ῀ܱܛܶ Άܦܱܡܱܲܥ ᾿ܲܫܛܪܸܲܣᾊܥ ܧᾢܢܲ ᾙܬܱܦܶ ܲܭ᾿ܛ᾽ܧܓ
ܧܲܢܲ ᾗܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܛܠܔ ܤᾪܣ Ᾰᾐܠܛ ᾰܫܸܛܪܸܲܣᾊܥ ܧܛܸܢܑᾷ
᾿ܲܢܭܠܸ ܥܸᾺܦܸܠܛ ܧܲܢᾺ ᾗܢܱ᾿ ܑᾸܤܐ ᾐܩܲܛᾞܭ ιᾠܥܶ ᾺܥܸᾺܦܸܠܛ
ܤܱܩܱܭܲᾜΆ ῂܬܱܦܶ ῁ܲܦܢ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾠܥܶᾞᾺܓ ܭܷܛܱܥ᾿ܧܑ ᾦΆܛ᾿ܛܲᾰܝ ܪܲܝ
ᾐܩܲܛᾞܭܲᾷᾐܢᾸܝᾲܫܸܛ᾿ܛܲᾰܝ

ᾷܧܡܑܸ ܫ῀ᾼᾐܝܶ ᾲܛᾲ ᾆᾞᾱܛܱܨܲιᾡܝ ᾞܘ ᾜΆܢܸܭΆ ᾙᾨܛܪܓ ܑᾹᾠ
ܢܱܪܧܑ ܫ῀ܱܛܶᾷᾐᾰܦܸܭܛܢ ᾷܤܸᾹܢ ܱᾠܭܩιܖ ᾷᾐᾰᾁܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ
Ὰܧܡܑܸ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ ܢܱᾐ Ᾰܪܧܑ ܧܠܸܧܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ ܲᾜΆܬܱܦܶ ܱᾞܭܶܢᾸܕ
ܲܛᾱܫܲܭ ܲܬܱܦܶ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾷܛܱܧܲܬܱܦܶ ܲᾰᾁΆܛܭ ܤܸܲܛᾱܥ Ὰܧܲܛᾞ ᾙᾰܘ ᾿ܱᾊܥᾹܧܥ
ᾐܩܲܛᾞܭ

ܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ ܪܲܝ ܤܱܩܱܭܩιܖ ᾦᾰᾁܛܪܸܲܣܤܦ ܱܱܲᾹܥܷᾷ ᾐᾼᾺܢܸᾷܧܡܑܸ
ܛܱܭ῁ܛܲܣܡܑܸ Ᾱܢܑ Άܧܦܝܢܷ ᾐܩܲܛᾞܭ ιᾠܥܶ ܲܬܱܦܶ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾷܫܸܛᾱܩܱιܦ
ܧܲܢ῀ ᾗܛܱᾌܥܢܸܲܝ ܤܱܩܱܭ ῂܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾹܢܶ ᾦΆܛܱᾌܥܢܸܲܝܲᾲܬܱܦܶ ܪܲܝ
ܛܱܥ᾿ܧܑ ܲᾰᾁΆܬܱܦܶ ܱᾞܭܶܢᾸܕ ܱᾱᾁΆܭ῀ܓ ܫܸܛܩܸ᾽ᾗ ᾙܠܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢ
ᾌΆܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܫܢܧܡܑܸ ῁ܲܦܢ ܤܱܪܱܥᾞΆܥܶ ܱᾹܢᾐܭ᾽ܣܷ
Ὰᾗܪܛᾰܪܲܛᾱܐ ܤܱܧܲܢܲᾁܦ

 ῀ &RGHVܛܲܬܱܦܶ

ܢܛܷᾱܝ ᾐܤܱܧܠܸܣܲܬܱܦܶ

ᾐܫ῀ܓ ܛܱܢܤܐ ᾿ܱܩιܭܩܱᾹܥܷ ῀ܛܲᾛᾌܩᾰ ᾁܛ῀ 6PLOH\V  ᾆᾞᾰܛᾢܭᾙᾠ
ܲᾹܢᾷܛιᾠΆ ᾐᾰܦ ܲܝܲ῁ᾲܛܦ     ܱܲܠܸ ῀ܱܞܶ ῀ܱܞܶ ܱΆܛῂܪ ῀ܛܱᾹᾠܝ
 ΆܛᾹᾆᾞᾰܢܥᾹܕᾹܩܷܲܛܱܲܲᾰܝܲᾨᾸᾐܭܲᾨᾸᾐܭ ܲܝܲܭܲܭ ῀ܛܲᾛᾌܩᾁ
῀ܛܱᾌܥܢܸܲܝܲᾲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ

ᾐܫ῀ιᾠܥܶ Ὰܧܸܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ ᾞΆܥܶᾺܛܲܦ ܲܬܱܦܶ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܧܩܸܲᾷ ᾐܤܲܡܛ
ܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ ܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܛܪܓ ܧܡܑܸ ܛܱܥܲᾺܩ ᾁܪܸ᾿ܲܦܧܗ ᾿ܲܢܥᾹܕ
᾿ᾢܧܲܧܲܤܲܡܛ ܲ῁ᾰܦܢ ᾐܫ῀ܓ ܛܱܧܱᾊܤܷܲιᾁΆ ᾙᾹܩιܭܪܥ ῀ܛܲܬܱܦܶ ܧܲܢܑᾸ
᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ ܲܛᾱܧܑ Ᾱܠᾷᾐܭ᾽ܱܤᾹܢ ᾦΆܛᾺᾗܦܸ ᾦΆܛ᾽ܥܣܲܤܢ ܤܱܦܫܱܨܖ
῀ܛ᾿ܛܲᾰܝ ᾲܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾿ܲܢܭᾼܝܶ ܳᾌܫ῀ܓ ܬܸܲܦܢ ᾫΆܫܩܱ᾿ ܑᾹܤܐ
ܭܸܩܱᾹܥܷ ܛܸܪܥᾺܝܸܲܭ ῀ܛᾨᾷᾐᾞᾰܕ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾷܛܱܥܲᾺܩ ᾁܤܩܲᾹܛܳᾊᾰܣ
ᾲܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾁܢιᾁ ܑᾷܢܥ᾿ ܑᾞᾺܦܱܨܭ ܱᾊιᾁܥᾹܧܥ ῀ܛᾰܦ ܤܱܪܭܨܥ
ܛᾰܥ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܫܢܧܡܑܸ ῁ܲܦܢ ܤܩܲᾹܛܱܫܛܲܡܨܱܛ ᾰܧܲܛ῀ ᾙᾰܛ᾿ܛܲᾰܝ
ܲᾤΆܥᾺܦܸܭᾊܭ
ᾨᾷᾐᾞᾲܕ
῀ܛ᾿ܛܲᾰܝ
ܥܸܲᾺܢܱܥ
ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌᾷᾐܥιܖ
ᾜΆܭܸ᾽ܱܝܷ ᾿ܲܢܭᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܬܸܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ῀ܛ᾿ܛܲᾰܝ ܩܱᾹܥܷ ܑᾐ
Άܪܲܛᾱܐ ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛܱᾌܣ ܢܸᾷܪܲܛᾱܐ ܭܷܤܕ ᾐܩܲܛܱᾰᾁܠᾶܓ ᾜΆܢܸᾷܛᾰܧܢ
ܲᾹܬܲܦܢ ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛܱᾌܣ ܧܷܢܸᾷܪܲܛᾱܐ ܩܱܦܱܲܥ ᾿ܭܛܢ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ᾦΆܛ᾽ܭܢܱܧܲܩ
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Ὰܬܸܲܦܢ

᾿ܲܭᾊܭܱܲܭ

ܪܲܛᾱܐ

ܲᾌܭܲᾷᾐܡܛᾰܩᾗ

Ὰܢܸᾷܭᾊܭܱܲܭ

 7DPLOܧܸܛܸܪܥᾺܝܸܲܭ῁ܲܦܢιᾁܢܭᾨᾐܕᾹᾠܕΆܛᾰܡܭ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ
Ὰܫܸܛܲܩܱιܦ ᾨᾷᾐᾞܕ ᾼᾐܝܶ ᾽ᾫܢܷ ᾷܭܸᾨᾷᾐᾞܕ ܲܛᾰܧܑ  NH\ERDUG
ܠܲܭ ܢܸܭᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ  \ᾼᾐ &RSܝܶ ᾿ܛܣ ܢܸ ᾁܩܲܥ ܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ  &RQYHUWHUV
᾿ܱܢܥܱᾼ ܑᾞᾺܢܤܱܧܦܸܲܫܕ ᾐܭᾼܝܶ ᾲᾆܠܢ ᾿ܲܢᾷܪܲܛᾱܐ Ᾱᾠܕ YDQDNNDP
ܢܸᾷܭᾊܭܱܲܭܪܲܛᾱܐܠܱܱܲᾤΆᾂܭܷᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥᾺܬܸܲܦܢᾐܩܲܛᾫܨܥܱᾰᾁܥܑܷᾺ
῁ܲܦܢ

 ᾐܭᾞܭ

Ᾱᾠܕ

ܱܦΆ

᾿ܱܢᾼܝܶ ᾲᾆܠܢ Ᾱᾠܕ  DPPDܧᾊܘ
ΆܛܲܢܨܷܱܭܷܱᾌܣܫܸܛܛܸܪܥᾺܝܸܲܭ


ᾲܢܸᾷܥܱܨܥܷ Άܭᾊܭܱܲܭ ܲᾹܬܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܢᾷܪܱܛ᾽ܲܢܕ ܱᾐܥܷܳᾊᾰᾁΆܣ ܪܸܲܣܑᾸ
ܢܸᾷܭᾊܭܱܲܭ ܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢܧܡܑܸ ܭܷܤܛιܖ ᾰ ᾂᾌΆܛܲᾰܢᾸܝ
ܩܲܛᾹܕ ܱΆܪܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܛܱܧܦܸ ᾙᾨܧܷܢܸᾷܭᾊܭܱܲܭ ܪܲܛᾱܐ ܲᾌܭܲᾷᾐܬܘ
᾽ܤܠܲܭܲܛᾱܠܱܢܶ ᾷܛᾰܭܸ῀ ᾙᾹܛ᾽ܫܱܢᾨᾷܕ ܩܱᾹܥܷ Ᾱܛܱܦܷܧܞܶ ܢܸᾞᾷܛ
ΆܭᾊܭܱܲܭܲᾹܬܲܦܢܠܱᾶܛܶᾰܩܸܱιܪܨܭܠܥιܦܷᾦᾰᾁΆܛᾶᾌܐܲΆܧܱܠᾶܨܑ
ܭܷܤܛιܖ ᾐܩܲܛܲιܣ ܲܛܱܧܲܩܲᾰᾁܭ῀ܛܷ ᾿ܱܢᾷܛܠܔ ܧܡܑܸ ܪܱܛ ܱᾶᾌܢܥܑᾞ
ᾰܩ᾽Ὰᾗܛܣ ܤܱܪܱܥᾞΆܥܶ Άܭᾊܭܱܲܭ ܲᾹܬܲܦܢ ᾿ܱܤܲܧܲܭ᾿ܛ ᾰܪܲܛᾱܐ ܧܦ ᾽ܱܧܲܤܢ
ܛܸܱᾰܥܷܱᾌ ܑᾺܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܧܡܑܸ ᾿ᾢܬܱᾁΆ ᾇܥܷ ܲᾺܛܪܲܭ ܲᾞᾸᾐܦܠܲܫܛܢܸᾸܬᾁ
ᾐܩܲܛᾌᾷᾐܥᾺܨܲܭܳܢᾤΆܦܷ

῀ܛܱᾌܥܢܸܲܝ ܱᾁΆܠᾶܓ ᾿ܲܥᾺܦܸܠܛ ܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ ᾿ܲܛܪܓ ܧܡܑܸ
Άܡܨܱܛ ᾰܧܲܛιᾁ ᾙᾰܢܑ ᾫܩܸܲᾰᾁᾰ ᾁܬܱܦܶ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܱܠܲܥᾺܘ Ᾱܠᾷᾐܪܲܛᾱܐ
᾿ܠܱܧܨܸܓܪܲܛᾱܐܠܥᾺܩ᾽ᾰ ᾂܤܱᾹᾙᾹܢᾐܥᾹܕᾫܩܸܱᾌᾁܥᾹܧܥ ܲᾹܬܲܦܢ
ܱᾌΆܧܨܸܓ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢᾐܤܱܦܦܨܲܝ ᾐܭܱᾌܧܨܸܓܲܛᾲᾆᾞᾰܧܸܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢܱᾹᾠܥܷ
῀ܛ᾽ܱܩܲܛܱᾌܧܨܸܓ ܧܷܲᾢܬܲܦܢ ᾨᾷᾐᾷܕ ܠܥܲᾺܬܭᾗܨܦ ᾞΆܪܲܝ ܤܱܭܩܸᾰ ᾁܛܲܦ
ᾰܛܱܦᾐܭ ᾙᾨܫܸܭܷ ᾞܘ ῀ܛ᾿ܛܲᾰܝ ᾲܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ܤܱᾹܝܶιܦܷ ᾿ܱܤܐ
ᾰܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥᾺܬܸܲܦܢܩܷܱᾹܥܷᾺܢܸܭᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ ᾺܢܸᾷܪܲܛᾱܐᾌܥᾺܧܫܸܛ
ܲᾨᾰᾁΆܦܢ ῀ܛᾫܢܸܲܝ ܤܱܠᾶܓ ܲᾰᾁܬܱܦܶ ܪܲܛᾱܐ ᾿ܱܢᾸܭ ܪܸܲܣ ܧᾂᾊ
ᾜΆܢܸᾷܛܪܓ ܢܱᾷܦܶᾌܘ ܱᾹܢ᾿ܬ ᾇܤܱܦܥᾺܬᾞ ᾁܘ ܱΆ ܑᾐܪܛܱܠᾶܓ
ᾷܦܸΆܢ

῀ܛܲܬܱܦܶ ܛܱܛᾷᾐᾰܛܠܔ ᾽ܙ ܱᾁΆܥܷ Ὰܫܐ ᾰᾁΆܦܸܧܲܩܱιܦ
᾿ܬܱᾁΆᾇܨܱܧܢܱܭܷܛᾰܬܑᾐܪ᾿ܱܭܷܛᾰܦܸܭܛܢ
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῀ܛܲܩܱιܦܛܱᾰܧܲܩᾨᾷᾐᾞᾰᾁܕ῁ܲܦܢ
ܱܧܲܢܑᾸܤܸᾹܝܶΆܛᾢᾱܭܲܝᾙ

PXVLYDOLQJDP#JPDLOFRP
῀ܛ᾽ܭܥܱᾰᾁܭᾞܓ Άܡܭܐ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ᾰᾁ ᾙᾹᾗܛܸᾞܭ ܱᾊᾹܛܷܲܤᾜ



ᾨᾷᾐᾞᾰܕ ܠܥᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ ᾜΆܫܸܛᾢܧܝܱܶιܝܶ  \ 3URSULHWDUܦܸܱܲܲᾜܤܢ ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ
ܧܲܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ᾽ܭᾞܘ᾽ܤܢᾸܭܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥᾜΆܫܸܛܩܸ )RQW(QFRGLQJ ᾙܛܱᾰܧܲܩᾁ
ܛܱܧܩܸᾙܠܸܣ ܤܱܪܛܲᾰܝ ᾐܭܲܩܢᾊᾷܥ ᾿ܲܧܲܤܲܡܛ Άܢ ᾽ܩܲܥ Ὰܢܸᾷܡܭܐ
ܱᾤΆܩᾹܕ ᾐܢܳ᾽Ᾰܢ ᾿ܛܲᾰܝ ᾲܢᾁ Ᾰܩܲܥ ܤܱܦܛܲᾙܩ ܱᾌܛܷܲܤᾐ ᾜܢܑᾞᾸ
᾿ܲܢܭܲܩܢᾊᾷܥ Ὰܫܸܛᾱܡܭܐ ܠܥᾺܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܛܱᾰܧܲܩ ᾁܩܲܥ ᾿ܲܫܱܤᾙᾹ
ᾰᾁܦܢ ᾞΆܪܥ Ὰܠܲ ܑᾹᾔΆᾂܩܲᾹܦᾌܦᾐ ᾐܢᾼܝܶ ܭܷܛܳᾊᾰܣ ᾿ܛܲᾰܝ ܢܷ
ᾐܩܲܛܳᾊᾰܣ ᾐΆܭ᾽ܠܱܢܶ ᾷܫܸܛܩܸ ᾙܛܱᾰܧܲܩ ᾁܧܬܸܥ ܤܱܥܷܲᾺܛܬܥ ᾫΆܛܲܦ
᾿ܲܫܛᾱܧܦܸܛܱᾰܥܲᾺܢܥܲᾺܤܲܡܛᾰܫܸܛᾺᾗܠܸܥ῀ܛᾱܢ῀ܛ᾽ܫܱܢᾨᾷܕܛܱܥܲᾺܩᾁ
῀ᾦܛ᾽ܭ ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾼܝܶ ᾲܠܲܝᾲܠܢ Ᾰᾐܢ Άܠܲܫܛ᾽ܫܱܝᾲܠܢ ᾷܩܸܲ᾿ᾙܬܱܢܶ
᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛ ܑᾞᾰܛܱܫܛ᾽ܭܢܱܧܲܩ ܫܸܛܤܸܲܝᾲܨܲܥ ܧܲܩιܥܩܸ ᾙܛܱᾰܧܲܩᾞΆ ᾁܪܥ
 ܑᾹᾔΆܠܲᾤΆᾂܫܛᾱܛܪܭᾆ ᾤܨ Ᾱܖ ܲᾤΆܫܛᾱܛܪܭܱ᾽ ᾤܧܲܤܢ ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܪ᾿ܱܝܶܩܷᾹܕܪܸ᾿ܲܭܩܱܦܛܱܧܦܸܱᾌᾰᾁᾙᾨܛܷܲܤᾜ

ܭܸܢܷܲᾹܫܛܲܩܱιܦܛܱᾰܧܲܩᾁ
ܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܧܩܸ ᾙܛܱᾰܧܲܩᾞ ᾁܘ ܫܸܛᾱܡܭܐ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܡᾞܢ ܠܱᾶܛιܦܷ



ܛܱܥܲᾺܩᾐ ᾁܩܲܛᾨܕ ܭܸܢܷ ܧᾶᾊܭܷ ܩܱιܦ ᾰᾁܩܸ ᾙܛܱᾰܧܲܩܱᾞ ᾁܩܶܭܷ
Άܢ ܠܥᾺܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ᾿ܲܧܩܸ ᾙܛܱᾰܧܲܩᾰ ᾁܦܸܱܲܲᾜܤܢ ܧܢܸ῀ ᾙᾸܛܲܫܥᾺܠܸܥ
ܱᾌᾰᾁܛܷܲܤ ᾜܩܸιܭ ܱᾐܥܷܧܲܡᾶܕ ܠܲܧܲܫܭܶ ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ܫܸܛᾺᾗܠܸܥ
᾿ܱᾊܛܷܲܤᾜ

᾿ܲܧܫܸܭܷ

ܢܷ

ᾐܠܥιܖ

Άܧܱܠܛ

ܧᾶᾊܭܷ

ܩܱιܦ

ܠܲܧܲܫܭܶ ܲᾌܝܲ᾿ ᾲܫܛᾨᾷᾐᾞᾰܕ ܤܱܛܬ ܫܸܛᾱܡܭܐ ܠܥᾺܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ
ܦܸܱܲܲᾜܤܢ ܩܲܥ ᾐܪ᾿  7$0 7$%ܩܸιܭ ܱᾐܥܷܠܥιܖ ܭܸܢܷ ܧᾶᾊܭܷ
ܠᾐ ܑᾹᾔΆᾂܠܥιܖ ᾙΆܧܲܝܭ ܧᾶᾊܭܷ ܩܱιܦ ᾷᾐᾰᾁܛܱᾰܧܲܩᾨᾷᾐᾞᾰ ᾁܕ
ܤܩܲᾹܛܲᾞᾰܢܱᾷܛᾷᾐᾰᾁᾰܩܱιܦܛܱᾰܧܲܩᾫΆᾁܪܥ῀ܛᾱܡܭܐᾆܨ
ܱᾹᾠܭܶ᾽ ᾁᾨܟܫܑܸ ᾌΆܥ᾿ܧܝܶ ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ᾿ܲܢᾷܪܱܛ ᾰܦܸᾶ



ܦܱܲܓ Ᾱῄܦܱܛ ᾊῂܧܷܱܲܲܛ ᾰܫܸܛ᾿ܲ῁ ᾓܦܢ ܧܲܢᾨܕ ῀ܛ᾽ܫܱܢᾨᾷܕ ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ
ܲᾌܧܲܫܭܶ ܛܱܦܝܭܪܑ ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ܲܩܱιܦ ܛܱܫܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ᾿ܲܧܠܸܥᾊᾺ
᾽ᾌܭܷ ᾽ܛᾰܦܷᾳܥܷ ܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܫܸܛܲܭᾞܛ ῀ܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ ܪܲܝ ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ
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᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛܱιᾠܦ ܛܱܫܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ܫܸܛ᾿ ᾓܠܥᾺܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ᾿ܲܩιܭܩܱᾹܥܷ
ܛܲ᾿ ܑᾞᾰܭᾨᾷᾐᾞܕ ܱᾌܛܷܲܤΆ ᾜܡܭܐ ܢ Ᾰܩܱιܦ ܛܱܪܲᾹᾕܦ ܱᾠܭῂ
ܲᾺܤܲܡܛ ܫܸܛ᾿Ά ᾓܢ ῀ܛ᾽ܫܱܢᾨᾷܕ ᾿ܱܤܐ ᾐܫ῀ᾜܭܸܢܷ ܧᾶᾊܭܷ
῁ܲܦܢᾸܝܶΆܕ᾿ᾋᾋܕܲܤܲܦܱܥ᾿ܲܭܤܱܭܲܥܲᾯᾢܛܲ᾿ᾊῄᾰܫܛᾱܧܦܸܛܱᾰܥܲᾺܢܥ
᾽ܤܫ῀ܲᾜܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ᾿ܲܫܛܩܸᾙܛܱᾰܧܲܩᾨᾷᾐᾞᾰᾁܕܦܸܱܲܲᾜܤܢᾠܭܷ᾿ܥܩܱᾹܥܷ
ᾦΆܛܲܢᾁܥᾺܨܸܓ

ܪܲܛᾱܐ

ᾦΆܛᾱܠܥ

᾿ܲܫܛ᾿Ᾰᾓ

ܛܷܱᾱܛᾱܐ

ᾜΆܫܸܛᾺᾗᾰ ᾂᾠܦܸܭᾊܭ ܛܸܭ᾿ܥ ῀ܛܲܢᾁܥᾺܨܸܓ ῁ܲܦܢ ܱᾌܢܷܭᾠܥܶΆܠܑ
ᾐܫ῀ܓ ܧܷᾊܥ Ὰܫܸܛᾱܡܭܐ ܭᾊܭ᾿ ᾓܢ ܑᾸܤܫ῀ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ܢܷᾷܛܦΆܢ
ܧᾶᾊܭܷ ܩܱιܦ ᾨᾷᾐᾞᾫᾰᾁܕ ܱᾌܛܷܲܤ᾿ ᾜܦܱܧܢܸܲܝ Άܭᾊܭ ܪᾊ ᾚܥܫ῀ܓ
ᾐܫ῀ᾜܭܸܢܷ

῀ܛܲܩܱιܦܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܢᾷܛᾰܬᾗ
ᾦΆܛ᾽ܫܱܫܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ᾿ܲܢᾷܤܭܛ ᾰܫܸܛܭܸܢܷ ܠᾶܛιܦܷ



 7DPLO )RQWܫܸܛܲܩܱιܦ ܛܱᾰܧܲܩᾨᾷᾐᾞᾰ ᾁܕ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾦΆܛᾱܤܭܲᾠܣ ῀ܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ
ܱᾤΆܥᾞΆܥܶ

ܭܸ

ᾷܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ

᾽ܤܲܛᾱܠܱܢܶ

 &RQYHUWHUV

(QFRGLQJ

ܱιᾠΆܦ ܱᾌᾰᾁܛܷܲܤܲᾢᾞᾸᾐ ᾜܧܩܸ ᾙܛܱᾰܧܲܩ ᾁܧܬܸܥ Ὰܫܸܛᾱܡܭܐ
ᾰܢᾸܩܶܭܷ

ᾰܢᾸܕ

ܲᾢᾞᾸᾐΆܢᾷܛܱᾰܧܲܩᾁ

ܭܸܠܱᾶܛܶ

ᾰܧܸܲܢܝܭ

ᾦΆܛܲܩܱιܦ ܧܛܸܢܲᾔΆ ᾷܤܢܱܶܲ ܭܸܢܷ ܱιᾠΆܦ ᾷᾐᾰᾁΆܛܱᾰܧܲܩᾁ
ܠܥܲᾺܤܢܲᾷܛᾰܩܲܭܲܢܥܪܲܝ῀ᾦܛܲܩܱιܦܛܱᾰܧܲܩᾁܧܛܸܢܑᾷܤܠܥᾺܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ
᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ܪܲܝᾠܭܷ ᾫΆܛܱܧܭܸܥ῀ܱܛܶ ܲᾰܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ܲᾺܭܲᾠܣ ᾿ܲܫܛܲܤܲܡܛ
ܤܫ῀ܓᾫΆܛܱܧܭܸܥ῀ܱܛܶܲᾰܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ܲ᾿ 2QOLQHܧܪܸܲܣ῁ܛܲܣ
  ܪܲܝ῀ᾦܛܲܩܱιܦܛܱᾰܧܲܩᾨᾷᾐᾞᾰᾁܕ῁ܲܦܢܧܛܸܢܑᾷܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܢᾷܛᾰܬᾗ


ܲܩܱιܦ ᾨᾷᾐᾞܕ ῁ܲܦܢ ܲᾊܥᾶᾌܛ  



ܲܩܱιܦ ᾨᾷᾐᾞܕ ῁ܲܦܢܱᾱᾁܥܶ

᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ܱܛܷᾱܫܑ   ܲܩܱιܦ ᾨᾷᾐᾞܕ ܱᾹܦܧܲܢ   ᾽ܠ᾽ܭܶᾹܛ ΆܕᾹܶܰᾲܕ
᾿ܲܧᾢܧܝܶ᾿ܱܝܶ

῁ܲܦܢᾹܦܶ



ܲܩܱιܦ

ᾨᾷᾐᾞܕ

ܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛᾰܡܑܸ

ܨܸܓܡܨܱܢܱܝܭܸܤܱܪܱܥᾞΆܥܶ῀ιᾠܭܑܲܩܱιܦᾨᾷᾐᾞܕܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛᾰܡܑܸ
ܪᾐ ᾚܭܱܢ ܭܸܥܱιᾠܦ ܢܸᾷܛܱᾰܧܲܩ ᾁܧܷܪܷܲܧܠܸܥ3ODLQ 7H[W  ᾊᾺ
῀ܛܲܢᾁܥᾺܨܸܓ ܠܥᾺܛᾰܦܸܭᾊܭ ῀ܛܡܸܭܠ῀ ܛᾱܠܥ ᾿ܲܢᾷܡܭܐ
ܛᾰܬܑܩܸιܭ᾿ܲܢᾷܡܭܐܠܥᾺܩܱιܦܲᾹܥܑᾞᾺܭܸܧܲܛܐ )RUPDWWHG7H[WV
ܱܲᾌΆܣܷ

῀ܛܲܩܱιܦܤܱܪܲܧܠܸܥ 3ODLQ7H[W ᾊᾺܨܸܓܡܨܱܢܱܝ
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ܛᾰܢᾷܠܲܥܲᾺܩ ᾁܫ῀ܓ ᾿ܲܫܛܲܩܱιܦ ܤܱܪܲܧܠܸܥ ᾊᾺܨܸܓ ܡܨܱܢܱܝ



῀ܛܱιܝܶ ᾲܪܲܛᾱܐ ܛܷܱᾱܛᾱܐ ᾿ܲܢᾷܡܭܐ ܪܲ᾿ ᾚܤܭܶܤᾹܕ ܦܸܱܢܱܥܷ
ܢܱܧܱܲܲ᾿ ᾗܭᾨᾷᾐᾞܕ ῁ܲܦܢ ܭܸ ᾿ܲܢᾷܡܭܐ ܠܥᾺܩܱιܦ ܲᾹܥܲᾞᾺܩιܥܶΆܠܑ
ܩܱιܦ ᾨᾷᾐᾞᾫᾰᾁܕ ܪܲܛᾱܐ ܳᾶᾌΆܦ ܩܸιܭ ܲᾌΆܭܲܩܱܦ ܛܱܫܛܱιܝܶ
῀ܛᾱܠܥ ܫ῀ܲᾤܢᾷܡܭܐ ܪᾊ ᾚܥܠܲܥܲᾺܩᾤΆ ᾙᾹᾗ ᾁܦܷ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ
ܱܲᾌΆܣܷ

ܛᾰܬܑ

 ῀ %RUGHUVܛܨܸܛ

ᾜΆܩܸιܭܧܲܛܐ

῀ܛܡܸܭܠ

ᾐܠܑ ܱᾌܛܷܱᾼᾫ ᾊᾰܝ Ᾱܦᾊܢ ᾿ܲܢᾷܡܭܐ ܠܥᾺܩܱιܦ ܲܩܲᾹܦᾌܦᾐ
῀ ܑᾹᾔΆܛᾱܩܲܣ ܩܲܥ ܲᾹܢᾨᾷܕ ܢܲ᾽ᾷܭܢ ᾠᾺᾗܛ ῀ܛܦܸ᾽ܳܝᾲܨܙ ܧܦܸᾐܪܭ
ܪܸ᾿ܲܢܭᾌܥᾺܛᾰܭܸܛᾰܢᾦΆܛᾺᾗᾰᾂᾠܦܸܭᾊܭᾠܭܷ᾿ܥܩܱᾹܥܑܷᾐ
ܱᾌܛܷܲܤ ᾜܫܸܛᾱܡܭܐ ܢᾸܦܸ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܛܱᾰܧܲܩᾰ ᾁܦܸܱܲܲᾜܤܢ ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ



ܤܱܪܲܧܠܸܥ ᾊᾺܨܸܓ ܡܨܱܢܱܝ ᾲܠܲܧܲܫܭܶ ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ᾿ܲܭᾨᾷᾐᾞܕ
῀ܛܡܸܭܠ῀ ܛᾱܠܥ ܱᾤΆܩᾹܕ ܧܷܭܸܤܱܦܱᾐܥܷ ῀ܛܲܩܱιܦ ܛܱᾰܧܲܩᾁ
ܧܲܛᾰܠܫ῀ܓ

ᾼᾫᾰܐ

ܩܸιܭܧܲܛܐ

῀ܛܱιܝܶ

ᾲܪܲܛᾱܐ

῀ܛᾺᾗܦܸܭᾊܭ

ܧܷᾊܥ Ὰܫܸܛᾱܡܭܐ ܤܱܪܲܭᾊܭ ܩܲܥ ῀ ܑᾹᾔΆܛ᾿῀ ᾓܛܨܸᾌܛ
ܤܱܪܲܧܠܸܥ ᾊᾺܨܸܓ ܡܨܱܢܱܝ ᾲܩܱιܦ ᾿ܲܥᾺܦܸܭᾊܭ ܢܱᾷܧܶܢܸᾷܪᾚ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܫ῀ܱܛܶ᾿ܲܢᾷܤܭܛᾜΆܢܸܥᾹܕܱᾐܪܧܑ᾿ܱܧܲܩܱιܦܛܱᾰܧܲܩᾁ

ܲܩܱιܦܤܱܧܦܸᾙᾨ
ܪᾐ ᾚܥᾹܕ ܲܩܱιܦ ܛܱᾰܧܲܩᾨᾷᾐᾞᾰ ᾁܕ ῁ܲܦܢ ܤܱܧܦܸᾞ ᾙᾨܘ



ᾰᾁΆܦܸܧܲܩܱιܦܧܷᾊܥᾊᾺܥܫ῀ܓᾐܫ῀ܓܲܩܲᾹܦᾫܢܸܲܝᾲܢܲܭῂܕܢܸᾷܡܭܐ
᾿ܲܢᾷܡܭܐ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾞܘ ܠܥᾺܛᾰܦܸܭᾊܭ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܛ ܑᾞᾰܛܱܢܩιܥܶ ܦܸܪ᾿ܭ
῀ܛᾂᾠ

Ὰᾗᾰܦܸܭᾊܭ

ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ

᾿ܱܥᾺ

ܲᾰᾁΆܢᾁܥᾺܨܸܓ

ܡܨܱܢܱܝ

ܭܸܤܱܦܧܲܛιᾠ῀ᾙᾰܭܤܩܲᾹܛᾠܥܶΆܠܑ
῀ܛܱιܝܶᾲܪܲܛᾱܐܧܷܠܸܲܧܠܑܸ x
ܩܱᾹܥܷ  ܱᾌ 8QGHUOLQHܛܷܱᾼᾫ ,WDOLFV  ᾊᾰܝ  Ᾱ %ROGܦᾊܢ ᾿ܲܫܛܱιܝܶ x
 ῀ )RQW6W\OHVܛܲܡܱܥᾨᾷᾐᾞᾺܕ
 ᾨᾷᾐ 6XEVFULSWܬܶܳܛ ᾨᾷᾐ 6XSHUVFULSWܪܶܦܷ x
 Ά )RQW&RORUܩܲܣܲᾹܢᾨᾷܕ x
 ܲ +LJKOLJKWHG7H[WܢᾁܥᾺܨܸܓܧܲܢᾺᾗᾠᾷܤܸx ᾙ
 ܲ 6WULNHWKURXJK7H[WܢᾁܥᾺܨܸܓܢx ᾊᾷ
 ῀ %RUGHUHG7H[WVܛܲܢᾁܥᾺܨܸܓܠܥᾺܠܲܧܨܸܛ x
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x ܑܨܙܧܦܸܪܭܠᾲ ῀ܛܦܸ᾽ܳܝ/HIW5LJKW&HQWUH-XVWLILFDWLRQV 
x ܱܶܥᾊܕܠᾶܲܡܥܠᾊ ῀ܛ᾿ܧ%XOOHWWHG1XPEHUHG/LVWV 
x ܓܶܲܢܱܥᾰܛᾺܥܠܥܠᾱ ῀ܛ,PDJHV ܭᾊܭᾱ ῀ܛ6KDSHV 
x  ῀ܛܡܸܭܠ7DEOHV 
ܑܸܤܸܧܭᾷᾐΆ ᾁܱܧܲܩᾰܛΆ ܱܦιܩᾺܥܡܭܐ ܠᾷܲܢᾤΆ ܱܦιܲܦܩᾹ ܲܩᾺܥᾊܷܧ
ܑܠΆܶܥᾠܭᾐ ܩܲܝᾺܱܥᾁΆ ܑᾐܷܱܥᾹܘ ܩᾞ ܷܤܕ ܭܸܢᾰܷܳܣ ܛᾶܛܱܦܪܱܛ ܠ
ܑᾞᾸᾐ ܭᾸᾐ῀ܫᾐ ܠܱܲܪܥΆ ܷܛᾌᾺ ᾽ܱܥᾷᾐΆ ܕᾹ ܷܩܸܲܣ ܭܸܢᾫ ܶܪܷܦܱܩܥ
ܑᾞᾸܢᾐ ܕᾹ ܷܭᾶᾌܷܱܛᾦᾰܡܲܛᾱ᾽ܪܷ ܛᾹܥᾹ ܲܝῄܠΆῄ ܲܣᾠܤܭᾷܘ ᾽ܤܲܢᾞ
ܱܦιܧܸܲܩ

ܓᾞܱܭᾰܲܛᾰ

ܱܶܛᾌᾷ᾽ܤܢ

᾿ܲܢ

ܐᾱܪܲܛᾲ

ܱܶܝι῀ܛ

ܢᾰܛ

ܸܭᾰܛᾺܥܕ ܤܠᾹܲܢܱܥܷ ܩᾤΆ ܘᾞ ᾙᾨܸ ܤܱܧܦᾁܱܧܲܩᾰܱܦ ܛιܤܕ ܲܩᾰᾁ
ܤܠܓᾊܛܱܧᾷ ܷܭܸܢᾺܥܡܨܱܛ ܠᾷ ܤܷܱܣ ᾿ܱܢᾷܘ ܧܛܸܢᾞ ܱܦιܧܸܲܩ
ܓᾞܱܭᾰܭܷ ܛᾶᾊܛ ܧܧܱܠΆ ܖιܥܠᾐ ܷܛ ܧܷܭܸܢᾶᾌܲܥᾊᾺܲܥᾹ ܱܝܐᾹ
1HFHVVLW\ LV WKH )DWKHU RI ,QYHQWLRQ  ܕᾹܥᾐ ᾙιܲܩᾤΆ ܓᾶܸܱܢܦᾹ ܱܣᾹ
ܓᾞܱܭᾰܲܛᾜ῀ ܫᾁܱܧܲܩᾰܱܦ ܛι ᾿ܲܧܲܩᾚܡܭܐ ܪᾷܠܑ ᾿ܲܢΆܶܥᾠΆ ܷܦιܛᾶܠ
ܸܤᾷᾐ

ܨܭܲܭᾱܛᾦΆ

ܢᾰܭܸܛᾰܛᾺܥᾌܲܛᾹܤܩ

ܷ᾽ܪᾹܥᾹ

ܲܝῄܠΆῄ

ܲܣᾠܤܭᾷܤܲܢᾞΆ ܛ᾽ܭᾦܸ ܧܠᾁܱܧܲܩᾰܱܦ ܛιܦܷ ܧܸܲܩΆܥᾌᾷܲܢᾜ῀᾽ܤܫ
ܕᾹܢܸܥᾜΆܑᾱܷܛᾁܲܩᾺܲܥᾌᾲܶܭܷܪ᾿ܱܝᾶᾌΆ

ܨܭΆܶ ῀ܛܪܸ᾿ܥ/LPLWDWLRQV 


ܱܣᾹܓᾞܱܭᾰܲܛᾜ῀ܱܦܫιܲܩᾰᾁᾲܨܭܪܲܝΆܶܛܪܸ᾿ܥᾦΆܕܤܫ῀ܓᾹܢܸܥ

ܦᾠᾺܢܥιܪܸ᾿ܲܛ

ܱܣᾹ

ܓᾞܱܭᾰܲܛᾜ῀ܫ

ܱܦιܲܩ

῁ܳܛᾰܱܛᾎΆ

ܪܸܲܣ᾽ܧܓ

ܭᾊܦܸܭᾺᾗᾰᾂᾠܫܸܛᾷܢᾰܭܸܛᾷᾐᾰܱܶܫ῀ܱܛᾐ
x ܠܥᾱܫܸܛᾲᾆιܨܸܓܧܲܩᾺܥᾁ ܲܢ7H[WZUDSDURXQGLPDJH 
x ܘᾹᾠᾰᾁܷܦιܥܥܠᾷܦܸܧܲܢᾺᾗ 0XOWLFROXPQWH[W 
x ܪܸܢᾺܲܥᾙᾊᾺ ܲܥ+HDGHU)RRWHU 
x ܸܫܱܧܠᾰᾁ ῀ܛܲܩ%RRN0DUNV 
x ܥᾰܛᾙܲܩᾺᾗ 3DJH%UHDN 
x ᾙܨܶܥܷ᾿ܢᾨᾷᾐ 'URS&DS 


ᾚܡܭܐ ܪᾷܲܢᾤ῀ܕ ܫᾨᾷᾐᾞܲܭᾹ ܓᾞܫܭᾫ) ῀ܛRQW 6L]HV  ܱܦιܩᾺܥܠ

ܡܭܐᾷܲܢᾤΆ ᾺܥᾊܷܱܢܧᾹ ܑᾞᾰᾁΆ ᾚܡܭܐ ܪᾷܲܢᾹ ܪܸܢᾺᾗ ᾷܧܱܧܲܢᾷ
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ᾠܭܷῂܭܶ ᾿ܲܢᾷܛܱᾰܧܲܩ ᾁܨܷܘ ܭܸܩܱᾹܥܷ ῀ܛᾺᾗܪܸܢ ܲᾷܢᾷܥ ῀ܛᾺᾗܪܸܢ
ᾷᾐΆܤܸܧܭܸ ᾿ܲܢᾷܡܭܐ ܠܥᾺܩܱιܦ ܱᾤΆܢܲᾞᾸܢᾸܦܸ ᾿ܲܫܛᾨᾷᾐᾞᾰܕ
ܲܡܱܥ Άܩܲܣ ᾦΆܛᾫܫܭᾞܓ ܲᾹܩιܭ ܲᾞᾰᾁΆܢᾸܦܸ ܧܷܪܷܲܭᾨᾷᾐᾞܕ ܨܷܘ
ܠܥᾺܩܱιܦ ᾤΆܦܷ ᾌΆܥᾺܛᾰܭܸܛᾰܢ ᾦΆܛᾺᾗᾰ ᾂᾠܦܸܭᾊܭ ܩܱᾹܥܷ
ᾨᾷᾐᾞᾫᾰᾁܕ ܠܥᾺܩܱιܦ ܲܫܭܶܠܑ ܤܱܪܲܧܠܑܸ ᾦᾰᾁܛܱܲܭ ᾿ܲܢᾷܡܭܐ
ܩܷιܝ Άܛܱᾰܭᾊܭ ܛᾰܥ ᾿ܲܢᾷܡܭܐ ܠܥᾺܩܱιܦ ܭܷܤܕ ᾜΆܦܸ ܭܷܥιܖ
ܱᾼᾺᾗᾶᾌܭܧܠܸΆܩܱιܦ

ΆܭᾊܭܪܸܲܣܝᾲܓܲᾹܧܲܩܱιܦ
᾽ܛᾰܦܷᾳܥܷ

᾽ᾌܭܷῄܕΆܕ

ܲᾹܫܛᾱܡܭܐ

᾿ܲܫܛܲܩܱιܦ

ܠܥᾺܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ

ܤܱܪܱܥᾞΆܥܶ

᾿ܲܫܛ῀ܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ

ܫ῀ܑᾹᾠ

ܩܱᾹܥܷ



ᾹܝܑܸᾹᾊ

ᾐܫ῀ᾶᾊᾜܭܷ ܩܱιܦ ܢܸᾷܛܱᾰܧܲܩᾊᾰ ᾁܘ ᾌᾷᾐܪܶܛܣ ܢܸᾷܛᾰܠܫ῀ܓ
ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ ܧܱܲܓ ܛܷܱᾞᾦᾰܥܶᾹܦܶ ܢᾸܢܱᾐ ᾸܥܷᾌΆܘ ᾌᾷᾐܪܶܛܣ ܱᾠܭῂ
ܩܱᾹܥܷ ܲܢܲᾞᾷܢ ܬܸܲܥܱιܝܶ ᾐܩܲܛܱܲᾌܣܷ ܛᾰܬܑ ܫܸܛᾺᾗᾰ ᾂᾠܦܸܭᾊܭ
 $GGLQ
ܢᾸܢᾸ

ܛܱܥᾺܡܸܲܫ῀ܓ ᾽ܙ ᾔΆܠܱᾞᾦܥܶᾹܦܶ ܱᾞܭܶܢᾸܕ ܫܸܛܲܭᾞܛ
ᾜΆܧܸܲܩܱιܦ

ܪܱܥܷᾐܭᾙᾊ

ܛܱᾰܧܲܩᾁ

ܫ῀ܱܛܶܲᾰܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ

ᾨᾷᾐᾞᾰܕ ܭܷܲ᾿ ᾐܤܦܶ ᾙᾊᾜܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ᾺܛܱܥᾺܡܸܲܫ῀ܓ ܲᾹܫܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ
ᾆܨᾐ ಬᾙܦܢ Άܤܭܲᾠܣ ᾆܨ ܑᾞᾰᾁΆ ᾙܛܱܦܭᾊܭ ܪܸܲܣܝᾲܓ ܲᾹܧܲܩܱιܦ ܛܱᾰܧܲܩᾁ
ᾌΆܥ᾿ܧܝܶ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܡܭܐ ᾖῄܐῄܕΆܕ ᾿ܱᾭܠܷܲᾶܭ ᾿ܲܥܲᾺܢܥ ᾿ ಬܝᾴ
ᾰῄܤᾢ

ᾰܦܷ

ᾐܫ῀ܲᾷᾐܭܲܩ

ܛܱܢܫ῀ᾷᾐܡܑܸ

ܧܸܲܩܱιܦ

ܧܛܸܢᾷ

ܲᾤΆܫܛ῀ܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ ܩܲܥ ܩܱᾹܥܷ Ᾱܝܸ᾽ ܑᾹᾊܛᾰܦܷᾳܥܷ ܲᾤΆܫܛܦܸܩܸᾙ
ܢܲᾁᾸܦ ᾐܭܱᾰᾁܭᾞܓ ܧܸܲܩܱιܦ ܧܛܸܢᾦᾰᾁΆ ᾷܛᾱܡܭܐ ܠܥᾺܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ
ᾞΆܢᾹܪܥ
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ᾦΆܛ᾿ܛܲᾰܝᾜΆܭܸܢܷᾦΆܛܛܸܭᾤΆܧܲܧܲܩιᾂܠܓᾨᾷᾐܕ
 7\SH$QDWRP\DQG&DWHJRULHVದ1HFHVVLW\DQGLVVXHV

 Ᾱ 3URI'U95DPDQܦܱܨܑܭܶ᾽ܭܤܸܱᾙܨܥܷ
HPDLOUDPDQ#JPDLOFRP3URI'U95DPDQ#JPDLOFRP

ܲܭܨܥ ᾱᾁΆܛܶܪܓ ᾐܤܱܬܲܦܢ ܲᾷܬܱܦܶΆܝܶ ܤܱܧܲܬܱܦܶ ܤܱܧܦܸܱᾹܢܶ ܲᾹܛܪܓ
ܢܲᾹ ᾌᾷܢᾷܛܲ ᾜܤܲܡܛ ᾫΆܢᾌᾷܥᾺܦܸΆܝܶ ᾤΆܦܷ ܤܸܢ ܲᾔΆܥܑᾞᾺ
ᾦΆܛ᾽ܤ᾿ᾤܭ ܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾦΆܛ᾽ܟܲܩ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾫΆܪ᾿ܝܶ ᾌᾷᾐᾲܕ ܲιᾁܢᾷܠܛ
ܱᾁΆܦܛܱᾰܧܲܩᾐ ᾁܤܱܦܧܲܛܲ᾿ ᾙᾰܢ ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ ܲܩܱιܪܧܝܶ Ᾰᾐܡܑܸ
(&7$ܛܱܦܠܛܢᾌᾷܬܸܲܦܢܧܲܩܱܦܲᾰᾁܩᾞᾱᾁܘܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܢᾷܛܱᾰܧܲܩᾠᾁܭܷ᾿ܥ
Ᾱܢܭ᾿ܝܶ ᾌᾷᾐᾲܕ ᾰᾁܩܸ ᾙܛܱᾰܧܲܩΆ  ᾁܩιܧܷܲܩᾨᾷᾐᾞᾰ ᾁܕ ᾷᾐܤܸ ῁ܲܦܢ
ᾨᾷᾐܕ ᾿ܲܧܪܸܲܣ῁ ᾇܢ᾽ ܑᾸܤܫ῀ܲᾜܛᾱܭᾷᾐܨܡܓ ᾞΆܭܤܸ ܢܸᾷܧܲܝܭ
Άܡᾞܢ ܧᾶᾊܭܷ ܨܡܓ ᾞΆܭܤܸ ܢܸᾷܧܲܝܭ ᾢᾹܧܲܧܲܩιᾂܠܓ
ܛܱܢܲܢᾫΆ ᾗܫ῀ܱܛܶ  ᾗܱܲᾸᾐܛܱܧܱܲܲܢܱܦ ܨܷܘ ᾞΆܭܤܸ ܬܸܲܦܢ ᾐܫ῀ᾨᾸᾐܕ
᾿ܧܲܧܲܩιᾂܠܓ ᾨᾷᾐܕ  ᾫΆܫ῀ܱܛܶ ᾽Ᾰᾐܡܓ ܲܩܲᾹܦܥᾺܬ῀ ᾁܛ᾽ܭܥιܛ ᾰܬܸܲܦܢ
ܱᾁΆܢܢܱܧܦܸܧܲܩᾫΆܑᾹܛܲܦ


ᾨᾷᾐΆܕᾙΆܧܲܥܱᾺܛ᾿ܱܢܶ
ᾰܛܱܪᾓ

ܤܱܧܦܸܬܥᾺܛܲܦ

ܡܛᾰܪܑ

᾿ܲܫܛ᾿ᾓ

ܱᾁΆܦܧܲܥܱᾺܛ᾿ܱܢܶ ܤܱܪ ᾓܡܛᾰܪܑ
Άܧܲܢᾷܛ
ܭܸܩܱᾹܥܷ
ᾰᾁܦܣ
ܬܱܢᾷܩܖ

ܪܸ᾿ܲܭܫ῀ܱܛܶ

᾿ܲܛᾰܡܛ

ܤܱܧܦܸᾙᾨ

ܲᾹܛܪܓ

ܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾐܭᾌܥᾺܢᾞܛ
ΆܧܲܥܱᾺܛ᾿ܱܢܶ
ܲᾌΆܥܲᾺܩᾁ

ܩܸιܭ

᾿ܱܪܢܱܧܪܸ᾿ܲܭܛᾰܠܸܲܛ

᾿ܱܝܶ ᾨᾷᾐܕ ΆܧܲܥܱᾺܛ᾿ܱܢܶ ܤܱܪ ᾓܤܱܧܦܸܬܥ ῀ܛᾶᾌܐ ΆܨܲܧܱܢᾸܗ
Άܡܛᾰܪܑ ܤܱܧܦܸᾌ ᾙᾨܥᾺܛܱܲܲᾰܥ Ὰܛܱܫܛܛܸܭ  ᾚᾹᾠܤܕ ῀ܱᾞܥܶ
ᾹᾕᾤΆܣ ܢᾸܭ ᾽ܤܲᾹܥ Ᾱܢ ᾙΆܧܲܥܱᾺܛ᾿ܱܢܶ ܲᾔΆܤܕ ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛᾁᾰܭ
ܪܸ᾿ܲܭܛᾁᾰܭܢܸᾷܡܛᾰܪܑܤܱܭܲܫܢܶܲܩιܥ᾿ܧܲܩιᾂܠܓᾨᾷᾐܕ

᾿ܧܲܥᾺܩܲܥᾗܨܦܲܬܱܦܶᾗܨܦ᾿ᾐᾓܤܱܦܨܱܛܲܢܢᾨᾷܕ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܲܥܱᾺܛ᾿ܱܢܶ
ܲܫ῀᾿  ᾗܧܲܛᾱܧܦ ᾽ܲܧܓ  ᾿ܧܲܥᾞܓ  ᾗܨܦ ܛܸܱܢܶ  ᾿ܧܱܲܡ ᾗ
ΆܡܛᾰܪܑᾌܥᾺܛܱܲܲᾰܥᾺܛܱܫܛᾹᾠᾂᾠܕ᾿ܧܱܲܡᾺᾗܨܛᾤܧܲܩ᾿ᾁιܧܲܛᾱܧܦ
᾿ܲܢܑ ῀ܛܲܢᾼܝܶ ܧܲܩιܥ ᾿ܧܲܩιᾂܠܓ ܲᾹܢᾨᾷܕ ܲᾔΆܤܕ ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛᾁᾰܭ
ܲᾹܢᾨᾷܕ ܥιܛܷܲᾰܢܝܭ ܱܲᾹܭܥᾨᾐܕ ᾿ܱܤܢܑ ܪܸ᾿ܲܭܠܥᾺܩܲᾌᾰ ᾂܧܲܢᾠ
ᾐܫ῀ܓᾌܥᾠܭܷ᾿ܧܲܩιᾂܠܓ
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ܥᾌܥᾺܤܕᾨᾷᾐܕ
ܱᾼܭܑᾠܨܛܤ᾿ܢᾙܨܛ
ܥᾹܕᾐܥᾙᾺ




῀ܛᾨᾷᾐᾰܕ ᾿ܲܢᾷܪܱܛ ᾽ܧܲܥܱᾺܛ᾿ܱܢܶ ܲܬܭ ᾹܢܥܲᾺܭܱܲܢܶ ΆܧܲܥܱᾺܛ᾿ܱܢܶ Ᾱᾠܕ
ܲᾤΆܧܪܸܲܣ

ܲᾤΆܧܪܸܲܣ

ܠܥᾺܛᾠᾰܧܨܸܭ

ܩιܥܶ

ܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ

ᾫΆܛܲܦ

ᾐܩܲܛᾙᾊܨܡܓܢܸܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛᾁᾰܭΆܡܛᾰܪܑܱᾠܭܑῂܧܷܪܷܱܢܢܑᾞᾸ

ܱᾨᾐܥܱܶ῀ᾦΆܛܶ Άܭᾞܓ ܛܱܧᾼܦܶ᾽ܲܧܓ Ᾱ ᾂᾊܠᾷᾐܨܛ ᾼᾜΆܦܶ ᾌܤܶܲܢܥ
ܱᾞܤܶܲܢܥ ܧܤܸܖ ܭܸ ܤܭᾌܥᾺܛᾢᾰܘ Ᾱܠᾷᾐܭᾞܓ Άܢ ܢܱܪ᾿ܲܧܲܫ῀ᾗ
ܱܲܲᾗܢ

ܤܭᾠܥܶᾺܛᾢᾰܘ

ܱܲܲᾗܢ

ιᾠܥܶ

᾿ܲܭᾞܓ

Άܢ

Ᾱᾂᾊᾷܠᾦܛ᾽ܲܧܓ

ιᾠΆܥܶ ܲܫ῀ιᾠΆ ᾗܥܶ ܱᾌܛܷ ιᾠΆܥܶ ᾱᾁܪܲܭ ܳᾨΆܛ ᾤΆܦܷ ᾐܭܱܪܢᾠܥܶ
ܲᾹᾠܣܲܬܭܨܸܓܧܤܸᾹᾠᾙᾹܕܱΆܪܢܲ᾽ᾷܧܓιᾠΆܥܶᾹܠܓܱᾌΆܛܷܲᾜΆܫ῀ᾗ
ܫ῀Ᾰᾐܭ ιᾠܥܶ ᾿ܲܢᾷܭᾊܭܱܲܭ ῀ܛᾨᾷᾐᾰܕ ᾽ܱܫ῀ܲᾜܛᾰܫܲܭ ᾽ܧܲܤܲܛܱ᾽ᾰܤܲܝᾲܣ
᾽ܱܫ῀ܱܲᾷᾐܭܲܭ ᾽ܧܲܤܲܛܱ᾽ᾰܤܲܝᾲܣ Ά   ᾆᾊܧܲܥܱᾺܛ᾿ܱܢܶ ᾜΆܫܸܛᾱܩܱιܦ
Ᾱᾠܛܶܲᾰܬܱܦܶ ῁ܲܦܢ ܭܷܛܱܪܢܲᾙ   ᾙܛ Άܪܱܛ ᾽ܧܲܥܱᾺܛ᾿ܱܢܶ ܭܷܤܕ
ιᾠܥܶ ܱܲܲᾗܢ ܱᾠΆܢܷᾸܪܱܛ ܩܸᾐΆ ΆᾙܢᾊᾞᾸܥᾺܛᾠᾰܧܨܸܭ ܩܸᾨᾷᾐᾙܕ
ᾐܩܲܛᾙᾊܨܡܓܢܸܫ῀Ᾰᾐܭ
ᾨᾷᾐܕ῁ܲܦܢᾷܠܸᾶܥ
ᾺܧܲܢܲᾸܤᾹܢܶ ᾫΆܤܕ ܲܦܱܨܲܥ ᾐܤܱܢᾨᾷܕ ῁ܲܦܢ  ܤܱܧܦܸܬܥᾺܛܲܦ ܲᾹܢᾷܛܬܲܦܢ
ᾫΆܤܕ  $UFKDLF 7DPLO 6FULSW

ᾨᾷᾐܕ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾷܠܸᾶܥ ᾫΆܤܕ ܲܦܱܨܲܥ

ܢܷܲᾞᾸܥܱᾶᾌᾰᾁ ᾙᾹܩΆ ᾓιܐ ܲᾙܛ ῀ܛᾨᾷᾐᾰܭܶᾐ ܑῂܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܛᾱܬܭ
ᾰܠܸᾶܥ ܱᾌܣ῁ܲܦܢ ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܢᾞܛ Ᾱᾠܕ ܱΆܪܛܲᾞᾰܢᾸܭ ܲܛᾱܬܭ ᾿ܲܢᾷܛܬܲܦܢ
ᾙΆܨܱܛCܗ Cܤܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܢᾨܕ ܱᾹܢ ῀ܛᾨᾷᾐᾰܨܶܲܧܓ  ᾿ܲܫܛᾌܭܶ᾿ܛ
῁ܲܦܢᾷܠܸᾶܥܲ᾿ܑᾺܭܫܠᾶܩΆᾓιܐܲܥܲܛܪܸ᾿ܲܭܠܥᾺܡܱܛᾙΆܨܱܛCܚC
ܛܸܱܱܲᾤΆ ᾑܧܲܫܓ ᾿᾿ᾢܛ ᾐܩܲܛᾱᾁܭᾷ ᾐܩܥܶ Άܩܱιܦ Άܭᾊܭ ܲᾹܢᾨᾷܕ
ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ܲܡܱܢᾨᾷܕ ᾿ܲܧܪܸܙ ῀ܛ᾽ܬܲܦܢ ܢᾸܭ ܲܢᾨܕ ܲᾤΆܢᾷܡᾶܭ ܱᾶᾌܛܶ
ᾐܥᾹܕ ܱΆܪܛܲ ܑᾞᾰܛᾱܠܱܢܶ Άܩܱιܦ ܭᾊܭܱ᾿ ܑῂܢᾷܡܨܱܛ ܧܲܛᾱܠܱܢܶ ᾷܢᾨܕ
Άܐ ܲܥܲܛ ܫܸܛᾨᾷᾐᾰܕ ῁ܲܦܢ ܩιܥܶ Άܭᾊܭ ܠܭ ᾞᾷᾐ ᾙᾨܛ Άܢ᾽ܟܲܩ
῁ܲܦܢ ܧܩܸ ܑᾹܢܷᾨᾷܠܶܭ ܢᾐ ܑᾸܩܲܛ ᾙᾊܡܱܛ ᾽ܤܲᾹܥ ܱᾶᾌᾰᾁᾺܩᾓι
ܲᾹܫܛᾨᾷᾐᾞᾰܕ

ܤܱܪܲܧܛܸܭܑῂ

ܱΆܪܤܕ

ܱᾊܤܷᾙᾹ

ᾦᾰᾁܛᾨᾷᾐᾰܕ

ܱΆܪܡܱܛܲܬܭܲᾹܫܛᾱܠܥܱᾎΆܛ῁ܳܛܤܸܲܧܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ
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ιᾠܥܶᾺܭܸܨܢܐᾞΆܥܶ᾿ܲܢᾷܪܱܛ῀ܛ᾽ܬܱܝܷ῀ܛᾨᾷᾐᾰܕ῁ܲܦܢᾷܛܸܭܑῂ
ܱ᾿ ܑᾱᾁܧܦܸܧܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ᾦΆܛ᾽ܝܨܨܥܷ Ὰܨܛܣܧܝܲܭ ῀ܛ᾽ܧܱᾶᾊܥ Ὰܪܱܛܲιܥ
ܧܷܢܸᾨᾷܭܶᾦΆ ܑῂܛ᾽ܤᾹܦ ܛᾰܧܱܣ ܢᾸܭ ᾽ܤܲᾹܥ ᾐܠܲܭιᾠܥܶᾤᾺܭ
ܱᾌΆܭܷᾢܭ ܱᾌΆܭܷܱᾢܥܶ ܫܷܛᾨᾷᾐᾰܕ ܧܲܢܱ᾿ ܑᾺᾗܧܦܸܧܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ
ᾨᾷᾐܭܶ᾽ܑῂܤܲᾹܥܲιᾁᾺܢᾷܪܱܛᾰܪܸܛᾐᾲᾆᾰܠܲܭιᾠܥܶܪܸܲܣ᾿ܲܢᾷܛܬܲܦܢ
ᾶᾌܐܢᾸܠܛܱΆܪܤܕᾐܧܲܛᾱܠܱܢܶᾷܧܱܲܲᾗܝܐιᾠܥܶᾤᾺܭܛܲܢܩܸᾙ
ܱᾐܥܷιܢ
᾿ܱܝܨ ܛܬܲܦܢ ᾐܤܱܧܩܸܳ᾽ᾙܝ ᾨᾷᾐᾲܕ ܫ῀ܲᾤܢᾷܛᾰܬܭ
ᾨᾷᾐܕ Άܡܨܱܛ ܤܱܛܲιܢᾷܩܱιܦ ܱᾠܭᾐ ܑῂܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾺܩܸᾙܠܸܣ
ܱᾹܢᾐܢܱܠܥᾺܛᾁᾰܭΆܡܛᾰܪܑܧܲܩιܥ᾿ܧܲܧܲܩιᾂܠܓ

᾿ܧܲܩιᾂܠܓᾨᾷᾐܕ᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦܶܪܲܛᾱܐ
ᾨᾷᾐܕ

᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ

ܪܲܛᾱܐ

ܧܲܩܱᾹܢܷ

᾽ܤᾙᾹ

ᾦᾰᾁܛܱᾶᾌܩᾓι

ܪܲܝ

᾿ܠܓ ᾷᾐܤܸ ܲᾹܢᾨᾷܕ ܱᾞܭܶῂܘ ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛܱᾰܭܲܫܢܶ ᾿ܧܲܩιᾂܠܓ
ܤܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾺܛܸܭܱܲᾌܧܥܶܠܲܥܲᾺܩᾦΆᾁܛᾱܛܱܥ
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$VFHQGHU GHFHQWHU &RXQWHU &URVVEDU [KHLJKW VHULI ܷܱܥᾹᾠ ܘῂܱܶܭᾞ
ܕᾨᾷᾐᾰᾁΆ ܠܓιᾂܧܲܩᾢᾹ ܛܱܥᾱ ῀ܛᾁܲܩᾺܠܲܥᾺܥᾌ῀ܕ ᾿ܱܤܢܑ ܤܫᾸܘ ܢᾞ
ܕᾨᾷᾐΆܢᾹܥᾊܷܕܧᾨܢᾺܥᾌܢᾤΆܛܸܭᾺܥᾌᾷܢᾺܥᾌܢᾤΆܩܲܛܱܦܧܲܝܭᾐ

ܕᾨᾷᾐᾞ IRQW  ᾿ܪᾐ ܕᾨᾷᾐ ܛܸܭW\SHIDFH   ܕᾹܥᾐ ܘᾞ ܱܶܦᾷܕ ܢᾨᾷᾐᾰ῀ܛ
ܕᾶܦ ῀ܛιᾠΆ ᾁܲܩᾛᾌܘ ܫܸܛᾞ ᾁܲܩᾺܲܥܭ ܠᾊܭᾷܭ ᾿ܲܢᾊܦܸܭᾰܛᾺܥܠ
ܱܶܢᾁᾺܱܥᾁΆ ܕᾨᾷᾐ ܐ ῀ܛܛܸܭᾱܕ ᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ ܪܲܛᾨᾷᾐᾰܗ ῀ܛᾸᾐ ܶܥᾞΆ
ܱܲܲܥܛܱܧܛܸܭᾰܛᾺܥᾌ῀ܤܫ6HULI 2OG6W\OH7UDQVLWLRQDOܦιᾠΆ0RGHUQ6HULIV
ܓ ܭܸܧܲܛܐ   ܠܥ6DQV 6HULI  6TXDUH 6HULI (J\SWLDQ   6FULSW ܦιᾠΆ 
'HFRUDWLYH


ܘῂܱܶܭᾞ ܕ ܛܸܭᾨᾷᾐΆ ܓᾞܢܲܭ ܤܱܭᾙΆ ܛܛܸܭ ܛܱܧܷܥܓᾦΆ ܐᾱܪܲܛ
ܠܓιᾂܧܲܧܲܩᾢ᾿ܱܲܭܲܭܛܱܭܱܲܲܭᾰܛᾺܥᾌ῀ܤܫ

ܕᾨᾷᾐ ܠܓιᾂܧܲܧܲܩᾢ᾿ ᾌᾷᾐ ܕᾨᾷᾐᾞᾰܲܫܛᾹ ܫᾫܢ ῀ܛᾹ ܡܛΆ ܲܤܢ
ܕᾨᾷᾐܲܫܛᾹ ܑܸ ܲܫܭܶܠ/HWWHUVSDFLQJ  ܛܱܲܭᾦᾰܲܫܭܶܠܑܸ ܤܱܧܧܷܠܸܲܛ
/HDGLQJ  ܦιᾠΆ ᾽ܱܭᾷܸܛܢᾦᾰܲܫܭܶܠܑܸ ܤܱܧܧܷܠܸܲܛ

:RUG 6SDFLQJ 

ܭܸܧܲܛܐᾜΆܱܲܭܲܭᾰܛᾺܥᾌܲܛᾹܤܩ


ܕ῁ܲܦܢᾨᾷܲܢᾹܓ᾿ܱܫܛܛܸܭᾶܱܠᾁΆܲܝᾰ῀ܛ᾿ܛ

 ܐᾱܕ ܪܲܛᾨᾷᾐᾞᾰܱܥܷ ῀ܛᾹܠܓ ܩιᾂܥ ᾿ܧܲܧܲܩιܤܱܭܲܫܢܶ ܧܲܩ
ܛᾶܷܱܡܠΆ ܑᾹܸܢܥܷ ܠܱܥ ܛܱܦܡܨܱܛ ܦᾱܕ ῀ܛᾨᾷᾐᾲ ܲܝᾰ῀ܛ᾿ܛ
ᾗܱܲܢܢܱܧᾹܸܖܭܸܧܲܛܐܦιܥᾌܲܛᾹܤܩ
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ܢᾸܨܲܛ ιᾠΆܦ Άܨܱܛܗ  Άܨܛܫ ιᾠΆܦ Άܨܱܛܔ  Άܨܛܨ ιᾠΆܦ ᾿ܱܛᾰܡܸ ᾐ
ᾼܦܶ᾽ܲܧܓ ܲᾹܫܛܭܑܸ ιᾠΆܦ Άܨܛܫ ιᾠΆܦ Άܨܱܛܚ ܞ ᾨᾷᾐܕ
᾿ܱܤܢܑ ܱᾁΆܭܪܥ ῀ܛᾱܥᾺܬᾌᾷᾐΆ ᾁܥιܖ ῀ܛܝܸܱܲܭ ܲᾹܫܛᾨᾷᾐᾰܕ
ܪܸ᾿ܲܢܭᾤܧܑܫ῀ܱܛܶᾊᾔΆᾗܱܲᾸᾐܥᾺܢᾨܕܛܱܩܭܢ῁ܲܦܢ


᾿ܛܲᾰܝܲᾤΆܢܭ῀ܱܛܶܲᾤΆᾗܱܲᾸᾐܢܥᾊᾺܥᾺܫܸܛᾊܥܧܢܸܱ᾿ᾙᾸܤܲܢᾷܪܱܛ 
Ᾱᾠܝܶ ῀ܛܲܢᾼܝܶᾦᾰᾁ ᾲܛܲܢܢᾸܝ ܪܱܛᾞᾱܭ ᾿ܱܤܢܑ ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥιܖ
῀ܛᾌܭܶ᾿ܛ

ܪܥ

ܛܱܦܡܨܱܢܓ

ܱΆܪܠܲܭܱᾼܥܷ

ܧܷܪܷܦܱܨܝܷ

ܱΆܪܩᾰᾂܧܸܪܸܲܣܫ῀ܓܧܷܪܷܦܱܠܥᾺܧܱܲᾗ



ܱ᾿ ᾐܢܭᾨᾐܕ ᾊܥܲᾺܢܝܭ ῀ܛᾱܢ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܥᾨᾐܕ ΆܨܥΆܫܲܭ ῁ܲܦܢ 
ᾐܩܲܛܦܸܲܩܲᾹܛᾨᾱܘ᾽ܙᾹܠᾐܭᾌᾷᾐܥιܖܢܸᾷܥᾺܬΆᾁܠܲܫܛ᾽ܭܥᾊᾺܥ
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ΆܡܨܱܢܓܨܥΆܫܲܭ
ᾜΆܧܸܦܸᾹܢ

ܢܱܧܱܲᾗ

ᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܭܥιܛ

ᾜΆܢܸᾷܥᾺܬᾁ

ᾰܛܱܢܲܢ ᾗ

Άܠܲܫܛ᾽ܭܥιܛ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾷܛܱܦܧܱᾊ᾿ ᾆܣܲܫܭܶ ܛܱܥܲᾺܩᾐ ᾁܩܲܛᾌᾷᾐܥιܖ
ᾐܩܲܛᾌᾷᾐܥιܖܧܸܲܝιܧܲܢᾌᾷܥιܖܢܸᾷܛܱᾰܢܢܲᾁᾸܦ


῀ܛܳ᾽ᾫܢᾤᾰᾁܛܲᾰܝ

ܱܲܭ ܱᾹᾁܣ ܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܢܭᾨᾐܕ ῀ᾦᾰᾁܛᾱܭᾊܭ ܱܲܭ  ܑᾞܫܸܛᾨᾷᾐᾰܕ ῁ܲܦܢ 
ᾶᾌΆܭܷ᾿ܢᾌܥᾺܛᾰܦܸ᾿ܧܲܧܲܩιᾂܠܓᾨᾷᾐܕܲܩܱιܦᾷᾐᾰᾁܭᾊܭ
ܱᾹᾁܣ ᾦᾰᾁΆܛᾨᾷᾐᾰܕ ᾷᾐܤܸ ᾷᾐܦܸ ܲᾰᾁᾨܡܥ ᾞܘ Άܦܢᾷܓ 
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܛᾰܦܸ᾿ܧܲܧܲܩιᾂܠܓܭᾊܭܱܲܭ
Ᾱܠᾦܛ᾽ܪܭ᾽ܐ ῁ܲܦܢ ιᾠΆܦ ᾆܨ ܛܬܲܦܢ ܧܸܨܸܱܲᾸᾐܥ ܲᾹܭܲᾰᾁᾨܡܥ 
ܱΆܪܢᾌᾷܥιܖܧܸܨܸܱܲᾸᾐܥܲܢܲᾷᾐܑᾠܢܱܭܲܭᾸᾐܡܑܸ
ܛܸᾊᾰܭܠܣܢᾌᾷܥ᾿ܧܝܶΆܪᾚܡܸܱܝܨܲᾹܝܨܛܬܲܦܢܧܸܨܸܱܲᾸᾐܥ ܑᾺ
ܱΆܪܛᾌᾰܕ
ᾊܥᾹܢܑ

ᾷᾐΆܤܸ

῀ܛᾨᾷᾐᾞᾰܕ

ܲ῁Ὰܦܢ

ܲᾹܫܛᾱܠܱܥ

ܧܲܢ ᾗ

ᾫΆܛιܛ ᾰܬܸܲܦܢ ܲܩܲᾹܦܥᾺܬ᾽ ᾁܤܲܧܲܢܢᾸܝ ܪܱܛᾞᾱܭ  ᾊᾹܥᾺܛᾰܦܸ
ᾤΆܧܑᾫΆܫ῀ܱܛܶᾗܱܲᾸᾐ
ܧܷᾊܥܲᾹܧܨܸܱܲᾸᾐܥ῀ ܑᾺܛ᾽ܭܥᾺܦܸ ῀ܛᾨᾷᾐᾞᾰܕ ܧܲܢᾤΆ ᾗܦܷ 
᾿ܲܢᾷܪܱܛᾞᾱܭ ᾷᾐΆܤܸ ῀ܛᾺᾗܠܸܥ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܱܤܢܑ ῀ܛ᾽ܱܥᾺܦܸ
ᾜΆܦܸܲܩܲᾹܦܥᾺܬᾁ

ܨܸᾙᾊᾫ
ܲᾞᾰᾁΆܧܲܛᾱܬܭ

ܲᾰᾁܭܑᾺᾗ

ᾐܤܱܬܲܦܢ

ᾞΆܭܲܛᾱܬܭ

ܱᾌܢܶ


ܱᾹᾠܢܶ

ܫ῀ ܨܸܭܢܱᾠᾷܥܶ Ὰܛܸܪܓ ܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ᾐܧܱܲܥᾺܫ ᾐܤܱܧܠܸܱܛܶ
᾿ܲܛܪܓ ܲܤܲܡܛ ᾐܤܱܬܲܦܢ ܫ῀ܲᾜܛᾱܬܭ ܢܸᾷܭ᾿ܝܶ ܢܱܧܩܸᾰᾁܫ῀
ᾫΆܛܱᾰܛܱᾐܧܲܬܬܸܲܦܢ᾽ܤܲܧܲܢܢᾸܝܪܱܛ᾽ܲܢܕᾫΆܪ᾿ܝܶ᾽ᾸᾐܫܭᾤΆܦܷᾹܦܶ
ᾐܥᾺܦܸ᾿ܧܲܧܲܩιᾂܠܓᾨᾷᾐܕ῁ܲܦܢᾫΆܛᾊᾰܥܧܷܪܷܲܭᾊܭܱܲܭ῁ܲܦܢܬܸܲܦܢ
ܱᾊιᾁᾰܥᾹܧܥ

ᾐΆܭ᾽ᾷᾐܡܓ

ᾆᾰᾁܨ

ܢܑܸ

ܱᾁΆܦܧܲܝܭ

ᾫΆܛܲܦ

ΆܣܦܷܪᾹᾚܢܥ᾽ᾺܫܭܬܸܲܦܢܲᾷܤᾹܛᾐܫ῀ܓܱᾹܢ᾿ܲܧܛܸΆܣᾐΆܭᾞܭܱᾶᾌܛܶ
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῁ܲܦܢᾲ ܝᾙܧܱܢΆ ܫܭᾞΆ ܕᾹ ᾿ܲܢܥᾐܫܧܲܫᾫΆ ܫܭ ῁ܲܦܢ ܭܷܤܕ ܪܸ᾿ܲܦܧܗΆ
ܶܥᾠܢܭιܕ῁ܲܦܢܛܱܛᾨᾷᾐܠܓιᾂܪܸܲܣܪܸܧܲܧܲܩᾺܥᾌᾷᾐܷܱܭΆ

ܷܦιܷ῀ܛ῀ܱܛ

 ܱܶܛ᾿ܱܢᾺܧܲܥΆದܲܫܭܶܛܬܛᾛᾌܶܝᾹܸܤ
 ܪܑ῁ܲܦܢᾰܱܪܨܭܧܲܛᾠದᾙܝܱܨܢܨܭᾹܲܛܱܝᾷܧܲܢᾰܲܦܢܱܶܛದᾗᾐ᾿ܲܢᾢ

 ܕ῁ܲܦܢᾨᾷᾐᾞᾰܲܫܛᾹ᾽ܫܭᾲܲܝದܷܱܨܥᾙܸܦܱܨܑܭܶ᾽ܭܤᾹದΆܛܪܓᾷ
ܱܣܱܦܧܡܑܸ῁ܲܦܢᾌܢܲܝΆܨܥΆܑᾸܱܧܲܢ
 %DVLFV RI 'HVLJQ ದ QG HGLWLRQ ದ /LVD *UDKDP 7KRPVRQ ದ 'HOPDU /HUQLQJ
&DQDGD
 1RWHV RQ 7DPLO 2UWKRJUDSK\ ದ SX//, N$, DL MD HWF ದ 0DQL 0 0DQLYDQQDQ
WK,QWHUQDWLRQDO7DPLO,QWHUQHW&RQIHUHQFH.XDOD/XPSXU0DOD\VLD
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ATTITUDE OF TAMIL SPEAKERS TOWARDS TAMIL COMPUTING
R S Vignesh Raj,
Research scholar, Sheffield Hallam University, United Kingdom
Abstract
This paper deals with the ‘Attitude of Tamil speakers towards Tamil Computing’. It introduces
the status and position of Tamil and reiterates the importance of Tamil as a language to make
Tamil Computing more relevant. It explains the research methodology and presents an analysis
of the findings. Based on the findings, the paper makes suitable recommendations to ensure that
Tamil Computing thrives at least within the Tamil community.
1.1 Introduction
Language is not just a tool to communicate, it is the identity of a society, repository of
knowledge and forms the fundamental to succeed in any field. English language continues to
dominate the internet with over 55% of the internet content being in English. It is interesting to
note that native French speakers the number of whom is almost equal to that of Tamil speakers
but Tamil accounts less than 0.1% of the contents in the internet while little of 4% of the internet
content is available in French.1 There has been sincere efforts to promote Computing in Tamil in
the last few years but it is felt that understanding the ‘attitude’ of the end users and their interest
so as to add value to the contribution was more important. This paper discusses the result of a
research and makes a few recommendations based on the results in order to make Tamil
Computing more popular.
1.2 Status of Tamil and position of Tamil speaker
Tamil is the only official language of Tamil Nadu, one of the official languages in
Puducherry, Andaman Nicobar Islands and Singapore. It has Official and National status in Sri
Lanka. It is a recognised minority language in Malaysia, Mauritius, Reunion Island and South
Africa and it is possible for native Tamil speakers to learn and use the language in these
countries to a great extent. It is to be understood that the ‘Official Language Act 1976’ of the
Indian Union is not applicable to the state of Tamil Nadu.2 It is therefore expected that Tamil
should perhaps be the only medium of communication within the state. According to the 2001
census about 90% of Tamil Nadu speaks Tamil as first language.
2. Research Methodology
Since this research is about Tamils using the language on internet and technology, it was felt that
the most appropriate method to get responses from the users whose first or second language is
Tamil was via an online questionnaire. Since the objective was to evaluate the attitude of Tamil
users towards Computing in Tamil, social networking sites like Facebook was chosen to observe
the behaviour of certain groups and users. The first questionnaire was bilingual encouraging all
Tamils to participate regardless of their ability to read Tamil. The second and third questionnaire
was only in Tamil as it was felt that a participant must at least know to read the language in order
to make it more meaningful. The three questionnaire were open to the same audience and it was
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left to their choice. The participants were made aware of the DPA (Data Protection Act). A
consent from the participant was sought in relation to contacting them via e-mail if there was a
need to clarify or get to the next level to understand them. This research facilitated Tamils
regardless of their geographic location to participate and was targeted over an estimated 100,000
Tamils via networking sites. It was ensured to the maximum extent possible that only credible
responses were recorded and were taken into account for statistical analysis. A minimum of 30
response is required for statistical analysis and all the three questionnaires exceeded the
threshold.8
3. Result
The ‘IMY ]MXSY B¯{¢ BH~©’ research survey was entirely in Tamil and 100% of
the respondent had Tamil as their first language of which 82% were from Tamil Nadu and about
6% were from other Indian states. 80.73% of the respondents claimed they were extremely
fluent in reading, writing and speaking while 12% of the respondents said they couldn’t speak
Tamil without using English words but were able to read Tamil. To a question: ‘:uB¶t
IMYSY <|I 6RT ©Q_M 8¯tBYP¢?1 - ?}² ]I¾NX¢ 5=^IX ?ORºt ]I¾ 10 - <QX ]I¾’, about 5.36% said they didn’t
know anything in Tamil and about 50% of the respondents were either average or below average
in using the language. 33.90% of the respondents said they wouldn’t use Tamil in any of the
technological devices while 7.63% said they would use in all devices such as Mobile phone,
laptop, desktop etc. Mobile phone emerged as a most preferred device to use in Tamil. It is
observed that a vast majority of the respondents are unable to speak a sentence in proper Tamil
i.e. without using an English word in daily life. 95.89% of the respondent said they studied Tamil
in their own interest while a little over 50% said they spoke in English mixed Tamil with their
Tamil teacher. Close to 28% of the respondents use a foreign word to greet another Tamil friend
or person. Despite Tamil numbering system being made available in Tamil keyboards, over 80%
of the respondents had no knowledge.
‘Role of language in Technology’ to an extent helps in understanding the mind-set of the Tamil
people. 75.86% of the respondents agree that ‘proficiency’ in language is extremely important in
understanding technology. 80.65% agree that Tamils must have proficiency in Tamil in order to
further in the field of Tamil Computing/ Technology. 90.91% of the respondents are of the
opinion that if Tamil becomes the dominant language in business atleast in Tamil Nadu to begin
with and if learning Tamil had a monetary value attached to it, it could help the language grow
and sustain in other fields including Computing. 57.58% said they understand the technical term
‘recycle bin’ better than ‘M²SDYt_G’. 93.94% agree that if a language is not
encouraged and spoken within the community, it cannot find a place for itself in Technology- in
this case- Tamil. 54.55% are of the opinion that Tamil Nadu people will refuse to accept
monolingual (Tamil medium instruction with an option to choose a second language which may
not necessarily be English) education as practised in most European and Western countries.
100% of the respondents welcomed a compulsory Tamil Computing subject from Grade I to XII.
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100% of the respondents agreed that if Tamil did not grow in the field of Technology it could be
an irreparable loss to the Tamil society.
‘Tamil Computing Research survey’: 96.5% of the respondents rated their computing skills to
be average or above average and 36.48% of the 96.5% rated their Computing skill to be
excellent. Close to 80% of the respondents admit that they don’t bother to check if their device
support Tamil before purchase. 77.39% agree that Tamil needs to catch up with technology.
Little over 50% say Tamil is their most preferred language on social networking sites like
‘Facebook’ and ‘Twitter’. 86.58% are ‘waiting’ for technology to support Tamil so they can use
it. 52.88% of the respondents opined that any latest technology in Tamil would remain a distant
dream. 40.06% of the respondents hold the ‘attitude’ of Tamils responsible for the slow growth
of Tamil in technology, 34.29% hold the Government of Tamil Nadu responsible, 18.59% see
English as a major block in Tamil’s development, 13.78% feel Tamil language not being valued
or respected in other countries as a reason. About 41.67% feel all the above equally contribute to
the slow growth of Tamil in Technology. 87.50% were for a law that makes Tamil as a
compulsory medium education which must open employment opportunities in Tamil speaking
countries.
3.1 Analysis and findings
It is found that the majority of the respondents have unanimously agreed on two points:
a. Compulsory Tamil Computing module from Grade I to XII
b. They acknowledge that lack of growth in the field of Technology could have an impact
on the Tamil society.
A vast majority do realise the importance of the role ‘language’ plays in understanding
technology however, anecdotal references and observation suggests that a vast majority of the
Tamils favour English or undermine the potential of their own mother tongue. Languages like
English, French, German to name a few are seen more as ‘technical’ or a ‘must know’ languages
to be perceived as a ‘professional’ but for some reason choose to overlook languages like
Korean, Mandarin and Japanese that have managed to be largely monolingual societies and yet
leads the world in some of the leading technologies. All the above mentioned societies are
largely monolingual societies within their country. These languages are used almost everywhere
in their respective countries and remains the sole medium of instruction when it comes to
education. It must also be noted that most of these societies promote bilingualism and encourage
learning a ‘second’ language of their choice. It is rather bizarre that in Tamil Nadu and
Puducherry students ‘cheer’ when they don’t have to study Tamil as a language which is not only
the first language of most students but also forms a ‘linguistic identity’. Interestingly, Tamil is
the only Indian language that is more widespread (Official in three countries and officially
recognised in four countries that makes it a total of seven countries) despite less number of
speakers. On the contrary, 100% of the English students in England will know English and
would have studied English as a ‘language’ regardless of their first language.
A few participants were found to ‘alter’ the results by taking the survey multiple times. It is
worth noting their interest and eagerness to get the language to a certain standard but, it also
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reflects a manipulative attitude to ‘get to where it needs to be’ when it actually isn’t or doesn’t
deserve.
It was also observed that a vast majority of the respondents who chose ‘Tamil’ as the most
preferred language on social networking sites actually used ‘Roman’ script to convey their
thoughts. For instance: Vanakkam, nalaikki pakalam.4 For the purpose of this research, they were
rejected and were not classed as Tamil. Modern Tamil especially the spoken variety has quite a
few English words which suggest that the Tamils although largely bilingual are actually not
bilingual in strict sense. It is interesting to note that most Tamils use an English phrase or a word
to explain a meaning of a Tamil word. Example: Madikkanini –Laptop. It was also observed that
Tamils abroad (Strictly speaking United Kingdom) unite based on ‘language’ and not
‘Nationality’. This anonymous randomly selected UK based Tamil group on a social networking
site was observed over period of three months. The group was made aware that I have randomly
selected the group for my research but the group was not informed of the elements that I will be
observing. Out of about 83 posts/updates, only two posts/updates were in Tamil (2.3%). And
both these posts were on a day that is culturally significant to the Tamils. This shows that clearly,
English not Tamil is being used as a medium of communication within the Tamil community
abroad at least on social networking sites.
3.2 Limitations and further scope
This paper recognises the limitations in this research. It recognises the need to an
alternate approach like a face to face interview or an activity based research to verify the results
of this research and they are scheduled around Christmas 2014 or early 2015. It is acknowledged
that a strictly monitored and follow up on questionnaire is essential to get to the core of the issue
however, keeping in mind the population of the Tamil society, only a limited random sample can
be taken.
4. Conclusion and recommendations
The results of this research is more relevant to Tamil Nadu since over 82% of the
respondents were from Tamil Nadu. The result of this research indicates that an overwhelming
majority of the Tamil Community regardless of their geographic location have got average
computing skills. It is found that proper Tamil is hardly used even as a language of
communication within the Tamil community and a majority Tamils have an indifferent attitude
towards using their mother tongue in various fields including Computing. The unavailability of
Tamil keyboard is the main reason given by a majority of the Tamil users for not typing in Tamil
but in reality it is found that an overwhelming majority do not have the ‘will’ to type in Tamil
despite presenting them with alternatives. The research has to an extent exposed the ‘doublestandards’ towards the language. This paper recognises the importance of basic knowledge in
English language. The paper further highlights that Tamil is the only official language of Tamil
Nadu and Indian Union being a federal entity, it is recommended that Tamil Nadu Government
make Tamil as mandatory medium of instruction in all schools across Tamil Nadu with options
of choosing a compulsory second and an optional third language to promote and preserve a
multicultural identity. It is observed that medium of instruction plays a vital role in
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understanding the technical terminologies. This will also increase the numbers of people who
speak Tamil as a second language which could in turn help in gaining a prominent presence on
the internet and related technologies. The compulsory second language could be offered from
early years so a child can be expected to develop a ‘reasonable’ fluency in his 12 year
schooling.5 Since Tamil is a compulsory subject in Tamil Nadu, in the interest of largely Tech
savvy Tamil society, Tamil Computing needs to be introduced as a compulsory module. In order
to further appreciate the importance of language, a Tamil Proficiency Test needs to be introduced
by enacting an appropriate law. This must be applicable across all sectors in Tamil Nadu
especially for employment regardless of their chosen field or sector (Private/ Government). It is
also recommended that the Tamil Nadu Government enact a law along with stringent penalties
for violators to ensure only those devices that support Tamil fonts and keyboards are sold in
Tamil Nadu. In order to passively motivate everyone to learn Tamil, it is further recommended
that the Tamil Nadu Government make Tamil only signboards mandatory across all
establishments and impose deterring penalties including revoking the license for violators. If
these are implemented, it is believed that Tamil Computing will find takers within the Tamil
community and there could be significant change in the ‘attitude’ of Tamils. The research further
reveals that Tamil needs a more ‘holistic’ approach much more than the Tamils who usually
perceive it to be just a mother tongue or a language for communication with fellow Tamils. A
more vigorous approach towards the language is indeed required to promote Tamil Computing
within the Tamil community.
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2. http://www.rajbhasha.nic.in/golpcontent.aspx?t=endolrules (Last accessed: August 2014)
3. EFA Global Monitoring Report Carol Benson, Stockholm University (2005) Centre for
Research on bilingualism.
4. Colloquial Tamil by R E Asher and E Annamalai ROUTLEDGE, London 2002
5. Human Growth and Development by Chris Beckett SAGE, London 2003
6. Tamil language in Laptops, Selva Murali, Tamil Computing Conference 2013
7. Tamil Software and attitude of the people, Anuraj Shivaraja (Sri Lanka), Tamil
Computing Conference 2013
8. National Centre for Research Centre Review paper – Expert voice and early career
refection on sampling and cases in qualitative research- Sarah Elsie Baker University of
Middlesex.
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ܶܲܬܱܦᾰܨܢ᾿ܲܧܲܭ᾿ܛᾫܶܛ᾿ܧܲܧܲܬܱܦᾞܲܫܛܲܭᾹܥᾱᾁ
7KH5ROHRI&RUSXV$QDO\VLV7RROVLQ/DQJXDJH7HDFKLQJ 

'U$5D6LYDNXPDUDQ
$VVRFLDWH3URIHVVRU
+HDG7DPLO/DQJXDJH &XOWXUDO'LYLVLRQ
1DWLRQDO,QVWLWXWHRI(GXFDWLRQ 6LQJDSRUH 

ܝܶ ᾿ܲܫܛܲܬܱܦܶܛܪܓΆܶܛܱܧܲܬܱܦᾰ ܛᾞܢᾺܥᾌΆ ܪܱܛ ᾿ܲܫܛܲܬܱܦܶ ܪܲܝᾷ᾿ܱܢ
ᾙᾸܸܫܲܭܛܱܧܲܬܱܦܶܧܢᾱᾁܭᾐܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢΆܶܛܱܥܪܥ᾿ܲܛܪܓܲܬܱܦᾱܲܫܛᾤΆ
ܛιܲܥᾰܛᾺܥᾌܩܲܛᾐ ܛιܛᾺܥᾌܩܲܛᾐ ܶܲܬܱܦᾰܲܧܲܭ᾿ܛᾹ ܷܱܣᾰܛΆ ܛιܭܥᾞᾰᾁᾰ
ᾁܲܩᾺܲܥܧܸܲܬܱܦܶ ܠᾺ ܧܥᾹܱܥᾌ ܷܱܣᾰܛ ᾿ܲܛιܲܥᾰܭܷܛᾶᾌΆ ܕᾹܐ ܢܷܥᾁΆ
ܶܲܧܲܬܱܦᾹ ܑܪᾰܡܛᾷܸܢᾜΆ ܱܶܝιܫܛᾴܧܲܝᾷܸܢᾜΆ ܭιܲܩᾹ ܑܤܱܥ᾿ܧ
ܛᾞᾷᾐᾺ

ᾗܪᾺܱܥᾌᾺ

ܧܥᾹܱܥᾊᾢᾞᾸᾐ

FRPPXQLFDWLYH

IXQFWLRQ 

ܦܸܲܤܢᾺܥᾌᾷܲܢᾰ ܛιᾠᾰܱܶܛᾌᾺܥᾐ ܶܲܬܱܦᾰ  ܲܭ᾿ܛ/DQJXDJH WHDFKLQJ  ܱܛܐᾐ
ῂܱܭᾠ

ܛιᾠᾰܱܶܛᾌᾺܥᾐ

ܶܧܸܲܬܱܦᾺܥιܲܩᾰ

*UDPPDU

WHDFKLQJ 

ܛιᾠᾰܱܶܛᾌᾺܦܸܭܷܛܱܢܥᾜΆ

ܧܥᾹܱܥᾌ ܷܱܣᾰ& ᾿ܲܛRPPXQLFDWLYH DSSURDFK  ܶܧܸܲܬܱܦᾰ ܛιᾠᾰܱܶܛᾌᾰܛ
ᾙ᾿ܢ

ܷܭܸܢ

Ᾰܷܱܣᾰܛᾷ᾿ܲܢ

ܶܲܬܱܦᾺܠܱܥᾱ᾿ܲܫܛ

ܑܠΆܶܥᾠΆ

ܶܲܬܱܦᾺܠܱܥᾱܫܸܛ
ܥᾔ᾿ܭ

ܸܦᾺܢܷܥ

OHVVRQVWH[WV 



ܐᾁΆ

ܶܧܝιܸܛܱܧܛ

ܓᾞܱܭᾰܛᾺܥܘ ܠᾹ ܱܩV\QWKHWLF  ᾿ܪᾐ  ΆܶܧܸܲܬܱܦᾺ ܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷᾐܷ᾽ܱܭ
ܑܨܣܷ ܛܱܥ᾿ܧᾊܛ ܤܱܧᾞᾷᾐᾺ ᾗܪᾺܱܥᾊ᾿ ܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷܫܸܛ᾽ܠܱܢܶ ܧܲܢ
ܠܫ῀ܓᾰ ܱܢܧܲܛDXWKHQWLF   ܕᾹܥᾐ ܤܭܛᾷܭܷܫ῀ܱܛܶ᾿ܲܢᾶᾊܘ ܧᾞ ᾙᾰܧܲܛᾰ
ᾂܱܩᾁΆ

ܑܛ ܤܱܥ᾿ܧᾞᾷᾐᾺᾗܪᾺܥᾌᾷܢᾷܧܥ ᾿ܲܢᾹܥᾌᾷܫܸܛ᾽ܠܱܢܶ ܧܲܢᾰ ܱܶܛᾶܠ
ܨܢᾫᾷܫܢᾷܸܢ

&RUSXV 

ᾊᾺܛܱܧܠܸܥᾰܱܶܛᾶᾌ

ܸܦᾰܛᾺܥᾌܩܲܛ

ܶܲܬܱܦᾺܠܱܥᾱܩܲܝ ܫܷܛᾸܢᾐ ܕᾹܛ ܩᾞᾷᾐ ܢιܷܱܥᾐ ܷܱܪܷܦᾱܭ ܲܛᾞܩܲܛᾐ ܘᾞ
ܶܲܬܱܦᾰᾁ ܓᾞܱܭᾰܛᾺܥᾌܨܢ ܩܲܛᾫᾷܫܢᾱ ῀ܛᾷܫܢᾱܲܫܛᾹ ܧܥᾹܱܥᾊιܷܛιܥᾷ
ܦܢᾐ

ܑ᾿ܲܥ᾿ܧ

ܧܥᾹܥᾌܩܲܛ

ܱܦᾠܥᾌΆ

ܑᾰܛᾌܸܤܱܧܨᾐ

ܲܦᾹܨܢᾫᾷܫܢᾷܸܢ

HOHFWURQLF

ᾊᾺܛܱܧܠܸܥᾰܱܶܛᾶܠᾐ
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ܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢᾰ

ܲܭ᾿ܛᾰᾁᾺ

OHDUQLQJ

FRUSXV 

ܱΆܪ᾿ܩܱܶܭῂܕ ܢܸᾷܫܢᾫܨܢܲᾹܦ ܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ ܠܥᾺܛᾰܦܸ ᾿ܲܛܱᾰܣܑܷᾸ
ܢܷܥᾹܕ

ܱΆܪܛܱᾌᾰܛܶιᾠᾰܛ

ᾰܬܸܲܦܢ

ܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ

ᾦᾰᾁᾷܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ

ΆܛܱᾰܣܷܲᾹܧܨܸᾌܛܑᾰ
᾿ܲܫܛܛܸܭᾶᾌܨܑ

᾿ܲܧܲܭ᾿ܛܲᾰܬܱܦܶ


ܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ

ܢܸᾷܫܢᾫܨܢܲᾹܦ

ιᾁᾺ FXUULFXOXP  V\OODEXVܢܭܱᾰᾁܭᾞܓ ܫܸܛᾱܠܱܥ Ᾱᾠܘ ܱΆܪܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ
ܱᾹᾠܩܶιܦ ᾐܭᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ ᾿ܲܫܛܛܸܭ ܪܥ  GHVLJQ WH[W ERRN SUHSDUDWLRQ
ܲᾰᾁΆܭܲιᾠܧܥ ᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ᾿ܲܛܱᾰܣܷܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܬܸܲܦܢ ᾦᾰᾁᾷܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ᾐܭᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ ᾦᾰᾁᾺ WHDFKLQJOHDUQLQJDFWLYLWLHVܛܛܸᾊᾰܭܠܣᾊܨܣܷ

᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦܶᾢ᾿ Άܢܱ᾿ ᾙܩᾹܕ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܫ῀ܱܛܶιᾠᾰܛ ᾰܧܸܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ
ܫܸܱᾞܥܶ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܫ῀ܱܛܶܲᾸᾐܩ ܫܸܱᾞܥܶ ܲᾹܫܛܱιܝܶ ᾌΆܥᾺܛᾱܬܭ
ܱᾌܥᾠܭܷ ᾞᾷᾐܛ ᾿ܲܢܥᾹܕ  ܑᾞᾰᾁΆܛܱܧܡܸܲ ᾐܢܱܨܛ ιᾁܢܭ῀ܱܛܶܲᾸᾐܩ
᾿ܱᾊܥᾹܧܥ ᾦΆܛܱιܝܶܤܸܢᾠΆ ᾷܥܶΆܠܑ ᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ ᾿ܱܤܐ ܪܸ᾿ܑ
ᾞܘ ᾿ܱܝܶᾞܘ ᾤΆܦܷ ܪܸ᾿ܲܢܭᾞܢ ܦܷᾌܦ ܫܸܱᾞܥܶܲᾺܢܱܨܛ ܱᾐܥܑܷᾞᾰᾁΆ
ᾌܥܲᾰᾁܝܐ

ܪܸ᾿ܲܢܭᾞܭ

ܱܱܲᾹܭܷᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ

ܦܷᾌܦ

᾿ܲܫܱᾞܥܶ

ᾐᾶᾌܭᾞܭ ᾿ܱܝܶܲ᾿ XVDJH FRQWH[WV  ᾲܫܱᾞܥܶ ܪܥ Ὰܥιܖ ܲιᾁܢᾷܠܑ
ᾰܧܸܲܬܱܦܶ ܢܷܱܥܷܱ῀ᾦΆܛܶܲᾸᾐܩ ᾽ܭܥιܛ ᾰܫܸܱᾞܥܶ ᾞΆܭ ܥιܛܷܲιܢᾷܠܑ
ᾞܘܱΆܪ᾿ܕ᾿ܲܫܱᾞܥܶᾺܢᾸܕ᾿ܲܢᾷܠܑܢᾸܢܶᾸܕ᾿ܱܝܶᾞܘᾤΆܧܑܩܥܶᾺܨܭܛܸ
ιᾁܢܭ῀ܱܛܶ ܱܲᾸᾐܢܶ ᾷܛܱܦܢܱᾷܦܶᾌܘ ܱΆܣ ܢܸܥᾹܕ ᾐܫ῀Ᾰᾐܭ ᾿ᾢܭᾔܥ
ܲᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾌܒ ܫܸܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܛܱܧᾊܨܣܷ ᾿ܲܢܑ ᾐܩܲܛܱܲܲ ᾗܭܢܓ ܛܲܦ Άܫܢᾫܨܢܑᾷ
ᾌΆܥᾹܧܥ ᾫΆܛܲܦ  ܲ &RQFRUGDQFHUܭܠܸ ᾿ܬܱιᾇܝܶ ιᾁᾲܢܥܲᾺܫܧܲܝܲιܧܥ
ܪܸܧܝܑܶᾲ
ιᾁᾺܢܭ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷ
ᾌΆܥᾹܧܥ
ܪܲܝ
ܫܢᾫܨܢ
ܲܬܱܦܶ
ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܝܥܷܲ FRUSXVDQDO\VLVWRROV ܑᾱᾁᾺܩιܥ῀ܛܲܭᾞܛᾼᾫᾰܐ
ᾐܪ᾿ ᾐܩܲܛᾞܭ ᾿ܲܛܱ᾿ᾤᾰᾁ ᾞܝܶ ᾲܢᾸܕ ᾠܭܷ ܛܱܭܱᾐܥܶ ᾿ܱܝܶ ᾞܘ
῀ܱᾞܥܶ Ᾱܢ ܱᾞᾷᾐܥܶ ᾺܢܸܥᾹܕ   FROORFDWLRQ
ᾺܢܸܥᾹܕ

ᾐܩܲܛܱᾠܦ

᾿ܲܧܠܸܥᾊᾺ

Ᾱܢܕ

ᾐܩܲܛᾞܭ Ᾰᾐܡܑܸ

᾿ܱܝܶᾲܢᾸܕ

ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥܱᾠܦ

ᾐܩܲܛᾙᾊܫ῀ܱܛܱܶܲᾸᾐܢܶ᾿ܲܢܲܫܕ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܧܷܪܷܲܧܠܸܥܱᾊᾹᾊᾺܥᾹܧܥ
ܝܸᾲܥ ܱΆܭܷ῀ܱܛܶᾌᾷᾐᾰܕ ܪܸ᾿ܱܝܶ ܩᾹܕ ರܝܸᾲܥܱᾌᾰᾁᾺ ಯܛᾌᾷᾐᾰܕ
ܪܸܲܣܩιܧܲܝ ᾞܪܸܲܣܩιܭᾤܭ ܦܸܫܑ ܦܸᾆܥ Άܩܲܣ ܝܸᾲܥ ιᾁᾺܢܥᾹܕ
῀ܛܱᾞܥܶᾐ ܑᾺܩܲܛᾞܭ ᾿ܲܫܛ῀ܱᾞܥܶ ܪܥ ᾹᾔΆܕ ᾿ܢᾁܭܷ ΆܛܱܲܛܱܣΆܛܲᾱܝ
ܱᾹܢ᾿ܱܠܱᾶܛܶܲᾸᾐܩ ܢܸܥᾹܕ ᾐܩܲܛᾞܭ ᾿ܲܫܱᾞܥܶ ܤᾹܕ ᾿ܲܢᾷܠܑ ܢᾸܕ
ܲܬܱܦܶܩιܛ᾽ܭ᾿ܱܩᾹܕܪܸ᾿ܑᾙᾊᾜΆܫ῀ܱܛܶᾺᾗܱܲᾸᾐܧܸܲܬܱܦܶ᾿ܱܨܭܥιܛ
ܩᾹܕܝܸᾲܥ᾿ܲܫܛᾌܛᾌᾷᾐᾰܕܠᾶܛܳ῁ᾰܛܱᾐܧܦܸܛܱܢܢᾸܛܓܱᾊιᾁܥᾹܧܥ
ܱΆܪܛܱ᾽ᾰܥܱΆܪܛܱ᾽ᾰܥᾺܫܸܛܱᾌܥᾠܭܷ῀ܱᾞܥܶᾠܭܷ᾿ܥܱ᾿ᾢᾹܝܶ
Άܩܲܣܝܸᾲܥܱᾼܛܫܲܦ
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ܬܸܦᾰᾁᾺܩܲܥᾁܥ᾿ܧܭᾲܸܕ᾿ܝܷܥܝᾹᾠܑᾞᾰܩܲܛᾐ
ܖᾹᾸܢᾺܥᾲܸܝᾁܬᾸܑܸܧܸܢᾺܥᾊᾊᾰܱܩܲܛᾼ
ܥᾲܸܠܓܝΆᾗᾰܑܧܸܱܱܲܛᾸܢᾺܱܥᾌܥᾌᾷᾐܭᾐᾂܱܠᾐ
ܱܣᾹ ܱܝᾺܭܷܠܲܥᾶᾌΆ ܕᾹᾠ ܦܸܝᾷܥ ܦܷܱܪ᾿ܕ ܤܷܱܢ᾿ܱܢᾲܸܱܧܱܣ ܝܠΆ
ܑᾞᾰܩܲܛᾐ
ܱܛᾐܱܶܛᾌᾷᾐᾰܷܛܛᾙᾊܥܪܸ᾿ܲܭܧᾲܸܥܝᾲܸܛܱܧܝᾺܷܥᾆܱܩܲܛᾹ
ܥᾲܸܱܥܷ ܝᾁΆܣ ܢܸ ܨܸܭᾹܢܭ ܛܱܩᾰᾁ ܤܕᾰᾁᾺ ܥᾲܥ ܲܝܱܲܝᾲܸ ܲܝܱܲܝ
ܷܱܝᾠܱܢᾹܷܭᾶᾌΆ
ܶܛ᾿ܲܧܭᾌܑܸܛܱܧܦᾞᾰܩܲܛᾐܥᾲܸܝᾷܢᾶܱܛܶ᾽ܳܡᾶᾌܱܭ
ܭܸ῀ܭᾷܥ᾿ܱܢᾲܸܝᾺܧܥᾠܝܱܧܱܥΆܣܛܲܦᾹܑܛܱܩᾞᾰᾁΆ
ܑᾱᾁᾺ ಫܥᾲܸܝಬ ܕᾹ᾿ܱܝܶ ܩᾢᾹ ܱܶܥᾞܸܲܩ ܫᾸᾐܶܢܭ῀ܱܛιᾁ Ᾰܢᾲ
ܶ᾿ܱܝᾤᾰᾁ ᾙᾹܱܤᾤΆ ܲܥᾹܱܤᾤΆ ܸܱܝܶ ܩܲܛܦιܢܓ ῀ܛᾫܩܲܛᾐ ܕᾹܥᾐ
ܑᾱᾁᾰ ᾁܲܩᾺܠܲܥᾷܢᾁᾸܢᾐ  ܑܦܣ ܤܸܢᾰᾁᾰ ܱܛܪ᾿ܭܠᾐ ܨܢᾫܶ᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦ
ܸܦᾸᾐ῀ܫ1*UDPܕᾹܐܲܬܱܦܶܩᾼᾫᾰܛᾞܱܧܲܭᾁΆܘᾞܶ᾿ܱܝᾤᾰᾁᾺܭܷ᾿ܥᾠ
ܱܶܥᾞ῀ ῀ܛ:RUG6HQVHV ܑᾞᾰܲܛᾹܱܥܷܩᾐᾲܶܲܧܥ᾿ܱܝᾹᾠܭᾞܩܲܛᾇܪܸܬᾺ
ܱܶܥᾠᾷᾐΆ  ܢιᾁ ᾙᾹᾗ ᾿ܪᾐ ܲܥᾹᾗ ܸܪܸ᾿ܱܝܶ ܩܲܛܦᾺ ܱܶܥᾠᾷᾐΆ
ᾲܶܕ ᾿ܱܝᾸܢᾺ ܱܶܥᾞܭ ᾿ܲܫᾸᾐ῀ܫᾐ ܕᾹܧܲܩ ܢܸܥᾲ ܶܝᾼ ܢܷܭ1*UDP ܕᾹܩ
ܶܐ ܲܬܱܦᾼᾫᾰܛᾞܐ ܲܭᾁΆ ܑܸܢᾰ ᾽ܱܥ ᾿ܲܧܲܤܲܡܛᾰܲܛᾹܱܥܷܩᾐ ܣ ܛܲܦᾹܛܱܩᾺ
ᾗܱܲᾜΆ 

ܶܭ ᾿ܱܲܠܱܢᾞΆ ܱܶܝιܱܥܷ ܤܸܲܭ ᾽ܧܥܶ ῀ܛᾹܭܷ  ܭܸܩιᾠܸܪܱܛ ܦΆ ᾙιᾠ
ܕᾲܝΆ  ܭܧܲܛܐιܸܩᾰ ܱܛᾌܢܭιᾁ ܲܭᾁܛܲܢᾦܠᾹ ܑܸܡᾸܷ  ܢLQIOHFWHG ZRUGV 
ZRUG IRUPV   ܶܥᾞΆܱܥᾤΆ ܭᾞܲܛᾹܘ ܤܩᾞ ܑܶ ᾿ܱܝῂܱܭᾠ ܭ ܪܥᾊܭᾱ᾿ܲܫܛ
ܸܦᾜΆܷܱܥᾐܢᾔܸ᾽ܭܷܧܠᾲܶ ܪܸ᾿ܱܝURRW ܲܢܱܨܛᾲܶ ܪܸ᾿ܱܝOH[HPH 
ܥᾁᾷᾐᾺ ᾽ܱܥᾰᾁΆ ܠܲܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܤܸܩܲܢΆ ᾽ܫܭᾺܢܥιᾁᾲ ܱܶܝιܥᾁᾺܲܥ



PRUSKRORJLFDOSDUVHU ܑܪᾰܛܸܭܡܛᾲᾆᾊ 326:RUG&ODVV7DJJHU  ܷܱܥᾹܩ
ܛᾞܱܲܥܶ῀ܛܲܭᾐΆܧܥᾹܥᾌΆܭܱܢᾐܘᾞܶ᾿ܱܝᾢᾹᾊᾲܱܶܪܷ᾿ܱܝᾌܕᾷܤܸܢ
ܘᾌ᾽ܝܷ῀ܛᾸᾐܭᾸܱܢᾤΆᾸ᾿ܱܝܶܢᾢᾹᾊᾲܶܦ᾿ܱܝᾌΆܱܲܲܥᾷܧܲܩܢᾺܥᾌᾰ
ܡܛᾰܠܲܛᾺܥᾌΆ

ܕᾌᾷᾐᾰܱܛᾌᾰᾁ



ܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷᾐܷ᾽ܱܭ

ܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷܧܲܢ

ܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷܧܥ ܲܢᾹܥᾌᾷܱܪܢΆ ܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷᾐܭᾐ ܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷܧܥ ܢᾹܥᾌᾷܢᾺ
ܥᾌܩܲܛᾐ
ܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷ᾿ܱܤܲܢ
ܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷܢܸܧܲܢ
ܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷܢܧܲܢιᾁ
ܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷ ᾿ܲܢܧܲܢᾙܢᾢܱܝܶ ܧιܘ ῀ܛᾞ ܥᾔܭᾢ᾿ ܭᾞܷ ᾿ܱܤܱܧܦᾲܶ᾿ܱܝ
ܕᾱܶܛᾱᾁ
ܭᾸܲܢᾞᾰܩܲܛᾐ
ܕᾹܢܸܥᾰ
ܱܛᾌܱܢܷܭᾌ
ᾲܶ᾿ܱܝᾢᾹ
ᾊᾲܶ ܧܲܛܱܪ᾿ܱܝಯܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷᾐರ ܕᾹܢܸܥᾜΆ ܱܛᾌܩܲܛᾐ ܑܢᾹᾚܪΆ ܶܲܬܱܦ
ܛιܷܘ ᾽ܱܥᾞܱܶܪܷ᾿ܱܝᾌ ܕᾹܶܤᾹܓ ܤᾠᾺᾗ᾽ܝܷ ῀ܛᾸᾐ ܕᾺܥᾊܱܶܪ᾿ܧΆ ܭᾞΆ
ܕᾹܱܭ ܧܲܩ ܢܸܥᾼᾺᾗ ܑᾞᾰܲܛᾹܩᾐ ܷܦᾤΆ ᾲܱܶܧܤܸܲܭ ܱܨܧܥܶ ᾿ܱܝ
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ܱᾼᾺᾗܭ ܫ῀ܱܛܶܲᾸᾐܩ ᾜΆܢܸܥᾹܕ ܱܦܝᾲܕ ܱܧܠܸܧܤܸܲܭ ܱܧܠܸܨܧܥܶ
ᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܛܱܧᾊܤܠܓ ᾿ܱܩᾹܕ Άܝᾲܧܶܤܸܲܭ Άܝᾲܨܶܧܥܶ ᾐܩܲᾹܛܑᾞᾰ
ᾐܩܲܛܑܲᾞᾰܢܝܭᾫΆܛᾰܫܲܭܢܸ

ܧܸܲܢܱܨܛᾞܘܱᾶᾌܛܶᾰܫܸܛܱιܝܶܧܲܢιᾁΆᾗܛ῀ܛܱᾱܢܫܷܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦᾤΆܦܷ
᾿ܲܧܲܢܱܨܛ ܱᾰᾁΆܭᾞܓ ῀ܛܱᾱܢ ᾐܩܲᾹܛܱᾼᾺᾗ ܑᾞᾰܭ ᾫΆܫ῀ܱܛܶᾷᾐᾰܦܸ
ܫܷܛ᾽ܭ ܢܸܥᾹܕ ῀ܱᾞܥܶ ܤᾹܤܶᾹܕ ᾦᾰᾁܛܱιܝܶ ܧܲܢιᾁΆ ᾗܛ ῀ܛܱᾱܢ
ܱΆܪܫ῀ܱܛܶܲᾰܛܱᾰܭᾞܓܧܸܲܢܱܨܛᾞܘܱᾶᾌܛܶܲᾷᾐᾰܩᾁ

ܧܸܲܬܱܦܶ ܱᾐΆܥܷιᾁΆܛ ܱᾐΆܥܷܲᾰᾁΆܥιܛ ܱᾶᾌܛܶᾷᾐᾰܭܸ ܢܸᾷܫܢᾫܨܢܑᾷ
Ὰܠܱܥ ᾤΆܦܷ Άܛܲܢ ܛܲܦ ܱᾼᾺᾗܭ ܛܲᾰܥιܛ ܛιܛ ᾫΆܛܱܭܲܫܢܶ ܱᾫΆܢܲܫܕ
ܛܱܢܫ῀ᾔܧܥ ܲᾤΆܫܛܛܸܭ ܪܥ Άܫܢᾫᾷܨܢܱ᾽ᾰᾁ ܑᾷܭܷᾨᾐܕ ῀ܛᾱܛܢᾗᾷ
ܲܬܭ

ܲᾹܧܲܤܲܡܛ

ᾰܫܸܛܲܢᾼܝܶ

ܫ῀Ᾰᾐܦܸ

᾿ܲܧܨܸᾌܛܑᾰ

ᾜΆܦܸ

ᾙᾊᾜΆܧܲܩܛܱܧܦܸᾙᾨܢܷܱܥܷܩܲᾹܛܲܩ


ιᾁᾺܢܭᾰᾁܫܲܭ ᾿ܲܧܨܸᾌܛ ܑᾰܫܸܛܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ ܲᾹܢᾷܫܢᾫᾷܨܢ 
Ᾱῄܮܱᾥܝܶ ܱᾺܝῄ ᾢᾱᾰܕ Ᾱ ᾊܕܱᾞ῀ ಯܥܶᾹܦܶ ῁ܲܦܢ ܠܥᾹܧܥ
ܱᾁΆܢܥᾹܕᾹರܭܡܸᾼᾫᾷᾐܐܲ῁ದܦܢᾹܦܶܫ῀ܱܱܲᾷᾐܧܢ
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ܲܩܣܶ᾿ܝܶ᾿ܧܲܤܨܲܢᾷܪܑܪܱܛιܢ᾿ܲܛܪܲᾜܭ᾿ܛ
᾿ܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ῁ܲܦܢܲܬܭܲᾹܫܛܲܤܲܡܛᾰܠܸ


ܭ
ᾹܡܦᾆܪܑᾹܭܢܷܱᾆܭ
@ܱ>YDVBGHYDQ#KRWPDLOFRPܧܲܝܪܷܦ


ܨܸᾙᾹᾔ
 ܲ WDEOHWVܤܲܡܛ ᾰܠܸܱ᾿ ܥᾺܡܸܲܛᾞᾱܘ ܲᾹܧܩܸᾷᾐܛܠܔ ᾿ܭܛܢ



ܲᾹܫܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ᾿ܲܫܛܲܭᾞܛ ᾰܛᾰܠܧܛܸ ܩܱᾹܥܷ  ܲ VPDUW SKRQHܝܥܷᾹܩܲܢ
᾿ܧܲܤܨܲܢᾷܪܑ ܢ῀ ܑᾸܛ᾿ܲ῁ ᾓܦܢ ᾐܩܲܛᾞܭ ܱܲᾷᾐܛܲܢ ܲᾺᾗΆܝܱܭ ᾙΆܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ
῀ܛ᾽ܫܱܧܲܭ᾿ܛ

ܛܑᾞᾰ

ܱᾐܛܱܪܠܲܭܲܛᾱܢܲᾹܥ

᾿ܱܤܲܫܛᾱܩܱιܦ

 GLJLWDO

ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܠܱܛᾺᾗᾰܤܸ ᾙܩܥܶ Άܛܱᾰܭᾞܓܛܱܫܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦܢܸ ῀ܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ
῁ܲܦܢ ῀ܛܩܸܠܥ ᾿ܠܱܛܲܬܭ ܢ᾽Ᾰܠܱܢܶ ᾦᾰᾁܛᾱܩܱιܦ ܛܲᾰܦᾹܧܥܫܸܲܭ
ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܭܸܢܷΆܧܲܝܭᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ
ܛܸܲܢܥᾺܭᾊܭᾹܦܶᾹᾔΆܕܲᾺᾗܢܥ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ
ܱᾼܑᾞᾰᾁΆܦܭᾊܭᾹܦܶ᾿ܲܧܨܸܲܢܱᾌܢܶ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭܧܲܫܕᾐܥᾹܕ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ



ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛᾰܦܸܛܱܭᾐܖιᾁܢܭᾌܩܱᾼᾗܭᾁܪܑ᾿ܲܧܲܤ᾿ᾒܨܲܭܧܸܛܸܲܢܥ
᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ Ὰᾗܩܲܝ ܱᾞᾲܩܶιܦ ܲᾹܥܲᾺܢܥ ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ܦܸᾹܢ ܩιܦܤܛ  ᾓᾢᾹܢܲܛܱܛ
ܱᾰܪ᾿ܕ ᾿ܦܱܪ᾿ܲܩᾹܕ ῀ܛܲܭᾞܛᾰܫܢᾰᾁܧܑ ܠܥᾺܛܱܱܲᾰܧܢ ᾷܤܛܶܲᾺᾗᾰܝܱܭ
᾿ܲܫܛܲܤܲܡܛιᾁ ᾰܢ  ᾙᾊᾜΆܛܲᾰܝܱܭ Ᾰᾐܩܲܢ ᾷܫܸܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ܲᾤΆܫܛܲܤܲܡܛ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܫ῀ܱܛܶᾼᾐܝܶ Άܛᾰܩܲܭܨܢ ᾷܫܸܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ ܲᾺᾗܝܱܭ ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ܢᾸܛܓ
ܱᾹܢΆܭᾊܭܲᾹܦ ܢܷܥܱᾼ ܑᾞᾺܧܠܸܥܲιᾁ ᾊᾺܢᾷܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ᾿ ᾓܭᾊܭᾲᾆ
ܪܸ᾿ܲܧܛܸܲܦ ܱᾤΆܩᾹܕ ܛܸܲܢܥܲᾹܦ ܤܱܛܲιܢᾷܭᾊܭ ᾲᾆܪܸܲᾹᾕܦ ܭܷܤܕ
ܱᾐܥܷιܢ ܪܸܲܣܨܢ ᾷܤܛܶܲᾹᾕᾤᾰܦ ᾿ܲܥᾺܦܸܭᾊܭ ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ ܲᾔΆܥܑᾞᾺ
ᾱᾁΆܠ )'Ὰ 3ܕܲᾊܥιᾠΆܦ Ὰ H3XEܥܑ᾿ܲܩιܭᾐܫ῀ܲᾜܛܱܭᾞܓ
 Ὰ H3XEܥܑܲᾺᾗܢܥܠܥᾰᾁܪܸܲܣܨܢ
ܲᾺᾗܢܥܲᾹܦ Ᾱܩܲܢᾷܪܑ ܛܪܓ ܠܥᾰᾁܪܸܲܣܨܢ ᾐܥᾹܕ  Ὰ H3XEܥܑ



ܠܥᾺܛܱܲᾰܛܳܛܱ᾿ ,QWHUQDWLRQDO 'LJLWDO 3XEOLVKLQJ )RUXP#,'3)  ᾱܢᾷܩᾹܦ
ᾰܥܶܞܷ ῀ܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶᾁΆ ܑΆܐ ῀ܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ ܤܱܛܲᾹᾕᾤᾰܦ ܝܭܪܑ ܩιܠܛ
ᾜΆܫܸܛᾱܠܥܲᾹܦ ܩܱᾹܥܷ  ܲ VYJܞܲܭῄܕ  Ὰ JLIܕܗܲܞ  ܲ SQJܞᾹܕܲܥ  MSHJ
ιᾠܖ ᾜΆܩܸιܭܩܱᾹܥܷ  YLGHR

ܲܫܱܡܱܶܛ  ᾢ DXGLRܘ  )ODVK

ܱῃܪܲܥ

ᾐܩܲܛᾼܝܶᾲܛᾱܧܑܲܩܲᾹܧܠܸܢ
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 )'Ὰ $GREH3ܕܲᾊܥܲܥܱܠܷܲᾺᾗܢܥ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦܩιܠܛ
Ὰܥܑ ܱᾁΆܥܲᾺܢܥ ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ܩιܠܛ ܱᾞܩܶιܦ Ὰܕܲᾊܥ ܲܥܱܠܷ



ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ ῀ܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶᾐ ܑΆܩܲܛᾱᾁܫܲܭ  ܑᾐܛܱܭᾊܭ ܱιᾠܦ ܱᾞᾦᾰᾁܥܶᾹܦܶ
᾿ܦܱܪ᾿ܦᾌܦ

ܱᾌܢܷܧᾰᾂᾊܠܥ᾿ܧܝܶ

 SODWIRUP

FURVV

᾿ܲܫܛᾱܫܢᾱᾁܧܑ

ᾐܪ᾿ܭᾫΆܧᾼܝܶܳᾌܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܢܲܫܕܫܸܛᾱܛܠ᾿ᾥܥ
ܲᾺᾗܝܱܭ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ
ܢᾸܛܓ ܛܲᾰܝܱܭ ܫܸܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ܲᾤΆܧܲܤܲܡܛ ܲᾤΆܫܛܲܭᾞܛ ᾰܛᾰܠܧܛܸ



Ὰܫܸܛ᾿ ᾓܤܱܪܲܭᾊܭ ᾐ ᾲᾆܤܱܦܱᾐܥܷ ܪܷܱܢ῀ ܑᾞᾸܛ῀ܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ
ܛܱܦܝܝܷܲܭ  ᾙᾊᾜΆܛᾊᾰܥ ܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܢᾷܠܑ ܠܲܭ ܫܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ܩܷܱᾹܥܷ
ᾫΆܛܛܷᾢᾷᾐᾰܘ ܫܸܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ܛܱܦܛᾰܧܲܤܱܢ ᾿ܲܫܛܲܭᾞܛ ܱᾼᾌܨᾶᾊܐ
 ܲ H%RRN UHDGHUܭᾞܛ ܲᾺᾗᾰܝܱܭ ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ܛܲᾰܝܱܭ ῀ܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ᾐܩܲܛܲᾞᾰܧܲܢܝܭ
ᾰܛᾰܠܧܛܸ ᾐܪ᾿ ܲܤܲܡܛ ܧܲܭܲᾠܣ ܲܭᾞܛ ܲᾺᾗᾰܝܱܭ ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܭܸܢܷ
ᾐܩܲܛᾼܝܶܡܸιᾁᾷᾐܢܲܭᾞܛ
῀ܛ῀ܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶܤܱܛܲᾺᾗᾰܝܱܭ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ
῀ιᾠܭܤܫ῀ܓᾦΆܛܲܭᾞܛ ᾰܛܧܷܲܢᾷܨܲܥܪܲܝ ܤܶܛܶܲᾺᾗᾰܝܱܭ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ



ܱΆܪܡܱܛܬܷܳܛᾰܩܸιܭܪܲܝ


ΆܫܢᾰᾁܧܑܲܭᾞܛܲᾺᾗᾰܝܱܭ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ
ᾰܛᾰܠܧܛܸ ܲᾤΆܫܛܲܤܲܡܛ ܫܸܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ܠܥᾰᾁܪܸܲܣܨܢ



ᾷܩܸιܭܑ ܱΆܭܷܲܩ ܢܸܭᾌܥᾹܧܥ ܲᾺᾗᾰᾁᾺܝܱܭ ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ܲܭܲᾠܣ ܲᾤΆܫܛܲܭᾞܛ
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 Ά HERRN UHDGHUVܫܢᾰᾁܧܑ ܲܭᾞܛܲᾺᾗᾰܝܱܭ ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ܛܧܷܲܢᾷܨܲܥ ܲ᾽ᾷᾐܭܢ
ᾷܛܱܥᾺܩܲܝ ܩܷᾹܛܶܲᾺᾗᾰܝܱܭ ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ܭܑܸ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾰܠܸܲܛ ᾿ܲܧܢܸᾸܝ
᾿ܲܧܢܸᾸܝ ܥιܛܷܲιܢᾷܥܲᾞᾺܭ ᾽ܫܱܤܧܥ  ܱᾁΆܫܛܲܭᾞܛ ܲᾺᾗᾰܝܱܭ ܠܥᾺܛܱܱܲᾰܧܢ
ܱΆܪܡܱܛ᾿ܲܧܡܸܭܠܩܸιܭܪܲܝ῀ιᾠܭܱΆܪܫ῀ܱܛܶܲᾰܛܱᾱܭܩܸιܭ
ᾢܧܝܶᾫΆܢܓܛܱᾰܭᾞܓܪܸܲᾹᾕܦ



 ᾽ %RRN&UHDWRUܠܧܷܱܲܲܛᾫΆᾗᾰܢܓᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦᾦᾰᾁΆܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ
ܛᾰܭᾞܓ ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ ܧܲܫܕ ܛܲܦ  ᾽ %RRN &UHDWRUܠܧܷܱܲܲܛ ᾗᾰ



ܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ᾺܧܸᾢܧܝܱܶᾁΆ ܑᾲܧᾢܧܝܶ ܧܱܲܲᾰᾁܤܲܡܛ ᾰܠܸᾼᾜΆ ܝܶܛܸܭ
ᾌܥᾌܒ ᾿ܲܫܛܲܡܥܱᾰᾁΆ ܑᾌܭᾞܓ ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ᾦΆܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ ᾦΆܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ᾷܛܱܪܲᾹᾕܦ
ܗ

ܱᾠܭῂ

ᾫΆܛܲᾰܝܱܭ

ܲܬܭ

ᾐܩܲܛܲᾰܫܥܱᾼᾺܭ
῀ܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ

ܢᾌᾷܥܲᾺܫܭܶ

 L%RRN

ᾗᾰܗ

ܤܸܩܲܢᾷܛᾰܐ

ܭܸܠܥᾺܛܱܱܲᾰܧܢ

ᾫΆᾙᾊᾜΆܛܲᾰܥܲᾺܢܥ ܲ᾿ L%RRNVWRUHܛᾱܠܲܛܲᾹᾕιܦ
ܲιᾁܢᾷܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ܠܸܥᾞ ᾊᾺܘ  %RRN &UHDWRU

᾽ܠܧܷܱܲܲܛ ᾗᾰ



ܲܭ᾿ܛܤܱܫܲܭܫܲܫ῀ܥܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥᾺܢܑܸᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܢᾞܛᾰܛܱܧᾢܧܝܶܢᾸܛܓ
ܫܸܛᾱܠܲܢ ܱܱܲᾺᾗᾷܧܢ ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ᾐܪ᾿ ῀ܛܲܡܥ ܑᾌܤܱܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ
ᾜΆܥܸᾺܦܸܠܛ ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ܠܥᾺܛܲᾰܧܡ᾽ܲܣ ᾢܧܝܱܶΆ ܑᾲܪܫ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷ
ᾹܠᾷᾐܨܲܢᾸܢ᾽ ᾙᾨ ᾆܫܱܢᾨᾷܕ ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ܭܸܠܱᾶܛܶ ᾜΆܧܸܥᾺܦܸܭᾊܭ
ܢᾸܕ ܭܸܠܥᾺܛᾌᾰܢܶ᾽Ᾰܢܷ ܱᾠܭᾫΆ ῂܛᾌᾰܢܶ᾽Ᾰܢܷ ᾷܥܸᾺܦܸܭᾊܭ
᾿ܲܢᾷܠܑ
ΆܭᾊܥᾨᾷᾐᾺܕ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܛܑᾞᾰ
ᾐܪ᾿
῀ܛᾱܠܥᾺܛᾰܪܑ
᾽ܱܭᾼܝܶᾜΆᾙᾊᾫܢܸܥᾹܕᾶᾌΆܭܷܠܥᾺܢܲᾠᾷܣܪܸܲܣ
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ܩܱιܦ

ᾁܩܲܥᾺܠܥᾺܛܲᾰܥܲᾺܢܥ

ܠܥᾺܛᾰܦܸܭᾊܭ

Ὰܧܸܭܸܫ

ܩܸᾞᾙܘ

ᾫΆܛܱᾰܢܱܲܥܶ Ὰܛܱܦܢܱᾷܦܶᾌܘ ܲᾛᾌܫܭܶ ᾌΆܥᾺܡܱܛ ᾿ܲܧܨܸܲܢ ܱᾐܪܧܑ
ܱܧܷܭܸᾨᾷᾐᾞܕ ܲᾤΆܧܛܸܭ ܢᾸܕ ᾠܭܷ  ᾙᾊᾜΆܦܷᾌܦ ᾫΆܛܱᾰܢܲܩܲܝ ᾐܪ᾿
ܱᾐܪܧܑܩܱιܦܱܧܷܧܸܭܸܫᾹܢ


Άܪ᾽ ᾚܠܧܷܱܲܲܛ  ᾗᾰܧܷܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ  ܲ L3DGܤܲܡܛᾰܠܸܲᾹ ܫܲܥᾺܐ

ܨܡܱܛܶܲᾰܫܭܶ ܥܸܲᾺܢܥ ܢᾸܩܲܝ ܲᾤΆܭᾊܭ  )'Ὰ 3ܕܲᾊܥ ܲᾤΆܭᾊܭ ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ
 ᾽ L%RRN $XWKRUܢᾨᾷܕ ᾗᾰܗ ιᾠΆܦ  ᾰᾗᾰ 0DF%RRNܦܶ ιᾁܢܑ ᾙᾊᾜΆ
᾿ܲܧᾢܧܝܶ᾽ܠܧܷܱܲܲܛᾦΆᾗᾰܛܲܢܝܭܤܸܢᾌΆᾷܥᾺܡܱܛ᾿ܲܢܑܪܸ᾿ܲܧܭܸܢܷ
ᾐܤܱܦܱᾐܥܷᾢܧܝܑܶᾲܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦܪ᾿ܣᾞܘܱᾤΆܠܲܭܱܪ᾿ܑ

ܥܶܗܲܬܭܠܸ L3DG ܥܶܗ ᾽ %RRN&UHDWRUܠܧܷܱܲܲܛᾗᾰ
ᾢܧܝܶ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦᾌΆܥᾺܛܱᾰܭᾞܓܩܷᾹܛܶᾰܠܸ L3DG 


Ᾱ ಫᾁᾠΆܠᾦܛᾱܠܥᾺܡᾶܭ ܤܱܛܬ ܛܲܦ ܨܸܭ ᾽ܭܧܱܲܥܶ ᾿ܢ᾽ ᾙܭܲᾠܝ

Άܧܦܝιܢ ᾿ܲܫܛܲܭᾞܛ   L3DGܥܶܗ Ὰᾗᾰᾁܦܸܭᾊܭ ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ܧܲܛᾱܠ Άಬܛܝܱܭ
᾿ܲܫܛᾱܠܲܦܲܣ ܪܲܝ ῀ܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ᾁΆܐ ᾽ಬܠܧܷܱܲܲܛᾐ ಫᾗᾰܥܲᾺܛܭ ܪܸܲܤᾙᾹ
ᾫΆܛܲᾰܝܱܭ Άܪᾗᾰ L%RRN  ᾚܗ ܭܸܠܥᾺܛܲᾰܥܲᾺܢܥ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܛᾰܦܸܭᾊܭ
ᾫΆܛܲᾰܦܝܷ

 L%RRNVWRUH

᾿ܲܛᾱܠܲܛܲᾹᾕιܦܗ

ᾫΆܥᾔᾺ

ܤܱܧܲܢ᾽ᾷܣܷ ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ᾰܧܸᾢܧܝܶ  ܩιܦܝܭܪܑ

ᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܥᾶܣ

᾿ܝ Ᾱܢܑ ᾐܩܲܛᾙᾊ

ܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ῀ܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ܢܸܛ ܲᾠܝᾴܤܲᾹܝ ܤܱܛܬ ܢܲᾁᾸܦ ᾽ᾫܡ῀ᾦܓ
ܤܸܢ

ܠᾞᾂܦܶ

ܱᾌܫܷܛܲܬܱܦܱܶᾹܥܶ

῀ܛᾱܛܝܱܭᾁᾠΆ

ᾙᾊᾜΆ

ᾌΆܥᾺܛܲᾰܥܲᾺܢܥܲܤܑ῀ܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦܧܲܛᾱܠᾹܠᾦܛᾱܠܥᾺܛᾰܪܑ
῀ܛᾱܩܱιܦܛܲᾰܦᾹܧܥܫܸܲܭ῀ܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ
᾿ܲܛܪܲᾜܭ᾿ܛ

ᾰܫܸܛᾱܩܱιܦ

ܛܲᾰܦᾹܧܥܫܸܲܭ



῀ܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ

Ὰܩܸιܭ ܱᾐܧ ᾙᾊܛܲᾞᾰܢᾞᾷܛ ܠܥܱᾠܦ ᾿ܲܢܥᾹܕ ܤܫ῀ܲᾜܢᾌᾷܥιܖ
ᾰܩܸιܭܪܲܝ᾿ܲܫܛᾂᾠܩιܥܶᾺܛᾰܠܸܲܛܱᾐܥܷܱᾰᾁΆܣܷ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܡܱܛܷܠܥᾸᾐܨܥ
ܱΆܥܷܱᾶܛ
ᾙᾊᾜΆܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ῀ܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ῀ܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐܫ῀ᾙܭ᾽ܐ

x

ᾐܩܲܛᾁᾰܭܲܬܭܠܥ᾿ܧܝܱܶᾼᾲܦܪᾞᾬܛ᾿ܭܛܢ῀ܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ᾿ܲܧܩܸܥᾁᾺܭ

x

ᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾫΆܛܱܭᾊܭ ܱιᾠܦ ᾦᾰᾁܛ᾿῀ ᾲᾆ ᾓܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ
ᾐܩܲܛᾫܢܓᾫΆܪ᾿ܝܶᾸᾐܠܛᾰܫܸܛܪܸ᾿ܕܲᾹܥܲᾺܝܱܭ

x

ܭܸܫ ܲᾹܭᾨᾷᾐᾞܕ
ᾐܩܲܛᾼܝܶܛܸܭ

x

ᾫΆܛܲᾰܧܡ᾽ܲܣ

ܢܸᾷܝΆܭܲܫܢܶ

ᾫΆܩܱιܦ
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ܛܸܭ

ᾫΆܩܥܶ

῀ܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ

ܱᾐܥܷιܢ

῀ܛᾱܛܪᾓ

ܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥ

x

Άܪܱܛ ᾠΆܥܶΆܠܑ ᾿ܲܩιܭ ῀ܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ῁ܲܦܢ ܲܤܑ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾼܝܶ
ܱΆܪܤܕܪܸ᾿ܲܦܨᾁᾑܭܶ
᾿ܭܛܢ ܛܱܢܲܫܕ ܛܲܦ ῀ܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ  ܲ YLD K\SHUOLQNLQJܬܭ ܲᾱܛ᾽ᾢᾱܥᾺܗ
ᾐܩܲܛܱܭᾐܖܢᾌᾷܥᾺܨܲܢᾷܥᾺܛܱܫܛᾫܨܢ

x

᾿ܲܧܛܸܲᾌᾰᾂᾠܥܲᾺܩᾁܤܪ᾿ܭܠܥ᾿ܧܝܶܲܬܭܲᾹܫܛܲܤܲܡܛ῀ܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ

x

᾿ܲܫܛܲܭᾞܛ ᾰܛᾰܠܧܛܸ ܩܱᾹܥܷ ܲܤܲܡܛ ᾰܠܸܲ ܝܥܷᾹܩܲܢ ܭܸ
᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ᾿ܠܲᾹܛ ܱܛܕ ܤܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛᾰܦܸܭᾊܭ ܛܱܭᾐܖ ιᾁܭᾱᾁܪᾗ
ܲܭᾞܛܲᾺᾗᾰܝܱܭ
ᾐܩܲܛᾫܢܓܲᾰᾁܝιܧಬᾙܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ᾿ܭܛܢܦܸᾆܥܱᾌಫܥᾹܧܥ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ

x

᾿ܲܧܲܭᾞܛ ܨܷܘ ᾜΆܫܸܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ᾷᾐܤܸ ܦܸܲᾹܦܤܛ ܲᾹܫܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ
ܱΆܪܪ᾿ܝܱܶᾶᾌܛܱܶᾤΆܤܱܦᾶᾌܭܷᾱᾁܕᾷᾐܭܸ᾿ܲܛᾱܠܲܛܲᾺᾗᾰܦܝܷ

x


ܨܸᾙᾊᾫ

᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ᾿ܲܭܫ ܛᾰܢᾷܠܲܥܲᾺܩ῀ ᾁܛᾱܩܱιܦ ܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢ ᾷܢܑᾸ
ܗ ܤܱܧܲܭᾞܛ ᾰܛᾰܠܧܛܸ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾼܝܶ ܲᾺᾗܫܛᾱܥ ᾞΆܥܶ ܲιᾁΆܢᾷܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ
ܱᾐܥܷιܢ ῀ܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ῁ܲܦܢ ܠܥᾺܛܲᾰܝܱܭ ܦܷᾌܦ ܲܬܭ  ܠܸ ܥܶ
῁ܲܦܢ᾿ܱܤܢܑᾐܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛ᾽ᾰܝܷ῀ܛᾨᾷᾐᾞᾰܕ῁ܲܦܢܲᾤΆܫܛܲܭᾞܛܱᾼᾌܨᾶᾊܐ
ᾤᾰᾁܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾿ܩιܛ ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥιܖ ܪܸܲܣ ܱܲᾰᾁΆܛܲܢ ܲᾺᾗΆܝܱܭ ܲᾹܫܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ
ܩܸᾐܫܸܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܱܬܲܦܢ᾿ܲܧܪܸܲܣܩܲܛᾹܕᾫܩܸᾰᾁܛܲܦ῀ܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ῁ܲܦܢܢᾸܛܓ
ܢܱΆܑᾸܪܛܱ᾽ᾰܥ᾽ܲܢܕܤܕᾰᾂᾌΆܢܸᾷܭ᾽ܐܱᾰᾁΆܭᾞܓ῀ܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦܱܢܱ᾽Ᾰܝ
ᾰܢܸᾷܛᾰܔܧܲܢܱܥܷܲᾺᾗΆܫܛᾱܥᾙΆܛܱᾰܭᾞܓܲᾹܫܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ῁ܲܦܢ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܩܱιܦ
ܱᾰᾁΆܭᾞܓ ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ῁ܲܦܢ ῀ܛ᾽ܫܭ᾽ܱܤᾹܢ ܩܱܦ ܪܸܲܣ ܑᾸܪܸ᾿ܲܭܨܡܱܛܶ
ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܟܲܡܛ ܢܲᾸܩܝܶ Άܥܲᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܠܱܛܱᾌܥᾌܒ ᾿ܲܢᾷܠܲܢ
ܱᾰᾁΆܭᾞܓ ῀ܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ῀ܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܱܬܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܧܲܝιܧܱᾌ ᾂᾌ ᾙܥܷᾺܬܸᾷᾐܘ
ܱᾰᾁΆܭᾞܓ῀ܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ῁ܲܦܢܢܱᾼᾸܭΆܨܢᾷܛܪܓ ܱΆܪܫ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷ ܢܸᾷܠܲܢ
ܱᾼᾺᾗܭ
ܱᾐܥܷιܢ
᾿ܱܢܫ῀ᾌܥιܖ
᾿ܲܧܩܸᾙܛᾰܢ
῀ܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ
ܢܱ᾽Ᾰܝ ܲܬܱܦܶ  ܱ᾽Ὰᾗܥܲ᾽Ὰܢܕ ܱܲᾹܫܱܧܨܸᾌܛ ᾐܥᾹܕ ᾽ܭ῀ܱܛܶܲᾰܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ
Ᾱܠᾜܡܸ῀ ᾐܛ᾽ܣ᾿ᾤܭ ܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ῀ܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ ܱιᾠΆܧܲܡܥ ᾿ܲܫܛܩܸᾐ
ܢᾸܛܓ ᾤᾰᾁܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾿ܩιܛ  ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܠܱܛ Ὰᾗᾰܤܸܲᾰᾁ ᾙܝιܧ ᾙܧܛܸܢܑᾷ
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ܢܱ᾽ᾸܝܩܸᾫΆ ᾐܡܱܛ Άܩܱιܦ ܦܸܪܸܲܣ ܩܲܛᾹܕ ᾫܩܸᾰ ᾁܛܲܦ ῀ܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ῁ܲܦܢ
ܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ಫܧܛܸܢܲᾹ ܑᾷܫܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ ᾫΆܩܥܶ Άܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ῀ܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ῁ܲܦܢ
᾽ܫܱܧܨܸᾌܛ ιᾁᾰܢܥᾹܕ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܛܲᾰܫܤܪܥ ܢᾁᾸܢ  ᾿ಬܠܛܶᾰܤܦܶ
᾽ܱܩܲᾹܛܬܸܲܭ
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ܭ῀ܛܲܝܥܷ᾿ܝܶ
ܥܤܱܪܲܧܱܭ
ܐ῀ܛ᾿ᾓܠܱܥ
ܥᾙΆܛᾰܐ
ܱᾌΆܥᾹܧܥ
 7H[WERRNFUHDWLRQWKURXJK0RELOH3KRQHDQG,QWHUQHWPHGLD

ܲiܦᾆܪܤܢܥܶ᾽ܭܤܸᾹ ᾙܦܱܨܲܛܤܱܞܱܣ᾽ܭܤܸᾙ
ܱܲ᾿ᾥܛᾰܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥᾹܝܱܢܲܢܨܱܥ᾽ܭܪܸܢᾷܩܸܲ῁ᾷᾐܦܢ

᾽ᾥܥΆܨܥܶ᾽ᾥܥᾁᾞΆ
Άܪܝܷܱܲ᾿ᾥܛ᾽ܲܫܛܦܱܢܨܱܝ᾽ᾯܧܱܲܲܝܱܨܥܷܲᾺܭܢܓi


Άܛܲᾜܤܲܡܛ ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ᾽Ᾰᾐܫܭ ܲᾜΆܤܲܡܛ ᾤΆܧܲܭܲܩ ῀ܱܣܱᾦᾰᾁܣ
῀ܛᾱܤܢܱܝ ܲܝܥܷ᾿ܝܶ ܲᾫܩܡ῀ ᾒᾶܛܲܤܲܡܛιᾠ ᾒᾶܥܶΆܩܱιܦ ܪܸܲܣ ܩᾹܕ
ᾼᾐܝܶᾲܬܕ ιᾠܥܶ ᾪᾠܢܸᾷܫܭ ܲᾹܬܲܦܢ  0LFUR &RPSXWHUV 6PDUW 3KRQHV
ܤܱܧܧܷܠܸܲܫܛᾰܦ ܧܲܭܱܫܛܪܓ ܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ ܩᾹܕ ܥܷܗ ܱᾹܥܷܗ ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ
ᾜΆܤܸܲܢᾷܛܱᾰܢ ᾞΆܥܱܶܦ ᾿ܦܱܪ᾿ܦᾌܦ ܱᾌܢܷܭᾌᾷᾐܥιܖ ܤܸܲܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ
ܱᾰᾁܭ᾿ܝܶ ܛܱܧᾊܥᾊᾺܥ ܲܤܲܡܛ ܧܷܠܸܲܫܛᾰܦ ᾷᾐܦܱܨܲܛ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭܲܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ
᾿ܲܧܛܸᾤܝ  ܲ ODSWRSܤܲܡܛᾊᾰܦ ܩܲᾹܛᾞܢ ᾆܨ  ܑᾹᾠܭܸ ܱᾤΆܢᾸܭ ιᾠܥܶ
᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ᾿ܲܭܫܢᾸܕιᾁܢܥᾊᾺܥܲιᾁܢᾷܠܱܥᾺܤܸܢ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
 HQWHUWDLQPHQW

ᾫΆܛܱܦܝܱᾰᾁ Άܥܷܱᾨᾐܥܶ ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾨܕ ᾼᾫܐ ᾹᾔΆܕ

ᾫΆܛܱܛܲιܢᾷܩܱιܦܱܲܥ ܲᾺܢᾼܝܶ ᾊܤܠܓ  ᾫΆ IDFHERRN WZLWWHUܛܱܛܲιܭܲܢܥᾞᾷᾐᾺܛ
᾿ܥܸܱܦܶ ܱᾤΆ ܑᾹᾠܢ᾽Ᾰܫܭ ᾤΆܦܷᾹܦܷ ᾙΆܧܡܑܸ ܲᾜΆܤܲܡܛ ܠܥᾹܧܥ
ܢܸܭᾞܭιᾠܥܶΆܠܑ Άܛܲܢ ܱᾰᾁܭ᾿ܝܶ ῀ܛܲܝܥܷ᾿ܝܶ ᾌΆܥᾺܤܕ ܱᾹܥܷ
ܱΆܩܷܲᾹܛ᾽ܡܓ
῀ܛᾱܠܱܥ ܤܱܪܲܧܲܬܭܧܡܑܸ  ῀ DOUHDG\ LQSXWܛᾱܠܱܥ ܩιܥܶᾺܧᾼܝܶ ܳᾌܫ῀ܓ
 LQWHUQHW
ܲ᾿ JRYHUQPHQWܫܛܲܤܲܡܛᾊᾰܦ ᾌΆܥᾺܨܢ ᾿ܲܥ᾽ܱܝ ᾆܨ ᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ιᾠܥܶᾺܧᾼܝܶ

ܳᾌܫ῀ܓ

῀ܛᾱܠܱܥ

ܧܱܲᾁᾺᾗᾰᾁܭ

ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ

 ODSWRS

)'ܲ᾿ 3ܥܱᾺܛܷᾰܠܥ ᾦΆܛᾱܠܱܥ ᾷᾐᾺܤܸ ܱᾤΆܥᾞΆܥܶ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾠܥܶᾺܛᾱܬܭ
ᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾠܥܶᾺܛᾱܬܭ ᾿ܲܫܛܱᾺᾗᾰܛܷ ܡܨܱܢܱܝ ᾐܪ᾿  )RUPDW
᾿ᾊܖ ܫܸܛᾱܠܱܥ ܪܸ᾿ܲܢᾌᾷᾐܥιܖ ᾜΆܢܸᾷܩܱιܦ ܢܲܭῂܕ ܧܲܢᾐ ᾗ
῀ܛᾱܠܥ ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾙᾊܨܡܓ ᾷᾐܠܲܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܤܸܲܭ᾽ܡܓ ܭܷܪܱܥܷᾐܥᾊᾺܥ
῀ܛܲܝܥܷ᾿ܝܶܤܫ῀ܓܧܷܪܷܲܭᾊܭܠܥ ῀ VWDWLVWLFVܛᾱܨܥܲܭܲܫ῀ᾗܨܢܑ 3LFWXUHV
ᾫΆܛܱܦܪᾚ
ܳᾌܫ῀ܓ

ܲᾹܫܛܱᾌܥᾹܧܥܲᾺܭᾞܛ

῀ܛᾱܠܱܥ

ܤܱܦܨܢ

ܤᾪܣ

ᾫΆܛܱܦܪᾚ

᾿ܲܫܛᾱܠܱܥ
 VRIWZDUHV

ܤܱܪܲܧܱܭ

῀ܛܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ

ܫ῀ܓ ῀ܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ ܱᾼᾌ $QGURLGܨᾶᾊܐ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ᾿ܠܥᾺܨܢ ιᾠᾷܥܶᾺܧᾼܝܶ

29
0

2


ܶܠܱܥ ᾿ܲܫܛܲܝܥܷ᾿ܝᾱܛܱܢܲܫܕ ῀ܛᾺܥᾊᾰܛᾺܭܷ ᾿ܠܥᾶᾌΆ ܢιܷܛιܩ
ܠܱܥᾷܲܢܠᾱ᾿ܭ ܫܸܛᾤܲܢ ῀ܛ᾽ܣܲܦܠᾌ ܓᾞܱܭᾰᾁΆ ᾙܧιܒ ᾿ܲܧܲܝᾌܥᾌ
ܭᾞܲܛᾹܦܷ ᾽ܤܩᾤΆ ܑᾐܶܝΆܸܦᾜܭܷ ܩᾶᾌΆ ܖܡܨܱܢܱܝᾌᾺܠܱܥᾱܛᾦᾰᾁΆ
ܑܸܠܱܥܤܱܪܲܧܲܬܭܧܡᾱܛᾦᾰᾁΆܷܭᾠܱܥᾌܠܱܥܤܫ῀ܓ῀ܛᾺܱܶܥᾞᾶܸ῀ܛܦ
VXEMHFW PDWWHU   ܓܪܸܢᾺᾗ ῀ܛVXE WLWOHV  ܠܥᾱ ῀ܛSLFWXUHV  ܠܥܨܸܭᾱ῀ܛ
JUDSKV ᾗ῀ܨܥܲܭܲܫᾱܝܸ῀ܛᾫᾺܠܥᾱ ῀ܛDQLPDWLRQV ܷܱܥᾹܧܡܑܸܤܩᾷ᾿ܲܢ
ܑܪᾁܛܱܭᾺ ܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷܢᾺܥᾌܲܛᾹܢܷ ܤܩᾌ ᾿ܢᾚܪΆ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ ܤܱܢܲܫܕ
ܠܱܥᾺܱܶܥᾞܸܱܪܧܲܩ ܫΆ ܑܸܲܬܭܧܡᾺܠܱܥᾱܛ ܪܲܝ ῀ܛܡܠᾷᾐܠᾔΆ
SD\PHQW ܛܲܦܡܠᾹܲܩᾜΆܠܸܲܛᾰܲܛᾹܤܩ
ܱܶܥᾐܠܱܥܤܱܭᾷܲܢܠᾙΆᾓ᾿ܛᾦΆ *HQHUDOV\OODEXVVHWWLQJVDQGERRNV 


ܠܱܥᾷܲܢܠᾷ᾿ܲܢ

ܑᾞܛܸܭ

ܓᾶᾌ

ܘᾹᾠ

ܱܶܥᾐܦᾰܛᾦᾰܤܱܛᾐ

ܦιܱܶܩᾹᾠ ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦᾦᾰܤܱܛᾐ ܱܶܥᾐܠܱܥ ܤܱܭᾷܲܢܠᾷ᾿ܲܫܛܲܝܥܷ᾿ܝܶ ᾿ܲܢ
ܓᾞܱܭᾰܛᾺܶܥᾠΆ

ܤܱܦܠܱܥᾐ

῁ܲܛܦܤܦᾲܲܝᾜܠᾹ HQWHUWDLQPHQW 

ᾗܱܢܶܧܲܢᾞ

ܓᾷܷܛܭᾷᾐܠᾹ ܑܸ ܛܱܢܭܦᾞᾷܭܷ ᾿ܢᾶᾌΆ ܶܥᾞΆܱܥᾤΆ ܑܧᾰ᾿ܧܲܭܛ
ܠܱܥᾱ ῀ܛDQLPDWLRQ  ܩܲܝᾺܠܲܥΆ ܶܥᾠܛܱܢܭᾰ ܱܶܪܫ῀ܱܛΆ ܕᾨᾷᾐᾞᾺ ܠܱܥᾱ῀ܛ
ܷܥᾲᾆᾺܠܱܥᾱܱܥܷ῀ܛᾹܢܑܤܩᾹᾂᾠܱܫܛᾁΆ
ܠܱܥܲܬܭܲܤܲܡܛᾷܲܢܠᾱܛᾦΆܓᾞܱܭᾰܛᾙܸܛܩᾦΆ 'HVLJQLQJPHWKRGV 
ܲܬܭܲܤܲܡܛᾺ ܠܱܥᾷܲܢܠᾱܫܸܛᾷ ܢιܱܶܥᾨᾐ ܨᾆܲܣᾠܤܭᾱܨ ῀ܛᾆܱܨܱܝ
ܲܣᾠܤܭᾱ ῀ܛJRYHUQPHQW  QRQ JRYHUQPHQW  ܨܑ ܤܕᾶᾌΆ ܷܱܥᾊܷܱܥᾌᾲ
ܶܝᾼᾐܭᾞܲܛᾹܑ ܤܩῂܱܭᾠ ܠܣᾰᾁΆ ܷܱܥᾊܠܱܥ ܧܩܸܲܣ ᾿ܱܫܛᾱܛᾦΆ
ܠܱܥᾷܲܢܭ ܠᾊܦܸܭᾺᾗᾰܛᾦΆ ܭܷ᾿ܥᾠ ܶܥܶܠܸܣ ᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦιᾠ ܭᾞܲܛᾹܤܩ
ܑ ܲܬܱܦܶܤܳܝ ᾿ܲܭܫܛܪܓᾸܑ ᾿ܲܭܫ ܧܲܢᾸܦ ܲܢιᾠΆ ܛܲܬܱܦܶ ܪܲܣܱܦᾦᾰᾁ
ᾙᾰܧܲܛᾷᾐܭΆ ܲܫᾷᾐ ܠܱܥ ᾿ܲܧܲܬܭܲܤܲܡܛᾷܲܢܠᾱܓ ῀ܛᾞܱܭᾰܛᾺܶܥιᾠ
ܭᾞܲܛᾹܤܩ

ܲܬܭܲܤܲܡܛ

ܠܱܥᾱ῀ܛ

ܲܥᾹܭᾞΆ

᾿ܲܫܛܪܸܲܣ

ܓᾞܱܭᾰܛΆ

ܶܥᾠܲܛᾹܭܸܤܩ
 ܕᾨᾷᾐܭᾊܭΆ ZRUG IRUPDW ܤܕᾺܥᾌΆ ܑܭιܤܸ ᾿ܲܩᾷᾐΆ ܡܨܱܢܱܝ
ܕᾨᾷᾐܭᾊܛ᾿ܲܭᾞᾷᾐᾰܕ῀ܛᾨܢᾺܶܥᾠܲܛᾹ ܤܩ
 ᾲᾆܭᾊܭΆ ᾲᾆܭᾊܭΆSGIIRUPDWܕᾹᾠܸܬᾰܛᾺܶܥᾠܲܛᾹܩᾐ 
 ܱܨܷܲܧܓܭ ܠᾊܭΆ DQLPDWLRQ PRGH ದ ܑܠܱܥ ᾿ܲܢᾱܱܨܷܲܧܓ ῀ܛܠᾱ῀ܛ
ܶܥᾠܲܛᾹܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܤܩᾦᾰᾁܑᾷܢᾁܭᾊܭ᾽ܐ᾿ܲܭΆܲܦᾁܲܛܱܧܲܢᾹܩᾐ 
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ܧܸܨܸᾌܛᾼᾫᾰܐ ῀ܛᾱܫܢ ܧܡܑܸ ܪܥ

Άܭᾊܭ ܨܸᾌܛᾼᾫᾰܐ 

 ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾠܥܶᾺܠܲܧܲܫܭܶᾌܥᾺܛܱܲܲᾰܥΆܨܢ᾿ܲܭᾊܭᾠܭܷῂܭܶ
Ᾱᾠܕ

ದ

WH[W

PRGH

OLQN



+70/

Άܭᾊܭ

ᾞΆܢ

Ὰᾗܡܑܸ 

ܲιᾁᾲܢᾷܫܢ ܱᾞܩܶܭܷ ܧܠܸ᾽ᾗܠܱܢܶ ܲܬܭᾹܢܑ ܱᾁΆܢܭᾠܥܶᾺܛᾰܬܸ
 ܱΆܪܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥᾺܧܸܲܢܝܭܲᾤΆܧܥᾺܫܸܛᾱܠܱܥᾹᾠܝܶ
῁ܢܑܪܥ ᾿ܲܭᾊܭ ܢ ܑᾸܩᾹܕ (MRXUQDO

Άܭᾊܭ ܧܱܲᾦᾰᾁܛ῁ܢܑ 

 ܤܩܲᾹܛܲᾌܧܲܫܭܶܫܸܛܨܸᾌܛ᾿ܲܫܛܪܸܲܣܪܥ῀ܛᾱܤܭܲᾠܣ
ᾦΆܛܱᾺᾗᾰܛܷᾰܭᾊܭܲ᾿ᾲᾆܭᾊܭܩᾹܕΆ (ERRNVܭᾊܭܧܱܲᾦᾰᾁܛ᾿ ᾓ
῀ιᾁܢ
᾿ܲܧܛܸ᾿ܝܶ
ܧܠܸ᾽ᾗܠܱܢܶ
ܪܥ
ᾦΆܛᾱܫܢ
 ܤܩܲᾹܛᾠܥܶᾺܛܲᾰܥܱᾶܛ
Ᾱᾠܕ Ά $GGLWLRQDO PHVVDJH VLWHܭᾊܭ ᾞΆܢ ᾿ܭܛܢ ᾿ܢ ᾂᾌ
Ᾰᾐܭܱᾶᾌܛܶ ᾶᾙᾹܛ ᾰܫܸܛ᾿ܭܛܢ ܪܥ ܭܑܸ ᾠΆܥܶᾺܛᾰܬܸ
ܤܩܲᾹܛܱᾌܛܶ
Ὰᾗ  FHOOSKRQH  6WUXFWXUH EDVHGܩܲܝ ܲᾹܫܛܲܝܥܷ᾿ܝܶ ᾿ܲܥᾺܦܸܭᾊܭ ܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥ
 IUDPLQJ
ܤܱܛᾦᾰܛܲܝܥܷ᾿ܝܶ ιᾠܥܶ Άܩܱιܦ ῀ܛᾺᾗܦܸܭᾊܭܠܱܥ ܧܱܲܲᾰᾁܤܲܡܛ
᾿ܲܫܛܲܝܥܷ᾿ܝܶ ܧܬܸܥ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ᾿ܩܱܦܭᾞܓ ܱᾼܥᾺܦܸܭᾊܭ ܱᾼܦܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥ
ܧܱܲᾦᾰᾁܛܲܝܥܷ᾿ܝܶ ܤܱܧܛܸܭ ܱᾞܭܶῂܘ ܲᾔΆܥ ܑᾞᾺܪܸ᾿ܑ ῀ܛܲܢܝܭ ܪܲܝ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܩܥܶΆܩܱιܦᾦΆܛᾺᾗᾰܦܸܭᾊܭܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥ
ᾐܤܱܦܠܱܨܷܲܧܓ ᾐܤܱܥ᾿ܧܑ ᾿ܢܱᾰᾁܭᾞܓ ܫܸܛᾱܠܱܥ ܤܱܦܢܲܭ ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ
 DQLPDWLRQ
ܱᾐܧᾙᾊܧᾼܝܶ ᾹᾠΆܘ ܛܱܢܱܲܥܶ ᾿ܲܥᾺܦܸܭᾊܭ ܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥ ܤܱܥ᾿ܧܑ
ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ῀ܛܲܢܝܭ ܤᾪܣ ܩܲܥ ιᾠΆܦ ܱ᾽ᾍᾹܛ ᾿ܲܭ῁ܛܲܣ ܠܱܨܷܲܧܓ ܱᾤΆܩᾹܕ
ܲܤܲܡܛ ܪ᾿ܱܝܶ ᾿ܲܫܛܲܬܭ ܢܲܭᾜΆ ᾗᾐܢܸᾷܠܱܨܷܲܧܓ ᾿ܲܫܛܲܝܥܷ᾿ܝܶ ᾞΆܭ
᾿ܢᾷܠܣ ܲ᾿ ܑᾐܫܛᾱܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥ ܲܬܭܲܝܥܷ᾿ܝܶ ᾶᾌΆܭܷܛܲᾰܝιܧ῀ ᾙܛ᾽ܤ᾿ᾤܭ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷ
 VXEܭܸܧᾰ ᾂᾊܩιܥܲᾹܥ ᾿ܲܫܛܲܝܥܷ᾿ܝܶ ᾿ܲܢᾷܛܱᾰܪᾺᾗ ᾓܦܸܭᾊܭ Ὰᾗܪܸܢ
 WLWOHVDQGRWKHUWKLQJV
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᾿ܢܱᾌΆ ܑᾞᾷܢܷᾷܢܱᾞᾷܥܶ ῀ܱᾞܥܶ ᾫΆܛܱܦܨܛܲܝ᾽ᾲܭܛ ῀ܛᾺᾗܪܸܢ
ᾫΆܛܱܪܲܧܱܭ ܲᾹܥᾺܪܸܢܓ ᾫΆܛܱܧܲܬܭ ܲᾹܥᾺܪܸܢ ᾞܘ ܱᾁΆܦܧܲܝܭ
ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܟܲܩ

ܲܬܱܦܶ

ܤܩܲᾹܛᾠܥܶᾺܛᾰܬܸ῀ᾒܓ

ιᾁܢܑ

῀ܛᾞᾷᾐܛᾰܠܱܥ

ᾐܩܲᾹܛܱܦܧܲܝܭᾙΆܤܭܛܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܟܲܩܠܱܥܲᾺᾗΆܫܛᾱܥ
 \῀ XVHUIULHQGOܛ᾿ᾓܠܱܥܤܱܪܲܛܱᾰܣܷܱᾌܥᾹܧܥܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
᾿ܲܧܲܤܲܡܛᾊᾰܦ ܢܸᾷܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥ ܧܱܲᾦᾰᾁܛᾁᾺᾗܭ ܪܥ ᾆ ܑᾹᾠܨ
ᾐܫ῀Ᾰᾐܢᾼᾐܝܶܳᾌܫ῀ܓ
 ᾦΆ 7H[W%RRNVDQGJHQHUDOERRNVܛᾱܠܱܥܱᾐᾺܥܶᾦΆܛᾱܠܱܥܢܱ᾽ᾸܝᾁᾺᾗܭ
᾿ܱܤܐ ܼᾶᾌܓ ᾁᾺᾗܥᾺܠܱܥ ܠܲܦܠܲܢ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܠܱܥ ܢܱ᾽ᾸܝᾁᾺᾗܭ
᾿ܲܫܛᾱܠܱܥܱᾐᾺܥܶ
῀ܛ᾽ܛܝܱܭ
ܱᾠܭܪܥ
ܲᾸᾐܩܢᾊᾷܥ
ܱ῀ᾦΆܛܶ
ܤܫ῀ܲᾸᾐܢܱܥܶ῀ܛᾞᾷᾐᾰܛᾰܢܲܭܪܥ
 ῀ $UWVDQG6FLHQFHWH[WERRNVܛ᾿ᾓܠܱܥ᾿ܧܲܭܲܩιᾠΆܦܪܸܛ᾿ܲܫܛܲܝܥܷ᾿ܝܶ
῀ܛ᾿ᾓܠܱܥ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷ

᾿ܧܲܭܲܩ
῀ܛܲܢܝܭ

ιᾠΆܦ

ܪܸܛ

ܤܱܛιܢܭ᾿ܲܧܥ

ܪܱܥܷ

ᾼᾐܝܶ

ᾐܤܱᾹܝܶ
Άܛᾰܩܲܭܨܢ

ܥܷᾙᾹ
᾿ܲܫܛܲܝܥܷ᾿ܝܶ

᾿ܲܧܪܸܲܣ ᾌᾷᾐΆܥᾹܧܥ ܱᾞΆܪܷ᾿ܕ ᾜΆܧܸܲܤܲܡܛᾰܝܸܦܷ ᾜΆܧܸܲܤܲܡܛᾊᾰܦ
ܲᾺܝܥܷ᾿ܝܶ

᾿ܱܤܐ

ܪܸ᾿ܲܭܧܠܸܧܦܸᾙᾨ

῀ܛᾰܦ

ܨܸܭܑᾹᾠ

ܪܸܛ ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ᾿ܲܢܤܦ ܩܸιܭܑ ᾐܫ῀ܱᾌ ᾂᾊᾜܛܲᾨᾰܭ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܫܱܠܱܥᾹܧܥ
᾿ܩܥܶᾺܛᾱܬܭ ιᾠܥܶᾺܧᾼܝܶ ܳᾌܫ῀ܓ ᾿ܲܫܛܲܝܥܷ᾿ܝܶ ῀ܛ᾿ᾓܠܱܥ ᾿ܧܲܭܲܩ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷ
῀ (QJLQHHULQJܛᾺᾗܦܸܭᾊܭ Ὰᾗܩܲܝ ܤܱܛᾦᾰܛ᾿ᾓܠܱܥ ᾿ܧܲܧܲܩܱܥܶ Άܭᾞᾷᾐܦ
 DQGPHGLFLQH%RRNV
᾿ܧܲܧܲܩܱܥܶ

Άܭᾞᾷᾐܦ

ܭܷܪܱܥܷᾺܫܸܛ᾿ᾓܠܱܥ

᾿ܧܲܭܲܩ

ܪܸܛ



ܑᾞᾰᾁΆܛܱܥᾺܩܲܝᾤΆܦܷ᾿ܱܢᾸܭܲιᾁܢᾷܛᾰܬܲ᾿ᾗܫܛܲܝܥܷ᾿ܝܶᾦΆܛ᾿ᾓܠܱܥ
ܫ῀ܓ

ܫ῀ܱᾊιᾁᾙܥᾹܧܥ

ܲᾹܫܛܲܝܥܷ᾿ܝܶ

ιᾁΆܢܭ᾿ܲܧܥ

᾿ܲܧܲܤܲܡܛ

 ῀ 'LIIHUHQWWRWKHWZRPRGHRILQIOXHQFHܛܱᾌܥᾠܭܷ
 ܱᾤΆܢ ܑᾞᾸܛܱܧܲܤܲܡܛᾊᾰܦ

ᾐܠܱᾶܛܶ Άܭᾊܭ ܧܱܲܥܶ ܲܤܲܡܛ



ܲᾤΆܧܪܸܲܣܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ ܱᾤΆܢ ܑᾞᾸܛܱܭᾐܕ ܤܕ  &ܲ WDEOHW 3ܤܲܡܛᾰܝܸܦܷ
ᾐܤܱܢܲܫܕ ܲ᾿ ܑᾐܫܛܲܝܥܷ᾿ܝܶ ᾿ܱܤܐ ᾶᾌܓ Άܦܨܲܝ ܲᾤΆܢܭ῀ܱܧܛܸ ᾌᾷᾐᾰܕ
Άܡᾶܭ ܲᾜΆܫܢܶ ܱ᾽ᾷᾐᾷܥ Ᾰᾐܩܲܢ ܤܷܠܓ ᾿ܱܢܱᾌ ܑᾞᾸܥᾺܧܗ ᾔΆܢܷܖ
᾿ܱܩᾹܢܶܭ᾿ܝܶ Άܠܑ ᾽ܱܩܷιܦ ܲᾌܭ Άܠܱܲܙ ܲᾐܫܕ ܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ ܲᾹܫܛܲܝܥܷ᾿ܝܶ
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ܶܠܓ ܤܸܲܧܲܝܥܷ᾿ܝᾹ ܕᾌᾷᾐᾲܱܶܪܪ᾿ܝΆ ܦᾊᾰܲܤܲܡܛᾂܦܨܲܝ ᾿ܲܢܑ ܠᾷܸܢ
ܖιܥᾌᾷᾐΆ
ᾙᾊᾫܸܨ
ܠܱܥ ᾿ܲܧܲܤܲܡܛΆ ܥᾊᾺܲܭ ܢܸܥᾌ ܑᾹᾠ ܷܥᾞᾸ᾿ܝܶ ᾿ܲܢᾤΆܷܪܥ ܢܷܱܥ
ܫܸܛ᾿ܭܛܢᾺ ܪܲܧܥᾫΆ ܨܲܛܥᾫΆ ܱܶܲܥܶ ܫܷܛܲܝܥܷ᾿ܝᾐΆ ܧܥᾹܥᾌܲܛᾹܤܩ
ܭܑ ܭܷܤܕιܸܱܛܶ ᾿ܲܢܤܦ ܩᾶᾌ ܠܱܥᾱܕ ܫܸܛᾨܢᾫΆ ܭᾊܦܸܭᾰܛᾫΆ
ܶ᾿ܲܬܱܢᾒܛ᾽ܫܱܪܧܲܭܥᾦΆ

ܱܦܠܱܥᾰܛ

ܛ᾽ܟܲܩᾦΆ

ᾙܪܧ

ܷܭᾶᾌΆ

ܠܱܥᾱܓ ܫܸܛᾞܱܭᾰܛᾫΆ ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦᾦᾰᾁܱܲܠܱܥ ܧᾱܭ ܫܸܛᾊܦܸܭᾰܛᾫΆ
ܲܦᾹᾕ᾿ܫܸܛᾺ ᾗܱܢܶܧܲܢᾞ ܷܡܱܛᾷܓ ᾿ܲܢᾞܱܭᾰܛᾫΆ ܲܦᾹ ܐᾼܫܸܛ῁ܢܲܭ
ܑᾹᾔΆ

ܑܪᾁܛܱܭ

ܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷܲܢᾺ

ܠܱܥΆ

ܱܦιܩᾫΆ

ᾙܧιܧܶܲܝᾌᾰܭܷܛᾶᾌΆ

ܛιܠܲܭܢܸܥᾫΆ

ܶܫܸܛܲܝܥܷ᾿ܝᾰ

ܧܸܲܤܲܡܛᾺ

ܱܶܛᾶᾌ

ܠܱܥΆ

ܛιܩᾤᾰᾁΆܛιܲܥᾷܢᾤᾰᾁΆܧܱܲܓᾁᾠᾱܑܛܱܧܲܤܲܡܛᾹᾠ᾿ܲܬܱܢܶ᾿ܭܛܢᾒܥΆ
ܱܦιܠܸܦܩᾸᾐ῀ܫᾐ ܑᾐ ܭܷܨܭιܛᾰ ᾂᾊܱܢܧᾁΆ ܳܦᾰᾁᾠ ܶ᾿ܲܬܱܢᾒܥ
QDQRWHFKQRORJ\ ᾽ܫܭᾲܢܑܧܸܲܝᾹᾚܧܲܩܛܱܦܪᾙᾊܲܛᾹܩᾐ
ܧܥᾹܥܠᾓ᾿῀ܛ
1. Al-Amri, K. H. (2007). "Text-linguistics for students of translation". King Saud
University. Retrieved 10 August 2012.
2. RogerFowler.(1991) LanguageintheNews:DiscourseandIdeologyinthe
Press.London/NewYork:Routledge.
3. HallidayMAKandRHasan.(1985) Language,Context,andText:AspectsofLanguage
inaSocialͲSemioticPerspective.Geelong:DeakinUniversity.
4. Kavcic,A.(2008) Textlinguistics.Informallypublishedmanuscript,Englishand
GermanStudies,Retrievedfrom
www.englistika.info/podatki/3_letnik/besediloslovje-I-izpiski.doc
5. Powers,D.M.W.&Turk,C.C.R.(1989). MachineLearningofNaturalLanguage.
SpringerͲVerlag. ISBN 978-0-387-19557-5.
 Och,F.J.,&Ney,H.(2003).ASystematicComparisonofVariousStatisticalAlignment
Models.ComputationalLinguistics,
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Άܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ᾿ܭܛܢܤܱܛᾦᾰܛܲܫ῀ܥᾺܛᾰܠܱܢܶܲܬܭᾌᾗᾶᾌܕ
ᾺᾖᾌܘᾹܠܓܱῄܠܷܲᾶܭ᾿ದܢܲᾷܥιܛ᾿ܩιܛ

ᾹܝܳܢܛܞܶᾹܡ᾽ܭܛܦܷ
ܱܧܲܝܪܷܦΆܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥ᾿ܧܲܭ᾿ܛܱᾹܑܱܲᾆܢ᾿ᾆ



᾿ܢᾶᾌ ᾙܐ Άܐ ᾿ܲܫܛܲܫ῀ܥᾺܛᾰܠܱܢܶ ܧܲܝܪܷܦ Άܠܱܥ Άܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢ
ᾌᾗᾶᾌܕ Ᾱᾠܘ ܠܥᾺܛܱᾰܦܠܱܥ ܧܱܠܛ ᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾁᾺᾗܭ ܱΆܛܱᾹܣ
ᾌΆܥᾺܢᾷܠܣ ܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܭܸܱܠܷܲᾶܭ ܱᾺܝܱܨܷᾰܦܸ ιᾠΆܦ Άܫܢᾱᾁܧܑ
ܲܫ῀ܥܲ῁Ὰܦܢ ܧܲܝܪܷܦ
ᾷᾐܭܸ

ܛܱܦܧܦܸ

ᾼᾫܐ

ܢܑᾸ

ᾐܠܥᾺܧᾼܝܶ
ᾁᾺᾗܭ

ᾜΆܫܸܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ

Ὰᾖᾌܘ

ܱΆܛܱᾹܣ

ᾹܠᾦܛᾁᾺᾗܭ

ᾜΆܫܸܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ

ܧܱᾊܧܶܭܸᾼܐᾤΆܡܱܛ᾽ܣܷᾙΆܠܲܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦᾙΆܠܲܫܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐᾐܠܥᾺܢᾷܠܣ
ᾺܭܸܨܸܭܲܩιᾠΆ ᾁܦ ܡܸܭܠܲᾹ ᾙᾊᾫ ܭᾼܐ ᾐܠܥᾺܛᾱܬܭ ܱᾦΆܢܱᾷܤܲܭ
ᾌΆܥᾺܠܱܛܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ

ܨܸᾙᾹᾔ

ᾌܥᾺܛܱܱܲᾰܧܢ Άܡܭܐ ܨܢ ᾶᾌܐ Άܐ Άܠܱܥ ᾔΆܕ Άܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢ
ᾐܩܲܛᾞܭ ᾌܥᾺܛܲᾰܢܱܥܷ ᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾶᾌܐ ܱΆܛܱᾹܣ ᾿ܢΆ ᾶᾌ ᾙܐ
ܧܷܢܸᾷܫܢᾱᾁܧܑ ܱᾺܝܱܨᾰܦܸ ܱᾤΆܥᾞΆܥܶ ΆܛܢᾺᾗᾷܠܱܥ ܤܱܛܲιܢᾷܠܱܥ ܢܑᾸ
ᾰܥΆܨܐ ܛܱܪܲܧܱܭ ܲᾹܢᾷܠܱܥ ܢᾐ ܑᾸܠܥᾺܢᾨܕ ᾷᾐܭܸ ܛܱܧܠܸܥᾊᾺ
᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛܲᾌܭ ιᾠܥܶ ܭܸܲܩ ܠܸܥܲ ᾊᾺܤܲܡܛ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܧܷܪܷܲܧܲܭ᾿ܛ
᾿ܱܢܠܥᾺܢᾨܕΆܛܢᾺᾗᾷܠܱܥܢᾷᾐܑᾸܭܸܛܱܦܧܦܸܢܸᾷܫܢᾱᾁܧܑܱᾺܝܱܨᾰܦܸ
ᾺܢܸᾷܠܱܥܧܷܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥᾺܫܸܛܲܤܲܡܛܱᾺܝܱܨᾰܦܸᾦΆܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐᾦΆܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ܱᾺܝܱܨᾰܦܸ

ᾜΆܢܸᾷܫܢᾱᾁܧܑ

ᾌᾗᾶᾌܕ

ܢܑᾸ

᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛܲᾰܢܱܥܷ

ᾐܥᾺܧᾼܝܶᾺᾖᾌܘᾷᾐܭܸᾜΆܢܸᾷܫܢᾱᾁܧܑ
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῀ܛᾢܧܝܶᾌΆܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ

ܱᾺܝܱܨᾰܦܸ ᾦΆܛ῀ܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ ܩιܠܛ ܱᾤΆܥᾞΆܥܶ ᾿ܲܢᾷܛܢᾺᾗᾷܠܱܥ ܢܑᾸ
῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܢᾷܠܣ ῀ܛܛܸᾊᾰܭܠܣ ᾿ܩιܛ ܢܷᾷܭܸ ᾜΆܫܸܛ῀ܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ
ܱܱܲᾺᾗܧܢ Άܛܠ᾿ᾥܥ ܱᾁᾺᾗܢܶ ܲᾷܫܪܱܡܱܶܛ ܱᾁᾺᾗܢܶ ᾷܪܸܛܨܸܭ ܱᾁᾺᾗܢܶᾢᾷܘ
ܢܑᾸ

ܛܱܛܲιܢᾷܠܱܥ

ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܛܲᾰܥιܛ

ܲᾜΆܩιܥ

῀ܛᾢܧܝܱܶιܝܶ

ιᾠΆܦ

ᾐܪ᾿ ܱܧܷܲܛܱᾱܭ ܛܱܧܲܤܢ ῀ܛ᾽ܤܧܥ ᾦΆܛᾢܧܝܶ ᾷᾐܤܸ ᾌΆܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ
᾿ܛܲᾰܝ ܢܲ᾿ ܑᾸܢᾷܫܢᾱᾁܧܑ ᾌᾗᾶᾌܕ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ܱܢܷᾼܝܶ Άܛᾰܩܲܭܲܢܥ
ᾰᾦΆܫܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶᾷᾐܤܸܤܱܧܭܸܢܷܲιᾁᾷܢܱᾷܥܢܑᾸܪܸ᾿ܑᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܤܧܥ
ᾗᾶᾌܓ ܱᾤΆܠܥᾺܭܸܢܷ ܛܱܪܢᾊ ᾂᾌܥ ᾺܤܩܲᾹܛ ܑᾞᾰܛܱܧܲܛᾱܧܲܤܱܢ ᾿ܲܢ
ܲᾤΆܢᾷܫܢᾱᾁܧܑ  ܑᾞܛܱܛܲιܢᾷܠܱܥ ܢܱΆ ܑᾸܪܫ῀ܱܛܶܲᾰܭܲᾠܣ ܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܛᾱܠܲܛ
ܱᾠܦᾞܭ῁ܳܛܡܸܭܠᾺᾖᾌܘܲᾹܫܛ῀ܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶᾌΆܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ

ᾌᾗᾶᾌܕ

ܱᾺܝܱܨᾰܦܸ

᾽ܠܨܸܲῄܥܐܱܨᾢᾺ

Ᾱܩܲܢ
ᾢܧܝܱܶιܝܶ

ܱ᾽ܭܷܱᾺܝܱܨᾰܦܸ

Άܡܭܐ
ܲΆᾺܛ

ܱᾁᾺᾗܢܶᾷܪܸܛܨܸܭ

ܲΆᾺܛ


ᾰᾁܱܲᾊܝܱܶᾺܝܱܨᾰܦܸ

῀ܛ᾿ܨܲܣᾲᾆܣ



᾿ܧܲܝᾶܝܕ

ܲᾊܝܱܠᾫ

ܲᾊܝܱܠᾫ

ܱᾁᾺᾗܢܶᾢᾷܘ

ܱܝܷᾹܥܘ

ܥܷܱܧܷᾪᾊ

ܱᾁᾺᾗܢܶܲᾷܫܱܡܱܶܛ

ܲῄܥܐܱܨᾢᾺ

᾽ܭܥܱᾺܝܱܨܷᾰܦܸ

Άܛܠ᾿ᾥܥ

᾿ܛᾱܬܭῄܨܶܲܥܑΆ

ܲᾶܧܱܥ

Ᾱܠܱᾊᾜܛܷᾰܪܸܱܢܶ


ᾐܫܛᾱܢ ᾷܧܸܲܭ᾿ܛ ᾰܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢ ܲᾹܫܛᾱܢ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾌᾗᾶᾌܕ
ܲܬܱܦܶ ܲܝܱܛ ᾿ܱᾭܠܷܲᾶܭ ᾐܩܲܛᾼܝܶ ܲܬܭ ܛιܛ ᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ ῁ܲܦܢ ܤܱܧܲܬܱܦܱܶᾼܢ
ܫ῀ܓ

᾿ܲܢ

ܲܩܲᾹܦᾌܦᾐ

ܪܸ᾿ܑ

᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ

῁ܲܦܢ

ܛܱܧܦܸᾙᾨ

ᾫܩܸᾐ ᾁܥܲᾞᾺܢᾷܭܸ ܛܱܧܲܬܱܦܶ ܲܝܱܛ ܧܸܲܬܱܦܶ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾦΆܛ῀ܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ
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ܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥܛܱܧܱܲܝܫܸܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶܢܱ᾿ܑᾸܨܭܡܱܦܧܲܛᾱܢܲᾹܥ᾿ܲܢᾷܠܱܥܪܲܛᾱܐ
᾿ܱܤܢܑ  ܪܸ᾿ܑ ῀ܛܡܸܝᾲܨܲܥ ܢܲ᾿ ܑᾸܢᾷܫܢᾱᾁܧܑ ᾌᾗᾶᾌܕ ܪܸ᾿ܲܢܭᾙᾊ
ᾐܩܲܛᾼܝܶ ܲܬܭ ᾫΆܫ῀ܱܛܶ ᾗܱܲᾸᾐᾰܛܱܢܲܫܕ  ܑᾹᾔΆܢܸᾷܠܱܥ῀ ܑᾺܛ᾽ܭ
ᾐܩܲܛܲᾌܭܲܩܭܷܩܸܲܣ᾿ܲܢܲܫܕᾙΆܛܱᾰܣܷܠܱܥܱܲᾹܧܱܲܲܝܐ
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ܱᾌܥᾹܧܥܲᾹܧܱᾢܧܶܪܸܭ᾿ᾢܢܲᾷܥιܛ᾿ܩιܛܲ῁ᾰܦܢ

Ᾱܡܱܭܲܢܦܝܶ
᾽Ὰᾘܛܲᾱܝܲܫ῀ܥܱܧܱܱܲܠܷܲᾰܭ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܱܬܲܦܢ

ܨܸᾙᾹᾔ
ᾰᾁΆܦܸᾺ ᾗᾐܤܸܲᾹܥ ܱᾼᾺܢᾷܦܸܬܥ ᾺܤܸᾰᾁΆ ᾙᾹܦܸܬܥ ᾺܤܸಫᾙᾹ
ᾐ ܑᾰᾂιᾠᾰᾁᾷܩܲܛᾱᾁܫܲܭ ܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ Άܣ  ܱᾼಬܢܧܲܩιܥܶ᾽ᾷᾐΆ Ὰܧܥܶ
᾿ܲܢᾷܪܱܛ ܤᾪܣ ܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ Άܣ ܤܱܧܲܬܱܦܶΆܝܶ ܢܱᾼᾸܭܦܸܬܥ ܱᾠܭܢᾁᾸܢ
ܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ ᾐܫ῀ܓܛܱܢܧܠܸᾜܦܸܪ᾿ܭ ܱᾌᾰᾁΆܛܶᾌܒ ᾦᾰᾁܛᾱܩܱιܦᾌΆܥιܖ
᾿ܢ Ᾱᾠ ᾙܧܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܫܸܛᾊܭᾲᾆܪܸܙ  ᾿ܲܫܛܩܸ᾿ᾙܩιܛ ᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛ
ܛܲᾰܥιܛ ᾰܧܸܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ ܨܸܭᾌᾷᾐΆ ܑᾹᾠܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܢܸᾷܧܡܑܸ   ܲܤܲܡܛ
᾿ܲܧܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ ܲܬܱܦܶ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ ᾌܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ῀ܛܩܸܱ ᾙܧܷܤܸܢᾷܕ
ܭܷܤܕ ᾞᾷᾐܛ ᾽ܱܤܷᾐ ᾙᾹܥᾹܕಬܪܭᾨܭ ᾤΆܢ ᾗᾁܤܧܲܢᾤΆ ᾗܢܲܬܛ ܤܧܬܸܥಫ
ܱᾶᾌܛܶιᾠᾰܛ ܲᾊᾷᾐᾰܥᾶᾌܛ ᾰܫܸܛܩܸ ᾙܤᾪܣ ܧܲܢ ᾗܥιܛܷᾤᾰܢܱᾠܦܪܱܛ
ܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ᾿ܲܫܛܛܸᾊᾰܭܠܣ ܤܱܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ ᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾿ܩιܛ ᾰܫܸܛܩܸΆᾙ
ܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ ᾐܧᾶᾊܭܷ ܛ᾽ᾰܫܭ ܢܸᾷܭ᾽ܐ ιᾁΆܛ ܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ᾐܩܲܛܱܧܦܸܠܛᾰܧܱܧܪܸܢܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ
῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ῁ܲܦܢ᾿ܱܲᾺᾘܛܲᾱܝ

ܲᾤΆܫܛᾪᾌ
ܲᾤΆܫܛᾱܠܲܧܲܫܭܶ
Ὰܧܸܲܬܱܦܱܶᾼܢ
᾿ܦܱܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ
᾽ܤܲܧܩܸᾙܪܸܢ ܧܫܑܸ ᾽Ὰᾘܛܲᾱܝ ᾿ᾢܬᾌᾷᾐΆ ᾇܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܢܸᾷܪܲܛᾱܐ
ܱᾌܢܷܥιܛ ܲܭ᾿ܛ ᾿ܲܧܩܸܲᾙܭ᾿ܛ ᾰܪܲܛᾱܐ ῀ܛ᾽ܭ ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛܑᾞᾰ
ιᾠܛ  ᾰ 6HFRQG /DQJXDJHܛܱܧܲܬܱܦܶ ܱΆܠᾶܨܑ ܬܸܲܦܢ ܤܱܧܲܬܱܦܱܶᾼܢ
᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ
ᾐܫ῀ܓΆܠܲܫܛ᾽ܭܑΆܡᾶܕܩᾹܕܱᾐܠܥᾹܧܥܲܭ᾿ܛܲ῁ᾰܦܢܠܳܫܱᾞܥܶ
ᾶᾌΆ"ರܭܷܛιܛᾹܖܱᾹܣܬܸܲܦܢ῀ಯܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ᾿ܲܫܛᾁᾺᾗܭ῁ܲܦܢܱᾹܢ᾿ܱܤܢܑ
ܱᾌದܥᾶܥܱ"ರಯܠᾶܓ ῀ HFRQRPLF YDOXHܛᾹܧܥ᾿ܧܲܫܱᾞܥܶ᾿ܱܢܥιܛᾰܬܸܲܦܢಯ
ܤܥᾹܕ "ರܤᾹܕ Ᾱܧܥ ᾜΆܫܸܲܭ ᾿ܱܢܭ῀ܱܛܱܶܲᾸᾐܢܶ ܱΆܪ᾿ܧܶܲܩιܥ Άܨܱܝܱᾲܪܛ
ᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܭܧܛܸܢ᾽ ܑᾷܤܫ῀ܓ ܛܱܫܛ᾽ܭܥܛܷ ᾰܫܸܛܲܭ῀ܛܷ ܩܱᾹܥܷ
ܱᾌ ದܥᾶܥ ᾿ܲܢ ܱᾐܥܷܲᾰᾁΆܥιܛ ᾊᾰܥᾶᾌΆ Ὰܭܷ ܛܲᾰܥιܛ ᾰܧܸܲܬܱܦܶ
ܩܸιܭܑ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܢܱᾠ ᾗᾁᾷܭܢᾁᾸܢ ᾜΆܫܸܛܲܢᾼܝܶ ܤܱܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ Άܨܱܝܱᾲܪܛ
ܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ ῀ܛ᾽ܭ ᾿ᾢܢܲ᾿ ᾙܤܦܶᾶᾌܭܷ ܛιܛ Ᾱܠᾷᾐܭ᾽ܐ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ܲܡܥ ܱܲᾹܧܱܲܲܝܱܬܲܦܢ ܱᾹܢᾶᾌΆ ܑᾱᾁܭܷ ܥܲᾞΆܭ ܨܭ Ᾱܠᾷᾐܭ᾽ܐ ᾁᾺᾗᾰᾁܭ
᾿ᾢܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾿ܩιܛ ᾰܥιܖ ܲιᾁܢᾷܩܱιܦ ܪܱܛ ᾐܩܲܛܱܢܧܱܱܲᾤᾰᾁܭܝ ᾫΆܛܲܦ
ܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ᾿ܲܫܛܩܸܥᾁᾺܭ ܩܸιܭ ιᾠܛ ᾰܫܸܛܩܸܲᾙܢᾷܓ ܤᾪܣ ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ
ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥιܖᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐܲᾰᾁΆܥιܛ῁ܲܦܢ᾿ܱܲᾺᾘܛܲᾱܝܪܸܲܣܧܱܠܛܧᾶᾊܭܷ
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ᾜΆܠܸܱܥᾌܒ ᾜΆܢܸᾷܭ᾽ܐ ᾿ܱܥܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ Άܠܲܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܭܷܤܕ
᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛ

᾿ܩιܛ ܲ῁ᾰܦܢ ᾷܫܸܛ ᾂᾠܢܱ᾽Ᾰܝ Άܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ܢᾌᾷܥιܖ
ᾐܩܲܛܱܦܧܲܝܭᾐܧᾶᾊܭܷܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥᾦᾰᾁᾺܛܛܸᾊᾰܭܠܣ

ᾹܢܭᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ
᾿ܦܱܛᾰܤܸܲܣ

Ὰܢܸᾷܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ

ܛܱܧܦܸᾆ

ᾲܢܸܭᾞܭ

᾽ᾗܠܱܢܶ
ᾁᾺᾗᾰᾁܭ

᾿ܭܛܢ
῁ܲܦܢ

᾿ܲܧܩܸܥᾁᾺܭ
῀ܛᾱܛܱᾰܣܷ

῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ x

᾿ܢᾼܝܶᾲܢᾞܛᾰܛܱܧܲܝܲ῁ᾲܛܦ
Ᾱܠᾙܭ᾽ܐ ᾿ܲܫܛܛܸᾊᾰܭܠܣ ᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾿ܩιܛ ܲܬܱܦܶ ܫܸܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ x
᾿ܢᾌᾷܥᾌܒ
ᾐܩܲܛᾞܭ ܱܪܓ ܱΆܪ᾿ܩܱܶܭῂܕ ܱΆܪ᾿ܛܶᾱܕ ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ܲ῁ಬܦܢx ಫ
᾿ܢᾼܝܶᾲܧܲܩܢܸܥᾹܕ
Ὰܛܱܭᾁܪܑ ܫܸܛܲܭᾞܛ ܢܱ᾽Ᾰܝ Άܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾽ᾗܠܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢ x
᾿ܢ᾽ᾷܫܭܫܸܛᾹܩܲܢᾷܤܱܛιܢܭᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ
Άܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾽ᾗܠܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢ ᾿ܲܧܩܸܥᾁᾺܭ ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ᾰܫܸܛᾱܛܱᾰܣܷ ܧܲܛܐ
HJ

 9LGHR HGLWLQJ WRROVܩܭܷܩܸܲܣ ῀ܛᾱܛܱᾰܣܷᾐ ܑᾸܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ

 :LQGRZV 0RYLH 0DNHU 9&' &XWWHU  $XGLR (GLWLQJ WRROV HJ 1HUR :DYH HGLWRU
ιᾠᾰܛ ᾦᾰᾁᾰܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܭܸܩܱᾹܥܷ $XGDFLW\  (IIHFWLYH 337 SUHVHQWDWLRQV
ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܛܱᾌᾰܛܶ
ܱᾢܧܶܪܸܭ᾿ܲܧܩܸᾁᾺܭ῁ܲܦܢ
ܢܸ ܲᾜΆܩιܥ ᾐܥᾹܕ ܤᾹܕ ᾿ܱܩᾹܕ   ܱᾢ 3RG&DVWLQJܧܶܪܸܭ ܲܤܑ
ܛܱܱܲᾰܧܢ ᾷܢܸ ܲᾜΆܩιܥ Άܢܲܭ ܧܲܛᾱܠܱܢܶ ᾷܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ᾿ܲܫܛܩܸܥᾁᾺܭ
ܲᾜΆܩιܥ
 6NLOOV

ᾐܥᾹܕ

/DQJXDJH

ᾐܠܥᾺܛܲᾰܫܧܲܝܲιܧܥ
,QWHJUDWHG



ܱᾠܭῂܕ

ᾰܫܸܛᾹܩܲܢܲᾷܬܱܦܶ

ᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ

ܠܥᾺܛᾰܡܸܲܛᾞᾱܘ

ܲᾜΆܩιܥ ᾐܥᾹܕ ᾐܧܛܸܢᾷܕ ᾱᾁܥ ܲᾹܧܱᾢܧܶܪܸܭ ᾿ܲܢܥܱᾌᾺܛܶιᾠᾰܛ
ܤܱܛᾦᾰܛ᾽ܭܥܲᾞΆᾗܭ ܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܢܑܸ ᾤᾰᾁܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾿ܩιܛ ܩܸܥᾁᾺܭ
ܱΆܪܛܱ᾽ᾰܥᾺܛܱܭܱܲܲܭܲᾜΆܩιܥܭܸܤܱܪܢᾙܨܸܱܲᾸᾐܥ
῀ܛᾱܨܭܲܭܪܲܝܧܲܩιܥܱᾢܧܶܪܸܭ
ܤܫ῀ܓ

῀ܛܱᾢܧܶܪܸܭ

ܛܱܫܛܱᾺᾗܛܷᾢᾰܘ

᾿ܲܫܛᾱܫܢᾷܧܡܑܸ

᾿ܲܧܲܤܲܡܛ ῀ܛᾱܢ Άܪ῀ IHHGV  ᾚܛᾌܔ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܥܲᾞΆᾗܭ ܩܥܶ Ὰܩܸιܭܑ
᾿ܭܛܢܧᾰᾂᾊܪ᾿ܝܶᾌᾷᾐᾲܕ᾿ܲܧܛܸܱܪܷܲܧܲܤܲܡܛᾼᾐܝܶΆܛᾰܩܲܭܨܢᾰܩܸιܭܑ
᾿ܢᾌᾷܢܶ᾽Ᾰܢܷ ᾷܢܸܤܱܧܭܸܢܷ ܱΆܪܛܛܷ ܱܧܷܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܫܸܛᾱܤܢܱܝ
Άܪܲᾚܤܲܡܛ Άܣ  ᾼᾐ VXEVFULEHܝܶܲᾫܢܥ ܩܥܶ Ὰܫܸܛ᾿ܭܛܢ ܤܱܧܭܸܢܷ
ܫܸܛᾱܨܲܢᾸܢ ᾆܤܱܪܢܲ ᾙܢܝܭ ᾁΆܛܷ ܱᾐܥܷᾌΆܥᾺܭܸܢܷ ιᾠᾷܥܶ Ὰܩܸιܭ
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  IRUPDWܩܸᾺᾗᾙܦܸ ܠܥܲᾺܤܢ ᾷܤܛܶιܢܑ ᾐܩܲܛᾱᾁܬܭ ܱᾢܧܶܪܸܭܑῂ
ܱᾌܫܷܛ᾽ܭܩιܦ ܫܸܛᾱܭܥ῀ ᾔܛᾱܡᾶܕ ᾐܤܢ ܨܷܭᾞܘ ܪܸ᾿ܲܦᾐᾫܕ
ᾔΆܢܷܖ ܱܫܷܛ᾽ܭܠܥιܦܷιᾁܢܱܨܷܭ᾿ PRQRORJXHV ܑᾞܢܱ῀ᾦܛܶܲ᾽Ᾰᾐܛܥ
ܢܸܫ῀ܲᾤܭᾊܭ ᾨᾷᾐܕ  ᾿ GLDORJXHܢܱ῀ᾦܛܶܲᾰܝܥܷ Ὰܛܱܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ ᾞᾷᾐܛ ᾞܘ
᾿ܲܫܛܩܸᾺᾗᾙܦܸ ܩܱᾹܥܷ  ᾿ LQWHUYLHZܢᾼܝܶ ᾲܝܥܷ Ὰܛܱܧᾊܨܣܷ ᾿ܦܱܛܲᾰܝܱܭ
ܱΆܪܛܱܱܲᾰܧܢᾷܧܸܱᾢܧܶܪܸܭ
῀ܛ᾽ܭܥܲᾞΆᾗܭ

ܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ

Ὰܧܸܱᾢܧܶܪܸܭ

᾿ܲܫܛܩܸܥᾁᾺܭ

Άܛᾰܩܲܭܨܢ ᾰܫܸܛܱᾢܧܶܪܸܭ ᾿ܢܱܱܲᾷܧܢ  6RXQG ILOH

ᾷܫܸܛܱᾺᾗܛܷᾢᾰܘ

ܛܲᾞᾰܢܲᾸܩ ܲܩιܥ ῀ܛܩܸܲᾙܬܭ ܠܸܥ ᾊᾺܪܲܝ ܩܱᾹܥܷ ᾿ܢᾼܝܶ   'RZQORDG
ܱᾁΆܦܧܲܝܭᾫΆܛܲܦᾐܧᾶᾊܭܷ
ΆܢܲܭܢܲᾷܥΆܨܐܛܲᾰܥιܛܲᾰܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥᾺܧܸܱᾢܧܶܪܸܭ᾿ܲܧܩܸܥᾁᾺܭ
ܫ῀ܲᾤܩιܭܧܲܛܐ ܝܸܱܬܷܲܦܢ ܲᾹܧܲܝܲܥܲܥ Ᾱܠᾶܪ  ᾢܘ ܲᾹܧܛܸܲᾱܝ
ᾤᾰᾁᾺܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾿ܩιܛ ܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ ܭܸ ܱᾐܥܷܠܛܷ ᾰܫܸܛܱᾢܧܶܪܸܭ
ᾷܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ᾿ܲܫܛܩܸܥᾁᾺܭ ܩܸιܭ ᾶᾌܛ ᾰܢܸܥ ܑᾞᾺܛܱܦܢܱᾞᾷܥܶ
᾿ܲܫܛᾱܛᾰܥᾺܧܡܑܸ ᾿ܲܢᾷܭ᾽ܐ ܠܥιܖ ܱᾠܭܱΆ ܑῂܤܷܲܛᾱܠܱܢܶ
ᾲܧܸܱᾢܧܶܪܸܭ ᾊܨܲܢ ᾷܫܸܛܲܢᾼܝܶ ܧܲܩιܥ ܱᾢܧܶܪܸܭ ܫ῀ιᾠܥܶΆܠܑ
ܱΆܠܷܱᾶܛܶιܦܷܫܸܛܲܝιܧܱܱܲᾰᾁΆᾙܧܢᾷܛܱܦܢܱᾸܝܶ
ܧܠܸᾦܛ᾽ܭ ᾿ܢ᾽ᾷܫܭ ܢܸᾷܭ᾽ܐ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾿ᾢܩιܛ ܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ
ܫܸܛᾺᾗܠܸܥ ιᾠΆܦ ᾿ܢܲᾷܢܲᾸܝ ᾿ܢᾌᾷᾐܥΆܦܷ ܫܸܛᾹܩܲܢܲᾷܬܱܦܶ ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ
᾿ܢܱܲᾗܡܸᾷ ᾐܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ   6RXQG ILOHܫܸܛܱᾺᾗܛܷᾢᾰܘ ᾿ܢܱᾰᾁܭᾞܓ
ܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܢܸᾷܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ܲܤܲܡܛ  ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ᾿ܲܢܤܦ ܩܸιܭܤܱܪܢᾙ
῀ܛܛܸᾊᾰܭܠܣ

᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛ

ܲ῁ᾰܦܢ

᾿ܩιܛ

ܱᾢܧܶܪܸܭ
ܢܱ᾽Ᾰܝ
ܤܠܥᾺܫ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷ

῀ܛܲܝܲιܧܥܱᾢᾺܧܶܪܸܭܪܲܝܠܱᾶܛܶιܦܷ῀ܛܱᾱܣ᾿ܲܧܲܫ῀ܥ῀ܛᾱܕ
᾿ܲܧܲܢᾁܥܩᾹܕΆܝܲᾲܫܭܶ᾿ܑᾢܘܤܱܧܱᾢܤܱܶܭ῁ܲܦܢ᾽Ὰᾘܛܲᾱܝ 
ᾹᾔΆܕ  ᾿ *OREDO :DUPLQJܢܱܦܥᾺܭܶ ܛܪܓ  Άܤܲܢ ܲܦ ᾘܛܪܓ ܩιܥܶΆܠܑ
ᾜΆܫܸܛܲܝܱܛ
ܱᾠܦᾂᾠ
ܲᾹܧܲܫ῀ܥ

ܲᾰܫܱܡܱܶܛ

ᾰܫܸܛᾞᾷᾐᾰܛ
ܱܱܲᾷᾐᾺܧܢ

\RXWXEH

ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭ
ᾷܛܱܦܠܱܥ

ܤܱܥ᾽ܠܱܢܑܶᾐ
ܱᾊܛܱᾌᾰܥܷ

ܱᾢᾺܧܶܪܸܭ

ᾜΆܧܸܲܢᾁܥ

ᾦᾰᾁᾺܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ

ܢܸ

ᾼᾐܝܶܲᾫܢܥ

ܱᾠܦᾰᾁܨܸᾞᾷᾐܛ ᾌᾰܛܷ ᾜΆܫܸܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܩιܦ ܲܩιܖ ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢᾷܧܡܑܸ
ܱΆܤܷܲܩᾂ
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 \Ά 6LQJDSRUH 7RWDO 'HIHQFH 'Dܤܲܢ ܱᾺᾗᾷܛιܢ ᾷܦܸᾺᾘ᾽ ᾙᾨܛܲᾱܝ  ܐ
ᾺܧܡܑܸᾜΆܫܸܛܲܢᾼܝܶܩιܥܶΆܠܑ᾿ܲܫܛ᾿ܲᾓܝܲιܧܥ ᾿ᾓܠܱܥܤܱܪܲܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ
ܤܕ ᾿ܠܱܧܨܸܓ ܛܸܲᾰܩܧܲܢᾼܝܶ ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ᾜΆܫܸܛ᾿ܭܛܢ ܧᾊܨܲܢ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܛᾰܥ
ᾷܛܱܦܠܱܥ ܱᾢᾺܧܶܪܸܭ ᾞܘ ܢܸ ܱᾶᾌܛܶᾰܫܸܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾷᾐܦܸ
ܱΆܢܷܱܱܲᾷܧܢ
ᾙΆܢܲܭܢܲᾷܫܱܦܝᾲܩܸιܭᾦΆܛܤܸܲܝᾲܨܲܥܧܲܛܱᾰܣܷ᾽ܲܢܕ
ܛܱܦܠܱܥ ᾪᾌᾺ
ᾷܧܸܱᾢܧܶܪܸܭ
᾿ܲܢܥܱܱܲᾺܧܢ
ܛܱܢܥܲᾞᾺܦܦܨܲܝ
᾿ܲܫܛܲܡܥܱܱܲᾺᾗᾺܧܢܧܷܪܷܲܢᾷܨܣܷᾁᾺᾗܭ῁ܲܦܢ᾽ܤܲܩ᾽ᾂܪܥ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
᾿ܱܨܪܥ ܱᾤΆܤܐ ᾽ܤܲܥܲᾞΆܭ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܤܱܪܱܥᾞΆܥܶ ܧܷܢܸܭᾌܥᾌܒ
ܱܱܲᾷᾐܧܢ ᾷܧܸܲܢᾁܥ ܠܥᾺܛܱᾌᾰܛܶ ᾦᾰᾁᾰܛ᾽ܭ ῀ܲιᾁܢᾷܨܣܷ ᾁᾺᾗܭ
ܪܸ᾿ܲܭܪܧܲܭܛᾙᾊᾰ
ܱᾠܭῂ
ܛᾙᾊᾰ
᾿ܦܱܧᾙᾊ
ܠܥᾺܦܨܲܝ
ܫ῀ܲᾤܢᾷܛܪܲ ᾓܫ῀ܥ ῀ܛܱܣᾶᾌܨܑ ᾿ܲܢᾷܨܱܭ ܭܢܓ ᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ܱΆܢܷܱᾌᾷܛܶᾼᾐܝܱܶᾌܥιܖܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥιᾠܥܶ᾿ܭܨܑܫܸܛܲܤܲܡܛᾊᾰܦ
ܧܠܸܓ Άܫܭᾞᾷᾐܛ ܤܱܦܱᾐܥܷ ܱᾐܥܷܱܱܲᾰᾁΆܧܢ ܫܷܛܱᾱܢ ᾷܫܸܛᾞᾷᾐܛ 
ᾌΆܥᾺܦܨܲܝ ܱᾠܭ᾽ ῂܤܠܥᾺܦܨܲܝ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ܫܸܛᾺᾗܠܸܥ
ᾐܠܥᾺܭܸܢܷ᾿ܢܱᾌܛܲܬܭ᾿ܢܲᾹᾂᾌܫܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ܩܸιܭܤܱܪܢ῀ ᾙܛᾺᾗܪܸܢ ᾌΆܔ ܢܸᾷܭ᾽ܐ Άܨܣܷ ܧܠܸᾦܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ 
ܫ῀ܱܛܶ᾿ܲܢܤܦ
ᾐܧᾶᾊܭܷ
Άܧܲܝܭ
ܢܸܥᾹܕ
ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ᾰᾁܪܸܲܣ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܱΆܠܷܱᾶܛܱܶܲᾸᾐܢܶ ܱᾐܥܷܠܛܷ ᾰܫܸܛᾞᾷᾐܛ
῀ܛᾺᾗܪܸܢ ᾌΆܔ ܢܸᾷܭ᾽ܐ ܱᾠܭܩιܖ  ܪܸܲܣܠܸܛܱܲܝܱܨܝΆܩܲܢܳᾷܦ
ܤܠܥᾺܛܱᾌᾰܛܶᾌᾷᾐᾰܢܶ᾽Ᾰܢܷ᾿ܱܫܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ
῀ܛܨܸܱܲᾸᾐܥ
ܱᾺᾗܛܷᾢᾰܘ ܤܱܧܪܸܲܣᾊܥ ܤܱܦܧܲܛܲ᾿ ᾙᾰܧܲܡܥܱܱܲᾰᾁΆܧܢ ܱᾢܧܶܪܸܭ
ܲܩᾹܦᾌܦ

ᾤᾰᾁܢܲᾷܥιܛ

ܱᾊܛܱᾌᾰܥܷ

 )LOH

Άܠܲܫܛ᾽ܭ

6RXQG

ᾼᾐܝܶܲᾫܢܥ

&UHDWLQJ

ᾰܪܸܢܱܱܲᾷܧܢ

Ὰܝܸᾲܥܷ

ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ

x

ܲᾺᾗᾷܝܱܭ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܲܢܲᾞᾷܢᾷܫܸܛܬܸܲܥܱܲᾺᾗᾺܝᾲܓᾼᾜΆܝܶ῀ܛ᾽ܭ
ܱΆܪܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥᾫΆܢᾌᾷܥΆܦܷܤܸܩܲܢ
᾿ܱܢᾷܤܸܲܣܤܕܱᾁΆܭܪܝܶΆܨܣܷܤܱܦܛܲܢܛܱܱܲᾰܧܢᾷܫܸܛܱᾢܧܶܪܸܭ

x

ܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܫܸܛܱᾢܧܶܪܸܭ ܫ῀ܓ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܫܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ܭܷܤܛιܖ
ܛܱܢܲܫܕ

ܫܸܛܛܸᾊᾰܭܠܣ

᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛ

᾿ܲܫܛܩܸܥᾁᾺܭ
᾿ܩιܛ
ܱΆܪܫ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷ

ܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥᾺܫܸܛܱᾢܧܶܪܸܭιᾠΆܦܱᾢܤܱܶܭܧܡܑܸ῁ܲܦܢ᾿ܲܫܛᾪᾌ
ܧܠܸ᾽ᾗܠܱܢܶ ܲܬܱܦܶ ῀ܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ Άܡᾶܭ ܲᾰᾁΆܭᾰᾁܔ ܫܸܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ܱΆܪܛܱᾌᾰܛܶᾷᾐᾰܦܸܭᾊܭܫܸܛܛܸᾊᾰܭܠܣ᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛ᾿ܩιܛ
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ܨܸᾙᾊᾫ
ܱᾁΆܧܩܸᾞ ᾐܘ ᾞΆܭ᾽Ᾰᾐܫܭ ܱᾦΆܣ Άܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾽ᾗܠܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢ
᾿ܩιܛ ܩܸܥᾁᾺܭ ᾿ܲܧܩܸᾞΆ ᾷᾐܭ᾽Ᾰᾐܫܭ ᾞΆܭܤܸ ῀ܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܱܬܲܦܢ
ᾰܤܱܦܢܱᾞᾷܥܶ ܪܥ  ܑᾹᾔΆܩܱᾹܥܷ Ὰܧܸܱᾢܧܶܪܸܭ ܢᾤᾰᾁ ܑᾸܢܲᾷܥιܛ
ܱᾌܢܷܭ῀ܱܛܶιᾠᾰܛ ᾰܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܩܸιܭ ᾶᾌܛ Άܫܱܧܠܸ ܫܸܛܲܭᾞܛ
ܲܬܭᾹܢܑ ᾶᾌΆܭܷܛ᾽ᾰܝܷ ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ᾰܩܸιܭ ܲᾤΆܢᾷܠܲܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
᾿ܱܥܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ ܱᾌܢܷܥᾺܭܸ ܛᾰܢ ᾷܧܸܪܸܲܣ ܭ᾽ܐ ᾐܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ΆܡܲᾶܢᾐܥᾹܕᾙᾊᾜΆܢᾌᾷܥιܖᾜΆܢܸᾷܭ᾽ܐᾜΆܠܸܱܥᾌܒᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܭ
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᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛ᾿ܩιܛ῁ܲܦܢܲܬܭܪᾺܠܷ᾿ܲܧܩܸܥᾁᾺܭ
ܲܦᾆܪ᾽ܐܲܥ᾽ܭܤܸᾙ
ܤܸᾹܝܶ᾽ܣ᾿ᾤܭܩܸܲ῁ᾷᾐܦܢ

῀ܛܲᾞᾱܧܱܢ᾽ᾷܦܝܫܷܛᾱܛܢᾗᾷ
῀ܛ᾽ܳܢܱܠܲܭܲᾷᾐܬܲܛᾰܫܸܛܢܸᾸܬᾁ
ܱᾹܦᾁܨ᾿ܱᾺᾐܛܷܲᾰܭܛ






ᾰܧܲܛᾌᾷᾐΆᾙᾰܥܲᾺܫܭܶܫܸܛᾱܠܙܡᾶܕᾰᾁΆܤܸܲܣܱΆܣܲܬܱܦܶ
ܲܭ᾿ܛܲ᾿ᾰܧܲܫ῀ܥܲᾔΆܩܥܶ῀ܛܢܸᾸܬᾰᾁܭܸܲܩܲܬܱܦܱܶᾼܢ᾿ܲᾪᾊܡܨܱܛ
᾿ܧܲܭܲܩ᾿ܲܛܪܓܨܲܢᾸܧܑ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾠܥܶܦܸܱᾹᾙᾨܢܱᾐܥܷܲᾤΆܧܥ
ܤܸܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢܲܬܭܲᾹܛܪܓ᾿ܧܲܭܲܩܱᾐܪܧܑܛᾌᾰܢᾷܧܸܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ
῁ܲܦܢܲܬܭܪᾺܠܷ᾿ܱܢܥܲ᾿ܑᾞᾺܢᾷܠܛܪܱܛܧᾶᾊܭܷܪ᾿ܝܶᾌᾷᾐᾲܕ
ᾐܩܲܛܱܦܛܱᾰܣܷܲᾹܭᾼܐ᾿ܑῂܢᾌᾷᾐܥܲᾺܫܭܶܤܸܲܧܩܸ᾿ᾙܢܲᾷܥιܛ᾿ܩιܛ

ܪܸܲܣ᾿ܩιܛܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ
ܱᾤΆܠܥᾺܡܱܛܲᾤΆܫܛᾌܭܶ᾿ܛܲᾤΆܫܛᾌܖܦܸܬܥܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ
ܢᾸܩܸᾫΆᾁܛܲܦ᾿ܩιܛᾊᾰܢܷᾷܫܸܛ᾿ᾓܪܥ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܲᾤΆܧܥ᾿ܲܫܛܱᾌܣܲܫܭܶ
ܤܱܫܛᾹܩܲܢ᾿ܩιܛᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܡܱܛ᾿ܲܭܫ

ܩܸܲᾙܭ᾿ܛܲܬܭܪᾺܠܷܫܸܛܩܸ᾿ᾙܢᾨᾐܕ᾿ܢᾊᾷܥ᾿ܢᾆܥܷ᾿ܠܛܷ
ܢܸᾷܦᾊܥܢܲᾷܩᾹᾁܩܲܢܲᾷܬܱܦܶΆܢᾔΆܭܡܱܦܱᾞܭܶῂܘᾐܩܲܛܱᾰᾁܢܲܫܕ
ܤܸܱᾊܥᾺܪܸܲܣܲᾹܧܛܸܱ῁ᾰܭ᾽ᾸᾐܡܓܤܸᾹܢιᾁΆܢܭ῀ܱܛܶ᾽ᾷᾐᾰܫܭ
ᾐܩܲܛᾫܢܓ᾿ܩιܛ῁ܲܦܢܲܬܭܪᾺܠܷιᾁΆܢܭ῁ܱܭܲᾸᾐܩ
᾿ܢᾠܥܶᾹܩܲܢܲᾷܬܱܦܶ᾿ܢܲܩΆܭᾊܭᾨᾷᾐܕ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ᾿ܲܧܩܸܥᾁᾺܭ
᾿ܢᾌᾷᾐܥܲᾺܫܭܶᾹܩܲܢ᾿ܩܱιܥᾺܠܸܥ
ܱᾁΆܧܲܭᾞܛ᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛܧܱܲܪᾺܠܷܢᾌᾷܥܲᾺܫܭܶܩܸιܭܩܱᾹܥܷ
᾿ܩܱιܭܲܩܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܲᾁᾸᾐܦܪܸܲܣ᾿ܩιܛᾹܩܲܢ᾿ܧܝܶܲܬܭᾹܢܑ
ᾐܩܲܛᾠܥܶᾺܠᾑᾶ
᾿ܲܧܩܸܥᾁᾺܭ
᾽ܭܢܲᾁᾸܦᾹܩܲܢܳᾷܦ 
Ᾱܩܲܢ᾿ܩιܛᾰܨܢᾌᾷܣ 
᾽ܭܢᾸܩܸᾹᾁܩܲܢܳᾷܦ 
ιᾁܢܭᾠܥܱܶᾌܥΆܦܷܪܸܲܣ᾿ܩιܛܲᾔΆܥ῀ܑᾞᾺܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ᾿ܲܫܛܪܸܲܣܩᾹܕ
ᾫΆܢܓܪᾺܠܷ

῀ܛᾹܧܥᾊᾹܪᾺܠܷ
ܱᾐܥܷܱᾊᾹܥᾹܧܥܪᾺܠܷ
᾿ܢܱᾰᾁܣܷιᾠܓ 
᾿ܢᾼܝܶܲܝܲιܧܥ 
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᾿ܢ᾽ܡܱܛܶܲᾰܫܭܶܫܸܛܲܢᾼܝܶܲᾫᾲܩܡᾒᾶܢ῁Ᾰܐ 
ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥιܖ῀ܛܪܸܲܣܩܱᾹܥܷ
Ᾱܩܲܢ᾿ܩܱιܥᾺܠܸܥᾐܧܳ᾽ᾰᾰᾰᾂᾊܢ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܡܱܛܷܪܥᾺܪܸܛܲᾰܝᾞܘ
ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥιܖ῀ܛܠܸܢܪܥᾺܨܡܱܛܶܲᾰܫܭܶܤܸܩܲܢ᾿ܩܱιܥᾺܠܸܥ
ܦܸܲᾹܦܤܭܛ 
ܦܸܲᾹܦܪܣ᾿ܠܓ 
ܦܸᾢᾹܢܱܲᾗܤܱܭܲܫܢܶܧܲܩιܥᾞᾷᾐܛ 
ܦܸܲᾹܤܩܲܢᾊᾰᾁΆܥܱᾼᾸᾐܨܐ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܡܱܛܷܪܥᾺܫܸܛܲܢᾼܝܶ 
ܤܩܲᾹܛܦܸܛܱܫܛᾱܡܨܱܛܭܸܩܱᾹܥܷ
᾿ܢᾼܝܶ῀ܛᾱܩܱιܦܩܸᾎᾁᾙܨܡܱܛܶܲᾰܫܭܶ᾿ܲܢܲܫܕܤܸܩܲܢᾺᾗᾷܠܸܥ
ᾐܩܲܛܲᾰܫܩܸܲᾙܭ᾿ܛܲܬܭܪᾺܠܷܤܸܩܲܢᾷܩܸᾎᾁᾙܧܛܸܢΆᾷܧܲܝܭ
ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܛܲᾰܤܱܦ᾽ܳܢܱᾹܢ᾿ܲܧܩܸܥᾁᾺܭܦܷܪܱܛ᾽ܲܢܕܱᾊᾹܣᾞܘ
῀ܛᾱܛܱᾰܣܷܲܭ᾿ܛܠܲܧܲܫܭܶῄܧܲܤܲܦܱܛ
᾿ܢܱᾌᾷܛܶιᾠᾰܥܶᾺܭܸܲܩܧܱܲιᾁܢܭᾠܥܶܲܩιܭܶ᾿ܲܧܛܸܱ῁ᾰܭ 
᾿ܢᾱᾁܬܭܭܸܲܩܧܱܲᾦᾰᾁܛܱᾌܥΆܦܷܢܱ᾽ᾸܝΆܛᾨᾰܘιᾠΆܦΆܩ 
᾿ܢᾌᾷᾐܥιܖܠܸܱܥᾌܒܛᾼᾪܢܶܧܷܠܸܲܫܛ᾽ܢܲܤܦ 
ܱᾁΆܧܭܸܩܱᾹܥܷ
ܲܬܭܲܭ᾿ܛܲᾰܬܱܦܱܶᾼܢᾷᾐΆܤܸ῀ܛᾱܛܱᾰܣܷܠܥᾺܩιᾂܦܷ
ᾺܛܱܛᾦᾰܛᾱܛܱᾰܣܷᾚᾹᾠܤܸܲܧܲܬܱܦܱܶᾁΆܧܭܸܧᾰᾂᾊܠܥιܖ
᾽ܭᾰᾂᾠܛܱܢܭᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ
᾿ܢᾰᾂᾠܫܸܛᾞᾷᾐܛ 
᾿ܢܲᾷܭ῁ܲܛܦ 
᾿ܢܲᾞᾺᾗܢΆܛᾰܥΆܣܨܸܩܲܥ 
ᾐܩܲܛܱᾰᾁܭܲܫܢܶ᾿ܩιܛܲܬܭܪᾺܠܷܫܸܛܩܑܸΆᾙ
῀ܛᾱܡܨܱܛܤܱܛιܢܭܩܸᾹᾁܩܲܢܲᾷܬܱܦܶ

ܦܸܲᾹܦܭ᾽ܐ᾿ܲܢܭ῀ܱܛܶιᾠᾰܛܲܬܱܦܶ

ܦܸܲᾹܧܲܝιܧܱᾙܠܲܭ
᾿ܲܧܪܸܲܣܲܭ᾿ܛܧܩܸΆܑᾹܡܨܱܛܱᾁΆܧܭܸܩܱᾹܥܷ
ܛܱܭܩܸᾫΆᾁܛܲܦ῀ܛܱᾼᾺᾗܭܲܡܥᾰᾁΆܠܸܲܛ᾿ܱܤᾢܩιܛܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ
ᾸᾐܩܸᾫΆᾁܛܲܦ᾿ܩιܛ῁ܲܦܢܧܷܠܸܲܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ᾿ܱܤܢܑܤܫ῀ܓ
ᾐܩܲܛᾞܭ
ܤܸܲܧܪܸܲܣܧܛܸܢᾐܑᾷܩܲܛܱܦܧܲܝܭΆܪܲᾺᾗܡܥܱᾌᾺܥܲᾹܥܨܫܭܲܬܱܦܶᾞܘ
Ᾰᾐܬܲܭᾤܭ᾿ܱܤܲܢᾷܛܱᾰܢܲᾷܬܱܦܶιᾠܭܷᾐܩܲܛܲᾰܫܪܸܲܣܲܭ᾿ܛܲܬܭܪᾺܠܷ
ܢᾺᾗᾁᾷܫܸܛܦܸܲ᾿ᾗᾐܧܩܸܥᾁᾺܭܛܱᾱܢܷᾷܬܸܢܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢܱᾶᾊᾞᾰᾁΆܛܶ
ܢܱܧܱܲܢܶܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܩιܭܢܱܲᾸܢܶᾐܩܲܛܱܧܲܭᾞܛ᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛܢᾸܩܲܝܪᾺܠܷ
᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ᾽ᾰᾁΆܫܭܤܸܩܲܢܲᾷܬܱܦܶܩܸ᾿ᾙܢ᾿ᾤܝܶᾰᾁᾲܪܸܲܣ
ܱΆܛᾨᾷᾐܕܫܸܛ᾿ܛܲᾰܝᾌΆܥιܖ᾿ܲܧܪܸܲܣ᾿ܢᾨᾐܕ᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛ῀ܛᾨᾷᾐܕ
ܛܱܧܲܬܭᾐ062)),&(ܑᾹܫ῀ܲᾜܛᾰܫܲܭܲܬܭΆܠᾬܝܸܛܱܭܲܫܢܶ
ܱΆܪܛܱܱܲᾰܧܢᾷܩܸιܭܫ῀᾽ᾗܠܱܢܶ῀ܱᾞܥܶᾺܠܱܥ
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ܑܢιᾁᾷܷܠܱܥܤܱܧܭܸܢᾱܫܸܛᾷܱܱܲܧܢᾰܛ7DPLOYLUWXDODFDGHP\FRP7DPLO
XQOWGFRP&DOLIRUQLDQDFDGHP\FRPEDODPLWKUDFRPܷܱܥᾹܩ
ܑܸܧܡᾷܫܢᾱܱܪܠܲܧܭܸ᾽ܱܥ᾿ܲܫܛΆ
YGUDZNLGVSDLQWHUSHQFLOSKRWRVKRSܷܱܥᾹܦܶܩᾹܱܶܥᾞܲܫܛᾹܲܬܭ
ܠܱܥ῁ܲܦܢᾺܱܶܥᾞ῀ܶ᾿ܧܝܶܤܱܥ᾽ܠܱܢᾙܸܩᾺܲܧܥιܲܧܥ῀ܛܲܝιܲܝᾷ῀ܱܢ
ܷܱܥᾹܭܩιܸܓ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܩᾞܱܭᾰᾁΆܭܷܨܫܭܪܸܲܣᾶᾌΆ
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ܱᾐܥܷᾞΆܫܭᾹܩܲܢᾺᾗᾷܠܸܥ᾿ܲܧܪܸܲܣܪܸܛܨܸܭᾌΆܥᾺܡܱܛιܦܷ
ܤܱܦܭ᾽ᾘܭܥᾐᾔܩܲܛ᾽ܫܭᾹܩܲܢ᾿ܩιܛܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ᾷܤܸܲܥᾺܩܲܝܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܱܶᾤΆܤܲܢܥιܛᾼᾸᾐܐܱᾤΆܤܲܫܛܩܸ᾿ᾙܧܝܶ
ᾤΆܧܑܫ῀ܱܛܶᾺᾗܱܲᾸᾐܛܱܭܲܫܢܶ




᾿ܱܢܥᾺܠܸܲܛܲܝܲιܧܥᾺܡܛᾰܪܑܧᾹᾂᾊܠᾷᾐܠܱܥܲܬܭܲᾹܫܛᾱܠܥܨܸܭܑῂ
᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛܠܸᾜΆܤܸܩܲܢܲᾷܬܱܦܶᾹܠܲᾜܝܲιܧܥ᾿ܩιܛܤܱܧܦܸܲܫܕ

ܤܸܢܲᾸܝܱᾰᾁᾲܣܷܪܸܱܢܶ
ܫܸܛܢܸᾸܬᾹᾠΆᾁܕᾶᾌΆܭܷܬܛܲܣ᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛܱᾹܢᾷܛܱܧܲܬܭ῀ܛᾹܪᾗ
ܥιܛܷιܢܧܲܩܱᾂܝܷᾹᾠΆᾟܕᾶᾌΆܭܷܛܲᾰܥιܛܱᾶᾌΆܛܶᾰܛܱܦܧܦܸ
ܢᾸܩܲܝܲܢܲᾹܑᾠܧܲܭ᾿ܛᾶᾌΆܭܷܧܦܸᾱᾁΆܛܶܪܓܩܸܲᾙܭ᾿ܛܲܭ᾿ܛܲ῁ᾰܦܢ
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ᾙΆܤᾊܑᾹܥܲᾹܛܱᾰܭ᾽ܢᾸܤܱܛܭܷܲܭܩᾹܕܢܷܭܱᾰᾁܭᾞܓܫܸܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܠܥᾺܛܱᾰܧܦܸ᾿ᾗᾐܢܲᾷܥιܛܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ
ܦܸᾹܦܷܛܸ῀ܱܛܶΆܭᾼܢܶ῀ᾞܤܪᾁ
ܦܸᾹܭܨܸᾌܛܲᾫܫܢܶ᾿ܲܧܥܪܸܛ
ܲᾜΆܝܱܦ᾽ܛܲܣ᾽ܪܦ᾿ܱܛܷܩܸܲܣܪܸܦΆܪܲܣ
ᾫΆܧܡܑܸΆܡ᾽ᾁܧܓܱᾌܭܷܲܩ᾿ܧܲܛܪܓ
ܤܷᾹܧܱܲܲܝܐܨܸᾹᾓᾤܭܥܦܸ
᾽ܭܲܤܲᾙܢᾸܡܭܥ᾿Ᾱᾕܣ
᾿ܧܲܭܲܩΆܧܱܢᾙܝ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐܩιܥܶܦܸᾞܥܶܛܲᾰܦᾺᾗܩܲܝܧܛܸܢܑᾷ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܨܭᾙᾹܛܲᾰܥιܛܲᾰܢᾺᾗᾁᾷܫܸܛܦܸܲ᾿ᾗᾐܧܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢܥιܛܷܲιܛܪܓ
ܩܸ᾿ᾙܢܲᾷܥιܛ᾿ܩιܛܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢܲܬܭܪᾺܠܷܛܱܧܦܸܲܫܕ
ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛܱᾰܭܲܫܢܶܲܬܭܲᾹܧܨܸᾌܛᾼᾫᾰܐܑῂ
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ܲᾷܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥᾺܧܸܩܸᾎᾁᾙܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ᾽ᾗᾷܠܱܢܶ᾿ܭܛܢΆܨܛܲܝಬ7
ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ῁ܲܦܢᾁᾺᾗᾷܭܱΆܠᾶܨܑܪܸܲܣܛᾰܠܱܢܶ
᾿ܢᾌᾷᾐܥΆܦܷܤܸܩܲܢ᾿ܢܲᾷܝܱܭܲᾌܭܱᾼܭ


ᾁܬܱᾊ᾿ᾢܭܲᾞܢ
ܱܲܲᾫܥᾺܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶܲᾷܭ᾿ܛ
᾽Ὰᾘܛܲᾱܝᾲᾆܦܸܲܭ᾿ܛ

ܲܡܤܲᾹܥ
ܩܸᾎᾁᾙܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ᾽ᾗᾷܠܱܢܶ᾿ܭܛܢಬ&07

\ಬ&07 &KLQHVH 0DOD
᾽ᾗᾷܠܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢ ܩܸ 7DPLO  ᾎᾁᾙ
ܲܬܭܲᾹܢᾷܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ
ܲܬܱܦܱܶᾼܢ
᾿ܩιܛ
᾿ᾢܢܲᾷܥιܛ
ᾜΆܢܸᾷܭ᾽ܐ
ܱᾌܥΆܦܷ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾿ܲܫܛᾹܩܲܢܲᾷܬܱܦܶ ܱᾌܢܷܭᾌᾷᾐܥιܖ ᾜΆܠܸܱܥᾌܒ
ܢܱ᾽Ᾰܝ ᾲܭܸܱܤܳܝ ܱᾁΆܦܛܱᾰܣܷ ܧܲܛᾹ ᾙᾰܢܑ ᾐܥᾹܕ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܧܠܸ
ᾰܢܱᾁΆ ܑᾸܭ ܑᾐܩܸ᾿ ᾙܢܲᾷܥιܛ ܢᾷܨܸܱܲᾸᾐܥ  ᾱܛ ܲܛ ܰܶ ᾽ܫܱܧܲܭ᾿ܛ
ᾌܥᾺܧᾼܝܶ ῀ܛᾱܩܱιܦ ܥιܛܷᾤᾰܬܱᾊᾹ ᾇܣ  ܛܸܲᾱܝ ܩܸ᾿ ᾙܢܲᾷܥιܛ
᾿ᾢܬᾲ ᾇܧܡܑܸ ᾽ܙ ܫ῀ᾙܠܱܨܷܲܧܓ ܩܸ ᾎᾁᾙܢᾐ ܑᾸܠᾶܛ Άܛܱᾰܪܦ
ᾜΆܪܸܩιܛ Ᾰᾐܡܸܲܤܠܓ ᾜΆܪܸܩιܛ ܧᾌ LQWHUDFWLYH HQYLURQPHQW  ᾆܥᾺܢᾷܠܣ
ᾐܩܲܛᾢᾜᾠᾷᾐܭ


ܲܢᾁܥܲᾺᾗᾺܝܱܭܩᾹܛΆܛᾰܥᾺܧܡܑܸΆಬ7ܠܝܲᾲܡܥಬ7

᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ ᾿ܲܧܩܸ ᾎᾁᾙܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾽ᾗᾷܠܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢ  ಬ7ܢܑᾸ
ᾷᾐΆܠܣܲܬܭ
᾿ܩιܛ
ܛܸᾊᾰܭܠܣ

ᾫΆܛܱܠܱܛܲᾨᾰܭ
ᾐܭᾌܥᾌܒ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ᾿ܲܥܲᾺܝܱܭܩᾹܛ ܲ ZZZWVLJDUDPFRPܬܭΆܧܡܑܸ
ܩܸ ᾎᾁᾙܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ  ಬ7ܢ ܑᾸܤܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛᾁᾰܥ ᾫΆܛܱܠܱܛܲᾨᾰܭ
 ᾙΆܠܱܥ ܲᾺᾗᾺܝܱܭ ܱᾞܭܶῂܘ ᾠΆܥܶܠܸܣ ܩܸᾷᾐᾰᾁ ᾚᾹᾠ ᾙܨܱܭ
 ῀ܛᾱܠܲܦܲܣ ᾌΆܥᾺܢᾷܠܣᾦᾰᾁܛܫܸܭܷܠܱܥ



 ܲܢᾁܥ᾿ܢ ᾙܛܸᾊᾰܭܠܣ᾿ܩιܛᾷᾐΆܠܣܲܬܭ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ
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᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ ܧܸܩܸ ᾎᾁᾙܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾽ᾗᾷܠܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢ  ಬ7ܢܑᾸ
ܱᾌΆܪܷ ᾓܢܸܛ ᾽ܭܲᾠܝ ιᾠΆܦ Άܛܢ ᾗᾷܧܱܲܥܶ ܱᾌΆܪܷᾓܠܱܥ ܝܸܱܬܷܲܦܢ
ܤܱܫܛᾰ ᾂᾠܧܲܛܲ᾿ ᾙᾰܥܲᾺܝܱܭ ܲᾌܭܱᾼܭ ᾽ܥܲᾺܥιܛ Άܠܱܥ ܲᾺᾗᾺܝܱܭ ᾷᾐܡܑܸ
῀ܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ ᾿ܲܢᾷܛܲᾙܩ ᾨᾷᾐܕ ᾿ܱܪܢܐ Άܧܲܝܭ ܲܝܲιܧܥ ᾿ܠᾨᾷᾐᾰᾂܕ
ᾐܥܱᾌᾺܛܶιᾠᾰܛ ᾰܛܲᾰܝܱܭ ᾨᾷᾐᾰᾂᾊܕ ᾜΆܢܸᾨᾷܕ ܫ῀ܱ᾿ᾢᾤܝܶ ܱᾞܭܶῂܘ
 ᾿ 0RGHO 5HDGLQJܢܲᾷܝܱܭ ܱܲܲܢܱܦܱܲᾹ ᾙᾹܧܱܲܲܝܐ ܱᾁΆܦܧܲܝܭ ܛܲܦ ܛܲܦ
 ᾽ &KRUXV5HDGLQJܥܲᾺܝܱܭ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܲܩιܥܲᾹܥᾺܨܸܧܱܲܲܝܐܦܸܱܧܦܸܧܲܩܑᾹ
ᾜΆܠܸܲᾺᾖܢܦ ܱܨܱܝܩܸܲᾺᾗ ᾙܝܱܭ ܲܤܢ ᾷܛܱܧܲܢܲᾺᾗ ܑᾠܝܱܭ ܡܑܸ ᾁܩܲܥ
᾽ܱܭᾷᾐܠܣܱᾌܨܷܭܡܱܦ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ
  ܛܸᾊᾰܭܠܣܲܬܭΆܧܡܑܸܨܛܲܝಬ7

῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾌΆܥᾺܛᾱܬܭ ܲܤܲܡܛ ᾞܘ ᾞᾰᾁΆܭܡܱܦ ܱᾞܭܶῂܘ
ᾰܫܸܛܲܢᾁܥ ܲᾺᾗᾺܝܱܭ ܩᾹܛ ܠܥᾺܛᾱܬܭ ܤܛܶᾦᾰܛ᾽ܭ ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ
ܱܲᾷᾐᾺܝᾲܓ ܲᾌܭܱᾼܭ ᾌܛܷ ᾰܛܱܧܦܸܲ ᾙᾨܬܭᾢᾺᾗܘ  ಬ .DUDRNHܛܸܽᾰܨܱܶܛಫ
᾽ܭᾌܥᾌܒ ᾿ᾢܩιܛܧ῀ ᾆܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܱᾠܭ᾽ ܑῂܭᾼܝܶ ܲᾫܢܥᾢᾺܘ ᾼᾐܝܶ ܲܝܲιܧܥ
ᾠΆܥܶܠܸܣ ᾿ܢܲᾌܥܲᾺܢܦ ᾿ܲܧܲܢ᾽ ܑᾠܭᾌܥᾌܒ ᾫΆܛܱܧܡܑܸ ᾿ܲܫܛܫܸܭܷ ܪܲܝ
ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܢᾢᾜᾠᾷܭܛܷܲᾺᾖᾌܑᾱܢܦܱܨܱܝܩܸᾙ
῀ܛܱᾰܤܲܭᾼᾫܐ
ܪܸܲܣܛᾰܠܱܢܶ ܱᾠܭῂܕ ಬܩܸ ᾎᾁᾙܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢ Άܨܛܲܝ  ಫಬ7
ܤܸܩܲܢ ᾿ܢܲᾷܝܱܭ ܲᾌܭܱᾼܭ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾁᾺᾗᾷܭ ܱΆܠᾶܨܑ
"ᾌᾷᾐΆܥΆܦܷ
ΆܪᾹᾚܢܭᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥᾺܧܸܩܸᾎᾁᾙܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ᾿ܭܛܢΆܨܛܲܝ ಬ7
ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾁᾺᾗᾷܭ ܱΆܠᾶܨܑ ܪܸܲܣܛᾰܠܱܢܶ ᾿ܲܢᾷܠܱܥ ܲᾺᾗᾺܝܱܭ
"ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥܲᾺܫܭܱܶᾠܭῂܕ ܱᾌ (QJDJHPHQWܥᾌܒ

ܩܸܲᾙܩܣܶᾼᾫܐ
ᾺᾗܦܸܭᾊܭܲᾹܭᾼܐ
ᾼᾫ 0L[HGPHWKRGUHVHDUFKܐܧܲܛܱᾰܣܷΆܨܢᾼᾫܐܧܲܛܱᾰܣܷᾫܫ᾽ܫܱܭᾼܐ 
\Ὰᾗ ಫ([SODQDWRUܦܸܭᾊܭ ܢܱ᾽ ܑᾸܤᾊܨܲܢ ῀ܛᾫܨܢ ܲᾷܬܭܲᾹܩιܭܧܲܛܐ  GHVLJQ
Ᾱᾠᾰᾁܘ ܱܤܲܭ ᾼᾫܐ ᾌΆܥᾺܛᾰܬܸ Ᾱᾠܕ 6HTXHQWLDO  0L[HG 0HWKRG 'HVLJQಬ
ܱܤܲܭ ᾼᾫܐ  ᾦΆ 4XDQWLWDWLYHܛᾫܨܢ ܧܲܛܱᾰܣܷ ᾫܫ ᾽ܫܱܭᾼܐ ܡܱܛ ܠܸܲܭ
ܤܠܥᾺܠܨܲܢ  ᾦΆ 4XDOLWDWLYHܛᾫܨܢ ܧܲܛܱᾰܣܷ Άܨܢ ܡܱܛ ܠܸܲܭ ᾶᾌᾰᾁܨܑ
᾿ܲܧܩܑܸΆᾙ
ᾼᾫܐ
᾿ܱܢܭᾼܝܶ
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῀ܛܱιܝܶܠܱᾶܛܶ῀ܛᾨᾷᾐܕܢᾊᾷܥ



 ܱᾐܥܷᾼᾜΆܝܶ᾽ᾫܢܷᾷܪܸܲܤܲ᾿ᾙᾹܧܲܢᾁܥܲᾺᾗᾺܝܱܭܠܱᾶܛܶ῀ܛܱιܝܶ
ܢᾊᾷܥ ῀ܛ᾽ܭ ܱᾐܥܷ᾽ ᾺܤܢܲᾞᾸܢᾊᾷܥ ܨܸܭ ᾨᾷᾐܨܶܲܧܓ ܨܛܕ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ

ܱᾐܥܷᾼᾜΆܝܶ᾽ᾫܢܷᾷܪܸܲܤܲᾹܥܤܢܑᾞᾸܛܐ῀ܛܱιܝܶܠܱᾶܛܶ῀ܛᾨᾷᾐܕ
᾿ܱܪܢܐ ᾽ܤܢܲᾞᾸܢᾊᾷᾐ ᾙᾊᾷܥ ܨܸܭ ῀ܛᾨᾷᾐܧܶᾼܦܶ᾽ܲܧܓ ܨܛܕ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
 ܤᾰᾂᾊܛܐ῀ܛܱιܝܶܠܱᾶܛܶ῀ܛᾨᾷᾐܕܢᾊᾷܥ῀ܛ᾽ܭ




ᾷܪܸܲܤ῀ ᾙᾹܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܱᾐܥܷᾼᾜΆܝܶ ܱᾼᾫܥᾁᾺܥ Ὰܩܸᾰ ᾂܢܑᾸ
ܩιܥܶ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ  ᾽ܤܫ῀ᾼᾐܝܶ ᾲܛܱܥᾺܩܲܝ ᾿ܲܭ᾽ܢܷ ᾷܪܸܲܤܲᾹܥ ܠܲܭܭܸ᾽ܢܷ
ᾰܢܲᾹ ܑᾸܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܱᾁΆ ܑᾐܩܱᾹܝ ιᾁᾲܢܑ ܡܸᾶܥܶܲᾺܢܦ ܱܲܝܱܨܝ 

ܩܸܱ᾿ ಬ7 ᾎᾁᾙܤܢܑ ᾐܩܲܛܱᾌܛ ᾰܢܸᾷܩιܤܷ ᾙᾹܢᾸܠܸ  ᾿ܲܩᾂ
ܗ 'ܲᾔΆ 6ܥܱΆ ܑᾞᾺܪܤܕ ᾐܫ῀ܲᾜܢᾌᾷܥιܖ ܢܸᾷܛܱᾰܢ ܛᾰܢᾷܥܲᾞΆܭ
ΆܛܲܢΆܛܱᾰܢᾷܢܑᾸܧܷܠܸܲܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܱܲܝܱܨܝιᾠΆܦᾹܩܲܢܳᾷܦܱᾐܥܷܱ᾽ᾰᾁΆܥ
Άܩιܤܷ ᾙᾹܢ Ᾰܧܷܠܸܲܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܲᾤΆܧܥ Ὰܧܥܸ ᾹᾠΆܕ ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܡܱܛ
ᾐܩܲܛܲᾌܥܲᾺܩᾹᾠΆᾁܕᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܡܱܛᾰܛܱܭܩܸιᾠᾰᾁܝ

῀ܛܱιܝܶܠܱᾶܛܶ῀ܛᾨᾷᾐܕܢܱܛᾊᾰܥ



῀ܛ᾽ܭ ᾿ܲܭ᾽ܢܷᾷܪܸܲܤܲ᾿ ᾙᾹܧܲܢᾁܥ ܲᾺᾗᾺܝܱܭ ܠܱᾶܛܶ ῀ܛܱιܝܶ 
ᾷܪܸܲܤܲᾹܥ ܤܢ ܑᾞᾸܛܐ Άܢܱᾷܦܶ ῀ܛܱιܝܶ ܠܱᾶܛܶ ῀ܛᾨᾷᾐܕ ܢܱܛᾊᾰܥ
ܤܢᾸܩܸᾰ ᾁܛܐ Άܢܱᾷܦܶ ῀ܛܱιܝܶ ܠܱᾶܛܶ ῀ܛᾨᾷᾐܕ ܢܱܛᾊᾰܥ ᾿ܲܭ᾽ܢܷ
᾿ ᾓܢܸܛ ᾽ܭܲᾠܝ Άܛܢ ᾗᾷܧܱܲܥܶ Ὰܛܱܥ᾿ܧܑ ܫܸܛܱιܝܶ ᾲܢ῀ ܑᾸܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ܩᾹܛ ᾽ ಬ7ܤܩܲᾹܛᾊᾰܥ ܲܬܭ῀ܛ᾿ܭᾔܥ ܲᾺᾗᾺܝܱܭ ܩᾹܛ ιᾠΆ ಬ7ܦ
ᾢᾺᾗܘιᾁܢܥᾊᾺܥᾺܫܸܛܱιܝܶܠܱᾶܛܶ῀ܛᾨᾷᾐܕܢܱܛᾊᾰܥ᾿ܲܧܲܢᾁܥܲᾺᾗᾺܝܱܭ
ᾼᾐܝܶ  ܽῄಬ PRXVHܦܶ ܫܸܛܱιܝܶ῀ ᾲܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛᾱܬܭ ܩܸᾙ
᾽ܭ῀ܱܛܶܲᾸᾐܩܧܸܩܸܱܲᾺᾗᾙܝᾲܓܱ᾿ᾢᾹܝܶᾲ



῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܤܱܪܱܥᾞΆܥܶ ܱᾐܥܷܱ᾽ᾰᾁΆܥ Ὰܧܸ'ιᾠΆ 6ܦ ܱܲܝܱܨܝ
ܫܸܛᾶܥܶܲᾺܢܦ ܠܥᾺܩܥܶ ܲᾔΆܥܱΆ ܑᾞᾺܪܤܕ ܪܸ᾿ܲܭܧᾼܝܶ ᾲܛܱܥᾺܩܲܝ
Ᾱܩܲܢܳᾷܦ ܱᾐΆܥܷᾼᾜΆܝܶ ܱᾼᾫܥᾁᾺܥ Ὰܛܱܦܬܐ ܱᾐΆܥܷܱ᾽ᾰᾁΆܥ ܲᾌᾺܥᾺܘ
ܱܪ᾿ܕ ܠܢᾷܠܲܛ ᾐܩܲܛᾙᾊܧܲܩ Ᾱᾠܕ ᾽ܤܫ῀ᾼᾐܝܶ ᾲܛܱܥᾺܩܲܝ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
Ὰܤܸܩܲܢ ܧᾰᾂᾊܛᾊᾰܥ ᾜΆܫܸܛܱιܝܶ ܱᾲܪ᾿ܕ ᾦΆܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ Ᾱܩܲܢܳᾷܦ
῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ  Ᾱᾠܕ Ᾱܢܷᾊᾷܥ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܧܲܫ῀ܥ ᾽ܪܱܥ ᾽ܤܢܲᾞᾸܩιܥܶ
ᾦΆܛᾨᾷᾐܕ ῁ܲܦܢ ܱᾷܪ᾿ܕ ܦܷᾌܦ ᾽ܭܱᾤΆ ܑᾞܤܲܩܲ᾿ ᾂܥܲᾺܡܛᾞᾷᾐᾰܛ
 ಬ7ܦܸᾹܣ ܢܱ᾿ ܑᾸܪܢܐ ᾽ܤܫ῀ܲᾜܩᾹᾠ ᾂܕ ῀ܛ᾽ܱܫ῀ܲᾸᾐܩ
ᾐܫ῀ܲᾜܢᾌᾷܥιܖ ܢܸᾷܩܱιܦ ܛᾰܢᾷܥܲᾞΆܭ Άܠܲܫܛ᾽ܭܑ ᾿ܱܧܩܸᾎᾁᾙ
ܧܷܠܸܲܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܲᾤΆܧܥ Ὰܧܥܸ ιᾠΆܦ ܱܲܝܱܨܝ ܱᾤΆܤܐ ܱΆܪܤܕ
ܪܸ᾿ܲܭܧᾙᾊܡܱܛᾰܢܸᾷܩιܤܷᾞᾙᾹܘܛܱܭܫܭῂ
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ܱܲᾺᾗܝᾲܓ



᾿ܲܥܱܲᾺܝᾲܓ Ᾱᾠܕ ᾽ܤܫ῀ᾶᾌܛ Άܩιܤܷܲ᾿ ᾙᾹܥܱܲᾺܝᾲܓ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ܛܱܩܱᾹܝ ῀ܛᾶܥܶܲᾺܢܦ ܱܲܝܱܨܝ ܪܸܲܤܲᾹܥ ܪܸܲܤ ᾙᾹܩιܥܶ ῀ܛ᾽ܭ
᾿ܲܩᾰ ᾂܢ῀ ܑᾸܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܤܱܪܱܥᾞΆܥܶ ᾿ܲܧܫܸܭܷ ܢܷ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾱᾁܫܲܭ
ܪܸܲܤܲᾹܥ ܪܸܲܤܲᾹ  ᾙᾹܧ'᾿ 6ܛᾰܪܲܭ ܠܲܢ Ᾱᾠܕ ᾽ܤܫ῀ᾼᾐܝܶ ᾲܛܱܥᾺܩܲܝ
ܤܩܲᾹܛܱᾌܛᾌᾷᾐᾰܕ῀ܛᾶܥܶܲᾺܢܦ
Άܫܨܝ



ᾷܪܸܲܤᾙᾹܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܡܱܛΆܩιܤܷᾙᾹܧܷܠܸܲܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܨܝ
᾽ܤܫ῀Ᾰᾐܠܸܧܲܝ᾽ᾲܢܷᾲܛܱܥᾺܩܲܝ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ᾿ܲܭ᾽ܢܷᾷܪܸܲܤܲᾹܥᾺܠܲܭܭܸ᾽ܢܷ
ܢܱᾐᾸܥܷܱ᾽ᾰᾁΆܥ'᾿6ܛᾰܪܲܭܠܲܢܲᾔΆܥܑᾞᾺܤܩܲᾹܛܱᾌܛ῀ܛᾫܨܢᾹᾠܕ
῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ Ᾱܩܲܢܳᾷܦ ᾜΆܛܷᾐ ܑᾱܩܲܛܱᾌᾰܛܶ ᾰܢܸᾷܩܱιܦܖ ιᾠܝ ᾿ܛᾰܪܲܭ
ܪܸܲܤ῀ ᾙᾹܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܲ᾿ ܑᾞܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܱܲܝܱܨܝ ᾽ܤܫ῀ᾼᾐܝܶ ᾲܛܱܥᾺܩܲܝ
ܲܩܲᾹܦᾙܩܱιܦ ܢܲܭܢᾸܕ ιᾠܥܶ ᾺܫܸܛᾶܥܶܲᾺܢܦ ܢܷ ᾿ܲܫܛ᾽ᾫܢܷᾷܪܸܲܤܲᾹܥ
 ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾹܢܶΆܩιܤܷΆᾙᾹܠܱܲܭܗ᾿ܲܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܲᾤΆܧܥᾺܧܥܸ᾽ܤܫ῀ܓ
῀ܛᾶܥܶܲᾺܢܦܢܱᾷܦܶ
ܱᾐܥܷܱᾰᾁΆܣܷᾺᾗܘ ܫܸܛᾶܥܶܲᾺܢܦ ܢܱᾷܦܶ ܪܸܲܤܲᾹܥ ܪܸܲܤᾙᾹ



'᾿ 6ܛᾰܪܲܭ ܠܲܢ ܲᾔΆܥ᾽ ܑᾞᾺܤܫ῀ᾶᾌܛ Άܩιܤܷ῀ ᾙᾹܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ܳᾶᾌΆܦ ܱΆܪܤܕ ᾐܫ῀ܲᾜܛܪܲܭ Άܢܲܭ  ᾿ܛᾰܪܲܭ ܢܱᾐ Ᾰܥܷܱ᾽ᾰᾁΆܥ
῀ܛᾶܥܶܲᾺܢܦᾰᾁᾺܤܱܡᾶܥܶܲᾺܢܦܝᾲܓ᾽ܭ᾿ܱܣ᾿ܲܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ Ᾱܩܲܢܳᾷܦ
᾿ܲܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܲᾤΆܧܥᾺܧܥܸ᾽ܤܫ῀ιᾠܥܶ᾿ܲܫܛ᾽ᾫܢܷᾷܪܸܲܤܲᾹܥܪܸܲܤᾙᾹ
ᾲܛܲܦ ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾞܘ ᾿ܲܢ ᾽ܤܫ῀ιᾠܥܶ ܲܝ᾽ᾲܢܷ ᾿ܲܥܲᾺܝܱܭ ܲᾌܭܱᾼܭ ᾽ܭܗ
ᾷܪܸܲܤܲᾹܥ ܪܸܲܤ ᾙᾹܛܱܡᾶܥܶܲᾺܢܦ ܝᾲܓ ᾽ܭ ᾽ܱܫ῀ᾼᾐܝܶ ᾲܛܱܥᾺܩܲܝ
᾿ܲܫܛᾶܥܶܲᾺܢܦܢܱᾷܦܶᾞΆܭ᾿ܱܣܩιܦ᾽ܱܫ῀ܲᾜܛܱᾱܭ῀ܛᾶܥܶܲᾺܢܦ᾿ܲܭ᾽ܢܷ
᾽ܤܲܭᾨܢᾷܧܸܲܭ᾿ܱܢܷ
῀ܛ῀ᾙᾊᾫܛᾫܨܢܧܲܛܱᾰܣܷΆܨܢ
ᾰܨܸܭ῀ ᾚܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܲᾤΆܧܥ Ὰܧܥܸ ܱܲܝܱܨܝ Ᾱܩܲܢܳᾷܦ ᾽ܫܱܭᾼܐ



᾽ܱܢᾌᾷܢܶ᾽Ᾰܢܷ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ   5DQGRP VHOHFWLRQܩιܦᾐܖ Άܛܱᾰܣܷ ܤܱܥܲᾺܩᾁ
ܧܷܠܸܲܫܛ᾽ܭ ῀ܛᾱܠܱܥ ᾌΆܥᾺܢᾷܠܣ ᾿ܲܧܩܸ ᾎᾁᾙܢΆ ܑᾸܠܲܫܛ᾽ܭ
 ᾽ܱܤܲܥܲᾞΆܭܧܲܩܠᾶܛᾹᾠܕܱܭܤܲܢᾌᾷܥιܖܱᾌΆܥᾌܒᾙΆܭ᾽ܐ


ᾫΆܛܲܦ ᾱᾁܥ ܱܲᾹܧܱܲܲܝܐ ᾦΆܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ  ᾚᾹᾠܠᾶܛ ᾊܥܷ ᾿ܡܱܛ᾽ܣܷ
ܱᾌᾰᾁܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢ ᾽ܤܢᾷܨܸᾌᾷᾐܕ ܢܸܥᾹܕ Άܧܲܛᾙᾰ
Ᾱܢ ᾷܛܱܧܦܸܱ᾿ ᾙᾨܥܷ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ ᾶᾌ ᾐܓ ܪܸ᾿ܕ ᾽ܙ ܦܷܱᾐܥܷᾺܕ
ᾷܫ῀ܢܶ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܢܸܥᾹܕ  ܱᾐ 6HHWKDܧᾙᾊܢᾤᾷܝܶ ᾲܢܸᾷܛܲᾰܢܐ
ܠܑܸ Ᾱܠᾞܧܱܲܲܝܐ ᾿ܲܢᾷܠܱܥ  ᾿ܢܲᾹ ᾙܥᾁᾺܭ ᾽ܤܢᾷܨܸᾌᾷᾐܕ ܛܱܭܲܫܢܶ
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ᾐܪ᾿ ܲܬܭ᾿ܠܱܥ ᾿ܢᾊᾷܣ ιᾠܦܷܨܲܢܱᾷܥ ᾿ܠܱܧܨܸᾸᾐܪܛ ᾿ܠܱܧܤܸܲܭ
ᾰܧܸܪܸܲܣܱᾌܥᾌܒܱܲᾹܛܱᾰܡܱܦܭܸܧᾢܢ᾿ᾙܢᾠܥܶܠܸܣΆܠܱܥܲܬܭܲܫܱܡܱܶܛ
ᾐܩܲܛܱᾌܛ


ᾜΆܛܷܱᾐ ᾱܥܷᾠΆܥܶܠܸܣ ᾿ܲܧܲܤܲܡܛ Άܠܱܥ  ܢܱᾌ ᾌᾷܢܷ
ܥιܖ  ᾦᾰᾁܛܪܸܲܣ ᾽ܭܨܭ ܫܸܛܲܢᾁܥ ܲᾺᾗᾺܝܱܭ ܩᾹܛ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ܧܱᾐ ᾆܥܷᾌΆܥᾌܒ ᾿ᾢܩιܛ ܧ᾽ ᾆܤܲܩᾹᾠ ᾂܕ ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛܲᾰܝܱܭ ܱᾌܢܷᾷܭ᾽ܐ
ܱᾌܧܷܡܑܸ᾽ܤܩᾹܕܱΆܪܢᾌᾷܥΆܦܷܪܸܩιܛܧܠܸᾦܛᾱܢᾙΆܪܲᾺᾖᾌᾚܢܦ
᾽ܤܩᾹܕܱᾹܢܱᾠܭܱᾐΆῂܥܷᾼᾜΆܝܶ


ܨܸᾙᾊᾫ
 ᾿ܱܢܲᾷܥιܛ

᾿ܲܧܩܸᾙ

ᾦᾰᾁᾺܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ

ܧܱܲܥΆܨܱܥ

ܧܩܸಫܑᾹ



ܱΆಬ -RKQܩܷܲܛܲᾌܭܲᾷᾐܩܥ ܲᾞᾸᾐܦܠܲܫܛ᾽ܭ ܱΆܣ ܢܸᾷܪܱܛ᾽ܲܢܕ ܧܠܸᾦܛ᾽ܭ

ᾷܢܸܤܱᾹܝܶ ᾿ܢᾼܝܶ Άܤܤܦ ᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾿ܲܧܩܸ ᾙܧܱܲܥΆܨܱܥ   \'HZH
ᾐܭܱ᾿ᾤܝܶ ܧܷᾊܥ Ὰܢܸܢܱᾌᾷܛܶιᾠᾰܛ ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ ᾐܭ᾿ܱܝܶ ܲᾲܥܲᾞΆܢ
᾿ܱܤܐ ܲᾞᾰᾁΆܢᾸܦܸ ܛܱܢܤܱܥᾺܩܲܝ ᾷᾐᾰᾁᾲܠܛܪܱܛ ܧܩܸ ᾹܭܸܩܱᾹܥܷ
ᾦᾰᾁᾺܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܢᾸܩܲܥ᾿ܱᾶᾊܩΆᾓιܐ῀ܛܩܸ᾿ᾙܢܲᾷܥιܛܤܱܧܱܲܲܢܱܦܑΆ
᾿ܲܧܩܸ ᾙܧܱܲܥΆܨܱܥ ᾽Ᾰᾐܠܱܢܶ ῀ܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ ܱᾐܧܦܸ ܛܱܢܤܱܦܢܱᾞᾷܥܶ
᾿ܲܧܲܢᾌ ܑᾠܥᾺܠܸܢ ᾿ܩιܛ Ᾰᾐܬܑ ܲܢᾢ᾿ ᾆܩιܛ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾿ܱܢܲᾷܥιܛ
ܧܲܛܱܫܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ ᾿ܱܪܢܐ ᾽ܭᾌܥᾺܡܱܛ ܲܩܱᾌΆ ᾁᾹܥᾌܒ ᾙΆܭ᾽ܐ ᾿ᾢܩιܛ
ᾜΆܪܸܢܲᾷܥιܛ ܱᾞܭܶῂܘ ᾐܫ῀ܱᾠᾺᾗܥܶ ܢܱᾼᾸܭ ܦܸᾹܢܲᾷܤܢ ᾞܘ ᾰᾁܦܣ
ιᾁᾷܢ ܱᾁΆܧܦܸܠܛ ܧܱܧܪܸܢ ᾐܦܣ ᾐܥܲᾺܥιܛ ᾷᾐᾰܦܸܭᾊܭ ܱᾌܢܷᾷܛܱᾰܢᾗᾷ
ܱ᾿ ᾐܢܲᾸܬܱܦܶ Ᾱᾠܕ ᾗܱܲᾜΆܡܸΆ ᾐܧܝܲᾲܣ Άܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾽ᾗᾷܠܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢ
ܱᾐܛܱܧܛܸܲܦ
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᾿ᾢܢܲᾷܥιܛ᾿ܩιܛܲᾰܬܭܧܡܑܸ
ΆܛܱᾰܧܲܢܨܲܥܲᾺܫܱܡܱܶܛᾰܧܲܥܱᾺܛ᾿ܱܢܶ



᾽ܱܦܲ᾿ᾁܢᾸܝܱܶܦܷ
ܷ᾽ܭܤܸᾙ



ܩܸܱᾼᾫᾷᾐܨܧܓ῁ܲܦܢᾷܪܸܛ᾽ᾙᾐܧܱܲܲܝܱܨܥܷܲᾺܭܢܓ
᾽Άᾗᾷᾑܧܱܛܷ ܲܝܱܤᾹܢ ܱܲ᾿ᾥܛᾰܪܸܛᾆܨ
YLVXPEXWDPLO#JPDLOFRPKWWSYLVXPEXZRUGSUHVVFRP


ܲᾞᾰᾁΆܧܲܢᾌᾷܥιܖ ܢܸᾷܩܱιܦ ܲᾤΆܫܛܪܸܲܣ ܱܪ᾿ܕ ܲᾹܭ῁ܱܭ ܢܲܤܦܲܤܢ
ܤܱܛιܢܭᾠܥܶ Ὰܭܸܲܩ ܱᾌܥᾶܥ Ὰܛܠܔ ܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢ ܧܩܑܸᾹ
ܛܢᾐ  ᾗᾷܩܲᾹܛᾞܭܲܛܱᾰܠᾶܓ ܫܸܛ᾿ܢܱᾠܦ ܢᾞᾷܥܶ ܲᾤΆܢᾷܫܢ ܲᾺᾗᾷܝܱܭ
ᾷܤܸܢܲᾸܝ ᾜΆܢܸᾷܥᾜΆ ܑᾹܭܸܲܩ ܦܷᾌܦ ܛܱܦܪܲᾹ ᾚܥܲᾺܝܱܭ
Ᾰᾐܠܛ ᾰܧܸܩܸܲᾙܬܭ ܠܥܲᾺܬܭᾗܨܦ ܩᾹܕ ᾙᾊᾜΆܩܥܶ ᾜΆܪܸܢᾑᾶᾌ
Άܛᾚܝ ܠܥᾺܧܦܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ܛܱܥܲᾺܩΆ  ᾁܛܪܓ ᾐܩܲܛܱᾶᾊᾞᾰܛܶᾹᾠܝܶ
ᾹܠᾜܦܸᾹܢ ᾷܦܸܱᾐܥܶ ܧܲܭܱܫܛܪܓ Ᾱᾠܘ  \7HFKQR &HQWULF 6RFLHW
ᾐܩܲܛܱᾶᾊᾞᾰܛܶᾸᾐܦܸܠܛ

᾿ܲܢᾷܛᾚܝܑᾲ
ᾷܛܱܤܭᾞܘ
ܤܸᾹܢ
Άܛܭܷᾷܓ ܢܲᾁᾸܦ ܩܸᾙܪܸܢ Άܫܑ ܧܩܸܲ᾿ ܑᾹܢܭ῀ܱܛܶ ܲᾰܢᾌᾷܥᾺܫܱܧܠܸ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾞܭܱᾊܛ

῀ ܑᾹᾔΆܛܱᾌܥ᾿ܧܝܶ ᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾰܫܸܛᾱܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܲܬܱܦܶ ῁ܲܦܢ
᾽ܭܡܱܦ  ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ ܤܱܦܧܱܲܥΆܨܱܥ Ὰܛܱܢܢܱ᾽Ᾰܝ ܦܷᾌܦ ܧܸܛܸܪܥᾞΆܛ
᾽ܱܧܲܤܢ ܱᾐܥܷιܢ  ᾐܩܲᾹܛ᾽ܠܱܢܶ ܲᾷܩܲᾹܦܩܱιܦ ᾿ܲܧܩܸᾺᾗᾙܦܸ
ᾰܭᾊܭܲܝܱܛ ῀ܛᾱܠܱܥ ܲᾺܫ῀ܥ᾿ܱܫܛܱᾌܥ᾿ܧܝܶ ᾲܩܸܲ᾿ᾙܬܱܢܶ ܲᾹܫܛᾱܤܭܲᾠܣ
ᾐܧܱܲιᾗᾰᾁܭܷܨܭᾐܥܲᾞᾺܢᾸܬܸᾰᾁ῀ᾒܩܸ᾿ᾙܢܲᾷܥιܛ
ܤܸᾹܢ ܱᾌܢܷᾷܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢ ᾞΆܭ ᾽Ᾰᾐܫܭ ܛܱܦܛܭܷ ܛܲܦ ܑᾹᾠ



Άܫܑ ܪܱܛᾞᾱܭ ιᾠΆܦ ܪܱܛ῁ܛܲܣ ܱᾤΆܧܲܬܱܦܶ ᾞܘ ܢᾸܕ ܢܱܫ῀ܱܛܶᾷᾐᾰܡܑܸ
ܤܸᾹܢ ᾷܛܱܧܲܬܱܦܶ ᾞܘ ܤܱܦᾐܤܱܦܥܲᾞᾺܭ ᾐΆܩιܖ ᾞᾰᾁܤܲܧܩܸᾙܪܸܢ
᾿ܲܢᾷܫ῀ܭܶ ܨܱܝܱᾲܪܛ ᾰܧܦܛܪܓ ᾞΆܭܲܛᾞܥܶ  ܱᾐܧ ᾙᾊܫ῀ܱܛܶܲᾰܢܲᾠᾷܣܪܸܲܣ
ܲಬܬܱܦܱܶᾼܢᾷಫܧܸܲܬܱܦܱܶᾼܢᾹܢᾰᾂᾌΆܠܲܭᾌܥᾺܪ᾿ܝܶᾊᾷᾐᾲܛܱܩᾐᾙι
ιᾁᾷܢܭ῀ܱܛܶᾷᾐᾰܭܸܛᾰܢ ᾿ᾢܬᾲᾇܧܦܛܪܓ Ᾱܭᾞܘ ܱᾌܧܷܲܢᾁܢ ܩᾹܕ
ᾐܦܣ ᾿ܲܧܪܸܲܣ ܲᾞᾰᾁΆܧܲܛܱᾰܣܷ᾽ܲܢܕ ܫܸܛܱᾼᾺᾗܭ ܲᾺᾗܝܱܭ ܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ
ΆܧܲܝܭᾐܭᾼܝܶܲᾺᾖᾌܢܦܫܸܛܱᾌܥ᾿ܧܝܶ
 Ά HERRNܛܢܲᾹᾗᾷܦ
ܢܱ᾽Ᾰܝ ܲܝܥܷܪܸ ιᾠΆܦ ᾌܪܷܲܝ ܢܱ᾽Ᾰܝ Άܧܡܑܸ ܢܱ᾽Ᾰܝ ܲܤܲܡܛ



 ܲᾹ WH[WWRVSHHFK776ܧܲܩܱιܦᾲᾆܥܷܲιᾁᾺܢᾷܛᾞᾰܥܶᾺܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶܲᾺᾗᾷܝܱܭ
ܠܥιܦܷܱᾐᾰᾁΆܥܷιܢᾐܫ῀ܓܛܱܢܢܱᾼᾸܭΆܭᾷᾐܧܲܛᾙᾰܢܲᾁᾸܦܲᾺᾗܫܛᾱܥ
᾿ܱܤܐ  ܤܩܲᾹܛܲᾞᾰܩιܥܶ Άܩܱιܦ ܛܱܫܛܲܬܱܦܶ ܲᾺᾗܝܱܭ ܲܭᾞܛ ῀ܛܲܬܱܦܶ ܛܪܓ
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ܱᾺᾗܛܷ ᾰܛܸܭ᾿ܥ  ܲ 1DWXUDO 776ܩܱιܦᾲᾆܥܷ ܲᾺܬܭܛܸιܧܑ ᾿ᾢܬܲ῁ᾲᾇܦܢ
῀ܱܣ ܱᾦᾰᾁܣ ᾿ܢᾌܢܷ ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ܫܸܛᾱܛܢܲᾹ ᾗᾷܦ   IRUPDWܤܱܪܲܫܛᾱܭᾊܭ
ᾐ SGIܥᾹܕ Άܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ܛܢܲᾹᾗᾷܦ ܢܱ᾽Ᾰܝ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܱܤܐ  ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾞܭܲܛᾞܥܶ
 ܑᾞᾰᾁΆܛܱܥܱ᾽Ὰܥ᾽ܲܢܕ ܲᾹܫܛᾰܦᾁܭܶ  ᾐܫ῀ܓ ܦܷᾌܦ ܛܱܢܤܱܪܲܭᾊܭ
᾿ᾢܬ᾿ᾇܧܲܭ῁ܱܭܢܱ᾽ᾸܝΆܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶܦܸ῀ܑᾹܛܱᾼᾺᾗܭܲᾺᾗܝܱܭܧܛܸܢܑᾷ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾰܭܸܲܫ῀ܢܲᾹᾔᾰᾁᾷܥᾺܬܸܲܦܢ
 ܲ 9LGHR7H[WܢܨܲܥܲᾺܫܱܡܱܶܛ

ܲᾰܫܱܡܱܶܛ ᾜΆܢܸܕ ܱᾐܥܷιܢ ܱᾌܢܷᾷܛᾞᾰܥܶ ܱᾌᾺܥᾹܧܥ ᾺܛܢܲᾹᾗᾷܦ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ ιᾠܥܶ Ὰܥܸιܭܷܨܭ ܢܲᾁᾸܦ ܩܸ᾿ ᾙܩιܛ ᾰܛܱܦܭᾊܭ ܲܝܱܛ
ܧܸܩܸܲᾺᾗ ᾙܝܱܭ ܢܸᾷܫܢ ܲᾺᾗᾷܝܱܭ ᾿ܲܧܪܸܲܣ ܧܲܭܱܫܛܪܓ ZZZ\RXWXEHFRP
ܤܱܦܥ ᾒܢܱ᾽Ᾰܝܩܸᾞ ᾐܘ ܢᾸܕ  ᾐܫ῀ᾷᾐܦܸܧܲܩܱιܦ ܧܸܦܸᾹܢ ܲᾺᾗᾷܝܱܭ
ᾰܛܱܭܲܫܢܶ ᾷܛܲܦ ܛܱܪܲܧܱܭ ܲܫܱܡܱܶܛ ᾜΆܪܸܧܲܢᾞᾷܛ ᾜΆܭܸܲܩ
᾽ܤܲܧܩܸᾙܪܸܢ Άܫܑ ܥܸܲᾺܝܱܭ ܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾷܢ ܑᾸܤܱܛιܢܭ῀ܱܛܶιᾠᾰܛ
᾽ܤܫ῀ιᾠܖܲܥܲᾞΆܭ
ᾦᾰᾁܛᾱܛܢܲᾹᾗᾷܦ ᾿ܲܫܛ᾿ܱ᾽ ᾓܝܩܸ ᾐܧܲܛܐ ΆܭᾷᾐܢΆܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܲܬܱܦܶ



ܭᾷᾐܢ ᾦΆܛ᾿ ᾓܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܪܥ  Ὰ $XGLR %RRNVܛܱܫܛᾱܛܢᾢᾺᾗᾷܘ Ὰܛܱܢܢᾌᾷ
ܧܲܭܱܫܛܪܓ ܛܱܫܛܲܢܨܲܥ ܲᾺܫܱܡܱܶܛ ᾿ܱܤܐ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾰܠܸܲܛ ᾦΆܛ᾿ᾓ
᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢ\RXWXEHFRPܪܸ᾿ܲܭܧܱܲܢܶᾷܛܱܢܠܥᾺܛᾰܐᾞᾓᾤΆܘܢᾸܕ᾿ܲܧܪܸܲܣ
ܨܸܭܧᾊܢܷ ܲܝιܧ ᾙܧܲܛᾰܐ ܛܱܧܲܢܨܲܥ ܲᾺܫܱܡܱܶܛ ᾰܩܸᾹܘ ᾿ܲ ᾓܤܢ
ܪܸ᾿ܲܭܛᾰܠܸܲܛ
ΆܛܱᾰܧܲܢܨܲܥܲᾺܫܱܡܱܶܛ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ
ᾫܫ ܛᾰܢᾷܠܲܥܲᾺܩܱᾌ ᾁܥᾌܒ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܬܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢ ᾷܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܑܶᾷ
᾿ܲܫܛᾌᾺᾗܤܶᾙᾹ

ܢܱ᾽Ᾰܝ

Άܧܲܛᾰܪܑ

ܲܬܱܦܶ

ܲᾔΆܥܑᾞᾺ





ᾐܫ῀ܓ

ᾲܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܛܱܥܲᾺܩᾐ  ᾁܩܲᾹܛܲᾞᾰܧܲܛܱᾱܪܷܦܷ ܧܷܦܸᾹܢܲᾫᾷܬܱܥܱܶιܝܶ
ܤܫ῀ܱᾶᾌܛܶܲᾷᾐᾰܦܨܲܛᾰܐ Άܛܲܢ ܢܸᾷܠܑ ܢ ܑᾸܫܷܛܲᾫܬܱܥܱܶιܝܶ
᾿ܲܭᾊܭ ܲܢܨܲܥ ܲᾺܫܱܡܱܶܛ ᾰܪܸ ᾓܡܛᾰܪܑ ܢܸᾷܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ᾽ܙ ܛܱܧᾊܨܣܷ
ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܬܲܦܢ  ᾐܫ῀ܓ ܭܷܛܱܢܱܲ ܛܲܦ ܱᾼᾺᾗܭ ܤܱܛιܢܥιܛ ᾰܛܱܦܥᾒ
ιᾁܢܑ ܧܷܦܸᾹܢ ܲᾫᾷܬܱܥܱܶιܝܶ ܤܱܦܭ᾽ܲᾘܝ᾽ᾲܡܓ ܤܱܦܧܱܲܥΆܨܱܥ
ܱܢܲܤܲ ᾗܢܦܲᾞܢ ᾿ܲܫܛܱᾌܥ᾿ܧܝܶᾐ  ܑᾲܩܲᾹܛ ܑᾞᾰܛܱܦܡܨܱܛ ᾰܠܸܥᾊᾺ
ܲܢᾁܥ ܱᾺܠᾁܫܸܭ ܱܧܲܤ᾽ܱܥܷᾢܛ  ῀ܛᾱܛᾰܫܲܭ ῀ܛܢܸܲܭܛ ᾰܛᾱܝ ܲᾹܢᾷܨܥܱΆܛܖ
ܲܭܲ῁ ᾊܦܢ Άܙ ܢ᾽Ᾰܝܷ ᾲܭܸܱܧܲܝܪܷܦ ῀ܛܲᾫܬܱܥܶ Ὰܠᾰ ᾂܧܲܛᾰܪܑ
ܤܧܲܛܐ ܨܸܓ ܧᾹ ᾂᾊܠᾷᾐܪ ᾚܤܱܛᾦᾰܩܲᾞᾰᾁܢ ܫ῀ܲᾌܧܲܫܭܶ
ܤܛᾰܢᾷܠܲܥܲᾺܩᾁ
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ΆܛܱᾰܧܲܢܨܲܥܲᾺܫܱܡܱܶܛΆܧܲܥܱᾺܛ᾿ܱܢܶ
ܢܲᾷܩΆ ᾁܧܲܥܱᾺܛ᾿ܱܢܶ ܧܲܛܱܪ ᾓܡܛᾰܪܑ ܤܱܧܦܸܱᾹܢܶ ܱܲᾹܬܲܦܢ



ܛܱܫܛᾱܢܱܦ ᾷᾐܥ ܢᾸܠܛ  ܤܩܲᾹܛᾰܠܸܲܛ ᾿ܲܥᾦΆ ᾜᾊᾝᾺܛܲܫܱܡܱܶܛ
Άܨܲܧܱܥ ᾺᾗᾺܩܲܝ ܦܸᾞܥܶ ܲᾹܢᾷܧܲܥܱᾺܛ᾿ܱܢܶ Άܛܲᾙܩ ΆܧܲܥܱᾺܛ᾿ܱܢܶ
ܲᾺܫܱܡܱܶܛ ܲܭܲ῁ ᾊܦܢ Άܙ ܛܱܧܲܝ᾽ᾲܠܱܢܶ ᾷܤܕ ܨܸܲܢܱᾷܦ ܛܸܭᾨᾷᾐܕ
ᾷܧܲܝܪܷܦ ᾿ܲܧܲܝιܧ ܑΆᾙܧܱܱܲᾌᾰᾁܨܱܥ  ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ ᾼᾐܝܶ Άܩιܭܷܲܢܥ
ܲᾰᾁܢܨܲܥ ᾜΆܦܸᾹܢ ܲᾫᾷܬܱܥܱܶιܝܶ ᾿ܢ᾽  ᾂᾌܤܫ῀ᾌܥᾌܒ ῀ܛ᾽ܬܲܦܢ
ܲܬܱܦܶ Άܢ ᾦᾰᾁᾷܛᾰܦᾁܭܶ ᾜΆܦܸܱܪ᾿ܝܶ ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ᾰܤܸܛܝܱܭ ܛܱܦܛᾞᾰܣܶ
ܱΆܪܢᾞܛᾰܧܸܲܝιܧܑΆᾙܛܱܢܤܱܦᾐܭ᾿ܱܝܶᾲܫܸܛᾱܢܲܦᾞܥܶܢܱ᾽Ᾰܝ
ܭܸܱܥ ᾓιܧܲܥܱᾺܛ᾿ܱܢܶ ᾷܛܱܧᾊܨܣܷ ܛܱܧܲܬܭ ܲܫܱܡܱܶܛ Ᾱܛܝܱܭ ᾞܘ



ܲᾹܫܛܱܲܲܝܱܧܨܸܓ ܪܥ Ὰܫܸܱᾞܥܶ ܤܱܛιܢ ᾫΆܛܛܷ ᾫΆܛܲᾰܝܱܭ
᾿ܱܤܭ ܱᾹܢܱᾐܥܷᾫΆ ᾙᾊᾜΆܧܲܩ ܛܱܭܲܫܢܶ Ᾱܠᾦܛܱᾌܥᾠܭܷܨܸܓ
ܧܲܢᾢ᾿ ᾗܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾿ܩιܛ  ᾐܩܲᾹܛ ᾙᾊܩܥܶ Ὰܭܸ᾽ܡܓ ܱᾌΆܭܩܓ ܱᾌܧܷܲܢܨܲܥ
ܱᾐΆܥܷᾺܕܛܱܦܭᾊܭܲܝܱܛ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸᾐܩܲᾹܛܱܦܧܲܢܱᾷܝ᾿ܱܤܢܑܦܸܩܸᾙ
ܢܱ᾽Ᾰܝ Άܠܑ ܪܱܛ ᾦΆܛᾱܢܱܭܲܭܨܸܓ ܤܱܢܳܦܲᾹܧܲܢܨܲܥ ܲᾜΆܢܨܲܥ ܑᾞᾰᾁΆ
᾽ܫܱܧܨܸᾌܛܲ᾿ ܑᾰܧܛܸܭ ܢᾐ  ᾸܩܲᾹܛܱᾤܛܷܲܬܭ ᾤᾰᾁܩιܛ ܩιܧܠܸܢ
ᾫΆܛܲᾰܝܱܭ ܭܷܛܱܦܱܢ ᾞΆܭܱᾞܭܶῂܘ ܢܲᾸܩ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾷܢܸᾷܧܲܥܱᾺܛ᾿ܱܢܶ
ܲᾢ᾿ ܑᾞᾸᾐܫܱܣ Άܐ ᾽ܥܱܠܷܲ᾿  ᾰܧܛܸܭ ܩιܖ ᾫΆܫ῀ܱܛܶᾗܱܲᾸᾐ
᾿ ᾼᾐ ᾜᾊᾝᾺܝܶ Άܛܱᾰܧܲܢܨܲܥ ܲᾺܫܱܡܱܶܛ ᾰܢܸᾷܨܱܛܲܢܢᾨᾷܕ ΆܧܲܥܱᾺܛ᾿ܱܢܶ
Άܛܱᾰܧܲܢܨܲܥ

ܲᾺܫܱܡܱܶܛ

ܑᾰ

᾽ܱܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ



ᾼᾐܝܶ

Άܩιܭܷܲܢܥ

ᾫΆܛܲᾰܝܱܭ ܢܸᾷܧܲܥܱᾺܛ᾿ܱܢܶ Ᾱܠᾦܛܱᾌܥᾠܭܷ ܨܸܓ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܱܧܨܸܓ
ܩᾹܕ ܲᾆΆᾗಬಬܭᾐ  ಫಫܫ῀ᾌܥ Ὰܛᾰܦܸܭᾊܭ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ ܧᾫΆ ᾂᾊܡܱܛ ᾫΆܛܛܷ
᾿ܢᾂᾌ
Ὰᾘܪܸܭ

ܛܱܧܲܢᾁܥ
ܩᾹܕ

ᾞܘ

ܱᾊᾹܥ᾿ܧܝܶ

KWWSYLVXPEXZRUGSUHVVFRP

ᾲܠܲܢܑᾷ

ܤܱܪܲܥᾺܪܸܢ

ܛܱܦܫܛ ܧܱܲᾤᾰᾁܠܱܧܨܸܓ
ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ


ܤܱܛιܢܭ᾿ܝܶܲᾲܛᾞᾱܣܱܶᾌܫܷܛܲܢܨܲܥᾺܧܲܛᾰܪܑܡܛᾰܪܑܤܱܧܦܸܱᾹܢܶ
ܧܸܦܸᾹܢ ιᾁΆܛ ܤܷܱܢ ᾷܢܸᾷܫܭ ܧܲܩܥᾺܫ ܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ Ᾱܢ ᾿ܱܥܱᾼᾺܭܑῂ
᾽ܭܧܲܛܱᾰܦܭᾊܭ ܲܝܱܛ ܲᾰܫܱܡܱܶܛ   ᾿ܱܤܢܑ   ᾐܩܲᾹܛ ᾙᾊܩܥܶ ᾿ܱܤܛܝܱܭ
ᾞܘ ܤܱܛᾰܤܢ Ᾱܛܝܱܭ Ᾱᾠܝܶ Ᾰᾐܠܛ ᾜΆܥܸܲᾺܝܱܭ ܩܸιܘ ܢᾸܢ ܲᾷܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ
ܩܸιܥ ܲᾺܬܱܦܱܶᾼܢ ᾐ    ܑᾐܩܲᾹܛ ᾙᾊܫ῀ܱܛܶܲᾰܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ܥܸܲᾺܝܱܭ
ᾲܫ῀ܱܛܶ ܲᾺᾗᾰܢܦ ܤܸܭᾞܘ ᾿ܲܢᾷܠܲܫܛᾱܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܲܬܱܦܶ Ᾱܢ ܱᾌܢܷܥ᾽Ὰܫܭ
῀ᾔᾰᾁܛܝܱܭ ܫܸܛᾱܩܱιܦ ܤܱܧܲܝ᾽ᾲܠܱܢܶ ܧܛܸܢ  ܑᾷ

 ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾼܝܶ

᾿ܱܤܢܑ ܲܢܨܲܥ ܲᾺܫܱܡܱܶܛ ᾐܧܠܸᾜܦܸᾹܢ  ܑᾞᾰᾁΆܠܷܱᾶܛܶܲᾰܢ῁ᾷܛܲܣ
ᾜΆܢܸᾷܤܸ ᾿ܲܭᾊܭ ܲܝܱܛ ᾰܠܲܭܢܸܭ῀ܱܛܶܲᾷᾐᾺ ᾗܱܲᾸᾐܝܱܭ ܪܸᾓ
᾿ܲܢᾷܠܱܲܤܲܧܩܸᾙܪܸܢ ܧܲܢ ᾗܫ῀ιᾠܥܶ Ὰܧܸܪܸܲܣܤܦ ܤܱܛιܢܭ῀ܱܛܶᾗܱܲᾸᾐ
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ᾙᾊᾜΆܠܲܭܲܛܱᾰܭᾞܓܭܸܩܓܧܲܛᾞᾱܣܱܶᾌΆܠܷܱܥᾶܥܱᾌΆܧܷܲܬܱܦܱܶᾼܢΆܢ
ܤܱܪܲܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ ᾷܧܱܱܲܛ ܡܨܱܛ Ᾰᾐܠܛ ᾰܫܸܛ᾿ܠܱܪ᾿ܱܝܶ ܤܱܦܭ᾽᾽ᾫᾺᾘܡܓ  
Άܛܲᾰܢܐ ᾿ᾢܠܢܷ ܲᾫᾷܩ ῀ܛ᾿ܠܱܪ᾿ܱܝܶ ܧܠܸᾜܦܸᾹܢ ᾿ܧܲܭܲܩ
  ᾐܩܲܛܱܦܧܱܠܛܲᾹܢᾷܪܱܛΆܛܱᾰܧܲܢܨܲܥܲᾺܫܱܡܱܶܛ᾿ܲܧܪܸܲܣᾞΆܭܲܢᾤᾷܝܶ
Άܛܱᾰܧܲܢܨܲܥ ܲᾺܫܱܡܱܶܛ ᾰܫܸܛᾱܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܡܛᾰܪܑ ᾿ܧܲܭῂܝܶ Άܣ ܛܱܥܲᾺܩᾁ
᾽Ᾰᾐܫܭ ܲܛᾱܬܭ ܥܸܲᾺܝܱܭ ᾞܘ ܧܠܸᾜܦܸᾹܢ ᾷܪܱܛιܢ  ΆܪᾹ ᾚܢܭᾞܢ ᾼᾐܝܶ
ܦܸܱᾹܢܶ ܲᾹܢᾷܤܑ Άܢ ᾜΆܩܸιܥ ܲᾺܬܱܦܱܶᾼܢ  ᾰᾁᾷܩܸᾙܪܸܢ ܧܲܢᾞΆ ᾗܭ
Άܣܨܸܭܫ῀ܓΆܧܡܑܸᾙᾊᾜΆܠܲܢ᾽ᾷܫܭܲܛܱᾰܭᾞܓᾜΆܢܸᾷܢܲܦᾞܥܶܢܲᾷܩᾁ
᾿ܱܤܬܲܦܢ ᾞܘ ܱܨܷܱܧ ᾿ܲܧܪܸᾞ ᾚܘ ᾐܭܱܢܖ ܲᾹܛܪܓ Άܭ᾿ܝܶ ܲᾫᾲܩ
ܑᾞᾰᾁΆܠܷܱᾶܛܶᾌᾰܥᾺܛܲᾰܝܱܭ
῀ܛܱᾌܥ᾿ܧܝܶᾲܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ

ܱΆܣ ιᾁܢܭ῀ܱܛܶᾷᾐᾰܭܸܛᾰܢ ᾷܧܸܲܝ᾽ᾲܠܱܢܶᾗᾷܨܦ ܩιܧܲܫܭܶܠܑܸ
ᾰܛܱܢܤܱܧܦܸᾹܢܲ᾿ ᾙܫܛܲܡܥ ܢܱ᾽Ᾰܝ Άܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ܧᾶᾊܭܷ ܢᾌᾷܥ᾿ܧܝܶ
ιᾁᾷܢܭᾼܝܶ Άܛܱᾰܧܲܢܨܲܥ ܱᾠܭᾐ  ܑῂܫ῀ܓ Άܛܱᾰܧܲܢܨܲܥ ܲᾺܫܱܡܱܶܛ
ܲܝܱܛ ᾜΆܢܸܕ ܲᾫΆܩ ܩιܥܶ ܲܝ᾽ᾲܢܷ ᾿ᾢܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾰܪܸᾌᾰᾁΆ ᾓܢܶ᾽Ᾰܢܷ
Ᾱᾠܘ ܩܸᾹܘ ܲᾫΆܩ ܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ܲᾷܤܲܡܛ ܤܱܛιܢܭᾞܢ ܲᾷܛܱᾰܦܭᾊܭ
ܢᾸܩܲܝ

ܱᾹܢܱᾐܥܷܱιᾠΆܪܧܝܶ

ܱᾶᾌΆܛܶ

ܲᾰܛܱᾱܭ῀ܓ

ܱᾶᾌΆܛܶᾗܱܲᾸᾐ

ܲᾫᾺܩ ᾿ᾢܬܲ῁ᾲ ᾇܦܢ   ᾙᾊᾜΆܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ܧܸܲܢܨܲܥ ܲᾺܫܱܡܱܶܛ ܠܥᾺܦܸΆܝܶ
ܲᾺܫܱܡܱܶܛ

ܲ᾽ᾫΆܛܥ
ᾌΆܛ
ᾺᾗΆܬܸܓ
ᾞΆܥܶ
ᾫΆܪܝܱܶᾞܥܶ
ܤܫ῀ܓܛܱܫܛܲܫܭܶܠܑܸܧܱܲܥܶᾺܛܲܦܤܱܛܲιܢᾷܛܱᾰܧܲܢܨܲܥ

ᾷᾐᾺܥ ܲܛᾱܠܱܢܶ ᾿ᾢܢᾌܨܲܢ ᾷܫܸܛᾫܨܢ ܤܱܛܲᾰܢܨܲܥ Ὰܭᾊܭ ܲܝܱܛ



ܤܱܦܛᾞᾰܣܶܛܲܦᾷᾐᾰᾁܪᾚܧܠܸܓܲᾫΆܩܝܶܲᾫΆܫܢܶ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܠܲܦܲܣᾸᾐܤܸܲܢܥ
ܲ᾿ 9LGHR 5HFRUGLQJ $XGLRܢܭܱᾰᾁܭᾞܓ ܧܸܲܫܱܡܱܶܛ ᾞܘ ܧᾰᾂᾊܨܢ ᾷܪܸܢܱܲᾗ
ܫܸܛᾱܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ܪܥ Ὰܤܕ 5HFRUGLQJ 9LGHR (GLWLQJ $XGLR (GLWLQJ $QLPDWLRQ
ܤܱܪܲܢᾷܨܢ ' )XOO +ܤܱܭܩܸܲܣ ᾞܘ ܛܱܪܲܧܱܭ Ᾱܢܭᾌܥ᾿ܧܝܶ ᾷᾐᾲܡܸܲܛᾞᾱܘ
ᾷᾐᾷܤܸ ܠᾶܛιܦܷ ᾽ܫܱܧܨܸᾌܛ ᾙᾊᾜΆ  ܑᾰܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ܧܸܲܫܱܡܱܶܛ
ᾜΆܫܸܛᾱܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ
ܲᾷܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ
ᾐܤܢ
ᾲܢܱᾸܝܶ
᾿ܲܭܪܝܶ
᾽ܱܩܲᾹܛᾞܭܲܛܱᾰܦܭᾊܭܲܫܱܡܱܶܛᾰܢܸᾷܧܲܥܱᾺܛ᾿ܱܢܶ
ܛܱܢܤܱܦܛᾞᾰܣܶ ᾫΆܛܲܦ ᾔᾰᾁܛܝܱܭ  ܲ 9LVXDO 7H[Wܢܨܲܥ Ὰܭᾊܭ ܲܝܱܛ



᾿ ᾓܤܧܲܛܐ Άܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܛᾱܝ ΆܧܲܥܱᾺܛ᾿ܱܢܶ ᾿ᾢܬ ܑᾲᾇܩܲᾹܛܑᾞᾰ
ܧܷܪܷܲܭᾊܭ
᾿ܱܤܱܥܷܲᾺܛᾱܠᾙ
ܭܸ
ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܬܲܦܢ
ܤܱܪܲܭܫܨܧܥܶ
ܱᾁΆܭᾞܓܪܸܲܣܧᾰᾂᾊܠܥᾺܢᾞܛ᾿ܱܢᾷܛܪܓܪܱܛ᾽ܲܢܕܦܷᾌܦܛܱܫܛᾱܦܱᾹܢܶ
Ᾰᾐܦܸܠܛ ᾰܛܱܢܲܢܱ᾿ ᾗܤܱܦܱܭܷܲᾌܭܛܸ ᾰܩܸιܭ ܧܷܪܷܲܧܪܸܲܣ ܧܛܸܢܑᾷ
ܱᾌΆܠܷܱܥᾶܥ ܱᾌΆܧܷܲܬܱܦܶ ῀ܛᾱܢ ᾷܨܸܤܲܧܩܸᾙܪܸܢ Άܫܑ ᾞΆܭ
ܱΆܭܷܲᾌܭܲܛܱܫܛ᾽ܭܧܲܩܭܢᾷܛᾰܭܸܩܥܶᾺܭܸ᾽ܡܓܤܱܛιܢܭ῁ܱܭ
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Game Based learning of Silapathyk
aram
A.M.Ponraj
Dept. of Computer Science.
Madurai Kamaraj University, Madurai-625 021, India
Email: ponrajcomputer@gamil.com

Abstract
We introduce the games namely crossword puzzles, picture activity, zigzag puzzles to learn
silapathykaram for the tenth standard students of samacheer kalvi and Malaysian school students.
These students were interacted as individual at novice level with hand held devices and in
collaborative groups using Android PC with projectors. At the end, an email will be sent to their
parents as given during the registration. Most students consider these activities as enjoyable and
useful for leaning.
Introduction
Innovative games are essential to reach a deep level of learning and to become involved in learning
tasks to pursue the goals of furthering their knowledge. Incorporating active learning helps to
motivate the students and
improve understanding and
learning(Ref1-3). During the
last decade a growing body of
smart phones and tablets have
introduced various types of
games. In order to create a
more positive feelings about
silapathykaram and enhance
the
learning
outcome,
educational games such as
crossword
puzzles
were
introduced.
Crossword
)LJXUH$VDPSOHRI3LFWXUHDFWLYLW\ZLWKSLFWXUHV
puzzles have been shown to
be learning tools in various
discipline.(Ref 4-6) This
paper describes the design and implementation of crossword puzzles etc. and provide the students an
intrinsic motivation and learning of silapathykaram.
Game-Based Learning

It is known as a Game-Based Learning (GBL) the learning method of using games while
teaching a subject. It means that the games that are used for this purpose have been designed
with the idea of achieving learning outcomes.
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What is Game-Based Learning?

It is known as a Game-Based
Learning (GBL) the learning
method of using games while
teaching a subject. It means
that the games that are used for
this purpose have been
designed with the idea of
achieving learning outcomes.

Some benefits of using Game Based Learning
x

Get students attention. Students easily engaged to game activities due to their
willingness in playing.

x

Students get a positive
experience about
learning. The use of
games encourages
students to keep
learning and to erase
the idea that learning is
boring.

x

Rememorize concepts
or facts. Activities such
as solving a crossword or alphabet soup are activities more engaging than a regular
test. Prepare some contests such as “Who wants to be a millionaire” or “The wheel of
fortune”. Encourage students to work in teams to achieve the goal where their
n
kowledge is the clue to succeed .

x

Reinforce and consolidate n
kowle dge in a friendly environment. The most
effective way to turn content in something meaningful is to find out where and when
to use it. With games students can reinforce and consolidate their knowledge through
practicing and getting reward for their achievements.

x

Understand the conseq
uences of our choices. Using games enables users to
understand the consequences of their choices. In other words, the students learn
through experiences, through trial and error. Games offer a safety environment to
test and learn through mistak
es so the information becomes meaningful when
students understand its use.
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Silapathyk
aram
Kovalan was the son of a wealthy merchant in Kaveripattinam, married Kannagi, a
young woman of legendary beauty. They lived together happily in the city of
Kaveripoompattinam, until Kovalan met the dancer Madhavi and fell in love with her. In his
infatuation he forgot Kannagi and gradually spent all his wealth on the dancer. At last,
penniless, Kovalan realised his mistake, and returned to Kannagi. Their only asset was a
precious pair of anklets (chilambu—hence the name of the epic), filled with gems, which she
gave to him willingly. With these as their capital they went to the great city of Madurai,
where Kovalan hoped to recoup his fortunes by trade.
The city of Madurai was ruled by the
Pandya king Nedunj Cheliyan I
Kovalan's objective was to sell one of
the anklets in this kingdom so that he
and his wife would be able to start
their lives over. Unfortunately, around
the time he set out to sell the anklet,
one anklet (out of a pair) was stolen
from the queen, by a greedy court
member. This anklet looked very
similar to Kannagi's. The only
difference was that Kannagi's were
filled with rubies and the queen's filled
with pearls, but this was not a visible fact. When Kovalan went to the market, he was accused
of having stolen the anklet. He was immediately beheaded by the King's guards, without trial.
When Kannagi was informed of this, she
became furious, and set out to prove her
husband's innocence to the king.
Kannagi came to the king's court, broke open
the anklet seized from Kovalan and showed
that it contained rubies, as opposed to the
queen's anklets which contained pearls.
Realizing their fault, the King and the Queen
died of shame. Unsatisfied, Kannagi tore out a
breast and flung it on the city, uttering a curse
that the entire city be burnt (the old, the
children and the disabled were spared). Due to
her utmost Chastity, her curse became a
reality.
Conclusion

All students, at some point in their academic career, must review for an exam.. Because of
the potential for crossword puzzles to impact student learning and exam outcomes, it is
important that research is done to look at the effectiveness of these methods. Not only might
they positively impact grades, but the ways in which students choose to study may negatively
impact their grades as well. This approach has aided in retaining complicated words in
silapathikaram. For sangam literature such as silapathikaram, multi-approach in vocabulary
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was more effective than using a single approach like rewriting in a note book. It is best to
have a variety of resources available to students to aid in the learning process. Not only can
this accommodate a range of learning styles, but it can also minimize repetition and boredom
in the classroom. The use of games in the classroom can be an effective tool, especially at the
school level. Gifted and talented students, who are the most likely to attend schools, have
been found to prefer games and other alternative teaching methods. For some teachers,
implementing alternative methods of teaching may be difficult, as many teachers prefer to use
the traditional methods they are comfortable with, but games can be used as a supplement to
traditional methods, not as a replacement. This can add flexibility to the classroom, allowing
students to adjust to the way in which they learn best. Our Games allow students to work in
groups or alone, to be competitive or not, to be creative, and to have fun while learning as we
recommend android PC with projectors in the class rooms. Games have been a widely
utilized form of study by students and teachers alike, across all age groups and areas of study.
These methods are a desirable learning method, as they can make studying more
enjoyable.Thus we conclude that these games can relieve the tedium of lecture and
traditional teaching methods, as well as create a more relaxed and friendly classroom
atmosphere. This can increase the amount of attention students give to the material, thus
increasing retention of the material. Another positive outcome of using games in the
classroom is that participation in them makes learning a matter of direct experience.
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Developing a Software of Crossword Puzzles as a Learning
Tool for Tamil Vocabulary Development
Mr.M.Somathasan,
Assistant Lecturer in English, SLIATE, Sri Lanka
Dr.R.Saranya,
Associate Professor, CAS in Linguistics, Annamalai University
Abstract
It is not denied that Tamil language should speed up its journey through the channel
of information technology; especially through the internet as mostly all the fields including
language teaching and learning in the world are now being computerized because they will be
stagnant without the gear of computer technology. As far as the educational domain is
concerned, the virtual learning plays a dominant role to acquire the adequate knowledge in a
language. There is no second talk of the statement that a language should not be alive unless
it is spoken. To speak a language continuously its vocabulary should be flourished by a
learner. Since vocabulary is a key basis on which reading achievement depends, various
vocabulary acquisition techniques have become pivotal. Among the many teaching
approaches, traditional or otherwise, the use of crossword puzzles seems to offer potential
and a solution for the problem of learning vocabulary. If learning is to occur, learners or
students must be motivated to learn (Calahoun, 1980).This paper attempts to develop a
software which is a collection of crossword puzzles; and it can help the students improve the
vocabulary or word power in Tamil language, meanwhile promoting the active learning and
increasing their motivation for learning in the ICT set up.
Key words: information technology, internet, virtual learning, crossword puzzle, active
learning, software
Introduction:
The now-generation can be typically known as Net-Generation as the dominance or effect of
internet and information communication technology has spread into every nook and corner of
all domains, especially into the environment of language learning. Based on this, Ramaley
and Zia (2005) stress the importance of learning environments that should be social, active,
and learner-centered for all learners. As far as the active learning is concerned, this paper
discusses the uses of a learning game, i.e. Crossword Puzzle as a learning tool of vocabulary
and instructional method to engage the students in active learning of Tamil vocabulary. Some
recent research has indicated that games “seem to comprise all elements for a learning
environment in which students are stimulated to use deep learning strategies” (Vos et al.,
2011). The crossword puzzle is a well-known game that can be easily handled by a learner or
implemented in a classroom. As learning theories generally point out the need for immediate
feedback and student involvement for ideal learning situations (Hequet, 1995; Foreman,
2003), learning games have been reported to provide just this type of situation. Cruickshank
and Telfer (1980) point out those games provide a responsive environment where learners
immediately know how they are doing. Further, Sugar and Takacs (1999) report that games
create an interactive learning experience by transforming inactive learning material into
learning episodes where the learners are active players and participants. Thus, there is no
doubt that the learning game, crossword puzzle, is an effective learning tool to motivate the
learners to increase their vocabulary or word power in the language.
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Objective:
After doing numerous crossword puzzles a learner will become familiar with words of Tamil
language he or she never knows before.
Crossword puzzles:
Crossword puzzles are a group of words that are arranged horizontally and vertically. They
are designed this way, so that each of the words will cross at least one other word through a
letter that is common to both. Today, most of the daily newspapers and many magazines
include a crossword puzzle for the good side of those who like to develop their power of
vocabulary in their language. Crossword puzzles are one of the best educational tools for
learning new words, synonyms, antonyms, etc. as a part of enriching one’s language. Not
only the learners but are the teachers and professors in the field of education also getting
more involved in solving crossword puzzles to boost their word power. There is no question
that crossword puzzles have been in education for many years. The reason most people enjoy
it, is because it is considered as a great exercise for the mind. Believe it or not, crossword
puzzles give others a better impression of you. Anyone who notices you solving a crossword
puzzle regularly, believe that you are brilliant.
The history of crossword puzzles:
Ǥ The first “word-cross” in the United States was
published in a supplement to the New York World in 1913, although similar puzzles have
been around in different forms since Egyptian times. In 19th century England, they were
aimed mostly at a juvenile audience, and did not become a craze for adults until Simon and
Schuster printed the first book of them in the US in the 1920s, when they then took on the
familiar name “crosswords”.  
 ǡ            ͳͻ͵Ͳǡ
       Ǥ The puzzle’s popularity continued to
build throughout the rest of the twentieth century.
Educational value of crossword puzzles:
From an educational point of view, it is clear that crossword puzzles are an effective way to
help learners maintain and improve their vocabulary, spelling skills, word attack skills, and
knowledge of many miscellaneous tidbits of information more quickly. This is because the
tedium of memorization is removed and learning happens naturally with a relaxed mind set
and in a pleasant environmental setting. Learning definitions can be especially boring with
the repetition necessary for memorization. Fortunately, it is one of the easiest tasks to set to a
game. That’s why, crosswords puzzles are an excellent way to make learning with meaning
more fun. Solving crossword puzzles tends to contribute to a learner’s self esteem. For many
people, their expertise in solving crossword puzzles plays a role in their social interaction
with other people.
x Crossword puzzles promote letter and word recognition.
Using crossword puzzle as a tool for learning vocabulary words helps learners or children
first learn word definitions, and second, proper spelling of words, i.e. correctly
deciphering a crossword requires exact spelling, which for students may mean practicing
dictionary skills. This is because they spend quite a bit of time looking at the words and
definitions while they are determining which word goes where. Thus, spelling is very
important in the puzzle because if a word is misspelled, it will not fit with adjacent
words. As a result, students playing crossword puzzles pay closer attention to spelling and
become perfect spelling bees.
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x

Crossword puzzles encourage thinking.
When students work on crossword puzzles as part of the learning process, they are
actually memorizing words and meanings without realizing it. Due to the nature of a
crossword puzzle, students often read the definitions several times while thinking of
potential answers. As a result, when they finally choose the correct vocabulary word, it is
repeated to ensure that the letters fit properly in the available blocks. Not only does this
process encourage repetition in thinking, but also, it leads to memorization.

x

Crossword puzzles build confidence in learning.
Learners or students, who get frustrated easily while studying, often find that crossword
puzzles help them build confidence and release them from the frustration. Because they
are games, students do not build anxiety as in traditional learning. Additionally, when
students succeed with word games, they feel more secure about learning in general and
become more comfortable with reading, writing, and especially promoting vocabulary.

x

Crossword puzzles add variety in learning definitions.
Variety is the spice of life and learning vocabulary words is no exception. Repeating
words can get boring and dull, but adding a little variety helps keep students interested
and engaged in their learning process. Throwing or paying the light of concentration in
word games like crossword puzzles is an excellent way to promote variety. However, it is
highly better to introduce games only after students have been exposed to new and
challenging words. Waiting until they are somewhat familiar with difficult words will
increase the likelihood that they will solve the crossword puzzles with confidence easily.

Crossword puzzles as a learning tool:
Crosswords puzzles are a game which makes the learners a good adjunct to the repertoire of
active learning. One major advantage is that most students associate crossword puzzles with
game playing and recreation. Hence, incorporating crossword puzzles as a learning activity
can help to make the subject more fun and to increase students’ engagement with the
vocabulary. For instance, look at the following simply created Tamil crossword puzzle:
!

2!

!

3!

!

4!

!

!

!

!

!

!

5!

!

!

6!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!
Across
1. Kids play with this.
3. This is the opposite word for the word which starts with 1(down)
4. Song
5. One of the stars
Down
1. This is the similar word to (a) in the Tamil proverb, “gtUl<!(a)………. lx”.<!
2. It is a place where games are played.
4. Sex
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By solving the above crossword puzzle, the learners get encouraged and motivated to develop
the Tamil vocabulary, and especially when they do it in a computer system the learners get
the knowledge successfully through a new learning style of teachnology, i.e. the combination
of teach from teaching and nology from technology, formed in the process of word formation,
Blending. Further, creating a crossword puzzle involves other very useful skills for learning
process such as imagination, creativity, reasoning, logical thinking, written communication,
and researching. Students are able to benefit from creating their own crossword puzzles. By
doing so their creativity increases in word power. As a result, they develop their vocabulary.
Even if a computer system generates the words, allowing students to input definitions is a
great way to get new information in front of them in a different format. Additionally,
swapping puzzles with learning-mates creates an element of competition and fun in solving
the puzzles, which adds interest to the learning process. Further, Puzzles are great for helping
learners to internalize words instead of simply cramming for a test. As a result, learners can
enjoy the learning process and are provided with opportunities to have a bit of fun.
Ultimate benefits of crossword puzzles:
1. Crossword puzzles draw upon one’s general knowledge, recall of words defined or
suggested by short definitions or pieces of information, and spelling ability. Through
study and practice, a person learns some useful strategies and can make considerable
gains in crossword puzzle solving expertise. Doing a crossword puzzle is like doing a
certain type of brain exercise. In recent years, research has provided evidence that such
brain exercises help to refrain from the dementia and Alzheimer’s disease that are so
common in old people.
2. Crosswords have been found to increase students’ confidence in their ability and
understanding. The satisfaction derived from successfully solving one clue encourages
students to continue toward the completion of the puzzle.
3. Crossword puzzles have been reported to be a useful tool for reviewing and reinforcing
concepts. They provide students with an opportunity to evaluate their level of knowledge
and identify the areas of further study in a funny way. In fact, students using the
crossword puzzles as a study aid have been shown to score higher than those who did not.
4. Crossword puzzles expand vocabulary, stimulate the mind, encourage logical thinking,
and help to improve retention of facts and association of concepts.
5. Solving a crossword puzzle can help students build a vocabulary of technical terms and
not only improve their understanding and knowledge of their subjects, but stimulate more
students’ curiosity and interest about their subjects, as well.
6. Puzzle solving is a much more active type of learning, and will engage students with the
material more than passive types of review techniques do. Crossword puzzles also have
the advantage of appealing to different learning styles. Visual learners often have strong
puzzle-solving skills, and feel great satisfaction when they complete one. Auditory
learners enjoy step-by-step reasoning, so they also benefit from the sequential steps of
completing a crossword. Even kinesthetic learners enjoy the multi-task strategies required
to solve a crossword. In fact, crossword puzzles have the benefit of being customizable to
study content and to be student-centred.
7. Finally, the learning tool of crossword puzzle developed for this paper will help the
learners improve the Tamil vocabulary to great extent in order to be rich in Tamil
language and to use in their academia and day today life.
Methodology:
Crossword puzzles are one of the best educational tools for learning words of a language, in
this paper the Tamil vocabulary. Those in the field of education such as students, teachers,
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and even professors are getting more involved in solving crossword puzzles. To test the
knowledge of Tamil lexicons, a learning tool named as Crossword Puzzler, has been
developed for this paper. The tool consists of many crossword puzzles and is very userfriendly as the meaning of Left to Right and Up to bottom statements can not only be easily
identified, but they have also been collected from the school Tamil text books, magazines,
and dailies. Further, while testing the knowledge of Tamil vocabulary by this tool, the
learners will be able to get the required knowledge of Tamil words for the effective
communication and the process of black and white, i.e. writing, and to develop it by raising
the Tamil literacy as much as possible. Moreover, the computer language, VB6, is used to
develop this virtual crossword puzzle tool for the learners of Tamil language.
Sample visual of the developed tool:

Conclusion:
Games like crossword puzzle can satisfy the learning needs of the pragmatic, active and reflector
learners. Crossword puzzles can be utilized as a nontraditional teaching method. The use of crossword
puzzles seems to offer potential and a solution for the problem of learning vocabulary, in this case the
Tamil lexicon. They can not only help the students improve vocabulary knowledge, but also increase
their learning motivation. They can be used in any course to provide a fun and interactive method for
reinforcement of cognitive information in students. Today, most of the daily newspapers as well as
many magazines include a crossword puzzle. It is one of the best educational tools for enriching the
vocabulary of a language. Thus, there is no doubt that the developed learning tool based on Tamil
crossword puzzles will attract the learners by its user friendly nature and instigate them to learn Tamil
vocabulary or words on their own effectively.
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ON DEVELOPING ONLINE TUTORIALS FOR LEARNING A POETRY
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Programmer
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Abstract
Poetry is a verbal art form. It requires understanding, reading, writing and appreciation
to master. The information technology revolution has changed our attitude towards learning
and internet has become a desired delivery tool and web based language learning has become
more user friendly to day. Learning of poetry is an important activity in language learning.
The present paper proposes to design and develop web based tutorials for learning poetry.
1.

Introduction

Web based environment, as we all know, can lend learners many possibilities for
enriching the learning process. It provides platform for more communication opportunities
and support for the learning events where the learners and facilitator are physically separated
and the web serves as a delivery tool. As an effective tool, the web based learning allows to
have both communication and collaborative learning. This communication and collaborative
learning via the online environment is presently called Computer Managed Learning (CML)
which is preferred here in learning poetry.
2.

Computer Managed Learning

CML is an assessment component, it is primarily a management component tool for
monitoring learner’s program. Therefore, CML may be considered more appropriate form of
interactive tutorial for learning poetry. CML helps facilitators to follow the path of the
learners through a series of learning events based on various components of poetry. The
activities based on language skills (listening, speaking, reading and writing of poetry) are
comfortably managed by CML. A consistent user interface, completion of assessment when
they feel ready, immediate feedback, pace with the learner’s speed and linking to other web
sites are added facilities to the computer managed learning. Each learning event is enriched
by any one of the facilities mentioned above.
The tutorials have an important role to play in computer managed learning. They are
designed to assist and involve the learners to learn poetry in line with the goals and objectives
of the learning events. They include the activities which take place in asynchronous and
synchronous environments and Exeter Learning Environment (ELE).
3. Exeter Learning Environment (ELE)
I. The asynchronous environments where the interaction between the learners and
the facilitator is done via computer, i.e. the non-real time communication by the learners
using the computer,
ii. The synchronous environments where the learners involved in the interaction
process are present all at the same time but not necessarily in the same place, i.e. the real-time
interaction by the learners using the computer and
iii. The Exeter Learning Environments ( ELE) where the learners work on their
poetry and upload the same for feedback. That is, the peers are encouraged to read the poetry
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that has been uploaded by one of the learners and pass on the same with their comments and
suggestions for improvement.
.

The following learning events are identified based on various components of poetry.
3.1 Listening
1. Allow learners to listen to poetry
2. Allow learners to find out the central theme of poetry
3. Allow learners to find out a brief content of poetry
4. Allow learners to find out the direct meaning of the line given from poetry
5. Allow learners to select the line of the given poetry without any change in
the word order, based on the meaning provided
6. Allow learners to select the right form of the poetry if poetry lines are
changed based on pozippurai
7. Allow learners to arrange the lines of the given poetry in order based on the
pozippurai of the given poetry
3.2 Reading
1. Allow learners to read aloud
2. Allow learners to read out poetry to his friends
3. Allow learners to answer comprehension questions based on the given
Poetry
3.3 Speaking
1. Allow learners to memorize poems and recite them from memory
3.4 Writing
1. Give learners a list of words and ask them to write a poem using those
words
2. Allow learners to create his or her own anthology of favorite poems

The interactive tutorials are developed based on the learning events identified above
keeping the language skills, namely, listening, reading and writing. These interactive tutorials
are developed between the learners and the facilitator in an asynchronous environment and by
way of video conference etc, in a synchronous environment. A consistent user interface with
difficult words of the poetry with meaning, prose order of the poetry, so that the
understanding of the meaning could be facilitated ( kontukuuttu in Tamil), word by word
meaning ( pathavurai in Tamil ), full meaning of the poetry ( pozippurai in Tamil ),
translation and transliteration is provided to enable the learners to learn independently. The
tutorials are mostly developed in the multiple choice model and a few tutorials are in
question- answer model.
More learning events can be included in synchronous environments like video
conferencing, discussion forums etc. The major learning events are
1. Attending poetry readings in a community
2. Reading of favorite poems
3. Rereading of some favorite poems
4. Allow learners to read and discuss poetry
5. Allow learners to read and appreciate poetry
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6. Allow learners to share their views on poetry
In the Exeter Learning Environment, learners are given a user name and password to
log in. The learners work on their poetry and upload it for feed back in the online discussion
area. We may also allow learners to hold poetry workshops where they discuss one another’s
work. Learners are encouraged to read and comment on each other’s work. A chat room
facility is also available to discuss their poetry in this learning environment.
4. Classical Tamil online
Classical Tamil Online is one of the major projects of the Central Institute of Classical
Tamil, Chennai. It aims to provide learners with an ability to understand, appreciate and
interpret classical Tamil language and literature. The classical Tamil is a special language and
its use is confined to the domains of grammar and literature. Unlike other domains of
language use, these domains expect the user to be equipped with the knowledge of
language, grammar, different genres, poetics and the style of the classical literature.
Course Design: The framework for course design is based on RBL Resource Based
Learning) which implies that the learner is being given access to learning events in a
teacher independent manner.
5. Stages of Content Development
5.1 Specification of learning outcomes, aims and objectives
5.2 Specification of course content: identification of learning outcomes and
description of course content
5.3 Development of Tutorial strategies: decisions about sequencing of learning events,
use of media and other supporting aids and ordering in conforming to ‘Course Shell’
5.4 Development of Assessment strategies: This includes both formative and
summative assessments
The above are mapped as follows:
A. mapping between the statements of learning outcomes and the specification of
course content
B. mapping between learning outcomes and sequence of learning events
C. mapping between learning events and appropriate tutorial strategies
D. mapping between learning events and assessment strategies
6. Conclusion
This paper has described the development of online tutorials for learning poetry from
Classical Tamil; in this paper has presented using the computer managed learning approach.
This online teaching for Classical Tamil is available in the Central Institute of classical Tamil
website (http://www.cict.in).
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ᾐܢܱܲᾷܛܲܢ Άܠܲܫܛ᾽ܭ Άܛᾰܬܥ ᾊᾰᾁΆܥ Ὰܩܸιܭܧᾢܢ῀ ᾙܛ᾿ܭܛܢ ῀ܛܲܢᾼܝܶ
ᾰܢܸܥܲᾞᾺܢ᾽Ᾰܧܓ Άܨܢ ܲᾹܫܛܢܸܛ ܧܲܢᾨܕ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܛܱܤܧܥ Ᾱܢ
ᾐܢᾙᾊᾸܡܱܛ
0DQJRUHDGHU

᾿ܲܧܲܫ῀ܥ ᾽Ᾰᾐܠܱܢܶ ᾷܧܸܲܩιܭܶ ܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ᾿ܝᾆ ᾴܨᾙ
ᾷܢܸᾷܫܢ ᾞܘ ܠܲܧܲܫܭܶ ܫܸܛᾺᾗܠܸܥ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾿ܲܫܛܲܬܱܦܶ ᾷᾐܤܸ
᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ܩᾹܕ ܱᾹ 0DQJRUHDGHUܢᾐܢᾷܠܸܲܛ ᾿ᾢܠܢܷ ᾷܢܱΆ Ᾰܤܷᾊܢܷ
Άܤܭܲᾠܣ ܩᾹܕ  ܲ᾿ ܑᾞᾰᾁΆ 0DQJRUHDGHUܧܤܷΆ ᾘܫܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ܱᾰᾁΆܭᾞܓ
Άܪܲܛᾱܐ ᾽Ᾰᾐܠܱܢܶ ᾷܤܸܢܑ ᾐܧܲܛᾱܡܑ ܠܥ᾿ܧܝܶ Ᾰᾐܡܑܸ Ᾱܠᾦܛᾱܕ
῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܲܫ῀ܥ ῀ܛᾱܕ ܲᾤΆܫܛܲܬܱܦܶ ܱᾹᾁܣ ᾹᾔΆܕ ܱᾼܪܦ Άܤܳܝ ῁ܲܦܢ
ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ῀ܛᾱܕ ܱΆܢܷᾌᾷܢܶ᾽Ᾰܢܷ ᾷܩܸιܭܤܱܦܨܢ ᾿ܲܫܛܢܸܛ ܧܲܢᾨܕ
῀0DQJRUHDGHUܛᾱܧܲܭܱܤܷܲᾹܦܤܱܦܢܱᾞᾷܥܶᾦᾰᾁᾺܛܢܸܛܠܥᾺܛᾌᾰܢܶ᾽Ᾰܢܷ
ᾷᾐܡܑܸ ᾜΆܫܸܛܛܸᾊᾰܭܠܣ ܩιܛܷιܢ Ᾰᾐܨܸܭ ܨܷܤܲܢᾷܤܭܲᾠܣ
᾽ܤܢᾼܝܶᾙΆܩιܭܷܲܢܥ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢᾷܧܡܑܸܛܱܫܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ
ܠܥᾺܠᾬܝܸ ῀ܛܛܸᾊᾰܭܠܣ ܪܲܝ ᾞܘ ܫ῀Ᾰᾐܦܸ ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢܑᾷ



ܲᾫܢܥ᾿ܨ᾿ ᾁܢᾷܡܑܸ ܛܱܦܢܱᾞᾷܥܶ Ὰܫܸܛܱιܝܶܫܸܛᾷᾐᾶᾌܠܥ ῀ܛᾱܠܥ
῀ 5HDGWRPH5HDGE\P\VHOIܛᾂᾠܢᾸܦܸ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭᾼᾜΆܝܱܶܲᾫܢܶ᾿ܢᾼܝܶ
 ᾌܕ ῀ܛܛܸᾊᾰܭܠܣ ܲܬܱܦܶ ᾽ᾗܠܱܢܶܲᾷܬܭ ܑᾞܩιܖ ᾰᾁܢܸܛ  5HDG ZLWK JDPHV
ܛᾰܢᾷܢܸᾷܭ᾽ܐܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܭܸܩܱᾹܥܷ᾿ܢᾺᾗܨܲܣ᾿ܢᾷܡܑܸ ܠܸܲܭܱܲᾫܢܶ
ᾐܧܲܭܢܓܛᾰܭܸ

῀ܛܢܸܛ ܠܥιܦܷ ᾸᾐᾰᾁΆܤܸܲܢܥ ܧܲܢᾨܕ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ῀ܛᾱܕ ܱᾐܥܷιܢ
᾿ܲܢܥᾹܕܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭܲܤܭܥ᾿ܲܛܪܓܲܤܲܡܛᾌܥᾺܧᾼܝܶΆܩιܭܷܲܢܥ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢܑᾷ
ᾜΆܫܸܛܢܸܛ ܢᾸܭܲܫܭܶ ܛܱܫܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ܱΆܩܷܲܛ῀ܱܛܶ Άܢܲܦᾞܥܶ ῀ܛܱᾱܣ
Ὰܛܱܫܛᾱܫܭ ᾿ܢ ᾂᾌܛܲᾰܥιܛᾰܫܸܛᾱܠܱܥܧܲܛܐ ᾿ܢܲܩܢᾞᾷܛ ܲᾺᾗܝܱܭ ᾿ܲܥᾁᾺܭ
ܱΆܩܷܲܛᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ
᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ᾽ᾗܠܱܢܶܲᾷܬܭܑᾞ

ᾷᾐᾰܭܸܛᾰܢᾤΆܦܷܢܸᾷܭ᾽ܐܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ᾽Ᾰᾐܠܱܢܶᾷܫܸܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ
ܢ῁Ᾰܐ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ᾽ᾗܠܱܢܶܲᾷܬܭܱᾹ ܑᾞܢᾐܤܱܭᾞܓ ܫ῀ܱܛܶ
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᾿ܢᾞᾁܥܶΆܫܭ᾿ܱܝܶ᾿ܢᾌܥΆܦܷ᾽ᾫܡᾺᾗܱܲᾸᾐܠܱܥ᾿ܢܲᾷܫܥܱᾼᾺܭᾊᾺᾗᾰᾁܥ
 ᾿ 6HOI 'LUHFWHG /HDUQLQJܢܲᾷܭᾰᾁܔ ܪܸܩιܛ ܧ᾿ ᾆܢܲᾷܫܪܲܢܥ ܲᾷᾐᾺܢܲᾸܝ
ᾹܠᾜܦܸᾹܢܱᾊᾷܥܷ

᾿ᾢܩιܛ

᾿ܢᾌܥιܖ

ܛܸܲᾰܥΆܤᾹܢ

ιᾁᾷܢܭᾨᾐܕ

ᾞΆܭܡܱܦ ܱᾞܭܶῂܘ ᾿ܢܱ῀ᾦܛܶ᾽ᾷᾐᾰܫܭ ܭܸܲܩ ܱᾐܥܶ ᾿ܢᾌܥιܧܝܶ
᾿ܢᾞܢ ܲᾷܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ܪܸܩιܛ ܧܱᾌ ᾂᾊܠܷܱܧܫܸܲܭ ᾿ܢܱᾌܛ ܱᾌܥᾌܒ
ܤܢᾸܦܸܛܱܫܛᾱܡܨܱܛᾰܛܱܭᾞܓ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ᾽ᾗܠܱܢܶܲᾷܬܭܱᾹܑᾞܢܭܑܸ

  6HOI 'LUHFWHG /HDUQLQJܪܸܩιܛ ܧܲᾹ ᾆܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܨܢ ᾷᾐܤܸ
ܫܸܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ῀ܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ ῀ܛᾱܕ ᾿ܲܢᾷܛܱᾰܣܷ ᾌᾷᾐΆܥΆܦܷ
᾽ᾗܠܱܢܶܲᾷܬܭ῀ ܑᾞܛ᾽ܱܩܲܛܲᾞᾰܧܲܩܱιܦ ܛܱܫܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ᾽ᾗܠܱܢܶܲᾷܬܭܑᾞ
᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ ܲܢᾷܠܣ ܲܝܲιܧܥ ᾦᾰᾁᾺܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ῀ܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ ܱᾐܥܷιܢ ᾿ܲᾹᾕᾢܦ
ܳ῁ᾷܛ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܠᾞܭ ᾞΆܭܲܤܑ ῀ܛܢܸܛ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾌΆܥᾺܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ᾿ܲܢ
ᾌΆܥᾺܛܲᾰܫܛܱܧܲܝܲιܧܥܲᾺᾗᾺܝܱܭᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܪܸܲܣܛᾰܠܱܢܶ
ܫܷܛܢܸᾸܬᾁ

Άܣ

῀ܛ᾽ܭܧᾰᾂᾊܛᾞܥ

Ὰܫܸܛᾱܧܲܛᾰܪܑ

ܢܸᾸܬᾁ



ܲᾰᾁᾺܭ῀ܛܷ ܩᾹܕ "ܤᾹܕ ᾿ܱܢᾷܠܸܥ ῀ܛᾱܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܠܷܲܭܫܸܛ᾽ܭ
ܢᾊᾷܥ Ὰܪܸܧܲܭܤܦ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ῀ܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ܢܱᾹ ܑᾸܢ᾿ܲܢܥ
ܲιᾁᾰܢᾷܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܢܸᾸܬܱ᾿ ᾁܢܱ᾽ᾷܛܷᾰܛܸ ᾦΆܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܱᾌܫܷܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ
῀ܛᾱܕιᾁܢܪܸ᾿ܑΆܛܢܷᾸܝᾫΆܫ῀ܕᾦᾰᾁܛᾱܕ᾿ܲܢܥᾹܕܱᾐܨܭܱᾌܥܩܸᾁ
ܱᾌܛᾌᾷᾐᾰܕܢᾸܩܲܝᾞܘܫܷܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ

ᾊᾷᾐᾺܥ ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ܫܸܛᾺᾗܠܸܥ ᾨᾷᾐᾺܕ ܢܱᾸܝܶ ῀ܛᾱܢ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ᾦΆܛܱᾱܢ ᾊᾷᾐᾷܥ Ὰܫܸܛܢܸܛ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܛܝ ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛ῀ܱܛܶ Άܢܲܦᾞܥܶ
ܡܱܛ ᾰܛܱܠᾶᾂܛ ᾰܢܸܭᾌܥιܖ ᾺᾗܤܸᾹᾙܢ Ᾱᾠܕ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܢᾨܕ  ܛܱܥᾺܩܲܝ
ܛܷܲᾰܫ῀ܥ ῀ܛᾱܕ ܲᾤΆܫܛᾱܫܢ ܲᾛᾊ᾿ ᾚᾹᾠܫܭܶ ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ܢᾐ ܑᾸܩܲᾹܛᾙᾊ
᾿ܲܤܱܱܲܥ Ὰܛܱܫܛ᾽ܫܱܢᾨᾷܕ ᾞΆܫܭ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ῀ܛᾱܕ ᾜΆܢܸܥᾹܕ Άܠᾢܢᾙ
ᾐܩܲܛ῀ܱܛܶΆܭ᾽ܛܲܫ῀ܥ῀ܛᾱܕܲܡᾶܕᾜΆܢܸܭᾞܭܲܤܭܥ
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῀ܛܱᾰᾁܥܷܪܱܛιܢ᾿ᾢܢܲᾷܥιܛ᾿ܩιܛΆܠܱܥܲᾺܬܱܦܶ

᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ᾽ܱܦܲ᾿ᾁܢᾸܝܶ
᾿VNWPWHD#JPDLOFRPܝܲᾹᾴܦΆܨᾗܢܱܣܦܱܨܑ

ܨܸᾙᾹᾔ

ܤܸܢܲܤܦܱᾹܢܲܬܱܦܶܢᾺᾗܑᾸܠܸܥᾺܢܲᾹιᾗܧܛܸιܧܑᾐܥᾹܕܲܬܱܦܶ
ܢᾌᾷܥܲᾺܫܭܶܧܸܤܸܢܲᾸܝܲܬܱܦܶᾐܩܲܛܱᾌܛܲᾰܢᾌᾷܥᾠܭܷܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܛᾱܪܲܭ
ᾐܩܲܛ῁ܱܭᾹܠᾔܭᾐܨܸܭᾺᾗܩܑܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܥᾺܩܲܥܧܠܸᾔܭᾞܘᾐܩܲܛᾫܢܓ
ܠܲܦܠܲܢᾞܘᾞΆܭᾸᾐܠܣܱᾠΆܢܷᾸܪܱܛᾐܥᾹܕ᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛܲܬܱܦܶܤܱܩܱܭῂ
ιᾁᾺܢܥܱᾌᾺܛܶιᾠᾰܛᾰܧܸܪܸܛ᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛܱᾁΆܑᾰܧܛܸᾊᾰܭܠܣܛᾚܝ
ܢܑᾞᾸܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭܲܩܱιܪܧܝܶᾦΆܛᾱܤܭܲᾠܣܲܭ᾿ܛᾦΆܛᾺᾗܦܸᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ
ᾦᾰᾁΆܛᾰܦᾷᾐܤܸܨܸܭΆܪܱܛܧܩܸ᾿ܑᾹܢΆᾙܪܱܛܧܩܸܱᾐΆᾹܥܷ
ᾐܫ῀ܓܧܷܪܸܲܣܩᾹܕܪܸ᾿ܲܭܧܠܸᾹᾠܝܶܲܭ᾿ܛܨܭܱܲܝܑᾹᾠΆ

᾿ܲܧܠܸܥܲᾹᾊᾺܢᾷܭܥᾐᾔܦܢ᾽ܱܤܷᾐᾙᾹܦܣ᾿ᾢܢܲᾷܥιܛܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ
᾽ܤܢᾸܭܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥܛܱܦܛܲܢܧܷܫܸܛܩܸᾎᾁᾙܪܲܝܫ῀ܓ
ᾦΆܛܲܢᾦΆᾜᾰܛᾱܠܲܢLᾦΆܛܩܸܲᾙܬܭܧܲܢᾗܪܲܝ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܪܱܛᾰܦܸᾶ
ᾜΆܭܸܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭᾌܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥᾺܛܲᾰܥιܛᾰܫܸܛᾹܩܲܢܲᾷܬܱܦܶ
ܧܲܥܲᾞΆܭܧܠܸܱΆܣܭܷܤܕܪܸ᾿ܲܢܭᾌܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥᾫܫܤܱܧܦܸᾙᾨ
ᾜΆܫܸܛᾱܦܲᾨܭܱᾌܥᾶܥᾜΆܫܸܛܲᾰᾂᾠܬܱܦܶᾜΆܫܸܛᾹܩܲܢܲᾷܬܱܦܶ
ᾜΆܢܸܭᾆܥܷܱᾹܢ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦΆܣ᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢܛܲᾰܥιܛᾰܛܱܦܬܐ
ܩܲᾹܛܱ᾽ᾰܥ᾽ܲܢܕܱΆܣᾜΆܢܸܥᾊᾺܥᾜΆܢܸܭᾨᾐܕᾜΆܢܸܥᾺܠܸܥᾜΆܢܸܥܛܷ
᾿ܲܫܛᾱܤܢܱܝܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ᾿ܧܲܭܲܩܧܩܑܸᾹܪ᾿ܝܱܶᾶᾌܛܶᾫᾰᾁܫ
ᾐܩܲܛᾞܭܱᾶᾌܛܶܲᾰܢᾺᾗᾁᾷܫܸܛܦܸᾗᾐܪܥܑܲᾹᾠܤܲܡܛܤܱܩᾹܘ
ιᾠᾷܥܶΆܠܑܦܸܪܸܢ῀ᾦܛܲܭᾞܛᾰܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ᾿ܧܲܭܲܩܤܱܩܱܭῂ
᾿ܧܲܭܲܩᾸᾐܦܸܩܱᾹܥܷΆܧܢܑܲᾰᾁΆܝ᾽ᾲܫܭܱܪ᾿ܕܧܷܲܤܲܡܛܩܲᾹܛ῁ܛܲܢ
ᾐܩܲܛ῁ܛܲܢιᾠᾷܥܶΆܠܑܦܸܪܸܢ῀ᾦܛܲܭᾞܛᾰܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ

ܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥιᾠᾺܖܩܸιܭܤܱܧܭܸܢܷᾤᾰᾁᾷܢܲᾷܥιܛܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܩιܭ
ܑᾹᾔΆܧܸܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢܱᾶᾌܧܛܸᾰܫܸܛܩܸᾙܩιܖᾔᾰᾁܩܲܢ᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛ
ܩܥܶܠܸܣᾫΆܛܱܧܦܸܲܫܕᾫΆܛܱܧܦܸܲܤܑᾹܩܲܢ᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛܛܲᾰܥιܛܛܱܥᾺܩܲܝ
ᾌܥΆܦܷ᾿ܲܢᾷܪܱܛιܢܱᾠܭῂܕ᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛ᾿ܩιܛ῁ܲܦܢ᾿ܲܫܛܩܸܲᾙܬܭܧܲܢᾗܧܲܢᾗ
ܱᾁΆܦܛܱᾰܣܷܲᾹܧܨܸᾌܛܑᾰܢܷܭᾰᾁܫܲܭܢܸܥᾹܕᾐܩܲܛᾞܭ




ܲᾜΆܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ᾿ܧܲܭܲܩܲᾜΆܝ᾽ᾲܫܭܲᾹܧܲܭ᾿ܛ

ܱᾹᾠΆܢܷ᾿ܲܢᾷܤܱܭܪ᾿ܱܝܶᾸᾐܫܢܸᾷܪܱܛᾹܢܲܤܦ᾿ܲܢᾷܪܱܛᾱܪܥ
ᾹܢܱᾹܠܱᾶܛܶܲᾰܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥᾺܛܱܧܲܭᾞܛᾜΆܪܸܬܲܣᾹܢᾜΆܫܸܛᾱܨܲܢᾷܝܣ
ᾺܫܸܛᾊܭᾲᾆܪܸܙܲܛᾱܠܱܢܶܲᾤΆܫܛᾱܧܲܤܱܢᾢᾤΆܡܦܭܸܲܩܢᾨᾷܕ
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ܩܸܲᾙܭ᾿ܛᾰܪܱܛܲܢܐܱᾹܢᾊᾷܥܱᾹܑᾺܠܱᾶܛܱܶܲᾸᾐܢܶᾷܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ
ᾐܢᾸܠܸܧܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ
ܱᾐಬܭܢܲᾰᾁܫ῀ᾊᾺᾗᾗܥܲᾺܫ῀ܥಫ










ܱᾐಬܭܢܓܲᾰᾁܩܛܱᾼܛᾰܨܸᾌᾲᾆܖಫ
ᾊᾺᾗܥᾊᾰᾁΆܥܲᾺܢᾨܕᾌᾷᾐܠܶܖܪܷܱܩᾹܕᾊᾺᾗܥܲᾺܫ῀ܥ῀ܛܲܬܱܦܶܬܥᾹᾔΆܕ
ܤܩܲᾹܛᾰᾁܫܲܭᾌᾷᾐܕܤܕ
ᾐܩܲܛ᾽ᾰܫܭܪܸܧܲܭܲܩܲܭ᾿ܛᾐܢ᾽ᾸܫܭܲᾜΆܭ᾿ܛ᾿ܱܢܢ᾽Ᾰܫܭ᾿ܧܲܭܲܩܑᾹᾠ
ᾶᾌܛ᾿ܱܧܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ᾿ܧܲܭܲܩᾐܩܲܛ᾽ᾰܫܭܧܸܲܭ᾿ܛ᾿ܧܲܭܲܩ
ܲܩܱܥܶܲᾺܡܛܱᾹܢᾐܠܥᾺܛܲᾊᾰܥ
ᾐΆܢܲᾊᾷܥᾶᾌܛܲܭᾞܛܱᾌΆܥܷᾰᾁᾺܡܛܧܷܪܷܦܱܛܱ᾽ᾰܥܲᾺܢᾨܕ᾿ܲܢᾷܢܲܛܱܛ
ܱᾎΆܛܠܸܲܭܱ᾽ᾷᾐܥܱᾌᾺܥܷܲᾺܢᾨܕ῀ܛᾱܠܲܦܲܣܪܥ᾿ܲܢᾷܢܲܛܱܛܪܷܧܲܭܲܩ
ܲᾜΆܭ᾿ܛܑܲᾰܩܱܥܶܲᾺܡܛܲᾌΆܭܱᾌᾷᾐܛܶܠܸܲܭ᾿ܲܫܛܱᾊܤܲܭܪܲܝᾲܛܸᾰܡܛ
᾿ܱܫܛ᾿ܨܲܭܧܷܪܷܦܱܢᾨܕᾨᾷᾐܕܧܷܪܷܦܱܛᾌᾰܠܶܖܱᾹܢܲܭ᾿ܛܩιܦܢܲܛܱܛ
ᾁΆܐܲܭ᾿ܛᾰܩιܦܢܲܛܱܛܧܷܲܭ᾿ܛܲᾰܩܱܥܶܲᾺܡܛܱᾎΆܛܠܸܲܭܱ᾽ᾷᾐܥᾊᾺܢ
ܱᾰᾁܥܷܪܱܛιܢܲᾹܢᾷܠܱܥܲᾺܬܱܦܶ
ܪܸ᾿ܲܩܲᾜΆܑᾹܡܱܢᾨᾷܕᾜΆܪܸܙܧܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥᾹܢܲܤܦ᾿ܲܢᾷܥΆܨܐ
ܧܷܧܸܩܸܲᾙܭ᾿ܛᾙΆܢܲܛܱܛᾲᾆΆܤܱܭᾞܓ᾿ܲܧܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ᾿ܧܲܭܲܩ
ܱᾹܢܲܝ᾽ᾲܪܦᾠܦᾞΆܥܱܶܦ᾿ܲܧܩܸܲᾷᾐܭ᾿ܛᾐܥᾹܕܲܭ᾿ܛᾰܛܢᾗᾷܤܠܲܭܲܩܱιܦ
ܲܩιܥᾐܥᾺܩܸᾰᾁܫܸܛܦܸᾲᾆܢᾐܑᾸܠܲܭܲܛܱܧܦܸܱᾐᾆܥܷܱ᾿ᾐᾫΆܑᾺܤܐ
ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ᾿ܱܩᾹܧܶܪܸ᾿ܲܭܛᾌᾰܕ῀ܛܛܸᾊᾰܭܠܣܤܱܦܧܲܝܭܨܝܭ
ܲܭܢܷܲܢᾸܝܭ᾽ܫܱܧܲܭ᾿ܛ᾽ܱܩᾹܕܱᾐܪܧܑܩܱιܥܱᾺܛᾰܧܸܲܭ᾿ܛܲᾰܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ
ᾐܩܲܛܱᾌᾰܛܶܛܸΆܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶᾞΆܭ᾽ᾸᾐܫܭܑᾹᾠܛܱᾰܥܷܧܸܩܸᾰᾁܢܑᾸ
ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܧᾼܝܶܨܸܱܲᾸᾐܥᾺܛܱܛιܢܑܩܸ᾿ᾙܩιܛܲᾹܦᾌΆܥᾺܤܕಬܥܷQLܝܧܣܠಫᾒ
ܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶܲᾷܭ᾿ܛᾹᾠܕΆܦܱܡܱܲܥܢܲᾹᾌᾷܧܲܭ᾿ܛᾰܠܱܥܲᾺܬܱܦܑܶᾐ
῀ܛܦܸᾹܣܪܥܢܱܪ᾿ܑ᾿ܲܧܲܭ᾿ܛᾰܛܢᾗᾷܤܱܦܛᾰܬܭ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛ῀ᾂᾠܛ᾽ܟܲܩ
Άܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ᾽ᾗܠܱܢܶ᾿ܭܛܢܫ῀ܓܱᾐܥܷᾹܑᾺܠᾷᾐܤܩܲᾹܛܲ᾿ܑᾞᾰܢܑ
ᾹᾔΆܕ᾿ܩιܛܲᾹܦᾐܫ῀ܲᾷᾐܫᾰᾁܦܣܫܸܛܲܢܝܭܪܥιܥܤܱܛᾤᾰܩιܛܲᾹܦ
ᾲܛܱܥᾺܩܲܝΆܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥᾺܧܡܑܸ῁ܲܦܢܤܸᾹܝܶᾷܧܸܲܭ᾿ܛܩιܦܢܲܛܱܛ
ᾐܩܲܛᾞܭܲܢᾌᾷܥ᾿ܧܝܶ

ܲᾜΆܝ᾽ᾲܫܭᾜΆܛܸᾞܭܲᾹܧܲܤܲܡܛ

Άܪᾔ ᾚܔ ῀ܛᾌܛܢ῀ᾁᾠᾸܛᾱܠܱܥ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܪܱܛᾰܥΆܨܐ
ܱᾹܢᾐܩܱᾹܥܷᾐܥܲᾞᾺܢᾷܭܸ᾿ܲܧܛܸᾰܢܸᾷܛܢᾞᾗᾷܘܑᾐᾫΆܤܠܥᾺܛܱᾌᾰܛܶ
ᾰܢᾙᾊᾜΆᾸܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥܱᾹܢ᾿ܱܢܲᾜΆܑᾞᾸܤܲܡܛᾌΆܛܢܱ᾿ᾁᾠᾸܤܐ
ܧܡܑܸ ܤܷܧᾀܤܧᾊܝ ᾀܝܸܱܲܭܪܸܠᾶܛ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܠܛᾰܪܱܛ
ܪܸ᾿ܑᾦΆܛܪܸܭ

ܤܩܲᾹܛᾰܠܸܲܛܭܷܛܱܦܪ῀ᾚܛᾱܫܢܧܡܑܸ῀ܛᾱܠܱܥܲᾺܬܱܦܱܶᾐܥܑܷᾺ
ܲ᾿ܑᾞᾸᾐΆܧܪܸᾚܢᾸܕܲᾹܢᾷܛܪܓ᾿ܱܢܲᾞᾸܧܲܢܝܭܫܢܧܡܑܸ᾿ܱܤܢܑ
ܩιܦܧܠܸ᾽ᾗܠܱܢܶΆܠܱܥᾜΆܫܸܛ᾿ᾓܭܸ᾽ܱܥᾹܠܱΆᾷᾐܪܛιܛ
ܱᾶᾌΆܛܶ᾽ᾗܠܱܢܶᾹܠᾞܧܱܲܲܝܐ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܨܣܷܪܥᾙᾊᾜΆܛᾊᾰܥᾜΆܫܸܛ᾿ᾓ
ܱΆܪܧܲܩܠܛܷᾰܫܸܛᾱܧܗ
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ܭܸܢܷܲᾹܧܲܭ᾿ܛ

ܤܫ῀ܓ῀ܛܭܸܢܷᾷܠܸܥᾤᾰᾁΆᾊᾺܢܲᾷܥιܛᾤᾰᾁΆܩιܛܲܭ᾿ܛᾞܘܢᾸܕ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܠܥᾺܨܢᾼᾐܝܶᾦΆܛܲܢܝܭܤܱܛιܢ
ᾦΆܛ᾿ܠܱܧܨܸᾸᾐܪܛᾦΆܛᾱܠܱܥ



ᾦΆܛܲᾺᾖᾌܢܦᾦΆܛܲܝܲιܧܥ



ܲܢܱܨܛιᾠΆܦΆܛܪᾓ



᾽ᾫܢܷܲᾷܢܑᾠ




ܧܡܑܸ᾿ܱܤܐᾶᾌܓ῀ܛܱᾌܥܩܸܲᾔΆᾁܥܲᾞᾺܧܭܑܸ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܠܱܥᾺܩܸܥᾁᾺܭ
ᾰᾁΆܠܸܲܛᾰܛܱܧܦܸᾷᾐΆᾙᾨܤܸܧܭܑܸܱᾐܥܷιᾁΆܛΆܪΆᾚܫܢ
᾿ܲܧܩܸܥᾁᾺܭᾤΆܦܷܱΆܪܩܥܶᾙΆܪܲᾚܢܝܭܰᾂܬܔܫܸܛ᾿ܠܱܧܨܸᾸᾐܪܛ
ᾸᾐܭΆܛᾰܧܢᾷܛܛܷᾰܥܲᾞΆܢ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܧܲܩܭܢᾷܫ῀ܱܛܶᾺᾗܱܲᾸᾐܛܱܭܨܸܲܭ
ᾰܢ᾽ܑᾸܭܲᾌܭᾸᾐܬܑܧܷܢܸᾷܠܱܥᾺܢܱ᾿ᾸܤܢܲᾌΆܭᾌᾷᾐܢ
ᾰܥܲᾞΆܢᾷܥܲᾞΆܢܱᾤΆܤܱܦᾶᾌܭܷܩܸᾙܤܸܢᾷܕܭܷܛܱᾰܥܷᾺܠܸܱܥܩܸᾁ
ܤܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛᾰܦܸ῀ܛᾱܠܱܥ᾿ܩιܛܲᾹܦᾔΆܠܱᾼᾺᾗܭιᾁΆܛ

᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛ῁ܲܦܢܲܬܭܧܡܑܸ

᾿ܱܪܢܱܧܩܸιᾁΆᾙܛܭܷܛܱܦܱܢ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦᾐܥᾹܕ᾿ܩιܛܲᾰܬܭܧܡܑܸ
ܧܡܑܸܛܱܭܱᾐܥܶᾶᾌΆܭܷܧܦܸ῀ܛᾱܠܱܥᾺܪܱܥܷܱιܩιܖιᾁܢ
ᾌΆܥܱᾠܦܥιܛܷᾰܦܸᾹܢܲᾹܩιܭ῀ܛᾱܠܱܥܲᾺܬܭ
ᾹܩܲܢιᾁΆܛιᾠΆܦܲܬܱܦܶᾐܧܭ῀ܛ᾿ᾗܧܑܲܤܢܱܲᾹܭܥιܛ
ܲܬܱܦܶιᾠΆܦ᾿ܧܲܭܲܩΆܢܲܡܛ῀ܛ᾿ᾗܧܑܲᾹܢᾷܠܱܥ
ܩܸᾨᾐΆᾙܕ᾽ᾫܢܷ
῀ܛᾱܠܥᾫᾺܝܸᾫΆܛܱܫܛ᾽ܠܱܢܶܧܲܩܲܝ῀ܛᾱܠܱܥܤܱܛᾦᾰܛܢܸᾸܬܲᾠᾁܝ
῀ܛᾱܠܥ ᾊᾊQܭܝܧܓ ܱ᾽ᾍᾹܛᾫΆܛܱܭܤܢᾸܩܸܲܣ LᾊQܭܧܰQL
ᾦᾰᾁܛܪܸܛᾰܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶܧܛܸܢܲᾞᾰᾁΆܑᾷܢᾸܦܸᾫΆܛܱܭܤܠܱᾶܛܶ
ܱᾁΆܦܤܢܱܝܩιܖܦܷܫܢܧܡܑܸ
῀ܛܩܸܥᾁᾺܭܱܲܲܢܱܦ

ܲᾤΆܢܱܥܷܠܱᾶܛܶιᾠᾰܛܭܷܛܱܦܱܢ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܱᾨΆܭᾱᾁΆܕΆܛܪܓ
 ܫܣܫܫܧܠܓܠܧܨܭܝܸܕ ᾦΆܛᾁᾺᾗܭܛܭᾞܓܤܱܛᾦᾰܛ᾽ܭ
ᾐܥܲᾞᾺܢ᾽Ᾰܦ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ᾿ܱܤᾰᾁᾙᾹܦܢ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ᾿ܲܢܑܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܢᾷܠܣ
᾽ܱܭᾷᾐܠܣΆܠܱܥܱᾶᾌܛܶܲᾰܢᾌᾷܥᾺܛܭᾞܓܛܱܧܤܸܥιܛܪܱܥܷ

ܲᾹܢᾷܫܢܧܡܑܸ ܣܓQܣܝܣܛܷᾊܓᾊܣܤܸܕ ܛܱܦܛᾱܨܢᾞᾷܛܲᾰܫܘܑᾐ
ᾐܠܱᾶܛܶᾸᾐܪܛ᾿ܲܥᾁᾺܭܛܱܧᾊܨܣܷΆܪܲᾚܢܝܭܢᾐܑᾸܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܥΆᾔᾺܪᾚ
ܱᾌܨܷܧܱܲܲܝܐᾷᾐΆܠܣΆܠܱܥ᾿ܱܢ῀ܑᾞᾸܛܲܭᾞܛܢᾁᾸܢܱΆܪܩܥܶᾹܧܥܱᾹᾠܥܷ
ܱΆܪܫ῀ܱܛܶ᾽ᾗΆܠܱܢܶᾊᾷܨܣܷ
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Άܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥᾺܧܡܑܸ῁ܲܦܢ
ܩιܦܫ῀ܱᾶᾌܛܱܶᾌܥᾌܒ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢᾦΆܛᾰܦ῁ܲܦܢܱᾨΆܭᾱᾁΆܕΆܛܪܓ



ܱᾌܥᾶܥܪܸܛΆܧܲܛᾰܪܑܱᾠܪܨܭ᾽ܬܲܦܢᾫΆܛιܛᾰܬܸܲܦܢᾞΆܤܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ
῁ܲܦܢܢܷܥܲᾺܫܲܬܭܧܡܑܸܫܸܛܱᾼᾺᾗܭᾫΆܫ῀ܱܛܶܲᾸᾐܩܲܩιܥܭܸܧܲܛܐ
ܱᾁΆܦܛܱᾰܣܷܲᾹܢᾷܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥᾺܧܡܑܸ


ܨܸܭܲܝܱᾼᾲܨܐ᾿ܢᾊᾙܭܱܲᾲᾆܧܸܲܭ᾿ܛܲ῁ᾰܦܢΆܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥܑᾺ
᾿ܲܢܑܲᾔΆܧܱܨܤܲܢܧܭܢᾸܕᾐܩܲᾹܛᾞܭܲܩܱιܪܧܝܶܲᾌᾲܦܠܲܢܛᾱܬܭ
ܱΆܪܩܥܶᾙΆܧܠܥᾙΆܠܥᾨΆܢܲܩܱᾹܝܲܢᾨܭܶ᾽ܢܷܱΆܪܱܛιܛᾸᾐܡܑܸ
ᾜΆܫܸܛ᾿ܠܱܥᾺܪܸܬܦᾜΆܫܸܛᾨᾷᾐᾰܕ῀ܛᾱܠܱܥᾺܪܸܲܣܠܸܥᾊᾺ
ᾹᾠΆܕܪܸܲܣ᾿ܦܷܪܸܲܣܠܑܸܠܸܥܲᾊᾺܭ᾿ܛ῁ᾰܢܲܩܱᾹܝܤܩܲᾹܛܲᾰܥιܛ
ᾐܩܲܛܲᾰܫܲܝܲιܧܥܲ῁Ὰܦܢ᾿ܲܫܛܪܸܲܣᾚᾹᾠ

ܲᾜΆᾚᾹᾠܭ᾿ܛ῁ᾰܢܲܩܱᾹܝιܦܷܱΆܪܩܥܶܲᾫܩ῁ܲܦܢ᾿ܱܢᾊᾷܥᾺܤܸܢܑ
῁ܲܦܢΆܛܪܲᾹᾓܦܢᾸܩܲܝܫ῀ᾐܑᾱᾁܫ῀Ᾰᾐܦܸ᾿ܲܫܛܪܸܲܣ
᾽ܬܲܦܢᾷܛܪܓܦιᾠܦ᾽ܱܭܷ᾿ܲܧܥ᾽Ᾰᾐܝܷ᾿ܲܢᾷܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥᾺܧܡܑܸ
᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛΆܠܱܥܲᾺܬܱܦܱܶᾠܭᾐܑῂܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛܱᾰܭᾞܓܛܱܛܱᾊιܥᾹܧܥ
ιᾠܥܶᾺܧܸܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭܤܱܭܨܸܲܭΆܪܲᾹᾚܢᾷܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶܲᾷܤܲܡܛ᾿ܲܢᾷܪܱܛιܢ
ᾐܩܲܛᾞܭ

ܨܸᾙᾊᾫ

ᾙΆܫܭܡܛᾰܪܑܧܲܛᾰܪܑᾜΆܦܸᾞܥܱܶιᾠᾺܪܨܭᾶᾌܐΆܨܲܧܱܪ᾿ܥ
ܪܸܦܷ᾿ܲܭܫܛܪܓ᾿ܲܢᾷܛܲᾜܤܲܡܛܧܩܸܲ῁ܑᾹܦܢܲᾷܬܱܦܶΆܝܶܧܠܸܓ
ܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭᾹᾁܣᾫΆܛܱܬܲܦܢܲᾷܤܲܡܛܠܱܥܷܠܸܣܛܱܧܡܑܸᾦᾰᾁܛܲܬܱܦܱܶᾌܣ
ܱΆܪܫ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷᾹܬܲܦܢᾜΆܪܸܧܝܶᾲܕ᾿ܲܛܪܓܦܷܪܲ῁ᾚܦܢᾶᾌΆܭܷܧܠܸ
ᾺᾘᾌΆܩܲܝᾤΆܦܷܲᾨᾰᾁܦܢܲᾷܬܱܦܶΆܝܶᾶᾌΆܭܷܛܱܭᾞܓܪܸܲܣܩᾹܕ
ܢܲܭῂܕ᾿ܲܢܥᾹܕᾜΆܦܸ῁ܲܦܢܲᾷܡܲܡܛᾰܛܱܦܠᾁܦܱᾞܩܶιܦᾹܢ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ
ܪܸ᾿ܑᾙΆܧܗ
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Computer and O
nline-assisted Teaching,L
earning of Tamil.
L
ouis Isack Kumar
Education Officer, Ministry of Education, Singapore
O
bjective(s)
At the end of the presentation, participants will be able to:
x

To know how to use open source tools for Tamil teaching and learning and to acquire
knowledge and skills to promote Self-directed Learning (SDL) and Collaborative
Learning (COL) through the use of open source tools in the teaching of Tamil Language.

x

To bring classroom into the 21st Century by encouraging critical thinking and real world
communication, with open source tools, where students are engaged outside the
classroom.

x

To create e-worksheets using open source tools and to create QR codes to access the
worksheets for smart phone devices.

x Theoretical

underpinning:
Recognising the need to prepare our Tamil Language students for life in the 21st
century, Enhancing the Teaching and Testing of Mother Tongue Languages (MTL) to nurture
Active Learners and proficient users – MTL Review Committee released its
recommendations to nurture students to be proficient users of the language. Great emphasis
will be placed on helping students to like learning their MTLs and become proficient in using
them in a variety of real-life settings to communicate effectively, and to leverage on students’
increasing info-communications technology (ICT) savvies. This includes a variety of
interactive content, resources and activities to suit the different leaning needs of students and
MOE’s vision is to make MTL a living language for students.
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Research has shown that MTL teachers should explore the use of technology in engaging
pupils to develop their ICT skills. Hence ICT tools have been used to engage the pupils to
learn Tamil Language effectively.

Approach/M
ethod/Design:
This presentation explores the various ways in which various ICT tools can be
incorporated into the teaching of Tamil Language and centers on a project using online tool
such as Google Docs. Google Documents (usually abbreviated "
Google Docs" ) is a
commonly used web-based word processing tool. Because of the collaborative nature of the
application, it is especially important that your shared files are as accessible as possible, so
that all users who need to access the document can comprehend the content. Google drive is a
useful tool to help you plan events, send a survey, give students a quiz, or collect other
information in an easy, streamlined way. A Google form can be connected to a Google spread
sheet. If a spread sheet is linked to the form, responses will automatically be sent to the
spread sheet. Otherwise, users can view them on the “Summary of Responses” page
accessible from the Responses menu. Mother Tongue teachers can use this kind of Google
form to create online worksheets such as MCQ (ܱܶܲܢᾫܛ ܠܸܲܭᾞᾷ᾿ܢܲܩܢ, ܸܦᾺᾗ
ܱܶܝι῀ܛ, ܨܦᾗᾷܶ )῀ܛ᾽ܠܱܢcloze passage, idioms & Phrases, Open ended, e-mail, etc
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(Stu
dent
s
using Smart devices to complete their e-worksheets)

Conclusion and Recommendations
In summary, we recognize the importance of providing Tamil Language students with
the opportunity to learn creatively and engaged to take ownership of their learning using
online open source tools. We found that the online assisted teaching could be used for homebased learning as the teacher is able to monitor the progress of the learning on-line or as a
regular feature to promote further learning without sacrificing much curriculum time.
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A PEDAGOGY FOR GOLDEN AGERS
– AN INDIAN CONTEXT
Dr. J. Indumathi
indumathi@annauniv.edu
Department of Information Science and Technology,
College of Engineering, Anna University,
Chennai -25, TamilNadu, India.
“Never regard your study as a duty, but as the enviable opportunity to learn to know the
liberating influence of beauty in the realm of spirit for your own personal joy and to the profit
of the community to which your later work belongs”.
- Albert Einstein
ABSTRACT
The steroid mesmerized field of Information technology has grown leaps and bounds in
computational power, enabling the implementation of the present Character Recognition
(CR) methodologies, especially the Optical character recognition (OCR). In spite of the birth
of such systems in languages like Chinese, English, Japanese, we are diminutive of a good
one for the Indian languages (especially for Tamil). Tamil has not been able to reach the
podium, owing to its large alphabet size, cumbersome difficult in text entry through
QWERTY keyboard, the shape complexity of Tamil scripts, and also the large set of different
patterns that exist in these languages, as opposed to English. This paper aims at designing and
developing a generic framework for Tamil regional language reading system which will be
used by the golden agers. The Tamil reading system consists of two subsystems, namely,
Optical Character Recognition and Text-To-Speech. The paper is in line with contemporary
business trend of providing regional zest to solutions to enhance their markets reach and
provide targeted offerings. The recognition accuracy is at par with other methods described in
the literature. In the future the area of recognition of constrained print is expected to decrease.
Emphasis will then be on the recognition of unconstrained writing, like Omni font and
handwriting. This is a challenge which requires improved recognition techniques. The
potential for OCR algorithms seems to lie in the combination of different methods and the
use of techniques that are able to utilize context to a much larger extent than current
methodologies.
KEYWORDS : Assistive & Rehabilitation Technology (ART),Character Recognition (CR),
Golden Agers, Interactive Voice Response (IVR), Optical character recognition (OCR) TextTo-Speech(TTS).

1.

INTRODUCTION

Tamil Language, being one of the oldest languages is an ocean where we can hunt for
knowledge treasures. From poetry, through literature to the history and the people’s lifestyle
and teachings, Tamil has everything to impress and express to the world. Thirukural and the
like are famous worldwide but unfortunately it forces people to learn the whole language for
its understanding. This is a tedious process. In this fast moving world, the golden agers
generation would like to have quality time by reading especially the vast Tamil literature at
their own pace and connecting with social networks. So, we propose a reading system that
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can actually help golden aged people to pronounce a Tamil text correctly and to interact with
the all people around without much mobilization.
Also, there is a persistent necessity to augment the quality of life and independence of golden
agers within the community by Creating and providing communications infrastructures which
could to a large extent trim down social isolation ;Permitting them to maintain a high level of
autonomy and control over their lives; Keeping them rationally and bodily active for much
longer, and Providing suitable levels of scrutinizing and regulation of "in danger" people,
without negotiating their privacy.
But how do we help these technologically challenged Tamil people? How to make use of the
latest improvements in Information Technology without compromising their self-respect?
Then, the solution comes from the disruptive technologies which can be turned into an
opportunity.
2.

TECHNOLOGIES AT WORK

The hypnotized field of Information technology has not only swept the feet’s of
computational power, but also has spiraled the implementation of the present Interactive
Voice Response (IVR). IVR is one of the most intriguing and demanding areas of pattern
recognition with diverse practical applications. It can contribute incalculably to the
improvement of an automation process and can perk up the interface between man and
machine in many applications and also creates an escalating demand on many emerging
application domains, which require more sophisticated methodologies.
Assistive & Rehabilitation Technology (ART) has the potential to play a major role in
assisting senior/differently abled people to take active participation in life. Information
technology (IT) has already established its competence to renovate the human (youth)
activities of communication, entertainment, and shopping. An escalating number of older
people can be taught and trained to utilize ART based on IT, to realize these endeavors, with
appropriately designed systems, thereby increasing active participation. Generally,
aged/senior adults stumble upon two main barricades to computer use: ingenuousness with
modern computers and age-related impairments. These obstacles are liable to intermingle and
together they must be addressed in the design of legitimately appropriate systems.
2.1. ASSISTIVE & REHABILITATION TECHNOLOGY (ART) FOR GOLDEN
AGED TAMIL KINSHIP
While assistive technologies such as Optical character recognition (OCR) and Text-to-Speech
(TTS) synthesis have been around, they exist as independent systems without an easy to use
integral framework and have not been adapted well for regional languages such as Tamil.
There clearly is a need to bridge the gap between OCR and TTS and adapt it for regional
languages.
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is a well-researched field. There are many OCR tools
that convert all types of western scripts sufficiently. But the same for Indic scripts especially
Tamil is limited. There is scarce number of tools for Tamil. Only few tools like Ponvizhi and
gTamilocr are notable tools dedicated for Tamil language. Tesseract is an open tool which
can be adopted for Tamil. Text to speech techniques are also limited for Tamil. Hardly any
system reads Tamil text with the native accent for Tamil. eSpeak and Kural are the rare tools
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that conveniently can read out Tamil characters. Also, for Tamil, systems that combine
character recognition and text to speech techniques are highly complex.
There are solutions that allow for scanning and digitizing images of text. Text-to-speech
(TTS) is also fast maturing field and found its way into common usage through smart phones
such as android phones. Creating the generic framework that brings together disjoint OCR
and TTS systems for regional languages is the main ideology. First step is training the
Tesseract OCR device for regional language Tamil. Once training is done we move on with
integrating OCR and TTS into single generic framework.
3. APPREHENSIONS
Since Tamil is not used worldwide like other languages such as English and French, the
development of tools for Tamil character recognition is limited. Hence, the numbers of tools
dedicated to recognize Tamil alphabets are less in number. And in these tools that have been
developed for Tamil do not give efficient results. The tools come with a few image files also
known as the package files. Only these files are well trained by the tool and hence are read
clearly. When a new image file is given as the input, mistakes are made on the very same
characters that were read correctly in the stored images. So, these tools prove to be useless
though they have been developed with lots of effort put in.
Out of those which can read images from outside its own predefined images, the tools can
identify only very few or in some cases just one type of image files. If this is the case, the
user is forced to convert the files into the file readable by the system. It increases the work of
the user of the tool. A good tool is one that can take in any time of image for conversions.
OCR technique helps converting handwritten text into electronic data, making it readable by
both machines and humans. TTS software read the characters and voices them out. Though
these two ideas are highly advantageous, they are still disjoint. Many will get benefited if
these two techniques are combined. So the issues focused here are Tamil training in OCR
tool, Integrating OCR and TTS tool with special emphasis for the golden agers.
4. LITERATURE SURVEY
The ideologies discussed in the survey papers are discovered and consumed to come up with
various efforts to enhance the OCR and TTS tools taken. Each paper adopts different
methods to achieve their single goal of easy storage, high throughput and more efficiency.
OCR papers deals with various methodologies to carry out the character recognition process.
TTS papers follow the general text to speech conversion process employing different
algorithms in it.
4.1. RELATED WORK OF OPTICAL CHARACTER RECOGNITION(OCR)
Optical character recognition belongs to the family of techniques performing automatic
identification. Automatic Identification can be classified into Speech recognition, Radio
frequency, Vision systems, Magnetic stripe, Bar code, Magnetic ink, Optical Mark Reading,
Optical Character Recognition
4.1.1. THE IOCRED SYSTEM SCHEME
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Jianli Liu et al., (1993) have proposed, an Intelligent OCR Editor (ICORED) for the
automation of OCR post processing of the image which reduces the error rate and the
reduction of cost per page of an OCR system drastically. As a result, the throughput increases
per unit of character set.
4.1.2. OCR IN A HIERARCHICAL FEATURE SPACE
Jaehwa Park et al.,(2000) describes a character recognition methodology (henceforth referred
to as Hierarchical OCR) that achieves high speed and accuracy by using a multi-resolution
and hierarchical feature space. Features at different resolutions, from coarse to fine-grained,
are implemented by means of a recursive classification scheme. Typically, recognizers have
to balance the use of features at many resolutions (which yields a high accuracy), with the
burden on computational resources in terms of storage space and processing time.
4.1.3. OFF-LINE
CURSIVE
RECOGNITION

HANDWRITTEN

TAMIL

CHARACTER

R. Jagadeesh Kannan,et al.,(2008) gave an approach to off-line recognition cursive Tamil
script based on HMM which uses the combination of time domain and frequency domain was
proposed in this paper.
4.2. RELATED WORK OF TEXT-TO-SPEECH(TTS)
4.2.1. Text-to-speech conversion on a personal computer
Yousif A. El-Imam (1990), presents a system that uses a set of units derived from Arabic
syllables to synthesize unlimited vocabulary speech on PCs. Text transcription rules operate
on input orthography to generate an abstract representation of phonemes and syllables that
form synthesis units and speech.
4.2.2. High quality text-to-speech synthesis: a comparison of four candidate algorithms
T. Dutoit(1994),uses four candidate speech models in the context of high quality text-tospeech systems (HQ-TTS), address problems typically encountered by their prosody
matching and segment concatenation modules, and compare their performances regarding :
the segment database compression ratio they allow, the computational load of the related
synthesis algorithms, as well as their intelligibility and subjective segmental quality;
It is seen that there has not been given proper attention for integrating OCR and TTS tool in
the papers discussed. So, an effort has be made to develop a generic framework to integrate
the disjointed OCR and TTS.
5. PROBLEM STATEMENT
To design, develop, implement and test simple assistive technological solution for the golden
aged populace in the realm in the urban/semi-urban/rural areas characterized by Cost
effective and affordable by visually confronted golden age populace of different segments in
society; Improves independence of golden aged people.
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6. PROPOSED GENERIC
READING SYSTEM

FRAMEWORK

FOR

REGIONAL

LANGUAGE

The generic framework for regional language reading system is divided into two subsystems,
namely, the Optical Character Recognition (OCR) and Text-Speech Synthesizer (TTS). The
OCR subsystem consists of a series of modules like image capturing, preprocessing, feature
analysis and extraction and post processing. The TTS subsystem consists of language
processing, voice modulation block phoneme databases.

Figure .1 High-Level Architectural Design
Figure 1 is the overall architecture of the system to be designed. The two tools are integrated
to provide a single output as a whole. This can be made possible as the output of the OCR
tool is the input for the TTS tool in general. OCR involves preprocessing stage wherein it
adjusts the features of the image and its skew according to the system need. Then it segments
the characters in the image as a letter or word accordingly. This output is then given for two
different word pass 1 and word pass 2. In word pass 1 for word recognition and word pass 2
to enhance the previous process. This then passes the final text to TTS. In TTS, the text is
checked for the language that is to be voiced and then do signal processing. The words in the
text are compared with dictionary words by referring to the database. This finally gives the
overall output which is speech.
7. REALIZATION OF THE PROPOSED GENERIC
REGIONAL LANGUAGE READING SYSTEM

FRAMEWORK

FOR

Amongst the best OCR tool Tesseract 3.0.1 t was originally designed to recognize English
text only. Efforts have been made to modify the engine and its training system to make them
able to deal with other languages and UTF-8 characters. Tesseract 3.0 can handle any
Unicode characters (coded with UTF-8), but there are limits as to the range of languages.
Prior works before training are given here. All though it does not provide recognition for
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Tamil language it can be trained for Tamil script through a series of processes. The TTS tool
which will produce the voice output takes in the Unicode Tamil text in a text document file as
input. Here the TTS tool that we have analyzed and found to be efficient is the eSpeak tool
which does TTS conversion for various languages.
8. CONCLUSION
In spite of the birth of such systems in languages like Chinese, English, Japanese, we are
diminutive of a good one for the Indian languages (especially for Tamil). Tamil has not been
able to reach the podium, owing to its large alphabet size, cumbersome difficult in text entry
through QWERTY keyboard, the shape complexity of Tamil scripts, and also the large set of
different patterns that exist in these languages, as opposed to English. The most accurate
OCR tool, Tesseract which gives 100% result for English language is being trained here
without conciliating image quality parameters as resolution, contrast etc., In conclusion, this
generic framework is designed for integrating Tesseract OCR device and eSpeak TTS device
into a single standalone solution for a regional language Tamil. This combo was chosen to
enhance the productivity of the character recognition system and the text to-speech
conversion systems. The OCR tool Tesseract for Tamil language, training was realizable, but
not to the fullest.
9. FUTURE WORK
Many more ideas can be instilled into the solution developed so far. Newer languages can
also be trained and made available for easy reading. Next, translation of script into other
languages can also be offered. Lastly, another future advancement that can be made it to avail
the reading system in portable devices like mobile phones, iPads, tablets and the like. Future
work includes, refining the results by OCR using cross-referencing with the dictionary and
other high level semantic techniques, developing applications using the core framework and
making modification to existing OCR solution for more robust results.
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ܧܱܨܐ

ܛܱܭܱᾐܥܶ ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥ ᾙιܛᾰܫܲܭ ܨܸᾌܛ ܑᾰܪܸܢᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܩܸιܭܧᾢܢᾙ
῁ܲܦܢ ܛܱܧܲܬܭ ܲᾹܫܛܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ ܝܭܪܑ ᾌΆܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ܱᾤΆܨܱܪܷ᾿ܕ
ᾐܩܲܛܤܸᾙܠܱܛܲܬܭܨܸᾌܛܑᾰܢᾌᾷܥᾺܦܸܲܫܕܪܸܢܲᾷܥιܛ

᾿ᾢܢܲᾷܥιܛܲܭ᾿ܛܱᾁΆܢܠܥᾺܬܱ᾿ᾇܫܛᾱܛܠܔܲܝܱܛΆܛܪܓܧܩܑܸᾹ



ܱᾙΆܣ ܥιܛܷܲιܩιܭ ܤܫ῀ܓ ΆܡᾶܭܧܲܩܱᾹܢܷ ῀ܛܩܸ ᾎᾁᾙܧܲܢ ᾗܧܲܢᾗ
᾿ᾢܢܲᾷܥιܛ ܲܭ᾿ܛ ܱΆܩܷܲܛܱܫܛ᾽ܭܧᾶᾊܭܷ ܩܱιܦ ܫܸܛܩܸᾐ ᾎᾁᾙܦܣ
ܲᾺܛ᾿ܥ ᾦΆܛܛܸܭ ᾽ᾰᾁΆܝܷ ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ᾰܤܸܢ ᾐܧܲܩܥᾺܫ ܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ ܲܤܲܡܛ
ܧܸܦܸᾹܢ ᾷܪܸܲܣ ᾿ᾢܢܲᾷܥιܛ ܲܭ᾿ܛ Άܩܱιܢܷᾷܧܡܑܸ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ ܲܛᾞܥܶ
ᾐܩܲܛᾞܭᾹᾠܧᾙܢᾌᾷܥιܖ
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Άܫܢ᾿ܧܱᾊܥιܧܝܶܲܤܲܡܛ
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 ܱᾞ῀ KDUGZDUHܥܶᾹܭ 
 ܱᾞ῀ 6RIWZDUHܥܶᾹܦܶ 
 Ά $SSOLFDWLRQVܛܠܔ᾿ܧܱᾊܥᾹܧܥ 
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ܩܸιܭ ܲܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ܫܸܛᾹܨܛܲܣ ܤܱܧܭܸܢܷ ᾷܠܥ᾿ܧܝܶ ܲܤܲܡܛ
ܭܑܸ ܱᾁΆܠܱܥᾹܧܥ ܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ ᾿ܢᾼܝܶ ᾲܠܥ᾿ܧܝܶ ᾲܛܱܫܛᾱܦᾹܦܶ
ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܢᾞܛᾰܛܱܫܛܲܢᾁܥ᾿ܧܱᾊܥιܧܝܶܲᾹܧܲܤܲܡܛ
Άܛܠܔ ᾿ܧܱᾊܥᾹܧܥ ܫܷܛᾱܠܑ ᾌΆܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܛܱܦܫܛιܧܝܶ ܲᾹܧܲܤܲܡܛ
ܲܩιܥ Ὰܫܸܛᾱܛܠܔ ᾿ܧܱᾊܥᾹܧܥ ᾿ᾢܢ ᾙܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܧܸܲܤܲܡܛ ᾁΆܐ
ܲιᾁΆܢᾷܫܢ ᾰᾁܧܑ ܱᾞܭܶῂܘ ܭܑܸ ᾐܩܲܛܱܦܧܲܝܭ ᾿ܢܱ῀ᾦܛܶ ܲᾸᾐܩ
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ᾙΆܡᾶܭ ᾌᾷᾐΆܥᾹܧܥ ᾿ܲܩιܭܪܥ ᾫΆܛܱܧܲܤܢܲᾷܤܢ  2SHUDWLQJ 6\VWHP
ܤܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛᾰܦܸ
ᾔΆܕ  0LFURVRIWܨܸᾌܛܲ᾿ ܑᾰܩιܭܑ ܤܱܦܫܛιܧܝܶ ܲᾹܧܲܤܲܡܛ
᾿ܲܩιܭܑ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܫ῀ܱܛܶᾌᾷᾐᾰܕ ῀ܛܲܢᾁܥ ᾿ܧܱᾊܥιܧܝܶ ܲᾹܢᾷܤܭܲᾠܣ
06RIILFHSDFNDJHܩܱᾹܥܷ06:RUG06H[FHO063RZHU3RLQWܭܸܛᾰܢᾷܠܲܥܲᾺܩᾁ
ᾌΆ ᾆᾞᾰᾁܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ᾿ܲܩιܭܑ ܤܫ῀ܓ ᾿ܱᾊܥᾹܧܥ ܤܱܧܱܱܲܭ   ܫܷܛದ
ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܢᾞܛ \ 8VHUIULHQGOܛܱܢܧܠܸᾤܢܱܲᾗܤܱܛᾦᾰܛ᾽ܤܧܥ᾿ܲܢܲܫܕܫܷܛܲܬܭ

 Ά PXOWLPHGLDܛܠ᾿ᾥܥ
ܤܸܲᾞᾺᾗᾙܢ ܱᾞܦܶιᾠܦ  ᾿ᾢܢᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ ܲܤܲܡܛ ᾐܥᾹܕ Άܛܠ᾿ᾥܥ
ᾐܩܲܛᾌᾷᾐܥᾺܦܸᾹܢ ᾙܤܸܲܥᾺܦܸ ܲܝܱܛ  ᾰܛᾰܫܲܭ ܱᾁΆ ܑᾐܢܠܱᾶܛܶ
ᾐܫ῀ܲᾜܢᾌᾷܥᾺܩ ܑᾐ Ὰᾗܫܸܛᾱܡܨܛܥܓ ܤܱܛᾤᾰܢܲᾷܥιܛ ܲܭ᾿ܛ ܧܠܸᾶܥ
ᾦΆܛᾹܮܦܷܲܤ ᾦΆܛܲܝܱܛ ᾢܘ ܲܫܘ ᾿ᾢܢܲᾷܥιܛ ܤܱܧܲܬܭ ܲᾹܢᾷܛܠ᾿ᾥܥ
ܧܲܫܕ ᾿ᾢܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾰܩܸιܭܑ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܛᾰܦܸ ܢᾌᾷܥᾺܝܭᾹܢ ᾷܨܸܭܥιܛ
ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܛᾰܨܸᾌᾷᾐܕܑᾱᾁܪܸܲܣ
᾿ᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܧܸ ᾢ $XGLRܘ ܤܱܫܛܩܸ ᾙܧܲܫܕ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܛܠ᾿ᾥܥ



᾿ܲܫܛᾱܛܠ᾿ᾥܥ ܱᾁΆܧܪܸܲܣ᾿ܢᾙ
ᾢܘ
ΆܠܲܥᾺܩܲܝᾲܛܲܦ
ᾐܩܲܛᾠܥܶ
ᾫΆܛܱܢܤܱܢܲܫܕ ܛܲܦ ᾿ܢᾌᾷᾐܥᾌᾺܛ ᾰܤܸܲܥᾺܦܸ ᾢܘ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܦᾹܦܶ
ᾔΆܕ ᾤΆ DGREH $XGLWLRQܢᾷܡܸܲܩᾹܘ ܫܸܛᾱܭᾊܭ ᾢܘ ܤܱܧܛܸܭ᾿ܥ
ܫܸܛᾺᾗᾰܦܸᾢܘ

ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ

ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥ᾿ܧܝܶ

ᾲܛܱܥᾺܩܲܝ

῀ܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ
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ܲܢᾁܥ ᾔΆܕ   6LQJOH 7UDFNܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ᾺܤܸܲܥᾺܦܸ ᾢܘ ܤܱܧܛܸܭᾞܘ
ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ
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῀ܛܲܬܭ  06 :RUG ᾆᾞᾰᾁܫ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷ ܫܸܛᾱܢܲᾞᾷܢ ᾿ܱᾊܥᾹܧܥᾢᾺܘ



&WUO;ದ&XW&WUO9ದ3DVWH&WUO&ದFRS\&WUO=ದܛܱܠܱܛᾌᾷᾐᾰܕܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾹܧܥ
῀ܛᾱܭᾊܭ \ NHܧܲܫܕ ܱΆܪܫ῀ܱܛܶᾌᾷᾐᾰܕ ܩܸιܭܩܱᾹܥܷ ܤܥᾹܕ 8QGR
ᾐ SOD\ SDXVHܩܲܛܦܸ ܛܱܧܦܸܲܫܕ ᾿ᾢܢᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ ᾿ܱܤܢܭܱܲܢܶ ܛܱܧᾊܨܣܷ
ORRS FRQWLQXRXV SOD\ UHFRUG IDVW IRUZDUG UHZLQG ]RRP ]RRPRXW  ]RRP
῀ܛ\.H
ᾷܛܱܧᾊܨܣܷ
ܱܲᾜΆܢܶ
Άܡᾶܭ
ܤܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛᾰܦܸܭᾊܭ
ܛᾰܦܸܧܲܩܱιܦ Ᾰᾐܩܲܢ ᾜΆܫܸܛܱᾺᾗܛܷ ܭᾊܭ ܧܛܸܢᾷܕ ܱᾊᾹܥᾹܧܥᾢᾺܘ
ܛᾰܦܸܧܲܩܱιܦ ܛᾰܩܲܢ ᾷܫܸܛܱᾺᾗܛܷ ܧܲܢᾐ ᾗܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛᾰܦܸ ܛܱܧᾊܥᾤΆܧܑ
ᾢܘ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܠܱܛ ᾦΆܛᾱܠܑ ܤܱܧᾊܨܣܷ Ᾱܠᾦܛܲܬܭ  ᾆᾞᾰᾁܤܱܦܛᾰܬܭ
ܤܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܧᾼܝܶ῀ܛܲܢܝܭ᾿ܲܢܑᾫΆܩܱιܦܥιܛܷᾰܭܸܢܷܤܸܲܥᾺܦܸ

ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥᾐܩܲܛ῀ܱܛܶ᾽ᾗܠܱܢܱܶᾌܧܷܲܫܘܛܱܧᾊܨܣܷᾐܥᾹܕΆܛܠܔܲܝܱܛ
ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ ᾿ܢᾷܡܸܲܩᾹܘ ܫܸܛᾢܘܲܫܘ ᾿ܢᾷܡܸܲܩᾹܘ ܫܸܛᾺᾗᾰܦܸܧܲܝܱܛ
᾿ܢᾰᾁܫܲܭ ܫܸܛᾞᾷᾐᾰܛ ᾐܦܣ ܛܱܧܲܬܭ ܲᾹܩιܭ ᾿ܢᾌᾷᾐܥιܖ ܫܸܛᾱܭᾞܓ
ܧܲܫܕ ܤܱܛܲιܩιܭ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾠܥܶ Άܠܑ ܧܲܛ ᾙᾰܛܲܦ ᾿ᾢܢܲᾷܥιܛ ܭܸܥᾹܕ
ᾷܫܸܛᾱܭᾊܭ ܲܫܘ ᾿ܲܢܑ ܱΆܪܠܲܥܲᾺܩᾰ ᾁܗ  06 0RYLH PDNHUܛܱܫܛᾱܦᾹܦܶ
ܫܸܛܲܡܥ ܲ 'XEELQJܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ᾫΆܛܱܧܲܤܢ ᾷܫܸܛᾱܭᾊܭ ᾢܘ ᾫΆܛܱܧܲܤܢ
ᾰᾁΆܠܸܲܛ ᾰܛܱܫܛܲܝܱܛᾊᾰܨܣܷ ܛܱܦܛᾰܬܭ ܱΆܪܫ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷ ܛܱܧܦܸܲܫܕ
ᾫΆܛ᾽ᾰܝܷ ᾲܫܸܛܱιᾱܦ ܲᾔΆܥ ܑᾞᾺܛܱܥܱᾺܛܷ ܛܸܭ ܢᾸܕ ܭܸ ܫܸܛᾱܠܥ
ᾫΆܛᾰܭܸܠܙ ܛܱܦܛܭܷ ᾫΆܛᾫΆ ᾆᾞᾰܠܘ ܠܸܲܧܠܑܸ ܫܸܛᾱܠܥ
ᾠܭܷ  ᾿ܱܢܭܱᾌܛܱܲܲᾷᾐᾰܥ Ὰܫܸܛᾱܭᾊܭ ᾢܘ ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾹܧܥ ῀ܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܑܶΆ
ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ ܱᾊܛ ᾰܫܸܛᾱܠܥ ܢܱܲᾸܢܶ ᾐܩܲܛᾤܧܑ ܩܱιܦ ܛܱܧܦܸܲܫܕ ܫܸܛᾢܘ
ᾐܩܲܛᾙᾊܩܱιܦܛܱܦܠᾢᾰᾂܘܲܫܘܧܸܩܸܥᾁᾺܭ᾽ᾷᾐܝܷᾲܫܸܛᾢܘܤܱܧܛܸܭ
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ܛܱܫܛᾱܠܥ Ὰܫܸܛᾳܛܷᾰܥܷ ܩܱᾹܥܷ  PV ZRUG PV H[FHO PV 3RZHU3RLQW
ܤܱܪܲܧܩܸ ᾙܧܲܫܕ ᾽ᾷᾐΆܝܷ ܫܸܛᾱܭᾊܭ ᾢܘ Ᾱܠιᾠܭ  ᾫΆܩܱιܦ
῀ܛᾱܦᾹܦܶ ܧܲܢ ᾗܪܥ ܱᾐܥܷιܢ ᾫΆܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ  ܫܸܛᾹܮܦܷܲܤ
ܳᾌܫ῀ܓ ᾿ܲܧܲܤܲܡܛ ῀ܛᾱܦᾹܦܶ ܩܱᾹܥܷ  , VFUHHQ UHFRUGܤܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ
ܩܸιܭܑ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܢܲᾊᾷᾐᾷܥ Άܠܥ ᾿ܲܭᾊܭ ܱܧܷ ᾪᾊܫܸܛ᾿ܭܛܢ ᾌΆܥᾺܧᾼܝܶ
ܱΆܪܫ῀ܱܛܶܲᾰܩܱιܦܱܭܷܛܱܦܠܥܱܧܷܱᾪᾊܭܷܛܱܦܠܥᾺܛܸᾗ

Ᾱܮܦܷܲܤ ᾐܭᾌܥᾺܢᾞܛ  ܑᾹᾠܛܱܥᾺܠܸܥ ܢᾸܩܲܝᾲܛܲܦ ܲᾹܢᾷܛܠ᾿ᾥܥ
᾿ܲܤܮܦܷܲܤ ܛܸܭ ܱῃܫܲܥ ᾔΆܕ ܱܧܱܦ ᾿ܲܧܪܸܲܣ ܧܢܸܱܥܷιܢ ᾁΆܐ
ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥᾺܛܱܥᾺܩܲܝ

ܠܸܥ ᾙᾺܠܸܥ ܑᾞܩܸιܭ ᾦΆܛᾱܩܱιܦ ᾌΆܥᾺܧᾼܝܶ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܭᾞܓ
ܪܷܫ῀ܱܛܶ ܲᾸᾐܩ ܩܸιܭܑ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ ܲܛᾞܥܶ ᾦΆܛܩܸܱᾰᾁΆ ᾙܣܷ ᾿ܲܭᾊܭ
ܤܫ῀ܓܛܱܪܱܭܝܤܱܛᾤᾰܢܲᾷܥιܛ῁ܲܦܢܧܩܑܸᾹ
ܛܱܭܩܸܲܣ
῁ܲܦܢܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥᾺܫܸܛܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶܤܱܫܛܛܸܭܧܲܢᾢ᾿ᾗܢܲᾷܥιܛ῁ܲܦܢ
ܛᾰܥ ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܡܱܛ ܛܱܧܲܢܲᾁܦ ܲᾺᾗܫܛᾱܥ ܲᾹܢᾷܛܠ᾿ᾥܥ ᾿ᾢܢᾼܝܶ ᾲܛܲᾰܥιܛ
ܱᾺܠܶ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ ᾼᾜΆܝܶ ᾊܕ ܫܸܛᾱܭᾊܭ ᾢܘ ᾿ᾢܢܲᾷܥιܛ ܲܢᾞܛ ܩܸܧܨܸܭ
᾿ܲܧܨܸᾌܛΆ ܑᾰܛܲᾙܩ ᾌᾷᾐΆܥᾹܧܥ ᾺܫܸܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ ᾔΆܕ Ᾱܮᾊܐ
ܱᾺܝܱܨܷᾰܦܸ ܫ῀ܓ ܛܱܢܤܲܥܣ ᾽ܤܧܥ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܭᾊܭ ܲܫܘ ᾤΆܦܷ ᾐܩܲܛܦܸ
ܧܲܫܕ ᾿ᾢܢᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ ᾿ܲܧܨܸᾌܛܱᾞᾦΆ ܑᾰܥܶᾹܦܶ ᾔΆܕ ᾽ܛᾰܦܷܲܭᾚ
ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܠܱܛᾐᾆᾊᾰܭܱᾦܧܛܸᾰܫܸܛᾱܭᾊܭ
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᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛ᾿ܩιܛܲܭ᾿ܛܲ῁ᾰܦܢܲܬܭܧܡܑܸιᾠΆܦܲܤܲܡܛ

ܱܞܱܨܲᾹܭܕܭܷ
᾽ܭ᾿ܢᾙܡܸ᾽ ᾐܭܪܸܢᾷܩܸܲ῁ᾷᾐܦܢ
ܱᾌܣ῁ܲܦܢΆܠܭܱܦܛܸᾱܛܭܲܝܠܸܱܛܷܭܢܷܱܲ᾿ᾥܛܱܢᾸܤܐ

ܨܸᾙᾹᾔ
ᾐܩܲܛᾞܭ ᾽Ᾰᾐܫܭ ܱᾦΆܣ Άܥܲ᾿ ᾒܬܱܢܶ ܲᾷܤܲܡܛ ᾿ܲܧܲܭ᾿ܛ ܧܩܸ ܑᾹ
ΆܥܲᾤΆ ܑᾸᾒܫܛܱܲܲᾫܥ Ὰܠܱܥ ᾷᾐᾺܤܸ ᾐܫ῀ιᾠܥܶ Ὰܥܸιܭܷܨܭ ܢܲᾁᾸܦ
ᾰܫܸܛᾱܫܢ ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ ܲᾹܢᾷܥᾤΆ ܑᾸ ᾒܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾿ܩιܛ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾹܧܥ
ܲܤܲܡܛ ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܡܱܛ ᾰܛܱܧܛܸܭܷ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܫܱܧܲܭ᾿ܛ ᾰܬܲܦܢ ᾐܭܲܩܠᾶܛ
ᾤᾰᾁΆܩιܛ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܧܩܸܲ ᾎᾁ ᾙܬܭܧܡܑܸ ܢᾸܡܑܸ ܱᾌܢܷᾷܥᾒ
ܭܸܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭܲܛܱܭᾞܓ῀ܛ᾿ܬᾇܧᾶᾊܭܷܠܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥᾤᾰᾁΆܢܲᾷܥιܛ
  ,QIRUPDOܪܸܲܣ ᾿ᾗܧܑ  ܱ 1RQ IRUPDOܨܱܝ Άܤܭܲᾠܣ  ܱ᾽ )RUPDOܝ Άܤܭܲᾠܣ
ܲ῁ᾰܦܢ ᾐܭᾱᾁܬܭ Άܠᾞᾷᾑܛܲιᾁᾰܩιܭܑ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܡܱܛ ᾿ܲܩιܭܤܧܲܛܐ
ܱᾁΆܧܦܸܠܛܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܣ᾿ᾤܭܲܤܲܡܛܢᾸܡܑܸܱᾌܫܷܛ᾽ܣ᾿ᾤܭܲܭ᾿ܛ
ܲᾷܭ᾿ܛ ܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ ܤܱܭܨܸܲܭ ܛܲܦ ܲᾹܢᾷܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾽ᾗܠܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢ
ᾜΆܢܸᾷܧܡܑܸ ᾜΆܧܸܲܤܲܡܛ ᾐܫ῀ܲᾜܢᾌᾷܥιܖ ܢܸᾷܛܱᾰܢ ܲᾤΆܧܩܸᾐ
Ὰܛᾰܠܱܢܶ ᾫᾰᾁᾷܫ ܩܲᾹܛᾹܕ ܪܸ᾿ܑ ܫܷܛᾱܤܭܲᾠܣ ܲܭ᾿ܛ ܢܱܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ
Ᾱܢܑ ܲᾤΆܫܛᾱܠܑ ܱܪ᾿ܕ ᾿ܲܧܨܸܭ ῀ܛᾱܛܬܛ ܲᾰܭ᾿ܛ᾽ᾰܧܓ ܲܛᾱܠܱܢܶ ܲܫ῀ܥ
᾿ᾢܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾿ܩιܛ ᾿ᾢܬᾲ ᾇܧܛܸܢᾐ ܑᾷܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ ܲܛᾞܥܶ Άܛܲᾰܢܐ
ܱΆܪܤܕ ܤܠܲܭܲᾊᾷᾐܥ Ὰܢܸᾷܠܑ ܧܲܛᾦΆ ᾙᾰܛᾸᾐܖ ܧܡܑܸ ᾙΆܧܡܑܸ
ܲܭᾌᾞܔ Άܧܡܑܸ ᾿ᾢܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾿ܩιܛ ܧܷܪܷܲܫܛᾶᾌܐ Άܐ  
ܪܸܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾿ܩιܛ ܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܢܸᾷܧܡܑܸ ܱᾹܢܭܷܛܐ ᾐܠܲܭ᾽Ᾰᾐܫܭ
ᾦΆܛᾱܤܭܲᾠܣ ܲܭ᾿ܛ ܱᾰܪ᾿ܕ ܫ῀ܓ ܲᾤΆܢܭΆ ᾙᾨܛܪܓ ιᾁܢܭᾷᾐܠܣܲܬܭ
ܫܸܛܲܝιܧᾙ

ܱᾶᾌܛܶᾊᾷᾐᾰܧᾙᾶᾊ

ᾦΆܛᾱܤܭܲᾠܣ

ܭ᾽ܱܤᾹܢ

᾽ܱܧܲܤܢ

ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌᾰܤܶᾙᾹ
ܪܥ ᾫΆܢᾌᾷܥ Ὰܩܸᾙܠܸܣ ᾫΆܛᾁᾰܭ ܫܸܛܩܸ᾿ ᾙܢܲᾷܥιܛ ῀ܛᾱܤܭܲᾠܣ
ܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܢܸᾷܥܲ ᾒܤܲܡܛ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ ܱᾶᾌܛܶιܦܷ ܫܸܛܩܸᾎᾁ ᾙ
ܲܛܱᾰܭᾞܓܫܷܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐܥιܛܷᾦᾰܛܲܢᾁܥᾺܠܱܥΆܢ ᾷ 6RIWZDUHܫܸܛᾹᾔᾞᾰܦܶ
᾿ܧܲܭܲܩ

ܦܸᾹܢ

ܲᾹܫܛᾹᾔᾞᾰܦܶ

ᾌΆܥᾺܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ

᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ

ܱᾤΆܧܦܸᾹܢ῀ܛᾹᾔᾞᾰܦܶܠܱܥܲ῁ᾺܦܢܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܫܛᾹᾔᾞᾰܦܶܤܱܛᾦᾰܛᾱܠܱܥ
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ᾰܫܸܛ᾿ܭܛܢ ܧܠܸᾙܠܱܨܷܲܧܓ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾠܭܷ ܱᾤΆܧܩܸܱܱܲᾺᾗ ᾙܧܢ
 ܲᾶ 3RZHU 3RLQWܧܱܥ ᾽ܭܥ Ὰܤܸܢ ῀ܛᾱܠܱܥ ܲ῁Ὰܦܢ ܤܭܦܸ ܱᾶᾌܛܶ
Ὰܫܸܛܲܝܱܛ

ܲᾁܦܛᾰܧܑ

῀ιᾠܭ

ܱᾐܥܷᾌᾷᾐΆܥܲᾺܫܭܶ

᾿ܲܩιܭܧᾢܢᾙ

ܫ῀ܲᾤܢᾷܛܬܲܦܢ  ᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܱܬܲܦܢ ῀ܛܲܝܲιܧܥ ܤܱܛܲιܩιܭܑ ᾶᾌΆܭܷܛܲᾰܢܥ
Άܛᾰܠܱܢܶ

ܲܭ᾿ܛ ܧܩܸ ܑᾹܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥ Ὰܭܸܢܷ ᾦᾰᾁᾷܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܱܬܲܦܢ

ΆܠܥᾺܪܸܲܣΆ ᾙᾐܠܥᾺܪܸܲܣܫܑ ܪܸܲܤܦܷ ܪܸܲܣ᾽ܧܓ Άܛᾰܠܱܢܶ᾽ܧܓ
ܤܕܲܝܱᾼᾲܨܐ
ᾐܩܲܛᾞܭ᾽ᾸᾐܫܭܱᾐܨܱܝΆܤܭܲᾠܣܲᾤΆܫܛܪܸܲܣᾊܥ
ܲܤܲܡܛ ᾰܫܸܛܩܸ᾿ ᾙܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾿ܩιܛ ܢܱܧᾙᾊܛܲᾰܢܱܝ ῀ܛᾱܛܠܔ ᾲᾆ
ܲᾹᾗᾤΆܦܝᾴܥܶ  $XVXEXO

᾿ܥܶᾆܐ ᾤΆܧܲܭܛܲᾰܢܱܝ ῀ܛᾱܥ ᾒܧܡܑܸ

ᾜΆܧܸܲܢᾁܥ ᾿ܩιܛ ܤܱܦܤᾊܛ ܧܛܸܢᾷܕ ᾽ܱܤܷܱܪܢ%HQMDPLQ %ORRP   ᾙ
᾽ܤܫ῀Ᾰᾐܢᾷܫܸܛᾱܛᾰܫܲܭ᾿ܧܲܭܫܓιᾁܢܥᾹܕᾤΆܧܲܭܛιܛ
῀ܛ῀ܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ

῀ܛᾢܧܝܶ

ᾐܪ᾿

ܛܱܧܲܬܭ

ܲᾹܢᾷܧܡܑܸ

ܛᾚܝ ῀ܛιᾁᾨᾰܠܦ ῀ܛᾱܛܠܲᾹᾕܦ ܲܫܘ ᾢܘ ῀ܛ῁ܢܲܤܲᾹܦ ῀ܛᾱܫܢᾷܪܸܭ
ᾫΆܛιܛ ᾰܧܸܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ ᾷܛܱܧܲܬܭ ῀ܛᾸᾐܖ ܧܡܑܸ ܤܱܪܢ῀ ᾙܛᾱܫܢᾷܪܸܭ
ܩιܖܲιᾁܢᾷܪܱܛܭܷܛܐܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭܱܲᾷᾐܛܲܢ῀ܛܭܸܢܷܧᾶᾊܭܷᾫΆܛܲᾰܥιܛ
ܢᾌᾷܥΆܦܷ ܪܸܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾿ܩιܛ ܲᾰܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܧܩܸ ᾎᾁᾙܧܲܢܲ᾿ ᾗܧܛܸܭ
ܢܸܥܲ ܑᾞᾺܛܱܭᾞܓ ῀ ܑᾹᾠܛܱᾼᾺᾗܭ ܤܱܭܱܲܲܭ ܧܱܲιᾁܢ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܫ῀ܱܛܶᾹܧܥᾺܛܱܭܱܲܲܭιᾠܭܷܨܭᾹܠᾷᾐܛᾰܔ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾌܥ᾿ܧܝܶ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ ᾶᾌܨܑ  ᾿ HOHDUQLQJܩιܛ ܲᾰܬܭ Άܧܡܑܸ
ܲܭ᾿ܛ ܱᾹᾠܩܶιܦ  ᾿ ZHE EDVHG LQVWUXFWLRQ :%,ܢܲᾷܥιܛ ܲܬܭ Άܧܡܑܸ Ᾱᾠܘ
ᾶᾌΆܨܲܭHGXFDWLRQDO ZHE VLWHV (:6  ܑῂ

᾿ܩιܛ ܲܬܭ ῀ܛᾱܫܢᾷܪܸܭ

ܲᾤΆܬܲܦܢ ܲ ܑᾹᾠܩܱܦ ܦܸܪܸܲܣ ܩᾹܕ  ᾙᾊᾜΆܠܥιܧܝܶ ܦܷᾌܦ ᾿ܲܢᾷܪܲܛᾱܐ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾙᾊܢᾌᾷܥ᾿ܧܝܶᾲܛܱܭᾁܪܑܛܲܦ
Ὰܡܸܲιᾠᾷᾐܧܥ ᾞܘ Άܧܡܑܸ  :%,

᾿ᾢܢܲᾷܥιܛ ܲܬܭ Άܧܡܑܸ

᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ ᾐܭܱܢ ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܛܱܦܛܠܔ ᾿ܩιܛ ᾐܪ᾿ ܛܱܫܱᾞܥܶ
ܱᾁΆܢܭ῀ܱܛܶܲᾰܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥᾺܛܱܦܛܠܔ᾽ܙܢܸᾷܧܡܑܸܛܲᾰܥιܛᾞᾰᾁᾰܭܡܱܦ
ᾞᾰᾁܭܡܱܦ ܱᾞܤܶ᾽ ܑᾹܭܡܱܦ ᾞܘ ᾐܪ᾿ ᾞᾰᾁܭܡܱܦ ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ ܲܬܭᾹܢܑ
Ὰܫܸܛ᾿ܭܛܢ ᾫΆܠܱܛܲܬܭ ᾫΆܛܲᾰܭܲιᾠܧܥ ᾺܩܸᾹܘ ܛܱܧܲܬܭ Άܧܡܑܸ
ܧܡܑܸ  HPDLO

᾿ܝᾴܤܲᾹܦ ιᾁܢܑ ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾫΆ ᾙᾊܫ῀ܱܛܶܲᾰܩܱܦܱܲܥ

ιᾁᾨ QHZVܠܦ  ᾱᾁ YLGHR FRQIHUHQFHܨܢᾞᾷܛ ܠܥ῁Ὰܛܲܣ  ᾿ FKDWܠܱܧܨܸܓ
ܛᾚܝ  )LOH 7UDQVIHU 3URWRFRO )73

ܩܸܲᾙܩܣܶ ܱιᾠܦܱܲܥ ܱᾺᾗܛܷ  JURXS
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ܛܱܧܡܸᾠᾐܓ ᾫΆܛܲܦ ῀ܛᾸᾐܖ ܧܡܑܸ ܤܱܪܢΆ VRFLDO QHWZRUN  ᾙܫܢᾷܪܸܭ
ᾦΆܛܲᾫܢܥᾺܪܸܭ ᾦΆܛᾱܫܢᾷܪܸܭ ῁ܲܦܢ ܤܱܪܲܛᾰܡܛᾰܨܲܧܐ ᾤΆܦܷ ܤܫ῀ܓ
῀ܛܢܸܛ ῀ܛܨܸᾌܛ ῀ܛ᾿ܭܛܢ ῀ܛܲܢᾼܝܶ ῀ܛᾫܨܢ ܧᾰᾂᾊܭܢܓ ᾤᾰᾁܢܲᾷܥιܛ
 7HDFKLQJDQGܫܸܛᾱܪ᾿ᾚܢܲᾷܥιܛ᾿ܩιܛܤܱܧܛܸܭᾠܭܷ᾿ܥᾺܤܕ῀ܛܢܸܲܭܛ
ܤܩܲᾹܛᾱᾁܬܭ /HDUQLQJ6RXUFH
ܧܱܲᾦᾰᾁܛܪܸܲܣ ᾊܥ ᾨܖ ܠܲܥܲᾺܩιᾁܦܷ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܠܱܥ Ὰܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܲܬܱܦܶ
Άܤᾊܛ ܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܧܦܸܲܫܕ ܱᾠܭܩιܛܷᾰܪܸܲܣᾊܥ ᾐܫ῀Ᾰᾐܦܸ ῀ܱᾞܥܶ ᾿ܩιܛ
ܫܢᾷܡܑܸ ܛᾱܬܭ ܫܸܛ᾿ܭᾔܥ ᾿ܩιܛ ᾿ܲܧܠܸܥܱᾊᾹ ᾊᾺܥܱܛܷ ᾹᾔΆܕ
῀ܛᾱܫܢᾷܪܸܭ ܧܠܸᾦܛᾱܤܭܲᾠܣ ᾿ܲܧܩܸᾷ ᾐܛܲܡܭ ᾐܩܲܛᾼܝܶܲܬܭ Άܥᾒ
ᾺᾗᾺܛܲᾹ ᾙܩιܭ ᾜΆܫܸܛܱᾌܥ᾿ܧܝܶ ᾜΆܫܸܛܱܲܲᾫܥ ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ ܧܠܸܲᾔܩιܭ
ᾷܫܸܛᾱܨܭܲܭܲ᾿ ᾙᾨܧܩܸ ᾙܤܱܥᾺܩܲܝ ᾲܛܲܦ ܱᾊܛ ܲᾷᾐᾰܩܲ᾿ ᾁܢᾷܛᾰܥ
ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܢ
ܱᾐܥܷιܢ ῀ܛᾸᾐܖ ܧܡܑܸ ᾫΆܢܓ ᾤᾰᾁܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾿ܩιܛ ܲᾰܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ
᾿ܲܧܨܸܭᾊᾺᾗܥ᾽ܭܤܸܲᾙܛᾱܠܱܢܶܲܭ᾿ܛ᾽ܧܪܸܬܦܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭܲܛᾞܥܶܲᾺܛ᾿ܥ
ܲᾰܢᾌᾷܥιܖ Άܛܪܓ ܧܡܑܸ ܧܩܸ ܑᾹܫܸܛܱᾼᾺᾗܭ ܧܱܲιᾁܢܥᾊᾺܥ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ
ᾊᾺᾗܥᾺܠܸܥᾊᾺܤܱܪܢᾨᾷᾐᾙܕܲᾺᾗܝܱܭᾲᾆܥܷ᾿ܠܛܷᾐܩܲܛܲᾞᾰܢܱᾌᾷܛܶ
ܦܸܪܸܲܣ ܧᾰᾂᾊܛᾊᾰܥ ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ᾿ܲܧܨܸܭ ᾊᾺᾗܥ ܲᾺܝܱᾼᾲܨܐ ᾿ܢᾙ
ܧܲܢᾜΆ ᾗܢܸᾷܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ᾜΆܢܸᾷܡܛᾰܪܑ ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ ܱᾶᾌܛܶܲᾰܛܱܭᾞܓ
ιᾁΆܢܥܲᾺܥιܛ ιᾁΆܢܥιܛ ܱᾌܫܷܛܩܸ ᾎᾁᾙܧܲܢ ᾗܛܱܧܲܬܭ ܲᾹܢᾷܛܠܔ
ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭܲܛᾞܥܶ῀ܛܱᾼᾺᾗܭ
ᾷᾐᾺܠܱܲܤܲܧܩܸᾙܪܸܢܧܫܑܸܲᾫܩܲܤܲܡܛ᾿ᾢܬᾲᾇܧܱܢᾙܝܧܩܑܸᾹ
᾿ᾢܢᾌܨܲܢᾷܫܸܛ᾿ܭܛܢ᾽ᾸᾐܦܤܲᾹᾙᾹܧܲܤܲܡܛܱᾠΆܢܷ῀ܱܣᾐܩܲܛᾞܭܲܛᾞܥܶ
ܲܬܱܦܶ ܱᾠܭܩιܛܷܲιܢᾷܭ᾽ܐ ῀ܛ᾽ܭ ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛܱᾌܛ Άܭ᾽ܐ ܢܲᾁᾸܦ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܑ
ܲ῁ᾰܦܢ ᾐܭܱᾰᾁܭᾞܓ ܱᾌܫܷܛᾱܥ᾿ ᾒܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾰܫܸܛᾱܫܢᾷܪܸܭ ܧܲܛᾰܪܑ
ܲܤܲܡܛ

ᾰܢܸᾷܥᾒ

ܲܭ᾿ܛ

ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܑ

ܱᾁΆܥܱᾠᾺܥܶ

ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܫܱܧܲܭ᾿ܛ

ᾶᾌΆܭܷܛᾰܡܑܸ῀ᾷᾐܥᾒܫܢᾷܪܸܭ῀ܛ᾽ܣ᾿ᾤܭ
ܢܸᾷܧܡܑܸ ᾤᾰᾁܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾿ܩιܛ ܲᾰܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ ᾐܤܱܧܨܸᾌܛ ᾰܢܑᾸ
ᾷܫܸܛᾸᾐܖ ܤܱܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ Άܧܡܑܸ ᾜΆܢܸܥᾹܕ  ᾙᾊᾜΆܫ῀ܱܛܶᾹܧܥ ܱᾠܭῂܕ
 ᾙᾊᾜΆܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ܱΆܪ᾿ܩܱܶܭῂܕ ᾤᾰᾁܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾿ܩιܛ ܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ  ῀ܛܲܢܝܭ
Άܧܡܑܸ ܭܷܪܱܥܷ ᾜΆܫܸܛܩܸܱᾷ ᾐܪ᾿ܕ ܩιܦ ᾐܩܲᾹܛܱᾼܨܐ ᾜΆܢܸܥᾹܕ
ᾗܨܦ ᾐܫ῀ܲᾜܢᾌᾷܥιܖ ܫܸܛᾱܩܱιܦᾞܓ ܧܱܲܥܶᾺܛܲܦ ᾢᾤΆܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾿ܩιܛ
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᾿ܲܫܛܩܸܥᾁᾺܭ ܢܲᾞᾸܧ῀ ᾁᾊܛܩܸ᾿ ᾎᾁᾙܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾿ܩιܛ ܢܱ᾽Ᾰܝܲܬܭ
ܤܫ῀ܲᾊᾷᾐܥΆܠܑ῀ܛܩܸᾎᾁᾙܤܱܦܤܲܭܣܱᾐܥܷιܢ
ܨܸᾙᾊᾫ
ᾢᾤΆܢܲᾷܥιܛ

ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ

ܲᾰܛܱᾰܠᾶܓ

ܫܸܛᾱܦܱܡܱܲܥ

᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ

ᾫΆܢܓ

ܲܭ᾿ܛ

ܩܸᾙ
Ὰܛܸܭ

ᾤᾰᾁܢܲᾷܥιܛ

ܧܲܢᾗ

᾿ܩιܛ

῀ܛ῀ܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ ῀ܛᾢܧܝܶ  ῀ܛܲܢܝܭ

ܤܱܧܲܬܭ
ᾢᾤΆܩιܛ

ܦܸܲܫܕ

Άܧܡܑܸ
ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ

ܤܩܲᾹܛܲᾞᾰܢܱᾌᾷܛܶ

῀ܛᾸᾐܖ ܧܡܑܸ ܤܱܧܛܸܭܪܥ

ܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܢܸᾷܧܡܑܸ ܤܠܲܭᾸᾐܭ ܧܩܸܲܣ ܭܸܧᾢܢ῀ ᾙܛᾱܫܢᾷܪܸܭ
ܢᾌᾷܥ᾿ܧܝܶ ܲᾸᾐܩ ῀ܛܛܸܭܲܬܭ ܧᾫΆᾂᾊܛܲᾰܥιܛ ᾫΆܛιܛ ᾰܧܸܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ
᾽ᾗܠܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢ ᾿ᾢܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾿ܩιܛ ܲᾰܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܢᾷܢܱᾷܦܶ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ
ܲᾌᾲܦܠܲܢ ܲᾷܢᾌᾷܥᾺܩܸᾜΆ ᾙܫܸܛᾸᾐܖ ܧܡܑܸ ᾜΆܢܸᾷܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ
ܪܸ᾿ܲܦܧܗ᾿ܲܢܥᾹܕᾜΆܫܸܲܭܦܸᾹܣ᾿ܱܤܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥᾺܛܱܧܱܲܝ
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ᾔΆܩܲܢ᾿ܠܛܷ᾿ܲܢᾷܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥܲᾺܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ
ܲܬܭܲᾹܢᾷܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ᾿ܭܛܢ
ܭܸ᾽ܱܥᾞܘᾤΆܢᾌᾷܥᾺܪܸܲܤᾙᾹܢܸ

 ܲܭܢܷܱܦΆܤܲᾹܝܲܢܦܲᾞܢ  ܲܦᾆܪܱܢܳܝ᾽ܠܱᾰܠ
᾽Ὰᾘܛܲᾱܝܲܫ῀ܥᾺܛᾰܠܱܢܱܶᾱܨܷܵܞ ᾽ᾺᾘܛܲᾱܝΆܛܬܛܲᾰܭ᾿ܛᾰܧܲܝܢܷ

Άܛᾆᾞᾰ

ᾞܘ ᾐܭܦܸ ΆܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥܲᾺܬܱܦܶ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ ᾞΆܢιᾠᾷܛ ᾰܫܸܛᾹܩܲܢܲᾷܬܱܦܶ
ᾦΆܛ῀ܱᾞܥܶᾞᾺܛ ᾰܠܸܥ ᾊᾺܪܲܝ ᾲܛ᾽ᾰܝܷ ᾲܭܸᾤܭ ιᾁܢ ᾿ܲܤܦܶܩᾗ
῀ܛᾹܩܲܢ ܲᾷܬܱܦܶ ܲᾞᾰᾁΆܩιܥܶΆܠܑ ᾦΆ ᾱᾁܛܩܸ᾿ ᾎᾁᾙܧܲܭܧܱܲܲܝܐ
῀ܛᾹܩܲܢܲ᾿ ᾷܧܩܸ ᾙܩᾹܕ ᾿ܢᾨᾐܕ ᾿ܢܲᾷܝܱܭ ᾿ܢᾆܥܷ ᾿ܠܛܷ ܱᾐܥܷᾔΆܕ
ܢᾸܕ ᾹܩܲܢܲᾔΆ ᾷܤܕ Ᾱܩܲܢ ᾐܭܱܪܢᾐ ᾙܥᾹܕ ᾿ܠܛܷ ܲᾞᾰᾁΆܢᾸܦܸ
ܩܥܶ ᾜΆܫܸܛᾹܩܲܢܱᾷܪ᾿ܕ ܱᾹܢܱ᾿ ᾐܩᾹܕ ᾐܢܱܧܦܸܧܲܩܲιᾁ ܑᾹܭܫ
ᾜΆܤܸܩܲܢ ܲᾷܬܱܦܶ ᾞܘ ܢᾸܕ ܱΆܪܤܕ ᾐܫ῀ܓ ܛܱܤܩܲܢ ᾷܪᾁᾰᾁΆ ᾙᾨᾚܭܲܬܭ
  Ᾱ :HHܠᾷᾐܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥ ܫ῀ܓ ܛܱܦܛܠܔ ᾤᾰᾁΆܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾤᾰᾁΆܩιܛ
ܲᾫΆܩ ᾿ܧܲܭܧܱܲܲܝܐ ܲᾫΆܩ ܛᾰܠܫ῀ܓ ܛܷܱᾐ ᾱܥܷܲᾰᾁΆܥιܛᾷᾐᾰܡܑܸ
 ܲᾫΆ 7HFKQLFDO 3HGDJRJLFDO &RQWHQW .QRZOHGJH  73&.ܩ ܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ
ᾁܢᾨΆ ᾷܛܲܢ ᾹܠᾜܦܸᾹܢܲᾷܤܢ Άܠܱܥ ܱܲᾹܧܱܲܲܝܐ ܲᾞᾰᾁΆܢᾸܡܑܸ
ܧܷܠܸܲܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܤܸܩܲܢ ᾿ܠܛܷ ܱᾠܭῂܕ ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܱܬܲܦܢ ᾹܠᾜܦܸᾹܢܲᾷܤܢ
ܛܱܢܢܱܧܦܸܧܲܩܲ᾿ ܑᾹܧܪܸܲܣ ܧܩܸᾐ ܑᾹܭܱᾰᾁܣܷ Ᾱᾠܕ ܱΆܪܛ᾽ᾰܫܭ
ܢܲᾸܢܱܥܶ῀ܱᾞܥܶ ܪܱܥܷᾐܧܲܩᾹ .UDVKHQ   ᾂܮܱܨܲܛ ᾿ܲܤܤܶܖ ᾐܩܲܛܑᾞᾰ
᾿ܱܲᾺᾘܛܲᾱܝ ᾤΆܦܷ ᾁᾰᾁΆܭܲܬܭ ܱܲᾐΆܥܶ Ᾱܩܲܢ ᾿ܠܛܷ ιᾁᾰܢܥᾹܕ ܳᾌܫ῀ܓ
   ῀ܛᾱܠܲܢ ᾷܦܸᾹܢ ᾙܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢ   (ᾲᾆ 02ܦܸ ܲܭ᾿ܛ
ܩܸιܭܧܲܛܐ  ,&70DVWHU3ODQVಧಧ
ܤܱܦܠܲܢ ܱᾰᾁᾷܣܷܪܸܱܢܶ ܱᾊᾹܣ ῀ܛᾱܠܲܢ ᾁܢᾐ ܑᾷܫ῀ܲᾜܢᾌᾷܥᾺܛܲᾙܩ
ܢᾌᾷܥ᾿ܧܝܶ ᾲܢܸᾷܨܲܢᾸܦܛܨܱܢ ܩᾹܕ ܱᾌರܣ ιᾁΆܛ ῀ܛܲܫ῀ܥ ܲᾰᾁΆܢܲᾸܝಯ
ᾁܢᾠΆܑᾷܥܶΆܠܑ᾿ܲܢᾷܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥ   Ᾱܢܱܣܲܥܱܛܷ ܭܸܤܱܦܧܲܝܭܱܧܲܢᾷ
῀ܛ᾽ܭܥܱᾌᾺܛܶ᾽ܲܧܓ ιᾠᾰᾁܭ ܲܛܱᾱܭ῀ܓ ᾜΆܫܸܛᾱܩܱιܦ ᾜΆܫܸܛᾺᾗܤܸᾙ
ܲܩܲᾹܦᾌܦ῀ܛܱᾱܢ῀ܛ᾽ܭܑ   ܱܭܵΆܯ ܱᾢᾹܥܷ ᾽ܠܤܸ῀ ῄܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ
ܲιᾁΆܢᾷܭܥ᾿ ᾔܧܲܭ῁ܱܭ Άܢ ᾷܢܸᾷܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢ ᾦΆܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ᾫΆܠܥΆܦܷ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܠܱܥ Άܢ ܲᾷܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܥιܖ ᾤᾰᾁΆܬܱᾨΆ ᾇܭ ܲιᾁΆܢܧܭ
ܧܛܸܢᾶᾌΆ ᾷܭܷ ܛᾁᾰܭܲܬܭ ᾫΆܨܧܓ ܛܱܫܛᾰܦᾰ ᾁᾊܧܪܭ῀ ᾁܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦΆ
ᾐܥᾹܕ᾿ܠܛܷ᾿ܲܢᾷܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥ ᾤΆܦܷ ᾐܩܲܛᾆܥܷ ܨܸᾌܛܲᾷᾐᾰܩ῀ᾁܛܲܝιܧᾙ
ιᾠᾷܛ ᾿ܲܧܩܸᾁ ᾎᾁᾙܢᾷܕ ᾐ" ᾐܫ῀ιᾠܥܶ Άܠܑ ܲιᾁܭܫ ܢᾸܕ
ܲιᾁܭܫ ܢᾸܕ Άܨܣܷ ܲᾌΆܭܪܝܶ ᾿ܲܢܭᾞܢιᾠᾷܛ ᾰܪܸܠܛܷ "ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܨܢ
ᾼᾫܐ ܲᾠܝ ܩιܥܶΆܠܑ ܛܱܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ ῀ܛܱᾰܤܲܭ ܩᾹܕ "ᾐܢܱܧܦܸܧܲܩܑᾹ
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ܱᾌܧܷܲܭܢܓ ܲᾹܢᾷܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢ "ܭܸܱܧ ῀ܛܲܢᾼܝܶ ܲᾰᾁΆܭܱܲܢܶ
ܢᾸܕ ܲᾺᾖᾊᾤΆܢܦ ܲܩܲᾹܦᾌܦ ᾿ᾢܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾿ܩιܛ ܲܬܱܦܶ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾷܪܸܠܛܷ
ᾐܩܲܛᾰܭܸ ᾙᾹܫܸܛᾞᾷᾐܛ ܢܲᾷܩᾐ ᾁܥᾹܕ ܱΆܪܢᾌᾷܥᾺܪܸܲܤܲιᾁ ᾙᾹܭܫ
ᾐܥᾹܕ ܱΆܪܢᾌᾷܥΆܦܷ ܱᾠܭῂܕ ܧܷܠܸܲܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܪܸܠܛܷ ܨܸᾌܛܑᾰ
᾿ܲܧܛܸܭܠܥᾸᾐܨܥ ᾿ܲܛܱᾰܣܷ ܤܱܛܱᾰܥܷιܦܷ ᾿ܲܥᾺܪܸܢ ܤܱܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ
ܨܸᾌܛᾐܑᾰܩܲܛܦܸܠܱᾶܛܶᾰܫܸܛᾞᾷᾐܛᾠΆܥܶΆܠܑ

ܧᾹᾂᾊܠᾷᾐܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ᾿ܭܛܢ᾿ܢᾷܨܸ᾿ᾙᾹᾔܠܛܷ῀ܛܱιܝܶᾲܧܲܛᾙᾰ
᾿ܢᾆܥܷ᾿ܠܛܷ

᾿ܠܛܷ
ᾲܢܸ᾿ܱܩᾹܕᾹܩܲܢᾞܘܢܱܧܦܸܧܲܩܲ᾿ܑᾹܭ῁ܱܭᾐܥᾹܕ᾿ܠܛܷ
ᾞܘιᾁΆܢܥܛܷᾊܥܢܲᾷܢܲᾸܝᾲܛܱܦܭ᾽ܲᾫᾺᾘܩιᾁΆܢܥܛܷᾰܫܸܛܲܢᾼܝܶ
ιᾁΆܢܥܛܷᾰܡܱܛܠܸܲܭܛܱܦܤܢܱᾢᾷܝܲܢᾺᾗᾷܨܸܲܢᾐᾗܪ᾿ܭܸܱܤܲܭ
᾿ܲܢܱܛᾤΆܦܱܥܲᾞΆܭܲᾜΆܥܲᾞΆܭΆܢᾷܝܲᾹܫܛᾱܤܛܱܭ᾿ᾤΆܝܶ᾿ܲܧܪܸܱܝ
᾿ܲܥᾁᾺܭᾐܥᾹܕ᾿ܠܛܷ᾿ܲܧܪܸܲܣᾸܤܫ῀ܓܪܥ῀ܛܱᾌܥᾠܭܷιᾁΆܢܥܛܷ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܢᾷܠܣܢܸᾷܠܱܥᾺܛܱܦܤܭܛᾫΆܛܲܦ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐܲᾹܧܱܦᾶᾌܭܷܬܛܲܣ
ܱᾐܥܷᾁΆܛܷᾰܫܸܛܲܢᾼܝܶܤܱܦܛܲܢܪܱܥܷᾐܧܲܩܱ᾽ᾂܥᾹܕᾹܮܱܨܲܛ
ܧܲܛܱᾰܭᾜΆܫܸܛᾱܭܥᾔܛܸܱ῁ᾰܭᾜΆܫܸܛܱιܝܶܧܲܢ῀ᾗܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ᾜΆܢܸᾷܛᾰܠܫ῀ܓܲᾹܢᾷܠܱܥᾜΆܧܸܦܸᾹܢܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶᾜΆܫܸܛᾺᾗܦܸ
ܲᾹܥܲᾷᾐᾺܢܥܲᾷᾐᾺܢܲᾸܝܲᾲܢᾤᾷܝܶ᾿ܲܧܫܸ῀ᾚܛ᾽ܭ᾽ܑᾐܤܩܲᾹܛ῀ܱܛܶܲᾸᾐܩ
᾿ܠܛܷ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭᾰᾁΆῂܠܸܲܛܲܬܭܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥܱᾐܥܷܤܱܧܭܸܢܷܳᾶᾌΆܦ
ᾰܛܱܧᾊܨܣܷܢܸ᾿ܱܤܐᾹܩܲܢ᾿ܢᾙܢܱܧܦܸܧܲܩᾫΆܑᾹܛܲܦᾐܥᾹܕ
᾿ܠܛܷ᾿ܠܱܥ᾿ܢᾂᾠܢܸܛ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ᾽ᾰᾁΆܫܭܤܸܩܲܢᾷܠܲܭܢܸܥܲᾺܥιܛ
᾿ܢ᾽ܲܛܥᾺܫܸܛᾱܭܥ᾿ᾔܧܲܭ῁ܱܭ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ᾿ܢᾰᾁܫܲܭܪܸܠܱܥ
ܲᾰܢ῁ᾷܛܲܣ᾿ܲܧܩܸܥᾁᾺܭܫܸܛ῁ᾫܛܲܣܪܥᾺܤܕ᾿ܠܛܷᾰܢܸܱᾷܛܶܲᾰܢᾼܝܶ
᾿ܲܧܩܸܥᾁᾺܭ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܱΆᾍᾱᾁܪܛᾰܡܑܸᾜΆܪܸܢᾆܥܷᾹܠᾤܠܛܷ
Άܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ᾽ᾗᾷܠܱܢܶ᾿ܭܛܢᾹܠᾐܭ῁ܲܛܦᾌܛܷܲᾰܝܥܷᾺܛܱܧᾊܨܣܷ
ᾞΆܢᾹܧܥᾺܛܲܢᾐܭᾌܥΆܦܷᾼᾐܝܶܲܝܲιܧܥᾺܪܸܠܛܷᾜΆܧܷܧܸܲܬܭ

᾿ܢᾆܥܷᾐܥᾹܕ᾿ܠܛܷ᾿ܲܢᾷܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥܤܱܛᾷᾐᾰܠܱܥܲᾺܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ
ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܠܲܥܲᾺܩܲ᾿ᾁܧܛܸܭᾞΆܭᾸᾐܡܑܸ
ܧܲܫܕ ܫܸܛܢܸܛ ܧܲܫܕ ܫܸܛܫܸܠܛ ܧܲܫܕ ᾌΆܥᾺܩܱᾤΆ ᾂܥᾞΆܥܶ
᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ ᾌᾷᾐΆܥܲᾺܫܭܶ ܭܸ᾽ܡᾌᾺ ᾗܱܲᾸᾐܛܷ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܫܸܛ᾿ܠܱܥ
ᾺܧܸܦܸᾹܢᾷܤᾊܛ ᾰܪ᾿ܦܶ ܪ᾿ܦܶ ῀ܛܲܝܲιܧܥ ᾿ܠܛܷ ܲᾰᾁΆܥΆܨܐ
ܛܱܪܢᾹᾂᾌܠܲᾜܝܲιܧܥ᾿ܢܲܩܢᾞᾷܛ᾿ܠܛܷᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܑᾱᾁܤܩܲᾹܛᾠܥܶ
῀ܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ
ܪܸܠܛܷ
ܲᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾺܪܸܲܤᾙᾹ
ܫܸܛᾱܠܱܥ
ᾐܭᾷᾐܠܣ
ιᾠΆܦ ܢܲᾸܢܱܥܶ ῀ܱᾞܥܶ ܤܱܦܢܱᾞᾷܥܶ ᾿ܲܤܤܶܖ  ܑᾞᾰᾁΆܛܱܢܧܠܸᾔܧܥ
ᾜΆܦܸ ܲᾛᾌΆܫܭܶ ܧܠܸιᾗܖ ܛܷܱᾹ ᾱܢ᾿ܱܢܳᾌ ܑᾞᾸܫ῀ܓ ܤܱܦܛܲܢ
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ᾤΆܠܛܷ ᾜΆܦܸ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭᾰᾁΆܧܑ ܭܸܲܩܤܲᾹ ᾙᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾤΆܦܷ
ᾞΆܢᾹܧܥᾞΆܥܶᾤΆܢᾆܥܷᾜΆܦܸܛܱܧܲܭܢܓιᾁܢ



 ᾲᾆܦܸܲܭ᾿ܛ

᾿ܠܛܷ

ᾰܛܱܛᾰܪܸܭܷ

ᾞܘ

᾿ܠܛܷ

ᾰܛܱܛᾞᾫᾰܛ

ܤܱܦܬܐ

ᾞܘ ܤܱܥᾺܩܲܝ ᾿ܠܛܷ ᾰܛܱܛιܢܥᾺܨܸ᾿ ᾙᾹᾔܠܛܷ ᾰܛܱܛᾞᾷᾐᾰܛᾰܧܲܛᾙᾰ
ܩιܖ ᾿ܨ᾿ ᾁܠܛܷ ᾰܛܱܛܱᾌᾰܥᾠܭܷ ᾢᾰᾂᾠܘ ᾿ܠܛܷ ᾰܛܱܛᾤᾰܧܝܶ
ᾰܛܱܛιܢܭܲܩܠᾶܛ ᾰܛܸܱᾰܥܷᾺܡܱܲᾹ ᾁܭܥᾆܥܷ ᾿ܠܛܷ ᾰܛܱܛᾷᾐᾰܛᾰܩܑ
ᾠΆܥܶΆܠܑ᾿ܠܛܷᾰܛܱܛᾦᾰܛᾱܡܨܱܛܪܥᾺܤܕ ᾿ 'DYLG1XQDQܠܛܷ
ᾐܧܠܸᾔܧܥ ᾫᾰᾁᾺܫ ܢᾸܕ ᾐܤܱܦܧܲܛᾫᾰᾁ ᾙᾰܫ ܢᾸܕ ᾿ܠܛܷ ᾰܢܑᾸ
ܩܸᾹܘ ᾼᾫܐ ᾿ܲܩᾹܘ ܲܫ῀ܥᾺܛᾰܠܱܢܶ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ ܲᾜΆܩ ܢܸܥᾹܕ
᾿ܧܲܧܲܭ᾿ܛᾰܪܸܛᾐᾙᾐܨܭ᾽ܱܠܱᾶܛܶιܦܷ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐܡܑܸܲᾹܧܨܸᾌܛܑᾰ
᾽ܱܠܱᾶܛܶιܦܷ᾽ܭܭܸܱᾼܤܪᾗܧܲܩܲܝᾲܢܑᾸܛܱܛܲιܢᾷܠܱܥᾞܘܤܱܛᾷᾐᾰܠܥ
ܤܩܲᾹܛᾠܥܶΆܠܑ῀ܑᾱᾁܛ᾿ܭܛܢܪܲܝܲᾷᾐᾲܩܲᾐᾁܢᾞܛᾫܫܲᾹܧܨܸᾌܛ

ΆܛܲᾹᾆᾞᾰܭᾼܐ
ܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܧܲܡܤܲᾹܥ ᾆΆܥܷ Άܪܲܛᾱܐ ܱᾤΆܥᾞΆܥܶ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾽Ὰᾘܛܲᾱܝ
᾿ᾢܢܱᾨᾐ ᾙܥܶ ᾼᾜΆܝܶ ܲܝιܧ ᾙܝܥܷ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ῀ܛ᾽ܱܩܲܛᾞܭ
᾿ܲܢᾷܪܲܛᾱܐ ῀ܛ᾽ܱܥ᾽Ὰܧܥܶܲܬܱܦܶ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ܲᾹܥ ܲᾷᾐᾺܝܱܧܷ ᾿ܲܢᾷܪܲܛᾱܐ
῀ܛ᾽ܭ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ܪܱܥܷᾐܥܛܷ ܲᾰܥܲᾞΆܭ ܪܱܥܷᾐܥᾊᾺܥ ܲᾺܥܲᾞΆܭ ῀ܛ᾽ܭ
ܧܢܸܱܥܷιܢ ΆܧܲܛᾫΆ ᾙᾰܛܲܦ ᾶᾌΆܨܑ ܭܑܸ ᾿ᾢܩιܛ ܲܬܱܦܶ ܪܸ᾿ܲܢܭᾼܝܶ
ᾔᾰᾁܩܲܢ ᾿ܠܛܷ ܤܱܤܩܲܢ ᾿ܢܲ᾿ ᾙܫܛᾹܩܲܢ ܲܬܱܦܶ ᾿ܲܧܩܸܥᾁᾺܭ ῁ܲܦܢ
᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ܤܱܦܛܲܢ ᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ῁ܲܦܢ ܪܸ᾿ܲܭܠܥᾺܛܱᾌᾰܛܶ Άܭᾷᾐܧܲܛᾙᾰ
ܤܱܩܭܢ ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛܱᾰᾁܣܷ᾽ܲܢܕ ܢܸᾷܦܨܲܝ ܱᾐܥܷ ᾆΆܥܷ ᾿ܱܢܢܱܪ᾿ܑ Άܫܭ᾿ܱܝܶ
ܳᾌᾰᾁΆܫ῀ܓ ܧᾰᾂᾊܫ῀ܱܛܶᾐ ᾗܱܲᾸᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܡܱܛ Άܛܲܢ ܱᾌΆܥᾹܧܥ ᾿ܱܝܶ
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ᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾐܫ῀ܓ ᾽ᾗܠܱܢܶ ᾤᾰᾁΆܢᾆܥܷ ܢܳᾊᾷܣ ᾤᾰᾁΆܠܛܷ
ܧܷܠܸܲܛᾦᾰܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ ᾦΆܛܱᾼᾺᾗܭ ᾆΆܥܷ Άܛܲܢ ᾿ܲܧܩܸܥᾁᾺܭ
᾿ᾢܩιܛ ܲܬܱܦܶ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭ ᾿ܱܩιܥܶΆܠܑ Άܛܲܢ ᾤΆܠܱܧܤܸܲܭܠܑܸ
ᾞᾷᾐܛܱܲᾹܫܱܭܱᾼܤܪᾐΆᾗܥᾹܕᾌΆܥιܖ῀ܛᾫܫܸܲܭܤܱܦܛܢܱܝ

῁ܲܦܢ᾿ܱܲᾺᾘܛܲᾱܝ
ܱᾹܢܱᾶᾌܛܶᾸᾐܩܸΆ ᾁܛᾰܬܲᾹ ᾗܧܲܬܱܦܱܶᾼܢ ᾿ܲܧܪܸܲܣ ܧܢܸܱܥܷιܢ
ᾆΆܥܷΆܪܲܛᾱܐܱᾤΆܥᾞΆܥܶ῀ܛᾱܥܲ῁ᾰᾁᾌΆܦܢᾷܛܱܥܲᾺܩᾐᾐᾫΆᾁܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ
᾿ܲܩᾹܘ ܪܸܲܣܛᾰܠܱܢܶ ᾿ܲܭᾼܐ ᾠܦ ῀ܛܲܬܱܦܱܶᾼܢ ܤܩܲᾹܛ ܑᾞᾰܛܱܫܛᾱܥᾁᾌΆ
᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ  ܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܫܛᾱܥᾆΆ ᾁᾌΆܥܷ Άܪܲܛᾱܐ  ᾿ܲܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾞΆܝܷ
 ܛܸܲᾰܩᾼᾫᾰᾁᾨܐᾠܦܲᾹܫܛܲܬܱܦܱܶᾼܢ ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܠܲܥܲᾺܩᾹᾠᾁܕ

Άܨܢ ᾿ܱܥܷ ܲܬܱܦܶ ᾿ܢ ᾙܢܷܤܱܪܛܲᾰܝ ιᾠܝ ܲܭ᾿ܛ ܲᾰܬܱܦܶ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܱܲᾺᾘܛܲᾱܝ
ܲܭ᾿ܛ ܲᾰܬܱܦܶ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܱܤܲܥܱ᾽Ὰܥ᾽ܲܢܕ ᾿ܱܤܲܧܝܸܐ ܩᾹܕ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܛܑᾞᾰ
ᾐܠܥᾺܛܲᾰܥιܛΆܡܛᾰܪܑܧܷܪܷܲܧܪܸܲܣܛᾰܠܱܢܶᾐܧܲܛᾱܫܲܭܛܱܢܤܱܧܦܸᾌܛ
᾿ܢܲܩܢᾞᾷܛ
῀ܛܲܢᾁܥ
ᾷܤᾊܛ
ܦܸᾹܢ
ܛܱܧܭܸܢܱᾼᾸܭ
ܤܢܑᾞᾸ
᾽Ὰᾘܛܲᾱܝ ᾿ܱܤܐ ᾐܠܥᾺܛܱ᾽ᾰܥ᾽ܲܢܕ ܛܱܦܛܲܢ ܲᾞᾸᾐܦܠܲܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ܲᾞᾸᾐܦܠܲܫܛ᾽ܭ ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛιܛ ᾰܬܸܲܦܢ ܭܷܛܱܧܲܬܱܦܶ ܱΆܠᾶܨܑ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
᾿ܱܢᾷܨܢ ᾷܛܸܱ῁ᾰܭ ᾿ܱܪܬᾞΆ ᾇܭ ܲܩܱܦ "ᾐܥܱ᾽Ὰܥ᾽ܲܢܕ ᾫᾰᾁܫܢᾸܕ
ᾤΆܩιܛ ܲᾰܬܱܦܶ ܱΆܠᾶܨܑ ܤܠܲܭܲܩܱܦ ᾫΆܛܲܦ ῀ܛᾱܩܱιܢܷ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܧܦܸ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭᾢᾰᾁΆܥܲܢܨܲܥᾺܢܸᾷܩܱιܦܢܑᾸ

ܲܡܤܲᾹܥᾢᾹܛܲᾰܝ
ܱᾤΆܥᾞΆܥܶ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ῁ܲܦܢ ܫ῀ܱᾌᾷᾐܛܶιᾠᾰܛ ܨܸܭ᾽ ܑᾐܫܱܭܱᾼܤܪᾗ
ܤܱܭܱᾐܥܶ ᾺᾘܱܲᾹܛܲᾱܝ ῀ܛ᾽ܱܩܲܛᾞܭ ܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܧܲܡܤܲᾹܥ ᾆΆܥܷ Άܪܲܛᾱܐ
᾿ᾢܢܱᾨᾐ ᾙܥܶ ᾼᾜΆܝܶ ܲܝιܧ ᾙܝܥܷ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܢܑܷ ᾜΆܪܸܲܣ
᾿ܲܬܲܦܢᾦᾰᾁᾷܛ᾽ܭ῀ܛ᾽ܱܥ᾽Ὰܧܥܶܲܬܱܦܶ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢܲᾹܥܲᾷᾐᾺܝܱܧܷ᾿ܲܢᾷܪܲܛᾱܐ
ᾶᾌܨܑ ܪܸ᾿ܲܢܥܲᾺܝܱܭ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ῀ܛ᾽ܭᾹᾠܘ ܪܸ᾿ܲܭܧܱܲܢܶ ῀ܛܱιܝܶܛܲܢ
ᾫΆܛܲܦᾶᾌΆܨܑܭܑܸ᾿ᾢܩιܛܲᾰܬܱܦܶܪܸ᾿ܲܢܥܛܷΆܛܲܢܬܸܲܦܢ῀ܛ᾽ܭ
ܪܸ᾿ܑᾐΆܭᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥᾺܬܸܲܦܢ῀ܛ᾽ܭ᾿ܱܥܲιᾁᾺܥᾁᾺܭ῁ܲܦܢΆܧܲܛᾙᾰ
᾽ܭᾱᾁܠ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭܱᾤΆ ܑῂܥᾞΆܥܶ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ῁ܲܦܢ Ὰᾘ᾽ᾷܛܲᾱܝ
ܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܭܱܧܲܢܑᾸ
ᾞΆܭ
῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
᾿ܢᾙ
ᾷܛܱܧܲܬܱܦܶ
Ὰܬܸܲܦܢ
ᾞܘ ᾽ܱܦᾰᾁ ᾆܫܸܱܣ ᾞܘ ܪܸ᾿ܑ ᾿ܛܲᾰܝᾦᾰᾁ ܑᾲܛ᾽ܭ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܥᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ
ܲܡܦ ᾞܘ ῀ܛ᾽ܱܩܲܛᾆܥܷ ᾌᾺܛܷ ᾰܬܸܲܦܢ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܦܷᾌܦ Άܨܣܷ ܲܡܦ
ᾌᾷܢ ᾿ܲܭ᾽ܢܷ ܲᾷܬܱܦܱܶᾼܭ ῀ܛ᾽ܭ "ᾐܭᾼܝܶ ܱᾹܢᾫܫܭῂܕ ᾿ܲܢᾷܨܣܷ
ܱᾐܥܷᾨᾐΆܕ ܨܸᾌܛ ᾐܩܲᾹܛ ᾙᾊܛܱ᾽ᾰܥ Ὰܛܱܠᾶ ᾂܛ ᾰܢܸܭᾆܥܷ ܲᾺܩܱܦᾌܢ
ᾐܭ᾿ܱܝܶ ᾊᾲܥᾺܕ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ܲܩᾰ ᾂܫܸܛܱιܝܶ ᾿ܲܢᾷܪܲܛᾱܐ ῀ܛ᾽ܭ ᾊܛᾊᾰ
᾿ܱܢܢܱܪ᾿ܑ Άܛܲܢ Άܫܭ᾿ܱܝܶ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ᾦᾰᾁᾷܛ᾽ܭܑ ῀ܛ᾽ܱܩܲܛܛܷ Ᾱᾠܕ
᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܦܨܲܝᾫΆܛܲܦ
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῀ܛᾱܦܨܲܝܱᾰᾁΆܣܷ᾽ܲܢܕ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ᾫΆܢᾨܕ ᾿ܲܢܥ ᾿ᾢܢܲܩܢᾞᾷܛ ᾫΆܢᾨܕ ܨܸᾌܛ ܱᾐΆܥܷᾺܕ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛ ܱΆܣ ᾿ܱܤܢ ܱᾌܝᾲܩᾞ ᾁιܘ ܤܱܭܱᾐܥܶ ᾐܥᾹܕ ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܦܨܲܝ
᾿ܱܤܐ ܱΆܩܷܲᾹܛܱᾦܧܛܸ ᾰܫܸܛܲܢᾷܓ ܱᾼᾸᾐ ᾗᾐᾺᾗᾐܨܐ ܲܩιܥ Ὰܫܸܛܲܢᾷܓ
Άܫܭ᾿ܱܝܶ Άܡܨܱܛ ᾰܠܸܥ ᾊᾺܤܱܛιܢܑ ᾌΆܦܢܱᾠᾷܥܶ ᾺܤܸᾹܕ
ܲᾰܥܲᾞΆܭ ܪܱܥܷᾐܥᾊᾺܥ ܲᾺܥܲᾞΆܭ ῀ܛ᾽ܭ ᾿ܲܢᾷܪܲܛᾱܐ ܧܷܦܑܸᾹ
ܢܱܪ᾿ܑ ܛܱܭᾤܭ Άܫܢ ᾊᾷܪܸ᾿ܲܢܭᾼܝܶ ῀ܛ᾽ܭ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ܪܱܥܷᾐܥܛܷ
ᾐܥᾹܕ

Άܫܢᾊᾷ

ܑᾱᾁ



᾽ܱܫ῀ᾶᾌܛ

᾽ܫܱܭܱᾼܤܪᾗ

ܧܷܧܸܪܸܲܣ

Ὰܢܸᾷܫܭ᾿ܱܝܶᾹܖܱΆܣ"ܪܸܲܣܢᾹܑᾸܖܲᾫܩܫܭ᾿ܱܝܶ῁ܲܦܢܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
᾿ܱܤܢ ΆܧܲܛᾫΆ ᾙᾰܛܲܦ ܲᾰᾁܬܱܦܶ ᾞܘ Άܫܭ᾿ܱܝܶ "ܪܸ᾿ܲܭܪܧ ᾙܛᾠᾰܥܶ
ܱΆܠᾶܨܑ ᾤΆܦܷ ܤܸܲܝᾲܨܲܥ ܧܲܛᾞ ᾙᾰܘ ܧᾶᾊܭܷ ܠܥᾺܧܱܨܐ ܤܸܲܝᾲܨܲܥܑᾺ
ᾹᾠܕᾶᾌΆܭܷܛܱᾌᾰܛܶΆܭᾷᾐܧܲܛᾙᾰܛܲܢᾔᾰᾁܩܲܢ᾿ܠܛܷ᾿ᾢܩιܛܲܬܱܦܶ
ᾐܦܣ ᾿ܱܤܐ   ܱᾱܧܶܲܝ   ܱܧܲܝ᾽ܦܲܝ᾿ܝܶ ܤܩܲᾹܛ῀ ᾂᾠܛᾼᾫܐ
Άܭᾷᾐܧܲܛ ᾙᾰܛܲܢ ܛܷᾤᾰܢᾨᾐܕ ᾤΆܦܷ ܪܸ᾿ܑ ܪܸܲܣ ܢܲ᾿ ᾸܫܛᾁᾺᾗܭ
ܦܷᾤᾰᾁܢᾆܥܷ ᾤᾰᾁΆܠܛܷ ᾿ᾢܩιܛ ܲᾰܬܱܦܶ ܱΆܠᾶܨܑ ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܛܱᾌᾰܛܶ
ܨܷܤܲᾹܥ ܧܲܝܥܷ ᾌᾺܛܷ Ᾱᾁܣ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܠܥᾺܛܱᾌᾰܛܶ Άܭᾷᾐܧܲܛ ᾙᾰܛܲܢ
ܛܱᾰܣܷ᾽ܲܢܕ ܤܸܲܝᾲܨܲܥ ܑᾺܧܷܪܷܱܤܢ  ᾙᾊᾜΆܢᾨܕ ܛܱܩᾹܣ ᾿ܱܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ΆܡᾶܕܱܲᾹܫܱܭܱᾼܤܪᾐᾗܥᾹܕᾹᾠܘܧᾶᾊܭܷ

ܲܡܤܲᾹܥܲᾹܭᾼܐ
ܢܸᾷܨܭܪܲܣ ܦܸᾶܓ ᾰᾁΆܠܣ ᾿ܲܧܩܸܥᾁᾺܭ ܱᾹܢᾦΆܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾞΆܧܱܲܲܝܐ
ܑᾞᾰᾁΆܛܱܧܭܸܤܱܧܦܸᾶܓ῀ܛᾫܨܢᾠΆܥܶܲᾞᾸᾐܦܠܲܫܛ᾽ܭᾙᾊᾜΆܛᾰܫܲܭ
῀ܛ᾽ܭ ᾿ܱܢܥܱܲᾺܛܝܷ ᾲܫܸܛᾫܨܢ ܲᾞᾸᾐܦܠܲܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾹܩܷܲܛΆᾗܣ Ᾱᾠܕ
ܱᾶᾌܛܶᾰܩܸιܭ ᾹᾠΆܕ ܤᾹܕ ῀ܛ᾿ܱܭܝ ܱᾰᾁΆܣܷ᾽ܲܢܕ ܱᾐܥܷιܢ
ᾤΆܧܑ ܛᾰܨܸܱܲᾸᾐܥ ᾹᾠΆܕ ܭܸܢܷ ῀ܛᾱܩܱιܦ ܧܛܸܢᾷܕ ᾿ܲܢᾷܪܱܛ᾽ܲܢܕ
᾿ܲܥᾁᾺܭ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܧܭܸ᾽ܱܥ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭ ᾿ܱܫܛᾫܨܢ ᾠΆܥܶ ܲᾞᾸᾐܦܠܲܫܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ
 ᾙᾊᾜΆܧܲܩܠᾶܛ ᾰܢܸܥᾹܕ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܠܥᾺܛܲᾰܥιܛ ᾰܛܱܦܧܲܛ ᾙᾰܭܸܕ
᾿ܲܧܩܸܥᾁᾺܭ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾹᾠΆܕ ܭܸܢܷ ῀ܛᾱܩܱιܦ ܤᾹܤܶᾹܕ ܱᾶᾌܛܶᾰܩܸιܭ
ᾜΆܢܸܥᾹܕ ܱܧܪܸ᾿ܲܭܠܥᾺܛܱᾌᾰܛܶ Άܭᾷᾐܧܲܛ ᾙᾰܛܲܢ ᾔᾰᾁܩܲܢ ᾿ܠܛܷ
ᾤᾰᾁᾰܢᾨᾐܕ
ᾌΆܥᾺܛܱᾌᾰܛܶ
Άܭᾷᾐܧܲܛᾙᾰ
᾿ܱܥܷ
Ὰܢܸᾷܫܭ᾿ܱܝܶ
ᾙᾊᾜΆܧܲܩܠᾶܛᾹᾠΆܕܱܧܪܸ᾿ܲܭܠܥᾺܛܱᾌᾰܛܶιᾁᾰܢܭᾞᾰᾁܥܶ

ΆܭᾷᾐܧܲܛᾢᾹᾙᾰܠܛܷ
᾿ܠܛܷ ᾿ܲܢ ܲᾜΆܩιܥ Ὰܢܸܥιܛ ᾰܛܱܧܲܬܱܦܶ ܱΆܠᾶܨܑ ܢܸᾷܪܲܛᾱܐ
  ܱᾱܧܶܲܝ ܨܸᾌܛܲᾜΆ ܑᾰܩιܥ ᾺܢܸᾷܭᾷᾐܧܲܛᾢᾹ ᾙᾰܢܲܩܢᾞᾷܛ
ܩܥܶ Άܭᾷᾐܧܲܛ ᾙᾰܛܲܢ ᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾿ܢܲܩܢᾞᾷܛ ᾿ܠܛܷ ᾤΆܦܷ ᾐܩܲܛᾰᾁܫܲܭ
ܲᾹܫܛܱᾹᾁ ᾂᾠܣ ᾿ܩιܛ ܲܬܱܦܶ ᾐܩܲܛᾢᾜᾠᾷᾐܭ ܨܸᾌܛᾹᾠΆ ܑᾰܕ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ
ᾰܫܸܛ ᾂᾠܩιܦ ܤܷܩܲܢ ᾿ܠܛܷ ᾿ܲܫܛᾐ ܑᾰᾂᾠܩܲܛᾠܥܶΆܠܑ ᾿ܲܧܠܸܥᾊᾺ
ܱᾱܧܶܲܝ ᾽ܱܩܲܛ᾽ ᾂᾠܧܱܲܲܝܐ Ᾱᾠܕ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܠܥᾺܛܲᾰܥιܛ ᾿ᾢܢܱᾊᾤΆ ᾙܛ
᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐᾹᾠΆܕܱᾁΆܦܫܢᾊᾷܤܷܩܲܢ᾿ܠܛܷܛ᾽ᾰܫܭܤܸܩܲܢ᾿ܢᾆܥܷ 
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ܩܸιܭܪܲܝ ܱᾐܥܷ ܲᾰᾁΆܥιܛ ᾿ᾢܢ ᾙܧܸܲܬܱܦܶ ιᾠܭܷ ᾽ܱܫ῀ܲᾜܛᾰܫܲܭ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܫ῀ܱܛܶ᾿ܲܭܤܸܲܣ
ᾰܧܸܭܸܢܷ ܤܱܛܲᾰܬܱܦܱܶᾼܭ ᾿ܲܢᾷܪܱܛ ܛᾰܠܱܢܶ ᾢᾹܢܲᾷܥιܛ x
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܫ῀ܱܛܶᾷᾐᾰܩܸᾁ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܛᾱܬܭܦܸܱܲܲᾰᾁᾙᾹᾔܝܲιܧܥ᾿ܢܲܩܢᾞᾷܛ᾿ܠܛܷ x
ܨܲܭܳܢܱᾌܢܷᾰᾁΆᾷܠܸܲܛܲܬܭܨܫܭܦܸᾦܐܲܬܱܦܱܶᾨᾐܥܶᾼᾜΆܝܱܶᾠܭܑῂ
ܱᾊᾤΆܛ ᾰܫܸܛᾰᾁΆ ᾙᾊᾫܠܸܲܛ ΆܪᾹ ᾚܢܥܲᾺܫ ܲܝܲιܧܥ ܲܬܱܦܱܶᾼܭ
ܠܥΆܦܷ Άܪ᾿ ᾚܩιܛ ܛܲᾰܬܱܦܶ ᾠΆܥܶΆܠܑ ᾿ܲܫܛܲܬܭ ܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܩιᾂܦܷ
ܱܧܲܝ᾽ܦܲܝ᾿ܝܶ ᾞᾷᾐܛ ܱܲᾹܧܱܲܲܝܐ ܨܸᾌܛᾐ ܑᾰܥᾹܕ ᾰᾁΆܠܸܲܛ ῀ܛᾙᾊᾫ
ܲܝ᾿ܝܶ ᾐܩܲᾹܛܱܥܷ ᾷᾐᾺܘ ᾐܫ῀ܲᾜܩܱᾱ ܑᾱᾁ ᾂܧܶܲܝ   ܱᾌܢܷܫ῀ܲᾜܩᾂ
ܩܥܶΆܠܑ ܪܷܠܛܷ ܤܱܦܛܲܢ ᾿ᾢܢᾢ᾿ ᾙܩιܛ ܲܬܱܦܶ ܱΆܠᾶܨܑ ܱܧܲܝ᾽ܦ
ܱᾤΆܥᾞΆܥܶ ῀ܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ   ܱᾱܧܶܲܝ   ᾽ܱܫ῀ܲᾜܩᾹᾠ ᾂܕ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ
ܱΆܠᾶܨܑ ᾽ܱܩܲܛܱᾌܛᾲ ᾆᾊᾰܩܸᾹܘ Ᾱᾠܕ ᾠܭܢ ᾼᾜΆܝܶ ᾿ᾢܢܲᾷܥιܛ ܲܬܱܦܶ
Ὰܫܸܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܛܱܧᾊܤܠܓ ῀ܛ᾽ܭ Ᾱܠᾫܧܲܛᾱܠܱܢܶ ᾷܛܲᾰܥιܛ ᾰܧܸܲܬܱܦܶ
ᾐܫܛᾱܢ῀ܛܢܸᾸܬܱᾌᾁܝᾲܩᾐᾁιܨܭܭܷ᾽ܑᾐܤܩܲᾹܛᾌᾷᾐܥᾌܒ᾿ᾢܢᾆܥܷ
ܧܷܪܸ᾿ܱܝܶ ᾿ܢᾐ ᾙܫܛᾱܢ ܛܷܩܲܥ ܠܛܷ ᾿ܲܛᾰܡܛ ᾰܢܱܦ ܧܸܲܬܱܦܶ ᾿ܢᾙ
ܱᾐܥܷιᾁΆܛ ᾰܧܸܲܬܱܦܶ ιᾠܭܷ ᾽ܭᾞܘ ܲᾹܥܱᾠ ܑᾞᾺܭ᾽ ܑῂܤܩܲᾹܛܱܲᾰܝᾲܓ
ܩᾹܕ Ᾱܖ ᾐܥܱ᾽Ὰܥ᾽ܲܢܕ Ᾱᾠܕ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܝܥܷ ܢܷܲᾢᾞᾸܫܱܣ ᾿ܢ᾽ ᾙܭ ᾌΆܦ
᾽ܱܩܲᾹܛᾰܭܸ᾽ᾙᾹܧܱܲܲܝܐܢܸᾷܢܱܭܲܭ

ᾤᾰᾁΆܢᾊᾷܥ ᾤᾰᾁΆܢᾆܥܷ ܢܷܭ῀ܱܛܶᾺ ᾗܱܲᾸᾐܫܸܛܱιܝܶ ᾌΆܥᾺܝܥܷ
ᾤᾰᾁΆܢܲܩܢᾞᾷܛ ᾿ܠܛܷ ܱᾁΆܩᾹܘ ܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܭܸܢܷ ᾤᾰᾁΆ ᾙᾹܢᾨᾐܕ
῀ܛᾼᾫܐ Ᾱᾠܕ ᾶᾌܓ ᾽ᾗܠܱܢܶ ܧܲܛᾞᾱܣܶ ᾤᾰᾁΆܢᾠܥܶᾺܨܭܛܸ ܲᾰܬܱܦܶ
ܲܬܱܦܱܶΆܠᾶܨܑᾤΆܦܷ ܱᾱܧܶܲܝ ᾽ܱܫ῀ܲᾌܥܲᾺܩᾹᾠᾁܕܤܩܲᾹܛܱᾌܛ
ᾐΆܥᾹܕ Ᾱܩܲܢ ܤܱܧܦܸᾹܢܱΆ ᾙܢ ῀ܛᾹܩܲܢ ᾿ܠܛܷ ᾤᾰᾁᾰܢᾠܥܶᾺܨܭܛܸ
ܠܱᾶܛܶ ᾰܛܱܧܦܸᾹܢ ᾙܪܸܠܛܷ ῀ܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ ܲܬܱܦܶ Άܢܱܭ ܱܲᾹܭܑ
ܛܱܫܛᾱܡܨܱܛᾰܩܸιܭܪܲܝιᾁᾲܢܢܱܫ῀ܱܛܶιᾠᾰܖܛܱܧܦܸᾙᾨܧܸܩܸᾎᾁᾙ
᾽ܱܩܲᾹܛᾰܭܸᾙᾹ

ܩܸܧܨܸܭ
ܧܩܲܝᾫΆܛܲܦܱᾹܑᾐܢܛܸܲᾰܡᾶܕܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܢᾌᾷܛܶᾱܥ᾿ܲܭᾼܐܢܑᾸ
ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾺᾘܱܲᾹܛܲᾱܝ ῀ܛ ᾙᾊᾫܠᾶܛ ᾿ܲܭᾼܐ ܢ ܑᾸܭܷܫ ܱܲܲܢܱܦ
῀ܛᾞᾷᾐܛ ܦܷᾌܦ Άܪ᾽ ᾚܧܱܲܲܝܐ  ܪܱܥܷ ܢܷ ܱᾐܧ ᾙᾊܩᾹᾠ ᾂܕ ܪܸܲܣ
ܪܱܛ ܧܲܛᾼᾫ ᾁᾠܐ ܢ ܑᾸܭܷܫ ܱܲܲܢܱܦ ܧܲܩܲܝ ᾲܛܲܦ  ܑᾐᾫΆܤܠܥᾺܠܨܲܢ
ܩܥܶܲܢܦᾔܤܱܧܩܸܱ᾿ᾙܤܲܫܛ᾿ܛܲᾰܝᾲܛܱܭ᾽ܲܣᾐܠܥᾺܫ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷ᾿ܲܭܫ
ܦܷᾌܦ  ῀ܛᾱܠܱܥ ᾛᾌᾺܠܑܸ ܛܱܦܡܨܱܛ Ᾱܢ ᾐܢܲᾊᾷܥ Άܪܱܛ ܛܲܢ
ܤܢᾸܦܸ

ᾜΆܤܸܝܱܪܷܐᾜΆܨܸܱܲᾸᾐܥ
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ᾼᾫܐ ܛܱܦܛܲܢ Άܭᾷᾐܧܲܛᾱᾁ ᾙᾰܥ ᾢᾹܠܛܷ ᾿ᾢܩιܛ ܲܬܱܦܶ ܱΆܠᾶܨܑ
῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܠܱᾶܛܶ ᾰܧܸܲܡܤܲᾹܥ Ὰᾘ᾽Ὰܛܲᾱܝ Ᾱᾠܘ ܢܱܠܥᾺܧᾼܝܶ
ΆܪᾹᾚܢᾶᾌΆܭܷܛᾌᾰܛܶᾱܥ᾿ܲܭᾼܐܤܱܧܱܲܲܢܱܦܲ᾿ ܑΆܭܫܤܱܦܝܲܡܛ
ܑᾞᾰᾁΆܛܱܧܲܭܢᾞܥܷܱܲܲᾫᾰᾁᾺܥᾫܨܸܭܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥ῀ܛᾫܨܢᾌΆܥᾺܩܥܶ

ܠܥᾺܛܲᾰܫ Άܭᾷᾐܧܲܛ ᾙᾰܛܲܢ ᾤᾰᾁܠܛܷ ᾿ᾢܩιܛ ܲܬܱܦܶ ܱΆܠᾶܨܑ
Άܫܭ᾿ܱܝܶ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭ ܱᾐܥܷ ܱܲᾰᾁΆܛܲܢ ᾫܫ ܲᾹ ᾗᾁܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ
ܛܸܲᾰܥΆܣ ܱܲᾹܫܱܭᾼܐ ᾐܥᾹܕ  ܑᾞᾰᾁΆܛܱܥᾺܩܲܝ ܲܬܱܦܶ ᾲᾆܥܷ ܱܲᾷᾐܛܲܢ
ܧᾰᾂᾊܫ῀ܱܛܱܶ᾿ ᾗܱܲᾸᾐܤܲܫܛᾼᾫܐ ᾌΆܥᾺܫ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷ ᾿ܲܧܠܸܥᾹ ᾊᾺܢܑ
ܛܱܭܲܫܢܶ ᾽ᾗܠܱܢܶ ܫ῀ܓ ᾤᾰᾁΆܢᾆܥܷ ܢܳᾊᾷܣ ᾤᾰᾁΆܠܛܷ ܳᾌᾰᾁΆܫ῀ܓ
᾿ܲܫܛܩܸܥᾁᾺܭ ᾿ܱܢᾷܭᾷᾐܧܲܛᾌΆ ᾙᾰܥᾺܛܱᾌᾰܛܶ ᾤᾰᾁᾰܢᾨᾐܕ ᾌΆܥܲᾺܫܭܶ
ܲܬܱܦܶ ܱΆܠᾶܨܑ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܫ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷ Άܛܲܢ ܫܷܛܲܝܲιܧܥ ܤܱܛιܢ
῀ܛᾼᾫܐ ܪܥ ᾿ܲܢܥᾹܕ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܠܥᾺܢᾢᾜᾠᾷܭ ῀ܛᾹܩܲܢᾷܕ ᾿ᾢܩιܛ
ᾼᾫܐ ᾿ܲܧܩܸᾢ᾿ ܑᾷᾐܬᾺᾘ᾽ᾲ ᾇܛܲᾱܝ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܫ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷ
ܤܸܩܲܢ᾿ܠܛܷᾶᾌΆܭܷܩܥܶΆܩܱιܦ῀ܛܩܸܲᾺᾖᾌᾙܢܦᾌܥᾺܫ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷ
ܛܲᾰܫ ܲܝܲιܧܥ ᾦᾰᾁᾺܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ Ᾱᾠܕ ᾐܥ᾽Ὰܫܭ ܱᾠܭῂܕ Άܠܲܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
῀ܛܲܝܲιܧܥ

᾿ܠܛܷ

ܱᾌܪܷܢܲܩܢᾞᾷܛ

᾿ܠܛܷ

ܱᾹܢܱᾐܥܷᾶᾌΆ Ὰܭܷ
ܱܠܲܭܲᾹᾠܣ


ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܛᾌᾰܕ ܫܸܛܲܝιܧᾠ ᾙܭܷ᾿ܥ ܛ᾽ᾰܫܭ ܢܸᾷܫܭ᾿ܱܝܶ ῀ܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ
ᾜΆܫܸܛ᾽ܠܱܩܱܶιܝܶ ᾜΆܫܸܛܱιܝܶ ܪܱܥܷᾐܫ῀ܲᾌܥܲᾺܩܱ   ᾁܧܦܸܱܨܑ
ܩܱᾹܥܷ ᾿ܢᾊᾷܥ ῀ܱᾼᾰᾁܭ ᾿ܢᾷܦܸ ῀ܛᾱܧܲܛܱᾰܭ ܛܱܦܢܱᾸܝܶ ܱᾶᾌܛܶ
῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾿ܲܢ ᾷᾐܩܸᾰ ᾁܫܸܛܬܸܲܥ Ὰܭܸܱܛܷܱιܝܶ ܲᾷᾐܫ ܫܸܛܲܝܲιܧܥ
ܱΆܪܧᾼܝܶܧܠܸܲܝ᾽ᾲܢܷ

ܲܢᾼܝܶ ῀ܛܢܸܛ ῀ܛ᾿ܠܱܥ ܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܢܸᾷܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢ ᾿ᾢܠܛܷ
ᾹܕᾹܕܲܝ ܲܝܲܥܲܥ ῀ܛܲܢᾼܝܶ ܤܱܦܢܱᾞᾷܥܶ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܪܸܢ ᾿ܧܲܝܨ ῀ܛܲᾺᾗܭܲܩ
ܱῄܛܱܥ ῀ܛᾱܨܲܢܲᾷܝᾢᾲܘ ᾠΆܥܶΆܠܑ ᾿ܲܫܛܲܝ῁ᾲܛܲܣ ܲܝܱܛᾰܪܸܱܢܶ ܩܱᾹܥܷ
᾿ܲܢܥ ܲᾞᾰᾁᾺܢܱ ᾗܤܲܭܱᾊܤܲܭ ῀ܛܲܝ῁ᾲܛܲܣ ܱᾐܥܶ ῀ܛܱᾁᾺᾗܢܶܢᾢܘ ᾌΆܥᾺܤܕ
Ὰܛܱܧᾊܨܣܷ ᾐܪ᾿ ᾼᾐܝܶ ܲᾫܢܥ Ὰܫܸܛܲܝ῁ᾲܛܲܣ ܩܱᾹܥܷ ܤܥᾹܕ "ܤᾹܕ
᾿ܢᾌᾷᾐܥܲᾫܫܢܶ ῀ܛܱᾰܤܲܭܤܱܦܢܱᾞᾷܥܱܶΆܪܢᾌᾷܥΆܦܷܪܸܠܛܷܱᾌᾰܥܷ
ᾜΆܭܸܲܩ ᾜΆܭܸ῁ܲܛܦ ᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܩܸιܭܧܲܛܐ ῀ܛܲᾺᾗܩᾁ
 ῀ܛᾱܠܲܢᾷܦܸᾹܢ ᾙܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢ ᾲᾆܦܸ ܲܭ᾿ܛ ܱΆ ܑᾹᾠܪܠܔ
ܲᾹܩιܭ ᾐܫ῀ܲᾜܢᾺᾌᾷܛܲᾙܩ ܨܸܭ (,&7 0DVWHU 3ODQV  02
ᾫΆܛܱᾰܭᾞܓܫܸܛܲܢᾁܥ᾿ܠܛܷᾰܛܱܫܛܱᾱܢ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܥιܖᾦᾰᾁܛܪܸܲܣᾊܥ
ܢᾸܩܲܝ ᾫΆܠܱܛܱᾌᾰܥܷ Άܠܱܲܩܲܥ ᾼᾐܝܶ ܲᾫܢܥ Ὰܪܸܢᾆܥܷ ܩιܖ ιᾠᾰᾁܭ
ܱᾐܥܷܱᾌᾰᾁΆܛܶܲܝܲιܧܥᾫΆܨܢᾹܠᾢᾜܘ ܲܫܘᾼᾐܝܱܶܲᾫܢܶᾊᾷܢܷᾷܫܸܛܲܢᾁܥ
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ᾱܷ ᾿ܲܬܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢ ܛᾒܥΆ ܩܲܢΆܥ ܠᾙܸܠܱܧܤܸܲܭܠܑܸ ᾿ܲܧܩᾤܠᾹ
ܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷܢᾺܥᾌܓܢܸܭᾠܝܶܲܢᾼܱܪܧΆ

ܑᾹܸܘ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܧܩᾞܱܣᾌᾰᾁᾊܦᾰܦܛܱܫܛᾌܲܦᾹܛܪܓܲܩᾰᾁᾊܦᾰܛܱܫܛ
ܭܷܨܧܓᾶᾌΆܑᾞܥᾷܷܱܨܱܢΆᾓιܱܩᾶᾌᾰ῁ܱܭ᾽ܲܧܓܤܱܛᾫᾷܩܲܢᾹܫܸܛᾰ
ܱܶܛᾶᾊᾞᾰܭܷܛᾶᾌΆܕᾹᾠ᾽ܱܥ᾽ܲܢܕᾰܛᾺܥᾌܲܛᾹ᾽ܤܩᾸ᾽ܱܥ᾽ܲܢܕܢᾺᾗᾰᾁ
ܖιܲܬܱܦܶ῀ܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐܥᾷܩܲܢᾹܦܷܫܸܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ᾿ܲܫܛΆܥᾌᾷܭܷܢᾶᾌΆ
ᾁܲܩᾺܛܱܥᾙܲܬܱܦܶ᾿ܢᾷܛܷܤܱܤܩܲܢܠᾢ᾿᾽ܧܓᾷܭܷܢᾶᾌΆᾐܷܱܣܭΆ
ܛ᾽ܭᾦᾰᾁᾲܶܝᾼᾜΆܱܪܧܝܶܪ᾿ܣᾁΆ

ܧܲܭܢܓᾓ᾿῀ܛ

ܲܝᾹܤΆܛܷ  ܲܭܢܷܱܦܥܷ᾿ܠᾆܩܲܢ᾿ܢᾹܲܫܛᾹܲܢܦᾺᾖᾌᾙᾐܪܸܛᾰ
ܘ᾿ܧܲܧܲܭ᾿ܛᾺܠܸܥᾺᾗܲܝᾱܛᾺᾘ᾽
ܦܸܲܭ᾿ܛᾲᾆ  ܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢᾺܠܱܥᾷܲܢܠΆܶܠܱܢᾰܲܝܪܸܲܣܛᾱܛᾺᾘ᾽ܲܭ᾿ܛ
ܸܦᾲᾆ

ܦܸܲܭ᾿ܛᾲᾆ  ܠܱܢܶܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢᾰܠܱܥܪܸܲܣܛᾷܲܢܱܛܲܬܭܠᾊ
ܲܝᾱܛᾺᾘ᾽ܦܸܲܭ᾿ܛᾲᾆ

ܦܸܲܭ᾿ܛᾲᾆ  ܲܢܦܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢᾺᾖᾌܱܛܲܬܭᾊܲܝᾱܛᾺᾘ᾽ܲܭ᾿ܛ
ܸܦᾲᾆ

ܦܸܲܭ᾿ܛᾲᾆ  ܦܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢᾠܐᾼᾫܲܩᾰܸܲܝܛᾱܛᾺᾘ᾽ܦܸܲܭ᾿ܛᾲᾆ
ܑܝܶ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ   ܱܧܦܸܱܨᾼᾜΆ ܶܲܬܱܦᾺ ܐ ᾽ܙ  ῀ܛܬܸܲܥᾼᾫ
ܲܝᾱܛᾺᾘ᾽᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ
$NEDUL 5   9RFDEXODU\ LQ / 7HDFKLQJ 6RPH 6WDWLVWLFDO )LQGLQJV 7(62/

$UDELD3HUVSHFWLYHV9RO  SS
$OOZULJKW ' %DLOH\ .0   )RFXV RQ WKH ODQJXDJH FODVVURRP 1HZ <RUN
&DPEULGJH8QLYHUVLW\3UHVV
%RZHQ-'0DGVHQ+ +LOIHUW\$   7(62/7HFKQLTXHVDQG3URFHGXUHV
%RVWRQ0$+HLQOH +HLQOH3XEOLVKHUV
%URZQ *  <XOH *   7HDFKLQJ WKH 6SRNHQ /DQJXDJH 1HZ <RUN 1<
&DPEULGJH8QLYHUVLW\3UHVV
&HOFH0XUFLD 0 HG   7HDFKLQJ (QJOLVK DV D 6HFRQG RU )RUHLJQ /DQJXDJH
+HLQOH&HQJDJH/HDUQLQJ
&KHXQJ<.   7KH,PSRUWDQFHRI7HDFKLQJ/LVWHQLQJLQWKH()/&ODVVURRP
*XLGHV&ODVVURRP7HDFKHU
&RUGHU 6   (UURU $QDO\VLV DQG ,QWHU/DQJXDJH /RQGRQ  2[IRUG 8QLYHUVLW\
3UHVV
8
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*UDEH :   5HDGLQJ LQ D VHFRQG ODQJXDJH 0RYLQJ IURP WKHRU\ WR SUDFWLFH
1HZ<RUN&DPEULGJH8QLYHUVLW\3UHVV
+XFNLQ 7 &RDG\ -   ,QFLGHQWDO 9RFDEXODU\ $FTXLVLWLRQ LQ D 6HFRQG

/DQJXDJH SS &DPEULGJH8QLYHUVLW\3UHVV
.DODLPDQL 5   /LQJXLVWLF 'LIILFXOWLHV IDFHG E\ 6HFRQGDU\  ([SUHVV 6WUHDP

SXSLOVLQRUDOFRPPXQLFDWLRQLQ7DPLO6LQJDSRUH
.UDVKHQ 6   3ULQFLSOHV RI VHFRQG ODQJXDJH OHDUQLQJ 1HZ <RUN $FDGHPLF
3UHVV
.UDVKHQ6'  6HFRQG/DQJXDJH$FTXLVLWLRQDQG6HFRQG/DQJXDJH

/HDUQLQJ2[IRUG3HUJDPRQ
0DQMXOD5   6WUDWHJLHVHPSOR\HGE\6HFRQGDU\VWXGHQWVLQOHDUQLQJ7/DV

DVHFRQGODQJXDJH6LQJDSRUH
5DPLDK .   $Q ,QYHVWLJDWLRQ RI WHDFKHUVಬ TXHVWLRQV  OHDUQHUVಬ UHVSRQVHV

GXULQJFODVVURRPLQWHUDFWLRQLQ7/6HFRQGDU\FODVVHVLQ6LQJDSRUH6LQJDSRUH
5LYHUV :0   7HDFKLQJ )RUHLJQ /DQJXDJH 6NLOOV QG HG  &KLFDJR ,/
8QLYHUVLW\RI&KLFDJR3UHVV
5LYHUV:0 7HPSHUOH\06   $3UDFWLFDO*XLGHWRWKH7HDFKLQJRI(QJOLVK

DVD6HFRQGRU)RUHLJQ/DQJXDJH1HZ<RUN1<2[IRUG8QLYHUVLW\3UHVV
5RVW0  /LVWHQLQJLQDFWLRQ(QJOHZRRG&OLIIV1-3UHQWLFH+DOO
6FKPLWW1-LDQJ; *UDEH:   7KHSHUFHQWDJHRIZRUGVNQRZQLQDWH[W

DQGUHDGLQJFRPSUHKHQVLRQ0RGHUQ/DQJXDJH-RXUQDO
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ܲܢܦܩܸܲܣ
ܛ᾿ܩιܛ
ܦ᾿ᾢܢܲᾷܥιܛ
ܭ᾿ܲᾹᾓܦ
ܲᾗܬܭ
ܧܲܢᾗ
ܩܸᾎᾁᾙ
ܛܲᾰܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ

ΆܧܲܡܦܨᾆᾺ
Ᾱᾆܢܱܣܲܥܱܛܷ
ܱܱܲܛܲܢܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ᾿ܧܲܭ᾿ܛ
ܱܧܲܝܪܷܦ᾽ܱᾂܞܷᾱܥܱܶᾱܧܶΆܧܦܸܛܸᾊᾰܭܠܣ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ

ܨܸᾙᾹᾔ
ܱᾁΆܛܱᾰܭ῀ܱܲᾹᾞܭ῀ᾦܭܲᾞܢᾐܥᾹܕ᾽ܭܧܠܸܓܱΆܪ᾿ܕܨܷܭܧܠܸܲᾫܩ
ᾺܤܸܲܭܲܩܧܩܸܲܣᾞΆܤܲܥᾺܨܢᾷᾐᾷܤܸΆܡᾶܭܩιܖܲιᾁܛܱᾰܭܑῂ
ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛܱᾰܭᾞܓΆܫܢᾷܧܡܑܸܩᾹܕܲܢܦܩܸܲܣܢιᾁܑᾸܢܭᾠܥܶ
ᾁᾰᾁΆܭܲܬܭᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܑᾐܩܥܶᾺܤܸܲܭܲܩܢܱ᾽Ᾰܝܩܸ᾿ᾐܥ
ܛܱܢܧܠܸᾔܧܥᾦᾰᾁΆܛ᾽ܛܝܱܭιᾠΆܦᾦᾰᾁΆܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐᾦᾰᾁΆܛ᾽ܱܩܷιܥܶ
ܲܭᾌᾞܔܬܐܲᾹܢᾷܧܢܑ᾿ܦܱܪ᾿ܦᾌܦܛܱܭܲܢܥᾺܫܸᾠΆᾚܭܑܶᾞᾰᾁΆ
Άܛᾰܠܫ῀ܓܲᾹܧܲܢܦܩܸܲܣܛܱܢܧܠܸᾜܦܸᾹܢᾠΆܥܶܪܸܲܣܱᾼᾸᾐܥ
ᾐܫ῀Ᾰᾐܦܸ
ܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܢᾷܧܲܝᾴܫܛᾔΆܑᾰܕܲܢܦܩܸܲܣᾰᾁܤܸܢܱܥܷܠܱܥܲᾹܫܛᾱܢ῀ܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ
ܱΆܪܩܥܶᾹܪܥܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥᾌᾷᾐܕܫܸܛᾫܨܢ
ܩᾹܝܶᾞᾰᾁᾲܭܩιܛܲᾞΆᾗΆܭᾆΆܨܤܸܭܩιܛ᾽ܱܧܠܸᾶᾎܛܨܷܱܩιܛ
ܢܸᾷܧܲܝܭᾹܢܧᾶᾊܭܷܛιܛ῀ܛܱܲܭܨܭܸܩᾹܕᾺᾗܩܲܝܱΆܪ᾿ܦܶܠܑ
ܛܱܧܡܸιᾠܣܲܢܦܩܸܲܣܢܑᾸܛܲᾰܥᾼᾺܦܶܤܸܲܩιܭܑܤܩܲᾹܛᾢᾜᾠᾷᾐܭ
ܲܢᾠܓᾐܥᾹܕܑᾞᾰᾁΆ
ΆܡᾶܭܱᾁΆῂܧܲܫܱܭܶܪܲܣᾐܭܒܧܸܲܫܘܤܱܧܲܝܲ᾽ᾲܫܲιᾁᾰᾁܛܪܓ᾿ܲܫܑᾞ
ᾷܧܡܑܸܲܢܦܩܸܲܣܢܑᾸܛܱܦܫܛᾰܢ᾽ιᾗܙᾤᾰᾁܠܢܷܲᾫᾷܩܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܛܝܱܭ
ΆܡܲᾶܢᾐܥᾹܕᾨΆܛܲܢΆܫܢ
῀ܛᾱܤܢܱܝܛᾰܠܧܛܸᾫΆܛܱܦܪܲᾚܤܲܡܛ᾿ܲᾹᾓܦܧᾂᾊܛܲ᾿ܑᾞᾰܧܲܢܦܩܸܲܣ
ᾁΆܐܲᾺᾗܢܥܤܱܪܲܭᾊܭᾔܤܲᾹܦܩᾹܧܑܛܲᾰܝܱܭܛᾊᾰܥᾫΆܛܱܦܪᾚ
ܱᾶᾊᾞᾰᾁΆܛܶܧܸܩܸᾺᾗᾙܦܸ ' ܤܱܦܱܲܥᾐᾙᾺܤܱܪܲᾹᾕܦܑΆ
ܤܱܦܨܢΆܡᾶܭᾞΆܭܛ᾿ܲܭᾊܭܛܢܱᾶᾌᾗᾷܛܶᾰܪܸܲᾹᾓܦܱ᾿ܑΆܧܛܸܐ
ܱΆܪܛܱܱܲᾰܧܢܲᾷܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ )'Ὰ 3ܥܸܱᾺܛܷᾰܡܭܐܤܱܦܨܢᾸܨܲܣ῀ܛᾱܡܭܐ
ܫܸܛܭܸܩܱᾹܥܷܨܸܲܢιᾠΆܦΆܛܠܱܣܝܑܸܲܝܱܛᾰܛܠ᾿ᾥܥ῀ܛᾱܠܥᾤΆܦܷ
ᾜΆܫܸܛᾱܭᾊܭᾜΆܫܸܛᾱܡ᾽ܭᾠܭܷ᾿ܥܱΆܪܫ῀ܱܛܶᾷᾐᾰܡܑܸ
ܲᾹܧܛܸᾊᾰܭܠܣ᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛ᾿ܩιܛΆܪᾹᾚܢܭᾼܝܶ᾿ܲᾹᾓܦܲܢᾌᾷܥᾺܛܱܧܷܥܓ
᾿ܲᾹᾓܦᾐܑΆܩܲᾹܛᾙᾊܛ᾽ᾰܒᾜΆܢܸᾷܤܭܛܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܱᾐܥܷ
ܱܲᾐΆܥܶᾺܛܱᾰܥܷᾺܧܸܦܸᾹܢᾢᾺᾗᾷܝᾌΆܥιܖܱᾐܥܷᾺܭᾦᾰᾁῂܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
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ᾜΆܢܸᾷܨܣܷܱᾌܢܷܭᾁᾰᾁܭܲܬܭᾤᾰᾁܩιܛᾰܧᾤΆᾆܦܷᾐܩܲܛܱܲᾺᾗܡܸᾐ
ᾐܩܲܛᾫܢܓܢᾌᾷܥᾺܤܛܲᾰܝ

ܤܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛܱܲܲᾰܥ῀ܛܲܢᾁܥ῀ܛ᾿ܲᾹᾓܦܧܲܛᾱܠܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܧܲܢܦܩܸܲܣ

ܲܫ῀ܥܧܲܝܢܷ
῀ܛ᾿ܲᾹᾓܦܲιᾁܑΆܢᾷܛܱܧܷܥܓܛܸᾊᾰܭܠܣ᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛ᾿ܩιܛܲܫ῀ܥܧܲܝܢܷ
ܲᾤΆܧܥ῀ܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐܲᾰᾁΆܢܱܥܷܲܫ῀ܥܧܲܝܢܷܤܸܢܑܤܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܧܲܢܦܩܸܲܣ
ΆܡܨܱܛᾙᾊᾜΆܫܱܧܛܸ᾿ܲܢܲܫܕ῀ܛ᾽ܱܩܷιܥܶܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ῀ܑΆܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥܓܲιᾁܢᾷܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥܲܫ῀ܥܧܲܝܢܷ῀ܛ᾿ܲᾹᾓܦܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܢܑ


ܲܫ῀ܥܲ῁Ὰܦܢᾷܛܸܭܧܲܝܢܷ
ܲιᾁܢᾷܛܱܧܷܥܓܛܸᾊᾰܭܠܣ᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛ᾿ܩιܛܲܫ῀ܥܲ῁Ὰܦܢᾷܛܸܭܧܲܝܢܷ
ܲܫ῀ܥܲ῁Ὰܦܢᾷܛܸܭܧܲܝܢܷܤܸܢܑܤܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܧܲܢܦܩܸܲܣ῀ܛ᾿ܲᾹᾓܦܑΆ
῀ܛ᾽ܱܩܷιܥܶܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ῀ܑΆܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܲᾤΆܧܥ῀ܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐܲᾰᾁΆܢܱܥܷ
ᾷܛܸܭܧܲܝܢܷ῀ܛ᾿ܲᾹᾓܦܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܢܑΆܡܨܱܛᾙᾊᾜΆܫܱܧܛܸ᾿ܲܢܲܫܕ
ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥܓܲιᾁܢᾷܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥܲܫ῀ܥܲ῁Ὰܦܢ


ܲܫ῀ܥᾺܪܸܲܣܠܑܸ
῀ܛ᾿ܲᾹᾓܦܲιᾁܑΆܢᾷܛܱܧܷܥܓܛܸᾊᾰܭܠܣ᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛ᾿ܩιܛܲܫ῀ܥᾺܪܸܲܣܠܑܸ
῀ܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐܲᾰᾁΆܢܱܥܷܲܫ῀ܥᾺܪܸܲܣܠܑܸܤܸܢܑܤܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܧܲܢܦܩܸܲܣ
ᾙᾊᾜΆܫܱܧܛܸ᾿ܲܢܲܫܕ῀ܛ᾽ܱܩܷιܥܶܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ῀ܑΆܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܲᾤΆܧܥ
ܲιᾁܢᾷܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥܲܫ῀ܥᾺܪܸܲܣܠܑܸ῀ܛ᾿ܲᾹᾓܦܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܢܑΆܡܨܱܛ
ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥܓ


῀ܛ᾿ܠܱܥ
᾿ܲܭᾊܭ᾿ܠܱܥ᾿ܲᾹᾓܦܲ᾿ܑΆܧܛܸܭᾌᾷᾐΆܥᾹܧܥᾞΆܤܲܥᾺܨܢᾷᾐᾷܤܸ
ᾤΆܦܷᾞΆܢᾷܭܸ῁ܲܛܦܤܦܱᾌܢܷܭᾌܔܭܸܲܩ῀ܛ᾿ܠܱܥܲᾞᾰᾁΆܢᾸܦܸ
ᾁᾰᾁΆܭܲܬܭܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥᾺܪܸܲᾹᾓܦᾤΆܑΆܦܷᾹܦܶܫܸܛ᾽ܛܝܱܭ


ܲᾜΆܩܤܶᾹܣᾙΆܧܦܝ
ܫ῀ܱܛܶܲᾸᾐᾰܩᾞΆܤܲܥᾺܨܢᾷᾐᾷܤܸᾜΆܧܸܲܩܤܶᾹܣᾜΆܢܸᾷܧܦܝ
ܤᾪܣܲᾜΆܩܤܶᾹܣᾙΆܧܦܝ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸᾐܩܲܛܲᾞᾰܢᾸܦܸ᾿ܲᾹᾓܦܑΆ
῀ܛܛܸᾊᾰܭܠܣ᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛ᾿ܩιܛ᾿ܱܢܭᾌܥᾺܢᾞܛܛܱܦܢܱᾺܛܝܧܲܢᾞᾗܘܲιᾁܛܪܓ
ܱᾌܢܷܭᾞܭܛܫܸܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܭܑܸܱᾐܥܷܲᾰᾁΆܢܱܥܷܛܱܪܲܧܱܭܲᾹܧܢܸܛ
ᾐܩܲܛᾞܢᾷܭܸ῁ܲܛܦܤܦ
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ܨܸܲᾫܫܢܶ



ΆܧܲܛᾰܪܑΆܧܱܢᾙܝΆܧܡܑܸܭܸܛܲᾰܦᾹܧܥᾞᾰᾁΆܤܲܥᾺܨܢᾷᾐᾷܤܸ
ܲܭ᾿ܛΆܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ᾿ܭܛܢܱᾰᾁܥܷܱᾨᾐܥܶΆܛܳܦᾹܐܱᾠܪܨܭΆܤܱܟܲᾴܭ
ܲᾞᾰᾁΆܢᾸܦܸ᾿ܲᾹᾓܦܑΆܛܱܦܧܲܝᾴܫܛᾰܨܭܲܭܱܲܲᾜΆܭ᾿ܲܧܲܤ᾿ᾒܨܲܭܤܕ
᾿ܭܛܢΆܧܡܑܸܲᾞᾰᾁΆܢᾸܦܸܛܱܭ῁ܛܲܣ᾽ܠܱܢܶᾫΆܛܱܧܱᾢܤܶܛᾊܨܣܷ
ΆܧܲܥܱᾺܛᾞܘܲιᾁܢᾷܛᾜ

ܲܢܦܩܸܲܣ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢᾷܧܡܑܸܧܪܸܭܛᾚܝ
ܲᾤΆܢᾷܫܢᾷܡܑܸܧܪܸܭܛᾚܝ᾿ܱܦܠܲܭܲᾹᾠܣܱᾌܢܑܷܲܢܦܩܸܲܣ
Ὰᾘܪܸܭ ᾽ 7ZLWHUܠܲܭᾓ᾿ )DFHERRN ᾊܛܲ᾿ᾙܩιܭᾐܩܲᾹܛᾞܭܱܪܓ
ܲᾤΆܩιܭܩܱᾹܥܷ ᾽ 7KXPSOHUܫᾺܢιᾠΆܦ ῄ *RRJOH3OXVܫܲ῀Ὰܛ%ORJJHU ᾂ
ܢᾸܩܲܝᾞܘιᾁܢܭܲᾌܭܲܢᾌᾷܥܲᾺܫܭܶܪܸܭܛܢᾞܘᾐΆܭΆᾙᾨܛܪܓ᾿ܲܢᾷܨܣܷܨܷܘ
῀ܛᾞᾷᾐᾰܛܪܥܪ᾿ܣܤܱܧܭܸܢܷܲᾰᾁܢܦܩܸܲܣᾐܩܲܛᾱᾁܫܲܭܛܱܦܤܢܱܝ
ᾞܘܤܱܭᾁܪܑᾫΆܛܲܦιᾁΆܢܥܲᾺܭܲܩιᾁΆܢܭܲܩܩܸιܭܩܱᾹܥܷ῀ܛܲܢᾼܝܶ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܢᾞܛܑᾐܛܱܧܩܸܲᾙܩܱܥܶ

ܱ᾽Ὰᾗܥ᾽ܲܢܕܲᾹܧܲܢܦܩܸܲܣ
ᾦᾰᾁܛܱܲܭܱᾹܥܶܩᾹܕᾐܩܲᾹܛᾰܡܑܸܫܸܛᾱܓΆܛܪܓΆܪΆᾚܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ
ᾰܧܡܑܸᾹܠᾦܛܱᾌܣܩιܦ᾿ܦܱܠܲܭܲᾹᾠܣᾌΆܦ᾿ܲܭܱܧܲܝܪܷܦܲܢܦܩܸܲܣܥιܖ
ܲܬܭܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢᾜΆܫܸܛ᾽ܬܲܦܢᾱᾁΆܑᾞᾰᾁΆܛܶܪܓܭܷܤܕᾐܩܲܛܲᾞᾰܢܱᾷܛ
ܱΆܭܷܡܸܲܩᾹܘܱᾁΆܦܛܱᾰܣܷܲᾹܧܲܢܦܩܸܲܣܢܷܥᾺܡܸܲܩᾹܘᾜΆܢܸᾷܧܡܑܸ
ܱΆܭܷᾼܝܶᾲܛᾱܙܥܸܱᾶܦܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢܲܬܭܲᾹܧܲܢܦܩܸܲܣ
ܲರܢܦܲᾫܩܲᾹܢᾷܪᾔᾁܦܲܢܦܩܸܲܣಯ


6
3

ܲܩιܭܶܲᾹܢᾷܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥ῁ܲܦܢ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ
᾽ܱܠܱܣܲܢᾸܛᾆ
\+DUULVEXUJ8QLYHUVLW\DQG6508QLYHUVLW

ܱܢܫ῀ιᾠܥܶ ܲܩιܭܶ ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ῀ܛᾱܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥ ῁ܲܦܢ ܑᾹᾠ



ᾙᾊᾜΆܩᾰ ᾂܛܱܦܢᾹᾠ ᾨᾷܕ ܪܸ᾿ܑ ᾿ܱܢᾸܩܲܥ ܲܭ῀ܛܷ ܩᾹܕ ܱܧܪܸ᾿ܑ
ᾺܛܱܧܱܲܝܑܲᾹᾔΆܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢᾷܧܸܲܭᾞܛᾰܡܸᾞᾐܘܩᾹܕΆܧܡܑܸ᾿ܲܤܤܶܖ
᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ܲܭ᾿ܛ ᾰܪܸܬܦ ܤܱܧܠܸܥ ᾊᾺܪܸ᾿ܲܭܫ῀ܱܛܶ ܲᾰܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ
ܛܱܦܨܛܲܩιܭܶ ܫܸܛᾱܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥ ܩιܦ ܱΆܣ ܱᾹܢ᾿ܱܢᾸܦܸ ܛܱܦܨܛܲܩιܭܶ
ᾙᾊᾜΆܪ᾿ܝܶᾌᾷᾐᾲܕܲιᾁܢᾷܧܡܑܸ
῁ܲܦܢ ᾰᾁΆܠܸܲܛ ܲܬܭܲᾹܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ܛܱܛܲᾰܝܱᾼᾲܨܐ ܢܱ᾿ ܑᾸܤܢ
ܱᾌܣ῁ܲܦܢܪܸܲܣܛᾰܠܱܢܶᾜΆܫܸܛᾱܠܱܥܲܭ᾿ܛᾰܪܸܬܦܛܬܛܲᾰܭ᾿ܛᾰܧܡܑܸ
ᾷܛܱܲᾰܦܶ ᾌᾷᾐܕ ܱܲܲᾰᾁܢܱܦ ᾜΆܫܸܛᾱܠܱܥ ᾁᾺᾗᾺܭ ᾿ܢܲᾹ ᾙܫܛ᾿ᾓܠܱܥ ᾆܨ
 ܲᾢᾞᾰᾁΆ 7KH ,QWHUQDWLRQDO DVVRFLDWLRQ IRU . 2QOLQH /HDUQLQJ L1$&2/ܢᾷܝܢܷ
᾿ܲܢᾷܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥ ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ᾰܛܱܪܱܛܷ ᾫܫ ܫܸܛܩܸᾙܨܸܭ ܲᾹܢᾷܤܭܲᾠܣ ܩᾹܕ
Ᾱᾠܕ ܱܢܢᾸܠܸ Ᾱᾠܝܶ ᾲܫܸܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ῀ܛ῀ܱܛܷܲᾰܩ ᾁܠܥᾺܛᾁᾰܭ
ܧᾼܝܶ ܤᾹܕ ܩܥܶ ܲܩιܭܶ ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ῀ܛᾱܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥ ῁ܲܦܢ Ᾱܠᾐܭᾼܐ
ᾐܩܲܛ᾿ܧᾙܛܱᾌᾰܛܶܨܸᾌܛᾰܢᾜΆܑᾸܤܸܲܭ᾽ܳܢᾷܤܕᾶᾌΆܭܷ
Ὰܧܠܥ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܱܬܲܦܢᾷܛܪܧܲᾹܢᾷܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥᾫܤܸܲܣܲܦܱܝܦܱܨܑܲᾞܢ
᾿ܠܛܷ ܲᾹܫܛܢܸᾸܬܱ῀ ᾁܛܷܲᾰܩ ᾁܤܱܧܠܸܥܲᾰᾁ ᾊᾺܭ᾿ܛ ᾰܪܸܬܦ ᾿ܲܥᾊᾺܥ
ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܠܲܥܲᾺܩᾹᾠᾁܕ᾿ܢ᾽ᾷܫܭᾜΆܤܸܩܲܢᾌᾷᾐΆܥᾺܫܱܧܠܸᾜΆܤܸܩܲܢ
ᾦΆܛᾱܠܱܥ ܲܭ᾿ܛ ᾰܪܸܬܦ ܛܬܛܲᾰܭ᾿ܛ ᾰܧܡܑܸ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾷܫܸܱܛܷܲᾰܩᾰ ᾁܢܑᾸ
ᾦΆܛᾱܠܱܥ ᾁᾺᾗᾺܭ ᾿ܢܲᾹ ᾙܫܛ᾿ᾓܠܱܥ ᾆܨ ܱᾌܣ ῁ܲܦܢ ܪܸܲܣ ܛᾰܠܱܢܶ
Άܪܲ ᾚܤܲܡܛ ᾰܤܸܩܲܢ᾿ܧܝܶ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾌΆܥᾺܧܱܨܐ Ᾱᾠܕ ܱܭܤܢᾸܠܸ
ᾌΆܥᾺܛܱ᾽ᾰܥᾹᾠΆܕܱܢܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܢᾷܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥ῀ܛܲܬܭ᾽ᾰᾁΆܫܭ
ܦܷᾌܦ ᾿ܱܢ ܑᾞᾸܛܱܦܧᾷ ᾐ᾿ᾢܛܲܦ ῀ܱܛܷܲᾰܩܲᾹ ᾁܢᾷܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥ ᾞܘ
ᾜΆܠܸ Ᾱᾠܝܶ ᾲܫܸܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾿ܲܧܩܸ ᾙܤܱܧܱܲܝ Άܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥ ᾺܢᾸ
᾽ܭ ᾼᾐܝܶ ΆܠܱܥᾺܤܦ ܧܷᾊܥ Ὰܢܸܧܲܩ᾽ ᾂܧܱܲܲܝܐ ᾊᾷᾐܥ Ὰܢܸᾷܛܢᾗᾷ
ܱܲᾹܭܡܱܦ ᾞܘ ᾿ܲܢܭᾠܥܶ ᾶܥܶܲᾺܢܦ ܤܱܧܲܢܲᾁܦ ᾿ܲܭ᾽ܢܷ ܱᾌᾰᾁΆܛܶ
ܲܬܱܦܶ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾷܢܸܥᾹܕ ܱᾐܧ ᾙᾊܠܲܭܫ ܧܸܲܩιܭܶ ܤܱܧܦܸᾶܓ
᾽ܤܫ῀ܓܢܷ᾽ᾸܡܓᾦΆܛ᾽ܭܥιܛᾦΆܛ᾽ܭܥܲᾺܥιܛ
ᾞܘ ܧܷܲܫܭܶ ᾰᾁܩܸܥᾁᾺܭ ܲܭ᾿ܛ ܲᾰܬܱܦܶ ᾊᾰᾁΆܥ ᾿ܲܧܩܸܥᾁᾺܭ
ܲᾰܬܱܦܶ ᾌΆܥᾺܛܱᾌᾰܛܶ ܦܷᾌܦ ᾿ܱܢ ܑᾞᾸܛܱܢܭᾞܢ ᾊᾷܢܷ ܲܩιܭܶ ᾽ᾰᾁܭܡܱܦ
ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܭܷܤܕ ܢܷܢܲᾸܩ ᾞΆܭܤܸ ᾐܥᾹܕ ᾌΆܥᾺܛܲᾰܢܦ ܲܭ᾿ܛ
ܲᾫܩ ܠܸܥ ᾊᾺܤܱܧܱܲܲܢܱܦ ܢᾸܕ ᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܱᾊܛᾲ ᾆᾊᾰܧܸܭܸܢܷ
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ܤܱܧᾊܥᾊᾺܥ Ὰܧܠܸ ܫܸܱܛܷܲᾰܩ῀ ᾁܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾙΆܛᾰܫܲܭ ܩᾹܕ ܭܸܢܷ
ܲܩܲ ܑᾹܭܢܓ ܱܲᾹܭܢܲ᾿ ᾌᾷܧܛܸܱ῁ᾰܭ ܞܲܣ ܧܸܲܝ᾽ᾲܢܷ ῀ܛ᾽ܭ ᾜΆܫܸܛܲܬܭ
Ὰܧܡܑܸ ᾞܘ ܢܷܠܱᾶܛܶ ᾜΆܭܸܱᾼܩ ᾙιܩᾹܕ ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌᾷᾐܥ᾿ܧܝܶ ᾊᾲܥᾺܕ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܛܑᾞᾰܛܐ῀ܱܛܷܲᾰܩᾁܢᾸܩܲܝܲᾹܢᾷܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥ
ܡܸܱܲᾹ ᾐܧܱܲܲܝܐ ܱᾐܥܷᾞΆܭ Ᾱᾠܕ Άܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥ ܪܸܲܣ ܛᾰܠܱܢܶ
Ᾱᾠܕ Άܠܱܥ ܲᾺܬܭܧܡܑܸ ܱᾤΆܩᾹܕ ܱᾐܧ ᾙᾊܛιܛ ᾿ܱܫܛܢܸᾸܬ᾿ ᾁܦܱܪ᾿ܑ
᾿ܲܢܤܦ ܢܸܥᾹܕ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܠܥ᾿ܧܝܶ ᾲܛܱܧܦܸܱܲᾹᾔܢ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܱᾐܥܷᾞΆܭ
ܱᾠܭῂܕ ܩܸιܭܩιܛ ῀ܛܱᾱܢ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܠܥᾺܢᾨܕ ῀ܛᾱܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥ ܠܷܱᾶܛܶ
ܲᾹܢᾷܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥᾞܘܱᾹܢ᾿ܲܢܥᾹܕ῀ܛ᾽ܱܩܲܛᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥܧܷܲܫܭܶᾰᾁܩܸܥᾁᾺܭ
᾿ܱܤܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܱ῁ᾰܭ ܧܸܲܬܱܦܶ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܛ ܑᾞᾰܛܱܫܱܛܷܲᾰܩᾁ
᾽ܥιܛᾰܧܸܲܬܱܦܶᾹܠᾷᾐܭ᾽ܱܤᾹܢ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܦܷᾌܦ
ܤܱܦܥܲᾞᾺܭᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܭܛιܛᾹܠᾷᾐܭ᾽ܱܤᾹܢ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ᾜΆܫܸܛᾱܛܠ᾿ᾥܥ ᾜΆܫܸܛ᾽ܭ ܱᾌܢܷܥܲᾺܭ᾿ܲܧܥ ܱᾊܛ ᾰܫܸܛᾱܛܠ᾿ᾥܥ
ᾫΆܛܱܧܭܸܢᾸܩܸܲܣ ܲܝܲιܧܥ Ὰܩܸᾼᾙܝܶ ῀ܛᾱܠܱܥ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܛᾰܭܸ ܛܱܱܲᾰܧܢ
ᾞܘ ᾊᾜΆܥ ᾰᾁΆܠܸܲܛ ᾦᾰᾁᾰܛ᾽ܭ ܛܱܧᾊܤܠܓ ܲᾺᾖᾌܢܦ ܲᾹܧܲܝܲιܧܥ
ܤܷܱܢ

ᾷܭܸܲܩ

῀ܛᾱܢ

῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ

ᾶᾌΆܭܷ

ܧܦܸ

Άܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥ

ᾶᾌΆܭܷܛܲᾜΆܑᾞᾰܬܭܱ῀ᾦΆܛܶܲᾷᾐᾰܢܱܝܷܱܲܥ
ᾞᾰᾁΆܭܱᾞܭܷῂܘ Άܢܲܭ ܱ῀ᾦΆܛܶιᾠᾰܛ ᾰܫܸܛᾱܠܱܥ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
᾽Ᾰᾐܡܓ ܩܸܲ ᾙܭ᾿ܛ ܲ῁ᾰܦܢ ܧܩܸ ܑᾹܢܸܥᾹܕ ᾌ ܑᾞᾰᾁΆܥܱᾠܦ
ܲܭ᾿ܛ ᾌΆܥᾺܛᾰܦܸ ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ᾿ܲܢܤܦ ܤܸܭܡܱܦ ܲܤܢ ᾞܘ ܪܸ᾿ܲܭܠܥ᾿ܧܝܶ
Άܢܲܭ ιᾁΆܛ ᾔΆܭܡܱܦ ܱᾞܭܶῂܘ ᾠΆܥܶ ܲܩιܭܶ ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ܧܷܩܸᾙ
ܧܦܸ ῀ܛᾱܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥ ܠܷܱᾶܛܶ ᾿ܲܢܤܦ ܢܸᾞᾷܛ ܩᾹܕ ᾊᾞᾰᾁΆܥᾠܭܷ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷ
 ᾿ܩιܛ ܱ᾽ᾷᾐܥ ᾿ܱܡᾶܛ   ܑᾞᾰᾁΆܛܱܦܢܲܭ ᾌܕ ῀ܛܠܸܣ ιᾁΆܛ



 ᾿ܩιܛ ܲᾰܝܥܷ Ὰܫܸܛᾞᾷᾐܛ  ᾿ܩιܛ ᾼᾐܝܶ  ᾿ܩιܛ ᾌᾰܛܷ ᾿ܱܢܱܛ
ܲᾺܤܢ  ᾿ܩιܛ ܲ᾽Ᾰᾐܛܥ Ᾱܠᾞܪܥ  ᾿ܩιܛ ܱᾼᾸᾐܨܐ  ᾿ܩιܛ ܩܸᾼᾙܝܶ
ܲᾰᾁΆܭᾰᾁܔ ᾜΆܫܸܛܩܸ᾿ ᾙܩιܛ ܤܱܦܢܲܭᾌܕ ܢ ܑᾸܩᾹܕ ܩܸܲ ᾙܝܲιܧܥ
᾿ܱܤܭܡܱܦ ᾞܘ ܦܷᾌܦ ᾿ܱܢᾸܦܸ ῀ܛᾱܠܲܢܱᾷܥ Ὰܧܡܑܸ ܛܱܦܢܲܭ
ᾙᾊᾜΆܩܥܶܲܩιܭܶܛܱܧܲܬܭܲܭ᾿ܛᾰܧܡܑܸ
ܲ᾿ ܑᾞᾰᾁΆ 7KH ,QWHUQDWLRQDO DVVRFLDWLRQ IRU . 2QOLQHܭܱܛܱܲᾰܦܶ
ܛᾊ ܑᾞᾰܥᾺܕ Άܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥ ᾞܘ ܤܱܛܲᾰܭ᾿ܛ ᾰܧܡܑܸ Άܤܭܲᾠܣ ܩᾹܕ /HDUQLQJ
ᾊܥᾞᾷᾐᾺܛ ܲᾹܢᾷܤܭܲᾠܣᾐ Ᾰܫ῀ܓ ᾼᾐܝܶ ܩܸܧܨܸܭ Ᾱᾠܕ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ
ܧܸܦܸܩܲܢ ܲᾹܤܭܡܱܦ ܠܥܲᾺܤܢ ᾞܘ Άܛܱᾰܣܷ ܲᾹܧܲܭ᾿ܛ ᾰܧܡܑܸ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܠܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ῀ܛᾱܫܭ᾿ܧܲܤܲᾹܦΆܡᾶܭ᾽ᾰᾁΆܫܭܲܢᾌᾷܥܲᾺܫܭܶ
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᾽ᾰᾁΆܫܭܤܸܩܲܢ᾿ܧܝܶ
Άܠܲܢᾷᾷܠܱܥ

ᾐܧᾶᾊܭܷܫ῀ܱܛܶ᾿ܲܢᾞᾷܛ᾿ܲܭܱᾼܨܳܝᾠܦ

ܱܪ᾿ܕ
᾽ᾷᾐΆܡܓ ܧܸܲܝ᾽ᾲܢܷ ῀ܛᾱܢ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܤܱܧܛܸܭ
᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ ܱᾼᾸᾐܨܐ ᾜΆܧܸܭܸܢܷ
ܪܥ
ܤܱܠܱܥᾠܭܷ
᾿ܲܧܩܸᾙ
ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛᾰܦܸ῀ܛܲᾺᾖᾌܡܛ



Άܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥ
ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ



ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛᾰܦܸ

῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܲᾤΆܢᾷܛᾰܠܱܢܶܲᾹܛܪܱᾞܭܶῂܘ ܛܱܧܲܤܢܲᾷܤܢ ܱᾹᾠΆܭܶῂܘ ῀ܛᾱܠܱܥ
ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭ ῀ܛ᾽ܱܭ῀ܱܛܶιᾠᾰܛ ᾊᾰܥᾺܕ ܢܸܕ ܲᾹܫܛᾁܪ ᾌܥᾺܛܱܲܲᾰܥ Ὰܛܱܦܭ᾽ܲᾫᾺᾘܩ
ܲᾺᾖᾌܢܦ ܱᾠܭῂܕ ܦܸܩܲܢ ܤܱܛܲᾰܝ᾽ᾲܢܷ῀ܛܲܝܲιܧܥ ܤܱܧܛܸܭܪܥ ῀ܛ῀ܱܛܷܲᾰܩᾁ
ᾺܠܲܥܲᾺܩᾰ ᾁܛܱܭܲܫܢܶ Ᾱᾠܕ ᾌΆܥᾺܧᾼܝܶ
ܤܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛܱᾌᾰܛܶ῀ܛܲᾺᾖᾌܢܦ῀ܛᾱܫܭ
ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥ



῀ܛᾱܢ ܱܲܲᾸᾐܥ Ὰܛܱܫܛ ᾁᾨᾰܫܷܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾽ᾰᾁΆܫܭ ܤܸܩܲܢ᾿ܧܝܶ ῀ܛᾱܢ ῀ܛܢܸᾸܬᾁ
ᾫΆܢܓ ܧᾼܝܶ ᾲܫܸܛܲᾺᾖᾌܢܦ ܧܸܦܸܩܲܢ
ܤܫ῀ܓܪܥ῀ܛܲܝܲιܧܥ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ



ᾦΆܛܱᾌܧܫܸܲܭ

ᾦΆܛܲܝܲιܧܥ

ᾐΆܥᾺܭܸ ܠܱܧܨܸܓ ᾶᾌܛ ᾰܫܸܛܲܫܱܡܱܶܛ
᾿ܱܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܛܱܦܠܥܨܸܭ ܢܸᾷܨܱܝ ᾲܠܱܥ
 ᾙᾊᾜΆ FRQFHSWPDSSLQJܧܨܸܭ
ܢܱܧܱܲΆ ᾗܠܱܥ ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ ܲᾸᾐܩ ܧܸܭܸܢܷ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ᾫΆܢܓ ᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ܲᾤΆܫܛܲܬܭ
ܱᾌܥᾠܭܷ
᾿ܱܫܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ ῀ܛܲܝܲιܧܥ ܤܱܧܛܸܭܛܸܭ ܫܸܛܩܸᾙ
ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܛܱᾌᾰܛܶ



᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾷᾐܠܣΆܠܱܥ῀ܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ

ᾌΆܥᾺܛܱᾌᾰܛܶ ܲᾰᾁΆܢܲᾸܝ ᾿ܲܧܲܬܭ ܠܥΆܦܷ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ᾦΆܛᾱܠܱܥ
ᾪᾌᾺ
ᾦΆܛᾱܠܱܥ ܱᾼᾸᾐܨܐ ܫܸܛᾱܧܱܱܲܛ ܡܨܱܛ ᾿ܲܧܲܬܭ
ᾦΆܛܲܝܲιܧܥ
ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ᾌᾷᾐΆܥ᾿ܧܝܶ
ܲᾰᾁΆܥιܛ
ܲᾰᾁΆܢܲᾸܝ ῀ܛܲܝܲιܧܥ
ܤܸܩܲܢ
ܛܱܢܭᾌᾷᾐܥΆܦܷ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܛܱ᾽ᾰܥᾹᾠܕܱܢܫ῀Ᾰᾐܦܸ



ܤܫ῀ܓ

ܫܷܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ Ὰܠܱܥ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ ܩιܖ ᾦᾰᾁܛܢܸᾸܬᾁ
ᾊᾷᾐᾺܥ
ܱ῀ᾦΆܛܶᾗܱܲᾸᾐ
ܫܸܛܲܝܲιܧܥ
ᾌᾷᾐΆܥΆܦܷ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܛᾊᾞᾰܥᾺܢᾨܕ῀ܛᾱܠܱܥ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܛᾌܑᾞᾰܥᾺܛᾰܦܸ῀ܛܲܝܲιܧܥ



᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ ῀ܛܛܸܭ ᾿ܧܝܶ ܲᾰᾁΆܥιܛ ᾽ܭᾞܘ ᾞᾰᾁܭᾞܘ ᾞΆܧܱܲܲܝܐ ᾦΆܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
Ᾰᾐܦܸ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭᾼᾜΆܝܶΆܩܱιܦܱܲܥᾞᾷᾐᾺܛᾐܫ῀ܓ ܲܢܝܭ ܫ῀ܱܛܶܲᾰܩܱܦܱܲܥ ᾞᾷᾐܛ



ᾶᾌΆܭܷܛᾞᾷᾐ ܑᾞᾰܛ ܧܲܩιܥ ΆܩιܤܷܲᾹ ᾙᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ܲ᾽Ᾰᾐܛܥ Ᾱܠᾦܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܱᾐܥܷᾺܭῂ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܠܥᾺܫ῀ܱܛܶ
ܢܷܱܥܷܲᾹܢᾷܛᾰܠܱܢܶ
ܱᾞܭܶῂܘ
ᾷܠܱܥ ܧܷܪܷܲܫܛᾱܨܱܭ᾿ܢᾙܤܲܛᾱܠܱܢܶ῀ܛᾱܠܱܥ
ܲܩܱܦܱܲܥ Ὰܫܸܛᾞᾷᾐܛ ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ ᾔΆܠᾞܭܡܱܦ Ὰܫܸܛᾞᾷᾐܛ ᾦΆܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ ᾦΆܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ܲܩܱܦܱܲܥ
ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ܧᾼܝܶ Ᾱܠܱᾌܥᾌܒ ܫܸܛܲܝܲιܧܥ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܫܸܛܭܸܢܷ
ᾐܩܲܛᾌܑᾞᾰܥᾺܛᾁᾰܭܲܬܭ ᾿ܢܑܲᾞᾷܢܝܭܱ῀ᾦΆܛܶ᾽ᾗܱܲᾸᾐܧܱܲܲܝܐ



῀ܛᾱܩܱιܦܱܲܥᾞᾷᾐᾺܛܛܸܭᾁᾨܤܱܧܛܸܭܪܥ ῀ܛᾱܫܭ ܪܥ ܤܱܧܭܸܢܷ ᾦᾰᾁᾷܛᾱܠܱܥ 
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܛܑᾞᾰܛܸܭܩܥܶܠܸܣ ܛᾌ ܑᾞᾰܥᾺܛܱᾌᾰܛܶ ᾦᾰᾁᾰܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷ
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ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾐܭᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ ᾿ܲܥᾁᾺܭ ܫܸܛᾱܫܭ ᾿ܧܲܤܲᾹܦ ܱᾹܢᾐܥᾹܕ
᾿ܧᾊܥ ᾞΆܭܲᾹܥ ᾐܩܲܛᾫܢܓ ܛ᾽ᾰܫܭ ܛܱܭܲܩܠܥ ᾺܫܸܛᾹܩܲܢ ܲᾷܬܱܦܶ
ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾿ܱܢᾊ ܑᾞᾸܥᾺܕ Άܠܲܢ ᾷܠܱܥ ܧᾰ ᾂᾊܛ᾽ᾰܫܭ ܤܸܩܲܢ᾿ܧܝܶ
ᾐܩܲܛᾰᾁܫܲܭᾹᾠܕܑᾞᾰᾁΆܛܱܧܦܸᾹܦܷ᾿ܩιܛ

ᾰܧܡܑܸ ᾦΆܛ᾿ᾓܠܱܥ ῁ܲܦܢ ܲᾹܫܛᾁᾺᾗܭ ᾿ ᾚᾹᾠܢܲᾹ ᾙܢᾷܠܱܥ ܱᾌܣ ῁ܲܦܢ
᾿ܱܧܲܝιܧᾹ ᾙܢ ῀ܛܢܸᾸܬᾜΆ ᾁܫܸܛᾱܠܱܥ Ὰܪܸܬܦ ܲᾹܢᾷܛܬܛ ܲܭ᾿ܛ
ܤܸܩܲܢܲᾷܬܱܦܶ
ܛ᾽ᾰܫܭ
ܱܫܛ᾽ܱܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܛܲᾰܭᾰᾁܔ
Ᾱᾠܕ
ܲᾷᾐᾺܤܭܛ
ᾐܠܥᾺܧܱܨܐܲܝܪܲᾜΆܩιܥᾺܛܸܱᾹܣᾹܩܲܢܲᾷܬܱܦܶᾐܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܠᾢܧᾊܥ
Άܤܭܲᾠܣ᾿ᾓܠܱܥܱᾌᾺܣ῁ܲܦܢ
᾿ܢᾊᾷܥ

Ᾱܩܲܢ᾿ܢᾆܥܷ

Ᾱܩܲܢ᾿ܠܛܷ



᾿ܢᾨᾐܕ

Άܧܲܛᾙᾰܛܲܦܛܲܦ Άܧܲܛᾙᾰܛܲܦܛܲܦ

Άܧܲܛᾙᾰܛܲܦܛܲܦ

Άܧܲܛᾙᾰܛܲܦܛܲܦ

ᾱᾁܥܱܲᾹܧܱܲܲܝܐ

ܪܸ᾿ܑ

ܪܸ᾿ܑ

ᾫܩܸᾰᾁܛܲܦܛܲܦᾫܩܸᾰᾁܛܲܦܛܲܦ

ᾫܩܸᾰᾁܛܲܦ

ܪܸ᾿ܑ

ܪܸ᾿ܑ

ܪܸ᾿ܑ

ܪܸ᾿ܑ

ܪܸ᾿ܑ Ᾱܢ

ᾫܩܸᾰᾁܛܲܦ

ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ܲܝιܧᾙ

ܲܝܲιܧܥᾹܩܲܢ᾿ܧܝܶ

ܪܸ᾿ܑ Ᾱܢ

ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ܲᾺᾖᾌܢܦ

Άܛܬܛܲᾰܭ᾿ܛᾰܧܡܑܸ
᾿ܢᾨᾐܕ

᾿ܢᾊᾷܥ

Ᾱܩܲܢ᾿ܢᾆܥܷ

Ᾱܩܲܢ᾿ܠܛܷ



Άܧܲܛᾙᾰ

Άܧܲܛᾙᾰ

Άܧܲܛᾙᾰ

Άܧܲܛᾙᾰ

ᾱᾁܥܱܲᾹܧܱܲܲܝܐ

ܪܸ᾿ܑ

Άܧܲܛᾙᾰ

Άܧܲܛᾙᾰ

Άܧܲܛܲ ᾙᾰܝιܧᾹᾙܢܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ

ܪܸ᾿ܑ

ܱܲܝܱܨܝ

ܱܲܝܱܨܝ

ܲܝܲιܧܥᾹܩܲܢ᾿ܧܝܶ

ܪܸ᾿ܑ

ܪܸ᾿ܑ

ܪܸ᾿ܑ

ܱܲܝܱܨܝ

ܱܲܝܱܨܝܲᾺᾖᾌܢܦᾹܢܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ


Ὰܫܸܛᾱܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥ Ὰܪܸܬܦ ῁ܲܦܢ ܱΆܣ ᾊܘ ܪܸܧᾊܥ ᾺܢܑᾸ
ᾐܥᾹܕ ܪܸ᾿ܲܭܛܱܨܱܧܢ ܲιᾁᾷܢᾷܫܢܧܡܑܸ  ܑᾹᾔΆܭܑܸ ܱᾐΆܥܷܱ᾽ᾰᾁΆܥ
ܫܸܛᾱܠܲܢ ᾷܠܱܥ ᾞΆܭ ܲ᾿ ܑᾞᾸᾐܢᾷܛᾰܬܭ ܱᾐܥܷιܢ ܱᾤΆܤܐ ᾐܩܲܛܱܲᾗ
ܱᾁΆܡᾺᾗΆ ᾪܬܸܓ ܢܲܤܦ ᾣᾌΆܢܱ᾿ ᾙܤܢܑ ܱᾐܧᾫΆ ᾙᾊܩܱιܦ ܤܷܠܓ
῀ܛᾱܢ ᾦᾰᾁᾷܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܫܸܛᾱܫܭ ᾿ܧܲܤܲᾹܦ ܪܥ ᾦΆܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾷܢܑܸ
ܲܝܱܛ ᾿ܭᾨܣ ιᾁܢܑ ῀ܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܛ᾽ᾰܝܷ ᾿ܲܢᾷܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥ
ܭܑܸ ᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ ܪܥ ܭܷܤܛιܖ ܱΆܪܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܫܸܛܪܸ᾿ܲܭ
Ᾱܢ ᾷܫܸܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾐΆܭᾷᾐܠܣ Άܠܱܥ ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ᾰܢܑܸ ᾿ܱܪܢܱܦܛᾰܬܥ
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ܧᾆܫܷܛܱᾱܢᾷܫܸܛᾱܢᾫΆܫ῀ܱܛܶ᾽ᾷᾐᾰܫܭܤܸܩܲܢ᾿ܧܝܶ῀ܛᾱܢᾹܠᾷᾐܭ᾽ܐ
ܤܩܲᾹܛᾫܢܓ῀ܛܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶܢᾫΆܑᾸܫ῀ܱܛܶᾼᾐܝܱܶᾼᾫܩᾙι
ܱᾺܝܱܨܷᾰܦܸ ᾿ܲܫܛ῀ܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ ܪܸ᾿ܲܭ ܲܝܱܛ ᾰᾁΆܠܸܲܛ ܱᾐܥܑܷᾺ
ܱܪ᾿ܕ ᾊܥܩιܖ ᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ ῀ܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ ܲᾹ SRZHU SRLQWܢᾷܤܭܲᾠܣ
ܲܢܝܭ ᾰᾁΆܡܑܸ ῀ܛܱᾺᾗܛܷ ᾢᾰܘ ܲܫܱܡܱܶܛ ᾐܫ῀ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ᾜΆܫܸܛܲܢܝܭ
ܲᾠܝܲᾠܝ ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ܭܸܧܲܛܐ  $FWLRQV $FWLRQ EXWWRQ DQLPDWLRQV DQG WULJJHUVܨܲܭܢ
ᾌΆܥᾺܛܱܱܲᾰܧܢ Άܪܱᾞ῀ ᾚܥܶᾹܦܶ ܢܱΆ ܑᾸܪܛᾰܦܸ ܫܸܛܱᾌܧܫܸܲܭ
ܲᾤΆܫܛᾱܫܢᾱᾁܧܑ ܱܪ᾿ܕ ܱΆܪܩܱιܦ ܛܱܧܲܫܱܡܱܶܛ ᾰܪܸܛܪܸ᾿ܲܭܲܝܱܛ
ܱΆܪܛᾱܬܭ ΆܪΆ ᾚܧܡܑܸ ܛܱܢܲܫܕ ܩܸιܭܑ ܲᾤΆܫܛܲܤܲܡܛ ᾰܛᾰܠܧܛܸ
᾿ܲܢܲܫܕ ῀ܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ ܫܸܛᾱܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥ ܱᾐ ܑᾞᾰᾁΆܥܷιܢ ᾿ܱܤܢܑ
ᾰܫܸܛܪܸ᾿ܲܭ ܲܝܱܛ ᾜΆܫܸܛܢܸᾸܬ ᾙᾊᾜΆ ᾁܪ᾿ܝܶ ᾌᾷᾐᾲܕ ܲιᾁܢᾷܧܡܑܸ
ᾷܫܸܛܲܫܱܡܱܶܛ
ᾲܛܱܱܲᾰܧܢ
ܱΆܪܪ᾿ܱܝܶ

ᾷܬܸܲܦܢ ᾽ܭᾞܘ ῀ܛᾱܠܱܥ ܲᾺܬܱܦܶ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾌΆܥᾺܛܲᾰܥιܛ ᾿ܲܧܩܸܥᾁᾺܭ
ܨܸܭ ܲ᾿ ܑᾹᾠܧܛܸܭ ᾌΆܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܱ῁ᾰܭ ܠܱܩ῀ Ᾱܛᾱܢ
ᾞܘ ᾿ܱܩᾹܕ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܩܱܦ ܪܸܲܣ ܢᾐ ܑᾸܛᾰܢ ᾷܢᾞᾸܭ ᾐܥᾹܕ ܪܸ᾿ܲܭܧܦܸ
᾿ܲܢᾷܠܱܡܷᾶܛᾞᾗᾐᾰܘܢܸܥᾹܕᾶᾌΆܭܷܛᾰܦܸᾊܥᾺܕܢܸᾷܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܛܱ᾽ᾰܥ
ᾌΆܥᾺܧᾼܝܶ ᾲܨܢιᾠᾷܛ ܲܬܭΆܧܡܑܸ ῀ܛᾱܠܲܢܠܱܥ ܱᾐ ܑᾞᾰᾁΆܥܷιܢ
Άܭᾷᾐܧܲܛܲᾰᾁ ᾙᾰܭ᾿ܛ ᾰܢܸᾷܧܡܑܸ ܧܷܪܷܲܭܨܸܲܭ ῀ܛܲܝιܧ ᾙܧܲܫܕ ܢܑᾸ
Άܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥ ιᾁᾺܢ ᾁᾰᾁΆܭ ܲܬܭ ܛᾰܦܸ ܫܸܛᾱܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥ ܱᾌᾰᾁΆܛܶ
ᾺܢܸܲᾸᾐܩܱᾼᾸᾐܨܐܧܸܭܸܢܷܱܲᾹܭܡܱܦ
ᾞܘ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܧܦܸ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ ᾼᾜΆܝܶ ܲܢᾘ᾽ᾷ
ܩᾹܕ ܱܢܩܲܛᾌܥ᾿ܧܝܶ ܤܷܭῂܝܶ Άܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥ
᾽ᾫܢܷᾷܠܱܣܷ
ᾞܘ
ᾷܠܱܥ
᾿ܲܢᾷܠܲܢ
ܛܱܢܲܫܕ ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ᾰܫܸܛܲܭ῀ܛܷ ᾌΆܥᾺܛܛܷ
ܱΆܪܠܲܭܲᾌܥܲᾺܢܦ
Ὰܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥ ܱܛܷܱܛܲܝ ܩᾹܕ %HQMDPLQ %ORRP
ܠܥᾊᾺܥᾺܕ ܛᾰܩܲܝ ᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾦᾰᾁᾰܛܢܸᾸܬᾶᾊ᾿ ᾁܐ Άܐ  ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܱܨܥܷ
 %ORRPಬVܛܸ῀ܱܛܶ ܧܠܸᾞܭ ᾽ܱܢܱᾼᾸܨܐ Ᾱᾠܕ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܛܛܷ ῀ܛܲܭ῀ܛܷ
᾿ܱܤܲܩιܥܲᾹܥ Ὰܫܸܛܩܸܲ ᾙܭ῀ܛܷ ᾰܢᾐ ܑᾸܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܛᾰܬܸ Ᾱᾠܕ \7D[RQRP
ᾔΆܩܲܢ ᾞΆܭܱᾶᾌܛܶ ᾿ܱᾊܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܢܸܩιܛ ᾔΆܩܲܢ ܲᾰᾁΆܢܲᾸܝ ܲᾹܫܛܢܸᾸܬᾁ
ᾠΆܛܷᾞܦܶ

᾿ܢܱ῀ᾦܛܶ ᾿ ᾗܱܲᾸᾐܢ᾽ᾫ ᾂܤܸܲܣ ܫܸܛᾱܠܱܥ ᾊܥᾞᾷᾐᾺܛ ᾐܨܭ
ܠܸܥᾤᾰᾁ ᾊᾺܩιܛ ῀ܛܲܭ῀ܛܷ ᾜΆܐ ܩܸιܭܧܲܛܐ ᾿ܢᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܢܸܢᾊᾷܥ
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ܦܸιᾠܘ ܲᾹܩιܭ ܱᾼᾸᾐܨܐ ܫܸܛܲܢᾁܥ ܪܥ ܲᾹܢᾷܠܱܥ ιᾁΆܛ ܱᾹܢ῀ܛᾹܩܲܢ
ᾞܘ ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ᾰܢܸܢܲᾸܩ ܱᾼᾸᾐܨܐ ᾿ܢܱ῀ᾦܛܶ ܲᾸᾐܩ ܫܸܛܦܸιᾠܭܷ
ᾰܢܸᾷܠܱܥ ܩܲᾹܧܥ ᾿ܢܲᾷܢܱܭܲܭ Ᾱᾠܕ ܱܲܝ ܲᾹ ᾙᾊᾫܫܛᾱܢ ᾿ܢᾞܭ ᾙᾊᾫᾰᾁ
῀ܛܲܭ῀ܛܷ ᾽ᾰᾁΆܫܭ ܫܸܛᾹܩܲܢ ܧܲܛܐ ᾿ܢܱᾰᾁܭᾞܓ ܩܸᾹܘ ܛܱܢܲܢܱᾶᾌ ᾗܛܶ
ܲᾫܩܠܥ ᾺܢܸܩܲᾹܧܥ ῀ܛ᾽ܭ ᾽ᾷᾐܫܭ ܤܸܩܲܢ ܲᾰᾁΆܢܲᾸܝ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ᾠΆܥܶ ܧܷܪܷܲܢܧܭ Άܫܑ ܛܱܭܲܩ ܲᾫܩܠܥ Ὰܧܸܲܬܱܦܶ ᾐܩܲܛܱιᾠܦ ܛܱܭܲܩ
Άܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥ ᾺܢܸܥᾹܕ ᾰᾁΆܪܸܲܣ ᾹᾠΆܕ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܱ῁ᾰܭ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܫ῀ܱܛܶ᾿ܲܢܤܦ῀ܛ᾽ܭܥܱܱܲᾺܧܢ
ܦܷᾌܦ ܪܸܢᾫ ᾂᾠܤܸܲܣ ܲᾹܤܭܡܱܦ ᾞܘ ܲܭ᾿ܛ ܲ῁ᾰܦܢ ܧܩܑܸᾹ
ܭܷܛܱܧܱܛᾰܨܸᾌᾲᾆܖ

ܲܭ᾿ܛ

ܲ῁ᾰܦܢ

᾿ܱܤܢ

ᾐܩܲܛܑᾞᾰ



ܛܱܢܭᾼܐ

ܩܱιܦ ܧܸܪܸܲܣ ܢܲ ܑᾸܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܫܸܛᾱܫܭ ᾿ܧܲܤܲᾹܦ ᾐܠܲܭܲܩܱܦ
ᾌᾷᾐᾲܕ ᾰᾁܩܸᾙܪܸܢ ܢ ᾌᾷܬܸܲܦܢ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܧᾼܝܶ ܲܝιܧ῀ ᾙܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ
ܩܱιܦ ܛܱܭܲܩ ܭܥ ᾔܢܸܢᾊᾷܥ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ῀ܛᾱܠܲܢᾷܠܱܥ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾷܪ᾿ܝܶ
῀ܛ᾽ܭܥܲᾺܥιܛ ܲܭ᾿ܛ ܲ῁ᾰܦܢ ܲܬܭܧܡܑܸ ܧᾼܝܶ ᾊᾲܥΆ Ὰܧܱܠܛ ᾐܧᾶᾊܭܷ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܛܲᾰܝιܧᾙ
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᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛ᾿ܩιܛܲܭ᾿ܛܲ῁ᾰܦܢܲܬܭܧܡܑܸιᾠΆܦܲܤܲܡܛ

Ᾱܡܲᾞῃܛ᾽7ܟܲܭܛ
᾽ܫܱܧܲܝܱᾼᾲܨܐιᾠΆܦ᾽ܫܱܧܨܸᾌܛ
ᾞܢܶܭܸ᾽ܝܷᾹܢܱܣܛܪܓΆܤܭܥܱܡܲᾞῃܛ
ܨܸᾐܦ᾽ܱᾗᾑܛܷ

ܨܸᾙᾹᾔ

᾽ܙ ܲܤܲܡܛ ᾿ܲܫܛܩܸܱ᾽ ᾐܧܲܤܢ ιᾠΆܦ ᾆܨ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܪܱܛ ᾞΆܭ ܲܤܑ
᾿ܧܝܶ ܲᾹܧܲܤܲܡܛ ᾰܢܸܥᾹܕ ᾐܩܲܛܱܥܷᾺܬܛܲܢ ᾷܛܱܧܲܭᾞܛ ᾰܧܲܝܭܱܧܲܢᾷ
ܲܬܭ ܧܡܑܸ ιᾠΆܦ ܲܤܲܡܛ ܱΆܩܷܲܛ῁ܲܛܦ ܱΆܩܷܲܛܱᾶܛ ᾰܛܱܪܲܧܱܭ ܲᾹܧܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ
ᾤΆܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾤΆܩιܛ ܲܭ᾿ܛ ܲᾰܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܧܮܲܭ ܤܱܢᾷܛܦ ᾞΆܢ
 $JH RIܛܱܦܛܲᾜܤܲܡܛ Άܛ ᾜܧܩܸᾐ ܑᾹܩܲܛܲ᾿ ܑᾞᾰܢᾷܠܑ ܤܱܧܦܸᾹܢᾙ
ܲᾹᾠܤᾙᾹ

῀ܛ᾽ܭܧܠܸܓ ᾜΆܦܸܩܲܢ ܲᾜΆܝιܧᾐ ᾙܩܲܛ῁ܛܲܢ  &RPSXWHU
Άܫܢܧܡܑܸ῁ܲܦܢܱᾹܢΆܮܲܛܱᾰܥܶܧܲܛܱᾰܧܦܸᾹܢᾙ
ΆܡܧܥܲᾺܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢܤܱܦܞܲܣᾱᾁΆܬܭܲܤܲܡܛ


ܛܲܢ ῀ܛᾺᾗܩܲܝ ܲᾹܧܲܭ᾿ܛ ܢܱ᾽Ᾰܝ ῁ܲܦܢ ιᾠΆܦ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܫܛܨܸܲܢܲᾷܤܲܡܛ
ܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܧܪܸܲܣ ܥΆܨܐ ܧܸܲܭ᾿ܛܲ῁ᾰܦܢ ᾐܩܲܛᾞܭ ᾌܥᾺܛܲᾰܥܱᾶܛ ᾿ܲܭܫ
ᾌܥᾌܒ Άܫܢܧܡܑܸ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾷܛܱܝᾷᾐΆ ᾙᾨᾚᾲܤܸ ῀ܛܲܝιܧ ᾙܫ῀ιᾁܢܥιܛ
ᾐܩܲܛᾞܭιᾠܥܶᾜΆܫܸܛܱᾌᾰܨܱܥ
ᾤΆ Learning Tamil Education & Teaching Throughܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾤΆܩιܛ ܲܭ᾿ܛܲ῁ᾰܦܢ
)Computer & Internet
῀ܛᾱܫܢ ܤܱܦܫܱܨܖ ᾿ܱܠܱܢܶ ᾿ܲܫܛܲܩܱܥܶᾌܢܷ ܩܱᾹܥܷ *RRJOHFRP



ᾰܛܠ᾿ᾥܥᾢܘܲܫܘᾜΆܪܸܢܲᾷܥιܛᾜΆܪܸܩιܛܲܭ᾿ܛܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܢιᾠᾷܛᾰܬܸܲܦܢ
ܧܱܲܥܶܫ῀ᾷᾐܠܸܲܛܲᾰᾁᾰܭ᾿ܛܲ῁ᾰܦܢᾐܭᾞܭܲܛᾱܬܭΆܫܢܧܡܑܸܛܱܫܛܲܝܱܛ
ܤܱܦܠܱܨܷܲܧܓ ܢܲ᾿ ܑᾞᾸܢᾷܪܱܛ ܤܱܧܦܸܬܥ ᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ ῁ܲܦܢ Άܨܱܛܳܛᾱ
ܲܩܱᾹܢܷ ᾿ܲܧܲܝ῁ᾲܛܲܣ ܱΆܥܷιܛ ᾰܛܱܪܲܧܱܭ ܲᾹܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ܱᾐܥܷιܢ ῀ܛ᾿ܠܱܥ
ᾐܩܲܛᾌܔܲܝܲ῁ᾲܛܦᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܧܪܸܬܦܲᾰᾁΆܝܭ᾿ܱᾊܣܲܫܭܶ

῀ܛܱᾌܥᾠܭܷܪܥ ᾿ܲܢܥιܛ ܲܭ᾿ܛ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܫܛܲܫ῀ܥ ܫ῀ܓ ᾿ܲܭܱܧܲܝܪܷܦ
᾿ܲܢᾷܩ᾽Ὰᾗܛܣܤܢ῀ܑᾞᾸܛܱ῁ᾫܢᾷܩιܖܱᾠܭܩιܖܲᾰᾁΆܢᾁܥܱᾞܭܶῂܘܤܢܑᾞᾸ
ܤܱܦܝܱܦܷ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܩᾺᾗܦܱܨܲܛ ᾫΆܛܱܩᾹܣ ܩܸܲᾰᾁΆ ᾙܥιܛ ᾿ܲܫܛܲܫ῀ܥ ܫ῀ܓ
ܤܱܪܲܧܠܸܥ᾽ ᾊᾺܭ᾽ܝ ܡܱܛ ܳ᾽ᾫܢ ᾰᾁᾷܤܸܝᾲܨܲܥ Ὰܢᾐ ܑᾸܢܳᾊᾷܣ ᾜΆܪܸܲܣ
ܲᾤΆܧܩܸιᾁΆ ᾙܛ ܲܭ᾿ܛ ᾿ܲܧܩܸ ᾙܢᾐ ܑᾸܠܥᾺܧᾼܝܶ Άܛܲᾙܩ ܲܭ᾿ܛܲ῁ᾰܦܢ
ᾐܠܥιܖ᾿ܢܱᾠܦᾞΆܥܶܲᾤΆܧܩܸܲᾰᾁΆᾙܥιܛ
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 ܲ 'LSORPD (GXFDWLRQܭ᾿ܛ ܱᾹᾠܝ  ܲ (OHPHQWDU\ (GXFDWLRQܭ᾿ܛᾰܪܸܬܦ



ᾫΆܩܥܶᾹܧܥ ܱᾶᾌܛܱܶܲᾸᾐܢܶ ᾷܫܸܛᾱܠܲܢܲᾷܭᾢܛ ܩᾹܕ Άܠܥ Άܧܠܥ
ܲܝܱᾼᾲܨܐ᾿ܢᾊᾙܭܱܲᾲᾆܧܸܲܭ᾿ܛܲ῁ᾰܦܢܤܩܲᾹܛܱܲܲᾗܭܢᾞܥܷ῀ܛᾱܫܢܧܡܑܸ
ᾐܧܱܱܲᾌᾰᾁܨܱܥ᾿ܧܝܶܤܱܢᾷܛܦܲᾹܢᾷܧܡܑܸ῁ܲܦܢᾞΆܭܲܛᾱܬܭܨܸܭ

ܐܛܱܦܪΆᾚܧܡܑܸ῀ܛ᾽ܧܪܸܬܦιᾁΆܛ῁ܲܦܢܱᾨΆܭ᾿ܲܭܱܛܱܲᾰܦܶ
ᾸᾐܤܸܲܢܥܢᾸܠܛ῀ܛ᾽ܱܩܲܛ῀ܱܛܶܲᾸᾐܩܨܸܭ῀ܛ᾽ܭܪܸܢᾷܧܲܝܢܷܧܲܢ᾿ܑᾸܢᾙ
ᾜΆܦܸܬܲܛܲᾰܤܝ ܱᾞܭܶῂܘ Άܛᾱܝܲ῁ᾲܦܢ ῄܥΆܪܱܛܶ ᾞΆܭ ܲܛᾱܧܑ ܛܱܫܛᾶᾌܐ
ܤܱܛᾦᾰܛ᾽ܭܲᾠܝ
ܲ῁Ὰܦܢ
῀ܛᾱܠܱܥ
ιᾠᾷܛ
᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܢ

ܲ῁Ὰܦܢ
᾽ܭܲᾠܝܲᾤΆܧܥ᾿ܲܥᾁᾺܭܱᾶᾌܛܶιܦܷܤܸܲܩᾹܘΆܢᾸܥᾺܘᾹܠᾷᾐܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥ
Ὰܤܸܢܑ ῀ܛ᾽ܱܩܲܛᾞܭ ܲܛᾱܬܭ ῀ܛᾱܧܠܥ ῁ܢܲܩܱᾹܝ ᾦᾰᾁᾲܛ᾽ܟܫܑܸ ιᾠΆܦ
ᾦᾰᾁᾰܛ᾽ܭܲᾠܝ ܲᾤΆܫܛܱᾌܣ ῀ܛᾱܢ ῀ܛ᾽ܬܲܦܢ ܲᾰᾁΆܝܭ ᾿ܲܫܛܱᾌܣ ܩܲܥ ܱ᾽ᾰᾁΆܥ
῀ܛܲܝιܧ ᾙܨܲܭܳܢ ᾷܢᾸܠܣ ΆܪܲᾹ ᾚܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ܧܸܲܝ῁ᾲܛܲܣ ᾞΆܢιᾠᾷܛ ܲܭ᾿ܛ
ܧܸܲܭ᾿ܛ ܲ῁ᾰܦܢ ᾽ܧܲܭܡܱܦ ܭܡܱܦ ܱᾨΆܭ ᾿ܱᾊܣ ܩܲܥ ῀ܛ᾽ܱܩܲܛᾞܭ ᾼᾐܝܶ
῀ܛ᾽ܱܩܲܛᾞܭܱᾊܛΆܭ᾽ܐܛιܛᾰܛܱܦܪܲᾹᾚܢᾷܧܡܑܸ

᾿ܢܲ ᾙܭ᾿ܛᾰܥΆܨܐ ῀ܛ᾽ܬܲܦܢ ܢᾪܢܝ  ܲᾰᾁΆܝܭ ᾿ܲܧܛܸᾱܪܑ
ܲ ᾗܱܲᾸᾐܭܢᾞܥܷ Άܧܡܑܸ ιᾁΆܢܥιܛ ܨܸܭ ᾊᾺᾗܥᾺܠܥ Ὰܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥ
ιᾠܛΆܪΆᾚܫܢܧܡܑܸܬܸܲܦܢ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܢᾪܢܝ᾿ܲܧܱܲܝܷܱᾶᾊᾲܥᾐܩܲܛᾞܭ
᾿ܲܧܲܤܦ᾽ܞܶ ᾽ܭܥᾹܕ ᾽ܤܱܞ ܔ᾽ ᾙܧܱܲܲܝܱܨܥܷ Άܠᾞܭ ῀ Άܛ᾽ܱܩܲܛᾞܭ
᾽ᾰܥ᾿Ᾱ ܸܰᾊܨܢܱܦܷܱܢ ᾽ ᾜܧܱܲܲܝܱܨܥܷ ᾽ܱܢᾁᾷܭ ܲܬܭ ιᾁܢܥܲᾺܥιܛ ᾰܬܸܲܦܢ
ܢᾸܢ Άܫܢܧܡܑܸ ᾿ܱᾊܣ ܲܤܦ᾽ܞܶ ᾽ܱܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾰܬܸܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܢᾷܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥ
ܦܸᾞܥܶ ܱᾊιᾁܣܲ Ᾰܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ܧܷܧܸܲܢܱܨܛ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾷᾐܭܸ ܫܸܛܱιܝܶ ῁ܲܦܢ
 ܱܲᾺܥܷ ῄܪ᾽ܱܝ ᾽ܠܱᾰܠ ܢ᾽Ᾰܝܷᾲܠܸܱܣ ܱܲܛܷܱ᾽ ܰᾱܫ῀Ᾰᾐܢᾊᾷܢܷ
ᾺܫܸܛᾱܥܲιܝΆܨᾢᾗܥܱܛܦ᾽ܱܩܲܛᾞܭܲᾷᾐܝܭ᾿ܲܭܱܧܲܢܑᾸܛܱܪܦܷᾦᾰᾁΆܛᾱܠᾞܭ
᾿ܲܢᾷܠܲܢܲᾷܭ᾿ܛᾺᾗᾰܩܲܝܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܱܲܛܷܲ᾿ܰᾱܬܲܦܢᾼᾐܝܶܲܝܱᾼᾲܨܐܲܩιܥ
᾽ܱܩܲܛᾞܭܱᾶᾌܛܶιܦܷ῀ܛܲܝιܧιᾁᾙܢܥᾺܡܑܸ

᾽ܭܥᾹܕ ܱܛܦܲܝܱܭܰ ܱᾌܥܷܱܣܷ ᾽ܠܱᾰܠ ܢ᾽Ᾰܝܷ ᾲܠܸܱܣ ܱᾹܥᾺܞ
ܬܱܝܷ ιᾠܛ ᾊܥᾺܩܸ ᾙܬܸܲܦܢ ᾽ܭܥܱιᾠܧܲܡܥ ᾿ܲܢᾷܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥ ܱܧܷܲܛܱᾰܠܷ
᾽ܱܫ῀ᾷᾐܦܸܭᾊܭ ῀ܛܨܸᾌܛ ܲᾰܝܱᾼᾲܨܐ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ܲܩιܥ ᾺܧܢܸᾷܧܱᾳܨܱΆܝ
ܱᾹܥᾺܞ ܫܸܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܧܲܢܲᾸܤᾹܢܶ ιᾁΆܛ ῁ܲܦܢ ΆܪܲᾹ ᾚܢᾷܧܡܑܸ
ᾐܩܲܛܱᾶᾊᾞᾰܛܶιᾠᾰܭܷܨܭᾹܠᾷᾐܭ᾽ܐΆܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥ
ܤܸܢܱܝܱܪ᾿ܱܲܛܤᾹܢܲᾹܢᾷܧܡܑܸ῁ܲܦܢ

᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ ᾽ᾦᾰᾁܭܠܱᾶܛܶ Άܡᾶܕ ιᾁΆܛ ܲܭ᾿ܛ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ܢܷᾪᾊᾢᾞᾸ
῁ܲܦܢ ܲᾷᾐܫ ܫܸܛᾱܠܱܥ ܱ῀ᾦΆܛܶιᾠᾰܛ ᾿ܲܧܩܸ ᾙܤܱܦܥܪܲ ᾆܩܲᾹܧܡܸᾐ
ιᾁܢܥܲᾺܥιܛ ܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܧܪܸܲܣ ܥΆܨܐ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ᾐܩܲܛᾠܥܶ ܦܸᾞܥܶ Άܫܢܧܡܑܸ
᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܱܨܥܷ Ὰܛܱܧܲܬܭ Άܪܲܛᾱܐ ܩܸιܭܧܲܛܐ ܲܝܲιܧܥܲᾺܬܱܦܶ ܲܝܲιܧܥᾨᾷᾐᾺܕ
᾽ܱܩܲܛᾞܢιᾠᾷܛ᾽ܭᾞܘ
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Ὰܬܸܲܦܢ ᾽ܭܱܨܤܱܧܛܸܭ ᾶᾌܨܑ ᾽ܱܭܷᾌܥᾌܒ ᾿ܲܧܲܝιܧιᾁΆ ᾙܛ ῁ܲܦܢ
᾽ܤܲܧܛܸܭ ᾞܘ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܢܱܧܱܲܢܶ ᾷܛᾊᾰܥᾺܢᾨܕ ܱܲᾸᾐܢܶ ܦܷᾌܦ ܝܥܷ
ܱܦ ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܱܨܥܷ Ὰܫܸܛܲܝܲιܧܥ ᾨᾷᾐᾺܕ ܲܝܲιܧܥܲᾺܬܱܦܱܶᾼܭ ܛܱܛᾦᾰܛ᾽ܭܑ
ܛιܛ ῁ܲܦܢ ܢܱܧܱܲܢܶ ܱܭܷܢᾨܕ ܱܭܷܝܥܷ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾽ܱܩܲܛᾞܭ ܲܛᾱܬܭ ᾹܤᾹܣ
ܲܝܲιܧܥᾨᾷᾐᾺܕ ܤܱܛᾦᾰܛ᾽ܭܑ ᾽ܤܲܧܛܸܭ ܱᾞܩܶιܦ ᾞΆܤܱᾊܣܩܲܥ ܲᾞΆᾗΆܭ
᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܱܨܥܷ Ὰܛܱܧܲܬܭ Άܪܲܛᾱܐ ܩܸιܭܧܲܛܐ ܲܝܲᾲܧܥܲᾺܬܱܦܶ ܲܝܲιܧܥᾺܡܛᾰܪܑ
᾽ܱܩܲܛᾞܭܲܛᾱܬܭ

ܬܸܲܦܢ ܲᾤΆܢᾷܤܸ ܤܕ Άܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܛܸܱܲܲᾰܢᾷܥ ᾨᾷᾐܕ ᾲᾆܥܷ
᾿ܲܢܥ᾽Ὰܫܭ
῁ܲܦܢ
ܲιᾁᾺܢᾷܧܡܑܸ
ᾱᾁᾶᾌܥᾞΆܥܶ
ܲᾤΆܭܱܧܲܢܑᾸ
῁ܲܦܢᾫΆܫ῀ܱܛܶιᾠᾰܛιᾁΆܢܥܲᾺܭܲιᾠܧܥܧܸܲܭ᾿ܛܲᾰܬܭ῁ܲܦܢܱᾊᾤΆܣ᾿ܧ
ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥ᾿ܧܝܶᾲܛܱܧܲܭᾞܛᾰܛܱܧܡܸᾠᾐܓΆܫܢܧܡܑܸ
ರܤܷܠܛᾰᾁᾰܢܸᾸܢ ᾿ܢᾰᾁܐ ܱᾹܩܷܱᾹܝ ܤܷܠܛᾰܪܸܢ Ᾱܕ ᾿ܢᾞܢᾷܩᾹᾠ ᾗܒಯ
ᾷܢܸܥᾹܕ ܦܸܠܛ ᾽ܱܩܷιܥܶ ᾐΆܭᾼܝܶ ᾲܛιܛ ܲܭ᾿ܛ ᾤΆܢ᾽ᾷܫܭ ܫܸܛᾰܦ Ᾱᾠܕ
᾽ܱܧܱᾹᾙᾊܥܶ᾽ܭܪᾺᾗܛᾱܝ᾽ܱܤܲܢᾌᾷܥܲᾫܫܢܶ

ιᾠΆܝΆܫܢܧܡܑܸ῁ܲܦܢᾞΆܢܲܝܱܛܤܷΆᾙᾹܣܑᾹᾠܧܸܦܸܠܛᾰܢᾸ
᾽ܤܱᾊܣ ܪܥ ᾼᾐܝܶ ᾲܛܱܦܪᾤΆ ᾚܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾤΆܩιܛ ܲܭ᾿ܛ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܦܱܩܱܦ
ܱᾌܢܷܥᾺܡܑܸܫܸܛ᾽ܬܲܦܢᾐܩܲܛᾼܝܶᾲܩܲ῁ᾫܛܦܲܢᾌᾷܥιܖܛܸܤܲ᾿ᾗᾹܫܛᾱܛᾙ
ܨܡܓ ܛܱܧܦܸᾨܝܶ ᾲܧܸܦܸܲܛܦ ܲᾹܬܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܧܢܑ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭ ܲܩܲᾹܦᾌܦ
Άܫܢܧܡܑܸ῁ܲܦܢܱᾹܢᾐܭ῁ܛܲܢᾷܛܱܧܲܭᾞܛܩιܥᾺܘᾰᾁΆܭܸ

Ὰܬܸܲܦܢ ܱΆܪ᾿ܫܶܲܫܛܩܸᾆᾷ ᾐܨ ᾿ܱᾊܥᾹܧܥ ܲᾺܤܲܡܛ ܫ῀ܱᾐܥܷιܢ
ᾰܛܱܦܢᾷܨܑ ܱᾌܢܷᾷܢᾷܨܑ Άܣ Άܧܮܲܭ ܧܱܲܲ῁ᾫᾰᾁܛܦ ᾐܭᾞܭ ܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ
ܪܸ᾿ܲܭܛᾰܩܦܦܸΆܣ῁ܲܦܢ῁ܲܦܢܱᾹܢܲܬܱܦܶܠܲܭᾸᾐܪܛ
῀ܛܱᾌܥ᾿ܧܝܶܲᾹܫܛܲܝܥܷ᾿ܝܶ
ܪܱܛ ܤܱܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ ܲܢ᾽ܱᾕܭ ᾶᾊܭ᾽ܠܱܢܶ ܲᾤΆܫܛܲܝܥܷ᾿ܝܶ ᾷᾐᾲܤܸ
ιᾠܥܶ ܲᾤΆܬܲܦܢ ᾷܫܸܛᾱܨܥܲܭ ܧܲܛܐ Άܨܥܲܭ ܲᾫܢܥ ܡܸܭܠ
ܱΆܩܷܲܛ῁ܲܛܦ

x

ܲᾫܢܥ Ὰܫܸܛ᾽ܧܥܶ ᾿ܢܲᾷܫ ܫܸܛ᾿ܭܛܢܲ᾿ ᾁᾠᾸܬܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܫܛܲܝܥܷ᾿ܝܶ
ܲᾹܫܛܲܝܥܷ᾿ܝܶ ᾼᾐ ᾙᾊᾰᾁΆܝܶ ᾲܛܱܢܲܫܕ ܩܸιܭܧᾢܢ᾿ ᾙܢᾼܝܶ
ᾐܢᾁᾸܢᾷܩܱιܥܷ῀ܛܱᾌܥ᾿ܧܝܶ

x

ܨܸᾫܩܸܲܣ
Ά7KH7DPLO,QWHUQHWLVDOVRܧܲܝᾴܫܛᾰܪܸܛܤܱܢᾷܛܦܲᾹܛܪܓΆܫܢܧܡܑܸ



WKHZRUOGಬVELJJHVWHQF\FORSHGLDRIIHULQJDFFHVVWRDZRUOGIRUOHDUQLQJDQGWHDFKLQJ
$OVRRYHUWKHZRUOGWKHFRPSXWHUDQG7DPLO,QWHUQHWDUHJLYLQJ(GXFDWLRQDODFWLYLWLHV
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OLNHVSHHFKHVLQWKHVWDJHVGXULQJWKH$QQXDOGD\VRIWKHLUUHVSHFWLYHVFKRROV7KH
FKLOGUHQಬVDUHJLYLQJDOVRWUDLQLQJ7DPLO'UHDPVOLNH5DPD\DQD 0DKDEDUDWKDP


7KHFRQIHUHQFHRUJDQL]HGE\7DPLO,QWHUQHWFRQIHUHQFHFRPPLWWHHZLOOEHDQ

RSSRUWXQLW\ IRU WKH SDUWLFLSDQWV UHVHDUFKHUV DQG FRPPRQ SHRSOH SDUWLFXODUO\ WKH
\RXQJHU JHQHUDWLRQ IURP LQGLD DQG DEURDG WR H[FKDQJH LGHDV DQG WKRXJKWV RQ
YDULRXVDVSHFWVRI7DPLO&XOWXUHV

ܑᾸܢᾷ ܱܣܱܦ ܧܡܑܸ ῁ܲܦܢᾌ ܲܛܪܓᾤ῀ܲܬܲܦܢ ܫᾹ ᾙᾹܷܤιܩᾷܸܢᾺ
ܲܝܱܛܨܲܥᾰᾁΆ ܱܨܷܳܝ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭᾌΆ ܩܲܝᾺܷܱܥᾌΆ ܥܶܠܸܣᾠܩܲܛᾐ ᾽ܟܲܩ
ܶܥᾞܦᾰܛᾦΆ ܛ᾽ܟܲܭܛᾦΆ ᾙܸܛ᾽ܭܤᾦΆ ᾗܛ᾽ܭܪᾦΆ ܢᾱܫܛᾐ ܩܲܝᾺᾗܲܦᾰܛ
ܛᾞᾷᾐܦܷܫܸܛιܷܛ῀ܱܛᾦܠᾹܕᾌᾷᾐܸܨᾰ῀ܛ᾽ܱܩܲܛ

ܐᾼᾫᾰܛᾌܸܨᾰᾁᾷᾐܸܲܣܡᾹܩᾓ᾿῀ܛ
 7DPLO6WXGLHVVLQIRUHLJQ&RXQWLHV

 ܷܱܪܱܛΆᾘܱܲ᾿ܥܶܠܸܣιܩᾙܧܡܑܸ᾿ܢᾙܱܣܱܦ᾿ܢᾊ᾿῀ܛ᾽ܟܲܩ
῁ܛܲܣᾷܱܝܶܧܲܢιܶܲܬܱܥᾫ῀ܛ
 ᾽ܫܭ῁ܲܦܢܲܤܲܡܛᾲܲܝᾜΆ῁ܛܲܣܲܭ᾿ܛᾲܛܲܝᾦΆ
 ܑᾹܥᾷܧܡܑܸ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢᾷ᾽ܫܭ῁ܲܦܢᾲܲܝ
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AbstractVisualization is the graphical presentation of information, with the target of providing the
viewer information, to monitor trends embedded in data, and to explore huge volumes of data
from hypothesis generation. This study gives the review about visualization, its types, search
engines, tools and its usage in Natural Language Processing. Visualization technologies help
to categorize patterns and to mine insights from huge amounts of information. Visualization
technology shows significant promise from raising the value of large-scales collections of
information.
Keywords- Natural language processing, Visualization and Search Engine.
Introduction
Visualization
Visualization with a qualitative understanding of the information contents. It is also the
process of transforming concepts, objects, and numbers into a structure that is perceptible to
the human eyes.[1]
Visualization in Natural language Processing
The process of analyzing the input provided in a human language and transformation of this
input into a helpful form of representation. The field of Natural language Processing is
mainly concerned with getting computers to perform useful and interesting tasks with human
languages. Natural language Processing (NLP) data is wide ranging in scope but has specific
characteristics that mean the problems with visualizing large amounts of data are less
significant. This is because either the information is visualized as coloured markup on the
text, or the information is grouped over small segments of text, such as paragraphs or
sentences.[2]

Types of Visualization
Data Visualization
Data visualization is a graphical representation of numerical data. It understands the patterns,
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trends and relationships that exist in groups of numbers. It involves detection, measurement,
and comparison, and is improved by means of interactive techniques and providing the
information from various views and with multiple techniques. The precise data visualization
tool can present a difficult data set in a way that is simple to understand.[1]

Scientific Visualization
Scientific visualization is concerned with use of computer graphics for the analysis and
presentation of computed or measured scientific data. It exemplifies the skill of using
computer graphics techniques to explore results from numerical analysis and extract meaning
from complex multi-dimensional data sets. Few areas of scientific visualization are flow
visualization, chemical visualization, astrophysical visualization and medical visualization.
There are a number of different techniques to visualize scientific data, with reconstruction of
isosurface and direct volume rendering being the more common.
Information visualization
Information visualization is a computer-aided process that aims to reveal insights into an
abstract phenomenon by transforming conceptual data into visual-spatial forms. The
information visualization optimizes the use of our perceptual and visual-thinking ability in
dealing with phenomena that might not readily lead themselves to visual-spatial
representations [3].
Knowledge Visualization
Knowledge visualization represents the data results of a computer-simulated cognitive
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process, such as learning, perception, reasoning and association of some knowledge acquired
by human beings [4]
Visual Search Engines
Interactive graphical and visualization techniques are recommended to increase the ability of
the display to handle huge numbers of results while simultaneously presenting several
attributes for each Web page. Query reformulation and reconstruction is usually controlled by
the search engine leading to redundancy. Integrating the user in the progression of query
reformulation is done by visualizing the process itself and it benefits the overall search
relevance. An interactive Visual Search Engine visualizes both processes of query
reformulation and results presentation [5].
WhatsOnWeb is a search engine which provides a new efficient clustering algorithm, which
integrates new graph visualization algorithms and introduces a novel visual strategy for
exploring clustered graphs. Experimental analysis is performed to evaluate the effectiveness
of WhatsOnWeb+ as a search engine and performances is compared. It features three new
illustrative interfaces, based on radial, layered, and treemap and measures the Efficiency of
the clustering technique [6].
Yale Image Finder (YIF), a search engine that indexes text found inside biomedical images.
YIF provides more comprehensive research results by searching over text that may not be
present in the image description, and offers the ability to find related images and associated
papers by directly comparing image content [7].
Types of Graph
Graphs represent structured and connected data. Graph visualization has several areas of
application. A file hierarchy in a computer system is represented as a tree. It is necessary to
navigate through the file hierarchy in order to find a particular file. The problem in viewing
graph visualization is the size of the graph. Large graphs cause several complex problems. If
the number of elements is huge, it can compromise performance or reach the limits of the
viewing platform. This study presents a tree layout, H-tree layout., Balloon view, a cone tree,
Hyperbolic view of a tree in 3D, the Klein model for the hyperbolic plane, Fisheye distortion
and different schematic views of a tree namely ghosting, hiding, and grouping [8].

Tools
Visualization modules define graphical interfaces for viewing and manipulating data
structures, and graphical tools for experimenting with Natural language Processing (NLP)
tasks. This paper presents various modules for interfacing, building and displaying tree
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structures. It also provides a graphical tool for displaying and simulating finite state automata
and interactive graphical tool for experimenting with chart parsers. [9]
Conclusion
Complete human-level natural language understanding is still a distant goal, but there are
practical and usable partial NLP systems applicable to many problems NLP methods have
opened up new possibilities for high performance text understanding systems and
visualization. This work presented a general survey of text visualization, natural language
processing, visualization types, visual search engine, graphs and about visualization tools.
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Abstract:
Tamil literature has a rich and long literary tradition spanning more than two thousand years.
The oldest extant works show the signs of maturity indicating an even longer period of
evolution. This article presents a software framework for developing bilingual applications
for such Tamil literary. A desktop application is designed to validate the software framework
using the Tamil literature Thirukkural. Further the application for thirukkural is developed to
support Tamil and English languages. The application is designed with effective search
methods of Kural with a user friendly Graphical User Interface.
Index Terms: Bilingual, Framework, Unicode
1. INTRODUCTION
In Tamil, there are plenty of literature which consists of rich culture and greater values. To
expose the values of Tamil literatures there is a need to develop software applications which
supports bilingual or multilingual, so that any of the language users can taste the values and
the virtues of Tamil culture. At present in the field of Tamil computing very few desktop and
web based applications are available on Tamil literature. The proposed application is
developed for Thirukkural which belongs to the Sangam age of Tamil literary. This literary
has the rich values and it has been translated into many other languages all over the world. It
is one of the most famous Tamil literatures and most readable book in the world.
The aim of this article is to give readers a comprehensive overview of bilingual database and
to develop a framework for a bilingual database application. An application is
developed adapting to the framework and further the application is also evaluated. This
article intends to describe the structure of the bilingual database framework. Database
systems need to be efficient with respect to multilingual data. Databases can be classified
according to the types of it contents: bibliographic, full-text, numeric, and images. In
computing, databases are sometimes classified according to their organizational approach.
The most prevalent approach is the relational database, a tabular database in which data are
defined so that it can be reorganized and accessed in a number of different ways. The
database which is implemented to support two languages is called bilingual database and the
database that supports more than two languages is known as multilingual database.
The article is further organized as follows. In section 2 related works on multilingual
database are narrated in a nutshell. In section 3 the software framework developed for a
bilingual database application is presented. In Section 4 the software framework is validated
by implementing a desktop application adopting the framework. The conclusions are
proposed in section 5.
2. RELATED WORKS
A database is a collection of information that is organized so that it can easily be accessed,
managed, and updated. But it is quite difficult to store and manipulate more than one
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language in database. This section attempts to review several research works related to the
bilingual and multilingual information retrieval system.
Saraswathi.S et.al.,[1] have developed a generic platform for bilingual information retrieval
which can be extended to any foreign or Indian language. Search for the solution of the query
is not performed in a specific predefined set of standard languages but is chosen dynamically
on processing the user’s query. This system is tested for information retrieval using the
keywords alone and with the use of concept words obtained from the ontology. Isao Goto
et.al.,[2] have developed the database that is composed of news texts used for international
broadcasting services. The multilingual database is compiled from the news texts belonging
to twenty two languages. The research work describes the features of the database and the
process of compiling the database and also demonstrates a multilingual translation aid system
intended to support news translation. Jeffrey Sorensen et.al.,[3] have proposed a new
architecture that supports all types of database such as MSSQL, MySQL, Sybase, MSAccess
etc., This architecture also supports Unicode and full-text indexing. Two techniques are used
to retrieve the information namely string comparison and N-gram indexing. This system uses
Unstructured Information Management Architecture (UIMA) and many of the components to
provide access to a multilingual database documents.
Shafi S.M et.al.,[4] have presented the design of an interface for developing a database of
‘medieval manuscripts’ for accommodating data elements in multilingual and multiscript
medium using Unicode character sets. The design of the multilingual interface for medieval
manuscripts exhibits the exploitation of the opportunities offered by the information
technology without any constraints for the users. Victor Zue et.at.,[5] have developed
multilingual conversational systems that support human-computer interactions. It is based on
the premise that a common semantic representation can be extracted from the input for all
languages, at least within the context of restricted domains. In design of such systems,
language dependent information is separated from the system kernel as much as possible, and
encoded in external data structures. Helmat Berger et.al.,[6] have proposed an approach for a
multilingual natural language query interface that allows the formulation of queries on
tourism information. The interface is based on n-gram language identification and a keywordbased query interpretation where natural language analysis is performed for identification of
the requested objects. The web-based interface is designed to allow for easy addition of
alternative languages and for easy adaptation to other application domains.
Martin Andreson et.al.,[7] have proposed a framework for building a FEderated MUltilingual
database System(FEMUS). The term federated meant the global system that provides the
functionalities to include as components, different heterogeneous database systems
cooperating together. This system is responsible for transforming the global queries and
updates into statements for the component schema. In a multidatabase system, local
components are kept separate, such that no global federated schema exists. Petraki E et.al.,[8]
have proposed the utilization of a priori conceptual relations between terms that exist
independently of any documents through a controlled vocabulary known as thesaurus, which
incorporates both terms and the conceptual relations among them. The research work also
discusses the integration of multilingual thesauri in the set-theoretic FDB (Frame DataBase)
data model, which offers a universal schema for all applications. European Statisticians
Sharing Advisory Board and Uniter Nation Economic commission for Europe(UNECE)
Secretariat[9], with input and peer review from participants in the 2011 joint
UNECE/Eurostat/ OECD meeting on management of Statistical Information Systems (MSIS)
declared some principles to develop multilingual applications.
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Swpna.N et.al.,[10] described some of the most important areas of information retrieval, in
particular, Cross-lingua Information Retrieval (CLIR) and Multilingual Information Retrieval
(MLIR) where CLIR deals with asking questions in one language and retrieving documents
in different language and MLIR deals with asking questions in one or more languages and
retrieving documents in one or more different languages. It also explains a description on
cross-lingual and multilingual information retrieval, its challenges and current methods,
techniques and evaluation tracks to overcome problems for efficient and resourceful
searching. Thenmozhi D et.al.,[11] have developed a Cross Lingual Information Retrieval
(CLIR) system that helps the users to pose the query in one language and retrieve the
documents in another language. It addresses the issue of translating the given query in Tamil
to English using Machine Translation approach. It also uses a Morphological Analyzer to
obtain the root terms of source query. The system exhibits a dynamic learning approach
wherein any new word that is encountered in the translation process could be updated to the
bilingual dictionary. Jialun Qin et.al.,[12] have developed and evaluated a multilingual
English-Chinese Web portal in the business domain. A dictionary-based approach has been
adopted that combines phrasal translation, co-occurrence analysis, and pre- and posttranslation query expansion. The proposed approach can be applied in other web based
applications or digital libraries.
Abu Sayed Md. Et.al.,[13] have proposed a translator-based approach for handling
multilingual data that stores data in theoretical information way with minimum redundancy.
In this research work, the algorithms are developed for inserting the multilingual data into a
single non-redundant database and querying and updating the database. The algorithms have
been evaluated by syntactic data sets generated by a data generation program. The system is
implemented for two languages: English and Bangla. In this system, data has been stored in a
central server and clients can perform different operations in the database dynamically in a
distributed environment. A Thirukkural application called DailyKural is developed by Guru
Kathiresan[14]. It was developed as a desktop application to support Tamil and English
languages. The application is implemented with few search methods. The application allows
the user to view one Kural at a time. There is no feature to view the whole Kural under the
category of Chapter, Chapter Group and Section.
3. BILINGUAL SOFTWARE FRAMEWORK
The main aim of this section is to present the overview of bilingual software framework. The
proposed framework is developed for the Tamil literary, Thirukkural. The application is
developed with few reusable components such as: Database structure, Graphical User
Interface design and programming code. The objectives of the proposed system are: to
present a comprehensive overview of bilingual database applications, develop a software
framework for Tamil literary, and develop a desktop application for Thirukkural based on
framework and to validate the framework using bilingual database.

Figure 3.1 Bilingual Software Framework
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The software framework is depicted in figure 3.1. In the figure, bilingual interface represents
the graphical user interface of the proposed software. Process model includes the process
involved in retrieving the data from database based on the user’s query. The framework
provides user services which means user can install the application in their system wherever
they want to use. It allows the user to maintain the framework in the end system. The
framework utilizes the bilingual database to retrieve data that is developed with this
application.
4. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
The aim of this section is to describe the development phases involved in implementing the
software framework for Thirukkural. The system is implemented as a desktop application
using C#.Net Windows Forms as front end and MSSQL database as backend. To support
Tamil fonts in MSSQL, Unicode UTF-8 is used. The proposed framework is developed with
four modules. They are: 1) Selection of language, 2) Searching methods of Kural, 3)
Exporting to MSWord and MSExcel and 4) Facts about Thirukkural and Thiruvalluvar.
Selection of language is the first module that is used to select the language either Tamil or
English. The list of Kural is categorized under chapter and the list of chapters is structured in
hierarchy form using treeview control. By selecting the specific chapter from the treeview,
user can view the Kural.
The second module of this application is searching methods of Kural, which provides seven
different methods to search Kural efficiently. They are: search kural by kural’s number,
chapter’s number, name of the chapter, and name of the section, name of the chapter group,
starting and ending word of the Kural. The third module is exporting Kural from application
to MSWord and MSExcel. This module allows the user to export the Kural that they have
selected into word format or excel sheet. The system also contains the interesting facts about
Thirukkural and Thiruvalluvar. The source of Thirukkural in English is taken from
G.U.Popes Thirukkural Translation and commentary[15] and the source of Thirukkural in
Tamil is taken from M.Karunanithi’s commentary[16].
The system is evaluated using two assessment method. They are: Criteria-based assessment
and Tutorial-based assessment. In criteria-based assessment method, the usability and
maintainability of the application is evaluated. The installation process of the application is
clearly defined and the end user’s expectations are evaluated in this assessment. In tutorialbased assessment method, the software is evaluated by the experience of the user with the
application. The application is also tested with the Visual Studio Test Professional which is
used to identify the bugs and assures the quality of the application. The application is
evaluated by the Ph.D Scholars of Department of Tamil, Sacred Heart College. The feedback
given by the scholars are analyzed and the application is revised.
5.

CONCLUSION

A software framework for a bilingual database application is presented in detail. The
framework is evaluated by developing a bilingual desktop application for Thirukkural using
C#.Net Windows Forms as front end and MSSQL database as backend. The application is
portable and the user can install and access the application in any system. The Graphical User
Interface designed in the application is simple and user friendly. Effective search methods are
incorporated in the application to search the bilingual database based on a criteria.
The application has several reusable components so that it can be adopted for any other Tamil
literary by replacing Thirukkural. The bilingual database used by the application can be
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redesigned as a multilingual database by adding other languages like Malayalam, Hindi etc.,
To perform the semantic-based search, the framework can be further implemented by using
ontology as backend and C#.Net or Java as front end.
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ᾦΆܛܳ᾽ᾫܢᾦΆܛ᾿ܛܲᾰܝ᾿ᾢܢܲᾷܥιܛΆܧܲܛᾰܪܑܛᾱܝܲᾲܬܭܧܡܑܸ

Άܭ᾿ܝܶܲܢ᾽ܭܤܸᾙ
ܱܲܝܷ᾿ᾥܱܲᾗᾐᾲܛᾰܪܸܛ᾽ܱᾂܢ᾽ܭܪܸܢᾷܩܸܲ῁ᾷᾐܦܢ


ᾙΆܪᾹᾚܢܭᾨᾐܕ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܪܥᾞΆܛ ᾙΆܪᾹᾚܢܭᾆܥܷ Ὰܛܱܦܪܱܛ ܠܳᾶܣ ῁ܲܦܢ
᾿ܱܩιܭܑܱᾤΆܠܥᾺܩιܥܲᾹܥܨܸܭܑᾹᾠܭܑܸᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܛܲᾰܥιܛ᾿ܲܧܩܸܥᾁᾺܭ
ܪ᾿ܱܝܶ Ᾱᾠܕ ᾐܩܲᾹܛ᾽ܝܷᾹᾠܝܶ ᾦᾰᾁᾲܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܛܱܦܨܛܲܩιܭܶ ܲܭ᾿ܛ ܲ῁ᾰܦܢ
ܧܷܠܸܲܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܲܭ᾿ܛᾌΆܥᾺܨܢ᾿ܱܩιܭܧܲܛܐΆܧܡܑܸܲܤܲܡܛܪܸ᾿ܲܭܪܧܑ
ᾐܩܲܛᾙᾊܨܡܓ᾿ܲܧܩܸᾙܠܸܣܢܸܥᾹܕᾰᾁΆܭܸܧܲܢܥ᾿ܲܢᾷܤܦܲܛܱᾰܥܷᾺܥܸᾢᾺܝ



 ᾙΆܧܲܛᾰܪܑܛᾱܝᾙΆܧܡܑܸ



ܧܩܸܲ ܑᾹܭ᾿ܛ ᾰܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܛᾱܝ ܤܱܧܦܸܬܥ ῀ܛᾶᾌܐ  ܧܩܸᾰᾁܩܖ
ܧܲܛΆ ᾙᾰܧܡܑܸ ιᾁܢܭ᾽ܝܷᾹᾠܝܶ ܤܷܭῂܝܶ ᾦᾰᾁᾲܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾿ܲܧܪܸܲܣ
ᾜΆܨܸܓ ᾙΆܪܲᾹ ᾚܫܛᾱܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܛᾱܝ ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ܱᾐܥܷιܢ ᾐܩܲܛܱιᾠܛᾱܥ
᾿ܲܢܥᾹܕ ܲܝιܧᾹᾙܣ ܠܛιܢ ܑᾐ ᾙܤܩܲᾹܛᾰܠܸܲܛ ᾿ܲܧܪܸܲܣ ܩᾹܕ  ᾨᾷᾐ WH[Wܕ
ܪܸ᾿ܲܦܧܗ

ᾹܧܥܲᾹܧܲܫܱܡܱܶܛ᾿ᾢܢܲᾷܥιܛΆܧܲܛᾰܪܑܛᾱܝ

᾿ܱܤܐ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾰܠܸܲܛ  ᾦΆ LPDJHܛᾱܠܥ ܪܲܝ ܤܱܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ Άܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܛᾱܝ



ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܡܱܛ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸܛܱܢܱܲܛܲܦ ܲ YLGHRܫܱܡܱܶܛܧܲܩιܥΆܧܲܛᾰܪܑܛᾱܝ
᾿ܲܢܥܲᾺܭܱιᾠܢܷ ᾿ܲܡᾶܛᾰܤܦ ܫܸܛܲܝܱܛ ᾨΆܛܲܣ ᾿ܲܢᾷܛܪܓ ܲܫܱܡܱܶܛ ᾿ܱܤܐ
᾿ܲܢᾷܭᾊܭ  ܩᾹܕ ܲܫܱܡܱܶܛ ᾰܢܸᾷܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܛᾱܝ ܭܷܤܕ ᾐܩܲܛιᾠܐ ᾱᾁܥᾞΆܥܶ
ܲܭ᾿ܛᾦᾰᾁ ᾰܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ  ᾤᾰᾁܢܲᾷܥιܛ Άܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܛᾱܝ ᾐܭᾞܢ ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ
ܲ᾿ ᾝᾊᾝᾺܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ܱᾁΆܢܭᾌܥᾹܧܥ ᾫΆܛܲܦ  ιᾁܢܭ᾽ܝܷ Ᾱᾠܝܶ ᾲܛܱܧܦܸᾶܓ
ܛᾱܝ ܱᾨᾐܥܶᾌΆܥᾺܩιܖ Άܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܛᾱܝ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܫܢ ᾱᾁΆܬܭ ܲܫܱܡܱܶܛ ܧᾢܢᾙ
ܫܸܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾜΆܦܸ ܛܱܥᾺܩܲܝ ᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾞΆܫܭ ܲܭ᾿ܛ ᾰܧܲܛᾰܪܑ
ܱᾐܨܑܭܸܢܷܧᾶᾊܭܷܛܑܲᾞᾰܥΆܣᾌΆܦ

᾿ܛܲᾰܝܱᾲܠܥᾺܡܱܛ᾿ܲܭܫܢᾸܩܸܲܣ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ῀ܛܲܫܱܡܱܶܛᾰܧܲܛᾰܪܑܛᾱܝ
ᾰᾁܭܸ᾽ܱܥ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܫܢ ܧᾢܢ ᾝᾊᾝᾺ ᾙܫܸܛܲܫܱܡܱܶܛ ᾰܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܛᾱܝ




ܱᾤΆܩᾹܕ ܱᾁΆܢܲܫܕ ᾤΆܩιܛ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾤΆܢܲᾷܥιܛ Άܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܛᾱܝ ᾿ܱܢᾷܭܸ
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ܛܱܢܭᾞܢ ᾜΆܥܸᾺܬܸᾞܥܷ ᾜΆܭܸܪܝܱܶᾞܥܶ ܢܲᾁᾸܦ ᾞᾰᾁ ᾐܭܥᾼܝܶ ᾲܤܸܢ
ܫܸܛܲܫܱܡܱܶܛ ᾰܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܛᾱܝ ᾿ܱܩᾹܤܶܖ ܱᾁΆܢܧܱܲܓ ᾤᾰᾁܛܲᾰܝ ᾐܭܦܸ
ܲᾰܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ  ' REMHFWV

ܫܸܛܱᾞܥܶᾺܭᾊܭ ܡܱܦܱܲܥιᾁ ᾙᾺܢܭܱᾰᾁܭᾞܓ

ܧᾢܢܱ ᾙܧܱܦ ᾰᾆܦܷιᾁΆ ᾊܢܭᾞܢ  ᾫ DQLPDWLRQܝܸ ܲιᾁܩιܭ ιᾁΆܢܭ῀ܱܛܶ
ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܭܸܢܷ ᾔΆܩܲܢ ᾌᾷᾐΆܥᾹܧܥ ܲᾜΆܝܲιܧܥ ܪ᾿ܣ ᾿ܲܫܛ῀ܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ
Ᾱᾠܝܶ ᾰᾁᾲܩܸᾷᾐܠܥᾺܨܸܲܢ ܱᾤΆܥᾞΆܥܶ ᾽ܱܥܷܲᾞᾺܢܲᾸܩ Ᾱᾁܣ ܩܸιܭܑ
ܪܸ᾿ܲܢܭܲᾌܛܲܭܢܓ῀ܛ᾽ܭܑܛܱܦܱܤܑ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܒܛܸܱܢܶᾞᾸܥܶ

ܲܫܱܡܱܶܛᾦᾰᾁᾰܛܲܢᾁܥᾺܧܲܛᾰܪܑ

᾿ܱܨܪܲܝ ܲܝιܧᾰᾁΆ ᾙܐ ܲܫܱܡܱܶܛ ᾦᾰᾁᾰܛܲܢᾁܥ Ὰܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ᾿ܲܧܪܸܲܣܑᾸ
ܫܸܛܭܸܢܷ ܤܱܭܨܸܲܭ ܭܑܸ ܱᾁΆܢܧܱܲܓ ܱᾊιᾁܨܱܥ ܦܸܠܥᾺܫ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷ
ᾶᾌܓ ᾦΆܛܩܸܱ᾿ ᾁܢܭܦܸ ܛܱܫܛܲܝιܧ ᾙᾹᾙܠܥᾺܧᾼܝܶ ܲᾲܢܲᾠᾷܤᾙᾹ
ܲܫܱܡܱܶܛ ῀ܛ᾿ܠܱܥ ᾺܭܸܱܥܲᾞᾺܢ ܭܸܱܥΆܭܶܲᾞܢ ᾌΆܥᾺܠܱܥ ᾿ܲܫܛܲᾱܢܲᾷܬܛ᾽ܱܦ
ᾙΆܢܲᾜΆ Ᾰܢܐ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭܱΆ ῂܪܡܱܛ ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ܧܸܦܸܫ῀ᾌܥ Ὰܛᾰܐ
ᾱᾁΆܠܱܢܶ ᾷܤܕ ῀ܛܲᾱܢ ܲᾷܬܛ᾽ܱܦ ᾤΆܠܱܥ ᾺܭܸܱܥΆܭܶܲᾞܢ ᾱᾁΆܠܱܢܶ ᾷܤܕ
ᾰܛܱܫܛܲܫܱܡܱܶܛ ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܭᾊܭ ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ ᾤΆܠܱܥ ᾺܭܸܱܥܲᾞᾺܢ
ܤܩܲᾹܛᾰܠܸܲܛ

Άܨܱܭܢܷܩܷܱܭܑῂ

᾽ܲᾪܩܢܱ᾿ᾤΆܝܶᾹᾠܦܶܐܤܸܲܭܲῂܛᾰܤܸܲܭῂ
ܩܷᾹܦܤᾰᾂܦܢᾸܓᾐΆܥܲᾞᾺܢܱܠܱܣܤܸܲܭᾼܓ
ܱΆܧܷᾊܦܱܣܱιᾠᾐΆܥܷ᾿ܬܛܱᾹܨܲܥΆܢܶᾼܝܶܤܸܲܭܛܸ
 ᾿ܠܱܥ᾽ܢᾸܥΆܝ ΆܠᾶܛܪܳܣܲᾞܢܱܩܥܶᾺܠܳᾶܢᾷܦܸܢܶᾸܭܤܸܲܭᾼܝܶ
ᾫΆܤܕ  KWWSVZZZ\RXWXEHFRPZDWFK"Y MW<FPY&UG8

῀ܛ᾿ܠܱܥᾺܛܝܱܭܲᾞܢ

ܢᾸܦܸܥܱιܥܶᾔΆܨܢᾸܨܱᾔΆᾗܛܷᾠܭܷಯᾘ
ᾜΆܩܸܦܱᾹܣᾎΆܡܨܱܣܲᾜΆܭ᾿ܝܶᾠܭܷܱܣ
ܱᾲܧܲܩܦܱܢᾞᾸܭܤܱܭܲᾜΆܢܱܝܷᾠܭܷܱܦ
ܱᾷᾐΆᾖರܛܷܱᾼܢᾹᾠܝܶܛܷᾊᾰܭܝܷᾠܭܷܝܷ
ᾜΆܦܸᾫΆܤܕ  KWWSVZZZ\RXWXEHFRPZDWFK"Y IUP7KM(Z8
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ܪܥܤܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛᾰܐܲܫܱܡܱܶܛᾦΆܛ᾿ܠܱܥᾺܩܸܲᾞᾙܢܲᾞܤᾹܥܪܲܝᾤΆܦܷ
ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܠܱܥ ܱᾌᾺܥ ᾷᾐᾺܭܸ ᾌΆܦܢܸᾷܠܥ ܱᾹܦᾞܥܶܭܲܝ ᾿ܲܫܛܲܫܱܡܱܶܛ
ܫ῀ܓ ῀ܲιᾁܢᾷܠܥ ᾽ܤܫ῀ܱᾌᾷᾐܛܶ ᾫܝܸ ܲᾠܝ ܲιᾁᾲܢᾷܠܥ ᾿ܲܩιܭܪܲܝᾞܘ
ܪܸ᾿ܲܭܠܥᾺܨܢܤܧᾢܢᾫᾙܝܸ᾿ܱܛܛܸܲιᾁᾰܢᾷܨܲܢܱᾷܥ

ᾲܛᾊᾰܣ ܲιᾁܢᾷܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܛᾱܝ ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ᾰܫܸܛ᾽ܢܲܤܦ ܦܸᾶܓ ܛܱܩܱιܦ ιᾁܢܑ
ᾶܐ ᾐܫ῀ܓ ᾿ܛܲᾰܝ ܲᾤΆܢ ᾿ܱܤܐ ܱΆܪܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ܫܸܛܲܫܱܡܱܶܛ ᾼᾐΆܝܶ
ܱᾌܫܷܛ᾽ܢܱᾸܦ ᾶܐ ܩܲܥ ܱܧܷܢܸܭ῀ܱܛܶ ܲᾰܝܥܷ ܱᾌܢܷᾷܤܦ ῀ܛ᾽ܢܱᾸܦ
ܭܸܝܷ ܱᾤΆܥᾞΆܥܶ  ᾿ܱܤܱܢܭᾼܝܶ ܲܝιܧ ᾙܛᾰܐܲܫܱܡܱܶܛ ܱܧܷܢܸܭ῀ܱܛܶܲᾰܝܥܷ
KWWSVZZZ\RXWXEH

᾿ܱܫܛ᾽ܭܠܱᾶܛܶ

ܲᾌΆܭܲܩܭܷܩܸܲܣ

ܦܸܱᾹܥᾺܤܦ

 FRPZDWFK"Y ,8D=2(EH0

ᾞΆܭܲᾹܥ

ܲᾹᾠܢܱܲᾸܥܱᾊᾺܛܶᾰܧܩܸΆᾁܪܲܣಯܑᾞ
῀ܱܢܱᾹܣܷ᾿ܑᾫܝܸܧܲܛܱܥܷܲܢܐ
ܲܭܨᾺᾗܤܸܲܭܱᾶܦܲᾰᾁΆܢܦ᾽ܤᾹܦ
ܥ᾽ᾺܐܲܡܦᾼΆܥܶ᾿ܲܢᾞᾷܕ᾽ܲܧܦܱᾼΆܛܶ

῁ܱܢᾘᾶܨܷܢܷܲᾹܣܛܱܥ᾿ܲܢܛᾘᾶ
ܥܲᾺܩܢܶΆܪܭܨܸܛᾰܪܸᾙܤܭܛܐ
ܭܸܱܱܲܦᾜΆΆܩܸܓ῀ܤܢᾨ
ܧܑܝܸ῀ܤܲܢᾞᾸܭܱᾌܥܶܲᾞᾺܭ᾽ܧܲᾞᾸᾐܭ
Άܛܱᾶܛܛܸܣ᾿ܑᾹܭᾙᾠ
 ܡܸܲܩιܣ ರܢܷᾸܭܷ῀ܱܭᾫܨܓᾹܤܢܲᾷܡܢܛܸܥᾠܓ
ᾐܢᾷܨܸܓιᾁܛܱܥ᾽ᾺܢܷᾹܭܪܸܢܧܲܩᾙιܤܸܲܭ 
 ᾽ܱܤܢܱܪܱܦᾹܥΆܛ᾽ܭܧܱᾊܥ

ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛᾰܐܲܫܱܡܱܶܛ᾿ܠܱܥᾺܡܸܲܩιܣ


ᾶܥܶ ܩܲܥ ܱܧܷܢܸܭ῀ܱܛܶ ܲᾰܝܥܷ ܱᾌܢܷᾷܤܦ ῀ܛ᾽ܢܱᾸܦᾶܥܶ ᾿ܱܤܐ
ܱᾤΆܤܱܢܭᾼܝܶܲܝιܧ ᾙܛᾰܐ ܲܫܱܡܱܶܛ ܱܧܷܢܸܭ῀ܱܛܶܲᾰܝܥܷ ܱᾌܫܷܛ᾽ܢܱᾸܦ
ܱᾤΆܥᾞΆܥܶ ῀ܛᾶܥܶ ܲ῁Ὰܦܢ ᾆΆܥܷ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܱܩᾹܤܶܖ ܪܸ᾿ܲܢܭᾂᾌܛܸ ᾿ܲܢܲܫܕ
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ܪܸ᾿ܲܢܭܲᾞΆᾗܭ ܢܸܭᾞܭ ܲܫܱܡܱܶܛ ῀ܛᾱܢ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܫܢܧܡܑܸ ܧᾢܢᾝᾊᾝᾺ ᾙ
ܪܸ᾿ܲܢܭܲᾌܭܲܬܭιᾁܢᾞΆܩܲܥᾦΆܛ᾽ܱܩܷιܥܶܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭᾐܪ᾿

ܳ᾽ᾫܢᾤᾰᾁᾷܛܲᾰܝ


᾿ܲܥ ᾝᾊᾝܦܷᾌܦ ῀ܛܲܫܱܡܱܶܛ ᾶᾌܨܲܩᾹܘ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܛᾱܝ
ܲܝιܧᾦᾰᾁ ᾙܛ᾿ܠܱܥ Ὰܛᾱܝ ܫ῀ܓ ᾿ܲܛᾰܡܛ ᾰܨܲܧܱܪ᾿ܥ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܡܱܛ
ܛܱܦܠܛ᾿ܢᾙܭܸܢܷᾺᾗΆܬܸܓᾙΆܛᾰܔܤܱܛιܢᾶᾌΆܭܷܠܥᾺܫ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷ
ᾶܐ ܩܲܥ ᾜΆܢܸܭ῀ܱܛܶ ܲᾰܝܥܷ ܱᾌܢܷᾷܤܦ ῀ܛ᾽ܢܱᾸܦ ᾶܐ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܛᾱܝ
ܱΆܪܛᾰܐܲܫܱܡܱܶܛᾜΆܢܸܭ῁ᾷᾐܛܲܣܱᾌᾂιᾠܫܷܛ᾽ܢܱᾸܦ

ܧᾢܢܱ ᾙܧܱܦ ᾰᾆܦܷᾤΆ ᾊܦܷ ܱᾠΆܦ ᾜΆܪܸܲܣܤܦ ῀ܛᾰܦ ᾿ܲܛܱᾰܥܷ Ὰܪܱܛ



ܱᾶᾌܢܶ ᾿ܱܠܲܭιᾠܥܶ ᾔΆܩܲܢ ᾌᾷᾐΆܥᾹܧܥ ܲᾜΆܝܲιܧܥ ᾿ܲܫܛ῀ܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ
ܫܸܛܱᾞܥܶ Ὰܭᾊܭ ܡܱܦܱܲܥܱ ᾙᾺܦܷܪΆᾚܛܱᾱܝܨ ܱܦܷܪ῀ᾚܛᾱܤܭܲᾠܣ
ܲܫܱܡܱܶܛ ᾰᾁΆܦܸΆ ᾙᾨܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܛᾱܝ ܱᾌᾷᾐΆܛܶ ᾫܝܸ ܲᾜΆܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ
ᾙᾊᾜΆܠܲܭܲܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ

ܨܸܱᾁᾺᾗܢܶ


ܫ῀ܓ ᾿ܲܢܭᾱᾁܬܭ ܲܫܱܡܱܶܛ  ᾦᾰᾁᾰܛ᾿ܠܱܥ Ὰܛᾱܝ  ܲιᾁᾲܢᾷܧܲܛᾰܪܑ
ܤܱܥᾺܩܲܝ ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܝܥܷ ܳ᾽ᾫΆܢ ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛᾰܭܸ᾿ ܑᾱᾁ ᾙᾹܛܲᾰܝ
ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܠܱܛᾌᾷᾐᾰܕܭܸܢܷܲᾹܢᾷܪܱܛܧᾶᾊܭܷܩܱᾹܢܷ῀ܛܲܫܱܡܱܶܛ
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ܦ῁ܲܦܢ
ܓ῀ܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ
ܓΆܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ
ܥΆܛᾰܠܫ῀ܓ
ܘܱᾌದܥᾹܧܥ
ܦᾞܘ
ܲᾺᾖᾌܢܦ

ܝܲܝ
'Ά0$03KLO3KܨܥΆܢܲܝ
ܝ᾽ܭܤܸᾙ
ܩܸܲ῁ᾷᾐܦܢ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܱܨܥܷܲᾺܭܢܓ
Άܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥᾺܧܲܦܱܨܲܛܦܱܨܲܛܲܢܱᾸܛ
Άܠܭܱܦ᾿ܛܲᾶᾌᾰܢΆದܦܱܨܲܛܲܢܱᾸܛ
ܱܲPXGDOYDD#JPDLOFRPܭܛ᾿ᾙܝܲᾹᾴܦܱܲZZZPXWKDOYDQLQܭܛᾙܧܡܑܸ



 ᾐܩܱᾹܥܷ Ὰܠܸ ᾪܢܱܪ᾿ܑ ῀ܛ᾿ܤᾹܝ Άܪ᾿ܑ ܢܱܪ᾿ܑ ῀ܛᾱܛܢᾗᾷ

Άܪ᾿ܑܢܱܪ᾿ܑܲܤܲܡܛܱᾁΆܑᾹᾠܧܲܬܱܦܶܬܥܩιܥܶ῁ܛܲ᾿ᾗܢᾷܪܲܛᾱܐᾐܥᾹܕ
ܭܸܢܷ Ᾱܢ ܲιᾁܭܫ ܱ᾿ᾤΆܝܶ Ᾱᾠܕ ᾐܩܱᾹܥܷ Ὰܠܸ ᾪܢܱܪ᾿ܲܛᾰܫܲܭ
ܛܲܦ ܲܤܲܡܛ ᾿ܲܢᾷܩιܤܷ᾿ ᾙᾹܧܲܭܲܩ ᾞΆܭ ᾽Ᾰᾐܫܭ ᾐܩܲܛᾰܠܲܛ ܱܲܲᾸᾐܭ
᾿ܲܢᾷܧܦܑ ᾿ܲܢᾷܪܱܛᾱܬܥ Ᾱܬܲܦܢ ᾐܠܲܭܲܩܱܦ ܛܱܧܲܭᾞܛ ܢܱܧܦܸܧܲܩܑᾹ
ܧܠܸ᾽ᾗܠܱܢܶ ܧܲܛᾞᾱܣܶ Ᾱܠܲᾜܤܲܡܛ ܱ᾿ ܑᾹᾠܤܐ ܱᾹܠܣ ܧܸܱᾊܛܶ
ܱᾹܠܲܭܲܩιܖ ᾿ܲܢᾷܨܧܓ ܢܱܠܕ ܤܸܢ ܲܢᾺ ᾗᾁᾷܬܸܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ
᾽Ᾰᾐܫܭ ιᾠܥܶ Ὰܢܸᾷܠܑ ᾐܭܱܠᾶܨܑ ܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܱᾊܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܧܡܑܸ
῁ܲܦܢ

ᾷܛܱܧܡܑܸ

ᾦᾰᾁܛᾱܫܢܧܡܑܸ

ܪܲܛᾱܐ

ܲܬܱܦܶ

ᾐܩܲܛᾞܭ

ܢ ᾸܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ ᾽Ᾰᾐܫܭ ᾷᾐܬܸܢ ܲܩܱᾹܢܷ ῀ܱܣ ܱᾦᾰᾁܣ ᾦΆܛᾱܫܢܧܡܑܸ
ܫ῀Ᾰᾐܭܲܫܭܶ ᾿ܲܫܛܲܝܥܷᾹܩܲܢ Άܧܡܑܸ ܨܸܭܲ᾿ ܑᾐܧܲܬܱܦܶ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ
ᾞܘ ᾿ܲܫܛܪܸܲܣ ܧܲܛܐ ܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ Άܛᾰܠܫ῀ܓ Άܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ܲᾹܫܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ
ᾐܩܲܛܦܸܨܸᾌܛܑᾰܛܱܠܲᾺᾖܢܦ
῀ܛᾱܛܢܲᾹᾗᾷܦ


ܲᾌܝܲ᾿ ᾲܫܱܢ ῀ܛᾱܛܢᾌᾷᾐΆ ᾗᾷܥᾹܧܥ ᾿ܲܭܫ ܛܲܢ ܱΆ ܑᾹᾠܣ

᾿ܲܢᾷܛܢ ܑᾺᾗᾷܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ ᾌܥᾺܛܱܱܲᾰܧܢ ᾼᾐܝܶ  Ά %LQGLQJܤܱܦᾌܛ
᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ᾼᾐܝܶ ᾲᾆܠܢ Ᾱܠܲᾜܭܢܓ ܲܤܲܡܛ ᾰܫܸܛܲܢᾼܝܶ ܫ῀ιᾠܥܶΆܠܑ
Ᾱᾠܕ

 (%RRN

 Άܛܢᾗᾷ

ܲᾹܦ

᾿ܲܧܲܝܥܷᾹܩܲܢ

ܢܷܭܲᾌܧܲܫܭܶ



ᾌܢᾼᾐ ᾁᾠᾸܝܶ  Ά 'RZQORDGܛᾰܩܲܭܲܢܥ Ὰܤܸܢܑ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܛᾰܬܸ
ܛܱܫܛᾱܛܢܲᾹᾗᾷܦ

ᾜΆܢܸܥᾺܭܸ

ܲᾷᾐܦܝܷ

᾿ܲܭᾊܭ

 'LVN

&RPSDFW

ܢܸᾷܛܢܲᾹᾗᾷܦ ᾞܘ ܛܱܤܢܲܤܦ ܱᾞܧܶܲܤܢ ᾶᾌܐ Άܐ  ದܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܢᾞܛ
ܫܸܛ᾿ܛܲᾰܝ ܪܲܝ ܠܥιܖ ᾰᾁܤܕ ܛܱܪܲܧܱܭ Ᾱܢܧܲܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ  Ᾱܭ᾿ܢᾙ
᾿ܱܤܢܑ ᾜΆܩܸܱιܪܨܭ ܢ᾽Ᾰܫܭ ܲܩܱᾹܢܷ ΆܛܢܲᾹᾗᾷܦ ᾿ܲܭܫܩܲᾌΆ ܑᾹܦܧܦܸ
ᾫΆܛܱܠܲᾖܢܦ ܢܱᾷܦܶᾌܘ ܢܲᾷܩᾹ ᾁܪܛܲܡ ܧܲܢ ᾗܩιܥܶ ܤܸᾹܬܲܦܢ
ᾐܩܲܛܦܸܨܸᾌܛܑᾰ
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ܓ῀ܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ
Άܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ
ܧܲܛᾱܠ῀ܛᾞᾷᾐᾰܛܢܲᾸܢܱܥܶܓܢ῁ᾸܐܲᾞΆᾗΆܭܠܲܧܲܫܭܱܶΆܣ



Ὰܫܸܛᾨᾷᾐᾞᾰܕ ῁ܲܦܢ ܲܤܲܡܛ  ᾰ &RQWHQWܫܸܛܲܢᾁܥ   ܫܸܛܱᾞᾂᾠܥܶ
ᾼᾐܝܶ ᾲᾆܠܢ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܫ῀ܱܛܶ ᾼᾐܝܶ ᾲᾆܠܢ ܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ  7DPLO )RQW
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܛᾰܭܸܲᾷᾐܦܝܷ ᾲ )LOHܛܱܥܱᾺܛܷᾞܘ  'RFXPHQWܫܸܛܲܢᾁܥܠܱᾶܛܶ
᾽ܱܧܢ ܲᾷܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ᾺܫܸܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ ܢᾸܕ ܱᾺᾗܛܷ ܠܱᾶܛܶ ᾼᾐܝܶ ᾲᾆܠܢ ܱΆܣ
᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ ᾌᾷᾐΆܥᾹܧܥ ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ΆܪܲᾹ ᾚܫܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ ܢܱ Ᾰܦܷܱܢܷᾼܝܶ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܧᾼܝܶ Ά 8SORDGܩιܭܷܲܢܥᾺܛܱܫܛܱᾺᾗܛܷ+70/ RU $63-633+3

ᾰܛܸܭ ᾶᾌܨܑ ᾦΆܛ᾿ܭܛܢ ᾷᾐᾷܤܸ ܫ῀ܓ ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ
  +70/  $63ܭܸ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ ᾌܥᾺܛᾰܦܸܭᾊܭ ܭܷܛܱܫܛᾱܛܥܱᾺܛܷ
ܲܢܦιᾠܖ ᾼᾐܝܶ ᾽ܱܧܢ ܱᾠܭῂܕ ܱΆܣ ܱᾺᾗܛܷ ܛܸܭ ܠܲܥܲᾺܩᾢ᾿ ᾁܢᾙ
ܛܱܢܭܱܠᾶܨܑ ᾙᾊᾜΆܧᾼܝܶ ܲܢܦιᾠܖ ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ܩܷܱܭܱ ῂܦܷܱܢܷᾼܝܶ
ܲᾹܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ῀ܛܱᾺᾗܛܷ ܢᾼܝܶ ܲܢܦιᾠܖ ᾼᾐܝܶ ᾽ܱܧܢ ܱΆܣ ܩܸܲᾌΆ ᾙܥܲᾺܩᾁ
ܥܸܱᾺܛܷᾰܢܱΆᾸܣᾁܩܲܥᾰᾁΆܠܲܛܲᾰܛᾱܢܷᾹᾠܝܶ ܲ᾿ 6HUYHUܛᾱܠܲܛܲᾺᾗᾰܦܝܷ
ܠܲܥܲᾺܩᾰ ᾁܢ Ᾰܫ῀ܓ ᾿ܲܛᾱܠܲܛ ܲᾺᾗᾰܦܝܷ ܱᾐܥܷܲᾰᾁΆܝιܧ ᾙܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ
ܱᾹᾠΆܢܷܤܷᾶᾙᾹܛܲܩܱܦ  $FWLYH3DJHܛܱܫܛᾱܛᾰܥᾌΆܥ᾿ܧܝܱܶᾺᾗܛܷ

ܲᾺᾗᾰܦܝܷ ܡܑܸ ῀ܛܱᾺᾗܛܷ ᾌΆܥᾺܧᾼܝܶ ܲܢܦιᾠܖ ܱᾦΆܣ ܱᾞܭܶῂܘ
ܲᾹܦ ᾌΆܥᾺܠܲܧܲܫܭܶ ܱᾠܭᾌΆܑῂܥᾺܛܱᾰܛܱᾐܥ  $UFKLYHVܛܱܦܡܭܐ ᾿ܲܛᾱܠܲܛ
Άܛᾰܩܲܭܲܢܥ Άܪ῀ &'  ᾚܛᾌܢᾹܦܶ ܱᾌܧܷܲܭܢܓ ܲᾹܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ܫܸܛᾱܛܢᾗᾷ
ܠܲܧܲܫܭܶܫܸܛ᾿ᾐᾓܦܣ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸܱᾠܭᾙᾊᾜΆܑῂܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥᾼᾐΆܝܶ
ܠܲܥܲᾺܩᾶᾌΆᾁܭܷܛܱܲᾰܦܱܨܥᾺܛܱܧܩܸᾙܛܸᾱܠܲܛܲᾺᾗᾰܦܝܷܧܡܑܸᾁΆܩܲܥ
  :HE 6SDFH RU  :HE 6HUYHU 6SDFHܢܸᾷܠܑ ܧܲܛᾐᾰܘ ܲιᾁܢᾷܛᾰܥ Ὰܡܑܸ
ܫ῀ܱܛܶ ܲᾷᾐᾰܥܲ ᾗᾐᾺܢᾤᾷܝܶ ܛܸܱܢܶ ܠܲܥܲᾺܩᾞ ᾁܘ ᾶᾌΆܐ ܱᾞܭܶῂܘ
ܲᾌΆܭܲܛܱܧܲܢܭܱܪܱܛ ῀ܛᾱܛܢܲᾹ ᾗᾷܦ ܠܲܧܲܫܭܶ ܱΆܣ ᾿ܧܷܪܸ᾿ܑ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ
᾿ܲܧܩܸ ᾙܧܲܢܱᾨᾐ ᾗܥܶιܢ ᾦΆܛᾱܛܪᾦΆ ᾓܛ᾿ܲᾹ ᾓܦ ܤܱܛᾦᾰܛܲܝܥܷ Ᾱܩܲܢ
ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܛᾰܦܸܭᾊܭ

ܤܕ ܱᾁᾺᾗܢܶ ῀ܛܢܸܛܲᾠܝܲ῁ᾲܦܢ  1+0 5HDGHUܛܸܪܥᾺܛᾱܝ
῁ܲܦܢᾷܛܸܭ ᾷᾐܤܸ ܤܱܪܲܧܨܸܭ ῁ܲܦܢᾷܛᾰܠܧܛܸ ᾿ܢΆ ᾙܧܲܥܱᾺܛ᾿ܱܢܶ
ܤܩܲᾹܛᾰܠܸܲܛ᾿ܲܫܛܢܸᾸܝܲܝܥܷᾹܩܲܢᾦΆܑᾹᾠܛ᾿ᾓ
ܦ῀ܛ᾿ᾓ
ܑܲᾹܦ
ܓ῀ದܛ῁ܢܑ
Άܛᾰܠܫ῀ܓ
ܲᾹᾓܦ

᾿ܱܭܬܸܲܭ ܲᾹܢᾷܛܪ ᾓܡܱܥܱ῁Ὰܧ ܠܥᾺܛܲᾰܬ ܲᾌܦܠܲܢ ᾿ܲܧܛܸᾱܪܑ
῁ܲܦܢᾷܛܸᾱܪܑ ᾁΆܐΆܛܪܲᾹᾓܦܩᾹܕ Ά ZZZQRRODKDPQHWܛܪ ᾓܢܷܢᾸܩܲܥ
ᾷᾐܤܸ ܱᾨᾐܥܶιܢ ܲܩܲᾹܦᾌܦ ܫܸܛᾱܡܭܱܢᾨᾷܕ ܲᾹܫܛᾱܛᾚܝ ᾆΆܥܷ
ܲᾹܫܛᾱܛᾚܝܲ῁ᾲܦܢ
ܫܸܛᾺᾗܠܸܥ
ܲܢᾌᾷܥᾺܦܲܡᾶܕ
ᾌᾷᾐΆܥᾺܡܭܐ
ᾜΆܫܸܛᾱܨܛܝܷܲᾫᾲܩ ᾜΆܫܸܛᾱܫܭ ᾿ܭܛܢ ܱᾌܢܷܥܲᾺܭᾰᾁܔ ܫܸܛܱᾌܥιܧܝܶ
ܭ᾽ܱܤᾹܢܩιܛܱᾰܣܷܥܱܪܑᾞΆܭᾼᾐܝܶᾲܛᾰܠܸܲܛᾞᾰᾁΆܭܤܸܲܢᾌᾷܥᾨᾱᾁܘ
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῁ܲܦܢܨܲܭܢܭܑܸᾐܩܲܛᾞܭᾌܥ᾿ܧܝܶΆܛܪᾓܧܱܲܢܑᾸܛܱܤܧܥܲᾹܧܲܝιܧᾙ
ܫܸܠܛᾰܩ ᾗܨܦ ῁ܲܦܢ ܣܶΆܬܲܦܢ Άܠܲܢᾷܨܸᾐܦ Άܛܬܛܲᾰܭ᾿ܛᾰܧܡܑܸ
ܲᾹܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ῀ܛᾱܛܪܲᾹ ᾓܦ ܪܥ ܩܱᾹܥܷ Άܛܪᾼᾫ ᾓܐ ܱܧܢܸܱ ᾙᾷܞܱܨܷ
ܛܱܦܧܦܲᾹܦ ᾦΆܛᾱܛܠܔ ᾷᾐ ᾲᾆܤܸ  ܑᾹᾠܤܩܲᾹܛᾰܠܸܲܛ ᾰܛܱܪܲܧܱܭ
᾿ܲܢܲܫܕ ᾦΆܛ᾿ܭܛܢ ᾷᾐᾷܤܸ ܱ᾿ ܑᾹᾠܭܫܸܲܭ Ᾱܢܑ ܤܫ῀ιᾠܥܶ Άܩܱιܦ
ܤܱܧܛܸܭ ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ ܲܩܲᾹܦᾌܦ ᾐܤܫ῀ܓ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ ᾜΆܠܸܩᾹܝܶ ᾲܫܸܛᾰܦ
῀ܛܲᾫܢܥ ܡܸܲᾶܢ ᾌܭᾲᾆܪܱܛ ᾆܨᾢᾷ ᾙܢ ܳιᾠܛ

ᾦΆܛ῁ܢܑ ᾼᾫܐ

ܤܩܲᾹܛᾰܠܸܲܛᾰܛܱܫܛ῁ܢܑܲᾹܦ Άܧܲܡᾶܥܶ
ܲᾹᾓܦ
ᾙܛܱᾰܪᾓ
῀ܛܲܝιܧᾙ
ܦ᾿ܲܫܛܲܝܥܷᾹܩܲܢ
Άܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܭܑܸ ܤܫ῀ܓ ῀ܛᾢܧܝܶ ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ ᾿ܲܭᾊܭ ܛܢܲᾹᾗᾷܦ



ܤܫ῀ιᾠܥܶΆܠܑ ܛܱܫܛᾢܧܝܶ ᾿ܲܫܛᾁᾺᾗܥ ܧܲܛܐ Άܧܲܝᾴܫܛᾰܪܸܛ ΆܛܳܦᾹܐ
᾿ܲܧᾢܧܝܶ ܩᾹܕ Άܛܪܲ῁ ᾓܦܢ ܧܲܛᾰܠܫ῀ܓ ᾜΆܫܸܛᾱܛܢܲᾹᾗᾷܦ ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ
ܤܫ῀ιᾠܥܶΆܠܑᾦΆܛᾱܛܢܲᾹᾗᾷܦܤܱܤܛᾰܡܛᾰܨܲܧܐ
῀ܩܲᾞᾰᾁܢ ῀ܛܢܸܛ ᾹܢܱᾸܛܧܞܶ Ᾱܭ᾿ܝܶ ܲᾹܧܲܤܱᾹܥܶ ! Άܧܲܛᾰܪܑ



ܑᾸᾐܢܸܳܛᾷܭܛܥ῀ܲܥܥܸ῁ܲܦܢᾹܐ᾽ܲ῁ᾁܦܢ!ΆܛܳܦᾹܐܱܛᾺᾘᾱܛܢᾗᾷ
ܳῄܢܱܱܰܳܛ᾽ᾗܢᾸܤܱܛܭܷܲܭܲܦܱܭΆᾆܨܱܭܢܷ῀ܛᾱܨܲܢᾸܦ
῀ܛ῁ܢܑ
ܑܲᾹܦ
᾿ܲܭᾊܭ ῁ܢܑ ܲᾹܦ ᾦΆܛ῁ܢܑ ܢܱܦ ܨܱܭ ᾦΆܛ῀ܢܲܫܱܣ ᾷᾐܤܸ ܑᾹᾠ



῀ܛ῁ܢܑ Ᾱ ᾁᾨܠܛܲܭ ܤܛᾰܢᾷܠܲܥܲܩιᾠ῀ ᾁܭܑ ܤܠܲܭܲܛᾱܠܱܢܶ ᾷܨܭ
῁ܲܦܢᾹܧܲܢܑᾸܠܷᾶܝܲܢ῁ܲܦܢܱܤܲܦܥܶᾹܨܳܛᾰܣܠܷܱᾌܧܲܢܲ῁ܑᾸܦܢΆܧܲܦܱܲܲܥ
Ᾱܨܛܤܲܢ ᾽ܪܦܤܲܢ ᾿ܲܧܝܸܱܲܭ ῀ܛܲܢᾼܝܶᾹܧܦΆܧܲܢᾷܝܲᾴᾆܥ᾽ܱܧܱܲܥܶܲܢᾰܝ
῁ܲܦܢ ῀ܛܲܢᾼܝܶ ܱܲܝܤܲܢ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾽ܲܢܛᾰܪܸܱܛ ῁ܲܦܢ ܱܧܲܢᾹ ܑᾸܘ ᾽ܪܦܪܸܱܦ
ܱᾤΆܥᾞΆܥܶ ῀ܛ῁ܢܲܫܱܣ ܤܛᾰܢᾷܠܲܥܲᾺܩ ᾁܭܸܧᾢܢܳᾝῄ ܰᾶ ᾙܣ ῀ܛܲܢᾼܝܶ
῀ܛ῁ܢܑܢܱܦܨܱܭܤܱܪܱܥᾞΆܥܶ᾿ܱܤܐᾐܩܲܛᾰܠܸܲܛᾹܠܲᾜܢܝܭܱܪ᾿ܲܧܪܸܲܭ
ᾐܫ῀Ᾰᾐܦܸ᾿ܲܧܪܸܲܣᾊᾰᾁΆܥܲᾺܢᾤᾷܝܶܛܸܱܢܶ
ܫ῀ܲᾊᾷᾐܥ

Ὰܢܸᾷܠܑ

ᾐܭܱܠᾶܨܑ

ᾦΆܛܳ᾽ᾫܢ
ܢᾦΆܛ᾿ܛܲᾰܝ

Ὰܧܡܑܸ
᾿ܱᾊܥᾹܧܥ

ܱᾞܭܶῂܘ ܤܫ῀ܓ  ῀ )RQWܛᾨᾷᾐᾞᾰܕ ܤܱܧܛܸܭ ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ ᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ
ᾐܫ῀Ᾰᾐܦܸ ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ᾰܫܸܛᾨᾷᾐᾞᾰܕ ῁ܲܦܢ ܱᾞܭܶῂܘ ᾙΆܫܢܧܡܑܸ
ܠܷܱᾶܛܶ ᾰܫܸܛᾨᾷᾐᾞᾰܕ ܫ῀ܓ ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢܧܡܑܸ ܲᾌΆܧܲܫܭܶ ܱΆܣ ܭܷܤܕ
᾿ܧܷܪܸ᾿ܑᾶᾌΆܭܷܧᾼܝܶᾲᾆܠܢ᾿ܲܧܲܤܲܡܛᾰܫܸܛᾱܛᾰܠܫ῀ܓ᾿ᾐᾓܦܣ
ܪܲܛᾱܐ ܱܲᾜΆܢܶ   -XQNܛܱܩܱܦܱᾠܢ ᾿ܲܢᾷܛᾰܥᾺܧܡܑܸ ῀ܛܲܢᾁܥᾐ ᾓιܦܣ
ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ᾰܫܸܛᾨᾷᾐᾰܕ ܪܲܛᾱܐ ܛܸܭܢᾸܕ ܪܸ᾿ܑ ᾿ܛܲᾰܝ ᾲܢܲ᾿ ܑᾸܧܲܬܱܦܶ
ܱᾨᾐܥܶ ᾼᾜΆܝܶ ܲܢܦιᾠܖ ܛܱܫܛᾱܛᾰܥ Ὰܡܑܸ ܭܸ ܱᾤΆܢܱܱܲᾷܧܢ ᾿ܲᾹᾓܦ
ܢᾸܦܸ ᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ ܪܲܛᾱܐ Άܡܨܱܛ ιᾁᾰܢܑ ᾐܩܲܛܱܲܢܶ ᾷܛܱܭܲܫܢܶ
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ᾰܥܸᾺܦܸ

ܤܱܧܱܲܲܢܱܦ

ܨܷܘ

 %RDUGV

\.H

(QJOLVK

῀ܛܛܸܪܥᾺܝܸܲܭ

ܛܸܭ ܩιܦ ᾦΆܛᾨᾷᾐᾞᾰܕ ܪܲܛᾱܐ ܛܸܭ ܱᾞܭܶῂܘ ܭܷܤܕ ܭܸܠܱᾶܛܶ
ܱ᾽ᾸᾐΆܝᾹᾠܘܩܸᾹܘ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭܱ῀ᾦΆܛܶᾸᾐܧܑܸᾹܠᾦܛᾨᾷᾐᾞᾰܕܪܲܛᾱܐ
ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛᾰܦܸܭᾊܭ   6XSSRUWLQJܛܱܦᾐܭᾼܝܶ ܡܸܱᾹᾠ ᾐܧܧܩܸᾹܘ
ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ῀ܛܛܸܪܥᾺܝܸܲܭ ܤܱܦܢܲܭܪܥ ῀ܛᾨᾷᾐᾞᾰܕ ܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܱܤܐ
ܤܠܥιܖ ῀ܛ᾿ܛܲᾰܝ ᾿ܲܢܥܱܱܲᾺܧܢ ῀ܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ᾿ܱܢܭᾌܥᾺܛᾰܦܸܭᾊܭ
 ܲ 8QLFRGHܩᾞᾱᾁܘ ᾌܥᾺܧܫܸܛ ῀ ܑᾹᾠܛ᾿ܛܲᾰܝ ᾨᾷᾐᾞᾲܕ ܢܱ᾿ ܑᾸܤܐ
ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ᾿ܲܭܫܦᾞܥܶ῀ܛᾨᾷᾐᾞᾰܕ

ܢᾸܢܱᾨᾐ ᾸܥܱܶᾰᾁΆܭᾞܓ ܫܸܛ᾿ܲᾹ ᾓܦ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܫܛܲܝܥܷᾹܩܲܢ
᾿ܢܲᾷܥιᾠΆ ᾗᾐᾺܦ ܛܸܱܢܶܲᾫᾷܢܥ ῀ܛܩܸᾙܠܸܣ ᾼᾜΆܝܶܲᾫܢܥ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܤܭܲᾠܣ
ܩܥܶ᾿ܢᾺᾗܘ᾿ܢܱ᾽ᾷܥܱܲܝ Ά ,26:LQGRZV\HDU$QGURLG\HDUܡܠܛ
ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥιܖ ῀ܛ᾿ܛܲᾰܝ ᾲܩܸᾙܠܸܣ ܧᾢܢ῀  ᾙܛܱܣ  Άܪܱܛ ܲᾞᾰᾁΆܢܱᾷܛ
 ᾜΆܪܸ᾿ܕ ܪܱܛ ܢܱܦ  ᾚᾹᾠܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ܧܸᾢܧܝܶᾞ ᾁᾠᾴܘ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ
ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܭܸܢܷᾫΆܪܝܱܶᾞܥܶܨܸܭܱᾼܥΆᾟܝܪܑ᾿ܢܱᾼᾙܥᾟ
῀ܛܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ
ܥܲᾹܫܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ

ܠܲܭܲܛܲ᾿ᾆᾞᾰܭᾊܭܛᾰܠܧܛܸᾰܫܸܛܲܢᾁܥ᾿ᾓܠܱᾶܛܶ῀ܛᾱܛᾰܥᾺܛܲܢ
᾿ܲܫܛ᾿ᾓܤܱܦᾌܛᾙᾊᾜΆܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ᾹᾠܝܶᾌᾷᾐᾲܕᾱᾁΆܕ᾿ܲܢܲܫܕᾙᾊᾜΆ
ܱᾐܧ ᾙᾊܛᾰܡܑܸ ܫܸܛᾱܛᾰܥ Ὰܛܲܢ ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ᾰܫܸܛᾱܠܥᾺܛܸᾺ ᾗܡᾶܭ
ܛܲܢ᾿ܲܫܛ᾿ܲᾹᾓܦ᾿ܱܤܐᾐܫ῀ܱᾼᾺᾗܭܠܥιܖᾫܪܝܱܶᾞܥܶܛܲܢ᾿ܲܤܤܶܖ
᾿ܲܫܛ᾿ܲᾹᾓܦ ᾙᾊᾜΆܠܲܧܲܫܭܶ ᾷᾐܡܑܸ ܫܸܛᾱܠܥᾺܛܸᾺ ᾗܡᾶܭ ᾿ܲܭܫ
 ᾙᾊᾜΆܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܤܸܢ ܲܛܱᾰܢܱܲܥܶ ܥιܖ ᾰᾁܭܸܢܷ ᾷܫܸܛᾱܛᾰܥ ܫ῀ܓ
ܲᾤΆܢᾷܨܣܷ ܢᾸܕ ܱᾐܧ ᾙᾊܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ܱᾠܭ ܑῂܫܸܛ᾿ ᾓܡܢܱܨܱܝ ᾿ܱܤܐ
ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ᾰܫܸܛܲܩܱܥܶᾌܢܷ ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ܫܸܛܲܢᾁܥ ܤܱܧܭܸܢܷ ᾰᾁᾷܦܣ
ᾙᾊᾜΆܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥܱ᾽ᾷᾐᾺܥᾊᾺܢܷᾷܛܱܢܲܫܕ

ΆܛܲܡܭܲᾹܦ ܫܸܛ᾿ܲᾹᾓܦ ܤܱܧܭܸܢܷ ᾰᾁᾷܦܣ ܢܷܲ᾿ ܑᾞᾸܢᾷܠܑ ܢܑᾞᾸ
῀ ᾲᾆᾺܛ᾿ ᾓܡܨܱܢܱܝ  ᾙᾊᾜΆܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ܲᾺܛܱᾱܭ Άܪ(&RPPHUFH  ᾚ
ᾷܫܸܛ᾿ܲᾹ ᾓܦ ᾿ܱܤܐ ᾐܫ῀ܱᾼᾺᾗܭ ܠܥιܖ ܪܸܲܣ῁ ᾇܢܱܪ᾿ܑ ῀ܛܲܢܨܲܥ
ܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܫܛ᾿ܲᾹᾓܦ :ULWH ᾙᾊᾜΆܧᾼܝܶܲᾫܢܥܤܷܠܓ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܨܣܷܤܱܧܭܸܢܷ
ܡܨܱܢܱܝ  ᾙᾊᾜΆܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ᾷᾐᾺܭܸ Άܪܱܛ ܠܳᾶܣ ܛܱܦܡܭܐ ܫܸܛ᾿ܭܛܢ
᾿ܱܤܐ

ܤܩܲᾹܛܲᾌܭ

ܢܷᾷܭܸᾙᾹ

Ᾰᾐܢܸܲܝ

ᾁܩܲܥ

ܲιᾁᾺܢᾷܪܱܛ

ܠܲܥܲᾺܩᾁ

῀ܛ᾿ᾓ

ᾐܧᾰᾂᾊܛܳᾊᾰܣᾱᾁܠܦᾹܥΆܪܱܛ῀ᾜܐܲᾹܫܛ᾿ܲᾹᾓܦ

ܨܸܛܝܱܭ ܠܲܥܲᾺܩᾞ ᾁܘ ᾐܥᾹܕ Άܛܠܔ ᾲᾆ

ᾲܧܠܸܭܸܱܲܲܭ ܧܸܪܸ᾿ܕ ܱܲᾹܛܝܱܭ ῀ܛᾱܛܠܔ ܲᾹܦ ᾿ܱܤܐ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥ᾿ܧܝܶ
ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ ܤܕ Άܤܑ ܲܬܱܦܶ ܱᾌܣ Ὰᾗܠܸܥ ܲᾹܧܲܫܱܥᾺܠܸܥ ᾞܘ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾼܝܶ
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ܲᾹܦ ܧܸܪܸܲܣ ܧᾰᾂᾊܛܲιܣ ᾷᾐܪܸܲܣ ᾿ܲܢܤܦ ᾽ܬܲܦܢ Ᾰᾐ ܑᾹᾠΆܠܛ ᾰܫܸܛᾱܫܢ
ܱᾐܛܱܧܛܸܲܦܱ᾿ᾐܩᾹܕܤܩܲܛᾌᾷᾐܥιܖ῀ܛᾱܛܠܔ
ܲᾷܬܱܦܶΆܝܶ ᾿ܲܧܤܸᾹܝܶ  ᾌܥᾺܛܲᾰܭܲܩ ܛܱܧܲܬܱܦܶΆܝܶ ܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ
ܲᾹܢᾷܤܭܲᾠܣܑᾸ

ᾐܩܲܛᾞܭ

ᾌܥ᾿ܧܝܶ

Άܤܭܲᾠܣ

ܧܲܢᾷܦ



ܱᾼᾫܬܲܦܢ

῁ܲܦܢᾸܬܥ ᾿ܢܲᾷܥιܛ ῁ܲܦܢ ܲᾷܬܱܦܶΆܝܶ ܲᾲܬܭ ܧܡܑܸ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܠܲܢᾷܦܸᾶܢᾙ
Άܛܭܨܢ ܤܱܛᾦᾰܛ᾿ܲ῁ ᾓܦܢᾸܬܥ ᾿ܢܱᾰᾁܭᾞܓ ΆܛܪܲᾹ ᾓܦ ܤܱܛᾼᾫᾰܐ
ܭܸܩܱᾹܥܷ

᾿ܢܱܱܲᾷܧܢ

῀ܛᾱܠܥܲᾰᾁᾠΆܝܱܛ

῁ܲܦܢᾸܬܥ

᾿ܢᾌᾷᾐܥιܖ

ᾶᾌΆܭܷܩܥܶܠܸܣ ᾿ܲܝ῀ ᾙᾨᾪᾲܛܲܡܥ Ὰܢܱᾨᾐ ܑᾸܥܶιܢ ܤܛᾰܢᾷܠܲܥܲᾺܩᾁ
ܦܷᾌܦ  ᾓᾤᾰᾁܩᾹܕ Άܨܲܧܱܫ῀ܱܢܶܲ᾿ ᾙᾷܧܝܸܱܲܭ ῀ܛᾱܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܲܬܱܦܶΆܝܶ
᾿ܱܥܷܢܑܷ ᾐܫ῀ιᾠܥܶܠܸܣ ΆܛܱᾰܪܲᾹ ᾓܦ ᾿ܲܫܛܲܝܥܷᾹܩܲܢ ᾿ܲܭᾊܭ ܛᾰܠܧܛܸ
ܛܲᾰܫܦܛᾰܔ ܩܥܶܠܸܣ ῀ܛܲܡܥ ᾺܛܱᾰܪܲᾹᾕܦ ᾦᾰᾁΆܛ᾿ᾐ ᾓܥܱιܣ ܨܢܑ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷ

ܑᾹᾠ
᾿ܲܫܛᾱܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥ
ᾠΆܥܶܠܸܣ
ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ܪܥ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ Ᾰᾐܡܑܸ Ᾱܠᾦܛܩܸᾐܩܲܥ ιᾠΆܦ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾦᾰᾁᾷܛᾱܠܲܢᾼᾫᾷܐ
ܩܱᾹܥܷ Άܦܢᾷܓ ܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ᾜΆܫܸܛᾱܛܪܲᾹ ᾓܦ ᾜΆܫܸܛ᾿ܲᾹᾓܦ
ᾦΆܛᾱܤܭܲᾠܣ ᾿ᾁΆܣ ܲܭܢܓ ܲܢܲܣ ᾼᾫܐ ܩܲܥ ᾽Ᾰᾐܝܷ ᾹܠᾦܛᾺᾗܦܸ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܢᾌᾷܥᾺܛᾰܔ

῀ܛᾺᾗܠܸܥܲ῁Ὰܦܢ ܫ῀ܓ ᾿ܱᾊܣ ᾐܤܢ ᾆܨ ᾽Ὰᾘܛܲᾱܝ ᾶᾌܐ ܢᾸܠܛ
᾽Ὰᾘܛܲᾱܝᾲܛܱܛιܢܑᾐܩܲܛᾞܭᾌܥᾌܒ᾿ܲܧܲܡܥܱᾰᾁΆܦܧܦܲᾹܦᾜΆܢܸᾷܤܸ
ᾷܛ  ᾙᾊᾰ

῀ᾶᾊιᾁܐ ܢ ᾌᾷܫܸܛܲܡܥܲ Ὰܛᾐᾰܘ ܲܢܲܣ ᾆܨ

ܲ῁Ὰܦܢ ܲܛᾐᾰܘ ܲܢܲܣ ᾆΆܨ ܧܲܢᾆΆ ܑᾸܨ ܛܬܲܦܢ ᾿ܱܥܷܢܑܷ ᾐܫ῀ܲᾌܦܠܲܢ
ܩܷܱᾹܥܷ

ᾶᾌΆܭܷܠܥᾌܒ᾿ܲܧܲܡܥܱᾰᾁΆܦܧܦܲᾹܦᾜΆܢܸᾷܤܸ῀ܛᾺᾗܠܸܥ

Ὰܫܸܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ ᾌΆܥᾺܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ܛܱܛᾦᾰܛᾱܫܢᾷܧܡܑܸ

ᾜΆܫܸܛᾱܤܭܲᾠܣܱᾰᾁΆܭᾞܓܫܸܛ᾿ܲᾹᾓܦ  6PDUWSKRQHܛܱܛᾦᾰܛܲܝܥܷᾹܩܲܢ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܢᾌᾷܥιܖܤܸܲܥᾺܦܸᾞܘᾷᾐܡܑܸᾜΆܫܸܛ᾽ܭܧܠܸᾙܭ᾽ܐ᾿ܲܢ
ܩܱιܦ ܛܱܫܛ᾿ܲᾹ ᾓܦ ᾿ܲܭܨܸܲܭ ܫܸܛ᾿ܲᾹ ᾓܦ ܢܱܨܭܲܫܭܶ ܨܸܭܲ᾿ ܑᾐܬܲܦܢ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܫ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷ῀ܛܲܝιܧᾙ
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ᾦΆܛܩܸᾦΆᾎᾁᾙܛܲܭᾞܛᾰܧܣܷ᾽ܤܧܥΆܛܪܲᾹᾕܦ῁ܲܦܢ
ܲܢܱܲܥܲ῁Ὰܦܢܱܦ
ܩܸ᾿ᾐܠܱܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ῀ܛᾰܦ᾿ܧܲܬܢܑ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܱܨܥܷᾺܡܸᾐ
ΆܪܝܷΆܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥ᾽ܱܧܱܲܥܶ


Άܛܲᾙܩ
ܧܠܸ᾽ᾗܠܱܢܶᾹܠܱᾌܥᾶܥܲᾹܢᾷܤܑܱᾞܭܶῂܘᾐܥᾹܕܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭܧܲܭܱܫܛܪܓܲᾹܫܛᾱܛܪᾓ
ᾲܤܸܢܲܢᾨܕ᾿ܲܫܛᾌܛܢᾶܦܲܫܛ῀ܛ᾽ܧܲܦܢܷܱᾷܥܱܶᾺܝܶܦܶᾐܩܲᾹܛᾞܭܲܛᾱܫܲܭܛܱܩᾹܘ
ܩܸᾷᾐܛܱܫܛᾌܖܲܤܢܲᾷܤܢܭܑܸ᾽ܤܢܱᾷܛܱᾐܥ᾿ܲܫܛܤܸܦᾶܨ᾿ܲܧܱܛܷܲ᾿ᾆᾌܫܛܫܸᾇ
ܱΆܪܤܕܱᾌܥιܧܝܱܶᾊܤܷܲᾹᾙᾹܢᾷܛܪᾓܠܸܱܥιܧܝܑܶᾲܤܩιܥܶᾺܛܱᾰܛܱᾐܥᾺܛܱܧܱܱܲܭ
᾿ܲܭܫܠᾶܐΆܐܲᾙܛ᾽ܤܲᾹܥܧܲܛᾱܠܱܢܶᾷܢᾨܕ᾿ܲܫܱܢᾆᾷܨܲܥܱᾺܥ῀ܛ᾽ܧܲܢܲᾺܛܕ
ᾹᾠܘΆܪᾞᾬܛܠܱᾶܛܶᾰܫܸܛܫܸᾞܓᾆܨܲܥܱᾺܥΆܝܪܑᾨܖ᾿ܲܭܱܧܱܱܲᾶᾊܝᾰܪ
ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܧܲܤܱܦᾞܓᾐܫ῀ܓܛܱܧܱܲܲܢܱܦᾦᾰᾁᾙᾹܛᾱܛܪᾓܦܸᾗᾐܧܩܸᾐܑᾐܑᾹܠܥᾺܛᾰܦܸ
ܲᾆܤܱܨܷܲܥᾰܥܷᾊᾹܕܱᾹᾆܨܲܥ᾽ܱܢᾷܦܸܫܸܛᾱܛܪܱᾐᾓܥܶ᾽ܝܳܝῄܧܲ᾿ᾝᾢܢᾷܪܱܛ
ᾠΆܥܶᾺܡܱܛ᾿ܲܫܛ᾿ܲܧܱܛܷᾰܬܲܦܢܤܲܛᾱܠܱܢܶᾷܭܲᾠܣܫܸܛᾱܛܪ῀ᾓܛᾱܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥ
ܠܥιܦܷᾔᾰᾁΆܧܲ᾿ᾢܦ᾿ܲܢᾷܛܪΆᾓܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥܱ᾽ᾌܥܷᾰᾆܐܦܷܛܪᾞᾓܘᾦΆܛᾌܭܶ᾿ܛ
ᾺܧܪܷܲܛᾱܐܛܱܪܲܧܱܭΆܠܝܤܱܛιܢܭܲᾠᾫܣܫܸܛᾱܛܪܱᾐᾓܥܶܤܫ῀ܓ῀ܛ᾿ᾓ
ܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ῀ܛᾱܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܢܑᾐܠܥᾺܩιܭܷܩܸܲܣᾶᾌܐΆܐ᾿ܲܢᾷܩᾹܦܱᾦܨܱܥ
ܤܲܛᾱܠܱܢܶᾷܩܥܶ

ܪܲܣ῀ܛᾱܠܥᾺܨܸܲܢ῀ܛᾊܥᾨᾷᾐᾺܧܶܛܸ῀ܛ῀ܱܢܲᾷܢᾼܝܶ῀ܛ῁ܢܑܭᾞܥ῀ܛ᾿ᾓ
῀ܛᾌܭ῀ᾁᾠܛᾱܭᾊܭ῀ᾒᾶܛ῀ᾲᾆᾞܠܥ῀ᾒᾶܛᾱܡܭܐ῀ܛᾱܠܥܨܸܭ
῀ܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ῀ܛᾌܭܪܸܪܳܣ῀ܛᾌܭ῀ܑᾠܛܬܸܥܷܲᾺܫܱܡܱܶܛ῀ܛܬܸܥܷᾢᾺܘ
ᾰܫܸܛܱᾞܥܶܤܱܪܲܭᾊܭܩܲܥιᾠΆܦ῀ܛܱᾁᾺᾗܢܶᾫᾷܨܢ῀ܛᾱܧܲܭܙ῀ܛ᾿ᾢᾓܘ
ᾦΆܛᾱܡܭܐܛܸܭᾷᾐܤܸܫ῀ܓ᾿ᾢܧᾊܥᾁΆܑᾺܐΆܛܪᾓܧܷܭܸܠܱᾶܛܶ
ᾌΆܥ᾿ܧܝܶᾲܛܱܪܲܧܱܭΆܧܡܑܸιᾠܥܶᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾺܛܸܭιᾠܥܶᾺܛܱܲᾰܛܝܷ᾿ܲܭᾊܭᾎܤܲᾹܦ
ܛܱܢܠܱᾶܛܶܦܸᾹܢᾷܨܣܷᾹᾔΆܕ῀ܛᾱܛܪܲᾹᾕܦᾁΆܐ

ΆܛܪܲᾹᾕܦܦܷܛܪᾓ

ܧܡܑܸ῀ܛ᾿Άᾂᾁ῀ᾓܠܲܢ᾽ᾰܥᾹܠܶΆᾁܠܲܢᾆܧܲܝ᾽ܥܶܤܫ῀ܓ
ΆܛܪܲᾹᾕܦܛܪܓܲᾹܢᾷܛܪᾆᾓܨܲܛܱᾱܛΆܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥ᾿ܤܶ᾽ܱܛΆܛܥܱᾺܛᾰܡܭܐ
ܲᾹܢᾷܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥᾹܪܦܶܲܛܤܶ᾽ܱܛΆܛܪܲᾹᾕܦܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܢᾷܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥᾹܛܲܝܲᾲܦ
ᾁΆܐ῀ܛܲܡܥܱᾊܤܷܲ᾿ᾙᾹܩܱιܪܨܭܛܪܲᾹᾕܦܭܸܧܲܛܐΆܠܲܢ᾿Άᾓܛᾰܪܑᾷᾐܥ
Άܛܱᾰܣܷᾼᾫܐ
ᾜΆܫܸܛܲܭᾞܛᾰܧܣܷ᾽ܤܧܥᾠΆܥܶᾺܡܱܛ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܛܪܲᾹᾕܦܧܲܭܱܫܛܪܓ
ᾹܢܱᾶᾌܛܶιܦܷܱᾼᾫܥᾺܘᾹܠᾦܛᾱܛܪܲᾹᾕܦ῁ܲܦܢᾜΆܫܸܛܩܸᾎᾁᾙ
῀ܛᾱܛܪܲᾹᾕܦ῁ܲܦܢᾜΆܦܸᾢܭᾜΆܫܸܛܲܫܭܶܠܑܸᾜΆܧܸܪܸܲܣܧܢܸܱܥܷιܢ
ܲᾹܧܨܸᾌܛܱᾼᾫܭܑῂܢܷܭܱᾼܨܐᾜΆܫܸܛᾱܩܱιܦܧᾶᾊܭܷܛܱᾱܭ῀ܓ᾿ܲܢᾷܪܱܛ᾽ܲܢܕ
ܱᾁΆܛܱᾰܣܷܦܸᾹܢᾙ
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ᾦΆܛܩܸᾦΆᾎᾁᾙܛܲܭᾞܛᾰܧܣܷ᾽ܤܧܥ
ᾜΆܫܸܛܲܭᾞܛᾰܧܣܷ᾽ܤܧܥᾞΆܭܲᾹܥ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܛܪܲᾹᾕܦܧܲܭܱܫܛܪܓ
῀ܛᾱܥܲᾒܩܱܥܶᾌܢܷ῀ܛܲܭᾞܛܳᾌܫ῀ܓܲܬܱܦܶᾐܩܲܛᾙᾊܡܱܛᾜΆܫܸܛܩܸᾎᾁᾙ
ܫܢᾷܪܸܭܤܱܛᾦᾰܛܲܫܱܤܩܲܢܱιᾠᾷܦ῀ܛܱܲܡܓᾢܘ῀ܛᾫܝܸܲܢᾷܘ῀ܛܦܸᾹܢܲᾹܩιܭ
ᾫܝܸܲܢᾷܘܲܩܱܥܶ῀ᾲᾆᾺܛᾱܭᾊܭܱᾺᾗܛܷᾰܛܸܭ᾿ܥܲᾹܫܛᾱܡܭܐܲᾹܦᾫܝܸܲܢᾷܘ
ܲᾹܦ῀ܛܱᾼᾺᾗܭܤܱܛܲιܢᾷܠܲᾹᾕܥΆܠܱܠܔ᾽ܤܧܥ῀ܛܦܸᾹܢᾷܦܸܱܱܲᾺᾗܛ
᾽ܤܧܥܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܛܪܲᾹᾕܦܱᾌܤᾹܥܧܲܛܐ῀ܛܩܸܲ᾽ᾫᾙܛܥܲᾹܫܛᾱܡܭܐ
ᾐܫ῀ιᾠܥܶᾺܧᾼܝܱܶᾼᾫܥᾺܘᾹܠᾦܛᾱܛܪܲᾹᾕܦ῁ܲܦܢ῀ܛܦܸܱᾞᾶܥܶܲᾹܫܛܲܭᾞܛᾰܧܣܷ


ᾜΆܪܸ᾿ܕᾜΆܩܸᾼᾫᾙܐ
ܫܸܛܩܸᾼᾫᾎᾁᾙܐܛܸܭܛᾰܫܲܭιᾠΆܦܱᾼᾫܥᾺܘܨܸᾌܛܱᾼᾫᾰܭܑῂ
ܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܛܪܲᾹᾕܦܪܲܛᾱܐܱᾁΆܭᾼܐܩιܥܶᾺܢ῁ᾷܛܲܣܱᾶᾌܛܶᾰܛܱܧܠܸܥᾊᾺ
῁ܲܦܢ῀ܛܦܸᾹܢιᾠᾷܥܶᾺܧܱܨܐᾦΆܛܩܸᾦΆᾎᾁᾙܛܲܭᾞܛᾰܧܣܷ᾽ܤܧܥ
ܲᾹܧܨܸᾌܛᾼᾫᾰܐܨܸᾌܛܱᾼᾫᾰܭᾐܑῂܫ῀ιᾠܥܶᾺܧܱܨܐܲܢܱᾞᾷܥܶ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܛܪܲᾹᾕܦ
ܲιᾁܭᾼܐܦܷᾌܦܫܸܛᾱܛܪܲᾹᾕܦܪܲܝᾞܘᾌΆܥ᾿ܧܝܶ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢܲᾷܢᾞܛΆܛᾆᾞᾰ
ᾐܫ῀ܲᾜܢᾌᾷܥܓ


ܲᾜΆܝ᾽ᾲܫܭܱᾠΆܪܨܭܲᾹܫܛᾱܛܪܲᾹᾕܦ῁ܲܦܢ
Ὰܛܱܧܛܸܭܑᾞܤܕ῀ܛܲᾺᾗܫܛᾱܥ᾽ܱܧܲܤܢܭܸܢܱ᾽ᾸܝᾆܨܫܸܛᾱܛܪܲᾹᾕܦ῁ܲܦܢ
ΆܠܲܢܨܸᾐܦܱᾁΆܧܱᾊܤܷᾙᾹܦܷܠܲܢܨܸᾐܦ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܛܪܲᾹᾕܦ῁ܲܦܢܱΆܪܛܱܲܲᾰܥ
ΆܐΆܛܬܛܲᾰܭ᾿ܛᾰܧܡܑܸ῁ܲܦܢܱᾁΆܧܲܝιܧᾙܭ᾽ܱܤᾹܢᾞܘܠܥᾺܛᾱܠܱܢܶ᾿ܑ
ܤܸᾹܝܶᾐܩιܥܶᾺܛᾱܠܱܢܶ᾿ܑΆܫܢᾷܪܸܭΆܛܪᾐᾓܩιܥܶᾺܛᾱܠܱܢܶᾶᾌܐ
ᾠΆܥܶᾺܩܥܶΆܠܲܫܛ᾽ܤܧܥΆܫܢᾐܑᾷܩܲᾹܛᾞܭᾌܥιܧܝܶΆܑ᾿ܑᾞᾸᾐܫܢΆܛܪᾓ
ܪܸܭΆܛܬܲܦܢᾐܩܲᾹܛᾞܭܲܛᾱܬܭܫܸܛ᾿ܲᾜΆᾓܩܲᾹܦܡܠܛܲᾤΆܧܠܸܥᾊᾺܡܠܛ
ΆܫܢᾹᾔΆܕᾹܱܳᾊᾱᾟΆܥܙܱᾁΆܦܫܢᾷܪܸܭܛܪܲᾹᾕܦܩιܥܶᾺܛᾱܠܱܢܶ᾿ܑ

Άܑ᾿ܑᾞᾸᾐܛܪܲᾹᾕܦᾹᾔΆܕΆܛܥᾊᾺܥᾐܩܲᾹܛᾞܭᾌܥ᾿ܧܝܑܶ᾿ܑᾞᾸᾐ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾞܭᾌܥ᾿ܧܝܶ


Άܠܲܢܨܸᾐܦ
῀ܛ᾿ܲ᾿ᾓܢᾷܛܪܲᾹᾕܦܱᾁΆܑΆܦܛܪܲᾹᾕܦ᾿ܢܲᾹᾙܬܲܦܢܦܷܛܪܲᾹᾕܦܑΆ



ܤܱܛܳᾊιܫ῀ܓ᾿ܠܢܷܧᾹᾂᾊܠܱᾌܥᾹܧܥܲܩᾞᾱᾁᾁܘ῁ܲܦܢ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢܑᾷܤܫ῀ܓ
᾿ܲܧܛܸܭᾫΆܢܓᾤᾰᾁܠܢܷ᾿ܱ᾿ᾓܤܐܪܸ᾿ܲܭܩܥܶᾺܛܲᾰܫܛܸܪܥᾺܝܸܲܭܢܲᾷܤܢ
ܲܩܱܥܶ᾿ܠܢܷܤܱܪܲܧܛܸܭ῀ܛܱܲܡܓᾢܘᾐܫ῀ιᾠܥܶᾺܛܲᾰܫܲܩܱܥܶᾌܢܷ
ᾰܭܸܝܸܲܢᾷܘܫܢᾷܪܸܭܤܱܛᾦᾰܛܲܫܱܤܩܲܢܱιᾠᾷܦΆܫܢܑᾷܪܸ᾿ܲܭܩܥܶᾺܨܢ
 )'Ά 3ܭᾊܭܡܭܐᾁܢ῀ܛᾱܡܭܐܫ῀ܓܲᾹܢᾷܛܪܲᾹᾕܦܑΆܪܸ᾿ܲܭܛܱᾶᾊᾞᾰܛܶ
ᾐܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܭᾊܭܱᾺᾗܛܷܧܲܛܐܱᾺᾗܛܷᾰܧܡܑܸ Ά 76&,,ܨܢᾁܢ ܲ 8QLFRGHܩᾞᾱᾁᾁܘ
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ܲᾹܢᾷܫܢܑᾷܤܫ῀ܱᾶᾌܛܶᾰܭܸܝܸܲܢᾷܘܲܩܱܥܶ῀ᾲᾆᾺܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢܑᾷ
ܱᾞᾰᾁܥܷᾊᾺܥܤܫ῀ιᾠܥܶᾺܛܲᾰܫ῀ܛܲܢᾼܝܶܢܲᾷܩ῀ᾁܛܦܸᾹܢᾷܦܸܱܱܲᾺᾗܛܲᾹܫܛ᾿ᾓ
Άܠܱܠܔ᾽ܤܧܥᾐܫ῀ܓܱܲܲᾫܥᾹᾔΆܕ῀ܛܱᾰܤܲܭᾠΆܥܶᾺܛܛܷᾊܛᾊᾰܛܱܭᾐܖ
ܲ᾽ᾫܛܥܫܸܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦܪܸ᾿ܲܭܩܥܶᾺܛܲᾰܫ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢ῀ܑᾷܛܱᾼᾺᾗܭܤܱܛܲιܢᾷܠܲᾹᾕܥ
᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢ῀ 566IHHG ܑᾷܛᾱܠܙܲܢᾼܝܶ῀ܛᾺᾗܡܑܸ῀ܛܲܭᾞܛܤܱܛιܢܭᾠܥܶᾺܧᾼܝܶ
ܪܸ᾿ܑ


ΆܛܪܲᾹᾕܦܛܬܛܲᾰܭ᾿ܛᾰܧܡܑܸ῁ܲܦܢ
᾿ܲܢᾷܛܪܲᾹᾕܦܱᾁΆܑΆܦܛܪܲᾹᾕܦᾐܭܱܠᾶܨܑܲᾹܬܲܦܢΆܛܪܲᾹᾕܦܑΆ



ᾰᾁܡܛܳ῁ᾰܛᾶܤܶܲܢܥΆܧܲܛᾰܪܑܛᾱܝΆܡܛᾰܪܑᾊܭᾶᾆܕ῁ܲܦܢᾫܠܸܪ᾿ܱܝܶ
Άܧܲܛᾰܪܑ᾽ܢܲᾷܝ῀ܛ᾿ܲᾓܩܣܶ῀ܛᾱܧܲܛᾰܪܲܩܲιܝ῀ܛᾱܧܲܛᾰܪܑܧܦܝ῀ܛᾱܧܲܥܱᾺܛ
῀ܛᾱܧܲܛᾰܪܑܱᾶᾌܩܱΆᾓιܢܥ῀ ܑᾞܛܢܸܲܭܛ ῀ܛᾱܧܲܛᾰܪܑܱᾶᾌܩܱΆᾓιܢܥܑᾞ
Ά/LWHUDWXUHܭᾊܭᾹܦܱܨܷ῀ܛᾱܧܲܛᾰܪܑ᾽ܭܲᾠܝ῀ܛᾱܧܲܛᾰܪܑܩܱᾌᾺᾗܣ ῀ܛܠܸܣܨܸܓ
῀ܛܱᾁᾺᾗܢܶ᾿ܱܝܶᾲܪܸܛΆܧܲܝᾴܫܛᾰܪܸܛ῀ܛᾶᾌܛܲܣ῀ܛܲܢܱܨܛ 5RPDQ

ܠܥᾺܛܱᾰܧܦܸܠܸܱᾌܣ᾿ܱܝܨܱᾌܣ῁ܲܦܢΆܛܧܲܝܱܛܱᾌܥᾶܥΆܛܧܲܝܱܛᾊᾰܭᾆ
ܤܱܛܳᾊιܫ῀ܓܲܩᾞᾱᾁᾁܘ῁ܲܦܢ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢܑᾷܤܫ῀ܓܤܧܲܛܐ῀ܛ᾿ܲᾹᾓܫܛ᾽ܟܲܩ
ᾫΆܢܓᾤᾰᾁܠܢܷ᾿ᾐᾓܫ῀ιᾠܥܶᾺܛܲᾰܫܛܱܛᾤᾰܠܢܷᾢܢᾙܨܛܛܸܪܥᾺܝܸܲܭܢܲᾷܤܢ
ܲܩܱܥܶ᾿ܠܢܷܤܱܪܲܧܛܸܭ῀ܛܱܲܡܓᾢܘᾐܫ῀ιᾠܥܶᾺܛܲᾰܫܲܩܱܥܶᾌܢܷ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ
ᾰܭܸܝܸܲܢᾷܘܫܢᾷܪܸܭܤܱܛᾦᾰܛܲܫܱܤܩܲܢܱιᾠᾷܦΆܫܢܑᾷܪܸ᾿ܲܭܩܥܶᾺܨܢ
 )'Ά 3ܭᾊܭܡܭܐᾁܢ῀ܛᾱܡܭܐܫ῀ܓܲᾹܢᾷܛܪܲᾹᾕܦܑΆܪܸ᾿ܲܭܛܱᾶᾊᾞᾰܛܶ
ܤܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܭᾊܭܱᾺᾗܛܷܧܲܛܐܱᾺᾗܛܷᾰܧܡܑܸ Ά 76&,,ܨܢᾁܢ ܲ 8QLFRGHܩᾞᾱᾁᾁܘ
ܲᾹܢᾷܫܢܑᾷܤܫ῀ܱᾶᾌܛܶᾰܭܸܝܸܲܢᾷܘܲܩܱܥܶ῀ᾲᾆᾺܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢܑᾷ
ܱᾞᾰᾁܥܷᾊᾺܥܤܫ῀ιᾠܥܶᾺܛܲᾰܫ῀ܛܲܢᾼܝܶܢܲᾷܩ῀ᾁܛܦܸᾹܢᾷܦܸܱܱܲᾺᾗܛܲᾹܫܛ᾿ᾓ
Άܠܱܠܔ᾽ܤܧܥᾐܫ῀ܓܱܲܲᾫܥᾹᾔΆܕ῀ܛܱᾰܤܲܭᾠΆܥܶᾺܛܛܷᾊܛᾊᾰܛܱܭᾐܖ
ܲ᾽ᾫܛܥܫܸܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦᾐܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢ῀ܑᾷܛܱᾼᾺᾗܭܤܱܛܲιܢᾷܠܲᾹᾕܥ
ᾐܫ῀ιᾠܥܶᾺܛᾱܬܭ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢ῀ܑᾷܛᾺᾗܡܑܸ῀ܛܲܭᾞܛܤܱܛιܢܭᾠܥܶᾺܧᾼܝܶ


Άܛܪᾓ

῀ܛ῁ܢܑܭᾞܥ῀ܛ῁ܢܲܫܱܣ῀ܛ᾿ܲ᾿ᾓܢᾷܫܢΆܛܪᾓ
ܢܲᾷܤܢܤܱܛܳᾊιܫ῀ܓܲܩᾞᾱᾁᾁܘ῁ܲܦܢ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢܑᾷܤܫ῀ܓܤܧܲܛܐ῀ܛܛܸܲᾰܩܠᾐᾶ
ܛܥܲᾺܢܥܛܸܭܠܱܥ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭܱᾰᾁΆܢܲܫܕܪܸܠܢܷ᾿ᾓܪܸ᾿ܲܭܩܥܶᾺܛܲᾰܫܛܸܪܥᾺܝܸܲܭ
῀ܛܱܲܡܓᾢܘᾐܫ῀ιᾠܥܶᾺܛܲᾰܫܲܩܱܥܶᾌܢܷܤܱܛᾤᾰܠܢܷܛܸܭܧܱܲܲܝܐܛܸܭ
ܤܱܛᾦᾰܛܲܫܱܤܩܲܢܱιᾠᾷܦΆܫܢܑᾷܪܸ᾿ܲܭܩܥܶᾺܨܢܲܩܱܥܶ᾿ܠܢܷܤܱܪܲܧܛܸܭ
ᾁܢ῀ܛᾱܡܭܐܫ῀ܓܲᾹܢᾷܛܪܲᾹᾕܦܑΆܪܸ᾿ܲܭܛܱᾶᾊᾞᾰܛܶᾰܭܸܝܸܲܢᾷܘܫܢᾷܪܸܭ
ܲܩܱܥܶ῀ᾲᾆᾺܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢᾐܑᾷܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܢᾷܭᾊܭ )'Ά 3ܭᾊܭܡܭܐ
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ܢܲᾷܩ῀ᾁܛܦܸᾹܢᾷܦܸܱܱܲᾺᾗܛܲᾹܫܛ᾿ܲᾹᾓܢᾷܫܢܑᾷܤܫ῀ܱᾶᾌܛܶᾰܭܸܝܸܲܢᾷܘ
῀ܛܱᾼᾺᾗܭܤܱܛܲιܢᾷܠܲᾹᾕܥΆܠܱܠܔ᾽ܤܧܥܤܫ῀ιᾠܥܶᾺܛܲᾰܫ῀ܛܲܢᾼܝܶ
῀ܛᾺᾗܡܑܸ῀ܛܲܭᾞܛܤܱܛιܢܭᾠܥܶᾺܧᾼܝܶܲ᾽ᾫܛܥܫܸܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦᾐܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢܑᾷ
ᾐܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢܑᾷ


ܪܸܭΆܛܬܲܦܢ
᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢܑᾷܤܫ῀ܓ῀ܛ᾿ᾓܠܥιܦܷܲ᾿ᾰᾁΆܢᾷܛܪܲᾹᾕܦܪܸܭΆܛܬܲܦܢ



᾿ᾓܪܸ᾿ܲܭܩܥܶᾺܛܲᾰܫܛܸܪܥᾺܝܸܲܭܢܲᾷܤܢܤܱܛܳᾊιܫ῀ܓܲܩᾞᾱᾁᾁܘ῁ܲܦܢ
ܤܱܪܲܧܛܸܭ῀ܛܱܲܡܓᾢܘᾐܫ῀ιᾠܥܶᾺܛܲᾰܫܲܩܱܥܶᾌܢܷ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭᾫΆܢܓᾤᾰᾁܠܢܷ
ܫܢᾷܪܸܭܤܱܛᾦᾰܛܲܫܱܤܩܲܢܱιᾠᾷܦΆܫܢܑᾷܪܸ᾿ܲܭܩܥܶᾺܨܢܲܩܱܥܶ᾿ܠܢܷ
ܡܭܐᾁܢ῀ܛᾱܡܭܐܫ῀ܓܲᾹܢᾷܛܪܲᾹᾕܦܑΆܪܸ᾿ܲܭܛܱᾶᾊᾞᾰܛܶᾰܭܸܝܸܲܢᾷܘ
ܱᾺᾗܛܷܧܲܛܐܱᾺᾗܛܷᾰܧܡܑܸ Ά 76&,,ܨܢᾁܢ ܲ 8QLFRGHܩᾞᾱᾁᾁܘ )'Ά 3ܭᾊܭ
ܤܫ῀ܱᾶᾌܛܶᾰܭܸܝܸܲܢᾷܘܲܩܱܥܶ῀ᾲᾆᾺܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦܫܢܑᾷܤܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܭᾊܭ
ܤܫ῀ιᾠܥܶᾺܛܲᾰܫ῀ܛܲܢᾼܝܶܢܲᾷܩ῀ᾁܛܦܸᾹܢᾷܦܸܱܱܲᾺᾗܛܲᾹܫܛ᾿ܲᾹᾓܢᾷܫܢܑᾷ
ܫܸܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦᾐܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢ῀ܑᾷܛܱᾼᾺᾗܭܤܱܛܲιܢᾷܠܲᾹᾕܥΆܠܱܠܔ᾽ܤܧܥ
ᾐܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢ῀ܑᾷܛᾺᾗܡܑܸ῀ܛܲܭᾞܛܤܱܛιܢܭᾠܥܶᾺܧᾼܝܶܲ᾽ᾫܛܥ


ΆܛܥᾊᾺܥ
ᾦΆܛ῁ܢܑܭᾞܥᾦΆܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦܠܥιܦܷܲ᾿ᾰᾁΆܢᾷܛܪܲᾹᾕܦܑΆ



ܢܲᾷܤܢܤܱܛܳᾊιܫ῀ܓܲܩᾞᾱᾁᾁܘ῁ܲܦܢ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢܑᾷܤܫ῀ܓᾦΆܛܱᾺᾗܛܷᾢᾰܘ
ܪܸ᾿ܑܲܩܱܥܶᾌܢܷ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭᾫΆܢܓᾤᾰᾁܠܢܷ᾿ᾓܪܸ᾿ܲܭܩܥܶᾺܛܲᾰܫܛܸܪܥᾺܝܸܲܭ
ܱιᾠᾷܦΆܫܢܑᾷܪܸ᾿ܲܭܩܥܶᾺܨܢܲܩܱܥܶ᾿ܠܢܷܤܱܪܲܧܛܸܭ῀ܛܱܲܡܓᾢܘ
ܲᾹܢᾷܛܪܲᾹᾕܦܑΆܪܸ᾿ܲܭܛܱᾶᾊᾞᾰܛܶᾰܭܸܝܸܲܢᾷܘܫܢᾷܪܸܭܤܱܛᾦᾰܛܲܫܱܤܩܲܢ
ܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢᾐܑᾷܫ῀ܓܦܷᾌܦ᾿ܲܢᾷܭᾊܭ )'Ά 3ܭᾊܭܡܭܐᾁܢ῀ܛᾱܡܭܐܫ῀ܓ
ܲᾹܫܛ᾿ܲᾹᾓܢᾷܫܢܑᾷܤܫ῀ܱᾶᾌܛܶᾰܭܸܝܸܲܢᾷܘܲܩܱܥܶ῀ᾲᾆᾺܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ
Άܠܱܠܔ᾽ܤܧܥܪܸ᾿ܲܭܩܥܶᾺܛܲᾰܫ῀ܛܲܢᾼܝܶܢܲᾷܩ῀ᾁܛܦܸᾹܢᾷܦܸܱܱܲᾺᾗܛ
ܲ᾽ᾫܛܥܫܸܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦᾐܫ῀ιᾠܥܶᾺܛܲᾰܫ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢ῀ܑᾷܛܱᾼᾺᾗܭܤܱܛܲιܢᾷܠܲᾹᾕܥ
ܤܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢ῀ܑᾷܛᾺᾗܡܑܸ῀ܛܲܭᾞܛܤܱܛιܢܭᾠܥܶᾺܧᾼܝܶ


ᾹܱܳᾊᾱᾟΆܥܙ
῁ܲܦܢ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢܑᾷܤܫ῀ܓ῀ܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦܠܥιܦܷܲ᾿ᾰᾁΆܢᾷܛܪܲᾹᾕܦܑΆ



ᾤᾰᾁܠܢܷ᾿ᾓܪܸ᾿ܲܭܩܥܶᾺܛܲᾰܫܛܸܪܥᾺܝܸܲܭܢܲᾷܤܢܤܱܛܳᾊιܫ῀ܓܲܩᾞᾱᾁᾁܘ
ܩιܥܶᾺܧᾼܝܶΆܩιܭܷܨܢ῀ܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦᾐܫ῀ιᾠܥܶᾺܛܲᾰܫܲܩܱܥܶᾌܢܷ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭᾫΆܢܓ
ᾁᾺᾗܥ᾿ܠܢܷܤܱܛιܢܭᾌܢܷ᾿ܲܧܠܸܥܲᾹᾊᾺܢᾷܪܱܛܤܱܪܲܧܠܸܥᾊᾺ
Άܫܢܑᾷܪܸ᾿ܲܭܩܥܶᾺܨܢܲܩܱܥܶ᾿ܠܢܷܤܱܪܲܧܛܸܭ῀ܛܱܲܡܓᾢܘᾐܫ῀ιᾠܥܶᾺܛܲᾰܫ
ܪܸ᾿ܲܭܛܱᾶᾊᾞᾰܛܶᾰܭܸܝܸܲܢᾷܘܫܢᾷܪܸܭܤܱܛᾦᾰܛܲܫܱܤܩܲܢܱιᾠᾷܦ
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ᾐܫ῀ܓᾌΆܦ᾿ܲܢᾷܭᾊܭ )'Ά 3ܭᾊܭܡܭܐᾁܢ῀ܛᾱܡܭܐܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܢᾷܛܪܲᾹᾕܦܑΆ
ܲᾹܢᾷܫܢܑᾷܤܫ῀ܱᾶᾌܛܶᾰܭܸܝܸܲܢᾷܘܲܩܱܥܶ῀ᾲᾆᾺܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢܑᾷ
ܤܫ῀ιᾠܥܶᾺܛܲᾰܫܛܱܭܲܫܢܶ῀ܛܲܢᾼܝܶܢܲᾷܩ῀ᾁܛܦܸᾹܢᾷܦܸܱܱܲᾺᾗܛܲᾹܫܛ᾿ᾓ
ܫܸܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦܤܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢ῀ܑᾷܛܱᾼᾺᾗܭܤܱܛܲιܢᾷܠܲᾹᾕܥΆܠܱܠܔ᾽ܤܧܥ
ܪܸ᾿ܑ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢ῀ܑᾷܛᾺᾗܡܑܸ῀ܛܲܭᾞܛܤܱܛιܢܭᾠܥܶᾺܧᾼܝܶܲ᾽ᾫܛܥ


ΆܛܪᾓܤܸᾹܝܶ
ܲܩᾞᾱᾁᾁܘ῁ܲܦܢ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢܱᾁΆܑᾷܢܠܥᾺܛܸܭܛܲܡܭΆܛܪܲᾹᾕܦܑΆ



ᾫΆܢܓᾤᾰᾁܠܢܷ᾿ᾓܪܸ᾿ܲܭܩܥܶᾺܛܲᾰܫܛܸܪܥᾺܝܸܲܭܢܲᾷܤܢܤܱܛܳᾊιܫ῀ܓ
ܲܩܱܥܶ᾿ܠܢܷܤܱܪܲܧܛܸܭ῀ܛܱܲܡܓᾢܘᾐܫ῀ιᾠܥܶᾺܛܲᾰܫܲܩܱܥܶᾌܢܷ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ
ᾰܭܸܝܸܲܢᾷܘܫܢᾷܪܸܭܤܱܛᾦᾰܛܲܫܱܤܩܲܢܱιᾠᾷܦΆܫܢܑᾷܪܸ᾿ܲܭܩܥܶᾺܨܢ
 )'Ά 3ܭᾊܭܡܭܐᾁܢ῀ܛᾱܡܭܐܫ῀ܓܲᾹܢᾷܛܪܲᾹᾕܦܑΆܪܸ᾿ܲܭܛܱᾶᾊᾞᾰܛܶ
Άܠܱܠܔ᾽ܤܧܥᾐܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܭᾊܭܱᾺᾗܛܷܧܲܛܐ ܲ 8QLFRGHܩᾞᾱᾁᾁܘ
ܲ᾽ᾫܛܥᾺܫܸܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦܪܸ᾿ܲܭܩܥܶᾺܛܲᾰܫ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢ῀ܑᾷܛܱᾼᾺᾗܭܤܱܛܲιܢᾷܠܲᾹᾕܥ
ܪܸ᾿ܑ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢ῀ܑᾷܛᾺᾗܡܑܸ῀ܛܲܭᾞܛܤܱܛιܢܭᾠܥܶᾺܧᾼܝܶ
ᾼᾫᾙᾊᾫܐ
ܱᾐܥܶᾆܨܭܷܤܕᾐܫ῀ܓܭܷܛܱܭܩܸᾰᾁܛܲܦᾫܨܢܲᾹܫܛᾱܛܪܲᾹᾕܦ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ

ιᾠܥܶᾺܫܸܛᾊܥᾹܦܶܲᾹܫܛ᾿ΆᾓܠܱܱܲܭܷܲᾞΆᾗܭܛܲᾰܫܫܸܛ᾿ᾰᾁᾓܩܸᾷᾐܛܪᾓ
ᾠΆܥܶᾺܛܲιܭ᾿ܲܢᾷܛܬܲܦܢᾶᾌΆܭܷܠܥᾺܠܲܧܲܫܭܶ᾿ܲܢᾷܛܪܲᾹᾕܦ᾿ܱܝܨܭܸ
ܛܱܭܩܸᾫᾁܝܸܲܢᾷܘܤܱܛܲᾰܩᾞᾱᾁᾁܘ῁ܲܦܢܲᾤΆܫܛܲܤܲܡܛᾰܠܸܲᾤΆܫܛܲܝܥܷܪܸ
ܲᾜΆܭᾞܛᾎᾰܤܲᾹܦܱᾞܢܱܶܧܢܱܪ᾿ܑᾫܝܸܲܢᾷܘܤܱܛܲᾰܩᾞᾱᾁᾁܘ῁ܲܦܢ᾿ܱܢܫ῀ܓ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܛܲᾰܢܲܭܠܸܢᾷܛܲιܭ᾿ܲܢᾷܛܬܲܦܢ
ᾦΆܛܨܸܱܲᾸᾐܥ
ܲᾺᾗܢܥܲᾹܦᾹ (38%ܠᾷᾐܠܥ ܲᾺᾗܢܥܲᾹܦ῀ܛܱᾺᾗܛܷᾰܛܪܲᾹᾕܦ῁ܲܦܢ  



ܧܲܛܐ Ά =,3ܭᾊܭܛᾆᾞᾰܨܸܓܨܸܓܧܲܫܕ᾿ܲᾶᾊܛ Ᾱܠᾷᾐܠܥ ᾿ (38%ܦܱܪ᾿ܲܦܠܥ
῀ܛᾱܛܪܲᾹᾕܦ῁ܲܦܢᾶᾌΆܭܷܩܥܶᾺܛܲᾰܫ῀ܛ᾿ܲᾹᾕܦ῁ܲܦܢᾫΆܛܱܫܛܱᾺᾗܛܷ
ܱ᾿ᾐܩιܥܶᾺܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ῀ܛᾢܧܝܶᾰᾁᾠᾴܛܪܲᾹᾕܦ῁ܲܦܢ  ᾶᾌΆܭܷܠܥᾺܩܱιܦ
῀ܛᾱܛܪܲᾹᾕܦܛܱܭܝܑܸᾦᾰᾁܛܲܫܱܤܩܲܢܱιᾠᾷܦ  ᾜΆܠܸܨܸܪܥܑᾹᾔΆ
Ὰܛܱܢܲܫܕܛܲܦܫܸܛ᾿ᾶᾌΆ  ᾓܭܷܛᾞܥܶ῀ܛ᾿ᾢᾓܘ  ᾶᾌΆܭܷܩܥܶᾺܩܱιܦ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܩܥܶᾺܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ῀ܛܲܩܱܥܶᾌܢܷܧܱܲܓܠܢܷᾁᾷᾐᾷܥ


῀JOREDORXSFRP"FF XVJXWHQEHUJRUJQRRODKDPRUJQRRODKDPRUJܛᾫܨܢܲᾷܭᾞܛ
RSHQUHDGLQJURRPFRPSDGLSSDNDPFRPWDZLNLSHGLDRUJWDPLOYXRUJWKDPL]KJDPQHW
Άܛܪܲ῁ᾓܦܢܲܭᾞܛᾰܧܣܷ᾽ܤܧܥᾺܛܪΆᾓܧܡܑܸ῁ܲܦܢΆܛܪܲᾹᾕܦ῀ܛܱιܝܶܲᾲܩᾁ
ܦܸܲܡܛܲ῁ᾰܦܢ῁ܲܦܢ
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ܱᾌܥᾹܧܥܲᾹܧܲܤܲܡܛᾦᾰᾁᾰܛᾼᾫܐܧܲܛᾰܪܑ῁ܲܦܢ
ܱܶܢ
ܢܭ᾽ܭܤܸܲ ᾙܢᾸܧܞܶ
ܲܦᾆܪܤܢ
MD\DD#JPDLOFRP

᾽ܫܱܭᾼܐܠܥ᾽ܭܤܸᾙ

᾽GKDQDJLUL#JPDLOFRPܭܪܸܢᾷܩܸܲ῁ᾷᾐܦܢ

᾽ᾷᾑܫܱᾱᾁܠܱܛΆܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥΆܕ᾽ܐῄܕ


ܨܸᾙᾹᾔ

῀ܛᾱܨܲܢᾸܧܑ ܲܩܱܥܶ ᾲᾆᾺܛܱܦܡܨܱܛ ܲᾹܧܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ ܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ
ܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܡܛᾰܪܑ ܩιܥᾺܘ ܱΆ ܑᾹᾠܣ ܧܷܪܷܱܤܢܠܥᾺܛܲᾊᾰܥᾶᾌܛ
ܲܤܲܡܛᾨΆܛܲܢᾷܛܱܦܝᾲܓܲᾹܧܪܸܲܣᾊܥܲᾺܝ᾽ᾲܫܭᾐῂܩܲܛᾙᾊܡܱܛᾰܫܸܛ᾿ᾓ
ܛܱܧܡܸᾠᾐܓܫ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷ᾿ܲܧܩܸᾙܧܲܫܕܫܸܛᾼᾫܐܡܛᾰܪܑܧܲܛᾰܪܑΆܣ
ᾼᾫܐ ܲᾷᾐܩᾰ ᾁܧܸܢܸܱ᾽ᾷܭ ᾞܘ ܨܷܘ ܱΆܣ ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܛܱܩܱᾹܝ ᾐܫ῀ܓ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ ܲᾹᾠܧܥ ܱΆܪ᾿ܛܶᾱܕ ܢܸܱ᾽ᾷܭܲ᾿ ῂܤܕ ܱΆܩܷܲᾹܛ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷ
ܛᾌᾰܠܶᾶܛ ܢܷܱ᾽ᾷܥ ᾊᾷᾐᾺܥ ܱΆܣ ᾜΆܢܸܭΆ ᾙᾨܧܲܛᾰܪܲܭ ῂܢܸܥᾹܕ
ܢܸܱ᾽ᾷܭܲ᾿ ῂܢᾷܧܲܛᾰܪܲܭܱ᾿ ῂܤܧܥ ܲᾹܧܲܤܲܡܛ ܛܱܩܱܦ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ
ܲᾊᾷᾐܥᾶᾌܛ ᾿ܲܧܱᾊܣܶ ܨܷܘ Ᾱᾠܕ ᾐܩܲܛᾞܭ ιᾠܥܶΆܠܑ ܱΆܪ᾿ܛܶᾱܕ
Ᾱܢ ᾿ܲܢᾷܨܣܷ᾿ Ᾰܦܱܪ᾿ܲܦᾌܦ ᾐܭܩܸΆ ᾁܨܣܷ ᾿ܱܤܧܥ Ᾱܢܑ ᾙᾊᾜΆܠܲܭ
ᾤΆܧܑܧܲܩܲᾌܥᾺܘ᾿ܱܦΆܣᾜΆܫܸܛᾱܧܲܛᾰܪܑܪܥܤܱܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ

ܭܷܛܱܫܛᾼᾫܐ ܩᾹܕ ܩܸᾺᾖᾌᾙܘ ܩܸᾙܛᾰܫܲܭ ܪܷܱܩᾹܕ Άܧܲܛᾰܪܑ
῀ܛᾼᾫܐ ܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ᾫΆܛܱܫܛᾼᾫܐ ܨܭܲܭܲܫ῀ܲ ܑᾹᾠ ᾗܩܱܦ ܪܸܲܣ ܢܑᾞᾸ

ΆܪܱܛܛᾱܝܛܱܦܡܨܱܢܓᾐܩܲܛᾞܭܲܩιܐᾱᾁܥᾞΆܥܶܲܤܲܡܛιᾁᾰܢܭᾠܥܶܠܸܣ
ܫܸܛ᾿ܭܛܢ ܢܲᾷܩܱᾼರ ᾁܭᾞܭ ܲᾹܢᾷܛܬܲܦܢ ಯܫ῀ᾜܨܸܭ Άܪܱܛιܢ ᾿ܢᾙ
ܫ῀ܲᾜܛᾞܥܶ ܲᾺܛ᾿ܥ ᾿ܲܤܕ ܱΆܩܷܲܛܱᾼܨܐ ܢܸܫ῀ᾼᾐܝܶ ܲᾫܢܥ ῀ܛᾱܧܲܛᾰܪܑ
῀ܛᾶᾌܐ  ᾚᾹᾠܛܷιܢܥᾊᾷᾐ ᾙᾊᾺܥ ܱΆܣ ᾜΆܧܸܦܸ῀ ᾙᾨܛᾱܧܲܛᾰܪܑ
ܢܲᾰᾁΆܩᾰᾁܧܸܱܲܭ ܤܱܧܲܢᾁܥᾞܘܲᾹܧܱܭᾞܭܭܷܤܕܲᾌΆܭᾙᾊᾸᾐ
᾿ᾁܓܩܸܲܢ
ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ ܲᾹᾠܧܥ ܱΆܪ᾿ܛܶᾱܕ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ῀ܛܱιܝܶ ܧᾢܢᾫ ᾙܨᾗ
῀ܛܢܸܱ᾽ᾷܭܲ᾿ ῂܢᾷܧܲܛᾰܪܲܭܲ᾿ ῂܤܕ ܱΆܤܷᾊܢܷ ܲܬܭܲᾹܧܲܤܲܡܛ ᾰܢܸܥᾹܕ
ᾐܫ῀Ᾰᾐܭ ܲᾹᾠܧܥ ܩܸ ᾙܤܸܢᾷܕ ܲᾷᾐΆܩᾐ ᾁܥᾹܕ ᾐܫ῀ܓ ᾿ܲܢᾷܠܲܭῂܕ
ܨܷܘ ᾔΆܠᾷᾐܛᾰܥ ܫ῀ιᾠܥܶΆܠܑ ᾿ܲܢᾷܛܢ Ὰᾗᾷܢܸܱ᾽ᾷܭᾐΆ ῂܥᾹܕ
᾿ܲܧܩܸ ᾙܧܲܫܕ ܱᾼᾫܭܱ᾿ ῂܤܢܭܲᾌܭܱᾊܛ ܲᾊᾷᾐᾰܥᾶᾌܛ ᾿ܲܧܱᾊܣܶ
 ᾐܩܲܛᾫܢܓܲܤܲܡܛܲܢᾁܥᾞΆܥܶᾺܩܥܶܠܸܣ
᾿ܲܧܩܸ ᾙܧܲܫܕ ῀ܛᾼᾫܐ ܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܡܛᾰܪܑ ῁ܲܦܢ  ܛܱܩܱܭܑῂ
ܲᾷᾐܩᾐ ᾁܥᾹܕ ᾐܩܲܛᾞܭܲܩιܐ ᾱᾁܥᾞΆܥܶ ܱᾠܭῂܕ ܲܤܲܡܛ ιᾁᾰܢܭᾠܥܶܠܸܣ
ᾐܩܲܛᾰᾁܫܲܭܨܸᾌܛܑᾰ
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ܲܤܲܡܛ᾿ܲܭᾼܐ῁ܲܦܢ
ᾤΆܢᾗᾁܤܧܲܢᾤΆᾗܢܲܬܛܤܧܬܸܥರ

ರܤܷܱܤܲܧܛܸܭܪܱܛܪܭᾨܭ
ܫܸܛᾼᾫܐ ܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܲܬܭܲᾹܧܲܤܲܡܛ ᾊܥܲᾹܩܱܱܲᾹ ᾂιܪᾹᾕܣ ᾹᾔΆܕ
ܲιᾁΆܢᾷܪܱܛᾐܩܲܛᾙᾊܧܠܸ᾿ܱܦΆܣܫܸܛܦܸᾹܣᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ᾿ܱܤܢܭ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷ
ᾰᾁܦܣ ܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ ܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾷܛܱܦܢܲܭܩιܖ ᾰᾁΆܭܸܢܷ ܲᾹܫܛᾰܦ ܲιᾁΆܢᾷܨܣܷ
ܱܲᾐΆܥܶܲܭ᾿ܛܲᾰܬܭܧܡܑܸᾤᾰᾁΆܢܲᾷܥιܛᾤᾰᾁΆܩιܛܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢᾐܩܲܛᾫܢܓ
ᾐܩܲܛᾫܢܓ

᾿ܱܢܫ῀ᾼᾐܝܶܲᾫܢܥᾺܫܸܛᾱܡܛᾰܪܑܧܲܛᾰܪܑΆܪܲᾹᾚܫܛᾱܛܠܔᾲᾆ
῁ܲܦܢ ΆܪܲᾹ ᾚܫܛᾱܥ ᾒܧܡܑܸ ᾿ܲܧܲܬܭ ܲܤܲܡܛ ܱᾊᾤΆܛ ᾰܤܸܪܥ ܢᾸܠܸ
ᾷܫܸܛ᾿Ά ᾓܡܨܱܛ ᾤΆܧܑ ܥᾺܨܥ ܲᾤΆܛᾱܦܶܛܪܓ ܧܸܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ ܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ
ιᾁܢܭܲᾤܧܥ ܦܷܪܲᾹ ᾚܧܲܭ᾿ܛ ܲᾰܬܭܲܤܲܡܛ ܲ ܑᾹᾠܩܱܦ ܪܸܲܣ ᾊᾰᾁΆܥ ᾊᾺܢܷ
᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭܱᾊܛΆܭ᾽ܐᾦΆܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ

ܡܛᾰܪܑ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾹܧܥ ܲܤܲܡܛ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ ܪܥ ܱᾠܭܑῂ
ܤܱܦܧᾷᾐ᾿ᾢܛܲܦᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܫܱܭᾼܐܱ῀ᾦΆܛܶιܦܷᾼᾫܐܲᾷᾐܩ῀ᾁܛᾱܧܲܛᾰܪܑ
ᾐܩܲܛᾞܭܲܩιܐ ᾱᾁܥᾞΆܥܶ ܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ ܲᾹܧܲܤܲܡܛ  ιᾁᾰܢܥܱܲᾺܛܝܷ ᾲܫܸܛᾫܨܢ

᾿ܲܫܛᾱܫܛ ᾰܭܸܢܷ Ᾱܢ ᾿ܲܫܛܩܸᾠ ᾐܭܷ᾿ܥ Άܛܱᾰܪܧܝܶ ܲᾹܧܲܤܲܡܛ
᾿ܲܧܩܸ ᾙܧܲܫܕ ܲᾤΆܢᾷܫܛ ᾼᾫᾰܐ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܱܥܷᾐܭᾌܥ᾿ܧܝܶ ᾲܛܱܦܛᾒᾎᾰ
ܧܱܲ ܪܥ ܲᾤΆܧܩܸᾷ ᾐܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ ᾐ ܑᾹᾠܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ ᾌܥᾹܧܥ
ᾐܩܲܛᾞܭᾼᾐܝܶ᾿ܲܧܲܬܭ῁ܲܦܢܲᾷܤܲܡܛᾰܫܸܛܱᾌܥ᾿ܧܝܶ

Άܨܱܝܱᾲܪܛ Άܛܱܲܛܱܣ ܱᾌܥᾶܥ ܤܱܦܫܭ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܬܲܦܢ ᾷܪܱܛ ܛᾱܝ
῁ܲܦܢ ιᾁᾷܢܭܱ῀ᾦܛܶܲᾸᾐܩ ᾽ܤܲܧܩܸᾙܪܸܢ ᾷܪܱܛ᾽ܲܢܕ ܩܸιܭܧᾢܢᾙ
Ᾱܢܑ ᾐܫ῀ܓ ܛܱܦܧܲܝܭ ᾐܧᾶᾊܭܷ ܛܱᾰܛᾊᾰܛ ܱΆܣ ܫܸܛᾱܧܲܛᾰܪܑ
ܲܩܱιܛᾱܥ ᾞΆܥܶ ᾦΆܛᾱܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢ ᾙΆܧܡܑܸ ᾿ܲܧܠܸܥᾊᾺ
ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ

ᾞΆܪܥ ܱᾌܢܷܢܲᾸܩ ܱΆܣ ܢܸܥᾹܕ ܱᾹܢܲܬܱܦܶ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾽ܛܲܣ ܲᾰᾁܬܱܦܶ ῁ܲܦܢ
᾿ܲܧܲܬܭ ܲܤܲܡܛ ᾰܤܸܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ ῁ܲܦܢܲ᾿ ᾷܤܦܶᾶᾌܭܷ ܧᾼܝܶᾲܧܲܩ
ܧܱܲ ܱᾞΆܧ ᾿ܲܢᾷܠܛܪܱܛΆ  ܑᾰܡܨܱܛ  ᾙᾊᾜΆܭܷܛܱܦܪᾹ ᾚܢܥܲᾺܭܲιᾠܧܥ
Άܧܱܢᾙܝ ܧܫܑܸ ᾞΆܭ ᾽Ᾰᾐܫܭ ܛܱܩܱܦ ܪܸ᾿ܲܢܥᾊᾺܥ ᾊᾺܢܷ ᾷܫܸܛ᾿ᾓ
ᾰܬܸܲܦܢ ᾿ܱܤܢܑ ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ ܲᾷᾐܬܛ ᾰܢܸᾷܪܱܛ Άܢ ܤܷܲᾹ ᾙᾹܧܲܤܲܡܛ
ᾷܪܱܛ᾽ܲܢܕ ᾞΆܫܭ ܥܸᾺܩܲܝ ܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܱܢܭܱᾰᾁܦܧܦܲܤܲܡܛ
ᾤΆܧܑܧᾼܝܶᾲܧܲܩᾜΆܨܸܪܥ᾽ܤܲܧܩܸᾙܪܸܢ

ᾞΆܪܥ ᾺܥܸᾺܩܲܝ ܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ ῁ܲܦܢ ΆܪܲᾹ ᾚܫܛᾱܫܢܧܡܑܸ ܧܲܭܱܫܛܪܓ
ܫܸܛᾱܧܲܛᾰܪܑܡܛᾰܪܑ῁ܲܦܢ᾿ܱᾊܥᾹܧܥܲᾹܧܲܤܲܡܛᾤΆܧܑܧᾼܝܶᾲܧܲܩ
ᾰܫܸܛܱιܝܶ᾽ᾲܭܷ

ᾫΆܧᾼܝܶ

ܱᾼᾫܪ᾿ܱܝܶ

᾿ܲܢᾷܠܑ ܢܱΆ ܑᾞᾸܣ  ܲιᾁܭᾼܐ ܧܲܛᾰܪܑ
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᾿ܲܧܩܸᾙ

ܤܱܦܛᾒᾎᾰ

ᾐܩܲܛᾫΆᾙᾊܛᾌᾰܠܶᾶܛ








ܑᾞᾸܥܢᾊܷܨܢ ܪܥ ܤܱܧܭܸܢܷ ܧᾫܫܸܛᾲ ܷܱܲܛܝᾷᾐᾰܶܥܶ ܲܤܲܡܛ ܫ῀ܱܛᾞΆ
ܝܶ ܲܭܢܓᾼᾐ ܭᾞܩܲܛᾐ ܐᾼܫܱܭᾞᾰᾁᾷ ܷ᾿ܲܭܨܸܲܭ ܛܲܦ ܫܸܛ᾿ܭܛܢ ܤܱܧܭܸܢ
ܠܓᾔᾰᾁܠᾹܶܧܱܲܢᾺܥᾌᾷᾐܲܛᾹܩᾐ

ܫܛ᾿ܭܛܢᾱ῀ܛ


ܑᾹᾠ ܨܲܧܱܪܥ ᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢᾰ ܡܛᾰܫܢܧܡܑܸ ܤܱܛᾱܲܬܱܦܶ ῀ܛᾺ

ܧܥᾹܱܥᾊιᾁ ܭ ܤܫ῀ܓιᾠ῀ 7DPLO YLUWXDO OLEUDU\1ܕᾹᾔΆ ܑܸܫܢܧܡᾷ᾿ܲܢ
ܝᾱܛ

ܑܪᾰܧܲܛΆ

ܶܠܱܢᾱܲܛ

ܸܤᾷᾐ

ܑܪᾰܡܛ

ܑܪᾰܧܲܛᾱܛᾦΆ

ܱܣᾌܸܱܧܦܸܠᾰܛᾺܥ ܠᾓ᾿ܫܸܛᾜΆ ܘᾞᾱܷܱܢܶ ܛᾁᾷᾐᾰ ܱܶܛᾌᾷᾐ῀᾽ܤܫ
ܱܣ᾿ܲܢΆܷܢᾌΆܨܢᾫܠܓܫܸܛᾔᾰᾁܠᾹܕᾌᾷܫܱܢᾙᾊܩܲܛᾐ

ܱܝᾹܧܸܱܲܭ ܛܱܩᾰ ᾁܲܩᾰᾁΆ ᾿ܓ ܩܸܲܢᾁ ᾗܨᾫ ᾙܢᾢܱܝܶ ܧι῀ܛ
ܑܪᾰܧܲܛᾱܕ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܱܶܪ᾿ܛΆܲܧܥᾹᾠܭᾸᾐ῀ܫᾐܕᾹܢܸܥᾰܲܧܲܤܲܡܛᾹܨܢᾫ῀ܛ
ܷܤܑ᾿ܲܢܲܫܕܛܱܧܲܬܭ᾿ܠܢᾱܡܱܛᾺܥܠᾐ



ܷܦᾤΆ ܑܪᾰܧܲܛᾷܧܸܱܲܭ ᾿ܲܢᾰ ᾁܲܩᾺܢܥιᾁ ಯܱܲܭರ ܕᾹᾔΆ ܶ ᾿ܱܝᾙܢᾹ ᾙܢᾢ᾿
ಯᾙᾰᾂܠι῀ܥᾦರ ܕᾹᾔΆ ܑܪᾰܧܲܛᾷܱܢ᾿ܲܢᾹ ܕᾌᾷܫܱܢᾺܥᾌ῀ܫᾐ ܕᾹܢܸܥ
ܲܩᾸᾐܶܢܭ῀ܱܛιᾁᾰܲܭܢܓ᾿ܲܭܫܛܲܢ᾿ܠܢܷܲܬܭܲܤܲܡܛᾗܱܲᾸᾐ῀ܫᾐ


ܧܸܱܲܭᾰ 7D[  ᾁܲܩᾰᾁΆ ܶܭῂܷܭᾠ ܱܶܝιܛᾦᾰᾁᾶ ܤܱܠܧܸܡܸܭܠᾷ

ܱܱܲܧܢᾰ' ܛLJLWDO GLFWLRQDULHV RI 6RXWK $VLD2 ܕᾹᾔΆ ܫܢΆ ܱܶܲܥᾐΆ ܧܲܭܢܓᾐ
ܭιᾠ῀ ܧܸܱܲܭᾰ ᾁܲܩᾰᾁΆ ܱܝܶ ܩܲܥιܫܸܛᾰ ܛᾶܶܠᾌᾺܢܥιᾁ ಯ7D[ರ ܕᾹᾠ

1

http://www.tamilvu.org/library/libindex.htm
http://dsal.uchicago.edu/dictionaries/list.html#tamil
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ᾓᾠܪܥ ܲᾰᾁΆܩᾰ ᾁܧܸܱܲܭ ᾿ܱܢܱᾌᾷܛܶ ᾰܪܸܢᾌܢܷ ᾼᾐܝܶ ᾲᾆܠܢ ᾿ܲܢᾷܪܲܛᾱܐ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛܲᾌܭܱᾌᾷᾐܛܶᾌᾷᾐᾰܕܧܷܪܷܲܧܱᾊܣܲܭܢᾌᾷܫܸܛܱιܝܶܲ῁ᾲܦܢ


 ᾽ܱܦ῀ WD[  ᾆܛܱιܝܶ ܲ῁ᾲܦܢ ܲᾰᾁΆܩᾰ ᾁܧܸܱܲܭ ܛܱܧܲܬܭ ᾿ܠܢܑܷᾷ



ᾐܫ῀ܱᾊᾜܛᾲᾆᾊܢܸܥᾹܕᾐܫ῀ᾸᾐܭܲᾹᾠܧܥ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܠܑ

ᾌΆܢܷ ᾷܫܸܛܱιܝܶ ܲᾰᾁΆܩᾰ ᾁܧܸܱܲܭ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܛᾱܝ ῀ιᾠܭ
ᾺܛܱܛιܢܥܲᾺܩᾰᾁܧܸܱܲܭܦܷᾌܦ῀ܛܱιܝܶܧᾢܢᾫᾙܨ᾿ᾁᾗܓܩܸܲܢ᾿ܲܧܪܸܲܣ
ܲܬܭ῁ܲܦܢ ῀ܛᾱܫܢܧܡܑܸ ܪܥ ܱᾹᾠܥܷ ܭܑܸ ᾐܫ῀Ᾰᾐܭ ᾌܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ
ܤܩܲᾹܛܱܲᾗܡܸܱܲᾐΆᾐܥܶܲιᾁᾺܭᾼܐ
ܱᾌܥᾹܧܥܲᾹܧܲܤܲܡܛᾼᾫᾰᾁᾰܐܨܭܲܭܲܫ῀ᾗ

ᾫΆܛܱܭᾼܐ ܩܸ ᾙܛᾰܫܲܭ ܱᾤΆܥᾞΆܥܶ ῀ܛᾼᾫܐ ܧܲܛᾰܪܑ
ܲܛᾞܥܶ ᾫΆܛܱܫܛᾼᾫܐ ܨܭܲܭܲܫ῀ܲ ܑᾹᾠ ᾗܩܱܦܪܸܲܣ ܢᾫΆ ܑᾞᾸܛܱܭܱᾼܥᾺܘ
ܱᾼܭᾞܭܲᾹܢᾷܛܬܲܦܢᾷܛܱܩܱᾹܝᾐܩܲܛᾞܭܲܩιܐᾱᾁܥᾞΆܥܶܲܤܲܡܛιᾁᾰܢܭᾞܭ
ᾱᾁܥ Ὰܧܲܛܲᾔ῀ ᾙᾰܧܱܭᾞܭ ܱᾨᾐܥܱܶ῀ᾦΆܛܶιܦܷ ᾼᾫܐ ῁ܳܛܲᾹܥᾺܪܸܢ ᾔΆܕ
ᾐܤܱܧܱܲܭ ܱᾨᾐܥܶᾌΆܢܷ ᾷܛܱܧܲܬܭܲܤܲܡܛ ᾰܫܸܛ᾿ܭܛܢ ܢܲᾷܩܱܲ ᾁܭ ܲᾰᾁΆܛܭ
᾿ܲܫܛ᾽ܧܥܶᾺܕ
ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛܱᾱܭ
ܤܸܢܥᾹܕ
῀ܛܲܢܱܨܛ
Άܤܜᾱܕ
᾿ܲܫܛ᾽ܧܥܶ ܤܱܛᾰܡܛ ᾓιᾠᾰܪܥ ܱᾨᾐܥܶ ܱᾜΆܨܐ Ᾱᾠܕ ܤܫ῀ܲᾌܥܲᾺܩᾁ
ᾞܘ Ᾱܠᾜܛܸܲᾰܡᾶܕ ܢܸܥᾹܕ ܤܫ῀ιᾠܥܶΆܠܑ ῀ܛܱιܝܶ ܲᾰᾁΆܩᾰ ᾁܧܸܱܲܭ
Ὰܤܸܢ ᾿ܲܭᾼܐ ܱΆܣ ܭܷܤܕ ᾐܩܲܛܲᾌܭܱᾊܛ ᾌᾷᾐᾰܕ ᾿ܲܢܱᾨܥܶ ܱᾊᾺܣܶ
ᾙᾊᾜΆܛܲᾰܫᾹܠܱᾹᾠܝܭܷܛܱܧܡܸܭܠܨܭܲܭܲܫ῀ᾗ
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᾿ܲܧܩܸ ᾙܧܲܫܕ ῀ܛᾼᾫܐ ܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ῁ܲܦܢ ῀ܛᾱܫܢܧܡܑܸ ܪܥ ܱᾠܭܑῂ



ܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܠܲܥܲᾺܩܲ᾿ᾁܫܛܲܢܱܨܛܪܥᾤΆܦܷᾐܩܲܛᾞܭܲܩܱιܛᾱܥᾞΆܥܶܩܥܶܠܸܣ
ܱΆܣ ᾐܩܲᾹܛܱܲܲ ᾗܭܢܓ ᾿ܲܧܲܬܭ ܧܲܫܕ ܲܤܲܡܛ ᾰܫܱܢᾌᾷܕ ܫܸܛܱιܝܶ ܢܲᾷܩܱܲ ᾁܭ
᾿ܱܤܢܥܱᾌᾺܛܶᾌᾷᾐᾰܕ Ᾱܠᾔᾰᾁܠܓ ᾿ܲܢᾷܨܣܷ ܢᾸܩܸᾰ ᾁܫܸܛ᾿ܭܛܢ ᾌΆܢܷ
ᾐܫ῀ܓܛܱܧܡܸᾠᾐܓܛܱܲᾰܛܲܢᾙΆܭ᾽ܐܤܱܪܦܷܲᾹܭᾼܐᾞᾰᾁܫܱܭᾼܐ



ᾐΆܖ ܲܬܭ Άܠܑ ᾽ܱܭܷ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷ ᾼᾫܐ ܫܛ ᾿ܲܭᾼܐ ܩܸܱιᾠ ᾙܪܨܭ
ᾼᾫܐܫܛܠܷܱᾶܛܶ᾽ᾸᾐܦܲᾙᾹܤܲܡܛܲܩܱܦܪܸܲܣܢܱܲܲᾸܢᾸᾐܪܸ᾿ܦܱܧܱܲܢܶ
ܫܸܛ᾿ܭܛܢ ܪܥ ܤܱܧܭܸܢܷ ܲᾷᾐᾷܩΆᾁܠܑ  ܑᾞᾰᾁΆܫ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷ
ᾼᾫܐܫܛܭܷܤܕᾐܫ῀᾽ᾸᾐܫܭΆܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܑܶᾹᾠܛܱܭᾐܖܫ῀ܱܛܶܲᾸᾐܩ
ᾐܩܲܛܲᾌܭᾸᾐܦܸ᾿ܲܧܩܸᾙܧܲܫܕᾐΆܭ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷ

ᾼᾫܐ ᾊᾷᾐܥ Ὰܫܸܛ᾿ ᾓܪܥ ᾽ܱܭܷ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷ ܤܸܲܭܱᾼܥᾺܘ
ᾜΆܦܸ῀ ᾙᾨܛ᾿῀ ܑᾹᾠ ᾓܛᾱܫܢܧܡܑܸ ܪܥ Ὰܛܱܭᾐܖ ιᾁܢܭ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷ
᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢܧܡܑܸ ᾞΆܪܥ ῀ܛܨܸᾌܛᾼᾫᾰܐ ᾐܫ῀ܲᾜܛᾱܬܭ ܱᾁᾷᾐܢܶ
ܲιᾁᾺܥᾺܪܸܢ ᾼᾫᾷܐ Άܢ ῀ܛ᾽ܫܱܭᾼܐ ᾿ܱܤܢܥΆ ܑᾞᾺܡᾶܭ ܫ῀Ᾰᾐܭܲܫܭܶ
ܱ῀ᾦΆܛܶᾌᾷᾐᾰܕ  ᾿ܲܧܲܬܭ ܲܤܲܡܛ ᾰܧܸܲܢᾁܥᾞΆܥܶ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܨܱܢܱܩܱᾹܝ ܧܲܢܱܥܷ
ᾐܫ῀ܲᾜܛܱܭᾞܓܑᾹᾠܪܸܲܣ
ܨܸᾙᾊᾫ
᾿ܲܧܩܸ ᾙܢᾁᾸܢ ᾷܧܸܨܸᾌܛᾼᾫᾰܐ ܧܲܢᾨܕ ܱᾁᾷᾐܢܶ ᾊᾷܢܷ ܱᾠܭܑῂ
Άܤܜᾐ ᾱܩܲܛᾌܥᾹܧܥ ܲܤܲܡܛ ᾫΆܛᾌᾰܕ ܲܢܨܲܥ ᾼᾐܝܶ ᾲᾆܠܢ ᾿ܲܧܲܤܲܡܛ
ᾨᾷᾐᾺܕ ᾜΆܧܸܬܸܲܥ Ὰܡܛᾰܪܑ ܱᾁΆܭᾞܓ ܱᾨᾐܥܶᾼᾜΆܝܶ ᾲᾆܠܢ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ
ܤܫ῀ܓ ᾿ܲܭܫ ܛܲܢ ᾦΆ ܑᾹᾠܛ῀ܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ ᾌᾰᾁΆܠܶᾶܛ ᾜΆܧܸܬܸܲܥ
ܫ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷ ܲᾤΆܢᾷܡܱܛܷ ܧܲܢᾫΆ ᾗܛܱܭܨܸܲܭ ܤܸܲܭᾼܐ ܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ᾿ܱܤܢܑ
ᾐܩܲܛᾤܧܑ
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ܲܥιܷ᾽ܝᾰܸܛ
ܪܑ῁ܲܦܢᾰܐܧܲܛᾼܲܭιᾁܢܓᾫΆܫܢܪܸܭܪܲܝᾱ῀ܛ
http://www.projectmadurai.org/index.utf8.html

http://www.tamilvu.org/library/libindex.htm
http://learnsangamtamil.com
http://www.tamilkalanjiyam.com/literatures/sangam_literatures.html
http://ilakkiyam.com/
http://www.valaitamil.com/literature
http://tamilnation.co/literature/anthologies.html
http://www.srmuniv.ac.in/tamilperayam/tamil_kalvi.html
http://www.cict.in/
http://www.tamilkalanjiyam.com/literatures/
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᾿ܲܫܛᾱܛܠܔܲᾹܦ
ᾤΆܢܱᾁᾷܢܶܲܢܱܨܛᾦΆܛᾫܠܸܪ᾿ܱܝܶᾲܧܲܛᾰܪܑܛᾱܝ

 'U'XUDL0DQLNDQGDQ  'U6DWKL\DPRRUWKL
'HSWRI7DPLO%'8FROOHJH1DYDOXUNXWWDSWWX7LUXFKLUDSSDOOL
!(PDLOPNGXUDLPDQL#JPDLOFRP
\$VVW3URIHVVRU'HSWRI7DPLORORJ
0DGXUDL.DPDUDM8QLYHUVLW\0DGXUDL

ܪ᾿ܦܶ ܪ᾿ܦܶ Άܛܱܲܛܱܣ ܢܲܤܦ ᾐܛᾰܢܛᾰܧܲܭ ܢܸܱܥ ܢᾸܭ Ᾰᾐܠܛ Άܤܑ ܢܲܤܦ



Άܨܱܝܱᾲܪܛ ܱᾌܥᾶܥ ܪܸܛ Ᾱᾠܘ ܲᾜΆܬܱܦܶ ᾿ܲܩιܭ ܤܫ῀Ᾰᾐܭ Ᾰᾐܠܸܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ
ܢܲܤܦ ܤܫ῀Ᾰᾐܭ᾽Ᾰᾐܫܭ ܛܱܧᾊܥᾊᾺܥ ῀ܛܲܬܱܦܶ ܛܪܓ ܲᾤΆܧܩܸܱᾞ ᾐܭܶῂܘ ܤܕ
῀ܛᾱܩܱιܦ ܧܱܲܥܶ ᾿ܲܧܩܸܲ ᾙܭ᾿ܛ ܨܸܭ Άܪܱܛ ܧܩܸܲ ܑᾹܩܱᾹܢܷ Άܤܑ
ܤܫ῀ιᾠܥܶܠܸܣ

ܢܲᾸܩܦܱܧ Ᾱᾠܘ ܲᾜΆܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ᾿ܧܲܭῂܝܶ ܛܪܓ
ܲᾹܧܲܢܨܱܥܩᾹܕܪܸ᾿ܲܢܠᾶܛᾰܧܸܲܬܱܦܶܤܱܢܲܤܑ᾿ܱܥܷܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢܪܷܲܫܛܲܬܱܦܶ
ܱܛᾱܠܪܲܡᾶܕ ᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ ܠܱᾶܛܶᾺᾗܩܲܝ ᾁܢᾐ ᾷܢᾸܩܲܝ ᾲܛܲܦ ܱᾰᾁܭ
ܦܸܪܸܢ῀ܛᾺᾗܠܸܥᾺܧܲܛᾰܪܑܛᾱܝ᾿ܲܩιܭܑܤܩܲᾹܛᾰܠܲܛܲᾸᾐܭ῀ᾁܛᾱܧܲܛᾰܪܑ
᾿ܧܲܭܲܩᾹܠᾦܛܲܢܝܭܤᾪܣܩιܖܲιᾁܢᾷܪܱܛܧܩܑܸᾹܤܩܲᾹܛᾱᾁܫܲܭܛܱܢܩܱᾹܝ
ܧᾶᾊܭܷ ܨܢιᾠᾷܛ ᾦᾰᾁᾰܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܫܸܛᾱܡܛᾰܪܑ ܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܧܩܸᾙ
῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܫܸܛᾱܛܠܔ ܲᾹܦ ܧܩܸιᾁ ܑᾹܢ ܱΆܫܷ῀ܓ ܱΆܣ ᾿ᾢܬᾇ
᾿ܲܛܪܓ ιᾁܢ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ῀ܛ᾽ܟܲܩ ᾿ܧܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ ῀ܛ᾽ܫܱܧܲܝܱᾼܨܐ
ᾷܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܫܸܛᾱܛܠܔ ܲᾹܦ ܭܸܤܱܧܦܸܱᾹܥᾞΆܥܶ ᾿ܲܫܛܲܬܱܦܶ  ᾱᾁΆܧܑ
ܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ ܢ Ᾰܛܱܤܧܥ Ᾱܢ ᾽ܤܫ῀ᾶᾌܛ ܲᾜΆܩιܭܶ ᾿ܲܢ ܲܛᾱܠܱܢܶ
Ᾱܦ᾽ܞܶ

ᾐܫ῀ܲᾜܢᾌᾷܥιܖ ܢܸᾷܛܱᾰܢ ᾞΆܥܶ ᾿ܲܭܫ ܛܪܓ ῀ܛܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ

Άܠܑ ܠܸܥ ᾊᾺܤܱܛܲᾰܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܛܠܔ ܲᾹܦ  ܑᾹᾠܭܷܤܕ  ᾿ܨܑܷῄ
ܲᾰᾁᾰܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ ܠܛ ᾰܢ ᾌᾷܬܸܲܦܢ ᾫΆܛܱܧܦܸܱΆ ᾙᾨܣ ܱᾤΆ ܑᾹᾔΆܢᾷܠܸܲܛ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܪ᾿ܝܱܶᾶᾌܛܶ
ᾰᾁΆܨܸᾨᾷᾐܕ ܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܧܨܸᾲᾆܥܷ ܲܬܭ  Άܛܠܔ ܲᾹܦ

ܲᾹܢᾷܨܲܢᾸܧܑ

῁ܲܦܢ ܲᾰᾁΆܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ ܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܫܛܲܬܱܦܶ ܛܪܓ ᾰᾁΆܨܸᾲᾆܥܷ ܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܧܨܸᾨᾷᾐܕ
ܱΆܣ ܧܸܲܡܥ ᾽ᾰᾁΆܧܥܶܲܬܱܦܶ ᾦᾰᾁΆܛܲܬܱܦܶܛܪܓ ܩܲܥ ܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܧܲܬܱܦܶ
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ᾲܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܛᾱܝ ᾐܦܣ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܛܠܔ ܲᾹܦ ιᾁܢ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܫ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܢᾌᾷܥᾺܨܲܭܳܢ ܱΆܣ ᾜΆܪܸܢܱᾁᾷܢܶ ῀ܛܲܢܱܨܛ ᾜΆܫܸܛᾫܠܸܪ᾿ܱܝܶ
ᾙᾊᾜΆܧܠܸΆܩιܤܷܱΆᾙᾹܣ᾿ܲܧܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭܲᾹܫܛᾱܛܠܔܲᾹܦܱᾹܢܱᾨᾐܥܶᾺ
ᾜΆܫܸܛᾫܠܸܪ᾿ܱܝܶ ܲᾹܫܛ᾿ᾷᾐ ᾓܤܸ ܫ῀ܓ ᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ᾢܢᾙ



ᾐܧܱܲܥܶᾺܛܲܦ ܲܡܥᾶᾌΆ ܑᾺܭܷ ܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ܛܱܦܢܲܭ ܱ῀ᾦΆܛܶܲ ᾗܱܲᾸᾐܤܲܡܛ
ᾐܤܲܧܛܸܱܢܶᾌᾷܕ ܱᾌܥᾷᾐᾺܥ ܤܱܫܛ᾿ ᾓܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܛᾱܝ ᾿ᾢܢܱᾤΆ ᾙܢܑᾞᾸ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܠܲܧܲܫܭܱܶᾁᾷᾐܢܶᾜΆܫܸܛܲܢܱܨܛᾜΆܫܸܛᾫܠܸܪ᾿ܱܝܶܲᾹܫܛ᾿ᾓ

ܲᾤΆܢᾷܤܭܲᾠܣ ܧܲܢᾷܦ ܱᾼᾫܬܲܦܢ ܲᾷܬܱܦܶΆܝܶ ᾦᾰᾁᾲܛ᾿ ᾓܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܛᾱܝ
ܱᾁᾷᾐܢܶ ᾜΆܫܸܛܲܢܱܨܛ ᾜΆܫܸܛᾫܠܸܪ᾿ܱܝܶ ᾙΆܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥ Ὰܫܨܛܷ
᾿ܦܱܠܲܧܲܫܭܶ ܲܩᾹܦᾌܦ ܭܑܸ ᾽ܤܫ῀ܲᾌܧܲܫܭܶ ܩܸιܭܪܲܝ ᾞܘ ᾽ܤܫ῀ᾷᾐܭܸ
᾿ܢᾼܝܶ ܲᾫܢܥ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܛᾱܠܔ ܲᾹܦ ᾜΆܫܸܛᾺᾗܠܸܥ Ὰܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܩܲܥ ܑᾞᾰᾁΆ
ᾰܧܸܲܫܭܶܠܑܸ ܤܱܛܲιܢᾷܛܠܔ ܲᾹܦ  ܲᾰᾁΆܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ ᾐܦܣ ᾶᾌΆ ᾐܭܷ
ᾌᾷᾐΆܥιܖܧܸܦܸιᾠܘᾷᾐܩܸᾁ
ᾫܠܸܪ᾿ܱܝܶ
ܧܲܛᾜΆ ᾙᾰܢܸܥᾹܕ ᾐܩܲܛᾞܭ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܠܑ ܢᾸܢܶᾸܕ ᾿ᾞ ᾓᾢܘ ᾿ܱܝܶ ᾞܘ
ܱ᾿ᾤΆ ᾐܝܶ ᾠΆܭܶ ᾌΆܥᾺܛܱᾌᾰܛܶ ᾿ܲܧܲܢᾁܥܲᾹܥ ᾦΆ ᾓᾢᾹܛܱιܝܶᾲܪܸܛ
ܱᾁΆܢܥᾹܕᾫܠܸܪ᾿ܱܝܱܶ᾿ᾐܠܥᾺܛܱᾌᾰܛܶᾙΆܠܲܦᾞܭ
ܨܸᾞᾷᾐܛᾼᾫᾰܐ
ιᾠܥܶܠܸܣܱᾁᾺᾗܢܶ῀ܛᾫܠܸܪ᾿ܱܝܶᾲܧܲܛᾰܪܑܛᾱܝ᾿ܲܭܫܛܪܓܨܸܭ ܑᾐ
Άܩιܭܷܲܢܥ

᾿ܲܫܛᾱܛܠܔ

ܲᾹܦ

᾿ܢܱᾼܨܐܢܸܥᾹܕܱܢܫ῀ܓ
ܛᾱܝ
ᾲܧܲܛᾰܪܑ
῀ܛᾫܠܸܪ᾿ܱܝܶ

Ὰܧܡܑܸ ܛܬܛܲᾰܭ᾿ܛ ᾰܧܡܑܸ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܩιܭ ܤܫ῀ιᾠܥܶᾺܧᾼܝܶ
᾿ܲܢᾷܛᾰܥ
ܤܫ῀ιᾠܥܶΆܠܑ
 KWWSZZZWDPLOYXRUJOLEUDU\OLEFRQWQWKWP
ᾐܦܢᾌᾷᾐᾷܕΆܠܥܲᾺܫܘܩܸιܭܢܲ᾿ܑᾞᾸܫܛ᾿ᾓܛܱܫܛᾫܠܸܪ᾿ܱܝܶ᾿ܲܩιܭܑ
ܛᾱܝ ᾿ܱܤܐ ܲܝιܧ᾿ ᾙܢ᾽ ܑᾐ ᾙܤܫ῀ܲᾌܧܲܫܭܶ ᾿ܲܢᾷܛᾰܥᾺܧܡܑܸ
ܪܸ᾿ܲܭܠܲܧܲܫܭܶᾐΆܭ῀ᾙᾨܛᾫܠܸܪ᾿ܱܝܶᾲܧܲܛᾰܪܑ
῀ܛᾫܠܸܪ᾿ܱܝܶܲᾹܫܛ᾿ᾓܤᾹܤܶᾹܕ᾿ᾦܛ᾿ᾓܤܱܫܛ᾿ᾓܧܲܛᾰܪܑܛᾱܝ 
"ܤܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛܱܱܲᾰܧܢ
ܠܸܥܱιᾠܛܲᾞᾙᾞܢ 

῀ܛ᾿ᾐ ᾓܥᾹܘ ᾿ܲܫܛ᾿ᾰᾁ ᾓܡܛιܦܷ ᾶܤܶܲܢܥ

ܠܸܥܱιᾠᾺܡܱܥᾠΆܥܶ

ܠܸܥܱιᾠᾺܡܱܥܲᾠܝ
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ܠܸܥܱιᾠᾺܨܣܱᾞܥܶ

ܱᾌܥܲᾺܝܲᾴܩᾁ

ܠܸܱܭ᾿ܣᾌܣܶ



ܲܝܱᾴܛᾰܨܸᾐܦ

ܱΆܠܛᾌᾱܥܪܸܦ

ᾷᾐܥܲιᾠᾺܢܥ ܛܸܱܢܶ ᾁᾠᾸܛܸܱܢܶᾢᾷܛ  ܱᾌܥᾺܪܸ᾿ ᾙܪܸܱܥᾺܤᾊܥ
 ܱᾕᾠܣܩ᾿ᾗܠܱܥܱܲܥ
ᾐܥܱιܣ ܲܬܭܫܛ Άܪᾚܝᾴܥܲᾠܝ ῀ܩܲᾞᾰᾁܢ ῀ᾦܛܪᾰᾁ ᾓܡܛܳ῁ᾰܛ ᾶܤܶܲܢܥ
ܲܬܱܦܶܬܥ ᾐܥܱιܣ ᾽ܱܛ ᾐܥΆܩܸ ᾓιܪܸܱܦܡܸܲܢ ᾐܥΆܗ ܲܬܱܦܶܡܸܲܢ
 ܱᾕᾠܣ
Άܭܲܝܦܨܥ Ὰܫܸܛᾫܠܸܪ᾿ܱܝܶ ᾲܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܛᾱܝ ܛܱܥܱᾺܛܷ ܲιᾁᾰܢᾷܛᾰܥ 
Ᾱܞܱܨܧܱᾶᾊܥ
᾽ܭܥᾹܕ
 ܱ᾽ KWWSVDQJDPWKRXJKWVEORJVSRWLQEORJSRVWBKWPOܫ῀ܲᾌܧܲܫܭܶ
᾽ܱܫ῀ܲᾜܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ᾿ܲܧܲܤܲܡܛ ᾜΆܫܸܛᾫܠܸܨܠܱܢܶ ᾽ܭܑ ܱᾹᾠܥܷܢܑܷ
῀ܩܲᾞᾰᾁܢᾜΆܦܸΆᾙᾨܧܲܛᾰܪܑܛᾱܝΆܧܲܥܱᾺܛ᾿ܱܢܶ ܲܝιܧᾹᾙܢܑᾐᾫΆᾙ
 ΆܡܧܱܦܱܨܥΆܛ

ܪܸܛܦܷܲܡܦ

ΆܨܱܛܲܢܥᾺܪܲܝ

 KWWSVDQJDPFRQFRUGDQFHLQLQGH[KWPO
᾿ܱᾊܥᾹܧܥ ῀ܛܲܢܱܨܛ ῀ܛᾫܠܸܪ᾿ܱܝܶ ܩιܥܶᾺܧᾼܝܶ Άܩιܭܷܲܢܥ ܱᾠܭ ῂ
"ܱܭܤܫ῀ܓ
ܲᾹܦ ܩܸιܭ ܤܫ῀ܓ Άܛܲܢ ᾿ܲܧܲܬܭ ᾿῀ ᾓܛᾫܠܸܪ᾿ܱܝܶ ᾲܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܛᾱܝ
Ᾱܞܱܨܧܱᾶᾊܥ ܠܲܥܲᾺܩ ᾁܪܷܦܷ ᾶᾌΆܭܷܨܭܱᾶᾌܛܶ ܱΆܣ ᾦᾰᾁܛᾱܛܠܔ
ܲܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ܫܸܛᾫܠܸܪ᾿ܱܝܶ ῀ܛ᾽ܱܩܷܱᾹܥܷ ܱᾳܨܱܦܓ ܛ ᾽ܭܤܸιᾠΆ ᾙܦ
ܛܱܧܲܤܢ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܧᾼܝܶ ᾽ܪܥ ᾤΆܦܷ ᾽ ܑᾐܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ ܱᾌᾷᾐܛܶ ᾿ܲܧܲܤܲܡܛ
ܠܲܧܲܫܭܶ ܫܸܛᾫܠܸܪ᾿ܱܝܶ ܱܪܷܲܫܛܲᾫܢܥᾺܪܸܭ ᾐܪ᾿ ܱܪܷܲܢᾷܛᾰܥᾺܪܸܭ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܨܭᾙᾹ
῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܩιܭ ܤܫ῀Ᾰᾐܭܲܫܭܶ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܛܠܔ ܲᾹܦ  ܑᾹᾠܪܥ ῀ܛܲܢܱܨܛ
Ὰܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥ ᾺܤܸᾹܝܶ ᾿ܲܢᾷܛᾰܥᾺܧܡܑܸ Άܛܬܛܲᾰܭᾢܛ ᾰܧܡܑܸ
ܲܢܱܨܛ ῁ܲܦܢ Άܪܲܛᾱܐ ܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥ ᾺܤܸᾹܝܶ ܲܢܱܨܛ ܱ᾿ῄܥ ܲܢܱܨܛܨܥܷ
῁ܲܦܢᾸܝܶܲܢܱܨܛܲᾹܦܧᾹᾂᾊܠܱܲᾺᾗܝᾲܓܲᾹܭܛܑܢᾢܢᾙܨܛ῁ܲܦܢܲ῁ದܦܢ
ᾐܫ῀ܲᾌܧܲܫܭܶ ܫܸܛܲܢܱܨܛ ᾠܐ ܩᾹܕ ᾢܢᾙܨܛܨܥܷ ᾿ܧܲܥᾺܩܲܥܱιܝܶ
 KWWSZZZWDPLOYXRUJOLEUDU\GLF,QGH[KWP
ܱᾹᾠܥܷܢܷ ܤܫ῀ܓ ῀ܛܲܢܱܨܛ ܲᾤΆܭܱܧܲᾺᾖᾊܛܲᾰܭ ῁ܲܦܢ ܱᾹᾠܥܷ Ὰܤܸܢܑ
ᾷܩܸᾹܘ ᾢܢᾙܨܛ ܲܬܱܦܶᾹܥ ᾿ܱܧܲܝιܧܱܲᾹ ᾂᾌᾙܪܥ ᾿ܲܭܱܧܲᾺᾖᾊܛܲᾰܭ ῁ܲܦܢ
ᾷܫܸܛܱιܝܶ Άܝܪ ܪܥ ᾽ܭܥᾹܕ Ᾱܭܬܓ ᾿ܭܛܢ ᾿ܲܢܑ ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ ܱᾁᾷᾐܢܶ
 ܱ᾽ KWWSWDZLNWLRQDU\RUJZLNLܨܲܛᾞܭܲᾌܧܲܫܭܱܶᾁᾷᾐܢܶ
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ᾐܩܲܛܱᾶᾊᾞᾰܛܶᾸᾐܭܲܫܭܶ ܲܢܱܨܛ ῁ܲܦܢ ܲᾤΆܢᾷܛܪ᾿ ᾓܧܲܤܲᾹܦ ܧܲܝܱܛιܢܶ
ܲᾹܦ

᾿ܲܢᾷܧܲܛᾰܪܑ

᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ

ܱᾳܨܦܓ

ܛᾱܝ
ܛ

 KWWSGVDOXFKLFDJRHGXGLFWLRQDULHVNDGLUYHOX
᾽ܭܤܸᾙ

᾿ܲܥᾺܪܸܢ

ܩᾹܕ

῀ܛܲܢܱܨܛ

Άܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥ ܱܡ ᾶܤܸᾹܝܶ  ܱ᾽ KWWSXPDUDMNLQܩܲܛᾞܭܲᾌܧܲܫܭܶ
ᾌܥᾺܛܱᾁᾰܢܶ

ᾫܠܸܪ᾿ܱܝܶ

ܤܱܛᾦᾰܛܱιܝܶ

Άܝܪ

ܛܱܥ᾽ܱܝ

ᾞܘ

ᾰܤܕ Άܪܲܛᾱܐ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾙΆܨܥܲܭ  ᾙᾨܤܱܛܱ᾿ᾤᾰܝܶ ᾞܘ ᾿ܲܢܑ ܤܫ῀Ᾰᾐܭܲܫܭܶ
 ᾊᾞᾰᾁΆ KWWSDJDUDWKLFRPܥᾺܛܱᾌᾰܛܶ
ܱܧܲܥΆܪܱܛܶΆܧܦܸܲܭ᾿ܛ῀ܛܲܬܱܦܶܧܲܝܱܤᾹܢܶܲᾹܢᾷܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥܱܛܷܱܛܲᾰܝ
ܱܧܲܝܐ ᾫᾷܝ ᾿ܲܛܱᾱܧܨܸ ᾊܫ῀ܓ ᾿ܲܭܱܤܱᾢܨܷܛ ܠܭ Άܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥ
ܫܸܛܲܢܱܨܛ Ᾰᾐܡܑܸ ᾦΆܛᾱܤܭܲᾠܣ ܛܱܲᾰܦܶ  ᾚᾹᾠܧܲܛܐ Άܧܱ᾽ᾊܝܷᾹܛ
᾿ܲܫܛܲܬܱܦܶܪܱܛιܢܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܭܱܧܲܝܱܛιܢܶ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭᾸᾐܢ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ
ᾦΆܛܲܢܱܨܛ ܲܬܱܦܶᾹܥ ᾐܪ᾿ ܲܬܱܦܶ ᾜΆ ܑᾞܫܸܛܲܢܱܨܛ ܲܬܱܦܶ ᾞܘ ܫ῀ܓ
  KWWSGVDOXFKLFDJRHGXGLFWLRQDULHVܤܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ
ܲܢܱܨܛ ܪܲܛᾱܐ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܧܲܮܱܳᾺܥܶ ܛܱܛܲᾰܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܢᾷܠܲܢ ᾷܢܑᾸ
ᾺܤܸᾹܝܶ ܲܢܱܨܛ ܲᾹܥ᾿ܛܦ ܲܢܱܨܛ ܲܬܱܦܶ ῁ܲܦܢ ܫܸ῀ܲܥ᾿ܭܷܨܸܲܢܛ
ܭܸܧܲܛܐ ܲܢܱܨܛ ܪܲܛᾱܐ ῁ܲܦܢ ܱܪܷܲᾹῄܭ ܲܢܱܨܛܨܥܷ ܲ῁Ὰܦܢ ᾷܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥ
ܤܫ῀ιᾠܥܶΆܠܑ
ܲᾹܢᾷܛܥܲᾺܢܥ ᾽ῄܢܨܲܥ ܱܥᾺܧܲܤܬܥ ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢ ܱᾹܪܷܱܛܶ ܩܷܱᾹܥܷᾺܩܸιܭܑ
ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛܱᾌᾰܛܶܲᾜΆܢܱܨܛܱ᾿ῄܥ

"ܪܸ᾿ܲܭܨܭܱᾊιᾁܥᾹܧܥܭܑܸᾹܖ᾿ܲܤܧܶܪܸ᾿ܑ 
ܲᾹܦ ῀ܛ᾽ܭ ᾽ܤܫ῀ᾷᾐܭܸ ܲܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ܫܸܛᾫܠܸܪ᾿ܱܝܶ ܤܱܦܨܢ ᾽ܪܲܝᾞܘ 
ܢܸᾺᾗܬܸܓܧܠܸᾹᾔܕΆܑᾐܡܨܱܛ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾠᾰܦܠܲܧܲܫܭܶ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܛܠܔ
᾽ܤܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܢᾷܡᾶܕܩᾹܕᾶᾌΆܭܷܨܢᾷܛܱܦܝܭܪܑᾞᾰᾁܩܲܥܱᾹܣᾹܖ
ܲᾫܩ ܲܤܲܡܛ ᾦᾰᾁᾰܛ᾽ܭܥܲᾞᾺܢᾷܭܸ ܱܱܲᾷᾐܧܢ ᾷܫܸܛᾫܠܸܪ᾿ܱܝܶ  ᾌᾷᾐ
Άܩιܭܷܲܢܥ᾿ܲܧܲܤܲܡܛܭܑܸ᾿ܱܤܢܱΆܪܩᾹᾠᾂܧܶܪܸ᾿ܑܛܱܢܤܱܦܱᾐܥܷ
ܤܫ῀ܓ᾿ܛܲᾰܝ᾿ܲܢܭᾼܝܶ
ᾐܭᾼܝܶ ܲᾺᾗᾲܢܥ ܲᾹܦ ܫܸܛᾫܠܸܪ᾿ܱܝܶ ܲᾹܫܛ᾿ܲ῁ ᾓܦܢ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܛܠܔ ܲᾹܦ 
"ܱᾠܭῂܕ
ܛܲᾞᾰܩιܥܶ Ὰܭܸܲܩ ܛܲᾙܩ ᾰᾁΆܧܑ ܧܸܲܤܲܡܛ ᾔΆܭܷܫܨܙ ιᾁܢܑ
ܛܱܛιܢܕ ܱᾐ ᾐܥܷܱᾰᾁΆܭᾞܓ ܫܸܛᾫܠܸܪ᾿ܱܝܶ ܲ῁ᾲܦܢ ᾶᾌΆ ᾌᾷᾐܭܷ
᾿ܲܧܲܡܥ ᾺܢᾶᾌΆ ܑᾸܭܷܨܭ Άܡᾶܕ ܤܱܭܲܫܢܶ ܩᾹܕ ܱΆܩܷܲܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ
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Άܧܱܠܛ

ܲᾫܩ

ιᾠΆܦ

῁ܲܦܢ

ܲܩܱܥܶܲᾺܡܛ

ᾦᾰᾁᾷܛ᾽ܭܥᾌܥᾌܒ
ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܭܸܢܷ

Άܛܱᾰܭܱܲܲܭ ܧܸܲܡܥ ᾿ܢܱᾁᾷܢܶ ܲܢܱܨܛ ῀ܛᾫܠܸܪ᾿ܱܝܶ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܛܠܔ ܲᾹܦ 
ᾐܭᾼܝܶ
ܱᾌܣ᾿ܧ ܪܥ ῀ܛᾱܤܭܲᾠܣ ᾽ܱܧܲܤܢ ܛᾸᾐ ᾙᾊᾰܨܸܲܭ ܧܸܲܡܥܑᾺ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܨܭᾙᾹܧᾼܝܶܲܭܢܓܲܢܲܣᾸᾐܭܤ῀ᾙܛᾱܤܭܲᾠܣᾆܨ῀ܛᾱܤܭܲᾠܣ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܫ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷܧܸܲܡܥܱᾌܑᾺܢܷᾷܥܲᾞᾺܭ᾽ܪܥ 
῀ܛܲܭܡܱܦ

ܢܱ᾽Ᾰܝܩܸᾐ

῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ

᾿ܧܲܧܲܤܲܡܛ᾿ܧܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ 

ܲᾺᾗܫܛᾱܥ ᾿ᾢܢܱᾁᾷܢܶ ܲܢܱܨܱܛ ῀ܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ ῀ܛ᾽ܫܱܧܲܝܱᾼܨܐ ῀ܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܱܨܥܷ
"ܤᾹܕ
ܛᾱܝ ᾐܩܲܛܱᾶᾊᾞᾰܛܶᾹᾠܝܶ ᾿ܲܢᾷܠܢ ܧܲܢܲ ᾗܝܱᾼᾲܨܐ ῁ܲܦܢ ܧܩܑܸᾹ
ᾤΆܦܷ ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܧᾼܝܶ ᾼᾫܐ ܛܱܦܛ ᾒᾎᾰܛܲܦ ῀ܛᾼᾫܐ ܢܲᾷܩΆ ᾁܧܲܛᾰܪܑ
᾽ܤܠܲܭܲܛᾱܠܱܢܶᾷܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥᾺܢܸᾷܧܡܑܸ᾽ܪܥ῀ܛ᾽ܫܱܭᾼܐܧܩܑܸᾹ
ܧᾼܝܶᾼᾫܐᾷᾐܡܑܸܱᾌܧܷܲܤܲܡܛᾰܢܸᾷܧܲܛᾰܪܑܛᾱܝᾲܛܱܥܲᾺܩᾐᾫΆᾁ
῀ܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ ܤܱܦܱᾐܥܷ ܢᾷܠܣܲܬܭ ܫܸܛ᾽ܭ ᾿ܱܤܐ ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛܱᾌܛ Άܭ᾽ܐ
ᾐܩܲܛᾞܭ᾽Ᾰᾐܫܭ ܛܱܦܛܭܷ ܛܲܦ ܩܸ᾿ ᾐܧܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ ᾤΆ ܑᾹᾠܦܷ  ܪܸ᾿ܑ
᾿ܲܢᾷܪܱܛᾞܘ
ᾞΆܫܱܧܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ
ᾞΆܫܱܪܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ
᾽ܭܱᾞܛܶᾞᾰܭᾞܘ
ܱᾌΆܨܷܭ῀ ܑᾞܛ᾽ܭܑ ᾿ܲܢᾷܠܛܪܱܛ ܧܩܸ᾽ ܑᾹܤܢ᾿ ܑᾞᾸܦܱܧܡܑܸ
᾽ܤܠܲܭܲܛᾱܠܱܢܶ ᾷܠܥ᾿ܧܝܶ Ᾰᾐܡܑܸ ᾦΆܛ᾽ܟܲܩ ᾿ܧܲܧܲܬܱܦܶܲܤܲܡܛ
ܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ ܪ᾿ܣ ᾢᾤΆܧܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ ܲᾤΆܧܲܬܱܦܶܲܤܲܡܛ ῀ܛᾱܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ῁ܲܦܢ ܑᾐ
ᾜΆܠܸܧܸܪܸܲܣ
ܩܸιܭ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭܲܫܭܶ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܛܠܔ ܲᾹܦ ῀ܛܲܢܱܨܛ ܪܥ  ܑᾹᾠ
ᾰܤܸܢ ܱᾁᾷᾐܢܶ ᾷܧܸܲܢܱܨܛ ܤܱܦܨܢᾸܨܲܣ ᾞܘ ܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܩιܭ ᾊܨܲܢᾹᾠܘ
᾽ܪܲܝᾞܘܤܸܢܑᾶᾌΆܭܷܨܭᾙᾹܠܲܧܲܫܭܶ᾿ܲܢᾷܢܲܭܱ῀ᾦΆܛܶܲᾗܱܲᾸᾐܤܲܡܛ
ܠܛܢܲᾹ ᾌᾷܢᾷܛܠܔ ܲᾹܦ ܱΆܣ ܱᾹܢܱᾨᾐܥܱܶΆ Ὰܪܧᾼܝܶ ܠ᾽Ᾰᾐᾂܝܷ
ᾙᾊᾜΆܪ᾿ܝܶܲᾰᾁᾲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ
᾿ܢܱᾁᾷܢܶ ܲܢܱܨܛ ιᾠΆܦ ῀ܛᾫܠܸܪ᾿ܱܝܶ ᾲܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܛᾱܝ ܱᾹᾠܥܷ  ܑᾐ
᾿ܲܢᾷܛܠܔ ܲᾹܦ ܢᾷܤܸܲܣ ܱΆܣ ᾿ܱܤܱܦܱܭܷᾼܝܶ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܛܠܔ ܲᾹܦ ܫܸܛܲܡܥ
ᾫΆܩܱιܦܛܱܢᾨᾷܕܝܸᾲܥܷܲܩܲᾹܦᾌܦܭܑܸᾁΆܐΆܧܲܢܱᾷܝ᾽Ὰᾗܧܥܶܲܬܱܦܶ
ᾌΆܥᾹܧܥᾫΆܑᾐܩܱιܦܛܱܝᾲܥܷᾺܭܸᾨᾷᾐᾞܕ
῀ܛᾱܫܢܧܡܑܸ

ܤܱܦܛܲܢ

ܤܛܶܲᾰܢܱܨܛ

᾿ܲܧܨܸܭ

ܢܱ᾽ᾷܥ

ܱᾹܣ 

῀ܛ᾽ܠܱܢܶᾗᾷܨܦ ῀ܛᾫܠܸܪ᾿ܱܝܶ ᾿ܱܤܐ ܤܩܲᾹܛ῀ ܑᾞᾰܛܲᾫܢܥᾺܪܸܭ
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ܑܭιܲܩιᾁᾺ ܷܱܥᾐܪܸܭ ܤܱܦᾺܥᾰܛᾱܧܶܪܸ᾿ܑ ῀ܛᾹᾠ ᾂܭܷܩᾶᾌΆ
ܑܤܸܢᾺܷܱܥᾰܭܷܛᾶᾌΆ
 ᾌᾷᾐ ܭܷ᾿ܥᾠ ܑܸܫܢܧܡᾱܑ ᾿ܲܫܛᾞᾰᾁΆ ܲܦᾹ  ܘ ܫܸܛܲܢܱܨܛᾞ
ܦܸܪܸܢ
ܱܝᾹܩ
ܑܸܫܢܧܡᾷ᾿ܲܢ
ܱܶܢᾁᾷᾐ
ܶܭܷܠܲܧܲܫܭᾶᾌΆ
ᾺܱܶܥᾨᾐܱܢᾹ ܛܭܸܢܷ ܩܲܥᾦᾰᾁ ܤܠܓᾰᾁܠᾹ ܧܥᾹܱܥ῀ܛ᾽ܫܱܠ
ܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷ ܢᾙᾊᾜΆ ܑܷܱܥܷܢᾹᾠ ܶܠܸܪ᾿ܱܝᾫܫܸܛᾜΆ ܸܤᾷᾐᾲ ܝᾱܛ
ܑܪᾰܧܲܛΆ ܦιᾠΆ ܑᾹܸܥܷ ܧܩᾲᾆ ܬܭᾰᾁᾲ ܱܶܝιܫܸܛᾜΆ ܑܸܧܡᾷ᾿ܲܢ
ܶܭܷܠܲܧܲܫܭᾶᾌΆܭιܸܩᾜΆܫܢܧܡܑܸܨܷܘᾷܭܷܠܲܧܲܫܭܶ᾿ܲܢᾶᾌΆ
 ܑܭιܸܱܪ᾿ܧܶܩΆ ܱܣΆ ܶܝᾼܷ῀ܛܲܬܱܦܶ ܩܲܥ ᾿ܲܧܲܤܲܡܛ ᾿ܱܤܱܦܱܢ
᾽ܫܭᾸᾐ῀ ܫᾷ ܤܸܢᾂᾠܫܸܛᾜΆ ܱܣᾙΆ ܠܸ ܛܱܢܲܫܕ ܛܲܦᾸᾐܲܭᾌܷܱܭΆ
῁ܲܦܢᾲܶܠܸܪ᾿ܱܝᾫܲܤܲܡܛ῀ܛܲܢܱܨܛ῀ܛᾗܱܲᾸᾐܶ῀ܱܛᾦΆܲܤܲܡܛ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ
᾿ܭᾤܱܦ῀ܛ᾽ܤιܩΆܶܝᾼܦܷܧιܱܶܝᾹܛܤᾞᾷᾐܲܭܢܓ῀ܛᾗܱܲᾜΆ 
ܐᾼܲܭιᾁᾺܧܥᾹܥܠᾓ᾿῀ܛ
1. ܱܠᾰܪ᾿ܝܶ ܱܢܱܨܑ ᾽ܠᾺܥᾹ ܲܦܢᾨΆ ܲܤܲܡܛᾜΆ  ܢܸܲܭܛᾙܢΆ ܶܲܫܭᾛᾌ
ܲܢᾞᾲܲܝ
2. ᾙܸ᾽ܭܤᾐܸܛܲܡܦܨᾶܠᾹ῁ܲܦܢܲܢܤܱܭᾰܧܡܑܸܲܤܲܡܛᾺܧܥᾹܱܥᾌ῀ܛ
ܦܛᾢܲܢܥܲܤᾺܛܥΆܢᾴܱܝᾬ᾽
3. ᾙܸ ᾽ܭܤᾙ ܱܶܥᾹܭܸܤᾰܷܧܡܑܸ ܱܛᾷ ܱܪܨܭ ῁ܲܦܢᾠ ܝܱܢܲܢܨܱܥᾹ
ܪܸܛ᾿ܥᾰܲܫܭܶܛܬܛᾛᾌܲܢᾞᾲܱܨܲܝᾺܲܫ῀ܥ
ܫܢܧܡܑܸܩܲܥᾱ῀ܛ
 KWWSVZZZJRRJOHFRLQ
 KWWSWDZLNWLRQDU\RUJZLNL
 KWWSZZZWDPLOYXRUJOLEUDU\OLEFRQWQWKWP
 KWWSVDQJDPWKRXJKWVEORJVSRWLQEORJSRVWBKWPO
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“Contribution to the early history of algorithmics in Tamil: the 7²
]IRºB in the NX~L¯CBQ T¯IIY, the TO^DXSYN

and
the TO^DXSYN

commentary.”
Jean-Luc Chevillard,
CNRS, University Paris-Diderot, Histoire des Théories Linguistiques (UMR 7597)
https://univ-paris-diderot.academia.edu/JeanLucChevillard
With the advent of computers, the use of algorithmic techniques which require special
training and concentration has potentially become the property of everyone, because we can
often simply ask a computer to “do the job”, provided we are capable of “explaining” to it in
details the procedures which are to be followed. As consequence, some ancient difficult
technical texts are potentially available, for active reading, to a greater public than they were
in earlier periods, when those technical texts were considered as closed books for most
people. This can certainly heighten the interest of the general public in the domain called
“History of Science” (and History of Scientific Literature).
The present paper is dedicated to an illustration of such a situation, being an attempt
at a modernized short presentation of a topic traditionally known as ܐᾠ ܶܲܫܢᾫ“( ῀ܛthe
six clarifications”) which is dealt with in detail inside two ancient Tamil texts,1 the
ܱܧᾺܥᾞᾱܲܭ ܪܛᾞᾷ( ܲܢYV) and the ᾪܧܲܬܱܝܷܨΆ (VC) commentary, these six topics
being called:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

῁ܩܓᾲ( ܲܝalias ܨܲܥᾷܨܱܢΆ)
ܷܛᾌ (alias ܣܠΆ)
ᾆᾌ (alias ܓᾷܲܢܠΆ)
ܘᾹܨܲܩᾶᾌᾚᾹܶܩᾹᾔᾙܸܩܤܷܱܧܦܸܩᾲܱܶܝᾹܪܑ ܤᾁ ᾁᾞᾲ ܶܝᾼܸܛ
ܲܭᾞᾷܢᾷ ܶܛܸܱܢ
ܫ ܪܲܣᾫ

The ancient scholars who made use of those technical devices were engaged in an attempt
(inside a domain on the border of combinatorics and metrics [ܱܧᾺᾗ]) at mastering the
complexity involved in describing the bewildering variety of the metres used by poets in
certain types of stanzaic composition, with a fixed rigid pattern, where the four lines of a
stanza are metrically totally similar, and which fall under what the YV calls ܧܲܭܫιܝᾸܢΆ


1

ItshouldbestatedatthebeginningofthisarticlethatTamilisnottheonlylanguageforwhichcalculationsof
thetypedescribedherehavebeenperformed.ThereaderofKnuth[2006:49Ͳ51]isalreadymadepartlyaware
oftheimportanceofIndiansourcesforthehistoryofcombinatorics,butareadingofAlsdorf[1933]andof
VanNooten[1993],whobothbuildontheseminal1863workofAlbrechtWeber,makesonefullyawareofthe
sophisticationofsomeSanskrittreatises.Alsdorf1933article(inGerman)aboutthe“pratyayaͲs”has
appearedinEnglishtranslationin1991intheIndianJournalofHistoryofScience.Itisthereforeallthemore
importanttoalsodrawtheattentionofhistoriansofScienceonthemathematicalelementsburiedinside
ancientTamilƑĈstrictexts,sinceveryfewpeoplearetryingtoreadthemnowadays.
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(see YV_1998, p. 507-516) and the VC calls ܝᾸܢΆ2 (see VC_1942, p. 177 and VC_2005,
p.477). Those meters3 are different from the meters which were discussed in my INFITT
2009 presentation.4
A striking example of the use of those rigid meters is found inside the TƝvƗram hymn
(having twelve stanzas) which is referred to as ܲܬܱܦܶܲܬܭᾷ ܲܢᾞܛܱܨܲܭΆ (TƝv. 3-67)5 and in
which Campantar devotes one stanza to each of the twelve names of ܲܬܱܛ᾽ܳܝ, modelling each
stanza on the particular phonic form of the name which it contains. More precisely, if we
adopt, from earlier writers, the convention that “L” represents a “light” syllable and “G” a
heavy syllable:
x

x

x

Each line in stanza 1, which contains the first name, Pi-ra-ma-pu-ra(m), contains five
groups LLLLL of five syllables in which the first four are almost always6
unambiguously “light” (i.e. short): ᾆܨᾞܪᾁ  ܪܢܲܡܨܢ ᾿ܲܧܥ)῀(ܛ)᾽(ܨܣᾙܧܲܬܡܩ
 ᾿ܲܢܦܡܨᾙᾺ / ᾗܱܲܲܭ ܧܱܲܦܶܨᾫܨܛ ῀ܱܛܶܝܸܲܭܨܝ ܛܸܭᾙܸ… ܧܠ.. Those
five groups are followed by a heavy syllable, as a coda.
Each line in stanza 2, which contains the second name, VƝ-૽u-pu-ra(m), contains five
groups GLLL of four syllables, plus a heavy coda. In each of the five groups, the first
syllable is always “heavy” and the following three are “light”: ܱܢᾎܲܦᾁ
ܱܠ ܱܛܶܝܸܲܡܐᾎܥܷ ᾽ܧܲܭᾎܦᾐ ܱܛᾎ ᾿ܲܭ ܫܦ// ܷܱܛᾎᾒܲܤܧܡܳܣ ᾿ܢ
ܷܲܥ)᾿(ܲܡܱܛᾊ ܦܲܡܱܦᾐ ܱܣᾎ(Ά)ܛܸܭ7 ܷ… ܧ.
Etc.8

Space being limited, I shall now make the hypothesis that the reader has accepted the idea
that rigid metrical patterns exist in some Tamil poetical compositions, and that we have three
examples inside TƝvƗram 3-67, which are:
x
x
x

LLLLL LLLLL LLLLL LLLLL LLLLL G (in stanzas 1, 3, 7, 8 and 12)
GLLL GLLL GLLL GLLL GLLL G (in stanzas 2, 4, 5, 9, 10 and 11)
LGLL LGLL LGLL LGLL LGLL G (in stanza 6)


2

Forinstance,thecommentarytotheVCannounces,justbeforeVC133:“i٥iccanta١kaٓukkuppirattĈramutal
Ĉٻuteٓivukaٓuñcolluki٥ٻĈ٥.”Itshouldhoweverbenotedthatthe2011“reprint”ofVC_1942hasstrangely
changedthenumberingofVC133toVC131(whichisVERYsurprisingforareprint!)
3
Theinterestedreadercangainmoreinsightintothetechnicalitiesofthattypeofpoetrybyreadingthe
secondpart(startingonp.242)ofPacupati[2010].Oneepisodeinthehistoryofthedescriptionofthose
metersispresentedinMa٣ika٣ډa٥[2014].
4
MoreelementsarediscussedinChevillard[2014].
5
Seepp.345Ͳ346intheeditioncitedinbibliography.
6
Theexceptionsseemtocausedonlybytheoccasionalpresenceoftheliquids“r”and“l”.Onemight
postulate,asaworkinghypothesis,thatthoseliquidsarenotsufficientformakingthosesyllables(seefor
instance“nararkaٓpayil”)heavy.Thefifthsyllableineachgroupissomehowlesspreciselyspecifiedandwe
mightwanttosay,asaworkinghypothesis,thatthelinecontainsLLLLXLLLLXLLLLXLLLLXLLLLXG,whereXis
unspecified,becauseofashortpause.
7
Concerningthisapparentexception,onecannotethat followedby T iscalled MBOt²tB
“reduced m” ingrammars,whichmightinfactindicateanasalizedpronunciationoftheprecedingvowel.
8
Spacebeinglimited,Ishallheresimplybrieflyindicatethepatternsrepeatedfivetimesintheotherstanzas,
andthenameswhichtheyimitate.Theyare:3.LLLLL(pukalinaka_rĤ);4.GLLL(ve١kuruͲvͲa_tĤ);5.GLLL
(tƃ٣ipura_mĤ);6.LGLL(tarĈymoٗi_….);7.LLLLL(cirapuramͲa_tĤ);8.LLLLL(puٻavamͲatu_vĤ);9.GLLL
(ca٣painaka_rͲĤ);10.GLLL(kĈٗinaka_rͲĤ);11.GLLL(koccainaka_rͲĤ);12.LLLLL(kaٗumalaͲna_kar)
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The first pattern contains 26 syllables and the other two patterns contain 21 syllables each.
We are now in a position to make use of those examples for explaining that:
x

x

The technical devices known as ܐᾠ ܶܲܫܢᾫ ῀ܛare useful for conceiving
individual patterns as part of ordered sets, which would be in that case (A) the set of
all patterns made of 26 syllables and (B) the set of all patterns made of 21 syllables.
This is obtained by associating with each pattern a number, which is its RANK inside
the ordered set.

More precisely, the application of the techniques referred to by the designation ܐᾠ
ܶܲܫܢᾫ῀ܛ, allow us:
1. to build step by step a (virtual) chart containing many lines, illustrating the ῁ܩܓᾲܲܝ,
i.e. all the possible N-tuples, i.e. sequences of N symbols, each symbol being taken
from {L,G}
2. to find out the unknown N-tuple which sits on a line of a given rank R inside that
virtual chart (This is the second clarifying device, called ܷܛᾌ9, alias ܣܠΆ).
3. to determine the unknown rank inside the chart of a given N-tuple.10 (This is the third
clarifying device, called ᾆᾌ, alias ܓᾷܲܢܠΆ)
4. to find out how many of the lines in the chart contain P times G and (N-P) times L,
which amounts to a knowledge of Pascal’s triangle.
5. to understand how many lines global charts contain
6. to calculate how much space it would take to explicitely write down the chart.
None of those tasks is easy to carry out by hand, and anyone who has tried to read the
corresponding sections in the YV (see the 1998 edition of YV, pp. 535-547] or in the VC (see
the 1942 edition, pp.177-194] will be aware of the complexity involved in understanding
ancient scholars’ explanations.
Luckily, a great Tamil scholar, the late T.V. Gopal Iyer (1926-2007), in his 2005
edition of the VƯracǀ૱iyam (see VC_2005) has provided us with very lucid explanations,
which allow us to easily grasp the meaning of (slightly) cryptic ve૽pƗ-s, such as:
ᾁᾞᾰ῁ܳܛ
ܑܪᾁܱܭΆ
ᾁᾞᾷܶܛܸܱܢᾜ ܲܢܱܦᾰܛ ᾂᾌ

ܧܤܸܖ

ܱܶܢᾰᾁᾱ

Thanks to his help (see VC_2005, pp. 479-481), and thanks also to the explanations
contained in Alsdorf[1933/1991] and Van Nooten[1993], it is however possible to a modern
reader to understand how this ve૽pƗ can be expanded into an algorithm generating the
sequence of all N-tuples, because, after an initialisation phase, the algorithm explains how to
go from line n to line n+1.

9

YVsays“8_K{IXT¢ <}² 6PYTI} 6Q JY_Q6PY^N}”(“Idonotknowthe
dispositionofthetokensforthatofwhichIknowtherank”)(YV1998,p.536).

10

YVsays Ô6QBY¯t_B 6PY^T}; <_K{IXT¢ <}² 6I} <z 6PY^N}” (“I

knowthedispositionoftokens; butIdonotknowitsnumber,whichtellswhichrankthedispositionhas”)
(YV1998,p.536).
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x
x
x
x
x
x
x

START with line 1 containing N times the symbol G
LOOP: look for the first G on line n {if it is found call “p” its position; if not go to
END}
place a L at position p on line (n+1)
place a G at all positions before position p on line (n+1)
for all positions after before position p on line (n+1), make them similar to what they
were on line n
go back to LOOP
END: terminate.

There is of course much more to explain concerning the ܐᾠ ܶܲܫܢᾫ ῀ܛand we are just at
the beginning. I hope nevertheless have given, through this short presentation, the desire to
the young generations to explore the explanations hidden in ancient books, which they can
rejuvenate with their young energies. They might thus become aware of the fact that, very
often, as we say in French, “L’ancien est toujours neuf!”11
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ܲܭᾞᾷܲܢᾜܸܨᾜܠᾹ). ܲܢܥᾺ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܱܥ: ܲܭᾷᾐܱܭᾹ ܷܦ. ᾪ. ܷܭᾎܷܪܱܥܱܛᾺ ܫܸ῀ܲܥ.
ܛܪܓᾷ ܱܨܱܬܲܦܢᾼᾲܲܣ ܲܝᾠܤܭΆ, 1998.
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ܱܞܱܨܑܢ ܲܢܦܑᾸᾐܞܶ᾽ܭܤܸ᾽ᾙܧܱܲܲܝܱܨܥܷ
ܤܸᾹܝܶΆܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥܱܡᾶ
῀ದLQGXPDWKL#DQQDXQLYHGXUDDMDBDV#\DKRRFRLQܛܱܲܭܛ᾿ᾙܝᾴܤܲᾹܦ


ܨܸܱᾁᾺᾗܢܶ
ᾰᾁܦܣ ᾿ܱܫܛ᾽ܢܲᾷܝ ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ ᾐܤܱܦܭᾞᾷᾐܦ ܛܸ ᾚᾢܧܱܲᾶᾎᾰᾁܦ ῁ܲܦܢ
ܧᾰᾂᾊܛᾰܠܸܲܛ ᾿ܲܢܲܫܕ ܱᾤΆܥᾞΆܥܶ ܱᾁΆܦܭᾞᾷᾐܦ ܢᾸܩܲܝ ܠܥᾺܛܲᾰܫ
Άܣ ᾐܩ῀ ιܛᾫܫܸܲܭ ܛᾰܥ ᾐܤܱܫܛᾞᾸᾐܦ  ܑΆܧܲܛᾰܠܫ῀ܓ ܫܸܛܛܸᾚᾢ
ܢᾌᾷܥᾺܡ ᾁܛܱܧܦܸᾜΆ ᾙᾨܨܸܭܷ ܤܱܛܱᾼᾰܣܷ ᾜΆܧܸܱܣܷ ᾐܤܱܦܭᾞᾷᾐܦ
ιᾁܢܑ ܪܸ᾿ܲܭܧܠܸܩᾹܝܶ ᾜΆܨܸܭܤܸ Άܭᾞᾷᾐܦ ᾐܦܣ ܲᾔΆܥᾐ ܑᾞᾺܪ᾿ܭ
ܲ᾿ ܑΆܭܠܸܫܱܣ ܭܷΆ ܑᾐܡܨܱܛ ᾞܘ ᾐΆܧܲܡܥܷ ܛܱܦܧܲܝܛܨܑ ܢܸᾷܭᾞᾷᾐܦ
ܧܡܑܸ ܤܱܛιܢܑ ܱᾁΆܦܡܨܱܛ ܧܲܛ ᾙᾰܛܲܦ ιᾁܢܢᾸܩܸܱᾌ ᾁܥᾹܧܥ  ܭᾞᾷᾐܦ
᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ ᾌΆܥᾹܧܥ ᾞΆܭܤܸ Άܭᾞᾷᾐܦ ܑΆܭܷܤܕ ܤܫ῀ܓ ܛܱܢܱܲ ῀ܛᾱܫܢ
ܲᾜΆܩ ܫܸܛᾞᾸᾐܦ ܛܱܦܧᾤΆ ᾐ᾿ᾢܦܷ ᾐܩܲܛܱܦܧܲܝܭ ᾿ܢܲᾠᾫܣ Άܫܢ ܧܡܑܸ
ܨܸܭܱᾁΆ ܑᾐܦܧܲܛᾐ ᾙᾰܥᾺܦܸܭᾊܭ ܢܸᾷܫܢ ܧܡܑܸ  \ܲ᾿ 5HSHUWRUܧܛܸܭ
῀ܛᾞᾸᾐܦ ܤܱܛܱᾼᾰܣܷ ܤܱܭܱᾐܥܶ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܫܢ ܧܡܑܸ ܪܲܝ ܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܭܲᾠܣ
ܤܱܭᾐܖܧᾼܝܱܶܲᾫܢܶܫܸܛܲܩܲᾁܩܱᾼܣܷܤܱܧܱܲܝܤܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛܱᾌᾰܛܶܦܷᾌܦ
ܱᾞᾸᾐΆܥܶ ܦܷᾌܦ ᾦᾰᾁܛܱᾼܣܷ ܤܱܭܱᾐܥܶ ܪܲܝ  ܑᾐܪܸ᾿ܑ ῀ܛᾱܫܢ ܧܡܑܸ
ܤܱܭܱᾐܥܶ ܤܱܛܱᾼᾰܣܷ ܭܷܤܕ ܱᾐܢܱᾞᾸܥܶ ᾦᾰᾁΆܛܱᾼܣܷ ᾷᾐܤܸ
ܱܲᾫܢܶܢܸᾞᾸܦܤܱܛιܢܲᾸᾐܩܠᾶܛᾜΆܧܸܱܣܷܤܱܦܡܨܱܛιᾁܢᾹܠܲᾜܩܲᾁܩ
ܧܡܑܸ ᾤΆܦܷ ܱΆܪܧܠܸܦܡᾫΆ ᾁܛܱܭܨܸܲܭ ᾫΆܛܱܧܦܸΆ ᾙᾨܪᾹ ᾚܢܭᾼܝܶ
᾿ܲܢ ܲܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ܫܸܛᾺᾘᾰܪܸܭ ܫܸܛܲܢᾼܝܶ ܧܲܢ῀ ᾗܛ᾽ܫܱܠܱܥᾹܧܥ ܫܢ
ܱܲᾸᾐᾰܢܶ ܫܸܛ᾿ܭܛܢ ܛܲܢ ܛܱܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ Άܭᾞᾷᾐܦ ῁ܲܦܢ ΆܪᾹ ᾚܢܥᾺܭܸܧܲܢܥ
ܛܱܦܨܛܲܭܢܓ ܲᾰᾁܝܱᾼᾲܨܐ ܤܱܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ Άܭᾞᾷᾐܦ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾙᾊᾜΆ ܑᾐܫ῀ܱܛܶ
ܑᾞᾰᾁΆ
ܭܷܡܓΆܭᾞᾷᾐܦܛܸΆᾚᾢܭᾞᾷᾐܦܢܲᾷܝΆܭᾞᾷᾐܦ῁ܲܦܢ῀ದܛܢܸܱ᾽ᾷܭܧܲܛᾙᾰ
ᾞᾸᾐܦ
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ܨܸ ᾙᾹᾔ

ܲᾷᾐܫ ܢܸᾷܭᾞᾷᾐܦ ܧܱܲܥΆܨܱܥ  ܧܱܲܧܓ ᾰᾁܦܣ ᾦΆܛ᾽ܱܤܷᾐ ᾙᾹܦܣ ᾦΆܛ᾽ܢܲᾷܝ
᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ ᾌᾷᾐΆܥᾹܧܥ ᾞΆܭܤܸ ܢܸᾷܭᾞᾷᾐܦ ᾽ ܑΆܤܫ῀Ᾱᾠܝܶ
ᾫΆܫܫ῀ܕ ᾿ܲܢܥᾹܕ ܲᾰᾁΆܫܤܧܥ ܢܲᾁᾸܦ ᾿ܱܩᾹܝܶ ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ᾽ᾰᾁΆܭܤܸ
᾿ܲܢᾷܭᾞᾷᾐܦ

 

᾿ܱܢܥᾹܕ Άܭᾞᾷᾐܦ ܩ῀ ιܛᾫܫܸܲܭ ܛᾰܥ ܪܸ᾿ܲܦܛܢܷᾸܝ

ܑΆܭܷܤܕܱΆܪܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥܲܩܲᾹܦܧܥᾦΆܛ᾽ܭܤܱܦܡܨܱܢܱܝܢܱܩܥܶΆܭᾷᾐܡܲᾗܣ
᾿ܲܢܭ᾿ܝܱܶᾶᾌܛܶ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭᾌᾷᾐΆܥᾹܧܥᾞᾰᾁΆܭܤܸܛܱܧᾊܨܣܷܢܸᾷܭᾞᾷᾐܦ
ᾞܘ ᾞᾰᾁΆܭܤܸ ᾿ܲܢᾷܪܱܛ ܤᾪܣ ܫ῀ܱᾐܥܷ ܑᾺܪܸ᾿ܲܧܭܸܢܷ ᾙΆܛᾰܧܢ ܢᾸܕ
ܱܪ᾿ܕ ᾐܩܲܛᾞܭ ܲܩܱιܛᾱܥΆ ᾞΆܧܡܑܸ ᾿ܲܢܭ᾿ܝܶ ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ܪܸܭܛܢ
ᾤΆܦܷ ܤܫ῀ܓ ῀ܛ᾿ ᾓܤܱܛᾤᾰܢܲܩ ᾞᾸᾐܦ ܤܱܛܱᾼᾰܣܷ  ᾦᾰᾁΆܛᾱܭᾞᾷᾐܦ
ܤܫ῀ܓ  ᾿ܲܭܫ ܛܲܢ ᾦΆܛᾱܫܢ ܧܡܑܸ ܤܱܛᾤᾰܢܲܩ ᾞᾸᾐܦ ܤܱܛܱᾼᾰܣܷ
῀ܛᾱܫܢ ܧܡܑܸ ܤܱܛᾤᾰܢܲܩ ᾞᾸᾐܦ ܤܱܛܱᾼᾰܣܷ ᾿ܲܢᾷܭᾞᾷᾐܦ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܱܤܐ
ܤܱܛܲιܢᾷܭᾞᾷᾐܦ ῁ܲܦܢ ܤܱܢܱܲ ܩܲᾹܛܑᾞᾰ

 

ܤܫ῀ܓ ܭܷܛܱܭܩܸ ᾁܛܲܦ

ܤܱܧܦܸᾙᾨܤܱܭܱܲܲܭ  ܲᾤΆܫܛᾱܫܢ ܧܡܑܸ ܤܱܛᾤᾰܢܲܩ ᾞᾸᾐܦ ܤܱܛܱᾼᾰܣܷ
ᾞᾸᾐܦ ܤܱܛܱᾼᾰܣܷ ܤܱܛܲιܢᾷܭᾞᾷᾐܦ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ᾢܬ ᾇܧܛܸܢ ܑᾷܪܸ᾿ܑ ῀ܛ᾿ܭܛܢ
ᾐܩܲܛܱܦܧܲܝܭᾐܭܱᾰᾁܭᾞܓܢܸᾷܫܢܧܡܑܸܤܱܛᾤᾰܢܲܩ

᾿ܢᾌᾷᾐܥܛܸܭܧܸܱܣܷ


ᾐܧܲܢᾰᾁᾞᾸܛܸܱᾰܧܱΆܭܱܠᾶܭܷܤܢܶᾞᾸܦ


῀ܩܲᾞᾰᾁܢ  







 ܲᾹܡܓܲܩܱιܥܷᾐܩι

ᾐܥᾹܕᾞᾸᾐܦ᾿ܱܠᾶܓᾫܡܓᾁܩܲܥᾹܢܲᾸᾐܩܢܸܢܱܲᾷܝܶᾐܤܱܭܡܓܠᾶܓ
ܛܱܧܛܸܱܲᾰܝᾲܕ ܱᾹܢᾫܫܭῂܕ ܲᾔΆܤܕ ᾽ܱܩܲܛ᾽ ᾂᾠܭ῀ᾦܭ Ᾱᾠܕ ܪܸ᾿ܲܧܭܸܢܷ
ܧܸܱܣܷ ܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ ܱᾠܭᾹᾠ ῂܘ ܢܱܪܧܑ ᾐܥܲ᾽Ὰܭܢ ܢܸܭᾞܭ ܱᾼܣܷ ܱᾤΆܢܑᾞᾸ
ΆܦᾷᾐܪܷܲܝΆܢܲᾷܥΆܢܱܭ ῀ܛ᾽ܢܲᾷܝ ܛܱܭܱᾐܥܶ ܱᾐܧܦܸܧܲܩᾐ ܑᾹܭᾌᾷᾐܥᾺܛܸܭ
῀ܛ᾽ܱܫ῀ܱܲܲᾷᾐܥܫܸܛܱᾼܣܷܤܕ
᾽ܱܪܷᾼᾜΆᾓܝܱܶᾼܣܷܲᾔΆܧܩܸܲᾔΆᾁܛܲܦ
῀ܩܲᾞᾰᾁܢ 





ᾚᾹᾠܧܲܡᾶܕܱܪܢܲᾙܫܭ

ܱᾤΆܤܲܩܳܦ ܩܸᾫ ᾙܫ ᾐܕ ᾿ܲܩ ᾚᾹܧܲܛܐ Άܦᾷᾐܪܷܲܝ Άܢܲᾷܥ Άܢܱܭ ܧܲܩιᾂܦܷ
᾽ܱܫ῀ܲᾜܩᾹᾂܛܦᾞܥܶܭ῀ᾦܭᾹᾠܕᾞΆܭ῀ܛܱᾼܣܷ
ܱᾁΆܠᾶܓ ܱᾼܣܷ   ῀ܛ᾽ܱܫ῀ܲᾜܩ ᾂܛܱܢܥ῀ ܑᾞᾺܛܱᾼܣܷ  ῀ܛ᾽ܢܲᾷܝ
ܤܸܢᾷܕ ᾠᾺᾗᾰᾁΆܓ ܱᾞܭܶῂܘ ᾽ܤܫ῀ܱܲܲᾷᾐܥ ܛܱܢܥܱᾹܢܶᾷܥ ܫܸܛᾠᾺᾗܓ
ܛܱܦܡܨܱܢܓ ῀ܛ᾽ܱܫ῀ᾁᾷᾐܭ ܢܸܥᾹܕ ᾞΆܭ ῀ܛܱᾼܣܷ ܤᾹܕ ᾞΆܭ ῀ܛܱᾼܣܷ
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ܤܦܶᾞܭ ᾦΆܛܱᾼܣܷ  ᾿ܲܢܱܛ ᾦΆܛܱᾼܣܷ  ᾿ܲܡᾶܛ ᾦΆܛܱᾼܣܷ  ᾿ܲܧܪܸܢ
ܲᾸᾐܩ ܫܸܛܲܩܱᾼ ᾁܣܷ ᾿ܱܢܭᾌᾷᾐܥܛܸܭ ܧܸܱܣܷ ῀ܛ᾽ܱܫ῀ܲᾜܩ῀ ᾂܛ᾽ܢܲᾷܝ
ܑᾞᾰᾁΆܛܱܢܲܫܕᾐܭᾼܝܱܶܲᾫܢܶܫܸܛᾞᾸᾐܦܤܱܛιܢ

᾿ܢᾼܝܱܶܲᾫܢܶᾷܫܸܛܲܩܲᾁܩܱᾼܣܷ 
ܲᾰᾁΆܡܢܱᾊᾐܣ᾿ܢܱᾼᾙܣܷܱᾊܣܱᾼܣܷ
 







᾿ܧܝܶᾲܥܱᾼᾺܭܱᾊܣܱᾼܭ

᾽ܭ῀ᾦܭܲᾞܢ
ܧܸܲܬܭ ܳ᾽ᾰᾁΆܢ ܢܸ  ܲᾸᾐܩ ܢܸᾷܡܨܱܛ ܤܱܛιܢ ܲᾸᾐܩܠᾶܛ ܧܸܱܣܷ
ܤܱܛܱᾼᾰܣܷ ܱᾰᾁܭ ܱܲᾹܭ῀ᾦܭ ᾐܥᾹܕ ᾶᾌΆܭܷܛܲᾰܫ ܝܸܲᾲܛܲܝ ܲᾸᾐܩܠᾶܛ
ܫ῀ܱܛܶᾌᾷᾐᾰܕ ܫܸܛᾞᾸᾐܦ ܤܱܛιܢ  ᾌᾷᾐܢܶ᾽Ᾰܢܷ ܛܱܧܱܲܝ ܫܸܛܲܩܲᾁܩ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷ
ܪܲιᾁ ᾚܢᾷܡܨܱܢܓ ܱᾁΆܭᾞܓ ᾿ܱܫܛᾱܡܨܱܛ ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ ᾐܤܱܧܱܣܷ ᾞܘ
ܱᾞܢܶᾷܥᾹᾔΆ ᾓᾢ᾿ ܑᾞܕ   ܲܡܦܱܢܲᾸܝ ῀ܛ᾽ܭ ܲܤܲᾙܛᾌΆ ᾝܦ ܧܸܱܣܷ
ᾫΆܛܱܢܧᾰᾂᾊܨܳܢ ᾿ܲܢܲܫܕ ῀ܛᾱܪᾶᾌ ᾚܨܲܤᾹܥ ᾿ܲܢܑ ᾽ܱܩܲᾹܛܱܲܲᾰܥ ܛܱܫܛܛܸܭ
ܤܕᾶᾌΆܭܷܫ῀ܱܛܶᾌᾷᾐᾰܕᾞᾸᾐܦ῀ܛܱܣܛܲܢιᾠܝᾦᾰᾁܛᾱܪᾐᾚܥᾹܘܩιܦ
ܫܸܛܱᾼܣܷ ܥιܛܷܲιܢᾷܭܥ᾽ ᾔܭܨܭ ᾞΆܭܤܸ ῀ܛ᾽ܢܲᾷܝ ᾽ܱܫ῀ܲᾜܩᾂ
ܱܪ᾿ܕ ᾽ܱܫ῀ܱܲܲᾷᾐܥ ܛܱܫܛܛܸܭ ᾷᾐܥ ܧܸܱܣܷ ܪ᾽ ᾚܨܢܷ ῀ܛ᾽ܱܫ῀ܲᾜܢᾌᾷܥܛܸܭ
ܲᾸᾐܩܩᾹܕΆܪ ᾚܛܸܭ ܢᾸܕ ܱᾤΆܢ῀ ܑᾞᾸܛᾞᾸᾐܦܤܱܭܱᾐܥܶ ܲιᾁΆܢᾷܪ ᾚܛܸܭ
ᾰᾁΆܧܥ Ᾱܪܣ Ᾰᾐܨܸܲܭ ᾿ܱܠܱᾶܛܶ ᾌᾷᾐᾰܕ ܫܸܛᾞᾸᾐܦ ܠܲܥܲᾺܩ ᾁܤܱܛιܢ
ܛܐ Άܡܨܱܛ ᾞܘ ᾤΆܛܲᾰܝᾲܪܦ ܱᾼᾰᾁܣܷ ܪ ᾚܪܸ᾿ܑ ΆܛܢܷᾸܝ ᾿ܲܢܥᾹܕ
ᾤΆܦܷΆܧܲܝܭ ᾐܧᾶᾊܭܷ ܫ῀ܱܛܶ ܲᾸᾐܩ ᾜΆܢܸᾷܡܨܱܛ ܤܱܛܱᾼᾰܣܷ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܩιܥܲᾹܥܫܸܛܱᾌܥᾌᾺܛᾫᾰܡܓܩιܛܷιܢ

ᾫܨܸܭᾙᾹܤܱܛܲιܢᾷܫܢܧܡܑܸ 
ܧᾶᾊܭܷ ܛܲᾰܤܭܛ ܱᾐܥܷᾰᾁΆܦܸܭᾊܭ Άܫܢ ܧܡܑܸ ܤܱܛܲιᾰܢᾷܭᾞᾷᾐܦܑΆ
ܱᾐܥܶ ܤܱܛܱᾼᾰܣܷ ᾿ᾢܢΆ   ᾙܠܥ ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛܱᾌᾰܛܶ ܬܷܳܛ ῀ܛᾱܝΆ
ܫܸܛܲܩܲᾁܩ ܩܲᾹܛܱܲܢܶ ܛܱܪܢ᾽ ᾂᾌܤܲᾹܥ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܧᾼܝܶ ܱܲᾫܢܶ ܧܸܲܩܲᾁܩ
ܩܸᾼᾙܝܶ ᾞᾸᾐܦ  ᾞᾸᾐܦ ܤܱܛܱᾼᾰܣܷ ᾽ܤܲᾹܥ Ᾱܢ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܧᾼܝܶ ܱܲᾫܢܶ
῀ܛܭܸܧᾶᾊܭܷ ܫ῀ܱܛܶ ῀ܛܭܸܧᾶᾊܭܷ ܛܲ᾽ᾰܭܢ ܩܸܱ῀ᾦΆ ᾙܛܶᾌᾷᾐᾰܕ
ᾌΆܥᾺܛᾰܦܸܭᾊܭܱᾠܦܱ῀ᾦܛܱܶܲᾸᾐᾰܢܶܭܸܧܲܛܐ
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ܩܸᾙܤܱܛιܢܭᾼܝܱܶܲᾫܢܶܫܸܛᾞᾸᾐܦΆܠܥ

ܩܸιܘ ᾿ܲܧᾢܭܪܸܢ ܲܩܲᾁܩ ܤܱܭܱᾐܥܶ ᾐܥᾹܕ ᾢܭܪܸܢ ܲιᾁܢᾷܡܨܱܢܓ
ᾞᾸᾐܦܲᾰᾁΆܫܝܛܐΆܡܨܱܛᾞܘܲᾜΆܫܝιᾁܢܭᾞܭᾢܭܪܸܢᾶᾌܓᾢᾜΆܭܪܸܢ
 ܲιᾠᾺᾗᾶ 8OFHUܧܭᾤΆܦܷᾰᾁΆܠܸܲܛܳ᾽ᾫܢܤܱܧܦܸܱᾹᾙᾨܢ᾿ܱܠܱᾶܛܶᾌᾐᾰܕ
ܱΆܪܨܭ ᾢܭܪܸܢ ܱᾤΆܢ῀ ܑᾞᾸܛܲܝܲ᾿ ᾘᾲܩܲιܧܭ ܱΆܪܨܭ ᾢܭܪܸܢ ܱᾤΆܢܑᾞᾸ
ᾢܭܪܸܢ ᾿ܲܧܲܩܲᾁܩ ܱᾼܣܷ ᾿ᾢܢܲ᾿ ᾙܢᾷܛᾰܥᾺܧܡܑܸ ܱܲܲܢܱܦ ᾌΆܥᾺܡܱܛ ܬܷܳܛ
ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܧᾼܝܱܶܲᾫܢܶ


ΆܛᾰܥᾺܧܡܑܸܱܲܲܢܱܦ

ᾰܛܱܪܢᾹ ᾂᾌܠᾢᾜܭܪܸܢ ᾿ܲܢ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܡܱܛ ῀ܛᾱܨܭܲܭ ᾿ܢ᾽ ᾂᾌܤܲᾹܥ
ܤܱܛܱᾼᾰܣܷ ܲᾹܥιᾁᾺܢᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܧᾼܝܶ ܱܲᾫܢܶ ῀ܛܲܩܲᾁܩ ܱᾼܣܷ ᾌΆܥᾺܡܱܛ
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῀ܛܭܸܧᾶᾊܭܷܛܲ᾽ᾰܭܢܩܸܱ῀ᾦΆᾙܛܶᾌᾷᾐᾰܕᾞᾸᾐܦ Ᾱܠᾜܩܸᾼᾙܝܶ ᾞᾸᾐܦ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܛܲᾰܭܱܲܢܶᾷᾐΆܤܸ῀ܛܭܸܧᾶᾊܭܷܫ῀ܱܛܶ



ΆܛᾰܥᾺܧܡܑܸܱܲܲܢܱܦ

ܨܸᾫܩܸܲܣ 
ܤܱܛܱᾼᾰܣܷ ܤܱܭܱᾐܥܶ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܫܢ ܧܡܑܸ ܪܲܝ ܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܭܲᾠܣ ܨܸܭܑᾐ
ܧᾼܝܱܶܲᾫܢܶܫܸܛܲܩܲᾁܩܱᾼܣܷܤܱܧܱܲܝܤܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛܱᾌᾰܛܶܦܷᾌܦ῀ܛᾞᾸᾐܦ
ܦܷᾌܦ ᾦᾰᾁܛܱᾼܣܷ ܤܱܭܱᾐܥܶ ܪܲܝ  ܑᾐܪܸ᾿ܑ ῀ܛᾱܫܢ ܧܡܑܸ ܤܱܭᾐܖ
ܤܱܭܱᾐܥܶ ܤܱܛܱᾼᾰܣܷ ܭܷܤܕ ܱᾐܢܱᾞᾸܥܶ ᾦᾰᾁΆܛܱᾼܣܷ ᾷᾐܤܸ ܱᾞᾸᾐΆܥܶ
ܱܲᾫܢܶܢܸᾞᾸܦܤܱܛιܢܲᾸᾐܩܠᾶܛᾜΆܧܸܱܣܷܤܱܦܡܨܱܛιᾁܢᾹܠܲᾜܩܲᾁܩ
ܧܡܑܸ ᾤΆܦܷ ܱΆܪܧܠܸܦܡᾫΆ ᾁܛܱܭܨܸܲܭ ᾫΆܛܱܧܦܸΆ ᾙᾨܪᾹ ᾚܢܭᾼܝܶ
᾿ܲܢ ܲܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ܫܸܛᾺᾘᾰܪܸܭ ܫܸܛܲܢᾼܝܶ ܧܲܢ῀ ᾗܛ᾽ܫܱܠܱܥᾹܧܥ ܫܢ
ܱܲᾸᾐᾰܢܶ ܫܸܛ᾿ܭܛܢ ܛܲܢ ܛܱܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ Άܭᾞᾷᾐܦ ῁ܲܦܢ ΆܪᾹ ᾚܢܥᾺܭܸܧܲܢܥ
ܛܱܦܨܛܲܭܢܓ ܲᾰᾁܝܱᾼᾲܨܐ ܤܱܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ Άܭᾞᾷᾐܦ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾙᾊᾜΆ ܑᾐܫ῀ܱܛܶ
ܑᾞᾰᾁΆ
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5()(5(1&(6
 $QWRQ\ - %HWLQD DQG * 6 0DKDODNVKPL 3DWWL 9DLWKL\DPಧ$Q ,QIRUPDWLRQ
([WUDFWLRQ 6\VWHP IRU 7UDGLWLRQDO 7DPLO 0HGLFLQHV ,Q 3URFHHGLQJV RI ಯ WK

,QWHUQDWLRQDO7DPLO,QWHUQHW&RQIHUHQFHರSS
 KWWSDWR]WKDJDYDONDODQJL\DPEORJVSRWLQ
 KWWSZZZWKDPL]KNNXLOQHW
 KWWSWDPLOKHDOWKEORJVSRWLQKHPRUUKRLGVW\SHVKWPO
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ëӘԒ ÿïúӝәðԐ äāóԃ ÿæúԐ ӘԊíäñúӕ
ҳāíöԎ Ø. îӚïôäúԉëԌ
ÚāêԋĀîñúӒӚðԎØäñúӕәðԐ
ӗ. Þԕ. ÿëһԂҟԋ îԐäāóԁ äõäԌàëñúîúԈ – 500 004

ҳԊүāñ
öôԎԉҫ öҷԌ Ӝԅèúí ÿëúӝԐ ҭԆî ҵäԈӕԐ ïӠëԊ Þԉëԋ ÿîúҷôúä
ÚҷԉëúһԌ Әäԃ ңóîïúí öӝәԐ ҟҹӐð ĀìñԈӕԐ ÿëӚԉҫ ÿäúԑô ĀöԇҧԌ ÞԊò
ÙāæҵéԊ ØāóӐòúԊ. ҳëӛԐ öúԍÿïúӝðúä öԉë ÿæԍӕäāô âāó ңöԘäӞԐ
îԈӕñԋîҧԈë ÙñԌӗԈëúԊ. ӗòҟ Øԃң ÚðԉӕñԌ äԇҧ ӗԘԁäԋîԆé ӗòҟ ØԃæԘԈҫԋ
ұԈëäԂäôúä

ÿæԍӕäāô

ØëԏÿäԊҹ

ҮóäԌ

áԊҹ

ßԏîҧԈӕ

îԈӕñԋîҧԈëԋîҧԈӕíúԊ. ÙíúԐ ëԏĀîúҫ ßԏîԆé Ӝԅèúí ÿëúӝԐ ҭԆî
öôԎԃӒðúԐ ҮóäԌ ÿæԊҹ îԘääԁ Ҡé ĀìñӘԐóúïԐ âԘԁ ÿäúԇԘҷԁӐòúԊ. Øëԏҟ
ßԏòúԏ Āîúó ÚԁäúóҳԌ ÿëúӝԐ ҭԆîԁ äúóïúӐ äԌҶԆéԎ, ÚāêðԌ, ÿæԐ×ĀîúԊ
ÞԊүԌ ïúð çúóԂäԑ ïӠëӠéԌ öԉҫ ÞԂҟԌ äԌҶԆéԎ ÞӕһԌ äԌҶԆéԎ ÞԊò
îõÿïúӝĀð öԉҫ ӜԆéҫ. 
ұԈëä öԘӜԐ ëðúӚԁäԋîԆé ÿæԍӕäāô ÚԊҹ äԌҶԆéӚԐ ßԏӟ ÚұԈëäԌ,
ÚØäñúӕ, ӘԊíäñúӕ ÞԊҹ ÞԐóúöԏāòҵԌ äԌҶԆéӚԐ îԈӕñԋîҧԈë ÙñԌӗԈҫ
ӜԆéúԊ. ĀïһԌ îðԊîúԆāéԃ ңóîïúԁä ĀéұÿóԆ, ңïúԎԆ ĀîúԊ ĀîúԊò
āäðéԁäԁ äҷӜäӞһԌ ÿæԍӕäāô ßԏӟ îúԁÿäԆԘԐ āöԈҫ âԘԁ ÿäúԇĀé
îðԊîҧԈҫԌ äúóҳԌ öԉҫ ӜԆéҫ.
ĀìúԁäԌ
ÚԁäԆҧāñәԊ ĀìúԁäԌ ÿïúӝәðӛԐ Üԑô ÙԂӐóԁ äāóԃ ÿæúԏäҽԁҟ
ëӘӝԐ Úāêðúí ÿæúԐһԌ ÿäúҧԈҫ Øëԏҟ ӒҹӜôԁäҳԌ ÿäúҧԁäԋîԆéāë
ӘԊíäñúӕðúä ëðúӚԁä ÞҧԈҫԁ ÿäúԇé ҳëԐ Ӓҹ ҳðԏӒðúҟԌ. 
äāóԃ ÿæúԐӛԊ öāñӜóԁäêԌ
äāóԃ ÿæúԐāó ÙԂӐóԈӕԐ ÿéԁӠԁäԐ ĀéԌ ÞԊîúԎäԑ. Úāë áҷ ëӠðúí
äāó, ӜԅèúíԌ ØԐóҫ ұԈëäԂäӞԐ ØԐóҫ îúéԋ ұԈëԂäӞԐ îðԊîҧԈëԋîҧԌ
Ӓòԋîúí ҟêҳāéð ÿæúԐ ÞԊҹ ÿöԋԕéԎ Øäñúӕ öāñӜóԁäêԌ ÿæԍӐòҫ.
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ÙԁԕĀîúԎҧ Øäñúӕ äāóԃ ÿæúԐāó Úāòöүԁҟäԉë ÿæúԐ Øëúöҫ æúëúñê
ÿæúԏäôúԐ ӜӜӚԁä ҳԘðúë ҳԁӐðԈҫöԌ öúԍԉë ÿæúԐ äāóԃ ÿæúԐ ӜöӚԁӐòҫ.
Ӓòԋұԋ ӗӚӜԐ Üԑô Ӓòԋұ îúöԂäāô ңóîïúí ҟāòԉë ÿæúԏäԑ ҴóԌ
ҤԆңïúä ӜöӚԁҟԌ ÿæúԏäāô äāóԃ ÿæúԏäԑ ÞԊӐòúԎ ÞԌ. ĀëԊÿïúӝ 2001.
ҳëԊҳëӛԐ

ÿëһԂāäԈ

ÿëӞöúä

ӜöӚԈë

îúóӜðúäñêԈӕԊ

ÜāñðúӒӚðñúí ïäúĀëö æúԕӕӚ 1987 ÞԊîöԎ Þԉë æúԕӕñïúä ÚҷԉëúһԌ
ÿæúԐóĀöԇԘð ĀöԇԘð ӜӚöúí ÿîúҷāô ÿëӞöúäӁԌ ÜҹӕðúäӁԌ ÿæúԐӛ
ÿæúԏ ÿîúҷāô ßԏîҧԈëԁ ҠԘð ңҷԁäïúí ÿæúԏĀäúāöāð äāóԃÿæúԏĀäúāö
ÞԊҹ ÿæúԐóóúԌ ÞԊӐòúԎ. 
ÿïúӝәðԐ
ÿïúӝәðԐ ÞԊîҫ ÿïúӝāð Ӝԅèúí ҳāòԋîԘ îԘԁҟԌ ÚðóúҟԌ. ÚҫӁԌ
ïԏò îúéԋ ұԈëäԂäāôԋ Āîúó äāóԃ ÿæúԏäԑ ӖñԌӗðҫ. Úҫ ÿïúӝāð Ӝԅèúí
ҳāòԋîԘ äԏӗԋîҫéԊ ïԏò ҫāòäôúí ïúӠéӜðԐ, ïĀíúëԈëö ÚðԐ, æҴä
ӜðԐ, äӔëӜðԐ, äӔӠәðԐ, ØäñúӕәðԐ, ÿïúӝÿîðԎԋӗðԐ ĀîúԊòöԏҹéԊ
ӘäӁԌ ÿìҷԂӐð ÿëúéԎұ ÿäúԇҧ LQWHU GLVFLSOLQDU\ ëԈëöԌ ÜāéðëúäӁԌ
ÚҷԁӐòҫ.

ÙԂӐóԈӕԐ

ëðúӚԁäԋîԆԘҷԁӐԊòí.

Üԑó

ÿïúӝәðԐ

ØāöäҽԌ

Ҡé

îúéԈӕԏҟ

äӔӠәԐ

JORVVDU\äԑ

ßԏòԋîéӜԐāó.

îó
Úԉëԁ

äԆҧāñәԐ ÿæúԐóԋĀîúҟԌ ÿïúӝәðԐ äāóԃ ÿæúԐ JORVVDU\ ĀîúóԐóúïԐ Ӓҹ
ӜôԁäԈҫéԊ ÚҷԁҟԌ. ұԈëäԂäôúäԁ Ҡé ØӕäԌ öñúë Úԉëԁ äāóԃ ÿæúԏäāô
ӘԊíäñúӕðúäԃ ÿæԍëúԐ ÜóäôӜԐ îðүԑôëúä ÚҷԁҟԌ. 
ÿïúӝәðԐ äāóԃ ÿæúԐ 
ÿîúҫöúä

ÿïúӝәðԐ

îúéԋұԈëäԂäԑ

ÞԐóúԌ

Āïāó

ìúԆéúñúԐ

ÞҿëԋîԆéāöäĀô. ØöԏӟԐ Üԑô äāóԃ ÿæúԏäҽԌ ÙԂӐóԈӕԐ ÜԑôāöĀð.
ëúԍԋ îúԐ ïõāóԁҟ ìԐóҫ. ëӘԒÿïúӝ äԐӜԁҟԃ Ӓòԉëҫ. ÙāäðúԐ ÙԂӐóԈӕԐ
Üԑô

ÿïúӝәðԐ

äāóԃ

ÿæúԏäԑ

ëӘӝԐ

ÚҷԉëúԐ

ÿïúӝәðԐ

äԏҟԌ

ïúêöԎäҽԁҟ ӘäӁԌ îðүԑôëúä ÚҷԁҟԌ. ÙāäðúԐ ëӘӝԐ ØԈëāäð Øäñúӕ
ëðúӚԁäԋîԆҧԁ ÿäúԇҧ ÚҷԁӐòҫ. 
ÿïúӝәðԐ äāóԃ ÿæúԐ ĀæäӚԁäԋîԆé ҳāò
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ÿïúӝәðԐ îúéԋ ұԈëäԂäӞӛҷԉҫ 'DYLG &ULVWDO ÞԊîöӚԊ $ 'LFWLRQDU\ RI
/LQJXLVWLFV  3KRQHWLFV ÞԊò ҮӛӛҷԉҫԌ äāóԃ ÿæúԏäԑ ĀæäӚԁäԋîԆéí. ңïúԎ
3000 äāóԃ ÿæúԏäāôԈ ëðúӚԁäԈ ӕԆéԌ öҟԁäԋ îԆԘҷԁӐòҫ.

ßԏäíĀö Üԑô ӘԊíäñúӕäԑ. 
ëӘӝԐ ßԏäíĀö ӘԊíäñúӕäԑ ÞԊҹ ëӘԒ ӜԁæíӚ, ëӘԒ Úāêðԋ
îԐäāóԁäõäԌ

äāóԃÿæúԏäԑ,

îõӠðԋîú

ӘԊíäñúӕ,

ëӘԒ

äӔāï

äāóԃÿæúԏäԑ (ӘԊíäñúӕ), ÙԂӐóԌ ëӘԒ ĀðԎïԊ ӘԊíäñúӕ, ӐӚðúӜԊ ëԏäúóԈ
ëӘԒ Øäñúӕ,ÙԂӐóԌ ëӘԒ ӒԂäôԌ ӘԊíäñúӕ ĀîúԊò îó Øäñúӕäԑ öԉҫԑôí.
ÙíúԐ ÿïúӝәðԐ äāóԃ ÿæúԐ ӘԊíäñúӕ ÞԊҹ ÞҫӁԌ ÚԐóúë äúñêԈëúԐ ÚԌ
ҳðԏӒ Āïԏԁ ÿäúԑôԋîԆҧԑôҫ. 
ÿïúӝәðԐ äāóԃÿæúԏäāô Úñԇҧ Ӝëïúä ӘԊíäñúӕðúäԈ ëðúӚԁäóúԌ.
áԊҹ ßԏäíĀö ëӘӝԐ Üԑô ÿïúӝәðԐ, áӛðӠәԐ, ÜҷîӠðԐ, ÿëúéӚðԐ
ĀîúԊò äāóԃ ÿæúԏäāô ӦĀõ Üԑô ĀëéԐ îҟӕәԐ ӦԒäԇéӜëïúä ßԏòĀöԇҧԌ.
ØԋĀîúҫ ÚëԊ ĀëéԐ îҟӕ


]MXSYNN

^IB


Þԉëԁ äāóԃ ÿæúԐ ĀöԇҧĀïú Øԉë ÞҿԈāëԁ äԆéԈӕԐ Þҿӕ Āëҧä ÞԊҹ
ӐӞԁ ÿæԍëúԐ ØëԏҟӚð Ӓҹ ҟӟԋұéԊ Øԉëä äāóԃ ÿæúԐ ಯÿïúӝәðԐ ÿïúӝāð
Ӝԅèúí ҳāòîԘ ӜöӚԁҟԌ äԏӗԁҟԌ îúéԌ ÿïúӝәðԐರÞԊҹ äԌҶԆéԎ ӕāñәԐ
áӞҷԌ.
ÚԊÿíúҷ ҳāò ĀïԏҠӟðöúҹ


/LQJXLVWLFV



^IB

ÙԂӐóԈӕԐ /LQJXLVWLFV ÞԊҹ äԆéԈӕԐ Þҿӕ Āëҧä ÞԊҹ ӐӞԁ ÿæԍëúԐ
ҳëӛĀóĀð

äԌîҶԆéӚԐ

ಯÿïúӝәðԐರ ÞԊîҫ

ßԏòԋîԆé

ಯÿïúӝәðԐ

äԏӗԁҟԌ îúéԌ ÿïúӝәðԐರ

ಯ/LQJXLVWLFVರ

ÿïúӝāð

ØëԊ

Ӝԅèúí

ÿïúӝÿîðԎԋîúí
ҳāòîԘ

ÞԊҹ ØëԏҟӚð Ӓҹ ҟӟԋұԌ

ÙñԌӗԁҟԌ.
ÞҧԈҫԁ äúԆҧ ÿïúӝәðԐ äāóԃÿæúԐ ëñӁäԑ 
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ӜöӚԁҟԌ

ӕāñәԐ ӘӞñ

ÿïúӝәðһԁäúäÙԂӐóԈӕһԌ ëӘӝһԌ ëðúӚԁäԋîԆé ïúëӚԁ äāóԃ ÿæúԐ
ëñӁäԑ ӦԒԁäԇéӜëïúä Üԑôí


ÙԂӐóԈӕԐ ëðúӚԁäԋîԆé ÿïúӝәðԐ äāóԃ ÿæúԐ ëñӁäԑ
$FFHQW$FFHQWLVWKHRQHZKLFKLGHQWLI\WKHSHUVRQUHJLRQDOO\DQGVRFLDOO\ZLWKWKHKHOS
RI SURQXQFLDWLRQ ,W GLIIHUHQWLDWHV WKH SHUVRQ IURP RQH UHJLRQ WR DQRWKHU UHJLRQ 7KH
VRFLDOVWDWXVRIWKHSHUVRQUHYHDOHGGXHWRKLVSURQXQFLDWLRQ
$FRXVWLFSKRQHWLFVZKHQWKHVRXQGVRIWKHODQJXDJHDUH SURQRXQFHGWKHZD\WKH\FUHDWHWKH
GLIIHUHQWVRXQGZDYHVDUHUHFRUGHGLQWKHVSHHFKPDFKLQHDQGH[DPLQHWKHGLIIHUHQFHEHWZHHQ
WKHPWKURXJKWKHPDFKLQHLVFDOOHGDFRXVWLFSKRQHWLFV
$FWLYH DUWLFXODWRU ,Q WKH SURFHVV RI SURQXQFLDWLRQ WKH FRQVWLWXHQWV ZKLFK DUH WRXFKHG WKH
SDVVLYHDUWLFXODWRURUUHDFKHGQHDUWKHSDVVLYHDUWLFXODWRULVFDOOHGDFWLYHDUWLFXODWRU
$UWLFXODWRU\SKRQHWLFV$UWLFXODWRU\SKRQHWLFVGHVFULEHVKRZWKHFRQVWLWXHQWVRIVRXQGPDFKLQH
DUHKHOSHGDQGWULHGWRSURGXFHWKHVRXQGVZKHQWKHVRXQGVRIODQJXDJHVDUHSURQRXQFHG
$XGLWRU\ SKRQHWLFV $XGLWRU\ SKRQHWLFV GHVFULEHV WKH ZDYHV RI WKH ZLQG SURGXFHG GXH WR WKH
SURQRXQFHGVRXQGVHQWHULQWRWKHHDUDQGZKDWDUHFKDQJHVWKDWFUHDWHLQWKHHDUGUXPDQG
WKHERQHVUHODWHGWRLW
&RPSDUDWLYH JUDPPDU FRPSDUDWLYH JUDPPDU LV WKH RQH ZKLFK FRPSDUHG DQG H[DPLQH DOO
ODQJXDJHV LQ RQH IDPLO\ DQG UHHVWDEOLVKHG WKH SURWR ODQJXDJHV WKHQ LW GHVFULEHV WKH FKDQJHV
WKDWWRRNSODFHLQHDFKODQJXDJH
&RPSDUDWLYH OLQJXLVWLFV 7KLV SDUW RI WKH OLQJXLVWLFV FRPSDUHG WZR RU PRUH ODQJXDJHV DQG
GHVFULEHVWKHUHODWLRQEHWZHHQWKHP7KLVFRPSDULVRQFDQEHGRQHEHWZHHQODQJXDJHVZKLFK
KDYHVDPHSURWRIRUP7KLVSDUWGHVFULEHGKRZWKHODQJXDJHVDUHGHYHORSHG,WDOVRGHVFULEHV
WKHFRPPRQQHVVDQGYDULDWLRQVEHWZHHQWKHODQJXDJHV
/LQJXLVWLFV /LQJXLVWLFVLVWKHVFLHQWLILFVWXG\RIODQJXDJH 
0DQQHURIDUWLFXODWLRQ7KHDLUZKLFKLVVWXFNHLWKHULQWKHWKURDWRUPRXWKLVFDOOHGWKHPDQQHU
RIDUWLFXODWLRQ
0HUJHULQWKHROGODQJXDJHRUWKHODQJXDJHZKLFKKDVGLJORVVLFQDWXUH WZRRUPRUHWKDQWZR
SKRQHPHVDUHSURQRXQFHGDVRQHSKRQHPHLQPRGHUQODQJXDJHPD\EHFDOOHGDVPHUJHU([[
LQ7DPLOWKHSKRQHPHVO/]KDDUHSURQRXQFHGDVO/7KHZRUGVOLNHSDO ಫWHHWKಬSD//DP ಫSLWಬ
SD]KDPಫIUXLWಬDUHSURQRXQFHGDVSDOSD//DPSD/DP
3KRQHWLFV 3KRQHWLFVLVWKHVWXG\RIVRXQGVZKLFKDUHSURGXFHGE\WKH+XPDQYRFDODSSDUDWXV
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3KRQRORJ\3KRQRORJ\LVWKHVWXG\RISKRQHPHVDQGLWVVHTXHQFHV
0RUSKRORJ\ 0RUSKRORJ\LVWKHVWXG\RIPRUSKHPHVDQGWKHVHTXHQFHRIPRUSKHPHV ëӘӝԐ

ëðúӚԁäԋîԆé ÿïúӝәðԐ äāóԃ ÿæúԏäԑ
áӛðҿԈëԌ áӛðҿԈëӕԊ ҴóԌ áҷ ïӠëԊ Þԉë öԆéúñԈāëԃ ĀæԎԉëöԊ Þԉëԁ
ҟóԈāëԃ ĀæԎԉëöԊ

ÞԊҹ äԇҧӗԘԁä

ÜëӁӐòҫ. áҷöӠԊ

ÜԃæӚԋұ

áҷ

öԆéúñԈāëԃ ĀæԎԉëöāí ÚԊÿíúҷ öԆéúñԈāëԃ ĀæԎԉëöӠéԌ Úҷԉҫ Āöҹ
îҧԈӕԁ äúԆҧӐòҫ. áҷ ïӠëӠԊ æҴä Øԉëԕāëԁ Ҡé ØöӠԊ áӛðҿԈëԌ ÿëӚԉҫ
ÿäúԑҽԌ öúԍԋāîԈ ëҷӐòҫ. 
áӛәðԁäӜðԐÿïúӝәԊ áӛäāô ÜԃæӚԁҟԌ Āîúҫ Øāö äúԏӟԐ ßԏîҧԈҫԌ Ӝë
Ӝëïúí áӛ Øāóäāô ÞԉӕñԌ Ҵóïúä îӕӁ ÿæԍҫ ØöԏӟԐ Üԑô Āöҹîúҧäāô
îӚĀæúëāí ÿæԍҵԌ ÚðԐ áӛәðԁäӜðóúҟԌ
ÚðԂÿäúӛԋӗ áӛäāô ÜԃæӚԁҟԌ Āîúҫ Øāæöԏò áӛԋӗäāô ÿëúҧԌ ØԐóҫ
ÿìҷԂҟԌ ÜҹԋĀî ÚðԂÿäúӛԋӗ
Øāéԋұñÿæúӛäԑ Øāéԋұñÿæúӛäôúí FDFKDMDMKD ĀîúԊòöԏāò ÜԃæӚԁҟԌ
Āîúҫ ØāéԁäԋîԆé äúԏҹ ӕԙÿñԊҹ ÚԐóúïԐ ÿïҫöúä ÿöӞӜéԋîҧӐòҫ.
ÙāäðúԐ Úāö Øāéԋұñÿæúӛäԑ ÞԊҹ ØāõԁäԋîҧӐԊòí.
áԆҧ Ӗāó ÿïúӝäԑ áԆҧԁäāôԃ ÿæúԏäӞԐ ĀæԎԈëúһԌ Øԉëԃ ĀæԎԁāäәԐ áԆҧ
äúêԁ ҠԘðëúä Úҷԉҫ ңóîïúä ӗӚԁäԁ ҠԘð Ӝëïúä ÚҷԁҟԌ. ÙāäðúԐ Úāö
áԆҧ Ӗāó ÿïúӝäԑ ÞԊҹ ØāõԁäԋîҧԌ. Üëú. ëӘԒ, ÿëһԂҟ.
Úāðұҳԏҹ Ӝāí ÞҿöúҵéүԌ ÙԇîúһéүԌ ÞԇҩéүԌ ÚāðұéԊ
ÚҷԁäĀöԇҧԌ. Üëú. ìúԊ Þҿӕԁ ÿäúԇԘҷԁӐĀòԊ. ҟñԂҟ ÿöӞĀð öҷӐòҫ.
ØöԎäԑ ӜāôðúҧӐòúԎäԑ. Ӓó Ø×ӟāêԋ ÿîðԎäԑ ҠԆéïúä öҷԌĀîúҫ
îԊāïԁҟԋ îӕԐ áҷāï öñóúԌ. Üëú Øöҷԁҟ Үҹ ßԁäԎ ÚҷԁӐòҫ. 
áӛҵêԎӜðԐ ÜԃæӚԁäԋîԆé áӛäӞԊ äúԏҹ Øāóäôúíҫ äúҫԁҟԑ ұҟԉҫ
ÿæӜԋîāò ïԏҹԌ Øëԏҟԃ æԌîԉëïúí ÞһԌұäӞԐ ÞԈëāäð ïúҹëԐäāô
ßԏîҧԈҫӐԊòí ÞԊîāë ӜöӚԁҟԌ ÚðԐ áӛҵêԎӜðóúҟԌ
ïúԏҹҷîԊ áҷ ÜҷîүԁҟӚð ïúԏҹҷāö ïúԏҹҷîԊ ÞԊҹ ÿæúԐóóúԌ.
ïúԏÿòúӛ ïúԏÿòúӛ ÿîúҷԑ Āöҹîúҧ äúԆéԁ ҠԘð áӛðӠԐ áҷ îúäԌ. ÿîúҷԑ
Āöҹîúҧ äúԆé ҳԘðúë Øԇāï áӛäāô áҷ áӛðāíԃ ĀæԎԉë ïúԏÿòúӛðԊ
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ᾙΆܧܲܛᾰܪܑ῁ܲܦܢܤᾪܣᾙΆܧܡܑܸ

᾽ܭܕܲܭ᾽ܐܞܷ
MUYH#UHGLIIPDLOFRPMUYHGZDUG#JPDLOFRP

῀ܛᾱܭᾷᾐܢ

῀ܛᾱܭܥᾔ

῀ܛᾱܩ

῀ܛܲܩܣܶ

ܢܱ᾽Ᾰܝ

᾿ܧܲܭ῁ܱܭ



ܢᾐ ᾌᾷܭܱᾰᾁܪܭܨܥ ᾐܥܱᾺܛܱᾐܥ ᾼᾐܝܶܲᾫܢܥ Ὰܩܸιܭܤܱܪܢ῀ ᾙܛ᾽ᾫܡܓ
ܤܱܭᾞܓ ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ᾰܛܱܛᾰܪܑ ܩܸιܭܠܲܫ῀ܓ ᾐܭܱᾠܦܱܲܥ ᾦᾰᾁᾺܛܩܸᾙܪܸܢ
ᾰܫܸܛܪܸܲܣ ܪܥ ιᾠܥܶ ῀ܛᾱܛ ᾙܪܥ Άܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ᾐܤܱܦܧܲܛܲ᾿ ᾙᾰܫܛᾱܭᾊܭܪܸܛ
Ᾱᾠܘܩܲܛܱᾶᾊᾞᾰܛܶ᾽Ᾰᾐܫܭ᾽ᾸᾐܠܱܢܶᾌܥᾦᾰᾁܛᾱܩܱιܦܦܱܡܱܲܥܪܥᾸᾐܠܛ
ܭܷܪܱܥܷ ᾐܥܱᾶᾊᾞᾺܛܶ᾽Ᾰᾐܫܭ Ᾰᾐܠܛ ᾰܫܸܛܪܸܲܣᾊܥ ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ Άܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ᾐ
ܠܲᾤΆᾂܫܛܩܸᾼᾜΆ ᾙܝܶ Άܩܱιܦܱܲܥ ܲᾤΆܫܛܩܸᾼᾜΆ ᾙܝܶܲᾫܢܥ Ὰܢܸᾷܧܲܛᾰܪܑ
ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ῁Ᾰᾐܛܲܣ῀ܛᾱܩܱιܦ
ܢܲܤܦ ᾫΆܛܱܫܛ᾿ܠܱܥ Ὰܝܑܸ ᾫΆܛܱܫܛܢܸܛ ܲᾰܬܱܦܱܶᾼܭ ᾿ܲܢᾷܥΆܨܐ



ᾷܢܸᾷܡܧܥ Ᾱܢ ᾌΆܥᾺܧᾼܝܶ Άܩܱιܦܱܲܥ ᾌΆܥᾺܧᾼܝܶܲᾫܢܥ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܤܦ
ܲᾫܢܥ ܲᾤΆܫܛᾊܭᾲ ᾆܪܸܙ ܲᾤΆܫܛ῀ܱ᾿ ᾆᾞܢܷ ᾐܤܱܦܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܧܲܛᾱܠܱܢܶ
ܱᾐܥܷܱ᾿ᾺܤܐᾐܢᾌᾷܩܶᾹܒܫܸܛᾱܧܲܭܱܛܱᾐܥܷܧᾊܕܧܸܪܸܲܣᾌΆܥᾺܧᾼܝܶ
Ὰܧܲܛᾰܪܑ Άܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ᾐܤܱܥܷܲᾺܛܱܢܱᾷܝܶ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܢᾶᾊܥ Άܧܲܛᾰܪܑ
ᾐܧܲܛܱᾰܧܦܸܲܫܕ Άܛܲᾙܩ ܲᾹܢᾷܢܲܛܱܛ ܫܸܛܲܡܥ ܧܲܛܐ Άܩܱιܦܱܲܥ ιᾠΆܦ ܲᾫܢܥ
ᾐܧܲܩܱιܦܱᾼܢܱᾷܝܶ῀ܛᾰܦܳᾶᾌΆܦܢܸᾷܧܲܛᾰܪܑܢᾊᾞᾸܥᾺܩܸܲܝΆܠܲܫܛ᾽ܢᾶᾊܥ
Ὰܢܸᾷܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ΆܨܲܢᾸܕ ᾐ ᾲᾆܧܲܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ܧܸܲܝܨᾞ ᾗܘ ᾿ܲܛܪܓ ܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ᾐ
ܫܸܛܲܡܥ

ܧܲܛܐ

᾿ܢᾼܝܶ

Άܩܱιܦܱܲܥ

ιᾠΆܦ

᾿ܛܱᾰܪܭܨܥ

᾿ܢᾼܝܶܲᾫܢܥ

ܫܸܛᾺᾗܠܸܥ Ὰܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܪܥ ܢܱᾶᾊᾞᾸܛܶܲᾸᾐܬ ᾐ ᾐܧܲܢᾌᾷܥᾺܛܧܱܣܤܞ
ܢ῀ ᾌᾷܛܲܡܥܲ᾿ ܑᾺܢᾷܛ ᾜܧܡܑܸ ܧܩܸܱᾹ ܑᾹܢᾐΆ ᾐܠܳܦ ܲᾹᾠܤܲܭܲܬ
ᾼᾐܝܶܲᾫܢܥ ᾺܫܸܛᾺᾗܠܸܥ Ὰܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ῁ܲܦܢ ܤᾪܣ ܤܩܲᾹܛܲᾞᾰܢ᾽Ᾰܛܣ ܲιᾁܢᾷܠܛ
ܤᾹܤܶᾹܕ ܲᾺᾗܫܛᾱܥ ܲᾹܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ܲᾤΆܢܭᾼܝܶ Άܩܱιܦܱܲܥ ܲᾤΆܢܥܱᾺܛܱᾐܥ
ܱΆܪܝܪ᾿ܲܧܨܸᾌܛܱᾼܑᾰܦܛᾲᾆᾞᾰܢܸܥᾹܕ
ܤܱܥܲᾊᾺܥᾶᾌܛ ᾿ܧܲܭܲܩ ܠܥᾺܧᾼܝܶ Άܛܲᾙܩ ܱᾼܛᾷᾐᾰܩܱιܦܱܲܥ ᾿ܭܛܢ



ܤܱܧܛܸܭ ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ ιᾠܥܶ ܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܡܱܦܱܲܥ ܪܥ ᾐܤܱܦܧܡܑܸ
ܲᾰᾁΆܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ ᾷᾐᾰᾁΆܩܱιܦܱܲܥᾺܧܲܛᾰܪܑܪܸܛᾐܫ῀ᾊᾜܕܧܸܪܸܲܣܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ
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ᾐܩܲܛܲᾞᾰܧܱܦܡܨܱܛ Άܧܡܑܸ ܠܲιᾁΆ ᾂܢᾷܩܱιܦᾞܓ ܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ᾹܠᾐܭᾌܥᾹܧܥ
ܲᾤΆܢᾷܧܡܑܸ Άܛܱᾰܢ ܲᾹܢᾷܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܲᾤΆܢᾷܧܲܛᾰܪܑ Άܛܱᾰܢ ܲᾹܢᾷܧܡܑܸ
ᾷᾐᾰᾁΆܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ᾷᾐᾰᾁΆܧܡܑܸ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܡܱܛ ᾿ܲܫܛܛܸܭܪܥ
ܭܷܛܱܭܩܸܲ᾿ ᾁܧܛܸܲᾌܥᾺܘ Ᾱܠᾷᾐܪܲܛᾱܐ ᾺᾗΆ ᾪᾲᾆΆܡܸܲܥ ܤܱܧܧܷܠܑܸ
ᾺᾗΆܡܸܲܥ ܑᾺܨܲܭܢ ᾐܩܲܛܲ᾿ ܑᾞᾰܭܫ ܧᾰᾂᾊܢᾌᾷܥܱᾞܥܶ ܱᾤΆܤܐ ᾐܫ῀ܓ
ܱܲܲᾫܥ ᾞܘ ᾰᾁΆܠܲܛܲᾰܛᾱܠܲᾰᾁ῀ ᾙܤܲܡܛ ᾐܩܲܛ᾽ܠܱܢܶ ᾿ܲܧܢܸܱܥܲᾺܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ ᾪᾲᾆΆ
ܭܢܓ ܲᾺᾗᾰᾁܝܱܭ ܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܦܷᾌܦ ᾿ܱܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ᾞᾰᾁܤܲܧܩܸᾙܪܸܢ Άܫܑ
Άܧܲܝܪ

ܢܸᾷܧܡܑܸ

ᾷܧܲܛᾰܪܑ

᾽ܤܲܧܩܸᾐ

῁ܲܦܢ

ܭܷܤܕ

ᾤΆܧܑ

ܲᾤΆܢܥᾌᾺܢܶ᾽ᾷܫܭ ܲᾤΆܢܭᾌᾷᾐܥܲᾺܩܣܶ ܢܸᾷܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܧܡܑܸ ܱᾐܛܱܪܧᾼܝܶ
ᾐܤܱܦܧܲܝܭᾐܧᾶᾊܭܷܠܥܠܒᾦΆܛ᾽ܪܭܨᾺᾗܧܲܛᾰܪܑ῁ܲܦܢܤᾪܣ
Άܛܱᾰܢ ܲᾹܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ᾿ܲܫܛܛܸܭ ᾞΆܭܲᾹܥ ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢ ᾷܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ῁ܲܦܢ ܤᾪܣ



ᾐ:ܫ῀ܓܲᾺᾗܫܛᾱܥιᾠΆܦ
᾿ܢܱᾷܛܱᾐܥᾺܫܸܛᾺᾗܠܸܥᾺܧܲܛᾰܪܑ
᾿ܲܫܛᾺᾗܠܸܥ Ὰܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ῁ܲܦܢᾸܬܥ ܢᾊᾞᾸܥᾺܧᾼܝܶܲᾫܢܥ ᾿ܲܫܛᾊܭᾲ ᾆܪܸܙ
ܠܲܭܫܸܛᾊܭᾆ

ܠܥᾺܛܱᾁᾰܢܶ

ᾌܥᾺܛᾌᾰܠܶᾶܛ

ܤܫ῀ܲᾸᾐܬ


ܪܥ

ιᾁᾺܢܥܱܲᾺܕ  ᾌᾺᾗܫܸܛᾊܭ᾽ ᾆܪܥ ܢܱܧܱܲܢܶ ܦܸΆ ᾞܛܲܢ ܭܸܤܱܥܷܲᾸᾐܬ
῀ܛ᾽ܭ ᾿ܲܫܛᾊܭܱᾐ ᾆܥܷܩܲܛܠܸܦܡܨܦ ῀ܛܲܫܱܥᾺܠܸܥ  ᾽ܤܫ῀ܲᾜܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ
ᾐΆܢᾷܢܸ ᾗܢܷ᾽ᾷܝܷ Ᾱܠᾦܛ᾽ܭ ᾜΆܫܸܛܲܢܨܲܥ Ὰܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܢܲᾞᾸܢᾷܭܸ ܲܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ
ܲᾜΆܛܱܧܱܲܛ

῀ܛᾺᾗܠܸܥ

Ὰܧܲܛᾰܪܑ

῁ܲܦܢᾸܬܥ

ܛܱܧᾊܥܑᾺ

ᾐܩܲܛܲᾞᾰܢᾸܠܣ

 ܑᾹᾔΆܪܥ ܲᾤΆܫܛᾊܭ ᾆܠܥܥܛܱᾁᾰܢܶ ܤܫ῀ܲᾸᾐܬ ܲᾜΆܛܦ ܱᾌܡܷᾶܦ
ܲᾸᾐܬᾸᾐΆܠܸܦܪܲܢܲܝᾫΆܛܱܧܨܑܸܱᾔᾰᾁܧܨܸܛܤܫ῀ܓ᾿ܦܱܩܥܶΆܭᾊܭ᾿ᾓ
ܲᾤΆܫܛᾺᾗܠܸܥ Ὰܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܩιܥܶ Άܭᾊܭ᾿῀ ᾓܛᾊܭ ᾆܪܥ ܤܩܲᾹܛܱᾶᾊᾞᾰܛܶ
᾽ܛܝܱܭܧܩܑܸᾹܫܸܛᾺᾗܠܸܥᾺܪܥܭܸܫ῀ܱᾜܥܷܲᾺܛᾱܠ᾿ᾙܦܱܡܱܛܲᾺᾗܢܥᾠܦ
ᾐܩܲܛܲᾌܭܲܛܱܧܝܸܐܤܱܦܢᾷܥܱ᾿ᾐܤܲܥܲᾞΆܭܨܛᾔΆᾒܨܷܭܕ
Ὰܧܲܛᾰܪܑ

ᾐܤܱܦܧܡܑܸ

᾿ܱܢܱ᾽ᾷܥ

ܲᾷᾐᾺܝܱܧܷ

᾿ܲܧܲܡܤܲᾹܥܑᾺ



Ὰܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ᾐ ᾗܱܲᾜΆܥᾹܕ Άܛܠܥܶ ܧܱܲ ܤܱܛιܢܥܱᾺܛܱᾐܥ ᾺܫܸܛᾺᾗܠܸܥ
ܱΆܪܛܲᾰܫΆܨܭܱܧܲܬιᾠᾰᾁܭᾼᾐܝܶΆܩιܭܷܲܢܥ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸܫܸܛᾺᾗܠܸܥ

᾿ܢᾼܝܶΆܩܱιܦܱܲܥᾺܫܸܛᾺᾗܠܸܥᾺܧܲܛᾰܪܑ
ܲ᾿ ᾲᾆᾺܢᾷܛܬܲܦܢ ܭܸܤܱܪܱܥᾞΆܥܶ ᾿ܲܫܛᾺᾗܠܸܥ Ὰܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ῁ܲܦܢ ܤܲܭܣ



ܧܲܛᾰܪܑܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܪܭ᾽ܐܧܲܛᾰܪܲܬܲܦܢܲᾰᾁΆܝܭ᾿ܲܢᾷܛܬܲܦܢ᾿ܱܢܥᾺܠܸܲܛᾰܛܱܫܛܲܢܨܲܥ
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᾿ܱܤܐ ᾐܫ῀ܓ ܧܷܪܷܲܭܫ ܢᾸܩܸܲᾺᾗ ᾁܫܛᾱܥ ܲᾹܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ܲᾺᾗᾰᾁܝܱܭ
ΆܢΆܢ ᾦΆܛᾱܛܥܲᾺܢܥ ᾦΆܛ᾽ܫܱܥᾺܠܸܥ ܪܸ᾿ܲܧᾊܥᾦᾰᾁ Ὰܛ᾽ܬܲܦܢ ᾷܛܪܧ
ᾞΆܭܥܲ᾿ܑᾞᾺܧܪܸᾚܢᾸܕܲᾹܛܪܓ᾿ܱܢᾼܝܶΆܩιܭܷܲܢܥ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸܫܸܛ᾿ᾓ
ܫ῀ܱܛܶᾼᾐܝܶΆܛᾰܩܲܭܲܢܥ ܲܢᾤᾷܝܶΆܡܠܛܧܱܲܓ ܫܸܛᾺᾗܠܸܥܲᾜΆܥܲᾞΆܭܱΆܢ
ܪܲܝܱܲܝܢܷܥᾹܕܪܸ᾿ܲܭܠܥᾺܛܲᾰܥΆܨܐ ܨܸܭܲ᾿ܑᾐܬܲܦܢܲܡܥܱ᾿ܑᾺܤܐᾙᾊᾜΆ
ܪܸ᾿ܲܭܩܥܶΆܭᾊܭ᾿ܲᾹᾓܦܭܸܧܤܸܖܨܲܭܢ῀ܛ᾿ᾓܪܲܝܲᾹܫܛᾱܪܥܨܲܥ
ܢᾶᾌᾸܓ᾽ܱܭܷܲᾌܢܱܭܤܕΆܧܲܢܱᾷܝܱᾹܢܲᾺᾗܝܱܭ᾿ܲᾺᾗܤܲ᾿ᾒܢᾷܧܡܑܸ



᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ܱᾼܧܦܸ ᾙᾨܫܸܛ᾿ܭܱܣ ᾞܥܶ ܪܸ᾿ᾢܦܱܪ᾿ܑ Άܧܱܧܲܣ ᾿ܲܢᾷܢܱܭ
᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸܫܸܛ᾿ܭܱܣܛܱܛιܢܱᾹܢᾐܤܱܥᾢ᾿ᾤᾺܬᾇܧܩܸᾐܑᾹܥܲᾺܝܱܭ
᾿ܱᾊܣ ܱᾞܩܶܭܷ ܪ᾿ܦܧܱܧܲܣ ᾐܭᾞᾐܛ ᾰܤܕ ܪܸܭܷᾐ ᾪᾶܭᾼܝܶ Άܩιܭܷܲܢܥ
"ܲܬܭ ܤᾹܕ ιᾁܢܥܲᾺܝܱܭ ܫܸܛ᾿ܭܱܣ ܲᾞΆᾗΆܭ ܱΆܢ ῀ܛ᾽ܪܭ᾽ܐ ܲᾰᾁΆܝܭ
ܧܲܛᾰܪܲܬܲܦܢ ܲᾰᾁΆܝܭ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܪܲܣܱܦ ܩܲܥ ܢܲ᾽ᾷܭܢ Άܛܬܲܦܢ ܠܲ᾿ᾂܭܱܧܲܢܑᾸ
ᾐܫ῀ܓܱᾼܦܦܨܲܝᾐܭᾠܥܶᾺܫܸܛ᾿ܲᾞΆᾗΆᾓܭܱΆܢ῀ܛ᾽ܪܭ᾽ܐ
ܫܸܛܲܢᾁܥ᾿ܭܱܣΆܭܥᾔܛܸܭᾞܘᾐܥܲᾺܝܱܭܱᾼܦܢܱᾷܦܶᾜΆܪܸܭܱܣᾙᾨ



᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ܨܲܭܢ ܱᾹܢΆܭܥ ᾔܛܸܭᾞܘ ܠᾐΆᾂܭ᾿ܝܶܲᾷᾐᾲܝܱܭ ܱᾱᾁܛᾱܐ
ܝܱܦܛܱܛܭܱܝ ᾼᾐܝܶ Άܛᾰܩܲܭܲܢܥ ᾽ܱܭܷܲᾞΆᾗܭ ܫܸܛ᾿ܭܱܣ ܠܥᾺܧᾼܝܶ Άܩιܭܷܲܢܥ
ܱΆܪܛܲᾰܝܱܭ
ܭܸܢᾸܛܓ ܲᾺᾗᾰᾁܝܱܭ ܧܡܑܸ ῀ܛᾺᾗܠܸܥ ܩܱᾹܥܷ ܢܸܲܭܛ ܢܸܛܲᾠܝ



Άܩܱιܦᾞܓ ܱᾼܫܛ᾿ܲᾹ ᾓܦ ܠܲ᾿ᾂܫܛ᾿ ᾓܢܸܲܭܛ ιᾠΆܦ ܢܸܛܲᾠܝ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ᾿ܱܤܐ
ܲܝᾨᾲܕܑᾹᾔΆܪܸܧܡܑܸ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢᾷܧܲܛᾰܪܲܬܲܦܢܦܷᾌܦܪܲܝᾲܛܲܦܭܸܩιܥܶ
῀ܛܱᾹᾠܝܭܑܸιᾁܢܥᾹܕܪܸ᾿ܲܭܩܥܶ
ܧܲܛᾰܪܑ῁ܲܦܢܤᾪܣ ᾿ܱܥܷܲܝιܧ ᾙܠܥᾺܫ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷ ܛܲᾰܥܲᾺܢܥᾺܫܸܛᾊܭᾆ



ᾐܭ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷ ᾦΆܛ᾽ܪܭܨᾆΆ ᾗܨ ܧܸܲܝιܧܱιᾠΆ ᾙܦ ܛܱܫܛ᾿ܲᾹᾓܦ ܫܸܛ᾿ᾓ
ᾁΆܐΆܧܱܠܛܲᾹܢᾷܪܱܛ
ᾐܭᾼܝܶ Άܩιܭܷܲܢܥ ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ܲܛܱᾰܫܛ᾿ܲᾹ ᾓܦ ܫܸܛ᾿ ᾓܧܲܛᾰܪܑ



ᾙΆܢܱܭ ܩᾹܕ ܱᾐܧܦܸ ܱᾼܦܨܛܥܱܪܑ ᾿ܲܧܲܢܱܳܛܲܡܭ ܨܸܭܢܱᾠᾷܥܶ Ὰܬܸܲܦܢ
ܲᾰܥᾢ᾿ ᾔᾺܝᾴܤܲᾹܦ ᾿ܲܢᾷܭᾊܭ ᾿ܲᾹᾓܦ ܱᾞᾰᾁܭܷᾶᾌܭܷ ᾿ܱܤܐ ܢܷܤܱܧܱܲܝ
Άܛܱᾰܝ ᾲܠܷܥᾺܧᾼܝܶ ᾲᾆܠܢ ܲܤܲܡܛ ῀ܛ᾿ܱᾐ ᾓܥܷιܢ ܱΆܪܛܱᾌᾰܛܶ
ܛΆ ܑᾞᾰܦܨܲܝ  ᾿ܲܢܭܥ ᾔᾺܫܸܛ᾿ᾢ᾿ ᾸᾓܝᾴܤܲᾹܦܭܷܤܕ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾠܥܶ
ܪܸ᾿ܲܥܱᾼᾺܭ
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ᾜΆܢܸᾷܫܭ

ܢܷܱᾠᾷܥܶ

Ᾱܢ

ܧܲܛᾰܪܑ

Άܫܭ

ܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ

ᾞܘ



ܱΆܪ᾿ܧܶܭܑܸ ܛܱᾰܛܱᾐܥ ܲᾺܡܥܷ Ὰܢܸᾷܫܭ ܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܲᾹܬܲܦܢ ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܠܲܭܫ
ܭܸܧᾰᾂᾊܭܢܓ

῀ܛ῁ܢܲܤܲᾹܦ ιᾠΆܦ ᾿ܢᾼܝܶ Άܩιܭܷܲܢܥ Ὰܫܸܛ῁ܢܑ ܧܲܛᾰܪܑ
᾿ܢᾷᾐܠܣ
ܱᾐܪ᾿ܦᾌܦ ῀ܛ῁ܢܑ ܤܞᾁܭܶ ιᾠΆܦ ῀ܛ῁ܢܲܫܱܣ ῁ܲܦܢ ܤܱܦܧܲܛᾙᾰ



᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ܠᾦΆᾂܛ῁ܢܑ ܪܥ ܢܱ᾽Ᾰܝ Άܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܩܱᾹܥܷ ܦܸ᾽ܲܧܓ ᾌܭᾲᾆܪܱܛ
ܢܱܠܥᾺܧᾼܝܶ Άܩιܭܷܲܢܥ ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ᾿ܱܤܐ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܧᾼܝܶ Άܩιܭܷܲܢܥ
᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ܩܸιܭܑܤܩܲᾹܛ ܑᾞᾰܪܥ  ᾦΆܛ῁ܢܑ ܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ᾦΆܛ῁ܢܲܩܲιܝ
ܧᾰᾂᾊܨܢᾹܧܥ Άܛܲܢ ܱ᾽ᾸᾐΆܝ Άܛᾚܝ ᾐΆܢܱ᾽Ᾰܝ Άܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ᾐܭᾼܝܶ Άܩιܭܷܲܢܥ
᾿ܧܝܶ
ܤᾪܣܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܢᾷܠܣ ܪܥ ῀ܛ῁ܢܑ ܧܡܑܸ ܢܱܩܥܶ Άܭᾊܭ ᾲᾆ
ܨܱܢܱܫܱᾞܥܶ

ܪܥ

ܧܲܢܱܥܷ

᾿ܲܫܛ῁ܢܲܭܑῂ

ܱᾌΆܥܷܲܤܳܢ



ᾦᾰᾁᾷܛ᾽ܛܱܭ

῀ᾗᾐᾺܛ῁ܢܲܭᾸᾐܑῂܠܸܓܪܸܲܣܛᾰܢܷܤܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܧܪܸܲܣܛᾰܢܷ᾿ܱܧܦܸܲᾹܭܨܢܐ
ܲᾊᾔΆܭܱܧܠܸܧܲܩιܭܶ᾿ܲܧܲܢܱܳܛܲܡܭܱΆܪܧܲܤܛ ᾿ܲܭܨܸܲܭΆܪܱܛ ܱᾎΆܛ ᾿ܝܱᾼᾲܥ
ܪܥ ܨܲܭܢ ᾐܢܱܧᾙᾊܛܲᾰܡܛᾰܩܲᾺᾗ ᾗܫܛᾱܥ ܲᾹܫܛ῁ܢܲܭܲ᾿ ܑῂܭܫ ܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ
Ὰܧܡܑܸ

ܲᾞᾰᾁΆܢᾷܭܸ

ᾦΆܛ᾽ܫܱܧܤܸܢܲᾸܝ

ܤܛܶᾰܦܢ

ᾦΆܛܲܫܱܥᾺܠܸܥ

ᾜΆܫܸܛᾺᾗܠܸܥᾜΆܫܸܛᾞᾷᾐᾰܛΆܢܲᾤΆܫܛᾱܛܠܔܧܡܑܸܛᾚܝܲᾤΆܫܛᾱܛᾰܥ
ܲܩΆ Ᾱܧܡܑܸ ᾐܧܲܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ܧܸܲܝܨᾐ ܑᾺᾗܩܲܛܲᾞᾰܢܱᾼᾷܭ ᾿ܬܲᾌΆ ᾇܧܲܫܭܶ
᾿ܲܫܛܫܸܭܷ ܪܥ ᾐܭܱܢ ᾐܩܲܛᾫΆ ܑᾞᾰܫܸܲܭ ܩܸܦ᾽ܲܢܕ ᾞܘ ᾿ܲܢܑ "ܤᾹܩܶܭܷ
῀ᾰᾁܩܸ ܲܩܱ ܑᾹܧܷܲܝιܧܱ ᾙܧܷܲܝܲιܧܥ ܧܲܢܱܥܷ ᾽ܪܲܝ ᾐܩܲܛܱܧᾢܥ Άܨܢ
ᾲᾆᾰܣ

ᾐܩܲܛܑᾞᾰ

ܱᾰᾁΆܥܷ

ܱΆܪ᾿ܧܶܢܸܧܲܩܱᾹܢܷ

ᾨᾐΆܕ

ܩܷܱܭܢ᾽Ᾰܦ

ܱᾹܢᾹᾠܘ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܢܱ᾽ᾷܢܕܛᾚܝᾐܑᾐܩܲܛᾰܠܣᾜΆܪܸܭܷᾺᾗΆܨܥᾺܫܸܛᾞᾷᾐᾰܛ
Άܢܱ᾽ᾷܢܕܛᾚܝܤܷܱܢᾐܭ᾽ܫܭᾜΆܫܸܛ᾽ᾸᾐܝܷᾹܠܲᾞܧܥ

᾿ܢ᾿ᾤܝܶᾌᾷᾐᾲܤܶ῀ᾙᾹܛᾱܢܱܭܲܭܧܲܛᾰܪܑ
ᾦΆܛᾱܢܱܭܲܭ

᾿ܲܢܥᾌᾺܢܶ᾽ᾷܫܭ

ܫܸܛᾱܭᾷᾐܢ

ιᾠΆܦ

᾿ܧܲܭܲܩ



ܲᾹܫܛᾱܛܱᾰܢᾞᾷܛᾰܧܲܛᾰܪܑܤܲܭܣܤܩܲᾹܛܱιᾠܛᾱܥܧܲܛᾦΆᾙᾰܛ᾿ܠܱܧܨܸᾸᾐܪܛ
ܛܲᾰܡܛᾰܩܲᾺᾗ ᾗܫܛᾱܥ ܲᾹܫܛ᾿ܠܱܧܨܸᾸᾐܪܛ ιᾠΆܦ Άܢܱܭܲܭ ܲᾤΆܧܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ
Άܢܱܭܲܭ ᾊܨܣܷ ܦܷᾌܦ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱᾁܨܢᾞᾷܛ ܱܨܱܝܩܸᾐ ᾙܪ᾿ ܤܱܧܩܸᾐ ᾙܢܱܧᾙᾊ
ܲᾤΆܫܛᾱᾁܨܢᾞᾷܛᾁܢܱᾐܑᾷܥܷιܢᾐܫ῀ܓܱᾼᾺᾗܭܤܱܛᾤᾰܠܱܧܨܸᾸᾐܪܛιᾠΆܦ
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῀ܛ᾿ܛܲᾰܝ ᾲܩܸᾙܠܸܣ ܪܥ ιᾁܢ ܱᾐܪܧܑ ܛιܛܷᾱܥ ᾞΆܭܤܸ ܧܠܸᾙܭ᾽ܐ
ܤܫ῀ܓ
ᾐᾶᾌܥᾺܠܣ ῀ܛᾱܢܱܭܲܭ ܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܤܱܦܨܲܭܳܢ ܪܥ ᾿ܲܫܛ῁ܢܑ ᾲᾆ



ܲܫܭܶܠܑܸ ܪܱܛ ᾞΆܭܲܫܭܶ ῀ܛ῁ܢܲܩܲιܝ ᾐ ܱܲᾐܭᾠܥܶ ܦܸ῀ ᾙᾨܛᾱܢܱܭܲܭῂ
ᾐܭᾌᾷᾐܥᾺܦܸ ᾙᾨܫܸܛᾱܢܱܭܲܭ Ᾰᾐܠܛ ᾜΆܫܸܛܪܸ᾿ܕ ܩܱᾹܥܷ ܩܸܧܨܸܭ ܛᾰܥ
ܱᾼܪܛᾱܠܢ ᾦᾰᾁܛᾱܢܱܭܲܭ ᾦΆܛܪܸܲܣ ܱ᾽ᾗܝ ܱܲᾹܤܲܭ῁ ᾁᾨܢܑ ܨܲܭܢ Ᾱᾠܢܲܫܕ
ܥܸᾶܥ Ὰܛܧܱܣܤܞ ܱᾌᾰᾁΆܛܶ ܱᾼᾺᾗܭ ܱᾞᾰᾁΆܪܷ᾿ܕ ᾤΆܦܷ ᾐᾶᾌܭܦܸ
ᾶᾌܓ῀ܛ᾿ܛܲᾰܝᾲܩܸᾙܠܸܣܲᾤΆܢܭܱᾌܣܪܸܲܣ
ܛܱܦܫܛ ܢᾸܩܲܝ ᾽ܙ ᾦᾰᾁΆܛᾱܢܱܭܲܭ ܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ᾐܤܱܦܧܡܑܸ ᾿ᾢܬܑᾲᾇ



ιᾁΆܛܷᾱܥ ܱᾞΆܪܷ᾿ܕ ܲܩᾜΆ ܑᾹܠܸܢᾷܤܦ ܢܲܭῂܕ ᾐܛᾰܢᾷܛܲᾰܤܭܛ ᾐܥܑᾞᾺ
ᾺܢܸܥᾺܠܣ ᾿ܲܫܛ῁ܢܑ ܨܲܭܢ ᾐܩܲܛܲ᾿ ܑᾞᾰܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ᾙΆܛܧܱܣܤܞ ᾙΆܨܲܢᾸܢᾆ
ܫܸܛᾱܢܱܭܲܭ ᾹܠᾜܦܸᾹܢᾷܛᾹᾙܥ ܱᾐܪ᾿ ᾿ܲܢᾷܡܱܦܱܲܥ Ὰܩܸιܘ ᾿ܱܥܷ
ᾙᾊᾜΆܑᾱᾁܪ᾿ܝܶᾌᾷᾐᾲܤܶᾙᾹ

᾿ܠܱܧܨܸܓᾹܠᾦܛܲܢܱܭܧܲܛᾰܪܑ
ιᾠΆܦ ῀ܛܲܫܱܥᾺܠܸܥ Ὰܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܤܱܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ ῀ܛܤܸܲܝᾲܨܲܥ Ὰܛᾚܝ



ܲᾷᾐܩ῀ ᾁܛܤܸܲܝᾲܨܲܥ Ὰܛᾚܝ ᾐܩܲܛ ܑᾞᾰܢܸܱܧܱܲܦ ᾦᾰᾁܛᾞᾷᾐᾰܛ  ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܟܪܸܛ
ܛܱܠܱܝᾲܩ ᾁιܤܱܢܳܦ ῀ܛܲܢܱܭܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܪܥ ᾐܥᾹܕ ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛܲᾰܢܱܝ Άܤܫܦܶ
ܲᾞΆᾗΆܭ ܛᾰܨܸᾞᾷᾐܛ ܲᾷᾐܩ῀ ᾁܛܤܸܲܝᾲܨܲܥ Ὰܛᾚܝ Άܩᾠᾗܦ ᾐܩܲܛܑᾞᾰ
ܪܥ ῀ܛᾱܛܠܔ  ᾲᾆܤܞᾁܭܶ ܪܸ᾿ܑ ῀ܛܱᾼᾺᾗܭ ܧܱܲܓ ᾦᾰᾁܛܲܫܱܥᾺܠܸܥ
ܲܢᾞܛ

ᾰܤܕ

ܲᾌΆܭܲܛܱܫ῀ᾷᾐᾰᾁܢܱܭܲܭᾶܨᾙ

ܫܸܛᾞᾷᾐᾰܛ

ܤܱܦܨܢᾸܢᾆ

᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ᾿ᾢܬ῀ܑᾲᾇܛܦܸܱܢܱܥܷܪܥᾠܭܷΆܠܲܫܛᾌܩܷܲιܝܪܸ᾿ܲܢܥᾆܱܲᾺܨܲܥ
ᾐܛᾰܢᾷܠܲܥܲᾺܩᾐᾁܥᾹܕܤܫ῀Ᾰᾐܩܲܢ῀ܛ᾿ܝܱܭܤܱܛιܢ
῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾿ܲܢܭܱᾫܫܭܫ Ᾱܠᾦܛܲܢܱܭܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܲᾰᾁΆܢܦ ܱΆܢ ܨܲܭܢ
ܛܱܧᾊܨܣܷ

᾿ܱܤܐ

Άܝܭܨܥ

᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛ῀ܱܛܶ

῀ܛ᾽ܛܝܱܭ

Άܫܑ



ιᾠΆܦ

ᾐܩܲܛᾰܠܸܲܛܱᾹܢᾐܭܱܢܱܥܷᾺܕܱᾼᾺᾗܭܤܱܛιܢܭܱᾫܫܭܫᾹܠᾦܛܲܢܱܭܧܲܛᾰܪܑ
Άܧܡܑܸ ᾐܩܲܛܲᾌܭܱᾼܥܷ ܪܷܦܱܛᾰܠܸܲܛ ܨܸܭܲܝܠܸܛ ܱᾼᾺᾗܭᾞᾰᾁ ῂܪܥ
᾽ܛܝܱܭ᾽ܫܱܢᾨᾷܕ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭᾐ ܑῂܩܲܛܱᾌᾰܛܶ ܲᾰܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ܥܸܱᾼᾺܭ ܤܱܛιܢ
ᾐܩܲܛΆܑᾞᾰܧܡܑܸᾫΆܛܱܩᾹܘᾌᾷᾐΆܥΆܦܷܭܸܩܓ
ᾷܛܱܭᾞܓ ᾦΆܛᾱܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܛܸܭܲ᾿ ᾗᾐܢᾷܛܱᾰܢ ܲᾹܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ܛܱܧܲܢܑᾠ



ᾹܩܷܲܛᾼܝܶᾫܩܸܲܣܲᾌܥܲᾺܩᾜΆᾁܢܸܥᾹܕܤܫ῀ܲᾜܛᾱܠܱܢܶ
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ÞԊҹ ÿæúԐóóúԌ. Úҫ ĀîңԌ Āîúҫ ҫāêӖāó öҷāä ҳāòәĀóú ØԐóҫ ëӠ
ĀöҹîúéúäĀöú öҷԌ. áҷ áӛ ïúԏÿòúӛðúä Úҷԁä ĀöԇҧïúíúԐ Øҫ áĀñ
Ӝëïúí áӛ áԏҹāï ÿîԏҹ ÚҷԁäĀöԇҧԌ. ҫāêӖāó öҷāä ҳāòәԐ öҷöëúä
ÚҷԁäĀöԇҧԌ. ïԏò áӛäҽéԊ áԏҹāï äúԆéԁ ҠԘðëúä ÚҷԁäĀöԇҧԌ. 
áӛ ӗòԋӗðԐ ÿïúӝәԐ Üԑô áӛäāô ÜԃæӚԁҟԌ Āîúҫ áӛ ÞԉӕñԈӕԐ Üԑô
Üҹԋұäԑ ÞԊÿíԊí ҳðԏӒäôúԐ áӛ ӗòԋîëԏҟԈ ҫāê ұӚӐԊòí ÞԊҹ
ӜöӚԁҟԌ ÚðԐ áӛ ӗòԋӗðóúҟԌ. 
áԋӭԆҧ ÚóԁäêԌ áԋӭԆҧ ÚóԁäêԌ ÞԊîҫ áҷ ÿïúӝԁ ҟҧԌîԈӕԐ Üԑô
ØāíԈҫ ÿïúӝäāôҵԌ áԋӗԆҧ îӚĀæúӕԈҫԋ îúԎԈҫ ØāöäӞԊ Ҵó ÿïúӝāð
Ҡҧïúíöāñ ïҹîԘҵԌ ßԏîҧԈӕ áԓÿöúҷ ÿïúӝәһԌ ßԏîԆé ïúҹëԐäāô
ӜöӚԁӐòҫ. 
áԋӭԆҧ ÿïúӝәðԐ Úԉëԋ îҟӕ Úñԇҧ ØԐóҫ ÚñԇԘԏҟ ĀïԏîԆé ÿïúӝäāô
áԋӗԆҧԋ îúԎԈҫ ØāöäӞāéĀð Üԑô Üòāö ÿëӚðԋîҧԈҫӐòҫ. Úԉë áԏҹāïäԑ
æúëúñêïúä ӗòԋұòӁ Øëúöҫ áĀñ ҴóԌ Üāéð ÿïúӝäӞԊ ÚāéәԐ ïԆҧĀï
îúԎԁä ҳԘҵԌ. ÿïúӝäԑ Þԓöúҹ öôԎԃӒ ØāéӐԊòí ÞԊò ӜöñԂäāôԁ Ҡé
ÿëӚðԋîҧԈҫӐòҫ. Øԉë ÿïúӝäӞāéĀð Üԑô áԏҹāï Āöԏҹāïäԑ ĀîúԊò
ӜöñԂäāôҵԌ ÿëӚðԋîҧԈҫӐòҫ.
öñóúԏҹ

ÿïúӝәðԐ

Úԉëԋ

îҟӕ

ÿïúӝәԊ

öñóúԏҹ

ïúҹîúԆԘԐ

äúóԈӕԏĀäԏòúԏ Āîúó ÞԋîԘԋîԆé ïúҹëāó ØāéӐòҫ ÞԊҹ ӜöӚԁӐòҫ.
ÿïúӝәԐ öҷԌ ïúҹëԐäԑ Øԉë ïúҹëԐäҽԁҟ ÜӚð äúñêԂäԑ Øԉë ïúҹëóúԐ
ßԏîԆé ӜāôӁäāô ӜöӚԁӐòҫ. Üëú. ÚԈëúӛð ÿïúӝ, ӗñԅң ÿïúӝ Þԓöúҹ
ÚóԈӫԊ ÿïúӝәӛҷԉҫ öԉëí ÞԊҹ ӜöӚԋîҫ. Ҵó ӕñúӜéԈӕӛҷԉҫ ӕñúӜé
ÿïúӝäԑ ëӘԒ, äԊíéԌ, ïāóðúôԌ, ÿëһԂҟ ҳëӛðāö Þԓöúҹ ßԏîԆéí
ÞԊҹ ӜöӚԋîҫ 
ÿïúӝәðԐÿïúӝāð Ӝԅèúí ҳāòԋîԘ ӜöӚԁҟԌ ҫāò ÿïúӝәðԐ ҫāò
áӛԋұ ҳāò ÿëúԇāéәóúöҫ öúәóúöҫ äúԏāòԈ ëҧԁҟԌ ҳāòāð áӛԋұ
ҳāò ÞԊîúԎäԑ.
ÚêԁäԌ îԇāé ÿïúӝäӞԐ ØԐóҫ ëӘԒ ĀîúԊò ÚñԆāé öõԁҟ ÿïúӝäӞԐ
Úñԇҧ ØԐóҫ Øëԏҟ ĀïԏîԆé áӛðԊäԑ ÚԋĀîúҫ Üԑô öõԁӐԐ áҷ áӛðíúä
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ïúҹöāë ÚêԁäԌ ÞԊҹ ÿæúԐóóúԌ. Üëú. ëӘӝԐ Üԑô ó ô õ ÞԊò ҴԊҹ
áӛðԊäӞԐ ô õ ӁԌ áԊòúӐ ôöúä ÜԃæӚԁäԋîҧӐòҫ. îԑôԌ îõԌ Þíîāö
îԑôԌ îôԌ ÞԊҹ ÜԃæӚԁäԋîҧӐԊòí.
áӛәðԐ ïӠë ҳä ÚðԉӕñԌ ÜԏîԈӕ ÿæԍҵԌ áӛäāô ӜöӚԁҟԌ ÚðԐ áӛәðԐ
áӛðӠðԐÿïúӝәԐ Üԑô áӛ áҿԂҟҳāòäāô ӜöӚԁҟԌ ÚðԐ áӛðӠðԐ.
ÜҷîӠðԐ

ÜҷîԊäāôҵԌ

ÜҷîԊäӞԊ

ÿëúéԎԃӒāðҵԌ

ӜöӚԁҟԌ

ÚðԐ

ÜҷîӠðԐ
ĀïԏҠӟð ÿïúӝәðԐ äāóԃ ÿæúԏäāô ӘԊíäñúӕðúäԈ ëðúӚԈëúԐ ÜóӐԐ
Üԑô ëӘԒ ÿïúӝ ĀîңԌ ØāíԈҫ ïԁäҽԁҟԌ îðԊîéԁ ҠԘð öāäәԐ ØāïҵԌ
ÞԊîӕԐ àðӘԐāó.
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ܭܸ᾽ܱܥᾞܘᾤΆܢܱᾌܛ῀ܱܛܷιܦܷܫܸܛܨܸᾌܛᾼᾫᾰܐᾦΆܛ῁ܢܲܭᾼܐ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ

ܲܦᾆܪܱܢܳܝ
ܩܸ῀ᾐܛܱᾌܥᾶܥιᾠΆܦ῀ܛܲܬܱܦܶܧܲܝܐ
᾽ᾺᾘܛܲᾱܝΆܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥᾺܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܱܶᾱܧᾹܣΆܛܬܛܲᾰܭ᾿ܛᾰܧܲܝܢܷ


ܨܸᾌܛᾼᾫᾰܐᾼᾫܐ᾽ܫܱܭᾼܐܨܸᾙᾹᾔ
ᾐܭᾌܢܷ ܲᾷܛܱᾰܣܷ ᾰᾁܪܑ ᾐܪ᾿ ῀ܱᾞܥܶ ܠܲܥܲᾺܩᾞ ᾁܘ ᾐܥᾹܕ ᾼᾫܐ
ᾌΆܥ῀ܱᾞܥܶ Ᾱᾠܕ ᾐܭᾌܢܷ ᾽Ᾰᾐܠܱܢܶ ᾽Ᾰᾐܠܱܢܶ ᾐܭᾌܢܷ ᾽Ᾰᾐܠܱܢܶ
ܫ῀ܓ ᾿ܲܧܲܡܥ ܤܱܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ ܱᾶᾌ ᾐܛܶιܦܷ ܭܸᾼܐ ܱᾤΆܥᾞΆܥܶ
ܱᾐܪ᾿ܲܩܱܭ᾽ ῂܭᾌܥᾌܒ ᾽Ᾰᾐܠܱܢܶ ᾿ܲܭᾼܐ ᾁܢ῀ ܑᾷܛ᾽ܪܲܬܱܢܶᾷܠܥ
᾿ܲܭᾼܐ ᾿ܱܲܥܷܲᾹܢᾷܥܲᾞᾺܭ ᾦΆܛ᾽ܭܫ῀ܓ ᾿ܲܫܛܲܡܥ ܩܲܥ ܲܡܥ ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ
᾿ܲܧܲܡܥᾼᾫᾺܐ Άܢ᾽ܭܧܤܸܲᾹܥ ܱᾹᾠܥܷ᾽ܭܧܤܸܲᾔΆ ᾙᾹܤܕ ᾽ܭᾌܥᾌܒ
ᾼᾫܐ Άܡܨܱܛιᾁᾰܢ Άܤᾊܛ ܲᾐܩܲܝ ᾐܥ ܑᾞᾺܤܧܲܛܐ ܲܝ᾽ᾲܧܓ ܲܝ᾽ᾲܠܱܢܶ
ܱΆܪܤܕ  ܱΆ 3URFHVV DQG 3URGXFWܢܱᾞᾦΆܥܶܫܸܲܭ ᾦΆܛܪܸܲܣᾊܥ ܤܱܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ
ᾼᾫܐ ῀ܛᾼᾫܐܫ῀ιᾠܥܶΆܠܑᾰᾁᾙᾹᾗܦܢܱᾤΆܥᾞΆܥܶ῀ܛ᾽ܫܱܭᾼܐᾍᾱᾁ
᾽ܭܱᾼܨܐܲᾷᾐܩᾁܤܧܲܛܐܱᾰᾁܣܷܪܱܛ᾽ܲܢܕᾹܧܥᾺܪܱܛιܢܲᾹܩιܭ῀ܛᾙᾊᾫ
῁ܲܦܢ ܲܭ᾿ܛܲ῁ᾰܦܢ   ܑᾱᾁܫ῀ιᾠܥܶΆܠܑ ܛܱܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ ᾼᾫܐ ܠܲܥܲᾺܩᾤΆ ᾁܦܷ
ᾼᾫܐ

Άܢ

῀ܛ᾽ܫܱܭᾼܐ

ܱ῀ᾦΆܛܶιܦܷ

ᾼᾫܐ

ܲܬܭ῁ܲܦܢ

Άܧܲܛᾰܪܑ

ܤܧܲܛܐ Άܩιܤܷ῀ ᾙᾹܛ᾿ᾼᾫᾓܐ ῀ܛܨܸᾌܛᾼᾫᾰܐ ῀ܛᾞᾷᾐܛᾼᾫᾰܐ
ܲᾰܢᾞܛᾫܫܲᾹܧܨܸᾌܛᾐܩܲܛܱᾰᾁܣܷܨܸᾌܛܲᾺᾗᾰܩ῀ᾁܛᾞᾷᾐܛܪܲܝܢܲᾷܩᾁ
ᾐܩܲܛᾰܭܸ ᾙᾹܫܸܛᾞᾷᾐܛ ᾿ܲܛܱᾰܣܷ ܠܥᾸᾐܨܥ Ὰܛܱܦܠܱܪܷܦܷ ܨܸᾌܛ
ܱΆܪܤܕ

ܪܥ ᾽Ᾰᾐܠܱܢܶ ܭܸ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܢᾨܕ ᾽Ᾰᾐܠܱܢܶ ῀ܛܨܸᾌܛᾼᾫᾰܐ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ
᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ ᾽ܙ ܲᾤΆܫܛ῁ܢܲܭᾼܐ ܱܪ᾿ܕ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܠܲܧܲܫܭܶ ᾿ܲܫܛ῁ܢܲܭᾼܐ
ᾞΆܪܥ Ὰܛܱܫܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܱܥܱᾁᾺܢܶ  ᾫΆ &KLHI (GLWRUܛܱܨܧܱܲܲܝܱܥܱᾁᾺܢܶ ᾷܦܸᾹܢᾙ
ܧᾰᾂᾊܨܭ ιᾠܥܷܱᾠᾺܥܶ   ᾫΆ (GLWRULDO &RPPLWWHHܛܱܭᾞ ᾁᾨܘ Ᾰᾐܡܑܸ
᾿ܲܧܛܸܭᾌᾷᾐΆܥΆܦܷ ܲᾷᾐܝܱܭ ᾐܪ᾿ ᾼᾐܝܶ ܱܲܝ ܲᾷᾐᾲܝܱܭ ܫܸܛܨܸᾌܛ
ܪܸܲܣᾊܥ Ὰܢ᾽ܑᾱᾁ ܑᾸܭܲᾌܧܲܫܭܶ ιᾠܥܶܲᾹܥ ܲᾺܥܲ ᾔᾺܩ῀ ᾂܛܤܸܝܱܪܷܐ
ᾐܛᾰܢᾷܠܲܥܲᾺܩᾐ ᾁܥᾹܕ ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾠܥܶΆܠܑ ᾿ܲܫܛ῁ܢܲܭᾼܐ ᾫᾰᾁܫ ܢᾸܕ
῀ܛ᾽ܭ ܱᾐܥܷܠܛܷ Άܠܱܲܪܲܝ ῀ܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܱܥܱᾁᾺܢܶ ᾿ܲܧܪܸܲܣ ܱܨܱܝܩܸᾙ
᾽ܤܢܲᾷܭܱܲܢܶ ᾷܢܸܭܲᾌܧܲܫܭܶ ᾼᾐܝܶ ܦܸΆܝܶ ᾼᾐܝܶ ܱܲᾫܢܶ ᾷܫܸܛܨܸᾌܛ
ܧܲܢᾨܕ ܛܱܛᾤᾰܭܛܢ ᾔΆܢܷܖ ᾐΆܠܥᾺܫ῀ܱܛܶιᾠᾰܖ ιᾁܢܭᾞܭ ᾿ܲܝᾲ
ܪܲܝܲᾔΆܤܕ᾽ܤܢܲᾷܭܱܲܢܶᾜΆܢܸܥܑᾞᾺܪܸܲܣܱ῀ᾦΆܛܶ᾽ᾗܠܱܢܶᾷܨܸܫܱܭᾼܐ
Ὰܛܱܫܛ῁ܢܲܭᾼܐܛܪᾷᾐܤܸܭܸᾐΆܥᾹܕܪܸ᾿ܑܱᾠܭܲ᾿ῂܫܛ῁ܢܲܭᾼܐ
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Ὰܫܸܛ᾽ܧܥܶ
ᾜΆܢܸܥܱᾶᾊᾞᾺܛܱܶᾌᾰܥܷ
ܨܡ῀ᾦܓ
ᾐܢᾙᾊᾸ
Ὰܫܸܛܛܸܱܱܲᾰܛܷ ܢᾸܭ ܱᾠܦܲ᾿ ܑᾞᾰᾁܭ᾽ ᾁᾨܧܱܲܲܝܐ Άܠܱܲܫܱܧܨܸᾌܛ
ܲᾌΆܢܱ᾽ᾷܥ Ὰܢܸ ᾽ܭ᾿ ᾔᾺᾗܦܱܪ᾿ܑ ᾽ܧܥܶ ᾽ܭܧܲܢᾨܕ ᾼᾐܝܶ ܤܸܪܳܝܱܲܥ
᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܱܧܨܸᾌܛ
ᾐܪ᾿
᾽ܫܱܭᾼܐ
ܱΆܢ
᾿ܱܤܲܥܲᾞΆܭ
ܠܥᾺܨܢ
ᾨᾰᾁܢܑ ܢܷ ܲܢᾌᾷܥᾺܦܸΆܝܶ ᾲܧܸܨܸᾌܛ ܲᾰܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܫܸܛܤܸܝܱܪܷܐ
ܱ᾽ܑᾱᾁܭᾼᾐᾔᾺᾗܝܶܲܢᾌᾷܥᾺܦܸΆܝܶᾨᾰᾁᾲܢܑᾠܭܷᾐܪ᾿᾽ܱܭᾔᾺᾗ
ᾐܥᾹܕ ᾞΆܢ ᾷܫܸܛܦܸᾹܣ ܪܥ ܧܱܲ ῀ܛܤܸܝܱܪܷܐ ῀ ᾂᾠΆܛ᾽ܭ ܱᾠܭῂ
ᾐܛᾰܢᾷܠܲܥܲᾺܩᾁ

᾽ܧܥܶ ᾐܨܭ ܱᾐܥܷᾞΆܭ ᾿ܲܬܢܲܭᾼܐ ܠܲܥܲᾺܩ῀ ᾁܛᾼᾫܐ ᾁܢܑᾷ
᾿ܲܫܛᾱܫܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ܠܱᾶܛܶ ᾰܫܸܛ᾿ ᾓܧܱܲ ܲᾹܫܛᾱܛܪ ᾓܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥ
Άܢ ܲᾷᾐᾷܝܱܭ ῀ܛ᾽ܫܱܭᾼܐ ܪܥ Ὰܧܸܨܸᾌܛ ᾰܢܲᾞᾰᾁΆ ᾸܩιܥܶΆܠܑ
῀ܛܨܸᾌܛ ᾐܫܛ᾽ܭ ᾿ܲܧܪܸܲܣ᾽ ܑᾸܭܱᾌܛ ῀ܱܛܷιܦܷ ᾿ܲܫܛܨܸᾌܛ
᾿ܱܨܪܥ ᾜΆܨܸᾌܛ Άܢ῀ܛ᾽ܭ ܱᾐܥܷᾞΆܭܲܫܭܶ ᾿ܲܫܛ῁ܢܲܭᾼܐ ܩιܥܶ῁ܛᾗ
ܧܠܸܱᾞܧ ᾽ܱܧ ῀ܛ῁ܢܲܭᾼܐ ᾿ܱܤܢܑ ᾌΆܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ᾌܥᾺܨܢ ῀ܱܛܷιܦܷ
᾽Ᾰᾐܠܱܢܶ Ᾱᾠܕ ܤܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܠܱܛ ῀ܛ῀ܱܛܷιܦܷ ܩܸ ᾙܤܸܢᾷܕ ῀ܛܨܸᾌܛ
῀ܱܛܷιܦܷᾙΆܧᾷᾐ᾿ᾢܢᾞΆܑᾸܢᾷܛܱܦܧܲ᾿ᾐ᾿ᾢܛᾞܛᾰܨܸᾌܛᾰܫܸܛܲᾺᾗܩᾁ
ᾜΆܬܸܛᾺ ᾗܛܱܧܲܢܱܳ᾿ܲܬܱܢܶ ᾞᾰᾁᾷܭܧܲܢᾨܕ ܨܸᾌܛ ᾜΆܪܸܲܣ ᾌΆܥᾺܨܢ
ᾐܨܭ ᾤΆܦܷ ᾞΆܢ ᾜΆܧܸܪܸܲܣ ܲιᾁΆܣ ܲᾷᾐܤܢ ᾿ܲܛܪܲᾫܩ ᾜΆܧܸܦܸᾞܥܶ
ܲιᾁΆܢᾷܤܭܲᾠܣ ܲᾗܱܲᾜΆܡܥ ᾽ܭ ᾨᾰᾁΆܢܲܭᾼܐ ܢᾷܠܸܥ Ὰܧܸܨܸᾌܛ
ᾁܢ᾽Ᾰᾐ ᾷܠܱܢܶ ᾰᾁΆܠܸܲܛ ܱᾼᾺᾗᾰܭ ᾠΆܤܷᾤΆ ᾙᾹܦܷ ᾿ܲܛܱᾰܣܷܨܢ
ܛܐܱܲᾰᾁΆܛܲܢᾜΆܠܸܱܛܶᾹܣᾙΆܧܲܤܱܦᾰᾁΆܠܸܲܛᾦᾰᾁᾰܛᾱܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥ
ܱᾹᾠܥܷ᾽ܠܱܢܶܲᾢᾷܛᾱܝᾁᾰᾁΆܭ ܲܬܭ ιᾁܢܭᾠܤܷᾹᾠᾙᾹܘܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܩᾹܘܑᾐ
ᾐܩܲܛܦܸ

᾿ܲܢᾷܪܲܛᾱܐ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾠܥܶܠܸܣ ῀ܛᾼᾫܐ ᾿ܲܭܱܧܲܢ ܑᾸܛܱܦܛܲܢ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ
ܪܸ᾿ܑ Άܛܲܢ ῀ܛܲܝܲιܧܥ ܧܲܢܱܥܷ ᾿ܲܢܭᾨᾐܕ ῀ܛܨܸᾌܛᾼᾫܐ ᾿ܲܭܱܧܲܢܑᾸ
ᾐ 5HQX*XSWDܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܩᾹᾠΆᾂܕᾶᾌΆܭܷܢᾌᾷܥΆܦܷܢܸ᾽ᾸᾐܠܱܢܶᾹᾠΆܕ
Ᾱᾠܕ ܪܸ᾿ܑ ܛܱܦܛܲܢ ܱ᾽ᾺᾗΆܥ᾽ܲܢܕ ܲᾹܫܛᾱܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥ  
ܱܛܷܱܛܲܝ ᾿ܱᾊܣܱܦ ᾞܘ ܢᾸܠܣ ᾿ܲܧܲܝܲᾞᾲܢ ᾿ܲܧܦܸᾐ ᾶܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܩᾂ
᾿ܲܧܪܸܲܣ ܧܲܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ܫܸܛ᾽ܭܧܱܱܲܲᾆᾰᾁܥ ᾿ܥܱܶܣܷ ܪܥ Άܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥ
ᾐ .DUSDJD .XPDUDYHOܠܥᾺܛܛܷ Ᾱᾠܕ ܪܸ᾿ܑ ܱᾠܭᾹ ܑῂܖ ᾿ܲܭܱܧܲܢܑᾸ
ܧܱܲ ᾿ܲܢܥᾺܠܸܥ ῀ܛܨܸᾌܛᾼᾫᾰܐ ܦܸΆܝܶ ᾿ܲܭᾼܐ Άܨܢ   ܑᾱᾁ
ܲιᾁܢᾷܤܭܲᾠܣ Άܢ᾽ܭ ܲᾺᾗܢܦ ᾞᾰᾁܭܧܲܢᾨܕ ܫܸܛܨܸᾌܛᾼᾫᾰܐ ܲܝιܧᾙ
ᾷܛܸܭܪܥ ܤܕ ᾿ܢܲᾞΆᾗܭ ܢᾨܕ ܱᾠܭ῀ ῂܛ᾽ܫܱܭᾼܐ ܧܲܢ῁ ᾗܛᾰᾁΆ ᾗܠܸܲܛ
ܤܩܲᾹܛᾠܥܶΆܠܑ῀ܛᾱܛܱᾰܢ

᾿ܲܫܛܱᾌܣ᾿ܧ
ܲᾗܱܲᾜΆܡܥ
῀ܛ᾽ܫܱܧܲܭ᾿ܛܲ῁ᾰܦܢ
ܪܲܝ
ܫܸܛ᾿ܛܲᾰܝ
ᾤΆܦܷ ܦܸΆܣ  ᾹᾠΆܕ ῀ܛ᾿ܛܲᾰܝ ܧܱܲᾰᾁܦܸᾹܣ ܭܸ ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛܱᾰᾁܣܷ᾽ܲܢܕ
῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭᾶᾌΆ ῂܭܷܠܲܥܲᾺܩᾹᾠΆ ᾁܕ ῀ܛ᾿ܛܲᾰܝ ܧᾰᾂᾊܢ᾽ᾷܧܓ
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ܱܦᾙᾊᾜܥᾨᾺܕ ᾔΆܧܷܢܸܕ ῀ܛܤܸܢܲᾸܝ ܢܲᾷܩܱᾊ᾿ ܑᾐ ᾁܣܱܦ ܧܡܑܸ
ܲᾤΆܢᾷܛᾱܢܐܩᾹܕ"ܱܦᾞܢᾷܭܸܫܸܲܭܛܲᾰܦᾹܧܥᾔΆܢܷܖᾐܭᾨᾺᾗܕܱᾠܭῂ
ܱᾱᾁ ܑᾞᾰᾁΆܛᾱܐ ܤܕ ῀ܛ῁ܢܑ ܧܡܑܸ ῁ܲܦܢ ῀ܛ᾽ܫܱܧܲܭ᾿ܛܲ῁ᾰܦܢ
ᾰܩܸᾹܘ ᾿ܨܲܣܱܤܲܭ ܲᾤΆܧܤܸܢܲᾸܝ ܩᾹܕ ܱܠᾶܓ ܲܬܭ ܧܡܸܲܩᾹܘ ᾷᾐΆܤܸ
ܤܱܪܦܷ ῀ܛᾱܢ ᾽ܪܲܝ ᾿ܲܫܛ᾽ܭ ᾹܤܷܲܥᾞᾰᾁΆ ᾔᾺܪܥ ῀ܛ᾽ܫܱܧܲܭ᾿ܛ
 ܑᾱᾁܫܸܛ᾿ܲܢܥ ᾽ܭ ܑᾞܛᾰܢᾷܠܲܥܲᾺܩܲ᾿ ᾁܩιܭ ᾽ܤܫ῀Ᾰᾐܢ ᾷܫܸܛᾞᾷᾐܛ
ᾲܩܸιܭܪܲܝ ܲᾜΆܩܱιܦ ᾿ܲܭᾊܭᾞᾷᾐܛ ᾰܫܸܛ῀ܱܛܷιܦܷ ᾫΆܛܱܫܛ῀ܱܛܷιܦܷ
ᾲܢܸᾷܛܬܲܦܢ ᾞΆܭܢ᾽Ᾰܝܷ ᾲܠܸܱܣ ᾿ܧ ᾿ܲܫܛ᾽ܭ Ᾱܩܷܲܛᾞܢ ᾫΆܛܱܦܛᾆᾞᾰ
῀ܛ᾿ܲܢܥ ܪܲܝ ܧܲܛᾱܬܭ ῀ܛ᾽ܭ ᾦᾰᾁܛܱᾰܤܲܭ ܠܥᾺܨܢ ᾽ܤܢᾞΆ ܑᾞᾸܭܢ᾽Ᾰܝܷ
ܱᾠܦᾞܭ

Ᾱᾠܕ ῀ܛ῁ܢܲܭᾼܐ ܲܡܤܲ᾿ ᾙᾹܢܭᾨᾐܕ ܨܸᾌܛᾼᾫᾰܐ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ῀ܛܱᾱܢ
᾿ܲᾊܭܱܪܧܑ ܠܲܥܲᾺܩᾰ ᾁܫܸܛ῁ܢܑ Ᾰᾐܗ "ܱܦᾤܧܑ ܩᾰ ᾂܢܸᾸܗ ܢᾸܩܲܝܪܸܢ
᾿ܧܲܬܲܦܢ       ܱΆܪܠܲܥܲᾺܩᾰᾁܩܸιܭܪܲܝ῀ܛ῁ܢܑܢᾸܩܲܝܪܸܢܢܲᾸܩ῀ܛܱᾱܢ
ܱᾐܪܧܑܱᾼᾫܬܲܦܢᾷܤᾪܣܱᾰᾁܣܷܱܦܱܲ

᾽ܭ ܑᾞܧܸܨܸᾌܛᾼᾫᾰܐ ᾐܫܛᾱܢ ᾿ܲܧܪܸܲܣ ܢܱܪ᾿ܑ ῀ܛ᾽ܧܥܶ ᾐܫܛᾱܢ
  SURFHVVܪܸܲܣᾊܥܲᾹܫܛ῁ܢܲܭᾼܐܪܲܛᾱܐܲᾌΆܢᾼܝܶ ᾼᾫ EOLQGSHHUUHYLHZܐᾠܦ
"ܱܨܲᾪܩ῀ܛܱᾱܢܲᾷᾐᾷܩᾁ
ᾐܭܱᾰᾁܭᾞܓ ᾐܥܲᾊᾺܥᾶᾌܛܱᾤΆܥᾞΆܥܶ῀ܛᾼᾫܐܧܲܛᾰܪܲܬܲܦܢᾹܭܷܲܩ
᾿ܱܤܢ ܤܩܲᾹܛܲ᾿ ܑᾞᾰܧܪܸܲܣ ܤܝ᾽ܦܲܭ ܭܸܤܱܦܛܲܢ ܠܲܭܢܸܥᾹܕ
᾿ᾢܧܲܭܲܩ ᾽ܭܑ ܲᾰᾁΆܭܱܲܢܶ ᾷܛܱܢܥᾺܤܸܲܣ ܱΆܢ Ᾱᾠܕ Άܤᾊܛ ᾐܥܲᾺܫܪܲܢܥ
ᾷܛܱܢܥᾦᾰᾁ῀ ᾐ ܑᾞᾺܛ᾽ܭܢܱ᾽Ᾰܝ ܩܸܱ᾿ ᾐܢܥ῀ ܑᾞᾺܛᾼᾫܐ ܱ᾽Ᾰᾐܝܩܸᾐ
᾿ܱܢܥ ܑᾞᾺܛܱܧܭܸܤܱܦᾞᾰᾁܭܤܸ ῀ܛᾼᾫܐ ܲܬܱܦܶ ᾽ܭܑ ܲᾰᾁΆܭܱܲܢܶ
ܲᾷܩιܥ Ὰܧܸܠܸܲܭ ܤܱܛܱᾫᾰܤܲܭ ܭܷܤܕ ᾙᾊᾜΆܧܲܩ ᾞΆܭܤܸ ᾫᾰᾁܫܨܙ
ᾫΆܛܱܢܥᾊᾞᾺܛܷ ᾰܩ῀ ᾂܛ᾽ܫܱܭᾼܐ ᾹᾠΆܕ ܪܸ᾿ܲܢܢܲᾸܩܢᾊᾷܥ ܱΆܢ
᾽ܱܫ῀ܲᾷᾐܭܱܲܢܶ

+LUVK,QGH[*RRJOH6FKRODU8OULFKVZHE(%6&23UR4XHVW6FRSXV6FLHQFH
῀ܛܲܡܨܱܛᾰܛܱᾰܢ῁ᾷܢܲܭᾼܐᾼᾫܐܩܱᾹܥܷ'LUHFW&DEHOO V'LUHFWRULHV
ᾁܢ῀ᾷܛܱᾱܢ"ܱܫܛ᾽ܲᾪܩ῀ܛܱᾱܢܲᾷܩιܥ 5HVHDUFK-RXUQDO,PSDFW)DFWRUV
῀ܛᾱܢᾷܩܸιܭܠܥιܦܷᾹᾠᾰᾁܘᾐܪ᾿ܩܸᾹܘᾔΆܢܷܖ᾿ܲܫܛܲܡܨܱܛᾰܛܱᾰܢ
ܛᾨᾐܕᾼᾐܝܶᾫܧܢ᾿ܲܤܕΆܐ"ܱܫܛ᾽ܳܩܲܛܲᾞᾰܩιܥܶᾺܛܱܛᾰܨܸᾌܛᾼᾫᾰܐ
ܩܲ᾿ ᾂܢܥ Ὰܛܱܧᾊܨܣܷ ᾰᾁܦܢ  Ᾱರܭܷܲܩ ܩܸιܭܪܲܝ ᾿ܲܩιܭܠᾶܛιܦܷರ
῀ܛܱᾌܥᾠܭܷ ܧܩܸܲܣ ᾦᾰᾁΆܛᾼᾫܐ ܲܬܱܦܶ ᾦᾰᾁΆܛᾼᾫܐ ᾿ܧܲܭܲܩ ܱᾐܪܧܑ
᾿ܲܫܛᾼᾫܐ ܧܲܛᾰܪܲܬܲܦܢ ᾽ܱܫ῀ܲᾌܥܲᾺܩ᾽ ᾁܭܢܲᾷܭܱܲܢܶ ᾷܢܸᾞᾷܛ Ᾱᾠܕ ᾶᾌܓ
ܱᾌᾺܣ᾿ܧ ܱᾹᾠܥܷᾺܨܸܫܱܧܨܸᾌܛ ᾤΆܦܷ ܪܸ᾿ܲܦܧܲܢܱᾷܝ ܑᾐ
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ܱᾹᾠܥܷ ᾐܥᾹܕ ᾐܭ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷ ܫܸܛᾼᾫܐ ᾶᾌᾰᾁ ܑᾞܐ ῀ܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܱܨܥܷ
Ᾱܠᾐܭܱᾌܛܲܬܭ ᾼᾫܐ ᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܢᾸܩܸܲ ᾁܢܝܭ ᾷᾐᾰᾁ ᾐᾫΆܛܬܲܦܢ
ᾌᾰᾁΆܕ ῀ܛᾁᾺᾗܭ ܨܣܷܲܡܦ ᾿ܢᾹ ᾂᾌܠᾦܛܲܢܝܭ Ὰᾗܦܸܠܛ῀ܓ ܢᾸܩܸᾁ
ܛܲᾰܤܱܢܶᾞᾷᾐᾷܛ ܩᾹܕ Άܤᾊܛ ᾐܥܱ᾽Ὰܥ᾽ܲܢܕ ܧܸܪܸܲܣ ᾁܢܲ᾿ ܑᾷܧܲܡܤܲᾹܥ
᾿ܲܢܥ Ὰܛܱܧᾊܨܣܷ ܱᾫᾰᾁܤܲܭ ᾿ܱܤܢܑ ᾽ܱܫ῀ܲᾌܧܲܫܭܶ ܢܸᾷܛᾱܢܐ Άܢ ᾽ܭ
᾽ܱܫ῀ܲᾌܥܲᾺܩᾹᾠᾁܕܱᾐܪܧܑܩᾂ

ܩܲܥ ܲᾺܩᾹܦᾌܦ ܨܸܭܢᾊᾷܥ ῁ܲܦܢ ܱᾤΆ ᾐܠܥᾺܢᾨܕ ܨܸᾌܛ ᾞܘ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ
ᾔΆܢܷܖ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭᾜΆܠܸ Ᾱᾠܝܶ ᾜΆܨܸܤܲܧܩܸ ᾐܩܲܥ ᾜΆܨܸܤܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ
῀ܛܱᾱܢ Ᾱᾠܕ ܱΆܪܫ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷ ܱΆܣ ܫܸܛܲܬܭ  ܧܸܲܬܭ ᾔΆܧܷܭܸܕ
῀ܛܲᾌᾱܥܲᾺܩᾼᾐᾁܝܶᾫܧܢ᾿ܲܤܕΆܐ"ܱܫܛ᾽ܳܩܲܛᾶᾎܕ
᾿ܲܢ ܲܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ܢܸᾷܛᾰܥᾺܧܡܑܸ ᾽ܙ ܤܱܭܱᾐܥܶ ᾦᾰᾁᾺܛ῁ܢܲܭᾼܐ ῁ܲܦܢರ
ᾞΆರܝܷܱᾼᾲܥܷ῀ܛᾞᾷᾐܛᾰܛܱܪܱܭܨܥ᾿ܱܢܲᾷܥܲᾺܢܥᾺܫܸܛ῁ܢܲܭᾼܐ
ᾷᾐܤܸܤܕ῀ܛ῁ܢܲܝܲ ᾲܝܱܛᾰܪܸܱܢܶ ᾿ܝᾴܤܲᾹܦΆܫܢᾷܧܡܑܸΆܐಯ
ܨܸᾌܛ ᾤΆܦܷ ᾶᾌΆܭܷܫ῀ܱܛܶܲᾰܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ᾿ܲܢᾷܨܣܷ ܨܷܘ ᾜΆܫܸܛᾱܛܠܔ
ܩܥܶܠܸܣ ᾿ܲܢᾷܨܣܷ ܨܷܘ ܲᾤΆ ܑᾐܢᾷᾷܪܲܛᾱܐ ܲᾤΆܧܲܬܱܦܶ ܠܥᾺܢᾨܕ
ᾐܫ῀ᾸᾐܦܸܛܱܪܲܢܥᾐܨܭܑᾐΆܥᾹܕᾶᾌΆರܭܷ

῀ܛ῁ܢܑ ᾁܢܲ᾿ ܑᾷܬܲܦܢ ᾦᾰᾁᾷܛ᾽ܫܱܭᾼܐ ᾨᾐΆܕ ܨܸᾌܛᾼᾫᾰܐ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ
ܪܸ᾿ܑ ᾹᾠΆܕ Ᾱܖ ᾿ܲܤܕ Άܐ "ܱܫܛ᾽ܳܩܲܛᾰܤܸܲܣ Ᾱᾠܕ ܭܸܢܷ ῀ܛܱᾼᾺᾗܭ
ᾫܧܢ ܨܸܭ ῀ܛᾞᾷᾐܛ Ά ᾚᾹᾠܝܥܛܲܢ ᾹᾠΆܕ ܪܸ᾿ܲܧܭܸܢܷ Ᾱܖ ᾿ܲܤܕ
῀ܛܲᾌᾱܥܲᾺܩᾼᾫᾁܝܶ
ܱܧܱܲܝ ᾐܭᾨᾐܕ ܱᾹܢ ᾽ܭᾞܘ ܱᾹܢܱᾨᾐܥܶᾹ Ὰܩܷܲܛᾰܤܸܲܣ Ᾱᾠܕ ܭܸܢܷರ
ܢܸܭᾨᾐܕ ᾽ܭᾞܘ ᾤΆܦܷ  ᾙᾊᾜΆܨܡܓ ܛܱܧܱܲܝᾲܛܲܦ ᾿ܱܨܭ Ᾱᾠܕ
ܨܸᾌܛ ᾐΆܭ῀ ᾂᾠܛᾞᾷᾐܛ ᾐΆܥܱ᾽Ὰܥܱܲܝ ᾽ܭܱᾞܤܶ ܑᾹܢܱ᾽Ᾰܝᾲܧܸܩܸᾷᾐ
ܩᾹܕ ιᾁܢܭᾼܝܶ ᾼᾫܐ ܭܸܢܷ ᾷܛܱܥᾶᾊᾺܛᾁᾰᾁΆರ  ಫܭ ܲܬܭ ܠܥΆܦܷ ᾤΆܦܷ
ᾶᾌܓ ῀ܛ῁ܢܲܭᾼܐ ᾫΆܫ῀ܱܛܱܶܲᾸᾐܢܶ ܲᾷܩιܥᾺܭܸᾼܐ Ᾰᾐܠܛ ᾰܧܸܪܸܲܣ
ᾜΆܨܸܪܥ ܨܸᾌܛᾼᾫᾰܐ ᾨᾐΆܕ ᾽ܭᾞܘ ᾫΆܫ῀ܱܛܶ ܲᾸᾐܩ ܢܸܥᾹܕ
Ᾱᾠܕ ᾠܭܢ ᾐܪ᾿ ܱܲܝ ᾼᾫܐ ᾫΆܛܱܛᾰܦܸᾹܢ ܩᾹܕ ᾶᾌΆܭܷܧܠܸܩᾹܝܶ
ಬܭܸܢܷܪܸܲܣᾁܢᾫΆܑᾷܛܱܛᾰܪܸܲܣܲᾜΆܩ

᾿ܲܧܪܸܲܣ ܛܪᾷᾐܤܸ ᾿ܲܧܩܸᾐ ᾐܫܛᾱܢ ᾿ܲܢᾷܤܭܲᾠܣ ܲܭ᾿ܛ ᾐܫܛᾱܢ
Ὰܫܸܛܨܸᾌܛᾼᾫᾰܐ
ܢܸᾷܛܱᾰܢᾞᾸܥܶ
ᾌᾷᾐΆܥιܖ
᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ
ܲܢᾨܕ
᾽Ᾰᾐܠܱܢܶ ᾷܫܸܛᾱܢ ᾫᾰᾁᾷܫ ܢᾸܕ ܱ᾽Ὰᾗܥ᾽ܲܢܕ ܢܲᾷܩᾐ ᾁܭܲᾌܧܲܫܭܶ
῀ܛܲᾌᾱܥܲᾺܩᾼᾐᾁܝܶᾫܧܢᾷܤܕᾐܩܲܛᾞܭܲܢ᾽ᾷܧܓ᾿ܲܛܪᾼᾫܐ
ᾐܫܛᾱܕ ܲιᾁܭܫ ᾹᾔΆܕ ΆܨܢᾸܨܲܣ ܪܸܭܷ ܪܷܱܠܲܧܲܫܭܶ ᾿ܲܫܛ῁ܢܲܭᾼܐರ
ΆܭܥᾔܧܠܸᾦܛᾱܓᾐರಯܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܛܲᾰܫܥܲᾺܢܦᾦᾰᾁܛ῁ܢܲܭᾼܐ᾿ܲܢᾷܤܭܲᾠܣ
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ܢᾸܕ ᾐܥᾹܕ Άܭܥ ᾔܧܠܸᾹᾔܕ ᾿ܱܤܐ ܱᾐܧܱܲܢܶ ᾰᾁᾷܤܕ Ᾱᾠܕ ܤᾹܕ
᾽ܱܩܲܛܲᾞᾰܢᾷܨܸᾞᾷᾐܛ᾽ᾸᾐܠܱܢܶܲᾷܩᾹᾠᾂܕರܪܸ᾿ܲܦܱ᾽Ὰᾗܥ᾽ܲܢܕ

᾽ܤܢܲᾞᾸܢܲᾷܭܱܲܢܶ ᾷܫܸܛᾞᾷᾐܛ ܪܥ ܧܱܲ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܢᾷܨܸᾞᾷᾐܛ ιᾠᾰܛܷᾱܥ
ܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ ܧܲܛܱᾰܣܷ Άܨܢ ܤܱܦܢܱܲܥ ܲᾹܫܛ῁ܢܲܭᾼܐ ܪܲܛᾱܐ ᾽ܭܠܱܣ᾿ܧ
Άܢ᾽ܫܱܧܲܭ᾿ܛ ܭܸܢܷ ܧܱܲ Ᾱܢ Άܨܣܷܢܷ ܦܸܱܪ᾿ܑ ܪܸܲܣ ᾁܢܲ᾿ ᾷܬܲܦܢ
᾿ܱܢܢܲᾞᾸܢܲᾸܩ Ᾱᾁܣ ܲᾷᾐܩΆ ᾁܠܑ ᾽ܧܓ ᾠΆܥܶ ܲ᾿ ᾐܭ῁ܱܭ ܲܡܥ
ܲܡܥ Άܢ᾽ܫܱܧܲܭ᾿ܛ ܱᾤΆܢܲᾞᾸܢܱܲᾸܢܶ ܲᾷᾐᾷܩ ᾁܭܑܸ ᾫᾰᾁܫܨܙ ᾽ܭܢᾷܛܬܲܦܢ
᾿ܲܭ῁ܱܭ
ᾐ
ܧܲܛᾙᾰ
Άܠܑ
ܪܸ᾿ܲܢܭᾠܥܶ
ܩᾹܕ
ᾰܧܸܪܸܲܣ
ܲᾔΆܑᾐܤܕᾐܢᾙᾊᾸܧܲܩܛܱܪܲܧܱܭ῀ܛ᾿ܲܢܥΆܢ᾽ܭᾜΆܧܸܦܸܢܱᾶᾊᾞᾸܛܶ
ܢܸܢܲᾞᾸܧܲܛܱᾱܪܷܦܷ ܛܱܦܬܐ ܤܸܢܲᾸܝ ܩᾹܕ ᾶᾌΆܭܷܧᾼܝܶ ᾔΆܢܷܖ ܲᾷᾐܩᾁ
ܛܲܦ Άܠܱܲܫܱܧܨܸᾌܛ ᾫΆܫܨܙ Άܠܱܲܭܦܱܠᾶܨܑ ᾫΆܛܱܦܛܲܢ ΆܠܱܲܭܤᾙᾹ
Άܠܑ ᾐ ܑᾱᾁܢܱܧܦܸܧܲܩᾐ ܑᾹܥᾺܨܸᾌᾷᾐܕ ᾜΆ ܑᾱᾁܢܸܥ ܑᾞᾺܛܱܦܛܲܢ
῀ܛܲܢᾼܝܶ ܤܱܭܱܲܲܭ ιᾠΆܦ ᾿ܢܲᾊᾔΆ ᾂᾌܭܱܪܧܑ ܩܥܶ Άܠܑ Άܛܲܢ ܲܢᾞܛ
ᾠΆܥܶΆܠܑ᾿ܲܥᾺܠܸܥܱᾌᾺܣܱܦ

ܨܸᾙᾊᾫ
ᾦΆܛᾞᾷᾐܛ ܱᾌΆܥᾌܒ ᾐܨܪܥ ܲ᾿ ܑᾹᾔΆܧܲܝιܧ ᾙܧܲܩܲܝ ᾲܢ ܑᾸܛܐ
ܛܪܓ ᾐΆܥᾹܕ ܪܸ᾿ܑ Άܛܲܢ ᾽ᾫܡܲᾺᾗܬܲܭ ܢܲᾷܩᾐ ܑᾐ ᾁܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܭܸܢܷ
᾿ܲܭܫ
᾿ܲܧܩܸᾼᾫᾷᾐܐ
ᾺᾌΆܛܱ᾽ᾰܥ᾽ܲܢܕ
ܠܲܥܲᾺܩᾁ
ܪܲܝ
᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ᾺᾗΆܨܸᾞᾷᾐܛ ᾜΆܭܸ᾽ܱܥ ܤܱܦܬܐ ܢܲᾷܩ῀ ᾁܛܱᾰᾂᾠܧܦܸܧܲܩܑᾹ
ܲᾷᾐΆܩ ᾁܭܸܩιܥܶΆܠܑ ܨܸܭܲ᾿ ܑᾐܧܩܸᾼᾫᾷᾐܐ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܭܸܢܷ
ᾌᾌᾲܥᾌܒ ᾿ܲܧܩܸᾼᾫᾷᾐܐ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾽ܤܲܧܲܬܱܦܶܩܲܥ ܲᾷᾐΆܩ ᾁܪܸܲܣ ܧܢܸܱܥܷιܢ
᾽ܱܤܷܱܪܱܥᾞΆܥܶ ᾿ܲܫܛ᾽ܫܱܭᾼܐ ῁ܲܦܢ ܲᾷᾐΆܩᾙΆ ᾁܛܭܷ ܱᾱᾁΆܥ ᾌΆܥ᾿ܧܝܶ
ܲᾷᾐܤܱܢܱܶ᾽Ὰᾗܥ᾽ܲܢܕܩᾹܕᾶᾌΆܭܷܫ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷܫܸܛᾼᾫܐܛܱܦܬܐܑᾹᾔΆ
ᾐܩܲܛᾙᾊܨܡܓᾜΆܢܸܥܲιܣ

ᾐΆܭᾌܥᾠܭܷ ῀ܛܱ᾽Ὰᾗܥ᾽ܲܢܕ ܤܱܛᾦᾰܛ᾽ܫܱܧܲܭ᾿ܛ ܱᾊᾤΆܣ ܱᾞܭܶῂܘ
ᾐΆܥᾹܕ ܱᾐܪܧܑ ܛᾰܫ ܩܸܱᾹܩܶιܦ ܱᾶᾌܛܶᾷᾐᾰܭܸ ܩܸᾹܘ
ܧܸܤܸܢܲᾸܝ ܢܲᾷܩ ᾁܦܸܬܭ ܛܪܲᾫܩ ܱᾤΆܢܱܲᾸܢܶ ᾞᾰᾁᾷܫܱܧܨܸᾌܛ
Άܛܪᾫܧܡܑܸ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾹܠΆ  ᾷᾐܛܱᾰܣܷ ܲᾹܧܨܸᾌܛᾐ ܑᾰܥᾺܢܸܲܭ
ᾔΆܢܷܖ ܲᾷᾐܩܲ᾿ ܑᾐ ᾁܧܪܸܲܣ ᾞΆܭᾌᾷᾐܕ ܫܸܛܱᾌܣܱܦ ܱᾠΆܢܷᾶᾌܐ
ܱܦᾙᾊᾜܛᾱܬܭ ܥܸᾺܤܸᾐ ᾙܪ᾿ ܥܸܲᾺܫܛᾱܥ Άܢ ܱᾶᾌܛܶιܦܷ ܧܸܤܸܢܲᾸܝ
ܛܪܓ ܱᾁΆܦܛܱᾰܣܷ ܢܲᾹ ᾌᾷܧܨܸᾌܛᾐΆ ܑᾰܭܲᾌܧܲܫܭܶ ܢܸᾷܥܲᾞᾺܭ ܩᾹܕ
ιᾠΆܦ ᾿ܧܲܭ῁ܱܭ ܱܲᾹܫܱܭᾼܐ ܲܭ᾿ܛ ᾐܭᾨᾐܕ ܫܸܛܨܸᾌܛ ܢᾸܩܲܝ ᾿ܲܭܫ
 ܑᾱᾁܢܸܭܦܸ ܛܱܦܡܨܱܛ ᾞܘ ܤܱܧܠܸܥ᾽ᾫᾰᾁ ᾊᾺܧܓ ᾿ܲܬܱܢܶᾷܠܥ
ܧܸܪܸܲܣ ܫ῀ܓ ܧܷܲܫܭܶ ᾷᾐᾰᾁܛܬܲܦܢ ᾐܭ῀ܱܛܶᾞΆ ᾗܱܲᾸᾐܭܤܸ
ܛܸܲᾰܥΆܣܱܲᾹܫܱܧܨܸᾌܛᾐܥᾹܕᾁᾰᾁΆܭܲܬܭܠܱܛᾌᾷᾐᾰܕ
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ܪܸܲܣܲᾹܬܲܦܢ᾿ܲܫܛ῁ܢܑܲᾹܦ῁ܲܦܢ
ܑ᾽ܭܤܸᾙ
ܲܡܦܨܲܥܱᾆᾺܨܑ
ܩܸ᾿ᾐܧܲܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ῀ܛᾰܦιᾠΆܦ᾿ܧܲܬܢܑ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܱܨܥܷܲᾺܭܢܓ
ܱܧܲܢܱᾌܑᾸܣ῁ܲܦܢ ΆܪܝܷΆܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥ᾽ܱܧܱܲܥܶ
᾿HUDVXEUDPDQL#JPDLOFRPܝᾴܤܲᾹܦ

ܨܸᾙᾹᾔ
ᾦΆܛ᾽ܭܧܲܫܕ᾽ᾷᾐܛܢᾷܢܸᾷܛܲᾰܢܱܪܦܷᾞᾷᾐܛܛܲܡܭܲᾹܫܛᾱܛܠܔᾲᾆ



ܱΆܪܠܲܧܲܫܭܶܫܸܛᾺᾗܠܸܥܱΆܪܛιܛܷᾱܥ᾿ᾢܠܱܢᾞᾷܛܱΆܪܨܲܛܥᾺܫܸܛᾞᾷᾐܛ
᾽ᾗܠܱܢܶ῀ܛᾰܦ ܱᾁΆܫܛᾱܛܠܔ ܲᾹܦ ᾐܧܲܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ܧܸܪܸܲܣ ܩᾹܕ
ܱᾶᾌܛܶ Άܠܲܫܛᾰܦ ܫܸܛ῁ᾫܛܲܣ ܠܱܩ῀ Ᾱܛᾱܛܠܔ ܤܱܫܛܲܭᾞܛᾰܡܸᾐ
ܪܸܛ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾼܝܶ ᾫΆܛᾰܦܸܠܛ ᾫΆܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ܫܸܛᾞᾷᾐܛ Ᾱܠᾐܥ᾽Ὰܝܷ
Άܨܱܝܱᾲܪܛ᾽ᾫᾰܛΆ ᾒܛܲܡܭ ܱᾌܧܫܸܲܭ ᾿ܧܲܝܨ Άܨܱܝܱᾲܪܛ Άܛᾚܝ ܲܭ᾿ܛ
῀ܛܲᾺᾖᾌܢܦ ῀ܛᾱܧܲܦܲᾨܭ Άܛᾨᾰܘ ᾽ܥܣܲܤܢ ᾿ܠܱܭܩܓ ܛᾚܝ ܠܸܓ ᾫܡܓ
ܱᾶᾌܛܶΆܠܲܫܛᾰܦ᾿ܲܭᾊܭܲܢᾼܝܶᾜΆܫܸܛᾂᾠܤܸܢᾷܩܱᾹܥܷ῀ܛܛܸܲᾰܥΆܣ
ܤܩܲᾹܛᾼܝܶ ᾫΆܛܲᾰܡܲܢ Ᾱܠᾐܭܱᾰᾁܭᾞܓ ܫܸܛᾞᾷᾐܛ ῀ܛᾱܛܠܔ ᾿ᾤΆܝܶ
ᾰᾁΆܦܸܭܛܢ ᾷܫܸܛᾱܤܦ ܲᾹܫܛᾰܦ Ᾱܠᾐܭᾞܢ ᾷܫܸܛܲܢᾼܝܶ ῀ܛᾱܛܠܔ
ܲܬܱܦܶᾦᾰᾁܛᾰܦ῀ܛᾱܛܠܔܨܲܭܢܭܑܸܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭܱᾶᾌܛܶιܦܷᾜΆܫܸܛܲܡܥ
ܲᾰᾁΆܥιܛ ᾜΆܫܸܛܱᾰᾁܥܷ ܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ ᾜΆܢܸᾷܫܭܲܬܱܦܶ ᾜΆܭܸܲܩ
ܲᾹܫܛᾱܛܠܔ  ᾲᾆܠܱܨܷܳܣܧܦܸ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ ῂܤܩܲᾹܛ῁ܛܲܢ ᾫΆܛܱܤܱܝܐ
ܤܱܪܭܨܥ ܭܸܩܱᾹܥܷ Ὰᾗܦܸܠܛ ܲᾰܬܱܦܶ ܦܸᾦܐ ܲܬܱܦܶ ܠܸܣ ܲܬܱܦܶ
ܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ  ܢܱܪܧܑ ܛܲᾰܡܛ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ ܱᾶᾌܛܶ᾽ܲܢܕ ܫܸܛܱᾼᾫܤܩܲܢ
῀ܛ῁ܢܑ ܲᾹܦ ιᾠΆܦ Άܧܡܑܸ ܱܲܲᾜΆܭ Ᾰᾐܨܥ Ὰܛܱܦܡܨܱܛ ܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ
ܤܩܲᾹܛᾰܡܸܲܩᾹܘ ᾿ܱܧܲܬܱܦܶ  ܫܸܛᾰܦ ῁ܲܦܢ ܱᾨΆܭ ܲܭܨܥ ᾱᾁΆܫܶܛܝܸܲܢ
ܠܸܣ ܲܬܱܦܶ Ὰᾗܦܸܠܛ ܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܫܛ῁ܢܑ ܲᾹܦ ῁ܲܦܢ ܤܱܩܱܭῂ
ܲιᾁܭᾼܐ ܢܸܥᾹܕ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܫܐ Άܤܜᾱܕ ῀ܛ ᾂᾠܩܱᾹܥܷ Ὰᾗܪܛܲᾰܬܱܦܶ
ᾐܭᾌᾷᾐܥܓ
ܱᾁΆܧܭܸܢܷᾷܪܱܛ
ܲᾹܦ
᾿ܲܫܛᾱܛܠܔ
ܧܲܢᾗ
ܧܲܢᾗ
῁ܲܦܢ ᾷܪܱܥܷܢܷ ܱܢܷܤܱܦܧܲܝܭ Άܤܜᾱܕ ᾿ܢᾺ ᾗᾁᾷᾐܫܸܛᾱܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ
ܛᾚܝ ᾿ܢܱܲᾷܛܲܢ ܠܸܱܥᾹܧܥ ܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܛܠܔ ܲᾹܦ ܲܤܲܡܛ
ᾜΆܭܸܩܱᾹܥܷ ᾿ܢܲᾷܭᾰᾁܔ ܠܸܱܥᾹܧܥ ܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܛܠܔ
ܱᾁΆܢܤܱܦܧܲܝܭ

ܛܲܦ ܛܲܦ ᾱᾁܥ ܲᾹܫܛᾱܛܠܔ ῀ܨܲܢ῀ܛᾰܦ ᾿ᾢܢܲᾷܥιܛ ᾿ܥᾺܨܥ ܲᾺܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ
᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܢᾷܛܬܲܦܢ ܲܢᾌᾷܥᾺܧܦܸ ܧܸܲܢᾼܝܶ ܭܷܤܕ ܱᾁΆܢܢܱܧܦܸܧܲܩܑᾹ
ܠܸܣܲܬܱܦܶᾺᾗܦܸܠܛܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ᾿ܲܫܛ῁ܢܑ ܲᾹܦܪܲܝᾌΆܥᾺܩιܧܷܪܸܭ
ܲᾲܬܱܦܶιᾠܭܷ
ܲᾹܫܛܱιܝܶ
Άܛܲᾰܢܐ
ܩܱᾹܥܷ
῀ܛᾂᾠ
ᾼᾫᾰᾁܐ
ܤܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥܓ
ͳ
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ܪܸܲܣܲᾹܬܲܦܢ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܛܠܔ῀ܨܲܢ῀ܛᾰܦ

ܫܸܛᾱܤܦ ܢܲܤܦ ῀ܛᾱܛܠܔ ῀ܨܲܢ῀ܛᾰܦ ᾌΆܥᾺܤܕ ῀ܛᾱܛܠܔ ܤܞᾁܭܶ
ܫܸܛ῁ᾫܛܲܣ ܠܱܩ῀ Ᾱܛᾱܛܠܔ ܢܱᾁΆ Ᾰܧܲܭᾞܛ ܠܱᾶܛܶ ܦܸܪ᾿ܭ ܱιᾠΆܦ
Ᾰᾐܤܸ ᾙܫܸܛܲܡܥ ܱᾰᾁΆܭᾞᾷᾐᾞܛ ܱᾶᾊܢᾷܧܸܪܸܲܣ ܩᾹܕ ᾿ܢᾷܨܸᾌᾷᾐܕ
ܢܱܧᾙᾊܨܡܓᾁᾷᾐܥᾹᾠܕܲܬܱܦܶܩܲܥᾐܕܲ῁,ܦܢᾐܕܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭܱᾶᾌܛܶιܦܷ
Άܡᾶܭ
᾿ܲܫܛܲܢᾼܝܶᾲܛܠܔ
Ὰᾗܪܛܲᾰܬܱܦܶ
ᾢᾸᾐܦ
ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܡܱܛ
ᾦΆܛܱιܝܶܲᾲܬܱܦܶܠܭ ܤܱܦܫܱܨܖ ᾿ܲܫܛܲܢᾼܝܶ ᾿ܱܤᾊܨᾺ ᾗܫܸܛ῀ܱܢܲᾷܢᾼܝܶ
ܲܢܥܲܢܱܤܞ ܛܱܠܱܛᾌᾷᾐᾰܕ ܱΆܪܡܱܛ ᾰܢܸܥᾺܠܲܛ ᾢᾸᾐܦ ᾦΆܛܱιܝܶᾲܪܲܛᾱܐ
ᾫܨܢᾷܓܱܦܱܤܲܞܱܨ᾽ܥܲܢΆܛܧܱܣܤܞ᾽ܛܧܱܣܱܥܝ᾽ܦܢܨܲܥܲܢܥܲܢܱܤܞܡܸᾐ
ܳᾹܦܱܞ ܱܪܢ ܱᾊܞܷ ᾿ܦ Ᾰᾷܥ ܱῃᾊܛܷ ᾌܒ ܠῃܣ Άܢܲܞ᾽ܐ ῄܥܱܭ
ܱܱܲᾆܥܲܝ ܲܢᾺܞ Άܮܲܭ ܱܡ᾽ܢ ܪܸܲܣ ᾽ܱܮܓ ܱᾸᾐܨܷ ܢܸܭܨܲᾷܝ Άܥᾟܭܲῄܭ
ܭܑܸ  ܱΆܪܠᾲ ᾆܫܸܛܱιܝܶ ܪܲܝ ܩܱᾹܥܷ ᾿ᾊܥ Άܛܱܧܷܲܣܲܭ Άܢܨܷܲܥ ܞܸᾘ
ᾌܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܛܱܦܡܨܱܢܱܝ ᾲܛܲܦ ܛܲܦ ᾿ܱܫܛᾱܛܠܔ ܭܷܪܱܥܷ῁ܲܦܢ
ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ

ᾐܦܢ ῀ܛᾺᾗܦܸ ܫ῀ܓ ܛܱܛܱᾺᾗᾰܛܱᾐܥܲᾺܬܱܦܶ ᾐΆܭΆ ᾙᾨܛܪܓ
ܲܩܱιܧܲܡܥ ᾿ܲܛܱᾰܣܷ ᾌᾰᾁΆܢ ᾷܢܸܥᾺܪܛ ῀ܛܲܬܱܦܶ ܩܲܥ  ᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦܱܶᾼܢ
Ὰܧܸܲܬܱܦܶ ܪܲܛᾱܐ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܛܠܔ ῀ܨܲܢ῀ܛᾰܦ ܛܱܦܡܨܱܢܓ ιᾁܢ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ
῀ܛ῀ܱܢܲᾷܢᾼܝܶ ܱΆܪܠᾲ ᾆܢܸܫ῀ܲᾷᾐܢܲܭ ܠܸܢ ᾆܨ ܤܳܝ ιᾁᾲܢܭᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ
ᾫΆܤܕ ܱᾐܠᾰ ᾂܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܫܸܛܱιܝܶ ܲᾲܬܱܦܶܩܲܥ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܫܢᾷܧܡܑܸ
ܤܳܝ ᾫΆܤܕ ܱᾐܠᾰ ᾂܠܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܫܸܛܱιܝܶܲᾲܬܱܦܶ ܪܲܛᾱܐ ܛܱܥܲᾺܩᾁ
ܤܳܝ ᾿ܱܢܭᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܫܸܛιܝܶ ܲܬܱܦܶܩܲܥ ᾐܫ῀ܲᾌܧܡܸܐ ᾆܨ
ܲᾲܬܱܦܶιᾠܭܷ ᾫΆܛܱܢܭᾌܥιܖ Άܛܢᾰᾁᾰ ᾁᾸܦܸᾹܢܲᾷܤܢ ܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ
ᾫΆܤܦܶᾶᾌܭܷ ܛܲ᾽ᾰܭܢ ῀ܛᾱܛܠܔ ܤܸܢܭᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܫܸܛܱιܝܶ
ܲܝܱܛᾰܪܸܱܢܶ ᾐܫ῀ܲᾌᾷᾐܭ ῀ܱܛܷᾶᾌܭܷ Άܛܱᾱܝܨ ܤܳܝ ᾦᾰᾁᾲܛᾱܛܠܔ
ᾫΆܤܕ ܱᾞᾸᾐΆܥܶ ᾫܨܢᾷܓ ܢᾦᾰᾁΆ ܑᾸܛᾱܛܠܔ ܲᾹܦ ιᾠΆܦ
ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛܲᾰܭܲܩ

ᾲܢܸܥᾹܕ ܪܸ᾿ܑ Ὰᾗܤܸ ᾙܧܛܸܢܲ᾿ ᾷܢᾷܛܬܲܦܢ ᾿ܱܤܐ
᾿ܲܧܨܸᾌܛ ᾐܤܢ ᾽ܭ ܱᾤܥ ܪܸܲܧܦ ᾽ܫܱܬܢܑ ᾽ܱܩܲܛܱᾌܛᾆᾊᾰ
῀ܛᾌܖ ܦܲ ᾁᾨܢᾸܢᾷܤܲܢ ᾁΆܩܲܥ ܢᾸܭ Άܛܱᾰܬܲܦܢ ܪ᾿ܣ ܩᾹܕ ΆܩᾹܦܱᾦܠܱܣ ಫ
ܱᾁΆܨܲܢܱᾺ ᾗܛᾱܫܲܭ ᾐΆܥᾹܕ ᾶܦܱܶ᾽ᾢܥ ᾽ܪܦܤܲܢ ᾐΆܥᾹܕ ΆܩᾹܦܱᾦܨܱܥ
ᾌᾺܥᾺܧܲܩ ܱᾤΆܨܪܥ ᾐܥᾹܕ ΆܩᾹܦܲܢܳܣܝᾲܓ ΆܩᾹܦܲܢܳܣ᾽ܧܓ ᾿ܱܥܷܢܑܷ
᾽ܧܡܸܐ ᾐΆܥᾹܕ ܱ᾽ᾌܛܷ ܱ᾽ᾌ ᾆᾺܱܳΆܛܷܗ ܲᾹᾗΆܥ ܢᾸܭ ܱᾌᾰᾁܥᾹܧܥ
ܲᾰܛᾰܪܲܭ ܫܸܛܱιܝܶ ܲ῁ᾲܦܢ ܩܱᾹܥܷ ᾛᾌܩܸ᾿ ᾙܦܷ ᾽ܣᾦܐ ᾽ܫܱܭᾼܐ
ܱܲܲܢᾷܥῄܐ Ᾱܮܭܷ᾽ܝܱܲ ᾽ܠᾰܪܶܛ ᾽ܠᾰܥܶᾺܑᾹῄܝ ᾽ܠᾰܥܶ᾽ ܑᾹῄܤܮܲܦܛ
ܲܭܢܥ ܲܢܲᾌܭ ᾿ܧܲܧܲܩܱܥܶ ᾽ܫܱܧܲܩܱܥܶ ᾐΆܭ᾽ܠܱܢܶ Ᾱᾠܕ ᾿᾽ Ὰᾖܤ᾽ܭܛ
ܲ῁ᾲܦܢ ܩᾹܕ ᾽ܣᾌܙ ᾽ܣᾷᾐܠܣ ܱᾼᾫܢᾸܪܛ ܡܸܐ ܲᾊܥ Άܛܳᾰܣܠܑܸ Άܛܳᾰܣ
ʹ
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ܲῄܦᾊῄ

ܱᾳܪ

ܱܲᾱܧܲܤܲܞܑᾹ

᾽ܧܲܤܲܞܑᾹ

ܱᾐΆܥܷܫ῀ܓ

῀ܛܱιܝܶ

ᾲܪܲܛᾱܐ ܩᾹܕ ᾽ܭܨܸ᾽ ᾊܠᾰܠᾶܛ ܲᾢᾱܝᾫᾹܛ ᾶܨܱܭܲᾊܥ ᾶܥܶῄܝ
᾽ܱܩܲܛܱᾌܛᾲᾆᾊᾰܤܕ ಬܫܷܛιܛᾰܠܸܢܲᾨᾰᾁᾷܦܢᾐΆܭᾌܥᾺܫܐܫܷܛܱιܝܶ
ܪܸܲܣܲᾹܬܲܦܢ᾿ܲܫܛ῁ܢܑܲᾹܦ῁ܲܦܢ

ιᾠܭܷ ῀ܛܱιܝܶ ᾌΆܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ Ὰᾗܦܸܠܛ ᾰܧܲܛܱᾰܭ ܠܸܣ ܲܬܱܦܶ
ܲ᾿ ܑᾞᾸᾐܫܛ῁ܢܑ ܠܱܨܷܳܣܧܦܸ ܭܸܩܱᾹܥܷ  ܱᾌܛܲᾨᾰܭ ܲᾹܫܛܱιܝܶܲᾲܬܱܦܶ
ܢܸܥᾹܕ "ܱܭܤܫ῀ܓ ܛܱܢܠܱᾶܛܶ Άܭܲᾷᾐܤܢ ᾿ܲܫܛ῁ܢܑ ܲᾹܦ ᾌܥᾠܭܷ
᾿ܱܩᾹܤܶܖ ᾐܫ῀ܓ ܲܛܱܭᾞܓ ܭܸܢܷ ܧᾶᾊܭܷ ܢᾌᾷܥܓ ᾼᾫᾰᾁܐ
ᾌΆܥᾺܢᾞܛ ᾿ܱܫܛ᾽ܛܝܱܭ ܭܷܛܱܬܲܦܢ ܭܷܪܱܥܷ῁ܲܦܢ ῀ܛܱιܝܶ ܲᾲܬܱܦܶιᾠܭܷ
ᾰܛܱܪܭܨܥ Ὰܛܱܦܪܱܛᾰܦܸ᾿ ᾶܬᾐ ᾲᾇܫ῀ܓ ܲܛܱܭᾞܓ ᾿ܬ ᾇܤܱܦܤᾊܛ
ܛܲᾰܤܱܢܭ ᾜΆܢܸܭᾌܥᾺܫܐ ܛܲܢ

ܛܲܦ ᾿ܲܫܛ῁ܢܑܲᾹܦ ᾹܠᾐܭᾌܥᾺܡܱܛ
ᾐܩܲܛᾙᾊ


ᾦᾰᾁΆܛ᾽ܛܝܱܭ  ܲᾹܫܛᾱܛܠܔ ܲᾹܦ ᾦᾰᾁΆܛ᾽ܛܝܱܭ ܲᾹܫܛᾱܛܠܔ ᾲᾆ
Ὰܛܠܔ ܲᾹܦ ᾙᾊᾜΆܡܱܛ  ᾰܫܸܛܱᾌܥᾠܭܷ ܪܲܝ ᾿ܲܧܠܸܥܲ᾿ ᾊᾺܧܠܑܸ
ܲᾫΆܫܢܶ ᾷܛᾚܝ ܤܱܪܢιᾠᾰ ᾂᾌܝ ܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܫܛᾱܛܠܔ ܧܱܲܥΆܨܱܥ  ῀ܛ᾽ܤܧܥ
ܲᾹܦ  ܭܷܤܕ ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܡܱܛ ᾰܛܱܫܛ᾽ܭܠܱᾶܛܶ ᾜΆܪܸܲܣ ܲᾫܩ
Ὰᾗܪܛܲᾰܬܱܦܶ ܦܸᾦܐ ܲܬܱܦܶ ܠܸܣ ܲܬܱܦܶ Ὰᾗܦܸܠܛ ܲᾰܬܱܦܶ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܛܠܔ
ܛᾌ ܑᾞᾰܥΆܦܷ ᾌܥܱᾠܦ ܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܫܛᾱܛܠܔ ܠܱܨܷܳܣܧܦܸ ܭܸܩܱᾹܥܷ
ᾲܠܱܨܷܳܣܧܦܸ ܲᾤΆܫܛ῁ܢܑ ܲᾹܦ ܲܢᾼܝܶ ᾞΆܭܲܫܭܶ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ᾿ܱܤܐ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ
ᾫᾰᾁܫܦܱ᾿ᾤܝܶ ܲᾌᾲܥܲᾺܩ ᾁܪܸܲܣ ܲᾹܬܲܦܢ ܭܷܪܱܥܷ Ὰܫܸܛᾱܛܠܔ ܲܢᾼܝܶ
ᾌΆܥᾺܩιܧܷܪܸܭ ܲ᾿ ܑᾞᾸᾐܢᾷܛܬܲܦܢ ᾷܛܱܠܱܛᾌᾷᾐᾰܕ ᾐܫ῀ܓ ܭܷܛܱܦܝܱܦܷ
ܠܸܥܲᾺܭᾞܛܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛᾰܦܸ᾿ܲܥᾺܛܲᾹᾙܫܛᾱܫܢܲᾷܢᾼܝܶܲᾹܫܛ῁ܢܑܲᾹܦ
ܱܧܷܱ ᾪᾊܦܲܤܲܝ ᾿ܲܩιܭܧܲܛܐ   6XE 0HQXܠܸܥ ܲᾺܭᾞܛ ᾰܡܸιᾠΆ ᾐܦ  0HQX

᾿ܥܸܱܦܶ ܱܠܷܐ ῄܤܲܝܲܥ ܠܷῄܕ ᾿ܧܱܲ ܱ᾽ᾳܝܱܳ ܱܲܪܛܷ  ᾿ܠܸᾺῄܪܸ
ܫܷܛܱιܝܶᾲܪܲܛᾱܐ ܩܱᾹܥܷ ܲܭ ᾊܭܶ ܱᾼῄܝ ܱ᾽ᾍᾹ ܶܰ᾿ᾷܛ
ᾼᾫᾰᾁܐ ܫܸܛᾱܛᾰܠܫ῀ܓ ιᾠΆܦ Ὰᾗܪܸܢܲᾷܢᾼܝܶ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܡܱܛ
᾿ᾊܥ Άܛܱܧܷܲܣܲܭ ܱܱܲᾆܥܲܝ ܲܢᾺܞ  ᾊܝܱܦܷ ῄܥܱܭ Άܨܱܛܭܲܭ ܱᾤΆܤܲܢᾌᾷܥܓ
ܪܱܥܷܢܷ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܡܱܛ ᾢᾸᾐܦ  ܫܷܛܱιܝܶ ܲᾲܬܱܦܶιᾠܭܷ ܩܱᾹܥܷ
ܱ᾽ܥܷܱῄܥ ܞܶܥ ᾼᾌܨܶ ܙܲܥܗ ᾿ܧܠ ῄܞ ܤܱܫܛܱιܝܶ ᾲܪܲܛᾱܐ
᾿ܲܧܨ ܱܱܲܪ ᾽ܛᾱܠܷ ᾽ܱܛ ܱܱܲܪ ῄܥ ܱῄᾊᾰܫܲܥ ᾽ܠΆᾺᾝܛ ܱᾹܥܷ᾿ܝܶ
ܱᾹῄܠ ܗܲܥܲܝ ᾽ ܱܲᾣῄܤܘ ܛܷܲܫᾊᾱ ᾍᾺܥܷ ᾫᾢᾱܥ ܲܥܗܲܭܲܭ ܛܱܶܲܲᾰܛ
ᾲܪܲܛᾱܐ ܩܱᾹܥܷ ܲܛܱᾰܞ ܱܧܷᾊܨܷ ῀ܛ᾽ܠܱᾰܠ ܱ᾽ܛܷ ᾴᾆܱܲ ᾆᾺܱܳΆܝܶ
ᾶᾎΆܕ ܩܱᾹܥܷ  Ᾱܘ ᾽ܥΆܣ ᾽ܥΆܣ   ᾰ ᾁᾟᾺܛܱܧܢܸܲᾸܭ Ᾱܠᾦܛܱιܝܶ
ᾺᾗܨܥܲᾹܦ ᾿ܱܤܢܑ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܡܱܛ Ᾰᾐܪܛ ᾦΆܛܱιܝܶ ܢᾸܪܛ ᾨᾷᾐΆܕ
ܭܷܛܱܪܢᾰ ᾂᾌܛܲܦ ܠܲܭ ܥܸ᾿ܧܑ ᾐܥᾹܕ Ὰᾗܪܛܲᾰܬܱܦܶ ܩܲܥ ᾐΆܭᾙᾨ
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ᾐ.ܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܡܱܛ
ܛܱܧܠܸܥܲᾺܭᾞܛ

᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢ

ᾷܧܡܑܸ

ܲܢᾼܝܶ

῁ܲܦܢ

ῄܢ



ܱܲܪܛܷ ᾿ܠܸܯ Ὰܪܸ ܱܧܷܱᾪᾊܦܲܤܲܝ ᾿ܲܭᾔܦܶ ᾐܥᾹܘ ܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛᾰܦܸ
Ᾱܢܑܤܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛᾰܦܸܧܷܪܷܲܢᾷܪܲܛᾱܐ῀ܛᾔᾰܦܶᾸᾐܗᾌΆܥᾺܤܕܭܷ᾽ܝ
῀ +HURLQH +HUR 6KRRWLQJ 6SRW VSHFLDOVܛᾔᾰܦܶ Ὰܝ ܤܱܫܛܠܸܥܲᾺܭᾞܛ ᾰܡܸᾐ
ᾱᾰῄܢܷ ᾿ܱܠܱᾶܛܶᾌᾷᾐᾰܕ ܫܸܛᾺᾗܪܸܢܲᾷܢᾼܝܶ ᾐܩܲܛ῀ܳܣ ܤܕ &ULFNHW

ܢᾼܝܶ Άܨܱܛܱᾷܪܥ ܱܠܷܱܥܷ ᾫΆܪܓ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܫܢᾷܪܸܭ ܛᾚܝ ῀ܛܦ ܱ᾿ᾤΆܝܶ
ܱܱܲܛܲܢ ܱᾣῄܥܷ ܱᾢܥܷ   ᾐܛܸ ᾽ܠᾰܪܶܛ ᾶܥܶ  ܱᾢ,ܥܷ ᾫܩܸܦܪܸܢ ᾽ܠܱᾰܠ
ܛܱܦܤܢᾷܫ῀ܛ ܱᾰᾁᾰᾁᾺ ᾘᾌܦܱῄܠ ᾰᾁܤܸᾹܢᾷܤܲܢ ᾷܨܲܢᾸܢᾐ  ᾆܛܸ
ܛܱᾱܛܷᾸᾐᾰܪܛ ᾿ܲܧܭܷ᾽ܝ ᾲܢܲᾷᾐ ܑᾸܬܭܪܝܶ Άܠܲܦܲܣ ᾞܘ ܲᾤܧܞܶ ᾿ܱܩܲιܭ
ܳᾹῄܞ ῀ܛܱᾹܥܷ᾿ܝܶ ܛᾜΆ ῀ᾦᾱܫܸܛᾹܥᾜΆ ᾂᾺܫܸܛ᾿ ᾋܝܭܪܑ
ܩιܧܠܸܢ ᾱᾁܢ ᾿ܲܫܛᾺᾗܪܸܢܲᾷܢᾼܝܶ ᾲܤܕ ܠܸܢ ᾦᾰᾁᾷܛᾶܥܶ ᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ
ᾌΆܥᾺܫܱܧܛܸ ᾿ܲܢᾷܛᾰܠܫ῀ܓ ܲᾹܧܲܢᾼܝܶ ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܡܱܛ Ὰᾗܪܛܲᾰܬܱܦܶ
ܩܸιܭᾐܫ῀ܓ ܭܷܛܱܢܧܲܩᾰᾁܪܸܭܛ ᾺᾗΆܦܸܠܛ ᾰܧܲܛܱᾰܭ ᾜΆ,ܠܸܣܲܬܱܦܶ
ܠܷܲܦܠܲܢ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܩιܦܲᾐܩܲܝ ܪܸܭܛ ܢܲᾷܩܲ ᾁܬܱܦܶ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܱᾰᾁܣܷ ιᾠܓ
ᾐܩܲܛܱᾹᾠܢܷᾷܡᾶܕᾹᾠܕܱܫܷܛ᾽ܱܩܲܛ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷܥܸᾺܪܛܲᾰܬܱܦܶܧܛܸܢܑᾷ
ܱᾞܤܷܲܢܥ ܲᾹܢᾷܫܢܧܡܑܸ ܤܱܛܲᾰܢᾼܝܶ ᾌΆܥᾺܤܕ ᾹܪܸᾹܐ ܤܸᾹܝܶ



ᾷܪܲܛᾱܐ ܩܱᾹܥܷ ܠܷῄܕ ᾿ܧܱܲ ܱܲܪܛܷ ܱܦܲܤܲܝ ᾿ܲܫܛܠܸܥܲᾺܭᾞܛ
ܫܷܛᾺᾗܪܸܢ
ܤܫ῀ιᾠܥܶΆܠܑ
ᾰܢܑᾸ
᾿ܲܫܛܠܸܥܲᾺܭᾞܛ
ܪܥ
ᾐܩܲܛᾙᾊܡܱܛᾜΆܢܸܥܑᾞᾺܧܷܪܷܲܢᾷܪܲܛᾱܐᾊܨܣܷ῀ܛܠܸܥܲᾺܭᾞܛᾰܡܸᾐ
῀ܛܱܱܲܪ᾽ܤᾼܠܶᾶܛ῀ܛܛܸᾤܝᾦᾰᾁܛᾰܙܖܲܭ ᾿ܲܫܛᾺᾗܪܸܢܤܱܛᾦᾰܛܲܢᾼܝܶ

ܩܱᾹܥܷ ܠܸܢ ᾷܧܲܡ ᾶܥܷ ܳᾹܞ ῀ܛᾶܥܶ Άܢܲᾠᾷܣ ܪܸܭܷ ܛܱܫܱܣ ᾐܭ ದ
ܫܸܛᾱܛᾰܠܫ῀ܓ ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܡܱܛ ܥܷᾺܪܸܢ ܧᾹ ᾂᾊܠᾺᾗܪܛܲᾰܬܱܦܶ
ܡܱܛ ᾰܢܸܥ ܑᾞᾺܛܱܭܩܸᾐ ᾁܭ῀ܱܧܛܸ ܫܸܛܱιܝܶܲᾲܬܱܦܶ ܩܲܥ ᾿ܱܤܲܛܱᾰܣܷ
ܲܬܱܦܶ ܩܲܥ ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢܧܡܑܸ ܢ ܑᾸܠܲܭ ܢܸᾷܫܢܧܡܑܸ ܧܢܸᾐ ᾙᾸܩܲܛᾙᾊ
ܧܲܩ ܢܸܥ ܑᾞᾺܛܱܭܩܸܱᾌΆ ᾁܥᾹܧܥ ܲᾹܢᾷܪܲܛᾱܐ ᾫΆܫ ܲᾹܫܛܱιܝܶ
ᾐܩܲܛᾙᾊ
ܧܡܑܸ ܲ᾿ ῂܢܢᾼᾸܐ ܲᾷᾐܩ ᾁܪܸܲܣ ܲᾹܬܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܬܢܑ ܧܡܑܸ Ᾱܨܳܛᾰܣ



ܩܱᾹܥܷ ܱܲ KHDOWK FKRLFHܪܛܷ ܲܭᾺ ᾊܭܶ ᾿ܲܫܛܠܸܥܲᾺܭᾞܛ ᾐܤܢ ῁ܢܑ
ᾐܩܲܛᾙᾊܡܱܛ ᾰܢܸܥܲᾞᾺܢᾷܦܸ ᾹܠᾺᾗܪܛ ᾰܪܲܛᾱܐ ܫܸܛܠܸܥܲᾺܭᾞܛ
᾿ᾢܢ᾽ܢܷ ܭܸܫܛᾰܦ ܲܭ῀ܛܷ ῀ܛ᾿ܳܛᾰܭ ܱ᾽ܛܷܲ᾿ ᾆᾺܱܳΆܫܛᾺᾗܪܸܢܲᾷܢᾼܝܶ

Άܨܱܬܛܱᾊ ᾗܦܷ ܨܲܢᾸܨܷܣ ᾲܦܷ ܢ Ὰܐ Ᾱܦܷ ܱܮ ܲܦ ᾹܠᾺܛܷ ܲᾱܝ ܱܣܱᾳܨ
ܱᾣῄܥܷ

ܤܸܝܱܪܷܐ

᾽ܠᾰܥܶᾺܑᾹῄܝ

ᾶܥܶ

ᾦᾰᾁᾺܛܲܭܡܱܦ

ܱ᾽ᾳܝ ᾊῄܫܸܱܣ ᾐܪ᾿ ܪܸܱܦ ᾶᾌಫ ܑᾹᾠܨܱܭܲᾊܥ ᾞᾰᾁ ಫܠᾰܥܑܶᾹῄ
ܡܱܛ ܧܷܫܸܛᾺᾗܦܸܠܛ ᾰܧܲܛܱᾰܭ ܧᾹ ᾂᾊܠᾺᾗܪܛܲᾰܬܱܦܶ ܪܲܛᾱܐ ܩܱᾹܥܷ
ᾐܩܲܛᾙᾊ

᾿ܲܢܧܲܢᾌᾷܥᾼᾫᾰᾁܐ ܥܸᾺܦܸܠܛܲᾰܬܱܦܶ ܲᾹܢᾷܫܢܧܡܑܸ Άܢᾁᾙ
Ͷ
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ܡܱܛ ᾰܢܸܥ ܑᾞᾺܦܷᾌܦ ᾿ܲܢᾷܪܲܛᾱܐ ᾊܨܣܷ ᾷᾐΆܤܸ ῀ܛܠܸܥܲᾺܭᾞܛ
ᾷᾐΆ +RPH 0DJD]LQH 'RWFRP VSHFLDO :HE WYܤܸ ῀ܛܠܸܥܲᾺܭᾞܛ ᾐܢᾙᾊᾸ
'RZQORDGV 7DPLO FODVVLF 3ULFH SODQ &LQH QHZV *DOOHU\ *DPHV +RURVFRSH 7RXULVP &DUWRRQ
᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢܧܡܑܸ ܢ ܑᾸܤܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛᾰܦܸ ܦܷᾌܦ ᾿ܲܢᾷܪܲܛᾱܐ ܤܕ 6FKHGXOH

ܥܸ᾿ܧܑ ᾺᾗΆܪܛ ܲᾹܫܛܱιܝܶܲᾲܬܱܦܶܠܭ ܛܱܠܔ ܲᾹܥᾺܪܛ ῀ܛܱιܝܶᾲܪܲܛᾱܐ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܡܱܛᾫΆܛܱܢܠܥᾺܛܲᾰܡܲܢᾢᾸᾐܭᾫΆܛܱܪܢᾰᾂᾌܠܲܭ


ᾺܢܸᾷܢᾷᾐΆ ᾁᾙܤܸ ῀ܛܠܸܥܲᾺܭᾞܛ ܲᾹܢᾷܫܢܧܡܑܸ Ᾱܠܛܲܭ
᾿ܲܫܛܠܸܥܲᾺܭᾞܛ ܤܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛᾰܦܸ ܧܷܪܷܲܢᾷܪܲܛᾱܐ ᾊܨܣܷ ܭܷܪܱܥܷ
ᾹᾔΆܕ 1HZV 7LPH SDVV $VWURORJ\ 9LGHRV )LQDQFH 0RWRU ([FOXVLYH 3XEOLFDWLRQV (ERRNV
 Ὰܭܶ ᾿ܲܢᾷܛᾰܥ ܤܱܛܲᾰܢᾼܝܶ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܡܱܛ ܫܷܛܠܸܥܲᾺܭᾞܛ ᾰܪܲܛᾱܐ
᾽ܠᾊܕ ᾹܠᾦܛᾺᾗܪܸܢ ܤܱܛᾰܠܸܥܲᾺܭᾞܛ ܩܱᾹܥܷ ܱܦܲܤܲܝ ܱῄܥ Άܠܸ ܲܭᾊ.
ܱܧܷܱ ᾪᾊܦܲܤܲܝܱܲܪܛܷ ܧܩܸ ܑᾹܛܱܶ᾽ᾰܦ ᾽ܥ WR ᾇᾺܠܸܛ ܛܸܲܫܦ  ܱᾼῄܝ
᾿ܲܢᾷܛᾰܠܫ῀ܓ ܲᾹܫܛܲܢᾼܝܶ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܡܱܛ ᾦΆܛᾺᾗܪܸܢ ᾷܡܸ ᾐܩܱᾹܥܷ
ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܡܱܛܭܷܛܱܭܩܸᾫᾁܫܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶܠܭιᾠΆܦΆܪܲܛᾱܐ
ܨܸᾙᾊᾫ

ᾌܥᾺܛᾊᾰܧܲܩ ᾙܛܱܦܪܱܛᾱܪܱܛ ῀ܛᾌᾺᾗܧܶܠܸܥ ܲᾺܬܱܦܶ ܤܱܢܳܦ ܲᾹܬܲܦܢ
᾿ᾢܝ ܲᾹܬܲܦܢ ᾿ܱܫܛᾌᾺᾗܧܶܠܸܥ ܲᾹܫܛܲܬܱܦܶ ܪܥ ܤܱܛᾌᾰܛ ᾌᾰܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ
ܛܱܢܧᾰᾂᾊܫ῀ܱܛܶιᾠᾰܖ ᾐܥᾹܕ ܪܸ᾿ܲܭܧ ᾙᾊܛᾰܝܸ ܠᾰᾂܫܸܛ᾽ܭܷ
ܩܸᾙܪܸܢ ᾷܪܱܛ῁ܛܲܣ ܩܲᾹܛܱᾶᾊᾞᾰܛܶ ܲᾰܛܱܭᾞܓ  ᾰᾁܩܸܱᾤΆ ܑᾹܢܑᾞᾸ
ܲᾰܛܱܭᾞܓ ܧܷܪܷܦܱܧܱܲܢܶ ᾷܛᾊᾰܥ Ὰܢᾨܕ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ Ᾱܖ ܧܷܪܷܦܱܛᾊᾰܥ Ὰܬܸܲܦܢ
᾿ܲܧܲܡܤܲᾹܥᾶᾌΆ ܑᾺܭܷ ܱᾹܢᾷܫ῀ܱܛܶιᾠᾰܖ ᾜΆܢܸܥᾹܕ ᾐܩܲܛܱᾶᾊᾞᾰܛܶ
ܤܱܢܳܦܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢᾞΆܭܲܩܢܷ῁Ᾰܛܲܣ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܛܠܔܲᾹܦܛܱܥܲᾺܩܲ᾿,ᾁܫܛᾱܛܠܔ
᾿ܲܫܛᾱܛܠܔ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܠܥᾺܢܲᾠᾷܣ ᾌᾷᾐܢ ᾷܛܱܧᾊܤܠܓ ܪܸܱܛܶᾌܥܑᾺ
ܠܥᾺܫ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷ ῀ܛᾼᾫܐ ܤܱܭܱܲܲܭ ܢܲᾷܩܲ ᾁܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ ᾌΆܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷ
ᾦΆܛܩܸܲᾙܩܣܶ ܱᾌܛܲܬܭ ܢܲᾷܩܱᾌ ᾁܥᾹܧܥ ܲᾹܧܲܬܱܦܶ
ᾞΆܫܭ ᾿ܦܱܧܲܩ ܧܷܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܠܥᾺܛᾁᾰܭ ᾦΆܛܱᾌܥᾌᾺܛ
῁ܲܦܢ ᾌᾷᾐΆܥᾺܛܲᾙܩ ῀ܛᾱܛܠܔܲᾹܦ ܢᾰᾁ ܑᾸܩܸᾙܪܸܢ ܧܫܑܸ
ܥܸܲᾺܢܱܥܤܱܪܢᾰᾂᾌܛܲܦ ܧܷܠܸܱܲܤܲܧܩܸᾙܪܸܢᾞΆܫܭܲܬܱܦܱܶᾞܢܶܩܱᾹܥܷ
῀ܛܱᾌܥᾌᾺܛ ᾰܫ῀ܓ ᾿ܱᾊܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ܭܷܤܕ ᾰᾂᾌΆܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ
῁ܲܦܢܪܱܥܷܢܷ ܱᾁΆܦܧܲܝܭܱᾌΆܥᾌᾺܛܢܲᾷܩܱᾌᾁܥᾹܧܥܲᾺܬܱܦܶܭܷܪܱܥܷ
ΆܠܥᾺܪܛ  ῀ܛᾱܛܠܔ ܲᾹܦ ᾌΆܒ ܱᾼܭᾞܭ ᾷᾐܭܸ ܛܱܦܤܢܪ ᾚܧܸܲܬܱܦܶ
ܲᾹܢᾷܛܬܲܦܢ ܱᾁΆܦܧܲܝܭ ܱᾌܥᾌᾺܛᾰܧ ᾆܧᾶᾊܭܷ ܧᾼܝܶ Άܛܲܡܭ ܢܱܪ᾿ܑ
ᾲܠܲܭ ܢܸܱᾨܥܶ ܧܱᾊܥ ᾹܢᾸܭܷܱܥ Ὰܤܕ  ܪܸ᾿ܑ ܱᾹܢ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܭᾞܢܶ ܲ῁ᾷܦܢ
ܧܲܛܱܫܛ᾽ܛܝܱܭ ܢܸܫ῀ܱᾶᾌܛܶܲᾰܛܱܦܝܱܦܷ ܛܲܦ ᾰᾁܩܸ ܑᾹܪܸܲܣ῁ᾇ
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EͲGovernanceActivitiesinTamilNadu
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Introduction

EͲgovernanceiswhatmanycountriesarelookingforwardtoestablishacitizencentricgovernment.
The essence of eͲgovernance is to reach the common man and accomplish the laid governance
objectivesthroughintegrationofpeople,processesalongwithinformationandtechnology.InIndia
many               eͲGovernance initiatives are in progress and aims to transform conventional
governmentͲcitizenrelationshipbytransparency,efficiency,accountability.EͲgovernanceisbythe
governed, for the governed and of the governed. With the changing ICT world, NIC is constantly
meetingthevariousdemandsoftheGovernmentandthepublicatlarge.FewoftheeͲGovernance
projectswhereNICisactivelyinvolvedarelistedbelow.
1. TamilNadueDistrict–ScholarshipSystem(http://escholarship.tn.gov.in/)
ThisWebbasedsystemprovidesafacilityforstudentstofileapplicationsforscholarshiponline
throughtheirrespectiveInstitutionsanditisoperationalsince2009
Features
x

Facilitatestransparencyintheprocessingof
applicationforscholarship
x
Workflowbasedfiletrackingtheprocessatevery
level
x
Thestatusofthescholarshipismadeavailableto
StudentsandInstitutionsoverthenet.
x
RolebasedPrivilegestoaccessthesystem
x
Handlesfreshandrenewalcases
x
SMSalerttostudentduringregistrationandcheque
preparation
x
Dashboard&drilldownchartfacilityformonitoring
purposes
ThesamehasbeenreplicatedforAdiDravidarDeptanditis
implementedsince2010

2. PreͲExaminationPortalfortheDirectorateofGovernmentExaminations
(http://www.tndte.gov.in/)
A pre examination portal has been developed and launched to manage the Nomination Rolls of
candidatesfor+2andSSLCpublicexamination.Thereare71EducationalDistrictsconsistingof6005
HSCschoolsandaround12000HighSchoolsinTamilNadu.Roughly8lakhcandidatesforHSCand10
Lakh candidates for SSLC appear for Examination every year. The Software helps the School
authorities to login directly into the Portal and feed candidates information including uploading
photograph of the candidate. This helps the Government Data Centre to quicken the process of
validationofcandidate’sdetailsincludingphotographquickly.
1
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3. MobileBasedRoadMonitoringSystem
ThismobileapplicationhelpstomonitorRoadWorkseffectively.Thisapplicationisintegratedwith
Online Scheme Monitoring System. The users are Engineers at Block level who are provided with
Mobile devices with AGPS facility. They can capture the status of Ongoing Road works and can
uploadthecapturedphotoalongwithGPSCoͲordinates.ThephotoscanbeviewedonGooglemaps.
ThemobileapplicationhasbeendevelopedonAndroidplatform.



4. PreͲExaminationMonitoringSystemforO/oCoE,AnnaUniversity.

This web applicationenables the Controller of Examinations to effectively monitor the NonͲ
ConfidentialexaminationrelatedactivitiesinvolvingtheO/oCoEandabout550+Engg.Colleges
Following ‘PreͲExamination’ activities have
beendevelopedandimplemented:
x

Registering the Students for the
semesterexaminations

x

Capturing the periodical Course
attendancedetails
CapturingtheperiodicalInternal
Assessmentmarks
GeneratingtheExaminationHall
Ticketsfortheeligiblestudents
CapturingtheExamination
AbsenteesDetails

x
x
x



5. eDistrict–Revenue(http://edistrict.tn.gov.in/)
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SERVICESCOVERED


NoGraduateCertificate

DesertedWomenCertificate

IncomeCertificate

CommunityCertificate

NativityCertificate

ImplementationStatus

•
LaunchedinOct2010
•
11.75+lakhcertificatesapplications
havebeenfiledtilldate.
•
10.36+lakhcertificateshavebeen
digitallysignedandissuedonline.






6. eͲServicesforTransport(transport.tn.nic.in/transport/)

x

x

x

x


An average of 80,000 Learner’s
License applications  being filed
onlineeveryMonth
An average of 21.000 Heavy Vehicle
Driver’s Training  course attended
certificatesbeingissuedonlineevery
month
An average of 3,200 Hypothecation
endorsementapplicationsbeingfiled
onlineeveryMonth.
More than Rs. 120 Crores is
collected through ePayment every
month.

Anaverageof1.40LakhsNewVehicleRegistrationapplicationsarebeingfiledonlineeverymonth
out of which, 1.20 Lakhs New Vehicle’s registration fee and Taxes are being paid every month
throughthisfacility.ProvisionhasbeenmadeinthePortaltoautomaticreconciliationofpayment
transactionwithBankscrolls.
7. GovernmenteͲProcurementSystem(http://tntenders.gov.in)
GePNIC has been implemented in 26 States and Organisations across the country. Central Public
ProcurementPortalisbeingusedforthelastoneyearforePublishingandeProcurementactivities
by various Central Govt Depts and PSU’s. Periodical training programmes have been conducted at
the Centre and in the States through the respective State NIC units for the officials of various
Ministries / Departments/PSUs. The system has been customized to meet the requirement of
DGS&DeProcurement.Duringtheyear,GovtofSikkim,DefencePSUssuchasHindustanShipYard,
GoaShipyardandMidhanistartedadoptingGePNICSystem.
8. TamilNaduTextbooksOnline(www.textbooksonline.tn.nic.in)
3
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Theentiretextbooksfortheschoolstudentsofclass1toClass12publishedbytheSchoolEducation
Department,GovernmentofTamilnaduareavailableinpdfformatfortheGeneralpublic.

9. Anytime/AnywhereservicesofGovernmentofTamilNadu(Landrecords)

IMY  JXy´R TTDXN JYQuBR} JYQ :¾_M (LyGX / DYyGX) TTOuB
M²6ͲLIY^Ty}LJYQTTOuB_R8uBXHQX.
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10. TNGovernmentStatePortal&CMS(www.tn.gov.in)

x
Any
Time,
Any
Where’ access to the
information and services of
the State Government at all
levels from State Government
to District Administration or
Panchayat level for the
CitizensandBusiness.
x
Consolidation of all
the information presently
available
at
existing
departmental websites &
portals


11. SMSbasedmonitoringsystemforFairPriceShopsoftheCooperativeDepartment
(http://www.tncsc.tn.gov.in/html/pds.htm)
AwebbasedsystemforcollectingstockdetailsandreceiptdetailsofPDSCommoditiesfromtheFair
Price Shops and godowns on a daily basis, for planning timely movement of stocks of PDS
commodities.
AnSMSbasedsystemhasbeendevelopedforcollectingstockdetailsfromFPSs&Godownsona
daily basis, for planning timely movement of stocks of  PDS commodities. The online system will
maketheprocessofdatacollection,compilation&collationmoreefficient.


Awards:
1.
WebRatnaAwardfortheTNGovt.websiteforcomprehensivepresence.
2.
ExcellenceAwardforApplicationofGeospatialTechnologyineͲGovernancefortheGIS
projecttitled,‘MainstreamingGISineͲGovernancethroughWebServicesinTamilNadu’
3.
MinistryofMinorityAffairsreceivedtheSKOCHGoldawardforOnlineScholarship
ManagementSystemon18thSeptember'2012atNewDelhi.

Conclusion
Various ICT support is being provided in the States / UTs by NIC. Citizen centric services are also
beingrenderedelectronicallyatthedistrictlevel,suchasIncomeCertificate,CasteCertificate,and
ResidenceCertificateetc.alongwithotherserviceslikeScholarshipportals,permits,passes,licenses
tonameafew.Inexecutingalltheseactivities,NIChasbeengivenrecognitionintermsofawards
andaccoladesinInternationalaswellasNationallevels.
Thus,NIC,asmallprogramstartedbytheexternalstimulusofanUNDPproject,intheearly1970s,
becamefullyfunctionalin1977andsincethenhasgrownwithtremendousmomentumtobecome
oneofIndia'smajorS&T;organizationspromotinginformaticsleddevelopment.Thishashelpedto
usher in the required transformation in government to ably meet the challenges of the new
millennium.
5
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ேநரதி)விபைனெசவமிக7அவசியமானதா-இைடதரககளி 
இடபா#6னா)விவசாயிக*த(களவிைளெபா%#கைள த-"தவிைல-
விபைனெசய26வதி)ைலஏெனனி)விவசாயிக5-ܤܱܧܱܲܝச"ைத
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அறிவத ,லஅவைடெசதவிைளெபா%#கைளஏறச"ைதக5-அ9&பி
ܛܲܢலாபதிைன ஈ#ட 26தெபா; உ*ள தகவ)ெதாட3ெதாழி)<#ப
வளசியி ,லܷܤܱܧܭܸܢவிவர(கைளܧܱܲܓேநரதி)ெபறலா
ܱܲܝܤܲܢ



தி%சிேவளாவிபைன3லனா7ܛܲܡܭேமபா#ைமயதி ܑ
ܱܲܲܥܫܭ7மதமிநாேவளா ப)கைலகழக2 இைண"எளிதி)அ;கி
வித ைமைடயவிைளெபா%#களி ܱܲܝܤܲܢச"ைதநிலவரதிைனܧܱܲܓ
ேநரதி)விவசாயிக5-இைணயதள,லதகவ)கைளஅளிவ%கி றன
ܭܷܤܕவிவசாயிக* அவைட ெசதவிைளெபா%#கைள தகச"ைதக5- 
அ9&பிܛܲܢலாபதிைனஈ#ட26




267ைர

தமிநாேவளாைம&ப)கைலகழகதி ܑவிறிவாகைமய
ப)ேவதகவ)ெதாடபானܢܱܝன(களெதாழ)<#ப(கைள&பய பதி
உழவக5-மவிறிவாகஅ4வலக5-ܑܸܧܷܠஉ*ளதகவ)ܱܲܥமாற
இைட>கைளகைள"உழவக5-ܷܤܱܧܭܸܢகாலதிேகபதகவ)கைள
தா(களாகேவܷ ܩܥܶܛܱܧܠܸܱܱܲܣைண3ܱܲ"தகவ)ெதாழி)<#பஉலகதி)
 ܧܸܤܸܢܱܝஏபதிெகா6%கிற
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ᾙΆܛᾰܢܷ᾿ܲܧܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭܲᾫܢܥᾺܪܸܭᾜΆܛܸᾞܭ᾿ᾓܛᾙ


ܱܲܝܷᾹᾗᾐᾲܭܱܛܷᾱܫܑ᾽ᾙܭܤܸᾙ
PXHODQJRYQ#JPDLOFRP


ܧܡܑܸ ᾐܫ῀ܲᾜܭܢܓ ᾿ܲܫܛܛܸܭ ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ  Άܧܡܑܸ ܲᾰᾁܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ ῁ܲܦܢ
ܲᾰܝ῁ᾲܛܲܣ

ܤܱܧܲܢܲᾁܦ

ᾜΆܫܸܛᾺᾗܠܸܥ

῀ܛ᾽ܪܭ᾽ܐ

῁ܲܦܢ

᾿ܱܢᾷܛܲᾙܩ

ܲ῁ᾲܦܢ ᾿ܲܭܫ ܛܪܓ ᾽ܤܢᾼܝܶܲᾫܢܥ ᾿ܲܫܛܲᾫܢܥᾺܪܸܭ ᾜΆܫܸܛܲᾺᾗܩᾁ
᾿ܲܫܛܲܩܱܥܶᾌܢܷ ܠܲܫ῀ܓ ῀ܱ᾿ ᾂᾁܤܢܑ ᾐܤܱܢܲܫܕ ᾿ܭܨܥ ܲᾹܫܛܲܢᾼܝܶ
ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭᾷᾐܠܸܲܛ Ᾱܠᾔᾰᾁܠܓ ῀ܛᾱܠܥ ῀ܛܲܢᾼܝܶ ܱᾞᾰᾁᾲܭܷᾌܢܷ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ
 ܑᾹᾠܪܸܲܣܛᾰܢܷ ᾞܘ ᾿ܲܧܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ ܲᾫܢܥᾺܪܸܭ ᾁܩܲܥᾰᾁᾺܛܸᾞܭ ᾿ᾓܛᾙ
ᾐܫ῀ܲᾷᾐܢܱܥ Ὰܧܸܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ ܲᾫܢܥᾺܪܸܭ ܛܸᾞܭ ᾿ᾓܛᾐ ᾙܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܡܱܛ
᾿ᾓܛܱ᾿ ᾙܤܐ ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛܲᾌܥܲᾺܢܦ ᾽ܪܲܝ ῀ܛ᾽ܪܭ᾽ܐ ܧܡܑܸ Ᾱᾠܕ
᾽Ᾰᾐܠܱܢܶ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܥᾨᾐܕ ܲܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ܲᾫܢܥᾺܪܸܭ ܨܲܭܢ ܢܷܫ῀᾽Ᾰᾐܫܭ
ᾶᾌܨܲܭᾶᾌ ܑῂܓ ᾞΆܭܥ ᾂᾠܨܸᾠᾺᾗܦ Ᾱᾠܕ ᾽ܤܫ῀ܓ Άܡᾶܭܧܲܢᾨܕ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛܦܸܨܸᾌܛܑᾰܛܱܢܭᾼܐܫܸܛܦܸᾹܦܶܦܸᾹܭܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܫܛᾞᾷᾐܛ


῀ܛᾹܧܥܢᾸܦܸܲιᾁܢᾷܛᾚܝܲ῁ᾲܦܢ᾿ܱܧܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭܲᾹܫܛܲᾫܢܥᾺܪܸܭ῁ܲܦܢ
Άܛᾰܠܫ῀ܓ Ὰᾗܠܸܥ ܲᾹܫܛܲܫܱܥᾺܠܸܥ ᾨᾐΆܕ ᾽Ᾰᾐܠܱܢܶ ᾿ܲܛܪܓ ܲᾫܢܥᾺܪܸܭ
᾿ܱܥܷᾐ ᾐܩܲᾹܛܱᾼܨܐ ܨܸᾌܛܲᾷᾐΆ ܑᾰܩιᾗ ᾁܭܷܨܭ ᾜΆܦܸ ιᾁܢ
ܲᾹܫܛᾺᾗܠܸܥ ᾿ᾓܛΆᾙܛܱᾰܣܷܱܱܲᾹܭܷᾨᾐܕ᾿ᾓܛܲ᾿ ᾙܬܲܦܢ ܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ᾿ᾓܛᾙ
ܫ῀ܓ᾿ᾓᾢܛ῀ᾙܛܲܫܱܥᾺܠܸܥᾌᾷᾐΆܥᾹܧܥᾺܛܱܧܱܲܝᾲܪܸᾓܛΆᾙܛᾰܠܫ῀ܓ
ܪܸᾓܛܲᾰᾁΆ ᾙܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ ܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܲᾰᾁΆܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ ܲܬܱܦܶ Άܛᾰܠܫ῀ܓ ܲᾹܫܛܲܢᾼܝܶ
Άܛܲᾙܩ ܨܸᾌܛᾜΆ ܑᾰܫܸܛܲܢᾼܝܶ ܢܲᾷܩᾐ ᾁܥᾹܕ ᾐܭᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ ܱᾠܭῂܕ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾼܝܶ


ᾜΆܦܸܩιܥܱܶᾰᾁᾺܭ᾿ܝܶ᾿ܲܢᾷܛᾚܝᾜΆܛܸᾞܭ᾿ᾓܛᾙ
ܤܸܢܑ ᾽ܭᾱᾁܬܭ ܲܢᾌᾷܥܲ῁Ὰܦܢ ᾷܤܕ ᾿ᾓܛ )DFH %RRN  ᾙܛܸᾆᾗᾰܥܷ
ܲᾹܭܱܛܱܲᾰܦܶ

 =XFNHUEHUJ

᾽ᾰܥܶ᾽ܛᾆᾰ

0DUN

ܱ᾽ᾰܦ

᾽ܭܧܲܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ

ᾷᾐܭᾞܥܲᾺܫ῀ܥ   ᾽ܭܢᾸܩܲܥ ᾿ܲܝᾹܫܸܲܥ ܲܧܘ ܫ῀ܓ  ᾿ܲܛܱ᾽ᾰܧܲᾝܣ
ܱᾌܥᾌܒ ᾿ܲܢܭܱᾰᾁܭᾞܓ ܫܸܛ᾿ܨܲܣ ܲܤܲܡܛ ᾽ܭܑ ܢܷܱᾨܥܶ ܑᾞᾰᾁΆܛܱܨܭܡܱܦ
Άܢ ܱᾨᾐܥܶܢ ܑᾞᾸܛܱܨܭܡܱܦ ܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥ ᾽ᾌܭ᾽ܱܰ ᾽ܭܑ ᾽ܱܢܱᾶᾊᾞᾸܛܶ
ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ

᾽ܱܤܲܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ

ܤܸܢܑ

᾿ܲܢᾷܭᾞܥᾺܭܡܱܦ

ᾐܧܭ

ᾐܥܑᾞ

ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ Άܫܢܧܡܑܸ ᾿ᾓܛ ᾙܫ῀ιᾠܥܶ ᾜΆܫܸܛܲܢܝܭ ᾜΆܫܸܛܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ
ᾐܫ῀᾽ᾸᾐܫܭܲᾷᾐܢᾸܝᾜΆܫܸܛᾰᾁܬܭᾜΆܫܸܛܲ᾽Ὰᾗܢܕ
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᾿ᾓܛܲ᾿ ᾙܫܛᾱܫܢܧܡܑܸ ᾌΆܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܛܱܦܛܲܢ ᾿ܲܛܪܓ ܑᾹᾠ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾌᾷᾐܥܲᾺܢᾠܓ ᾿ܧᾊܥ ܲᾹܭܱܝᾰܪܶ ܢܸܥܲ᾿ ܑᾞᾺܢᾷܠܑ ܱΆܠᾶܨܑ
ܱᾁΆܧܱᾊܛܷ Άܨܲܧܱܪ᾿ܥ ܲᾺᾗᾺܢܦ ܢܸᾸܝ ܧܩܸܲᾹ ܑᾹܢᾷܫܢ ᾷܢ  ܑᾸ
 ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ ῀ܛᾰܦ ܤܱܪܱܥᾞΆܥܶ ܲᾹܛܪܓ ܢܸᾷܫܢܧܡܑܸ ܢܑᾸ
῀ܛܱᾌܥᾌᾺܛ ιᾁᾰܢܭᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܪܸᾓܛ῀ ᾙܛ᾽ܭܠܥܓ ᾐᾰᾁܧܭ
ᾦΆܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܪܸᾓܛܱ᾿ ᾙܢܧܲܛܳᾱܣ ῀ܛܱᾌܥᾌᾺܛ ᾰܢ ܑᾹᾠ ܑᾸܤܢܑᾞᾸ
᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ᾿ܲܭܫܛܲܢ


ܱܧܱܲܲܝ ܱᾹܢܲῄܛܱܥ ܱᾹܢܲῄܛܥܶῄܓ ܱᾹܨܒ ܱΆܣܧܲܭ ܱܤܳܝ
ᾷᾐᾰᾁܢܦ ܧܲܦܱܪΆ ܑᾆܫܢܧܡܑܸ ᾿ᾓܛܲ᾿ ᾙܫܛܱᾌܣ ܩܱᾹܥܷ ῃܢܷܱܫܛᾱܥ
ܲᾌᾷܥܲᾺܩᾫΆ ᾁܤܕ ᾐܧᾰᾂᾊܢᾌᾷܥιܖ ܧܸܦܸιᾠܭܷ ܢܦ ᾫΆܤܕ ᾐܤܱܨܲܢܕ
᾿ܲܢᾷܨܣܷ ܪܸܭܷ ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܤܭܲᾠܣ ܱᾊᾹܣ ܱᾸᾐܪܲܛ᾽ ܑᾱܤܫ῀ᾼᾐܝܶ ܠܸܢ
ܠܸܢ ῀ܛᾱܤܭܲᾠܣ ܠܥιܦܷ ܲᾰᾁΆܢܱܥ ιᾁᾺܢܥܱ᾽Ὰܥ Άܫܢܧܡܑܸ ᾿ᾓܛᾙ
ܤܱܧܱᾢܥܷ ᾽ܥܷ ܱᾊᾺܛܷᾌᾰܕ ᾿ܲܫܛ᾽ܭܥᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ ᾿ᾓܛ ᾙܤܫ῀ܲᾷᾐܢܲܭ
Άܨܭܲܭܲܫ῀ᾞ ᾗܘ Ᾱᾠܕ ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ ܱᾌᾷᾐᾺܛܶ ᾰܫܸܛ᾽ܧܥܶ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛܲᾌܥܲᾺܩᾁ


Ὰܫܸܛܲܢᾼܝܶ

Ᾰᾐܠܛ

ᾰܧܸܪܸܲܣ

ܩᾹܕ

ܱᾰᾁܥܷܱᾨᾐܥܶ

῀ܛ᾽ܭܧܠܸᾞᾷᾐܛ ܢᾷܘ ιᾁΆܢܭܡܑܸ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܢܱܲܲᾸܥ ιᾁΆܢܭ῀ܱܛܶܲᾰܩܱܦܱܲܥ
ܫܸܛܭܸܢܷ

ᾫΆܢᾌᾷܥᾺܫܭ

ܢܸᾷܛܲܡܭ

ιᾁΆܢܭᾌܥ᾿ܧܝܶ

Ᾰᾐܡܑܸ

ᾫΆܫ῀ܱܛܶܲᾰܩιܭܷܩܸܲܣ
ܧܩܸᾹ
ܫܸܛᾺᾗܠܣ
ᾦᾰᾁΆܛ᾽ܥᾶܣ
᾿ܱܢܥ ܑᾞᾺܛܱܢܲܫܕ ܛܲܦ ܲιᾁΆܢܥܲᾺܭܱܲܢܶ Ᾱܠᾔᾰᾁܠܓ ᾦᾰᾁΆܛᾰܦܱᾐܥܶ
Ὰᾗܨܢᾷᾐᾷܤܸ
ܱᾤΆܫܛᾰܦ
᾿ᾓܛᾙ
Άܫܢܧܡܑܸ
ᾰܛܱܥᾺܩܲܝ
ܢܲᾷܩᾓ᾿ᾁܛܱܲ᾿ᾙܧܥܶܩᾹܕܱ᾽ᾰರܭܶܣܶ᾿ܧܲܝܱܝܷܢᾐಯܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ
ܱᾁΆܩᾹܘܛᾰܢᾷܠܲܥܲᾺܩᾐᾁܥᾹܕᾐܫ῀ᾸᾐܭܲܫܭܶΆܠܥᾺܨܸܲܢ


ܲᾹܢᾷܠܥ ᾞܘ ܠܲܭܢܸܭᾰᾁܫܲܭ ܫܸܛܲܢᾼܝܶ ᾲܛܱܧܨܸᾌܛ ᾿ᾓᾢܛᾙ
ᾺܪܸᾓܛᾙᾊᾜΆᾙܛᾰܫܲܭ᾿ܲܢܲܫܕᾫΆܛܱܧܲܬܭ῀ܛܲܝܱܛܲᾰܫܘᾢܘᾫΆܛܱܧܲܬܭ
ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܫ῀Ᾰᾐܡܑܸ ᾿ܲܢܑ ܱᾤΆܢܥ ܑᾞᾺܛܱܢܲܫܕ ιᾁܢܭᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ
ܱܲᾷᾐܛܲܢ῀ܱܣܱᾦᾰᾁܣܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ᾿ᾓܛܱᾤΆᾙܢܥܑᾞᾺܛܱܧܲܢܲᾁܦܛܸܲᾰܡᾶܕ
ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܥᾶܣ ῀ܛ᾽ܥᾶܣ ᾿ܱܢܭᾞܭܲܫܭܶ ῀ܛܲܢᾼܝܶ ᾿ᾓᾢܛᾐ ᾙܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ
ιᾁΆܢܭᾺᾗܨܥ ιᾁΆܢܥܲᾺܭܱܲܢܶ ᾞᾷᾐᾷܛ ιᾁΆܢܥܱᾶܛ Ᾱܠᾔᾰᾁܠܓ ῀ܛ᾽ܥᾶܣ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܥܲᾞΆܭ ܱᾤΆܨܱܪܷ᾿ܕ Άܫܢܧܡܑܸ ᾿ᾓܛܱ᾿ ᾙܢܥ ܑᾞᾺܛܱܥܱᾼᾺܭ
῀ܛᾠ ᾁᾨᾰܭܷ᾿ܥ ᾿ᾓᾢܛ ᾙܤܫ῀ܓ ῀ܛܱᾼᾺᾗܭ ιᾁΆܢܭܱᾌܧܨܸܓ ᾿ᾓᾢܛᾙ
ܤܸܲܭᾓ᾿ ᾁᾨܛ῀ ᾙܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܩܸܲ῁ᾷᾐܦܢ ᾷܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥ ܲΆܝ ܤܫ῀ܓ
᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥ᾿ܧܝܶᾲܛܱܥᾺܩܲܝܲᾲܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ
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῀ܛᾱܛᾰܠܫ῀ܓ᾿ᾓܛܲ῁ᾙܦܢ
ܤܱܦܨܢ ᾽ܪܲܝ ᾞܘ ܱᾨᾐܥܱܶ᾽ᾰᾁΆܥ Ὰܫܸܛᾱܛᾰܠܫ῀ܓ ᾿ᾓܛܲ῁ ᾙܦܢ
ܲᾞᾰᾁΆܭܛᾰܠܣ  ದܢᾸܠܣ ܱᾤΆܥᾞΆܥܶ ܱᾤΆܤܲܛᾱܬܭ ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢ ܑᾷܫܸܛܨܸᾌܛ
῀ܛܲᾛᾌܫܭܶ᾿᾽ ᾓܤܩܲᾹܛᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ ιᾁᾺܢܭᾌᾷᾐܥܲᾺܫܭܶ ܫܸܛ῁ᾫܛܲܣ
ᾐܭܲᾌܧܲܫܭܶ ῀ܛܛܸܲᾰܩ ῀ܛᾱܭܥ ᾔܡܧܥ ῀ܛܲܝܱܛ ܠᾶܛ ῀ܛܲᾺᾗܢᾸܝ
῀ܛܲܢᾼܝܶ῀ܱܣܢᾸܩܲܥܤܫ῀ܓܛܱܧܲܢܲᾁܦᾐܭᾞܢᾷܫܸܛܲܢᾼܝܱܶᾰᾁᾲܥܷܱᾨᾐܥܶ
ᾦΆܛᾱܠܥ ᾦΆܛܲܢᾼܝܶ ܧܲܩιܥ ῀ܛܲܝܱܛᾶܛ ᾰܛܢ῀ ᾗᾷܛ῁ᾫܛܲܣ ܧܲܛᾰܪܑ
ܤܩܲᾹܛܲᾊᾰܥΆܠܑ᾿ᾓᾢܛᾙ


ܲᾜΆܩιܥ Ὰܫܸܛ᾽ܭܢܱܛܲᾊᾰܥ ᾐΆܭܱᾌܨܱܥ Ὰܫܸܛ᾽ܭܢܲᾊᾷܥ ᾦᾰᾁᾺܛᾱܢ
ܤܫ῀ܓ ᾿ᾓᾢܛܱᾰᾁΆ ᾙܥܷ ᾨᾐΆܕ ܲᾜΆܩιܥ ᾺܫܸܛᾱܛᾱܨܢܲᾹ Ᾰܫܛ᾽ܭ
Ὰܠܱܠܱᾶܛܶ ῀ܱܣܢᾸܩܲܥ ܲᾹܫܛܫܸ῀ܲܥ ῀ܛᾱܠܥ ܲᾺܢܱᾐᾁᾷܛ ܲᾹܫܛܢܸᾸܬᾁ
ܲܭܤܸܦ ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛܱᾌܛ Άܭ᾽ܐ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܤܪܱܥᾞΆܥܶ ᾿ܲܢܭܲܢܥ Ὰܫܸܛᾱܠܥ
Ᾱܠᾙܭ᾽ܐ ܩܸιܭܧܲܛܐ ᾐܭܱᾌܨܳܣ ᾿ܲܫܛܲܭᾐ ᾞܭ᾿ܝܶ ܱܪᾹ ᾆιᾠܠᾦܛᾰܦ
ܱܧܷᾪᾊ

῀ܛܲᾫܢܥ

ܧܱܲᾺᾗᾰᾁܧܲܭ

῀ܛܲܝܱܛ

ܠᾶܛ

᾽ܪܲܝ

᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛܲܢܥ

ܤܩܲᾹܛܲᾌܭιᾠܥܶ ܱᾰᾁᾺܭ᾿ܝܶ ܲᾲܭܨܥ Ὰܛܱܧܲܬܭ ᾓᾢᾹܛᾹ ᾙܠᾔᾰᾁܠܓ
᾿ᾓᾢܛ ᾙܫܸܛܛܸᾊᾰܭܠܣ ܠܱܩ῀ Ᾱܛᾱܢ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܥܲ᾿ ܑᾞᾺܧܩܸ᾿ ᾐܧܲܝܨ
῀ܛܲܢᾼܝܶ

ᾲܛܳܦᾹܐ

᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌᾷᾐܥܲᾺܢᾠܓ

ܥܑܸᾞᾺ

῀ܛᾱܢ

ܲᾸᾐܢܥ

ܲᾹܫܛᾶܥܶܤܩܲᾹܛܦܸܛܱܫܛᾱܛᾰܠܫ῀ܓ᾿ᾓܛܲ῁ᾙܦܢ῀ܛܲܢᾼܝܶܲᾫᾲܩܢᾁᾷܥ
᾽ܪܥ ᾊܥܲ᾽ᾰᾁΆܭܢ ᾷܢܸܭܲܢܥ ᾿ᾓᾢܛ ᾙܫܸܛᾱܠܥ ܲᾹܫܛܢܸᾸܬ῀ ᾁܛᾱܠܥ
ᾜΆ ܑᾱᾁᾰܢܸܭᾞܭ ܲᾌܧܲܫܭܶ ᾿ܦܱܢᾌᾷܥܱᾞܥܶ Ὰܤܸܢ ܱᾤΆܤܲܩᾂ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܫ῀ܱܛܶ᾿ܲܢᾷܤܭܛ


ܧܱܲܓ ܲᾷᾐܤܭܛ ᾰܫܸܛᾛᾌܩܸ ᾙܛܱܧܲܬܭ ᾿ᾓܛ᾽ ᾙܤܲܧܩܸ᾿ᾐܭܱܛ
ᾞΆܭܪܸܢ ᾿ܧܲܝܨ ܱᾞܭܶῂܘ ᾐܫ῀ܓ ᾿ܲܧܩܸᾙܠܸܣ ᾐΆܥᾌᾺܕ ܛܸᾊᾰܭܠܣ
ܫܸܛܲܡܥ ῀ܛᾱܢ Ᾰᾐܩܲܢ ᾷܫܸܛᾱܛᾰܥ ᾿ᾓܛ ᾙܤܕ ᾦᾰᾁܛᾱܢ ᾦΆܛ᾽ܫܱܢᾨᾷܕ
ᾞΆܥܶ

᾿ᾓܛᾙ

᾿ᾓᾢܛᾙ

᾿ܲܫܛᾱܪܱܛ

ܫܸܛᾱܡᾶܕ

᾿ܢ᾽ܢܷ
῀ܛᾱܢ

᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛ῀ܱܛܶܲ᾽Ᾰᾐܛܥ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛܲᾌܭιᾠܥܶ

Ᾱܠᾦܛᾰܦ
ܱᾰᾁᾺܭ᾿ܝܶ

᾿ᾓᾢܛ῀ ᾙܛ᾽ܭܠܥᾺܛܲᾰܢܱܥ ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾰܤܸܲܣ ܛܱܭ᾽ܧܓ ܢܸܭ῀ܱܛܶܲ᾽Ᾰᾐܛܥ
ܧܱܲܓ  ܑᾨᾷᾐܢܸᾷܤܭܛ ܲᾹܢᾷܩᾹܦܲܢܳܣ  ܲᾹܝܨ ܱᾶᾌܛܶܲ᾽Ᾰᾐܛܥ Ὰܫܸܛܲܢᾼܝܶ
῀ܛܲܢᾼܝܶᾺᾗᾲܠܣܠܱܩܱᾠᾹܭᾐܑῂܩܲᾹܛ῁ܛܲܣ᾿ᾓᾢܛᾐᾙܭᾠܥܶΆܡܨܱܭܲܣ
ܪܥ ᾿ܱܢܭᾌܥܓ ᾤᾰᾁܠܱܧܨܸܓ ᾿ᾓᾢܛ ᾙܨܸܭ ᾿ܧܲܝܨ ܱᾌܤᾹܥ ᾿ܢᾙ
᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛ῁ܱܭܱᾊܠܔ᾿ᾓᾢܛᾦΆᾙܛᾰܦᾺᾗܨܢ


῀ܛܲᾫܢܥᾺܪܸܭ῁ܲܦܢ
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ܲܢᾼܝܶܠܲܧܲܫܭܶܛܱܧܲܝܠܸܛᾫΆܛܲᾰܥᾊᾺᾗᾐᾺܛᾐᾊܥᾹܕܲᾫܢܥᾺܪܸܭ
᾽ܥܲᾺܩᾹᾠ ᾁܕ ܱᾰܫܲܥ Ὰܤܸܢܑ ܱᾁΆܦܫܢܧܡܑܸ ܤܱܦιᾁܢܭܱܲܢܶ ᾿ᾢܢᾙ
Ᾱܢ᾽ᾙܧܥܶܩᾹܕ᾽:HE/RJܤܢܲᾷܩᾰᾁܤܸܢܑܩܷᾹܕܱᾰܪᾺܭܶ᾿ܲܢᾷܛᾰܠܱܢܶ
Ᾱܢ ᾐܠܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ᾿ܱܨܭܥᾹܕ  ᾢ᾿  ܑ᾿ -RUQ %DUJHUܢᾙ
]᾽3HWHU0HUKROܭܧܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥᾹᾠܕᾌ:HE/RJܥᾺܛܱܲܲᾰܥ᾽ܧܥܶᾺܢᾁܑᾸܩܲܥ
ܭܸܲܢܥᾺܪܸܭ

ᾞΆܪܥ



᾿ܢᾙ

  ᾽ܱܭܐ

᾿ܱܤܐ

᾽ܤܠܲܭܲܛᾱܠܱܢܶᾷܢᾨܕ


ᾷܧܸܭܸܝܷ ܲᾫᾲܢܥᾺܪܸܭ Άܫܢܧܡܑܸ ܩᾹܕ ;DQJD

᾿ܑ 

ᾲܧܸܭܸܝܷᾲܢΆܑᾸܤܭܲᾠܣܩᾹܕܲ᾿EORJHUFRPܧܲܢᾁܥᾺܪܱܛܢܑܷᾐܧܲܛᾱܠܱܢܶ
᾿ܑ  Άܤܭܲᾠܣ ῀ᾰ ᾂᾁܢܸᾷܤܭܲᾠܣ ܢᾐ ܑᾸܢᾸܭᾼᾐܝܶ ᾲܛܱܥᾺܩܲܝ
Ᾱܧܛܷܲܢܱ᾽ᾷܛ ᾽ܭܢᾼܝܶ ܲᾫܢܥᾺܪܸܭ ᾿ܢܲ᾿ ᾙܬܲܦܢ ᾐܧܲܛܱᾱܭ ᾰᾁܪܸܲܭ
ᾫΆܤܕ ᾽ܱܢᾼܝܶ ܲᾫܢܥᾺܪܸܭ ᾿ܢܱܲ  ܑ᾿ ᾙܭܤܝ  ᾽ܭܑ ᾫΆܤܕ ܲܦܱܝܦܱܨܑ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾙᾊܧܲܩ
ܱᾠܭܑῂ
ܲᾫܢܥᾺܪܸܭ
ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܢᾼܝܶ
ܫܸܛܲᾫܢܥ
ܲܝܱܛ ᾽ܭܧܲܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ᾿ᾢܢ ᾙܧܸᾊܨܲܢ ܩᾹܕ Άܡܦ῁ܲܦܢ ᾷܠܱܛᾷᾐᾰܡܸܲܩᾹܘ
᾽ܭܑ ᾐܢᾸܭ ܱᾌᾰᾁܥᾹܧܥ Άܢܱܦ ᾷᾐܛܐ  ᾊܨܲܢ Άܡܦ῁ܲܦܢ Άܛᾠᾙܐ
ܫܸܛܲᾫܢܥᾺܪܸܭᾸᾐܡܑܸ  ᾽ܥܷ᾿ܲܢᾷܡܦ῁ܲܦܢܧܲܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ
ܱᾌΆܛᾊᾰܨܲܢ ᾷܫܸܛܲᾫܢܥᾺܪܸܭ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛܲᾰܭܱܲܢܶ ᾦᾰᾁᾷܛ᾽ܭܩιܦ
ܤܲܩܱᾹܢܷ῀ܛᾊܨܲܢܠܲܫ῀ܓᾊܨܲܢܲܫܭܶ῁ܲܦܢᾹᾂᾌܢܷ᾿ܲܧܲܝιܧᾙ


ᾙΆܭ᾽ܐ῁ܲܦܢᾙΆܭ᾽ܐܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ᾿ܲܢᾷܛᾰܠܱܢܶ῀ܛܲᾫܢܥᾺܪܸܭ῁ܲܦܢ
ܧܸܭܸܝܷ ܤܱܨܛܲܣ ᾦᾰᾁܛᾱܫܢܧܡܑܸ ܤܠܥᾺܛᾱܠܱܢܶ ᾿ܱܫܛ᾽ܭܧܠܸܓ
᾿ܱܫܛܲᾫܢܥᾺܪܸܭ
᾿ܱܢܢᾙᾊᾸܛᾱܬܭ
ܲᾫܢܥᾺܪܸܭ
ᾐܭᾱᾁܠܱܢܶ
᾽ܙ
῀ܛᾱᾁܨܪܲܧܥᾺܧܡܑܸ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾐܠܥᾺܢ῁ᾷܛܲܣ ᾿ܲܢᾷܛܬܲܦܢ ܭܷܛܱܦܛᾰܧܑ
᾿ܱܤܢܑ ܤܲܧܱܦܛܲᾙܩ ᾦᾰᾁΆܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾦᾰᾁΆܛᾰܦ ῀ܛܲᾫܢܥᾺܪܸܭ ܛܱܧܲܬܭ
᾽ܤܢᾸܭ῀ᾙᾹܛ᾽ܪܭ᾽ܱܤᾹܢᾷܛᾱܬܭܫܸܛܲᾺᾗܫܛᾱܥ῀ܛᾱܢ


Ᾱܠᾔᾰᾁܠܓ

ܫܸܛܲᾫܢܥ

῀ܛᾱܢ

῀ܛ᾽ܭܢᾼܝܶ

ܲᾫܢܥᾺܪܸܭ

῁ܲܦܢ

ܫܸܛܱᾌܥ᾿ܧܝܶᾲܛᾚܝ᾽Ὰᾗܧܥܶܲܬܱܦܶ᾿ܧܲܝܨΆܧܲܛᾰܪܑ᾽ܤܲܢᾌᾷܥᾺܩܑܸι
ܩܸᾷ ᾐܢ Ᾰܢ Ᾰܤܢ῀ ܑᾞᾸܛܲᾫܢܥᾺܪܸܭ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ ᾰᾁΆܫܲܭ
Άܠܱܣ ᾿ܲܢܥᾊᾺܥܲᾺܥܲᾞΆܭ ܫܸܛܲᾫܢܥᾺܪܸܭ ܢܱ᾽ᾸܝܩܸΆ ᾐܢᾷܢ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܢܱ᾽Ᾰܝ
ܲܛᾞܥܶ᾽ᾗΆܠܱܢܶᾗΆܣܧܷܠܸܲܫܛ᾽ܭܲܢܥᾺܪܸܭ῁ܲܦܢ᾿ܱܥܷܢܷ᾽ܤܲܢᾤᾷܝܶ
ܲᾫᾷܢܥᾺܪܸܭ᾽ܤܢᾼܝܶܲᾺᾗᾲܫܛᾱܥܱᾌᾰᾁᾺܥΆܦܷ῁ܲܦܢᾷܛܱܧܲܬܭܲᾫܢܥᾺܪܸܭ
᾿ܱܢᾸܦܸ Άܛܲᾙܩ ܛܱܥᾺܩܲܝ ᾦᾰᾁᾲܛ᾽ܭܢᾷܤܸܲܣ ܧܲܩ Άܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ
ܱᾠܭ᾽ ῂܤܩܲᾹܛܲᾌܭᾸᾐܭ ᾙᾹܧᾼܝܶ ᾲܫܸܛܲᾺᾗܫܛᾱܥ ᾽Ᾰᾐܠܱܢܶ ῀ܛ᾽ܭ
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Ᾱܭܪܲܣ ᾙᾷᾐܠܸܱܛܷᾹ ᾗᾐᾰܩܱܦܲܢܦ ܱܡܲᾞῃܛܭᾷܱܲ ᾜܥ ῀ᾦܛ᾽ܭܢᾸܭ
ᾨᾐΆܕ ᾿ܱܲܧܥܶ ܩᾹܕ ῀ܠܲܤܱܦ ΆܛΆᾗᾢᾱܞ ᾽ܭܤܸܱ᾽ ᾙܦᾁܧܞܶ ܢܸᾸܨܛ
ܲιᾁΆܢᾷܛᾚܝ ܲᾨᾰᾁΆܦܢ ᾽Ᾰᾐܠܱܢܶ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܧᾢܢᾹ ᾙܥᾺܧܲܤܬܥ ᾽ ᾙܧܱܲܲܝܱܨܥܷ
᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭܲܛᾱܬܭܫܸܛܲᾫܢܥܤܱܦܛᾰܐ


ܱܲᾹܪܲܝ
῀ܛܲᾫܢܥᾺܪܸܭ
᾿ܲܬܱܢܶ
ᾷᾐᾰᾁܥᾒ
ܲᾷᾐܫܧܦܸᾹܢᾙ
᾿ܲܛܪܲᾫܢܥᾺܪܸܭ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾜΆܛܸܱᾰܥܷ ᾞΆܢ Άܠܑ ܱΆܠᾶܨܑ ᾦᾰᾁܛᾱܛᾰܠܫ῀ܓ
᾽ܪܲܝ ᾫΆܛܱܧܲܝ᾽ᾲܠܱܢܶ ᾽ܪܲܝ ᾿ܲܫܛ᾽ܭܲܢܥᾺܪܸܭ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾙᾊܛܱ᾽ᾰܥ
᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭܲܛᾱܬܭܫܸܛܲᾺᾗܫܛᾱܥܲᾌΆܧܲܫܭܶܠܑܸ


Ᾱܠᾦܛᾱܠܥ ῀ܛܲܢᾼܝܶ ᾿ܲܥᾺܦܸ ܨܸᾌܛ ᾿ܲܫܛܲᾫܢܥᾺܪܸܭ
ܧܲܫܕ ܛܲܦ ᾐΆܤܱܦܛܲᾙܩ ᾦᾰᾁܛᾰܦ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ᾓܛᾢ᾿ ᾙܬᾇܢᾸܭܲܫܭܶ
῀ܛᾱܢ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܲܢܥᾺܪܸܭ ᾿ܱܢܭ ᾙᾊܨܢ ᾷܪܸܧܲܥᾺܠܣ ܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܫܸܛᾱܥᾒ
ᾲᾆᾲܠܢܲ῁ᾷܦܢ Άܨܣܷ ܠܳᾶܣ ᾽ܤܢᾸܤܸ ᾙܠܲܧܲܫܭܶ ᾓᾢᾤΆܛ ᾙܫܸܛܲܢᾼܝܶ
ᾷܫܸܛܱιܝܶ ܱܲᾞܙ ܱܠܷܲܝᾲܠܢ ᾿ܲܢᾷܪܲܛᾱܐ ᾿ܱܢܢܱܧܱܲܢܶ ᾞᾰᾁᾷܪܥ ᾐܭᾼܝܶ
῀ܛܲܢᾼܝܶ ᾿ᾓᾢܛᾹ ᾙܠᾜܡܸܲᾹ ᾐܫܛᾱܠܥ ܱܠܷܲܝᾲܠܢ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ
ܲܢܝܭ ᾰᾁΆܨܸᾞᾷᾐܛ ܲܢܝܭ ܲᾞΆܛܥ ܲܢܝܭ ܥܲᾞᾺܭ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭ ᾌܥᾺܠܲܧܲܫܭܶ
ܲܢᾼܝܶ ܲܢܝܭ ᾱᾁΆܧܑ Ᾰᾐܡܑܸ ܛܱܭܲ ᾁᾨܢܝܭ ᾌᾰᾁΆܢ ܲܢܝܭ Ὰᾗܡܑܸ
ᾞΆܭܤܸ ᾿ܱܢܥᾓᾢ᾿ ܑᾞᾺܛ῀ ᾙܛܲܢܝܭ ܤܱܧܛܸܭܪܥ Ᾱᾠܕ ܲܢܝܭ ᾔᾺᾗΆ
᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾰܤܸܲܣܛܱܧܢܸܱܧܱܲܦܛᾚܝᾞܘܢܸܭܡܑܸ᾿ᾓᾢܛᾙ


ܱ᾿ᾤΆܝܶ ᾿ܲܫܛܨܸᾌܛ ܪ᾿ܦᾌܦ ῀ܛܨܸᾌܛ ܭܸܥᾹܕ ῀ܛܲܢᾼܝܶ
ܛܱܦܛܭܷ ᾙᾊᾜΆܛᾰܫܲܭ ܱᾤΆܫܛܲܝܱܛܲᾰܫܘ ᾢܘ ܱᾤΆܫܛᾱܠܥ Ὰܫܸܛܲܢᾼܝܶ
ܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ ᾿ᾓܛܱ᾿ ᾙܢܠܥιܖ ܪܸܲܣ ܩᾹܕ ᾙᾊᾜΆܪ᾿ܝܱܶᾶᾌܛܶ ᾦᾰᾁᾰܛᾰܦ
ᾷܫܸܛܲܢᾼܝܶ ᾐܥᾹܕ ܲᾫܢܥᾺܪܸܭ ᾐܩܲᾹܛ᾿ܝܶ ᾲܛܱܦܛܭܷ ᾿ܦܱܪ᾿ܲܭܱᾼܢܶ
ᾷᾐܡܑܸ ܫܸܛᾱܠܥ ᾐܭܲᾌܝᾲܠܢ ᾐܭᾨᾐܕ ܲᾷᾐܢܲᾸܝ ᾐܪ᾿ ᾐܭᾌܨܲܢ
 ܑᾞᾰᾁΆܛܱܧܲܡܥ ᾂᾌᾺܧܲܛᾱܠ ῀ܛܲܡܥ ܪܥ Ᾱᾠܕ ᾐܭܲᾌܧܲܫܭܶ
ᾜΆܧܸܲܢᾼܝܶιᾁΆ ᾙᾨᾲܢܭᾱᾁܬܭ Άܠܥ ᾿ܲܭܫ ܤܱܧܭܸܢܷ ιᾁΆܢܭᾨᾐܕ
ܭܷܤܕ ܱ῀ᾦΆܛܶᾌᾷᾐᾰܕ ܛܱܧܲܢܲᾁܦ ܭܸܢܷ ᾷܪܱܛ ιᾁΆܢܥᾊᾺܥ Ὰܛܱܭܱܲܲܭ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾞܭιᾠܥܱܶᾰᾁᾺܭ᾿ܝܶᾐܭᾨᾐܕ᾿ᾓᾢܛᾙܠܲܭܢܸܭᾼܝܶܲᾫܢܥᾺܪܸܭ


᾿ܲܫܛܲܩܱܥܶᾌܢܷ ܠܲܫ῀ܓ ῀῀ ᾂᾁܛܲܢᾼܝܶ ܲᾌΆܭܲܢܥ ᾿ᾓᾢܛᾙ
ܫܷܛܲܢᾼܝܶᾌΆܥᾺܠܲܧܲܫܭܶ᾿ܲܭܲܢܥᾺܪܸܭܱᾊᾤΆܛᾰܢܸܭܱܲܢܱܶᾨᾐܥܶᾌΆܢܷ
᾽Ᾰᾐܠܱܢܶ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܢ᾽Ᾰܡܓ ܫܸܛᾱܥ ᾒܢܱܲᾜΆ ܑᾸܢܶ ᾿ᾢܢܱᾞᾰᾁ ᾙܭܷᾌܢܷ
ιᾠܐ

᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭᾼᾐܝܶ

᾿ܦܱܠܲܭܠܑܸ

ܢܸܭᾨᾐܕ

᾿ܲܭܲܢܥᾺܪܸܭ

ܤܱܧܲܢܦܸ ᾐܩܲᾹܛܱܲܢܶ ᾿ᾓᾢܛܲ ᾙܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ ᾿ᾤΆܝܱܶᾼᾸᾐܥ Ὰܛܱܦܫ῀ܭܶ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܡܱܛ᾿ܲܫܛܲᾫܢܥᾺܪܸܭܱᾰᾁܥܷܲᾹܧܲܢܣ
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῀ܛᾺᾘᾰܪܸܭ῁ܲܦܢΆܧܡܑܸ῁ܲܦܢ
῀ܛᾱܫܢܧܡܑܸܛᾚܝܱܧܲᾖᾊܛܲᾰܭ

Ᾱܞܱܨܛܱܧܲܢܞܱܨܑ
ܱܲದܝܷ᾽ᾗᾐᾲܛܣᾞܣܷᾶܕ
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Ᾱܪܭ῁ ᾤܢܲܝܨ ܱᾞܤܱܶܣ ᾿ܲܝܨ ܭܸᾗᾐ



ᾐܢᾷܡܸܭܨܑᾨᾷᾐܤܸᾹܕܱᾤΆܩᾹܕᾐܢܲᾊᾷܥᾰᾁᾺܤܕܦܷܱܪ᾿ܕ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܲܛᾰܪܲܬܲܦܢ
ᾞܘ ܠܱᾶܛܶ ᾊᾰܢܷ ᾷܛܱܤܱܣ ܭܷܠܱᾹ  ᾂܢܢܸܲܭܛ ιܧܲܥܨܦ ܩܲܛᾹܕ ῀ܛܱᾷᾐܫܷᾼᾜܝܶ
ᾫΆܛܲܦܤܸᾹܕᾐܥᾹܬܶܲܦܢ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸܱᾹܢܭܷܤܕΆܭ᾽ܐܲܤܲܡܛܱᾰᾁܥܷܱᾨᾐܥܶ
῁ܲܦܢܲᾷܤܢ ῁ܲܦܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ ᾷܨᾐܦܢܷ ᾐܠܱᾶܛܶ ᾷᾐᾰܡܸܢܑᾨᾷ
ܤܬܶܲܦܢᾸܬܥ ῁ܲܦܢܱᾌᾸܛܶ ῁ܲܦܢܧܲ῁ ᾑܦܠᾶܘ ῁ܲܦܢᾸܝܶ ῁ܲܦܠᾶܭ ῁ܲܦܢᾸܥܸ
ܱΆܧܲܬܱܦܶΆܝܶܦܷܱܪ᾿ܕܪܸ᾿ܲܦᾐܖ῀ܛܱܲܲᾫܥܛܱܭᾐܖܪ᾿ܱܝܱܶܲܲᾷᾐᾲܥᾺܛܱܧܲܤܢܲᾷܤܢ
ܲܢܱ῁ᾷܭ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾆܥܷܱܲܲᾷᾐᾺܥ῀ܛ᾽ܫܱܠܱܥᾹܧܥܛܱܩܱܭܪܥܪܷܲܛᾰܬܭܱᾹܢܲܬܱܦܶΆܣ
ᾷᾐΆܤܸܭܲ῁ ܑῂܦܢᾸܬܥ ῁ܲܦܢܱᾌᾸܛܶ ῁ܲܦܢܧܲ῁ ᾑܦܢܲᾷܤܢ ܭܷܫܭ᾽ ῂܤܩܲᾹܛ῁ܲܛܦ
ܛܱܧܦܸᾑᾼ

ᾷܧܲܛᾰܪܑ

ܡܛᾰܪܑ

᾿ܲܫܛܪܸܲܣܪܥ

ᾞΆܭܤܸ

῀ܛ᾽ܥᾹܬܲܦܢ

ᾷܧܡܑܸ ᾿ܱᾶᾊܩܱΆ ᾓιܩܱᾹܢܶᾷܥ ܑᾞܢܱ᾿ ܑᾸܤܐ ܧܷܭܸܧᾰ ᾂᾊܛܲᾞᾰܢܲᾸܩ
"ᾐܕᾐܥܲᾞᾺܧܲܥΆܫܲܛܛܱܢܲܢᾹᾠᾗܬܶܲܦܢ
ܱܢܳᾸܢ᾿ܱܛܷᾨᾐܕܱΆܣܨܸܭܑᾐܨܸᾞᾙᾹᾔܘ᾿ᾢܢᾙܛܱܦܛᾰܫܲܭᾹܢܑ





ܲᾤΆܫܛ῁ܢܑᾶᾌܐ῀ܛܲᾱܢܨܱܭ῀ܱܣܱᾌܧܷܡܸܲᾹᾐܩιܭܑܱ῀ᾲᾆܢ ܲܝܦᾨᾐܕ
ܲᾜΆܤܲܡܛ ܱܩܷܱΆ ܑᾹܢܷᾷܭܸᾲ ᾆܬܸܲܦܢ ᾿ܤᾹܛ ܱᾹܢ ܲᾤΆܫܛܲܝܱܛᾰܪܸܱܢܶ
 ܱᾌܛܷܲܤᾜΆ ᾝܦܸ᾽ܳܝ ᾨᾷᾐᾲܕ ܲܩᾞᾱᾁܘ ᾦΆܛᾱܫܢܧܡܑܸ ᾽ᾗΆܠܱܢܶ ᾷܧܡܑܸ
᾿ܲܢᾷܠܛܪܱܛ

ܱᾲᾆΆܪܷܱܛܷ

Ὰܪܸܭ

ᾦΆܛܲᾫܢܥ

ᾌΆܥᾺܤܕ

῀ܛᾘᾰ

Ὰܪܸܭ

ܱ᾿ ᾐܩᾹܢܶܩܲܛܱᾌܥܷ ܠܸܣܲܩιܭܶ ܲܝᾪܛܸ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾷܛᾱܢ ᾐܦܣ ܲᾤΆܢᾷܧܡܑܸ
ܪ᾿ܪ᾿ܱܝܶܤܱܧܛܸܲܦ
ᾨᾷᾐᾞܕ ܲܩᾞᾱᾁܘ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܧܨܸܭ  ܲܛᾱܠܱܢܶ  ܠܢᾷܠܲܛ





ܭܑܸ῀ܛᾱܫܢܧܡܑܸܛᾚܝ῀ܛᾺᾘᾰܪܸܭ῀ܛᾱܫܢܪܸܭܠܥᾺܛܱᾰܭᾞܓܱᾶᾌܛܶ
ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ܥܸᾺܪܛܖ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭ ܱᾳܨܢܲᾞ ᾙᾁᾸܢ ᾿ܲܢᾷܠܛ ܪܱܛ ܢ ܑᾞᾸܭܷܫܧܛܸ
ܤܱܪܢܱᾂ ᾙܧ  ᾽ܤܢ ܑᾞᾸܭܷܫܧܛܸ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܢܱᾶᾊᾞᾸܛܶ ᾨᾐܓ ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ
῀ܛ᾿ܛܲᾰܝ ܧܩܸܲܣ ᾿ܲܢܭ῀ܱܧܛܸ ܫܸܛᾨᾷᾐᾞᾰܕ ܲܩᾞᾱᾁܘ ῁ܲܦܢ ܠܲ᾿ ᾂܫܛᾺᾗܦܸ
ܭܷܤܕᾌᾷᾐΆܥᾺܪܸ᾿ܱܢܶᾸᾐܭܛܱܫܛܲᾛᾌܩᾐᾁܪ᾿ᾞΆܭܛܱܫܛᾶܕᾹᾠܘܤܢᾸܭ
ܱΆܤܷܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ᾿ܲܭܱᾂܧ᾿ᾢܢᾙܧܸܦܸ᾽ܳܝᾨᾷᾐᾲܕܲܛܲῄܢ
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ܤܱܪܢ᾽ ᾙܧܲܢᾷܛ Ὰܫܲܛ ܲܥܱܛ ᾽ܧܱܨ Άܧܲܛᾰܪܲܥܨܦ ΆܢᾸܝܭܢᾸܝ ᾊܢᾷܨܦ





Άܣ᾿ܱܤܐᾐܧܲܝܱᾲܪܷܱܛܷܭܷᾨᾷᾐᾞܕܲܛܲῄܢᾰᾁܩܸܲ᾿ᾹܫܛᾱܦιᾁᾨܠܦܲᾹܦܱᾂܧ
ᾼᾐܝܶ Άܛᾰܩܲܧܡܑܸ ܫܸܛᾨᾷᾐᾞᾰܕ ܲܩᾙΆ ܑᾹܥ ᾐᾹܤܱܦܢܲܭܢᾸܕ  ܬܸܲܦܢᾸܝܶ
ܨܱܭ ῁ܢܲܫܱܣᾞܘܛܱܢܲܫܕ ᾽ܭᾞܘ᾽ܬܲܦܢܱᾫΆܪᾜܪܸܭ᾿ܦܱܫ῀ܱܛܶܲᾸᾐܢܥ᾿ܲܧܲܤܲܡܛ
᾿ܑ ܱᾹܢ ܭܷܤܕ ᾐܢ ܑᾞᾸܭܷܛܱܢܤܱܦܤᾊܛ ᾐܥᾹܢܶܥᾊᾺܥ ܪܱܥܷ Ὰܬܸܢܑ
ܲܛᾱܧܲܤܱܢ ܲܩᾞᾱᾁܘ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢ ܩᾹܕ  ZZZSXGKXFKHUU\FRPܤܱܦܫܢ ܧܠܸᾹᾔܕ
῀ܱᾞܥܶᾹܦܶ ܧܭܪܑ ܧܲܛᾱܬܭ ܱᾺܝܱܨܷᾰܦܸ ܤܸܲܢᾷܥܲ᾿ ᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾨᾷᾐᾞᾷܕ
ܱᾊ ,QWHUQHWܠܷܱܣܧܡܑܸᾜΆܢܸ᾿ܱܤܐᾹܤܷܲܛܱᾰܭᾞܓܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥᾺܤܸܲܩᾹܘ
ܫܷܛܲܭܱܪᾜܪܸܭ ܩܱᾹܥܷ  ᾽ 1HWVFDSH 1DYLJDWRUܠܛܷܲܭܱܣ Ὰܛܷῄܣܶ  ([SORUHU
᾿ܱܭᾨᾷᾐᾞܕ ܲܩᾞᾱᾁܘ ῁ܲܦܢ ܲܛᾱܧܲܤܱܢ ᾿ܲܫܛܲܭܱܪᾜܪܸܭ ܩιܦ ܤܠܱᾶܛܶ Ὰᾗᾰܘ
ᾷܛᾰܩܲܭܲܢܥܭܸᾨᾷᾐᾞܕιᾁܢܥܱᾶܛᾰܤܸܲܢᾷܫܢܧܡܑܸܧܠܸᾹᾔܕܠܥᾺܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ
ᾐܢܲᾞᾸܧᾶᾊܭܷܱᾹܢ
᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢ ܩᾹܕ  ZZZSXGKXFKHUU\FRPܤܱܭᾞܓ ᾿ᾶᾊܐ Άܐ





᾿ܲܢᾷܠܛܪܱܛ ܧܩܸΆ ܑᾹܥܲ᾿ ᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾨᾷᾐᾞܕ ᾱᾁܧܲܤܱܢ ܠܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ
῁ܲܦܢ ܧܷܪܷᾶᾊܐ Άܐ ᾿ᾢܢᾹᾙܢܲᾔΆ ᾙܥ ܑᾞᾺܛܱܩᾹܘ ܢܱܪ᾿ܲܦܧܲܝܭ
ܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܢᾷܫܢ ᾷܢܱ᾿ Ᾰܢܧܱᾊܛ ᾽ᾰᾁᾰܥܱᾫΆ Ᾱܪᾜܪܸܭ ܭܸᾨᾷᾐᾞܕ ܲܩᾞᾱᾁܘ
ܧܲܭܪᾜܪܸܭܦܷᾌܦ᾿ܲܩιܭܧܲܛܐܲܤܲܡܛᾊᾰܦܲܤܲܡܛᾤΆܦܷܪܸ᾿ܲܭܛᾌᾰܕܤܸܢ
ᾎᾰܤܲᾹܦ ܤܱܪܢᾌ ᾙܥܷܲᾺܩ ᾁܥܷܗ ܲܝܥܷᾺܠ᾿ᾢܝܶ ᾰᾁᾲܩܸ῀ ܑιܛ᾽ܥᾹܬܲܦܢ
Άܫܢ ܧܠܸᾹᾔܕ ᾦᾰᾁΆܛ᾽ܭ ῀ܛ᾽ܱܩܲܛᾞܭ Άܪܭܪܸܭ ᾫΆܛܱܪܲܧܱܭ ܲᾹܫܛܲܭᾞܛ
ΆܧܳܡܨܛᾞܘιᾁܢܑܱᾫΆܭܨܥܷܩᾹܦܶᾶᾌܭܷܨܲܫܘ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢᾸܝܶ
ܬܸܲܦܢ

᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢᾱᾁܧܑ

ܲܧܱܨܲܢᾸܐ

ܲᾹܫܛܲܝܥܷܠ᾿ᾢܝܶ

ܧܩܑܸᾹ





ܠܱܫ῀ܭܶ ᾞܘ Άܫܢܧܡܑܸ ܧܠܸᾹᾔܕ ᾿ܱܫܛᾨᾷᾐᾞᾰܕ ᾱᾁܧܲܤܱܢ ιᾁܢܱᾌܛ
ܱᾺܝܱܨܷᾰܦܸ ܱᾂܧ ܲܛᾱܠܱܢܶ ῀ᾰᾁ ᾂᾁܩܸܱ᾿ ܑιܤܐ ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾫΆ ܑᾞᾰܛܱܦܫܢ
ܢᾸܭܱᾌᾰᾁܥᾹܧܥܲܩᾞᾱᾁܘ῀ܛᾱܫܢܧܡܑܸܲᾷܩᾞᾱᾁܘ῁ܲܦܢᾷܤܸܢᾷܕ᾿ܲܧܝܸܱܲܭ
῀ܛᾱܥ ᾐᾹܠܥ ῀ܛ᾽ܪܭ᾽ܱܬܲܦܢ ᾰᾁᾷܩܸܲ᾿  Ᾱܬܲܦܢ ᾷܨᾐܦܢܷ ܠ᾿ ᾂܠܢܷ ᾽ܤܲᾹܥ
ᾦΆܛᾱܦᾦΆ ᾁᾨܛܲܩܱܥܶ ᾌܢܷ ᾦΆܛܲܭܱܪᾜܪܸܭ ܱܪ᾿ܕ ܩܲᾹܛ᾿ ܑᾞᾰܦܱܪ᾿ܑ
ܭܸᾨᾷᾐᾞܕ ܲܩᾞᾱᾁܘ ῁ܲܦܢ  ᾦΆ 2SHUDWLQJ 6\VWHPVܛᾱܫܢᾱᾁܧܑ ᾦΆܛ᾿ܠܦܲᾹܦ
ᾫΆܛܲܦܭܷܡܱܛܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭܱᾶᾌܛܶ᾽ܤᾶᾙᾹܛܛܱܥ᾿ܧܑܲܩᾙΆܑᾹܥᾐᾹܢܲܭܢᾸܕ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛܑᾞᾰܛܱܧܲܝܲ῁ᾲܛܦ
ܪܭ᾽ܱܬܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܤܤܶܖ  ܦܷܛܲܢ Άܨ ᾑܧᾶᾊܭܷ ܪ᾿ܝܶ ܱ᾿ ܑᾹᾔΆܤܐ
8QLFRGH





ᾐܥᾹܦܶܨܢ ܲᾷܩᾞᾱᾁܘ ῁ܲܦܢ ܧܩܸ ܑᾹܧܲܢᾌᾷܥιܖ ῀ ᾂᾊܛܱᾊܤܷᾙᾹ

ᾌܕ ܫ῀ܱᾌܥᾌܛ ܢܱܪܧܲܭܛᾰܫܸܭ Άܛܲܢ ܤܱܤܧܥ ᾿ᾶᾊܐ Άܐ  6WDQGDUG
ܠܢᾷܠܲܛ ᾐܠܱᾶܛܶ ᾰܛܱܧܠܸܥ    %LW ,6&,, 6WDQGDUG  ᾊᾺܢܸᾷܨܢ ܲܛܲᾌ ܑῄܥ
 6LPSOLILHGܠܲᾰᾁ ᾂܬܱܦܶܤܳܝ ܠܥᾺܛܱᾰܢܲܫܕ ܠܱᾶܛܶ ῀ܛᾨᾷᾐᾞᾰܕ ᾿ܲܛᾰܡܛ ᾰܨܲܧܐ
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ܲᾨᾰᾁܦܢ᾿ܲܢܱܥܷܲᾞᾰᾁΆܢᾷܠܸܲܛ῀ܛᾱܠܑܛܲܢܲܛᾎܥܸᾺܦܸܲܩᾞᾱᾁܘ &KLQHVH
ܫܸܛܲܝιܧΆ ᾙܧܲܝܭ ῀ܛᾆܨ ܧܠܸΆᾙܣ ιᾁܢܭᾠܥܶ ܫܸܛᾱܠܑ ܛܱܪܢܑᾹᾔΆ ᾂᾌ
῀ܛᾱܛܬܛ ܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ῀ܛᾺᾗܦܸ ܪܭ᾽ܱܤᾹܢ ܪܥ ܱᾐܥܷιܢ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܛᾌᾰܤܶᾙᾹ
ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ ܲܩιܥ Ὰܫܸܛᾼܦܶ᾽ܲܧܓ ῁ܲܦܢ ܨܱܛܓ ܨܛܓ ᾽ܱܧܷܲܛܐ ῀ܛ᾽ܪܭ᾽ܱܬܲܦܢ
Ᾱܩܷܲܛܱᾶܛᾰܢܸܭᾌܥᾌܒ᾿ܲܫܛ᾿ܠܱܢᾞᾷܛ
ܨܱܛܔ ܨܛܓ ᾿ܦܱܩܱܦ ܭܑܸ Ὰᾗܦܸ ܲᾛᾌܩ ᾁܝܸܱܲܭܠܑ ܲᾞᾰᾁΆܩܑᾹ





 ᾙᾊᾜΆܛᾰܭܸ ܩܥܶ Άܠܑ ᾿ܲܧܡܸܭܠܲᾛᾌ ܩܲ῁ ᾁܦܢ ᾿ܲܢܲܫܕ ܠᾰ ᾂܫܸܛᾼܦܶ
ᾰܧᾼܝܶ ܲᾫܢܥ ᾽ܤ῀ ᾙᾹܛᾱܓ ܛܷ ܑᾱܤܸܲܢᾞᾷܛ ܧܠܸᾹᾔܕ ܧܲܩιܥ ܑᾐ
ܲᾛᾌܩܲᾁܩᾞᾱᾁܘ ᾐ 8QLFRGH&RQVRUWLXPܤܱܥᾺܦܸܲܩᾞᾱᾁܘᾹܫܷ῀ᾌܥᾺܦܸܠܛ


ܧܢܸܱܥܷιܢ

ܤܱܛܲιܢᾷܪܱܛ᾽ܲܢܕ

 &KDUW

&RGH

8QLFRGH

᾿ܲܧܡܸܭܠ

᾿ܢ῀ 8% ᾙܛᾱܠܑ ܢܲᾷܫ ᾦᾰᾁܛᾨᾷᾐᾞᾰܕ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾽ᾷᾐܝܷ ᾜΆܫܸܛᾱܠܲܩιܭܶ
ᾊܥܲᾹܫܛܱᾌܥܱܛܷ ܲᾹܥᾺܦܸ ܲܩᾞᾱᾁܘ ᾿ܲܢܑ  Άܢܱᾷܦܶ ܨܸܭ ))8%
᾿ܱܪܢᾫᾠܦܸ ᾨᾷᾐᾞܕ ᾿ܲܧܡܸܭܠܲᾛᾌ ܩᾐ  ᾁܥᾹܧܶܝܸܱܲܭ ᾌᾷᾐΆܥᾺܛܸܭ
 6RUWLQJRUGHUFDQQRWEHKDQGOHGE\FKDUDFWHUSODFHPHQWLQDFRGHܪܸ᾿ܲܢܭᾌܥᾺܫܱܧܛܸ
ܧܷܠܸܲܫܛᾱܢ ῀ܛᾺᾗܦܸ ܪܭ᾽ܱܬܲܦܢ ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ ᾰᾁᾺܩܸܱ᾿ ܑιܢܥᾹܕ  FKDUW
᾿ܢᾹ ᾁᾂ ᾙܠᾦܛᾼܦܶ᾽ܲܧܓ   ܨܱܛܔ   ܨܛܓ ܢܱᾷܦܶ ܲᾹܬܲܦܢ ܩܲᾹܛܱᾌܢᾞᾷܛ
ܧܲܛܐ ᾊᾋܨܱܛᾋܨܛᾊܧܠܸᾺᾗܦܸܠܥܱᾠܦ ܨܸܭᾔᾕ
᾽ᾷᾐܝܷ῀ܛᾼܦܶ᾽ܲܧܓ 
ܲᾛᾌܩ ᾁܩܲᾹܛܲ᾿ ܑᾞᾰܫܛᾱܠܲܩιܭܶ  ܤܱᾹܝܶιܦܷ ܫܸܛᾨᾷᾐᾞᾰܕ   
ܧܷᾊܥ Ὰܫܸܛᾼܦܶ᾽ܲܧܓ ܨܱܛܔ ܨܛܓ ᾿ܱܢܥᾺܡܑܸ ᾿ܦܱܩܱܦ Ὰᾗܦܸ ܝܸܱܲܭ
ᾤΆܧܑܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ
ܲᾹܫܛᾨᾷᾐܕ ᾼܦܶ᾽ܲܧܓ ܲᾹܬܲܦܢ ᾿ܱܩᾹܕ Ᾱܩܷܲܛ᾿ܱܝܶ Ᾱܖ ܱᾹܣ ܢܑܸ





Ὰܫܸܛᾱܠܑ  ᾨᾷᾐᾞ 3ULYDWH XVH &KDUDFWHUVܕ Ᾱܧܥ ܲᾺܤܢ ܤܸܧܥ ܤܱܛᾦᾰܛܲᾛᾌܩᾁ
ᾰᾁ LQWHUQDOܩܸ᾿ᾙܧܝܶ ܳᾌᾲܫ῀ܓ ܲᾔΆܥܲᾞᾺܩᾹܕ ܱΆܪܩܥܶ ᾫΆܛܱܪܲܧܱܭ Ᾱܢܭᾠܥܶ
῀ *HQHUDO 3XUSRVHܛᾢܨܲܣ Ᾱܧܥ ܱᾐᾺܥܶ ܲܩᾹܧܦܷᾫܢܓ Άܛܲܢ SURFHVVLQJ  ܑᾐ
ܧܷܲܩܲᾰᾁܭ῀ܛܷᾐܥᾹܕܱܦܱᾌܛܲᾰܫܭܶܲܛܱᾱܭ῀ܓܧܷᾊܥᾺܩܸιܭ 3URJUDPPHV
ܱᾌܢܷᾷܧܣܪܸܛ Ᾱᾠܕ ῀ܛ᾿ᾰᾁᾊܪܸܭ ᾦΆܛᾱܫܢܧܡܑܸ ᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ





ᾦΆܛܛܸܪܥ ܲᾺܢᾼܝܶ  ᾦΆ 7DPLO :HEEORJVܛᾺ ᾘᾰܪܸܭ ῁ܲܦܢ ᾌΆܥᾺܛᾰܬܸ
ᾐܦܢ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܫ῀ܓ ܲᾤΆܫܛܪܸ ᾚܪܥ ܲᾹܛܪܓ ᾌܥ Ὰܛܱᾰܭᾞܓ ᾿ܲܛᾰܡܛ ᾰܨܲܧܱܪ᾿ܥ
ܛܢ῁ᾲ ᾆιᾠΆ ᾗᾷܢܑ ᾽ܤܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܪܸܢ ᾷܨܡܱܛܶ ܲᾰܫܭܶ ܫܸܛܦܸܩܲܢ ᾷܛܱᾰܬܲܦܢ
ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܛܝܱܭܱᾹܢܲᾤΆܧܨܸܭܪܸ᾿ܕܠܲܥܲᾺܩᾞᾁܘܫܸܛᾱܛᾰܐᾐܨܭᾞܘܲᾛᾌΆܫܭܶ
ܲᾜΆܤܲܡܛܤܱܦܨܢᾺᾗΆܡܑܸܧܡܑܸ᾿ܱܤܐᾙᾊᾜΆܪ᾿ܱܝܱܶᾶᾌܛܶᾰᾁᾰܭܸ᾽ܱܥ
ܩܲᾹܛܑᾞᾰ

ܛܱܧܲܬܭ

῀ܛ᾿ܠܦܲᾹܦ

ܦܲᾁᾨܤܢ

ᾞΆܭܕ

ܱᾐΆܥܷ

᾿ܱܢܲᾞᾸܢᾷܭܸ

ܲܥᾦᾰᾁ ᾔᾺܛᾱܫܢ ܧܡܑܸ ܫܸܛᾺᾗܠܸܥ ᾐܦܢ ܠܷܱᾶܛܶ ܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܧܛܑܸᾞᾰ
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ᾷܧܡܑܸ ܱᾊᾹܣ ᾷᾐܤܸ ܭܷܪܱܥܷ ᾤΆ ᾐܧܑ ܧᾼܝܶ ᾲܡܱܛ ᾞΆܭܠܱܤᾹܥ
ᾤΆܧܑᾫΆܩᾊᾷᾐܑᾹᾗܥܫܸܛᾱܛᾰܐܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܥܲ῁Ᾱܦܢ
ᾊܥ  ܑᾹᾠܠ῀ ᾂܛᾺᾗܠܸܥ ܢܲᾷܥܲᾺܢܥ ᾽ܤܱᾶᾌᾰᾁ ᾙᾹܩᾠΆ ᾓܭܶ
ܱܱܲᾹܠܱܣ

ܲܦܱܝܠܛᾱܭܷ

ᾙܣ

ܑᾹᾠ

ܤܷܱܣ

ܱΆܩܷܲܛܱᾌܪ᾿





᾿ܦܱܛᾰܠܸܲܛ

ᾊ ᾤᾷᾐᾺܢܷᾊᾷܢܷ ᾷܤܸܲܥܲᾺܢܥ ᾶᾊᾹܐ Άܐ  ܲᾹܧܨܸܓ ܛܸܱܱܲܛ ᾰܪܛᾞᾱܥܱᾺܧ
ܛܸܱܱܲܛᾰܪܛᾞᾱܥܱᾺܧܪܸ᾿ܲܭܧܱܲܢܶ Ᾰܠܑܤܱܥܷ᾿ᾔΆᾓܧܶܪܸܱܦܛܲܝܢܷ Ᾱܤܷܱܥܷ
ܲܭ῀ܛܷ ᾰܛܱܢܥܲ᾿ ܑᾞᾺܫܛᾱܛܪ ᾓܧܷܪܷܲܭܫ ܢᾸܩܸᾰ ᾁܛܲܦ ܱܥܷܲᾺܢܥ ܲᾹܧܲܢܲᾞᾷܭ
ᾰܛܲιܣ ܛܱܦܧܲܭܱܛ ܢܱܧܲܬ ᾿ܱܢᾷܪܱܛ ῀ܛᾺᾗܠܸܥ ܱᾁΆܧܲܫܭܶ ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ᾿ܱܤܐ
ᾐܭᾌܥᾺܛܲᾰܦܝܷ ῀ܛܲᾺᾗܢܥ ܧܲܛܱᾰܤܷܲᾹܥ ܲᾹܫܛ῁ܢܑ ܧܡܑܸ ᾿ܲܤܤܶܖ ܭܸܧᾂᾊ
 ܲ᾿ +DUG'LVFܫܛᾌܢᾹܭ ܲ᾿ &RPSDFW'LVFܫܛᾌܭᾁᾠ
ܛܬܛ ܲᾰܭ᾿ܛ ܧܡܑܸ  ῁ܲܦܢ  0DGXUDL 3URMHFW
7DPLO 9LUWXDO

Άܠܲܢ ᾷܨܸᾐܦ

ܫܸܠܛᾰܩ ᾗܨܦ ῁ܲܦܢ  \7DPLO 9LUWXDO 8QLYHUVLW





Άܫܢܧܡܑܸ

Άܐ ᾦΆܛᾱܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܛᾱܝ ᾷᾐܤܸ ܲᾞᾰᾁΆܩܲ᾿  ܑᾹܩιܭܧܲܛܐ  )RXQGDWLRQ
ᾦΆܛᾱܧܲܛᾰܪܑܪܥܧܲܩܱᾹܢܷ᾽ܤܲᾹܥܱᾶᾌᾰᾁᾺܩᾓι
ܢᾸܭܲᾹܥܱᾶᾊιᾁܩΆᾓιܐ
ܤܱܧܲܫܭܶ ܱᾶᾌܩΆ ᾓιܐ ܧܩܸᾦΆ ܑᾹᾔΆ ܑᾹܛᾱܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܦܸܱᾹܥᾞΆܥܶ
Άܛᾌᾰܣܪܲܣ ᾞᾺᾗܣܶ ῀ܱܛܷιܠܛ ᾌܥᾺܧᾼܝܶ Άܩιܧܷܪܸܭ ᾦΆܛᾱܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܧܩܸܲܣ
ܤܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܛܱᾰܛܱᾐܥ᾿ܲܢᾷܭᾊܭܢܱܧᾙᾊܠᾐΆᾶܧܷܭܑܸܪܸܨܥܷܲᾺܬܐ






ܪܥ Ᾰᾐܭܲܫܭܶ ܪܷܲܝ῀ ᾲܛ᾿ ᾓܪܥ ܠܥᾺܛᾰܐ ܦܸܠܸܱᾌܣ ᾿ܱܤܐ





᾽ܘ ᾞΆܭܤܸ ῀ܛ᾽ܪܭ᾽ܱܬܲܦܢ ᾷܧܡܑܸ ܩܸιܭܧܲܛܐ ῀ܛ᾿ ᾓܢᾸܠܛ ῀ܛᾶᾌܐ
᾿ܢᾼܝܶ Άܩιܧܷܪܸܭ ܪܷܲܭᾊܭ ᾿ܧܲܡᾶܕ ᾼᾐܝܶ ᾲᾆܠܢ Ᾱᾠ ᾂᾊܘ ܛܱܥᾺܦܸ
Ᾱᾠܕ ܦܸܠܛ ܢܱܧܦܸܧܲܩܱܱܲᾹ ܑᾹܧܷܫܑܸ ܛܱܥܲᾺܩܱܲᾹ ᾁܭܤܸܦΆܣ ᾰᾁܩܑܸᾹ
ᾲᾆܠܢ ᾷܫܸܛ᾿ ᾓܪܲܝ ܱᾔΆܣ ᾹܩܷܲܛܲᾞΆᾗܭ ܧᾼܝܶ ܲᾫܢܥ ᾽ܤ῀ ᾙᾹܛᾱܓ ܛܑܷᾱ
ܤܱܪܢΆ 7DPLO +HULWDJH  ᾙܫܢ ᾿ܧܲܥܨܦ ῁ܲܦܢ  Ά 0DGXUDL 3URMHFWܠܲܢ ᾷܨܸᾐܦ ᾼᾐܝܶ
Ᾱܩܷܲܛܑܲᾞᾰܩιܧܷܪܸܭ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܫܢ






ܤܸܲܭᾨᾷᾐᾞܕ ܱᾞܭܷῂܘ ᾙΆܫܢ ܧܡܑܸ ܱᾞܭܷῂܘ ᾤΆ ܑᾹᾠܦܷ





ܱܛܷܲܤܲ᾿ ᾝܧܛܸܭ ܨܷܘ ᾞΆܭܤܸ ܲܩܱܦ ܪܸܲܣ ܱᾰᾁΆܭᾞܓ ܤܸܲܢᾷܫܢ ܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ
᾿ܲܫܛᾱܫܢ ᾌܢܷ ܱ᾿ ܑᾹᾠܧᾊܥ ܠܲܭᾸᾐܭ ᾰᾁܪܸܲܣ ᾌᾷᾐΆܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܫܸܛᾨᾷᾐᾞᾰܕ
ᾌΆܢܷ ܫܸܛᾱܫܢ ܫܸܛᾱܨܭܲܭ ܫܸܛᾱܛᾰܥ ܢܷᾼܝܶ ܳᾌܫ῀ܓ ܫܸܛᾨᾷᾐᾰܕ ῁ܲܦܢ
ܤܸܲܢᾷܧܲܛᾰܪܲܥܨܦܑᾹᾠܛܱܦܨܭܲܭ᾿ܢᾹᾂᾌܠܱΆܑᾷᾐܩܷܲܛܲᾞᾰܢᾸܠܸܤܸܲܧܲܢܝܭ
᾿ᾓܛܱᾹ 7ZLWWHU  ᾙܝܳᾲܩܲܛ ᾦΆܛᾱܦᾦΆ ᾂᾁ῀ ᾁᾨܛᾱܦܱᾂ ᾁᾨܧ ᾽ᾰᾁΆܫܭ ܲܩܱιܥܷ
ܩᾁܬ ܬܸܲܦܢ ᾦΆܛᾺᾗܦܸ ܛᾚܝ ܱᾹܝܳᾲܩܲܛ ᾦΆܛᾱܫܢܧܡܑܸ ܤܱܪܢ)DFHERRN  ᾙ
ܲᾹܬܲܦܢ ܱᾶᾊܢ ܱᾹܝܳᾲܩܲܛ ᾿ᾓܛ῀ ᾙܛ᾽ܥᾹܬܲܦܢ ܭܷܤܕ  ܤܩܲᾹܛܱᾌܛ ᾌᾷᾐᾰܕ
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ܢܲᾁᾸܦ ܲᾤΆܫܛᾱܫܢ ᾿ܧܲܥܨܦ ῁ܲܦܢ Άܠܲܢ ᾷܨܸᾐܦ ܱܧܲᾖᾊܛܲᾰܭ ῁ܲܦܢ ܛܱܛᾰܦܸᾹܦܷ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷ᾿ܢιᾠܥᾱᾁܥ᾿ܲܭܫ

῀ܛܨܸᾌܛ ܢܸܲܭܛ ᾗᾐᾰܠܸܣܨܸܓ ᾠΆܭܶ ᾐܭ᾽ܫܭ ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ





ܛܱܧܲܝܠܸܛ ܱᾹܢᾦΆܛܱᾰܥܲ῁Ὰܦܢ ᾌΆܥᾺܢᾨܕ ᾊܥᾺܧܲܛᾰܪܲܥܨܦ ܪ᾿ܦᾌܦ ῀ܛܢܸܛ
ܲᾹܫܛᾱܨܦ

ܛܱܭᾐܖ

ܛܱᾰܛܱᾐᾰܥ

Ὰܪܸܬᾆιᾠᾇ

᾿ܲܢᾷܠܛܪܱܛ

ܧܩܑܸᾹ

ᾤᾰᾁΆܠܦ ᾿ܲܤܧܶᾊܥᾺܕ ᾐܩܲܛᾌܥ᾿ܧܝܶ Άܧܲܛᾰܪܑ ܧܡܑܸ ᾫΆܛܱܤܪܭܱܛܱᾐܥ
ܢܷܩܲܛ᾽ܫܭ῁ܲܦܢܧܷܪܷܦܱܪ᾿ܲܧܪܸܭܷܱᾫᾰᾁΆܢܳᾸܢܱᾦᾰᾁΆܢᾦᾰᾁΆܛ῁ܢܲܫܱܣ
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Introduction:
Internet usage has witnessed a steep increase in the recent years; this significant
expansion of the Internet at the eve of the twenty first century has allowed the Internet to
occupy a central part of human life. Expertise in computer usage and intelligent handling of
the Internet allows humans to communicate freely across an international electronic computer
network with its inherent extraordinary potential for expansion. The Internet, with its huge
resources, acts as an essential purposeful tool to cater the rapidly increasing population of
youngsters who wish to align with the modern times. The scope of information technology in
developing countries should not be slowed down due to limited accessibility to computers
and the internet, at home and at educational institutions. Internet allows to reduce social
isolation; it also has additional psychosocial benefits like communication with friends and
family, and exploration of hobbies which can be realized with greater ease.
Aim:
To assess and compare the Internet usage patterns, E – Book reading habits in Tamil
and the perceived barriers for it among arts and science college students in a rural and an
urban city in Tamilnadu during 2014.
Materials and Methods:
The study was conducted among college students enrolled in various arts and Science
College in a rural (Manappaarai, Trichy District) and an urban city (Chennai) in Tamilnadu;
the timeline of the conduction of the study was during July 2014. The carefully designed
questionnaire which contains four separate parts was administered; [1] To assess the
Demographic Data; [2] To assess the Internet Usage pattern; [3] To assess the E - Book
reading Pattern in Tamil; [4] To assess the Perceived Barriers in Internet Usage.
The demographic data allowed the retrieval of information related to name; age;
gender; curse of study; year of Study; marital status; and E- mail ID; pin code of the current
area of residence; pin code of the area of schooling. The responses obtained were noted in a
Likert Scale Format (SD – Strongly Disagree; D – Disagree; N – Neutral; A – Agree; SA –
Strongly Agree; NR - Not Responding). All the data were entered into Microsoft Excel sheets
and the appropriate statistical analysis was accomplished to arrive at the results.
Results and Discussion:
As a response to the query regarding expertise in handling the Internet, 58 % of
students from urban and 39 % of students from rural areas expressed that they are well
expertise with Internet usage whereas,34 % of students from urban and 55 % of students
from rural areas expressed that they are not expertise in handling the Internet. As a response
to the query regarding the user friendliness of the Internet and its effectiveness in providing
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useful information about the Tamil Diaspora, 29 % of students from urban and 22 % of
students from rural areas express that they are user friendly and effective whereas, 40 % of
students from urban and 49 % of students from rural areas express that it is not user friendly
and effective.
Katz J et al (1997) opined that social and work networks are important in the uptake
of the Internet among the greater population; similarly we were able to observe that the rural
students express greater difficulty to locate the relevant websites related to Tamil research
(31%) than the urban students (26%). As a response to the query regarding the awareness of
Internet address of authentic Tamil related websites, 52 % of students from Urban and 34 %
of students from rural areas express that they are well aware; whereas 40% of students from
Urban and 49 % of students from rural areas accepted their overwhelming levels of difficulty
in this domain.
As a response to the query regarding the pattern of browsing the internet, 36 % of students
from urban and 13 % of students from rural areas accept that they remain always online;
whereas only 19% of students from urban and 07 % of students from rural areas inform that
they browse the Internet for more than 3 hours everyday.16% of students from urban and
12% of students from rural areas opine that they browse the Internet only half an hour every
day. 18 % of students from urban and 33 % of students from rural areas express that they
only occasionally browse the Internet. Interestingly, 7% of students from urban and 18% of
students from rural areas declare that they have never browsed the Internet. Google and
Facebook turn out to be the most frequented sites by the students in both the rural and the
urban populations; whereas the site that was most frequently visited in particular reference to
Tamil research was Tamil Wikipedia.
Based on the response to the query regarding the behavior of browsing the web to
read Tamil E books, it was learned that it is less among the rural students (14%) when
compared to the urban students (26%). Moreover, 38% % of students from urban area feel
that the subject materials used in the classroom were also readily available over the internet
as well; whereas this belief does exist only among 18% of rural students. 31% of students
from urban and 39% of students from rural areas feel that the currently available E - books in
regional languages on the Internet were unreliable resources to procure authentic information
for research purposes. 23% of students from urban and 41% of students from rural areas
expressed their willingness to reconfirm the facts furnished in the E – books, with the
information in the printed books. Similar to our findings, Trocchia P et al (2000) also found
that social support influences the efficacy and perception of usefulness of technology.
As a response to the query regarding the routes frequented to arrive at the E books,
Google search engine stands first, next comes the sources as E mail attachments from known
fellow researchers, references linked in wikipedia pages and the various E books stores
follow the thin segments of resource providers; there is a conspicuous absence of awareness
about Google Scholar and Google Books among both the populations.
Regarding the comparison between the behavior of spending time in the college
central library among the digital section and the printed book section, more students from
urban (34%) than from rural (30%) areas prefer the digital section while less students from
urban (41%) than from rural (48%) areas prefer to spend more time in the printed books
sections. In line with this specific finding, we were able to observe that when questioned
about experiencing pleasantness to read Tamil books in paper format and as E book format,
more rural students vote for printed books (28%) than the E books (13%), whereas more
urban students (35%) than the rural students (29%) support the E books than the printed
books, probably this is due to the fact that E books invade the viewer ship platform only after
the initial exposure; this finding can be explained based on a similar observation by Cody JM
et al (1999) that training reduces anxiety and increases efficacy in using technology.
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From the questionnaire to assess the perceived barriers in Internet usage, it was
observed that, unreliable technical availability (low bandwidth and low signal) were cited as
the main reason for avoidance of internet use among the urban students (54%) whereas a
staggering 83% of rural students declare it to be the prime reason for distancing them from
the technical revolution unraveling in the modern world. Unreliable technical availability
(Electrical Failure) was cited as the reason for avoiding Internet use by 32% of urban and 66
% of rural students reflecting the general impact of interrupted availability of electricity in a
growing economy as that of India.
Katz J et al (1997) conducted a study in the western population and found that the
majority of internet users (56%) learned about using the internet from their home based on
the assistance derived from friends and family and only 40% ventured out to learn a course,
which was often limited to a few days only, or they learned internet using skills at work, but
in our study we were able to observe that more percentage of students (68%) from rural areas
have access to the internet in a place other than their home (ie from an internet center)
whereas 41% of students from the urban areas have adequate access to the internet from their
homes itself. Similar to our finding Morrell RW et al (2000) were also able to observe that
the major reasons for humans to be not using the Internet is the lack of knowledge about the
web, as well as computer ownership and access. Health problems were cited as a reason for
perceived difficulty of computer use among 27% of urban and 16% of rural students,
reflecting the comparative increase in the use of computers by the urban students.
From the questionnaire to assess the perceived risk element in internet usage, fear of
credit card stealing, fear of sharing the personal information, fear of internet addiction are
more among the urban than in the rural students. Concern about the E mail password security
is more among the urban students (44%) than among the rural students (19%) reflecting the
trend for greater awareness regarding the concept of internet security among the urban
population. Remaining anonymous in the internet requires a high level of expertise and being
exposed of one's identity is a normal sequence of events, this factor actually belittles the
affinity for internet among many students. Privacy is not the only cause of concern as a
source of subjective fear in the internet world.
In our study we were able to observe that both demographic and usage behavior traits
would be influencing their own effects in terms of perceived risk in internet usage, similarly,
more students from the urban population (38%) opine that changes in the software happen at
a faster pace than the students from the rural background (20%).32% of students from urban
and 15% of students from rural areas feel that internet usage is habit forming reflecting the
fact that more level of usage leads to more habit forming scenarios and reduced anxiety.
More rural students (38%) feel that internet leads to lack of physical contact than the urban
students (14%). Both the populations, urban (56%) and rural (31%) perceive that the current
level of laws regarding protection of Internet users, are insufficient in their armament. 31% of
rural students believe that most of the E mails are accessed by persons other than their owners
whereas only 12% of the urban students believe so. More students from the urban areas
(43%) feel that stalking and impersonation are common in internet raising the security and
private concern as barriers for online shopping related activities when compared to students
from rural background (21%). This can further be explained by the finding by Bandura et al
(1998) that the level of Internet efficacy in actuality reflects an individual’s beliefs about his
or her ability to competently use the Internet. Lack of efficacy would lead to generation of
anxiety in using the system, thus computer anxiety predicts the level of Internet participation
Conclusions:
The results from the above study allow us to compare and decipher a broad and clear
picture of the prevailing trend in Tamilnadu between the rural and urban college students
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thereby easing the road map to focus on designing and implementing learning modules for
computer and Internet training for students studying in arts and science colleges.
Life in the modern world is overwhelmed by the enormous ability of computers to
gather and distribute vast bits of information in lightening speed; this has also increased the
concern of privacy and anonymity on a large scale. Moving in the direction of increasing the
safety for privacy and reducing the security risk are to be accomplished as priorities, thus
allowing alleviation of the major obstacles in internet usage pattern among the rural students.
The complexity of navigating the network taxes both working memory and spatial ability and
is a significant barrier; this necessitates the web sites to be designed more simply and
uniformly. Conduction of training programs would positively increase the individual’s
knowledge about computer technology and will be beneficial in reducing the potential
barriers and increasing the perception of ease of use of technology in the direction towards
Tamil.
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Abstract:
Student attitudes and beliefs towards e-learning, as well as their satisfaction with
technology and past e-learning experiences in Tamil are regarded as success determinants of
future e-learning initiatives in Tamil. While e-learning and its potential benefits for
developing areas have been discussed in the literature, research on user perspectives of elearning in Tamil in those areas is limited. This article presents findings on the experiences
and perceptions of technology-supported learning gathered from Biomedical engineering
students in Chennai. An analysis of relationships between student attitudes towards e-learning
and their demographic characteristics, access to technology, use of technology for learning,
skill in technology, and satisfaction with technology is also included. The reported findings
might be of interest to academics, administrators, and decision-makers involved in planning,
developing and implementation of future e-learning strategies in Tamil in Chennai.
Keywords: Developing areas, e-learning, Biomedical Engineering students, Information and
Communication Technology (ICT), Technology-supported learning, Tamil, Chennai
Introduction:
Many scholars agree that ICTs play an increasingly important role in facilitating the
educational processes and systems of today. E-learning has started to emerge in Chennai
where it has the potential to help meet an increasing demand for education and address the
growing decline of trained teachers. The application of e-learning in Chennai has gradually
advanced in recent years with an improved availability of Internet connections, local area
networks, and IT support. However, other challenges still prevail. In these areas, the active,
participative student who is required for interactive learning is rare, and the traditional
methods are widely used in teaching and learning. In addition, these areas often lack the
ability to implement advanced educational practices on their own. Student characteristics are
regarded as a critical success factor in e-learning in these areas. These characteristics include
computer self-efficacy, Internet self-efficacy, computer experience, Internet experience,
computer anxiety, and attitudes toward e-learning. Student attitudes are influenced by the
quality and perceived ease of use of e-learning courses, functionality of e-learning platforms,
and the level of student computer skills. Their computer experience, including perceived selfefficacy, enjoyment, and usefulness of using e-learning also plays a role. In turn, positive
student attitudes and behaviours towards e-learning are critical to their e-learning readiness
and acceptance. To inform the prospects of future e-learning initiatives in Chennai in
Biomedical Engineering in Tamil, a study involving Chennai under-graduate Biomedical
engineering students was conducted in July 2014; the study examined the students’
experiences and perceptions of e-learning to gauge their acceptance of, and preparedness for,
e-learning. Statistical analysis was conducted to assess student attitudes towards e-learning,
and to reveal the relationships between their attitudes and their demographic characteristics,
access to technology, use of technology for learning, skill in technology, and satisfaction with
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technology. This paper presents an overview of Biomedical Engineering student attitudes
towards ICT and e-learning in Tamil, it outlines the factors influencing those attitudes, and it
discusses the findings of the study.
Materials and Methods:
Study Questions
The study reported in this article investigated e-learning experiences and perceptions of
engineering students in Chennai. The results described here focus on the relationships
between student attitudes towards e-learning and their demographic characteristics and
experiences with ICTs. The following research questions guided the research presented in
this article:
1. What are the overall attitudes of Biomedical Engineering student in Chennai toward
technology?
2. Are there significant differences in attitudes towards technology between female and
male Biomedical Engineering student in Chennai?
3. Are there significant differences in attitudes towards technology between Biomedical
Engineering students studying in Chennai from urban and regional backgrounds?
4. What are the relationships between Biomedical Engineering student in Chennai
attitudes toward technology and their access to, the use of, skill in, and satisfaction
with technology?
Study Design
Data for the study was collected through a carefully designed survey instrument and
analyzed. Descriptive statistics were used to summarize and describe the data collected from
the respondents in the four participating groups. In addition, correlations were used to
examine the relationships between the variables that were measured on the interval scale.
Subsequently, statistical models were developed to relate the dependent variable to a number
of student demographics and factors that may influence student attitudes towards ICT and elearning. The additional variables, such as age and year of study were included in the model
to control for possible confounding influence of these variables.
Survey Methodology
Closed, quantitative questions (statements) were developed based on a number of
studies conducted to measure student attitudes towards technology. Participants were asked to
rate statements using a Likert rating scale from “1” ‘strongly disagree’ to “5” ‘strongly agree’
to indicate their attitude towards technology in learning. The survey consisted of items
(technologies) where students were asked to indicate their level of access outside the
university. Students were also asked to indicate how they used various technologies and their
levels of skill with these technologies. They were also asked to apply a rating scale (from “1”
‘not skilled at all’; to “5” ‘very skilled’) to indicate their levels of skill in using these
technologies. Students were asked to indicate their level of satisfaction with the statements
provided. They were asked to apply a rating scale (from “1” ‘very poor’ to “5” ‘very good’)
to indicate the level to which they rated their satisfaction with technology.
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Discussion and Conclusions:
This article presented findings from a larger study examining Chennai Biomedical
engineering students’ experiences and perceptions of technology-supported learning. A
comparative analysis indicated that the participating students in the urban and regional areas
were positively disposed towards e-learning and believed in its benefits. The positive
attitudes and the willingness of students to engage in e-learning courses suggest that future elearning initiatives have great potential in Chennai. Regarding the gender impact, this study
found that both female and male students held relatively similar positive attitudes towards
ICT and e-learning. Moreover, the effects of other demographic characteristics such as
student location (urban/rural), age, and year of study were not statistically significant in terms
of their attitudes towards e-learning.
The study demonstrated that there was a statistically significant correlation between
student attitudes toward technology and their levels of access to various technologies;
unsurprisingly, students who had better access to technology and the Internet generated
stronger positive attitudes. This study showed that a student skill in technologies is a
significant predictor of attitudes toward ICT and e-learning. The positive attitudes and the
willingness of students to engage in e-learning courses suggest that there is a great potential
for e-learning initiatives in Chennai. The findings of this study could serve as a predictor of
the attitudes of future students towards e-learning. They can be considered as a source of
information for academics, administrators, researchers and decision-makers involved in
planning, design, implementation and promotion of e-learning in Chennai. However, for elearning to be widely accepted in higher education institutions in Chennai, there is a need for
the provision of appropriate training at different levels, the development of expertise in elearning use, and research to gather data and inform future developments.
The potential limitation comes from the use of a paper-based survey questionnaire. As
reported in the literature, such questionnaires may suffer from low response rates and
misinterpretation issues. It is significant to note that while the findings presented in this
article provide beneficial insights which extend the limited body of work related to e-learning
in Chennai, they are based on a study of a limited number of participants. In addition,
engineering students may be more technically-minded and accepting of e-learning than
students of other disciplines; this might also limit the generalization of the study findings. It
would be useful to see if the findings presented in this article could be expanded to
participants from other disciplines and other universities in Chennai covering various streams
if education to arrive at a more comprehensive outlook.
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Abstract-The grand design of Collaborative learning provides online learning platform where
students can help each other and can take the form of discussion among the whole class or
within smaller groups. When the peers study collaboratively, they balance one another in
knowledge when they generally learn better. The collaborative learning strategy involves
group discussions. However, when group members meet face to face, they may be influenced
by interpersonal relationships and peer pressure, which can cause group members to interact
in less desirable ways. The purpose of this study is to investigate whether peers engaged in
group discussions for the purpose of collaborative learning interact differently in face-to-face
or anonymous conditions. The study examines how peers assess one another, to identify
group interaction patterns. The basis of the theory of social construction collaborative
learning aims to help learners solve the problems they encounter in learning and to improve
their own learning behaviours. One of the long-standing goals of education has been to help
learners learn better through appropriate patterns of peer interaction. To experiment this we
have utilized Moodle which (Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment) is
a free and open source e-learning software platform, also known as a Learning Management
System, or Virtual Learning Environment (VLE). As a web-based tool, Moodle offers the
potential to deliver courses which include a huge variety of information sources – links to
websites, images, and multimedia – which are difficult to deliver in a traditional teaching
environment. The chat activity module in moodle allows participants to have a real-time
synchronous discussion in a Moodle course. A teacher can organize users into groups within
the course or within particular activities. This paper aims in identifying different interaction
patterns and the best interaction pattern among the all which is best suitable for learners in a
collaborative learning environment so that every individual in the group is benefitted. As a
testing platform fifth standard Tamil medium science text book is incorporated in to moodle.
In the pre-test stage, students first engage in collaborative learning using moodle, and then
they interact with each other in the interactive chat discussion. Based on the peers
conversation using chat activity , the system can identify the different interaction patterns
like partial knowledge exchange, distributive knowledge exchange, Ability impediment,
group development impediment, Centralized knowledge exchange and thus may result in
different learning achievements, and this study shows that anonymous group discussions tend
to generate better results based on analyzing various interaction patterns.
Keywords: Collaborative Learning, Moodle, Interaction Patterns.

I.

INTRODUCTION
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'Cooperative learning' is that it is a situation in which two or more people learn or attempt to
learn something together[1]. “Collaborative learning” is an umbrella term for a variety of
educational approaches involving joint intellectual effort by students, or students and teachers
together. Moodle is a course management system for online learning . Modular ObjectOriented Dynamic Learning Environment. The design of Moodle is based on socioconstructivist pedagogy. The chat activity module in moodle allows participants to have a
real-time synchronous discussion in a Moodle course The built-in chat module is a handy
teaching tool for groups of students working with or without the teacher to discuss an issue, or
answering questions set by the teacher. The chats are saved and can be reviewed by the
teacher at any time. The content of fifth standard science text book can be incorporated in to
moodle and can be given to students for group learning. This makes the students to effectively
learn and understand the concepts easily also enables the students to build and improve inter –
personal skills, and positive interdependence.
Collaborative learning activities may be carried out face to face and this peer interaction
enables group members to exchange their knowledge and discuss their perspectives, helping
to not only unite the team, but also enable group members to collaborate and learn more
effectively [2], [3]. However, there are also some disadvantages to face-to-face interaction.
When students know one another reasonably well and meet face to face, those with a lower
learning achievement may tend to rely on those with a higher learning achievement. This can
in turn greatly reduce the effects of collaborative learning .To enable students to say what
they truly feel; we proposed an anonymous peer assessment scheme using Moodle. Students
are also allowed to participate in to the chat activity of Moodle after learning in Moodle in
anonymous mode. Based on the anonymous students conversation using chat activity we
identify the different interaction patterns.To carry out this investigation, a system was
developed to enable students to brainstorm anonymously. Within this system, peer review
proceeds in three phases: 1) Learning using Moodel 2) Chat Activity and 3) Identifying
Interaction patterns. By analyzing how peers assess one another, and how they interact
differently in face-to-face and anonymous environments, it is possible to identify group
interaction patterns. The results can then be evaluated to determine how changes in peer
interaction patterns affect overall learning achievement.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows,
II. Existing Work
III. Proposed Work
IV. Implementation
V. Performance Evaluation
VI. Conclusions and Future work
II.Existing Work:
Collaborative Learning and Grouping:
Collaborative learning can be considered to originate from social constructivism [6]. Social
constructivism sees compromise between different subjects as the ultimate criterion to judge
knowledge. Collaborative learning requires group work. Researchers suggest various factors
and strategies involved in setting a group assignment. For example, it is crucial to ensure an
appropriate group size. If the group is too large, then it may be difficult for all members to
participate fully in learning activities. A VLE for online chat activity is another approach by
using MOODLE students are able to do discussions, for example, by asking and answering
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questions, and suggesting arguments for or against the proposed answers . The interaction of
student activities conducted through an MOODLE which is an open source learning platform.
The model of interaction consists of three parts: issue, position, and argument. First, students
raise issues or questions for discussion. Second, students can make position statements about
each issue. Finally, they can make arguments for or against each position statement. An
argument can either clarify or elaborate on a position statement, helping to make the position
statement more complete. With the use of an MOODLE based platform, group discussions
become more goal-oriented and focused, enabling participants to reach a consensus more
quickly, if, indeed, such a consensus is to be found.
III.PROPOSED WORK
On the basis of the theory of social construction collaborative learning aim to help learners
solve the problems they encounter in learning and to improve their own learning behaviours.
Our aim is to help learners learn better through appropriate pattern of peer interaction. Ideal
peer interactions are those in which learners first present their own ideas and then develop
those ideas through discussion with their peers and exercising their own judgment.
Peer Interaction Patterns
Liu and Tsai used an IBIS-based platform for online discussions and identified the following
five peer interaction patterns from the data they collected.
1) Centralized knowledge exchange: One student plays the role of knowledge provider,
serving as the major source of answers to questions.
2) Distributive knowledge exchange: There is no single source of knowledge, and group
members discuss what they know to reach a consensus.
3) Group development impediment: There are many discussions. However, the discussions
tend to focus on group development, and there is often no consensus.
4) Ability impediment: The knowledge of all group members is limited, making it difficult
for them to make meaningful progress in their discussions.
5) Partial knowledge exchange: Not all group members participate in the discussions.
However, those who do participate in the discussions are not necessarily considered “sources
of answers.”
Conceptualizing is a group or individual creativity [7] technique by which efforts are made to
find a conclusion for a specific problem by gathering a list of ideas spontaneously contributed
by its member(s).For students to join in group discussions without worrying about
interpersonal relationships and peer pressure, a system has been developed for brainstorming
on the Web. The students do not know the identities of their colleagues. This system operates
in three phases. The first phase is for self-testing, during which each group member gives
his/her answers to all of the questions. The second phase is for group discussion and voting:
Each question is reviewed simultaneously by all group members, by displaying all the
answers given, and then allowing the members to discuss these answers in an online chat
room. Each group member has the opportunity to modify his/her own answer, according to
the suggestions and criticism of others, following which an online vote is held to determine
the best answer. The third phase is the assessment, wherein each group member assesses the
value and contribution of his or her colleagues. These assessments are then used to determine
group interaction patterns.
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The following Figure.1 represents the system which identifies the interaction patterns for
online student’s community

Figure.1 Architecture for identifying interaction pattern
IV.IMPLEMENTATION
To determine how collaborative e-learning affects peer interaction and learning achievement,
two experiments were carried out during the academic year of 2014. Experiment 1 provided
face-to-face conditions for group discussion, while experiment 2 ensured Collaborative ELearning. Participants in both experiments were using the 5th standard science book in tamil
which is incorporated in MOODLE. In Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, the 33 students were
enrolled to learn the fifth standard science book in Tamil content in both offline and online.
Each session consisted of a group discussion and lasted about an hour. The following Figure 2
represents the Science Book content which is incorporated in MOODLE for Collaborative
Learning.

Figure.2 Fifth Standard Science Book incorporated in Moodle
In Experiment 1, group members sat together and discussed their written answers face to
face. In Experiment 2, meanwhile, group members were scattered , were required to conduct
discussions using the system described in conceptualizing, and were prohibited from
revealing their identities during the discussion. At the end we evaluate the experiment 1 and
experiment 2, as chat forum content, based on that we can identify the interaction patterns for
each student. The following Table.1 depicts a representation of the vote values and the
estimation of peers.
Name

Question1

Question 2
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Question3

Student1 3 Votes

1 Votes

9 Votes

Student2 1Votes

5 Votes

5 Votes

Student3 4 Votes

11Votes

11 Votes

Student4 4 Votes

6Votes

4 Votes

Table. 1- Voting of Students
Calculation of Centralized Knowledge Exchange = Max vote (Q1+Q2+Q3)
=(4+11+11)/3 = 26/3 = 8.6667
Hence student3 is having centralized knowledge Exchange among all three students.

V.PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A Collaborative Learning Environment, being conducive for all members to utilise the
resources optimally, shows better performance. Moodle further enhances the performance of
Collaborative Learning by facilitating the members involved with an effective means to share
the same set of approaches and experiences in learning. Thus, it is very clear that
collaborative learning using MOODLE improves the performance of learners which is
represented using Figure 3. Further, identifying interaction patterns among students using chat
conversation provides a high possibility for members to share each others’ approaches and
hence, experiences, it scores more in terms of the Higher Order Thinking involved.
Correlation of knowledge gained and application of it is more prominent in case of
Collaborative Learning using MOODLE by analyzing and identifying their interaction
patterns.

Figure 3: Anonymous Peer interaction percentage based on Collaborative E Learning

VI. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have identified various interaction patterns which enables the students to
learn and improve their learning. By using a system that helps group members conceal their
identities, students are less affected by interpersonal relationships and peer pressure and are
therefore more willing to participate fully in discussions, learning more from the process as a
result. One of the goals of collaborative learning is to facilitate frank and productive group
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discussions. Anonymous group discussion may be closer to this ideal than group discussions
conducted in face-to-face conditions.
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Abstract - This paper summarizes the analyses of INFITT group member’s interaction
within the Yahoo Groups micro blogging environment. This study employs longitudinal
probabilistic social network analysis (SNA) technique to identify the patterns and trends of
network dynamics. Social network analysis (SNA) is the use of network theory to analyse
social networks. Social network analysis views social relationships in terms of network
theory, consisting of nodes, representing individual actors within the network, and edges
which represent relationships between the individuals, such as friendship, kinship,
organizations. Visual representation of social networks is utilized to understand the INFITT
group member’s interaction and convey the result of the analysis. Numerous methods of
visualization for data produced by Social Network Analysis have been presented. Exploration
of the data is done through displaying nodes and edges in various layouts, and attributing size
and other advanced proper edges to nodes. Visual representation explores the associations of
INFITT member’s interaction records with the observed network. The results indicate
tendencies towards: [i] reciprocal interaction; and [ii] adoption of a selective approach in
communication over time, implying that INFITT members tend to communicate with fewer
peers over time. The evaluations that examine interaction score attributes indicate [iii]
network homogeneity and popularity effects associated to achievement scores – suggesting
greater interaction of INFITT member’s of similar levels and more attention to higher
interaction achieving of INFITT group member’s.
This paper uses a ‘relational’ approach to network analysis to demonstrate the
linkages between different types of interaction patterns utilized among INFITT group. This
paper proposed the IBIS model to structure discussion activities of collaborative design.
Social network analysis includes user attribute and behavior analysis, community-maintained
resource support, location-based interaction analysis, social sharing and filtering. Employing
SNA techniques, this study identified interaction patterns among INFITT group members.
The probabilistic approach to the network analysis allows reporting the results with statistical
precision. The identified tendencies may suggest that learners, over time, may prefer to
narrow their interaction to selected participants. Furthermore, this study extends to
identifying possible interrelation between network dynamics and INFITT group members.
Keywords: Longitudinal probabilistic social network analysis, IBIS model, Interaction
Patterns, INFITT.
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I.

INTRODUCTION:

A social network [1] is a social structure between actors, mostly individuals or organizations.
It indicates the ways in which they are connected through various social familiarities ranging
from casual acquaintance to close familiar bonds. Social network analysis is the mapping and
measuring of relationships and flows between people, groups, organizations, animals,
computers or other information/knowledge processing entities. The nodes in the network [2]
are the people and groups, while the links show relationships or flows between the nodes.
Micro blogging is a broadcast medium that exists in the form of blogging. A micro blog
differs from a traditional blog in that its content is typically smaller in both actual and
aggregated file size. Micro blogs "allow users to exchange small elements of content such as
short sentences, individual images, or video links”. These small messages are sometimes
called microposts. Yahoo Groups is a service from Yahoo Inc. that provides discussion
groups for people sharing common interests. Yahoo Groups offers at least two kinds of
discussion group; in both cases users can participate in threaded conversations, either through
a web interfaces or by e-mail. The second kind are Usenet groups, for which Yahoo Groups
acts as gateway and unofficial archieve.The International Forum for Information Technology
in Tamil is a non-profit, non-governmental nodal organization for collaboration among
professionals, enthusiasts, government entities, and other international organizations working
in the development and standardization of information technology for Tamil
language. Longitudinal studies are often used in psychology to study developmental trends
across the life span, and in sociology to study life events throughout lifetimes or generations.
The reason for this is that unlike cross-sectional studies, in which different individuals with
same characteristics are compared, longitudinal studies track the same people, and therefore
the differences observed in those people are less likely to be the result of cultural differences
across generations. Because of this benefit, longitudinal studies make observing changes
more accurate, and they are applied in various other fields. The factors distressing the
procedure of online peer interactions are too complex. In order to find out how to best design
a discussion forum, researchers have been investigating the nature of online discussion by
means of both quantitative and qualitative analyses of the discussion activity[4]. However,
the discussion activity is unstructured, considering for why the analysis of discussion activity
is difficult to obtain precisely qualitative and quantitative results. IBIS model was originally
devised to hold coordination and development of supporting decision processes. Since it
relies on a model of problem solving by a collaboratively argumentative process, IBIS [3]
articulates the discourse structure in order to solve a complex problem and arrive at a plan for
decision.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows,
II. Description of the Study
III. Implementation
IV. Probabilistic Analysis
V. Conclusions
VI.References
II.

DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY

The study was performed by INFITT group members using Yahoo groups. The participant’s
sizes at the online interaction are 120 members; thus not everybody has the chance to
communicate with each other. We therefore investigate using technology to provide
additional communication opportunities. In the IBIS model, as illustrated in Fig. 1, a person
starts with an issue. Many positions (solutions) are then proposed to resolve the issue. Next,
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various arguments are proposed to support or object to a certain position. Therefore, INFITT
group member discussion interactions may include: proposing issues, offering positions,
making arguments, responses and then showing supports or objections. In the IBIS model, as
illustrated in Fig. 1, a person starts with an issue. Many positions (solutions) are then
proposed to resolve the issue. Next, various arguments are proposed to support or object to a
certain positions.

Fig1: Class Diagram for IBIS model
III.

IMPLEMENTATION

In the IBIS model, as illustrated in Fig. 1, a person starts with an issue. Many positions
(solutions) are then proposed to resolve the issue. Next, various arguments are proposed to
support or object to a certain position. Therefore, INFITT group member discussion
interactions may include: proposing issues, offering positions, making arguments, responses
and then showing supports or objections. This study would use the framework of IBIS model
to analyze the peer interactions involved in on-line group problem-solving activities among
collaborative infitt group. By gathering the data from INFITT Yahoo group discussion forum
,were analyze the group discussion activity ,here INFITT group members are involved in a
tamil discussion, this study was conducted to explore their discussion and problem-solving
processes by utilizing IBIS model.
Descriptive data for issues and positions proposed in on-line group problem solving,
Although this study included many members, only 11 persons actually participated in the
group problem solving activity. And those discussion details are observed for 3 months,
based on that observe the issue, position details of INFITT groups. Members raised 75 issues
during the three months activity period. Of these issues, 49 were responded while 26 were
not. Members proposed a total of 91 positions in response to the 49 issues. Each issue
stimulated an average of 1.85 (91/49) positions (solutions) in response. Therefore, a certain
proportion of member’s discussion problems met with peer support. Table 1 presents INFITT
members descriptive behaviors in the group problem solving activity.
Behavior
Frequency
Issues proposed
75
Issues answered
49
Issues without answer
26
Positions
91
Positions per Issue
1.85
Table 1: INFITT member’s descriptive behaviors in the group problem solving
activity
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The content of the members discourse interactions would be analyzed. In this study,
Discourse analysis indicated that user conducted nine main types of interaction during the
online activity, including issues, positions, arguments, group developments, and responses,
acceptance of responses, objections to responses, conflict, and support request, which are
described below:
x Issues- represent what needs to be done and problems to be solved, and relate to the
concepts and skills being learned by users.
x Positions- represent methodologies for resolving an issue, and are answers from peers
in response to issues that have been raised.
x Arguments- represent opinions that support or object to a position.
x Group development- represents questions raised to coordinate members to work
together.
x Response- represents a suggested answer to a group development question.
x Acceptance of response- represents the acceptance or agreement of a response.
x Objection to response- represents user objection or disagreement to responses.
x Support request- represents a request for resources and help from other group
members.
Table 2 lists the frequency of each type of persons discourse interaction[3]. Table 2 revealed
that INFITT members frequently raised group development questions (frequency = 107).
Objections to responses were more common than acceptance. In addition to offering positions
(frequency = 91), than members often ask for resource support from others (frequency =
100). Table 3 presents the each person’s frequent activity is based on the interaction types.
Were each person’s are assumed as A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,J,K and they were interacting each
other in the microblogging environment.
Interaction type
Issue
Position
Argument
Group development
Response
Acceptance of response
Objection to responses
Conflict
Support request
Table:2 Frequency of all group members interaction type

Frequency
75
91
12
107
98
49
0
0
100

Table: 3 Each person’s frequent activity is based on the interaction types.
Furthermore, Fig. 2 displays the time sequence of issues, positions, arguments, Group
development, response, and acceptance of response, objection to response, conflict, and
support request for all eleven members.
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Persons(A to K)
Issue
Position
Argument
Group development
Response
Acceptance of
response
Objection to responses
Conflict
Support request

A
4
15
0

B
10
14
0

C
14
8
3

D
11
12
4

E
15
9
5

F
2
1
0

G
5
6
0

H
2
12
0

I
3
1
0

J
5
8
0

K
4
5
0

TOT
75
91
12

9
12

12
18

18
6

13
4

20
15

8
7

14
12

1
5

5
12

3
6

4
1

107
98

2

6

7

9

8

1

3

1

1

8

3

49

0
0
16

0
0
20

0
0
2

0
0
1

0
0
8

0
0
10

0
0
13

0
0
0

0
0
15

0
0
8

0
0
7

0
0
100

Fig 2: Time sequence for interaction activity.
IV.

PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS

This study employs stochastic models for capturing regularities with statistical accuracy. The
study was conducted on different structural effects: out degree or density effect, Reciprocity
effect, Transitivity effect. There are three steps involved in longitudinal probabilistic social
network analysis technique. (i.e.)
Step1: Calculating the current state of the network-here calculate the current value of each
network effect. The following effects are,
a. Out degree effect of actor
b. Reciprocity effect
c. Transitivity effect
Step2: Calculating the value of an edge based on the effects above.
Step3: Deciding on the options for actor i-when member I has the opportunity to make a
change.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

Employing SNA techniques [5], this study identified interaction patterns that may not
otherwise be immediately evident. The results indicate tendencies of: [a] stabilizing
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interaction network; [b] selective approach in choosing interaction partners; and [c]
reciprocating initiated contacts. The probabilistic approach to the network analysis allows
reporting the results with statistical precision. The identified tendencies may suggest that
users, over time, may prefer to narrow their interaction to selected participants. Yet, the
learners consistently exhibit a tendency to respond to initiated communication. Hence, the
practitioners who intend to expose learners to the wider community may want to integrate
designs that encourage learners to initiate communication with others. Furthermore, this
study extends to identifying possible interrelation between network dynamics and learner
achievement. Issue-Based Information Systems are used as a means of encouraging a greater
degree of participation, particularly in group context process. Hence using IBIS the various
interaction patterns among INFITT
VI.
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Introduction:
In the present modern era, instantaneous access to information possible at lightning speed
with availability of Internet, which is a vehicle for World Wide Communication. Expertise in
efficient handling of the internet has become an essential requirement among the medical
professionals. Doctors without computer knowledge could not get connected to the modern
world and they are expected to get trained to communicate via the internet. Their expert
knowledge which is useful to general public is shared through powerful and cost effective
medium of internet.
Telemedicine is the outcome of Internet access, Broadband communicating facility combined
with availability of Specialized Doctors to the needy people crossing beyond the geographical
barriers. It facilitates to get the experts advice and service at reasonable cost. It reduces many
costs such as Establishment and Transportation also increases the serviceable people. Since
cost is reduced, it makes much affordable to the economical weaker segment people.
The behavior of learning through the internet is prevalent among the students of different
profession in urban areas. That too among the medical and dental students is great and it
becomes the part and parcel of the course itself. But E- Learning behavior in Tamil is
questionable among the medical and dental students. Hence this study was undertaken to
compare the E- Learning behavior in Tamil between medical and dental students in
Tamilnadu during 2014.
Materials and methods:
It is a cross sectional study conducted among MBBS & BDS students of different year of
study of various medical colleges in Tamilnadu. 500 students were included in the study,
among them 300 were Medical and 200 were Dental students. After getting an informed
consent from all, a detailed questionnaire about the use of internet in Tamil is distributed to
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them, explained its need then their answers was collected. All of the students who were
included in this study had submitted the answered questionnaires. These data were compiled
in an Excel sheet to arrive the statistical data analysis.
Result:
Among the 500 students, 300 were MBBS students & 200 were BDS students.
YEAR
I
II
III
IV

Accessing Computer

Place of Access

Desktop Availability

MBBS
Male
50
0
25
25

BDS
Female
50
50
25
75

BDS

300

200

No

0

0

at College

5

0

at Home

5

2

at both, home & Internet Cafe

290

198

Yes

300

200

0

0

300

200

0

0

Yes

241

173

No

59

26

0

0

300

200

Yes

Yes
No

Trained in Internet

Female
50
0
25
25

MBBS

No

Laptop Availability

Male
0
50
25
25

Tamil Communication thru Internet Yes
No
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Inference from the above chart is that the trend of using the internet in tamil has commenced
recently. i.e Year ago. Before this period no people were used tamil in internet
communication.

Discussion:
Barriers to use the internet in Tamil for students among different years of the courses are lack
of time to use the Internet and inaccessibility to the Internet, Slow Internet speed and High
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cost. Students have familiarized with computers in Tamil is only through personal study and
experience. There is no special course for internet usage in Tamil in the college.
Conclusion:
Since MBBS Students spend less amount of time than the BDS students based on the
Duration of usages of internet and spending the time for Tamil communication through
internet is less. Also Based on Pearson Chi-square it is more than 0.5, we conclude that
MBBS STUDENTS USING LESSER RESOURCES FOR LEARNING IN TAMIL
THROUGH NET.
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᾿ܲܬܱܢܶ᾿ܠܱܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ᾿ܭܛܢᾒܥᾰܛᾞܫܸܛܲܭᾺܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷܪܝܷܢΆܭܱܦܠ
᾿ܛᾥܱܲܠܑܸܲܬܱܦܶܧܷܠܸܲܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦᾝܱܩದܐᾼᾫ
/DQJXDJH+LQGUDQFHLQ,QIRUPDWLRQDQG&RPPXQLFDWLRQ7HFKQRORJ\ ,&7 XVDJH
DQGSHUFHSWLRQDPRQJWKHXQLYHUVLW\VWXGHQWVLQ6DOHPGLVWULFW

ܶܞܱܨܑܭᾙܨܛܝܷܲܤᾹ  ᾙܸ᾽ܭܤᾆܣᾸܢᾁ ᾽ܱܦ
3K'5HVHDUFK6FKRODU 8QLYHUVLW\5HVHDUFK)HOORZ
'HSDUWPHQWRI-RXUQDOLVPDQG0DVV&RPPXQLFDWLRQ
3HUL\DU8QLYHUVLW\6DOHPದUDMDPXQLVHNDUDQ#\DKRRFRLQ!
$VVRFLDWH3URIHVVRU'HSDUWPHQWRI-RXUQDOLVPDQG0DVV&RPPXQLFDWLRQ
3HUL\DU8QLYHUVLW\6DOHPದQDQGDNXPDUVX#JPDLOFRP


ᾙᾹᾔܸܨ

᾿ܲܬܱܢܶ ᾿ܠܱܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢᾒܥᾺ ,&7  ܧܥᾹܱܥᾌ ܧܷܠܸܲܫܛ᾽ܢܲܤܦ
ᾷܧܲܝܭܱܧܲܢᾷ ܷܘ ᾿ܲܫܛܭܸܢᾹܛܱܩᾷ ܢιܷܱܥᾐ ܲܭܲܩܱܦܠᾐ ᾁܬᾸܸ ῀ܛܢᾙ᾿ܢ
ܶܤܸܢܑܨܸܭ῀ܛ᾽ܭܧܱܲܥᾺܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷܭܕ῀ܛ᾽ܭܢܱܢᾞΆܑ᾿ܸܕܪᾨܢᾺܥᾊᾰܛᾷ
ܶ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܢܱܧܱܲܢᾂܲܩ ܠᾸܷܤܸܢܑ ܱܪܷܦܱܧܲܩ ܱܢᾺ ܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷᾐܲܛᾹ᾽ܤܩ
ܡܨܱܢܓᾷܲܢιᾁᾷ ܶܪܸܱܢᾰܱܛ ܲܝ79  ܶ& ܲܝܥܷ᾿ܝHOO 3KRQH  ᾙܢᾢܱܤܳܝ ܤܧ
ᾰᾆᾹ ܷܲܤܧܷܲܞ  ܛᾱ ᾞܱܭᾹ   ܞᾺܱܥᾹ ܛΆܷܱܥᾊܞܷ ܱܧΆῄ ܕᾫ 
᾽ܱܞᾳ ܶܦᾰᾣᾹ   ܷܱܥᾹܱܣ ܩᾌܢ ῀ܛᾱܛᾦܸܱܢ ܧܠᾼܶܤܸܲܧܲܬܱܦᾷ ᾿ܭܛܢ
ܶ᾿ܠܱܥ᾽ܠܱܢ
ܶ᾿ܲܬܱܢᾒܥᾰ
ܛᾞܫܸܛܲܭᾺ
ܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷܲܢ
ܛܱܧܷܥܓᾺܥᾌᾷᾐܭᾐܷܦܣ ᾿ܱܥᾐ ܤܸ ܧܸܲܬܱܦܶ ῁ܲܦܢᾷᾐᾷ ᾿ܭܛܢ
ܶ᾿ܲܬܱܢܶ ᾿ܠܱܥ᾽ܠܱܢᾒܥᾱܲܫܛᾤΆ ܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷܫܸܛܛܸܭܲܬܭ ܢᾺ ܪܥ
ܲܣᾠܤܭᾱܥ᾿ܧܝܶ῀ܛᾌᾷܲܢᾜ῀ܤܫ

ܑᾸܢᾰ ܛᾞᾷܸ ܢᾙᾹܲܤᾠᾷܑ ܧܷܲܢᾸܐ ܢᾼᾫ ܷܦιܶܫ῀ܱܛᾺܥܠᾐ
ܶܥᾞΆ᾿ܲܬܱܢܶ ܤܱܪܱܥᾒܥᾱܝ ܧܫܑܸ ῀ܛᾚܛᾷܲܢ ܧܷܨܸܤܲܢᾤΆ ᾁܲܩᾺܛܱܥ
ܫܸܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦᾙܢᾢ᾿ܶܝᾹܩܲܛܠܸܩᾐ ܷܭᾱܪܠܛᾆ ܲܦΆᾗܞΆ ܐᾱܪܲܛ
ܶܲܢܐ ܲܬܱܦᾰܛΆ ܱܲܛܲܢᾷᾐ῀ܨܣܷ ܫᾷܤܸܲܬܲܦܢ ᾿ܲܢᾷ ܶ᾿ܲܬܱܢᾒܥᾱ᾿ܲܫܛ
ܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷᾐܤܸܢ ᾿ܱܢܭᾺ ܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷᾐܱܲܛܲܢ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܥᾷܷܕ ᾽ܤܫ῀ܓ ܢᾹܥᾐ
ᾁܲܩᾺܠܲܥᾷܢᾰܛᾐ ܑᾸܧܡܑܸ ܧܲܢΆ ܦιᾠΆ ܶܝ ܲܝܥܷ᾿ܝᾱܛᾷܲܢᾹ ᾁܲܩᾺᾗ
ܕᾹܭܶܤᾹ᾿ܱܩ
᾿ܲܛܪܓ

ܢܲܛܲܭܢܝΆ
ܷ᾽ܥ
ܑܸܧܡᾷܸܢᾺ
ܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷᾐܲܛᾹܲܢ ᾽ܤܩᾤΆ ᾁܲܩᾺܦܣ ܛܱܥᾐ ܑᾸܨܑ ᾿ܲܭܱܧܲܢᾶᾌ ܷܱܛᾊܷܧ
ܱܣιܥᾷ ܲܢᾚᾹᾠ ܪܝΆ  ᾿ܲܦᾢܧᾹ  ܦᾰܵܞ ῀ܛᾹ ܧܥ ܨܸܭᾹܥᾌᾷܛܱܢܧܲܢᾲ
ܶܩܲܛ᾿ܱܝᾐ  -DQ  7LPHV RI ,QGLD  37,  ܶܧܡܑܸ ܲܤܲܡܛ ܲܝܥܷ᾿ܝΆ
ܲܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܬܱܢܶ ᾿ܠܱܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢ ܠᾒܥᾰ ܛᾞܤܱܧܲܬܱܦܶ ܪܲܣܱܦ ᾿ܲܫܛܲܭ
ܬܸܲܦܢᾺ ᾗᾁᾷܲܫܛܭܑܸ ᾿ܱܢܧܲܢᾹ ܧܥᾹܱܥᾌ ܱܲܛܲܢᾷܷܫ῀ܓ ܢᾐ
ܷܭᾱܪܠܛᾆ ܲܦΆᾗܞΆ 
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 ܱᾠ 5HYLHZRIUHODWHGOLWHUDWXUHܪܨܭܲᾹᾙᾹܭᾼܐ
᾿ܱܥܷ Άܦܱܨܲܛ ᾞܘ ܦܷܛܪܓ ܢܱ᾿ ܑᾸܢܭᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ Άܧܡܑܸ
ᾐܠܲܭܲܛܱܧܲܢᾠܓܱᾐܥܷιܢᾐܤܱᾹܝܶᾰᾦܰᾹܦ᾿ܮ᾽ܱܦᾹᾠܕᾐܠܲܭܲܛᾆᾞᾱ
ܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܧܡܑܸ ᾿ܲܭܱܛܱܲᾰܦܶ   ܱܲܲᾹῄܥ Ὰܞܶ  ܱ᾽Ὰܥܱ᾿ܛܷ ܲܭ
ܩᾹܕ ΆܭᾷᾐܧܲܛܲᾹ ᾙᾰܫܛ᾿ܭܨܥ ᾿ܭܛܢ ιᾠΆܦ ᾿ܢܱ῀ᾦܛܶιᾠᾰܖ ܢܸ
ᾌܢܱᾤΆ ᾊᾷܠܲܭܱܧܱܲܢܶ ᾷܛᾊᾰܥᾺܢᾨܕܲ᾿ ಫܭᾼܐ ܠܱᾶܛܶιܦܷ ᾿ܲܥᾺܪܸܢ
Άܡܥ ᾽ܤܲܢᾷܛ᾽ᾰܭ ᾿ܦܷ ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ Άܛܲܢ ܢܸᾷܧܡܑܸ ܫܷܛᾰܦ
ܛܲᾰܢܱܥΆܝ
ܛܲܢ
Άܨܣܷ
᾿ܱܢܭܲᾌܭܪܝܶ
ܢܸᾷܧܡܑܸ
Άܛܲܢ
᾿ܭܛܢ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ܲᾤΆܧܥ ᾿ܲܧܲܫ῀ܥᾺܪܸܲܣ᾿ܦܷ ܪܸ᾿ܲܢܭᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ
᾿ܲᾗܞܳ᾽  ᾙܮܥ ᾽ܰᾷܥ ܲᾷᾐܩ῀ ᾁܛܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ  Ὰ ,&7ܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾿ܠܱܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ
῀ ܑᾞᾸᾐΆܛܱᾼᾺᾗܭ ᾷᾐܤܸ ᾿ܲܭᾼܐ ܠܱᾶܛܶιܦܷ   ܲᾰܢܲᾷܝ Ᾱܝܱܰ
ܪܸ᾿ܲܢܭᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ ᾿ܲܢᾷܨܣܷ ιᾠΆܦ ܩܸ ᾙܛܲܢ ܢܸᾷܧܡܑܸ ῀ܛᾶܥܶ
᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥΆܛܲܢܢܸᾷܧܡܑܸ῀ܛᾶܐܱᾤΆܠܲܭܱܧܱܲܢܶΆܪܲܛᾱܐ
ܲᾜΆܬܱܦܶ ᾙΆܠܑ ܱᾨΆܭ   ܱᾭܛܷ  ܲܞܱܨ ᾐܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܩᾹᾠ ᾂܕ
ܧܸܦܸιᾠܭܷ ܧܷܠܸܱܱܲܭܷᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܫܸܛܲܭᾞܛ ῄᾐΆ ,&7ܢ Ᾰܧܱܢᾙܝ
᾿ܲܭܱܫܨܛܷ ᾽ܱܩܲܛܲᾌܥܲᾺܩΆ ᾁܪܲᾹ ᾚܭᾼܐ ᾐܤܢ Ᾱᾠܕ ᾐܩܲܛܱᾰᾁܭᾞܓ
᾿ܲܭᾼܐܠܥᾺܫ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷܧܷܠܸܲܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܲᾤΆܧܥ᾿ܲܧܱܲ᾿ᾥܛᾊᾺᾗܥᾺܠܥ
ܲܬܱܦܶ ᾹᾠΆܕ ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܫܸܛܲܭᾞܛ  ,&7ܭܷܛܱܭܩܸ῀ ᾁܛܲܭܡܱܦ
ܲܡܦ  ᾐ  ᾢᾞᾸᾐܢᾸܩܸ῀ ᾁܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾿ܱܤܐ ᾫΆܛܱܢܫ῀ܓ ܛܱܧܠܸܢ ᾞܘ
ᾷܢܸܥᾹܕ ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܢܸᾷܧܡܑܸ ιᾠΆܦ ܲܝܥܷ᾿ܝܶ ܨܸܭ Άܨܣܷ
  ܙΆܕ Ᾱܛ ᾊ

ܕ ܛܷܱܭܲ ದ ᾰܧܲᾌܛ ᾽ܱܢܲᾸܩܠᾶܛ ᾿ܲܭᾼܐ ᾐܤܢ

ܲ᾿,&7ܧܲܝܱᾼᾲܨܐܢܲᾷܩᾐᾁܭᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥᾺܫܸܛܲܭᾞܛ῀,&7ܛᾶܥܶ᾿ܲܭܱܧᾹܛܶ
ᾌΆܢܷ ᾷܫܸܛ᾿ܭܛܢ ᾜΆܦܸܪܲᾺ ᾗܬܱܦܶ ܲᾜΆܭ᾿ܛ ܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܫܸܛܲܭᾞܛ
᾽ܱܫ῀ܲᾜܩᾹᾠᾂܕܭܸܢܷᾜΆܪܸܲܣ῁ᾇܛᾚܝܪ᾿ܣιᾠΆܦᾙΆܡᾶܕ
  ܲܥܱܯܱ ᾰܥܢܱܱܲ  ᾙῄܥᾷܪܛ ᾷܭܱܞ ܲܥܱܯᾐ ᾰܦᾙܰΆ
ιᾠΆܦ ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ ᾫᾰᾁᾺܫ ܢᾸܕ ᾿ܲܧܲܝܥܷ᾿ܝܶ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ᾼᾫܐ ܲܩιܥ ᾺܢܸܥᾹܕ ᾐܫ῀᾽Ᾰᾐܫܭ ܱᾠܭῂܕ ܱᾌܥΆܦܷ Ᾱܩܲܢ ܧܲᾹ ᾆܫܛ᾽ܭ
᾿ܭܛܢ ᾷܢܱᾌΆ ܑᾸܥܷᾺܤܸܱᾌΆ ᾙܢܷᾷܛܱܝιܓ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾽ܤܠܱᾶܛܶιܦܷ
᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾶᾎܕ ܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܫܸܛܲܭᾞܛ  ᾰ ,&7ܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾿ܠܱܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ
Ὰܢܸ ܱᾤΆܢ ܑᾞᾸܛܱܧܠܸܢ ᾞܘ ᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܭ ܲܬܱܦܶ ᾿ܲܢᾷܨܣܷ ܢܷ ᾹᾠΆܕ
᾽ܱܫ῀ܲᾸᾐܩܠᾶܛ ᾰܢܸܥᾹܕ ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛܠܸܦܮܱܢܷᾸܝ ᾿ܱܢܭᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ
᾿ܱܤܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ ᾿ܲܢܭᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܫܸܛܲܭᾞܛ ܱᾴ   ,&7ܨܷῄ ᾰܤܱܰᾹܞܷ
Ᾱܮܦܷܲܤ ܱᾹܢܤᾹܕ ᾿ܲܭᾼܐ ᾐܤܢ ܧܲܩιܥ ᾐܥᾹܕ ῀ܛܠܸܢ ܱᾁΆܠᾶܓ
ܱᾤΆܢܲᾷܫ ᾊܥᾺ ᾗܱܲᾜΆܛܱܢܲܫܕ ᾦᾰᾁܛᾰܦ ܫܸܛᾱܧܮܲܭ ܠܲܫ῀ܓ ܲᾰῄܥܱܨܲܛ
᾽ܱܩܲܛᾹܕܱᾐܛܱܠܒιᾁܢܭᾱᾁܬܭܛܱܭᾐܖܛܲᾰܛܱܧܷܥܓܧܸܲܬܱܦܶܧܲܥܱܨ
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ܷܱܣᾰܛᾱ ῀ܛ2EMHFWLYHV 
 ܥܶ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦιܲܩᾞᾰᾁΆ ᾿ܲܬܱܢܶ ᾿ܠܱܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢᾒܥ
ܛᾞܛܤܸܲܧܪܸܲܣ῀ܛܲܭᾶ᾿ܢܲܩܠ

,&7 

  ܧܷܠܸܲܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ,&7 ܛᾞܲܫܛܲܭᾹ ܲܬܲܭᾺᾗ᾽ܡᾫ ܦιᾠΆ ܧܥᾹܱܥᾊܸܤ
᾿ܢܲܩ
 ,&7ܛᾞܫܸܛܲܭᾷ῁ܲܦܢᾚܪΆܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷᾐܥܶ῀ܛ᾽ܭ᾿ܱܢܭᾠΆܣᾹܸ῀ܛܦ
ܦιᾠΆ ܕᾶܡᾱܫܸܛᾷ ᾿ܲܬܱܢܶ  ܧܸܭܸ᾽ܱܥᾒܖ ܥιᾗ ᾙܸܲܧܩᾹ
7HFKQRORJ\$FFHSWDQFH0RGHO ᾐܸܱܛܶܡᾶᾌܱܲܭܲܭᾷ᾿ܢ
ܐᾼᾫᾰܷ ῀ܛܲܭ῀ܛ5HVHDUFK4XHVWLRQV 
 ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ,&7ܛᾞܫܸܛܲܭᾺܶܥιᾠ῀"ܱܨܤܫ
  ܧܷܠܸܲܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ,&7 ܛᾞܲܫܛܲܭᾹ ܲܬܲܭᾺᾗ᾽ܡᾫ ܦιᾠΆ ܧܥᾹܱܥᾌ῀ܛ
ܕῂܱܭᾠ"ܤܫ῀ܓ
 ,&7ܛᾞܫܸܛܲܭᾺܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷ"ܱܢܫ῀ܓܛܱܧܠܸܢ ῁ܲܦܢ ܲܬܱܦܶܪܲܣܱܦܢ
ܐᾼᾫܲܢܦܸܠᾺᾗ 5HVHDUFKPHWKRGRORJ\ 

ܷ ܪܷܦᾁܲܩᾺܲܥᾌ῀ܑ ܫᾸܐ ܢᾼᾫᾰ ܛᾌܸܓ ῀ܛܨᾠᾐܸܱܧܷܡᾌ
ܲܬܭᾰܱܛᾌܱܪܷܢᾌ
ܷܦιᾂܧܲܩ
ܐᾼᾫ
ܑᾸܢ
ܱܨܐᾼᾲܲܝᾰᾁ
ܕᾌᾷᾐᾰܶܫ῀ܱܛᾺܥܠᾐ ܑܭιܲܩᾹ ܢᾹܸܓ ܫܸܛܦᾠܲܢᾺܥᾌᾷܫ ܢᾸܱܲܢᾰܸܛ
ܐᾼᾫ ᾙܸ ܩ6XUYH\ 0HWKRG  ܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷܢᾺܥܠᾐ ܑΆᾙܸܪܱܛ῁ܛܲܣ ܩᾷܷܱܢᾌ
ܱܶܲܥᾐΆ ܶ᾽ܠܱܢᾗܸܧܠᾐ ܕᾹܑ ᾿ܱܢܥᾐ ܱܶܲܢᾫܶܝᾼܧᾺܥܠᾐ ܑᾸ ܢᾙܸ᾿ܲܧܩ
 ܱܤܲܭᾺܥᾊ᾿ܛ  ܫܸܛ᾿ܧᾥܱܲ ᾽ܲܛܥ ܧܷܠܸܲܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦᾸᾐ ܬܭᾱܢ ܲܛᾹ
ᾚܪΆ ܨܢᾫܱܲܛܝܷ ῀ܛᾰܛᾺܥܠᾐ ܷܪܝΆ ܭܱܦܠᾷ᾽ܱܧܱܲܥܶ ܫ῀ܓ ᾿ܲܢ
ܪܸܛ᾿ܥᾰܛܬܛᾷܲܢιᾁ ܓܥܗ ܠᾸᾐ ᾿ܛᾥܱܲ ܱܲܲܢܱܦ ܱܪ᾿ܲܥܧܑܸ ܫܸܛᾙܸ᾿ܲܧܩ
ܷܨᾶܠΆᾙܸ᾽ܢܷ ܩᾫܶܝᾼᾐܲܥᾹܛܱܧܠܸܱܲܣܷ᾽ܤᾰ᾿ܛᾥܱܲܛᾦᾰᾁᾲܶܝᾹᾠ
ܲܢܝܭᾙܸ ᾿ܲܧܩFRQYHQLHQFHVDPSOHPHWKRG ܠܲܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦΆܱܤܲܭᾺܥᾊ῀ܛ᾿ܧ
ܬܭᾱܛᾺܥᾌ ܨܢᾫܱܲܛܝܷ ῀ܛᾰܛᾺܥܩܥܶ ܤܠᾺܥܨܢ ܠᾫܝ ῀ܛᾚܛ
ܧܲܭܲܩᾤᾰ ܤܱܛ6366 ܶܦᾹܱܶܥᾞ῀ ᾚܪΆ ܡܛᾰܳܛᾌ ܶܝᾼᾐ ܥᾁᾺܱܥᾼᾫ
ܶܝᾼܧᾺܥܠᾐ
ܷܱܛܱܥᾌ ῀ܛ7KHRU\ 

ܨܶܲܥ ܷܲܭܠῄ   ܐΆ ܐᾶᾌ ܤܢᾐ ܐᾼᾫᾰ ܛᾌܸ ܨᾚܪΆ ܘᾞ ܲܤܢ
ܱܲܥܣᾹ ܲܤܲܡܛᾺ ܧܥᾹܱܥᾌΆ ܱܶܥ᾿ܧܝᾌܛᾦΆ ܦιᾠΆ ܛ᾽ܭᾦܸܧܠ
ܭܱܥܱܤܷܦᾷܸܢᾺ ᾗܱܲᾸᾐᾰܶܖ ܫ῀ܱܛᾐ᾿ܲܬܱܢܶ ܛܱܭᾒܖ ܥιᾗ ᾙܸܤܸܲܧܩᾷ
7HFKQRORJ\ $FFHSWDQFH 0RGHO  ܢᾸᾐ῀ܑ ᾽ܱܫᾸ ܢᾙܸ ܩᾳܝᾹ $M]HQ  ܦιᾠΆ
ܲܥῃᾖᾹ )LVKEHLQ  ܱܧܷܲܛܐᾞܸ ܧܠಫܐ ܱܲܧܲܢᾺ ܱܳܝᾹ ᾰܝᾹಬ 7KHRU\ RI
5HDVRQHG $FWLRQ  ܦιᾠΆ ಫܐ ܱܲܧܲܢᾺ ᾺܷܫᾹ ᾽ܧܲܭܛܷܲܥಬ 7KHRU\ RI 3ODQQHG
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ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾷᾐܭܸ ܛܱܧܱܲܲܢܱܦ  ᾙᾹܫܸܛܱᾌܥܱܛܷ ܱܱܲᾹܧܷܲܛܐ  %HKDYLRXU
ܩܱᾹܥܷ Άܭܱܥܱܤܷܦ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭ ιᾠΆܦ ܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢ
ܤܫ῀ᾌܥᾺܫ῀ܱܛܶᾌᾷᾐᾰܕᾼᾫᾰᾁܐܢ῀ YDULDEOHV ܑᾸܛܲܩܱܦ
 ᾿ 'DWDDQDO\VLVDQGLQWHUSUHWDWLRQܢܱܲᾷܭܲܭιᾠΆܦܱᾼᾫܥᾁᾺܥ᾿ܭܛܢ
 ιᾠΆܦ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ  ῀ܛᾫܨܢ  ܠܥᾺܩܥܶ Άܠܲܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ 



Άܪܱᾞ῀ ᾚܥܶᾹܦܶ  ᾿ 6366ܧܲܧܲܫ῀ ᾗܤܱܛᾤᾰܧܲܭܲܩ ܛᾚܝ  ῀ܛ᾽ܧܲܭܡܱܦ
῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܲᾤΆܧܥᾺܪܸܛ᾽ᾙᾐܥܷ᾿ܲܫܛ᾽ܭܑᾐܠܥᾺܧᾼܝܱܶᾼᾫܥᾁᾺܥ
᾽ܥܷ῀ܛ᾽ܭܢܱܛܐΆܡܦܲᾞܢ᾽ܥܷ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦܱܱܲܢܠܥ᾽ܥܷιᾠΆܦ
῀ܛ᾽ܭܤܱܦܡܦܲᾞܢᾌΆܦ
  ,&7ܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾿ܠܱܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢ ᾞΆܭܤܸ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ 
ܫܸܛܲܭᾞܛ
"ܱܨܤܫ῀ιᾠܥܶ
ܩᾹܕ
ᾼᾫᾰܐ
ܱᾦᾰᾁܛܷᾞᾐܛ
᾿ܲܢܢܢᾼܝܶ ܱᾼᾫܥᾁᾺܥ Ὰܫܸܛ᾿ܭܛܢ ܠܥᾺܩܥܶ ܲᾞᾸᾐܦܠܲܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
᾽ܤܫ῀ᾷᾐܭܸ Άܝܭ Ᾱܢ ܩܸᾹܘ ᾿ܲܫܛܲܭᾞܛ ᾦΆ ,&7ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ ᾷᾐܤܸ
ᾜΆܧܸܲܤܲܡܛᾜΆܧܸܲܝܥܷ᾿ܝܶΆܝܭΆܢ᾽ܥܷ Άܢܲܛܲܭܢܝ ᾿ܲܫܛ᾽ܭ
ܲܤܲܡܛᾊᾰܦ ܲᾹܝܨ ܛܬܲܦܢ ᾽ܥܷ Άܢܲܛܲܭܢܝ  ᾿ܲܫܛ᾽ܭܑ ᾽ܤܫ῀ᾷᾐܭܸ
ܛܱܦܧ᾽ ᾆܥܷ Άܢܲܛܲܭܢܝ  ᾽ܤܫ῀ιᾠܥܶᾹܧܥ ΆܪΆ ᾚܠܲܢ
ܱܧܷܲܤܲܡܛᾊᾰܦ Άܠܱܲܥܷ Άܢܲܛܲܭܢܝ  ᾿ܱܤܐ ᾽ܤܫ῀ܲᾜܛܱᾱܭ
ᾐܛᾰܢᾷܠܥܲᾺܩᾐᾁܥᾹܕܪܸ᾿ܑᾐᾫΆܕܱܧܷܲܤܲܡܛ
῀ܛܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ ιᾠΆܦ ᾽ᾫܡܲᾺᾗܬܲܭ ܲᾹܫܛܲܭᾞܛ  ,&7ܧܷܠܸܲܫܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ 
ܛܱܧܡܸᾠᾐܓ᾿ܲܢܥܲᾹܧܲܭ῀ܛܷ᾿ܢܲᾰᾁᾙܭ῀ܛܷܩᾹܕ"ᾐܫ῀ܓܱᾠܭῂܕ
 ,&7ܧܤܸܖ ᾽ܥܷ Άܢܲܛܲܭܢܝ  ᾿ܲܫܛ᾽ܭܑ ᾿ܲܢܢܱᾼᾸܨܐ ᾌᾷᾐܕ
ܢܸᾷܧܡܑܸ   ᾽ܱܤܷܱܪܱܥᾞΆܥܶ ܱᾤΆܢܲᾞᾸܩιܥܶ Ὰܫܸܛܲܭᾞܛ
Άܨܣܷ ܲܡܦ  ܛܱܧܱܲܝܱܨܝ ᾙΆܤܲܢ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܑ ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ ᾌΆܦ
 ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛܲᾰܬܭܪܝܶ ᾲܢܸᾷܨܣܷ ܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ Ὰܢܸᾷܧܡܑܸ ܨܸܭ
᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ܨܸܭ Άܨܣܷ ܲܡܦ  ᾿ܢ  ᾙܦܷᾌܦ ᾽ܥܷ Άܢܲܛܲܭܢܝ
ܲܤܲܡܛᾰܝܸܦܷ ᾽ܥܣܲܤܢ  ܤܱܫܛܲܭᾞܛ ᾽  ,&7ܤܩܲᾹܛܲᾰܬܭܪܝܶ
᾿ܲܫܛܲܭᾞܛ ܠܥιܦܷ ܲιᾁܩᾹܘ ܩܱᾹܥܷ ܪܷᾺܠܷ ܲܝܥܷ᾿ܝܶ ܲܤܲܡܛᾊᾰܦ
Ὰܢܸᾷܧܡܑܸ  ᾿ܦܷ ᾦᾰᾁܛᾱܠᾞܭ ᾽ ᾚᾹᾠܥܷ Άܢܲܛܲܭܢܝ 
 ᾚᾹᾠܦܷᾌܦ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ Άܢܲܛܲܭܢܝ ᾌܕ ᾽ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ
῀ܛ᾽ܭܥᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥܨܸܭΆܠᾞܭܲᾢᾞᾸᾐܫܛᾱܢܱܦ
ܲܬܱܦܶ ܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ ܫܸܛܲܭᾞܛ   ,&7ܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ᾿ܠܱܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢ 
᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ᾽ܥܷ Άܢܲܛܲܭܢܝ  ᾿ܲܢܢܱᾼᾸܨܐ ܲᾷᾐܩᾐ ᾁܥᾹܕ ܱܩᾝܠܑܸ
ܱᾌܤܷܨܲܢܲᾷܤܢ ᾷܫܸܛܲܭᾞܛ ᾹᾠΆ ,&7ܕ ܲᾐܫܕ ܱᾹܢᾐܭᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ
᾿ܲܬܲܦܢ ᾞΆܥܷ Άܢܲܛܲܭܢܝ  Ᾱᾠܕ ܲܬܭ ܢᾸܩܲܝ ܱᾹܢ῁ܲܦܢ ܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ
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ܑᾞᾸܦ ᾿ܱܢᾌܷܕ ܦᾸ ܤܱܦܢܲܭ ܢ,&7 ܛᾞܫܸܛܲܭᾜΆ ܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷܢᾰ
ܛιᾠܱܶܪܫ῀ܱܛΆ ܕᾹᾠ  ܢܲܛܲܭܢܝΆ ܷܥᾞΆ ܶܲܭܱܲܢᾷᾐ῀᾽ܤܫ
ܑܤܢᾊᾺܕ ᾿ܲܧܠܸܥᾷ᾿ܲܬܱܢܶ ܧܛܸܢᾒܥᾱܱܤܱܪܛᾤΆ ܱܢᾼܶ᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦ
ܑᾞᾸܭ᾿ܱܢιܸܛܱܢܲܫܕܩᾺܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷܢᾙᾊᾜΆ
ᾙᾊᾫܸ ܨFRQFOXVLRQ 

ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦᾦܸ᾿ܲܬܱܢܶ ᾿ܠܱܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢ ܧܠᾒܥᾰ ,&7  ܛᾞܫܸܛܲܭᾺ
ܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷᾐΆ ܩܲܢᾹܐ ῀ܛᾱܪܲܛᾷܸܢᾷ ܧܥ ᾿ܲܧܲܬܱܦܶ῁ܲܦܢ ܨܲܭܢᾹܥᾌᾷᾐܭᾐ
ܛܱܢܫ῀ܓ ܛܱܢܲܫܕᾺ  ܶܥᾞΆܱܥᾹܸܛ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܤܱܧܦᾞᾷᾐ ܶܲܭܱܲܢᾷᾐ῀᾽ܤܫ
ܑܑ  ῀ܛ᾽ܭᾷ ܶ᾿ܲܬܱܢᾒܥᾱܫܸܛᾷ ܤܲܢᾸܷܱܢᾠΆ ܧܥᾹܥᾌᾷܭܲܢᾞܲܛᾹ᾽ܤܩ
ܲܫܛ᾽ܭ ܬܷܲܦܢᾹ ܫ῀ܓ ܛܱܭ᾽ܢܷ ܤܱܢܨܲܥᾐ ᾿ܠܱܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢ
ܶ᾿ܲܬܱܢᾒܥᾱܨܦܱܥ ῀ܛᾹ ᾙܡܥ ᾿ܢᾰܨܱܛᾹ  ܨܸܭᾁܬᾸܸ ῀ܛܢᾙ᾿ܢ
ܶܥ ܨܸܭ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܧܱܲܥᾊᾷܭܢᾹ ᾙܥ ᾿ܢᾊᾰܭܢܱܛᾹ ܤܸ ܨܸܭᾷᾐᾷ
ܨܢᾺܠܱܲܤܲܥᾙΆ ܶܝᾹᾠ ܷܱܢ ܨܝᾼܶ ܲܬܱܦᾚܪΆ ܸܧܑ ܭᾰܛᾺܭܷ ܠܥᾶᾌܶܤܦ
ܑῂܱܭᾼᾫܶܲܭܱܲܢᾰܩܲܛᾐ

5HIHUHQFHV
¾

$YL *ROGIDUE  -HII 3ULQFH   ,QIRUPDWLRQ (FRQRPLFV DQG 3ROLF\    ದ
5HWULHYHGIURPZZZHOVHYLHUFRPORFDWHLHSSP

¾

&URQMH-&  4XDOLWDWLYHDVVHVVPHQWDFURVVODQJXDJHEDUULHUV$QDFWLRQUHVHDUFK
VWXG\(GXFDWLRQDO7HFKQRORJ\ 6RFLHW\  ದ

¾

'DYLV )'   8VHU DFFHSWDQFH RI LQIRUPDWLRQ WHFKQRORJ\ V\VWHP FKDUDFWHULVWLFV XVHU
SHUFHSWLRQVDQGEHKDYLRXUDOLPSDFWV,QWHUQDWLRQDOMRXUQDORI0DQ0DFKLQH6WXGLHV
ದ

¾

)DUKDW %DVKLU 'U 0XMLEXO +DVVDQ 6LGGLTXL   8VDJH RI ,&7 E\ WKH 6WXGHQWV LQ +LJKHU
6HFRQGDU\6FKRROVRI-DPPXDQG.DVKPLU,265-RXUQDORI+XPDQLWLHVDQG6RFLDO6FLHQFH
-+66 9ROXPH,VVXH 1RY'HF 33ZZZ,RVUMRXUQDOV2UJ

¾

,QWHUQHW DQG 0RELOH $VVRFLDWLRQ RI ,QGLD  -DQ   ,QGLD WR KDYH  PLOOLRQ LQWHUQHW
XVHUVE\-XQH

¾

,$0$, 37, 5HWULHYHG IURP KWWSWLPHVRILQGLDLQGLDWLPHVFRPWHFK WHFKQHZV,QGLDWRKDYH
PLOOLRQ

¾

LQWHUQHWXVHUVE\-XQH,$0$,DUWLFOHVKRZFPV

¾

-DPHV(GZRRG *HRUJH0DF/HDQ  ,QWHUQDWLRQDO-RXUQDORI(PHUJLQJ7HFKQRORJLHV
DQG6RFLHW\ ,-(76 9RO1RSSದ5HWULHYHGIURP
KWWSXQSDQXQRUJLQWUDGRFJURXSVSXEOLFGRFXPHQWVXQSDQXQSDQSGI

¾

.LWX\L.ZDNH $ DQG $GLJXQ 02   $QDO\]LQJ ,&7 XVH DQG DFFHVV DPRQJVW UXUDO
ZRPHQLQ.HQ\D
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¾

,QWHUQDWLRQDO -RXUQDO RI (GXFDWLRQ DQG 'HYHORSPHQW XVLQJ ,QIRUPDWLRQ DQG &RPPXQLFDWLRQ
7HFKQRORJ\

¾
¾

,-(',&7 9RO,VVXHSS
0RKDPPDG$NKVKDEL$-DYDG.KDODWEDUL%0RVWDID$NKVKDEL  $QH[SHULPHQWRQ
FRQGXFWLQJPRELOHOHDUQLQJDFWLYLWLHVRQWKHYLUWXDOXQLYHUVLW\3URFHGLD6RFLDODQG
%HKDYLRUDO6FLHQFHV  SSದGRLMVEVSUR

¾

5DML *RGV\  6RFLHW\IRUWKH3URPRWLRQRI$OWHUQDWLYH&RPSXWLQJDQG(PSOR\PHQW
63$&( UHSRUW7KLUXYDQDQWKDSXUDP5HWULHYHGIURPKWWSZZZVSDFHNHUDODRUJ

¾

9HQNDWDODNVKPL $PEXMDP  ,QIRUPDWLRQDQG&RPPXQLFDWLRQ7HFKQRORJ\XVH
)UDPHZRUNVDPRQJ6HOI+HOS*URXS:RPHQ(XURSHDQ-RXUQDORI6RFLDO6FLHQFHV9RO
1R  SS5HWULHYHGIURP
KWWSZZZVKJSRUWDOFRPLPJFRQWHQW(-66BBBSGI

¾

;XQ*H -LHQLQJ5XDQ  ,QWHJUDWLQJ,QIRUPDWLRQDQG&RPPXQLFDWLRQ7HFKQRORJLHVLQ
/LWHUDF\(GXFDWLRQLQ&KLQD5HWULHYHGIURPKWWSZZZRXHGXXVFKLQD,&7&KLQHVH
/LWHUDF\SGI
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ᾼᾫܐ῀ܛ᾿ܲ῁ᾓܦܢܲܬܭܲܤܲܡܛܧܡܑܸ


 ῃܛܷᾙܢιᾠΆܦᾹܝܱܭܳᾔܝܥ᾽ܭܤܸܲ ᾙܞܱܪܱܥܧܞܲܭܳܝ᾽ܭܤܸᾙ
ܩܸ᾿ᾐܧܲܭܢܲܡܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܱܨܥܷܲܭܢܓ
ᾶᾞᾊܥܱܲ᾿ᾥܛ᾿ܧܲܧܲܩܱܥܶܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥ
᾽ܭܪܸܢܩܸιᾠΆᾐܦܩܸ᾿ᾐܧܲܥιܧܑ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܱܨܥܷܲܭܢܓ
ᾶᾞᾊܥܱܲ᾿ᾥܛ᾿ܧܲܧܲܩܱܥܶܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥ
᾽ܭܡܱܦܱܲ᾿ᾥܛ᾿ܧܲܧܲܩܱܥܶܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥ
ᾶᾞᾊܥᾶᾌܐܱΆܠᾶܨܑ᾿ܧܲܧܲܩܱܥܶܲᾺܡܛ



PY~©vDyGB
¾ «}§_O




¾ ]LX¯¶_O
¾ 8_HN{IR{IY IMY



¾ IMY ¥ 7OXvDYNXRB





 ¾ TX]MXSY ByG_R
¾ «º_O








ܨܸᾙᾹᾔ

ܱᾰᾁܣܷܪܸܱܢܶ Άܨܲ ᾪܩܣܶܛᾨᾰܘ ܩܸ᾿ᾙܧܲܭ῁ܱܭ Άܨܱܝܱᾲܪܛ ܱᾌܥᾶܥܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܬܲܦܢ
῁ܲܦܢ ܧܱܲ ᾱᾁΆܫܲܭ ܛܱܫܛᾱܮܲܛܱᾰܥܶ ᾐܦܣ ܤܱܫܛᾱܥܲΆܥ ܲᾹܩιܭܧܲܛܐ ܤܸܢܲᾸܝ
῁ܲܦܢܲᾜΆܩιܥ ᾺܤܸܲܧܩܸᾰᾁΆ ᾙܭܸ ܲᾷᾐܦܝܷ ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢᾫᾷܨܢ ܤܸܲܥܱᾁᾺܢܶ ܲᾹܫܛ᾿ᾓ
Ᾱܧܥ ܱᾶᾌܧܛܸ ᾿ܲܧܩܸ ᾙܧܲܫܕ ᾦΆܛ᾽ܭܥ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷ ܲܝܱᾼᾲܨܐ ܲᾹܫܛ᾿ᾓ


ܱᾠܭῂܕ ῀ܛ᾿ܲ῁ ᾓܦܢ ᾿ܲܫܛܱᾹܥᾊᾺܦܲᾹܦ ܛᾰܠܧܛܸܲᾜΆܩιܥ ܧܸܩܸ ᾙܤܱܛιܢܭᾠܥܶ
ܢܸܤܱܧܭܸܢܷ

ᾰᾁܦܣ

ܲܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥܧܸᾜΆ1/3ܢܸܥᾹܕ

ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥ

ܱΆܥܷܱᾶܛ᾿ܲܧܨܸᾌܛܑܲᾰܝܱᾼᾲܨܱܭᾜΆܑῂܢܸᾷܭᾊܭܱܲܲܢܱܦᾞܘܤܱܛᾰܩܸᾠΆᾙܥܶ

ܨܸܱᾞᾦܥܶ

῀ܛᾫܨܢ ܠܥᾺܦܸܛᾨᾱܘ ܱᾁᾷᾐܢܶ ܱܲᾷᾐܛܝܷ᾿ܲܧܲܤܲܡܛᾐܥᾹܕ Άܫܢᾫᾷܨܢ
ᾰᾁܦܣ ᾷᾐܭܸ ܲᾷᾐܦܝܷ ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢᾫᾷܨܢܫܸܛᾫܨܢ ܤܱܧܭܸܢܷ ᾰᾁܦܣ ᾁΆܐ
ᾁΆܐΆܫܢᾫᾷܨܢᾐܥܑᾞᾺܛܱܭᾐܖܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥᾌᾷᾐܕܱᾐܥܷܤܱܧܭܸܢܷ






῁ܲܦܢ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ



ܪܲܝᾐܫ῀ܓ᾿ܲܧܪܸܲܣᾞΆܭܲᾸᾐܬΆܧܦܝιܢᾫΆܪܥ῀ܛ᾿ܲ῁ᾓܦܢ
ܱᾞᾌܥܶ ܱᾰᾁΆܛ ܫܸܛ᾿ܲ῁ ᾓܦܢܭܷܤܕܤܠܲܭܲᾸᾐܬ ῀ܛ᾿ܲ῁ ᾓܦܢ ܧܲܩ
ܱᾠܦᾌᾷᾐܥᾹܧܥ ᾞΆܭܤܸ ᾷᾐܭܸ ܲᾷᾐܦܝܷ ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢᾫᾷܨܢ ܩܸιܭܑ
ܱΆܪܧᾼܝܶ


ܫܸܛ᾿ܲ῁ ᾓܦܢ ᾿ܱܥܷ᾽ܱܩιܖܲᾞᾰᾁܢᾷܛܪܓ ܧܡܑܸ ᾞΆܭ᾽Ᾰᾐܫܭ
ܫܢܧܡܑܸ
᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢᾫᾷܨܢ
ᾹܢܥܲᾺܦܝܷ
Άܪᾚ
ܲܬܭ῁ܲܦܢ
ܧܡܑܸ
ܱΆܪܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥܛܱܢܲܫܕᾞΆܭܤܸ῀ܛ᾽ܫܱܠܱܥᾹܧܥ


ܲܩܣܶܛᾨᾰܘ ܩܸ᾿ᾙܧܲܭ῁ܱܭ Άܨܱܝܱᾲܪܛ ܱᾌܥᾶܥܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܬܲܦܢ
Άܨᾪ
ܱᾰᾁܣܷܪܸܱܢܶ
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ᾐܦܣ
᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢᾫᾷܨܢ ܤܸܲܥܱᾁᾺܢܶ ܲᾹܫܛ᾿ܲ῁ᾓܦܢ ܧܱܲ ᾱᾁΆܫܲܭ ܛܱܫܛᾱܮܲܛܱᾰܥܶ
ܧܱܲܧܓ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܬܲܦܢ ῀ܛ᾽ܫܱܤܧܥ ᾊᾰᾁΆܥ ܢܸ ܱᾐܥܷᾰᾁΆܭܸ ܲᾷᾐܦܝܷ
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ܛܱܦܫܱܨܖ῀ܛᾱܫܢᾫܨܢ ܧܲܩιܥ῀ܛ᾿ܲ῁ ᾓܦܢ ܭܷܛܱܥιᾁ ᾙᾹܢܑ
ܭܷܤܕ ܪ᾿ ܭܸܠܥᾺܛᾰܦܸܭᾊܭ ܛܱܧܦܸᾜΆ ᾙᾨܭܸܕ ᾿ܱܤܐ ܤܫ῀ܓ
ܱᾐܧᾼܝܶ ܲܢ ᾘ᾽ᾷܧܸܭܸܢܷ ܱܲᾹܫܱܤܧܥ ܛܱܧܦܸ῀ ᾙᾨܛᾱܫܢᾫܨܢ ܤܱܩܱܭܑῂ
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᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ ᾌᾷᾐΆܥᾹܧܥ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܥ῀ܱܛܶιܦܷ ܲܝܱᾼᾲܨܐ ᾿ܲܫܛ᾿ܲ῁ ᾓܦܢ
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Introduction
The present study is mainly concerned with preparing error tagged corpus for Tamil
language. Corpus (Corpora) defined is a large collection of written or spoken texts available in
machine readable form accumulated in scientific way to represent a particular variety. It serves as
an authentic data for linguistic and other related studies. The aim of this paper is to bring out Tamil
tagged corpus for learners of Tamil either as a first language or second language. After analyzing
the error data systematically, they would be stored electronically. As far as error analysis is
concerned, the corpus linguistics could have a ‘vindicating’ role. Error Analysis has been largely
criticized for both methodological and theoretical reasons.
The idea of trying to tag errors in learners’ corpora might come from the notion of Error
Analysis in Second Language research in the 1970s. Error-tagging is a specific type of annotation
and the corpora on which error-tagging is done is normally associated to second language learners.
The error analysis is a systematic study of language with a view to identify the similarities
and dissimilarities. It is quite different one, who wants to learn Tamil either as a first or a second
language, will definitely come across or have to face many kinds of learning problems related to the
sound systems, orthographic systems, morphological systems, lexical items and their structures, etc
in the second language, which are alien to one’s own native language. Hence, it is the hour of need
for an error analysis and also the development of error corpus related to teaching of Tamil as a first
language or as a second language. As the error analysis and error tagged corpora would be of great
help to the Tamil teachers to understand and realize the learning problems faced by the learners, this
paper aims to bring out learner’s corpus, usually known as Computer –Aided Error Analysis (CEA).
Further, it involves the comprehension of error analysis techniques as a means to infer the
process of learning a second language. According to this position, error analysis does not provide a
complete idea of the learners in terms of their competence and performance. For error analysis to be
efficient, it needs to study both erroneous and non-erroneous forms.
Learner Corpora
Learner corpus error annotation is a highly time-consuming and painstaking task. However,
once the corpus is error-tagged, the return on investment is huge. An error-tagged learner corpus
represents an unparalleled resource that gives researchers immediate access to detailed error
statistics and that lends itself to automated error analysis.

Computer-aided Error Analysis
Once a very popular enterprise, error analysis (EA) is now out of favor with most second
language acquisition. It has gone down in history as a fuzzy, unscientific, and unreliable way of
approaching learner language. However, errors are an integral part of interlanguage and are just as
worthy of analysis as any other interlanguage aspect. As stated by Ringbom (1987, p. 69)
“Although error analysis certainly has its limitations, it must be regarded as an important key to a
better understanding of the process underlying L2-learning.” Similarly, Ellis (1994, p. 20) notes that
although early error analysis studies were unreliable and difficult to interpret, “the study of learner
errors can still serve as a useful tool and is still undertaken”. In particular, a detailed description of
learner errors cannot but contribute to one essential foreign language teaching aim—that of helping
learners to achieve a high level of accuracy in the language.
Objectives
• To develop an error tagged corpus for Tamil Language learners.
• To identify the errors made by Tamil language learners while learning Tamil.
• To study the reason for the errors committed by the language learners.
• To develop tagging tools for Tamil language learners.
• To make tag-set for error terms.
• To frame an exclusive questionnaire to language problems in Tamil.
• Ultimately to set teaching methodology and to bring out a corpus for error analysis.
Methodology
The data have been collected by questionnaire, class work notes and test papers from the
students ( ie 25 male and 25 female students ) who learn Tamil as a first language in Private and
government schools, Tamilnadu. In addition to that the data have been collected from about 25
learners ( both male and female ) who learn Tamil as a second language in Southern Regional
Language Centre, CIIL, Mysore.
Finally, all the information has been instructed to the computer by using the programming
language ‘JAVA’ for bringing out error corpus for Tamil language learners.
The Error –Tagged corpus
After having explained some of the main features to have in mind when developing error
corpus, attention is focused on corpus mark-up. A term that is related to corpus mark-up is corpus
annotation. If the mark-up of a corpus provides great advantages in terms of error tagged corpus
research studies, the advantages increase when a corpus is annotated as the information added to the
text, e.g. it provides information of the grammatical word classes. Tagging can be automatic (the
computer program tags the corpus) or manual (there is human intervention in the tagging with the
aid of a computer program). Hunston (2002: 18) points out the level of accuracy achieved depends
on the automatic or manual tagging and states that even though in the first case a corpus can be
totally tagged, the level of accuracy is lower than the one obtained through manual tagging.
However, this is only feasible when the corpus is small.
Error-tagging is a specific type of annotation and the corpora on which error-tagging is done
is normally associated to second language learners. May be the best exploitation of an errorannotated corpus is to observe the frequency of errors made by second language learners and their
type. More interesting information is obtained when the study of errors is done with an emphasis on
a specific language back ground, like in this case, where the purpose is to find about the frequency

of errors and error types made by learners of learning Tamil as a first or second language.
Concordance-based linguistic analysis of major error types.
Scanned Image file

For Example FWtpdh

Correction-tagged text file FWtpdh
1.

2.

3.

4.

ehs; < subst >njhWk
njhWk;
NjhWk; jd;id ehbtUk; tpUe;jpdiug;
njhWk; </ subst > *NjhWk;
<del>ghJfg;
ghJfg;gtDila </del> *ghJfhg;
ghJfhg;gtDila tho;fi
; f Jd;gk; te;j
NghJk;nfL tjpy;iy
cyfpy; KOikahff;fw;W<add>czhh;
czhh;ej
; th;
czh;ej
; th; vtUk;
th;</add> *czh;
< subst > ,y;i
; t </subst >*,y;
,y;iy nfhy;yd; ciyr<add>rrk;
rrk;kl;
kl;bahy;
ciyr
ahy;
cilghj </subst >*cilahj
cilahj
nghpa
</add>*rk;
rk;kl;bahy;<subst >cilghj
kiyiar; rpwpa<
rpwpa subst >cspAy
cspAy;
cspahy; jfh;e;JtpLk;
cspAy; </ subst >*cspahy;
< subst >XNu
XNu </ subst >*xNu
xNu fy;yhy; Md kpfg;nghpa ee;jp jQ;irf;
Nfapypy; cs;sJ
< subst >kuT
kuT</
kuG vd;why; vd;d?
kuT subst >*kuG

In the sample error-tagged text in Figure 1, five errors have been annotated: five substitution
errors—one deletion error and two addition errors.
Tag Insertion
To speed up the tag insertion process, we have developed a purpose-built menu-driven editor
which allows the annotator to insert error tags at the relevant point in the text by clicking on the
appropriate tag from the error tag menu. Using the correction box, the analyst can also insert the
corrected form with the appropriate formatting symbols.
Sample Error-tagged Text

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

jkpo; Mrphpah; ghlk; elj;JtJ <SUB>фGwpfpwJ
GwpfpwJхф^hх.
.
GwpfpwJ
Mq;fpNyah; 1947Mk; Mz;L Mf];l; 15Mk; ehs; ф>ͬĂƐĞхф,e;
,e;jpahх
tpLjiy mspj;jJ.
pah ф>ͬĂƐĞхtpLjiy
ehk; ф>ͬĂƐĞхфcz;
cz;ikag;хф>ͬĂƐĞх Ngrp.
ij khjk; Kjy; ehd; ф^hхngq;
ngq;fy;tpohitф^hх
nfhz;l R+hpad;
pohit
R+hpad; cjpf;Fk;Kd; Gj;jhprp.
Mrphpah; ghlq;fis Vw;w ,wf;fj;Jld; elj;jp <SUB>ффfhd;
fhd;ghh;х<SUB>..

In the sample error-tagged text in Figure 1, five errors have been annotated: three substitution
errors—two case deletion errors.
Advantages
• is growing fast; is an interesting field
• overcomes some of the limitations attributed to error analsysis and has many advantages
• makes many collection and analysis faster
• offers many possibilities: count errors, retrieve lists of specific error types, view errors in
context…..
• makes contributions to different fields (SLL, NLP…)
Conclusion
This study has been devoted to introduce what error analysis is and what sort of relationship
it has with language teaching, and what contribution it provides for language teaching and language
studies. While error-tagging may not be the be-all and end-all of interlanguage research, it provides
highly valuable quantitative and qualitative insights into learner difficulties, which cannot fail to
benefit all pedagogical foreign language learning tools, especially CALL programs.
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Ὰܤܸܧܥ ᾞΆܥܶ ᾿ܲܢᾷܨܣܷ ܢᾸܩܸᾰ ᾁܛܲܦ ᾔΆܠᾔܩܲܢ ܛܲܢ ᾫΆܛܱܦܛܭܷ
ܱᾁΆܦܧܡܑܸ ܦܷܤܢܱܝ ᾽ᾗܠܱܢܶ ᾿ܭܛܢ ܩܲᾹܛᾫܢܓ ᾫΆܫ῀ܱܛܶ ιᾠᾰܥܶ
ܲܛܱܢܢܱܧܦܸܧܲܩ᾿ ܑᾹܢιᾠܥ ᾱᾁܥ Ᾱܢܑ ܲᾤΆܫܛܩܸ ᾐܪܛܝ ᾿ᾢܬ ᾇܧܩܑܸᾹ
ܲᾺᾗܫܛᾱܥ Ᾱܢܑ ᾦᾰᾁΆܛᾱܩιܤܷ ᾙᾹܧܱܱܲܥ ܲᾹܫܛܩܸ ᾐܢᾸܢᾐ Ᾰܠܲܭ
ܢܨܥΆܪܱᾊᾹᾚܥᾹܧܥܫܢᾷܧܡܑܸܢܑᾸܭܷܤܕᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܡܱܛᾫܫܦᾞܥܶ
ܱᾠܭῂܕܱᾌܥᾹܧܥᾹܢܱᾰᾁܥܷܲᾺܝ᾽ᾲܫܭᾹܢܩܸ᾿ᾙܢܲᾷܥιܛ᾿ܩιܛܧܱᾊܣ
ܱᾁΆܦܛܱᾰܣܷܲᾹܧܨܸᾌܛᾼᾫᾰܐܑῂܪܷܢܲܩܢܸܥᾹܕᾐܫ῀Ᾰᾐܦܸ

ΆܭᾷᾐܧܲܛܲᾹᾙᾰܢᾷܧܱᾊܣܢܨܥ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ
ܱᾌܥܱܛܷ ܲܬܱܦܶ ܢܦ ܤܑ ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ Ᾰᾐܠܛ ᾰܫܸܛܪܸ᾿ܕ ܲᾹܫܛܱᾌܣ
ܲܩܱᾊᾹܥᾠܭܷ ܤܱܦܢܲܭᾐܕ ܫܸܛᾰܦ ܠܱᾶܛܶ ῀ܛᾱܧܱܲܥΆܨܱܥ ῀ܛᾱܛᾰܬܭܛᾰܬܥ
ᾐܥᾹܕ Άܧܡܑܸ ܱᾁΆ ܑᾹᾠܦܧܡܑܸ ܥܷᾺܦܸ ᾞܘ ܫ῀ᾷᾐܡܑܸ
῀ܛᾱܧܪܸܲܣܛܢ᾽ᾷܭ᾽ܱܧܲܤܢܝܨ῀ܛᾱܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥ῀ܛܱܲ᾿ᾥܛ῀ܛ᾽ܭܡܱܦ
ܢܱܲܲ ᾐܩܲᾹܧܠܸܢ ᾱᾁܢ Άܧܡܑܸ ܱᾁΆܩᾹܘ ܢܱܧܦܸܧܲܩܲιᾁ ܑᾹܩιܭܥᾹܕ
ܫ῀ܱܛܶιᾠᾰܥܶ ᾿ܲܭᾁܪܑ ܫܸܛ᾿ܭܛܢ ᾿ܱܢܭᾼܝܶ Άܡܱܧܨܲܥ ᾿ܲܢᾷܛܭܷ
᾿ܲܩιܭ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܡܱܛ ῀ܛᾱܧܠܲܭ ܤܱܦܫܱܨܖ ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾙᾊ
ܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܢ ᾊᾷܢܷ ᾿ܲܢᾷܨܣܷ ܥܱιܝܶ ᾰᾁܦܣ ܫܸܛᾱܛᾰܥᾺܪܸܭ ܲᾞΆᾗΆܭ ܱΆܣ
ܲᾰܩܱܦܱܲܥ ܱᾤΆܩᾹܦܶᾶᾌܭܷ ܱᾠܭῂܕ ܫܸܛ᾿ܭܛܢ ᾷܤܠܣ ܛܱܠܲᾕܢᾷܧܡܑܸ
ᾐܦܢᾌܥ᾽ᾗܠܱܢܶ῀ܲᾔܢᾷܧܡܑܸᾞΆܭܱܧܧܲܥܲᾞΆܭ᾿ܱܤܢܥᾹܕܱΆܪܫ῀ܱܛܶ
ᾷܤܠܣ ܫ῀ܲᾤܢᾷܧܪܭ ܛܪܓ ܲܩᾹܦᾌܦ ܱᾌܢܷܭᾼܝܶ ܳᾌܫ῀ܓ ܫܸܛ᾿ܭܛܢ
ᾐܩܲܛᾙᾊܫ῀ܱܛܶιᾠᾰܥܶᾜΆܫܸܛ᾿ܭܛܢ
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᾿ܭܛܢ ܩܲᾹܛᾠܥܶܠܸܣ ΆܪΆ ᾚܨܲܢᾸܧܑ  [ᾰῄ )Dܥܶ  ܲ 7HOHSKRQHܝܥܷܪܸܱܢܶ
ΆܪΆ ᾚܧܡܑܸ ܩܸ᾿ ᾙܩܱιܦܱܲܥ ᾿ܭܛܢ ܤܱܪܲܧܲܢܱܳ ܢᾸܨܥ ܠܲܭܫܸܛᾱܩܱιܦܱܲܥ
ܢܷܭᾠܥܶܠܸܣ
ᾐܤܢܑ
ܲᾰᾁΆܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ
ܲᾰᾁΆܢܲᾷܝܨܲܥ
ܱᾁΆܦܡܨܱܛ
ܨܲܢᾸܧܑ Άܪᾰῄ ᾚܥܶ ᾙΆܩܱιܦܱܲܥ ᾿ܭܛܢ ᾷܪܱᾼᾚܭ ᾿ܲܧܲܝܥܷܪܸܱܢܶ
ΆܪΆ ᾚܧܡܑܸ ܲᾔΆܤܕ ᾐܩܲܛᾠܥܶܠܸܣ ᾙΆܩܱιܦܱܲܥ ᾿ܭܛܢ ܪᾨᾷᾐᾚܕ
῀ܛᾱܠܥᾺܛܸ᾿ ᾗܦܱܪ᾿ܦܨܲܢܱᾷܦ Άܩܱιܦܱܲܥ ᾿ܭܛܢ ܪᾨᾷᾐᾚܕ ܪܱᾼᾚܭ
 ᾙᾊᾜΆܥᾜΆ ᾔᾺܩܸιܭܩܱᾹܥܷ ῀ܛܲᾫܢܥᾢᾺܘ ܱܧܷ῀ ᾪᾊܛᾱܭᾞܓ
᾿ܭܛܢ ܤܱܛᾦᾰܛᾱܤܢܱܝ ܪܲᾺᾗܭܝܶ  ದܪᾗܛ Ά ܑᾹᾠܧܡܑܸ ᾿ܱܤܲܧܛܸܐ
ᾐܫ῀ܲᾜܩܱܦܛܱܧܢܸܱܥ
῀ܛܛܸܲᾰܩ ܤܱܦܢᾸܥΆܝ Άܤܠܣ ܩܲᾹܛᾞܭܲܫܭܶ ᾿ܲܫܛܛܸܱܲܲܢᾷܥ ᾤΆܦܷ
᾿ܲܫܛܲܝܱܛᾰܪܸܱܢܶ ᾜΆܩܸιܭܩܱᾹܥܷ ῀ܛܱᾁᾺᾗᾰܢܶ ܲᾹܫܛ῁ᾫܛܲܣ ῀ܛܲܢᾼܝܶ
῀ܛܲܝ῁ᾲܛܲܣᾺᾗܨܥᾢܘ῀ܛܲܝ῁ᾲܛܲܣܱܧܷ῀ᾪᾊܛܲܝ῁ᾲܛܲܣܤܠܣܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܥᾺܨܥܲܫܘ
ᾫΆܛܱܨΆ ᾘܛܪܓ ܛܱܠܔ ܲᾹܥᾺܦܸܧܪܸܭ ܲᾹܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ᾜΆܩܸιܭܩܱᾹܥܷ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛܱᾠΆܑᾞᾰܭܧᾰᾂᾊܧᾼܝܶΆܛᾰܩܲܭܨܢᾫΆܛܱܢܧᾰᾂᾊܛܱ᾽ᾰܥ
ܥܜ᾿ܲܬܱܢܶ᾿ܭܛܢܱᾐܥܷιܢΆܧܱᾊܣܢܨܥܢᾸܭιᾠܛܛܱܧܨܸܥΆܨܥܧܲῃܝᾁᾞದ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܛܱᾌᾰܛܶ

ιᾠᾰܛ

Άܪᾚ

 RQOLQH

ᾹܪܸᾹܘ

᾿ܱܤܲܧܲܝܨᾗ

᾽ᾨᾬܭܲᾹܢᾷܧܱᾊܣܢܨܥ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢᾺܭܶᾹᾔΆܕZZZRQOLQHEKDUDWKDQDW\DPFRP
ܲᾤΆܫܛܲܡܱܥ Ᾰᾐܗ ܧܲܛܐ Άܨܲᾗܝܱᾴܛ ᾽ᾇܦܸ ᾽ܱᾬܝᾴܢ ᾽᾿ᾥܣ ܤܸܢᾸܥ
ᾦΆܛܨܸᾌܛ ܤܝ᾽ܦܲܭ ܤܱܛܲιܢᾷܧܱᾊܣܢܨܥ ܱᾌܢܷܭᾞܢ ιᾠᾷܛ Άܧܱᾊܣܢܨܥ
ܲᾌΆܧܲܫܭܶ ܫܸܛᾞᾷᾐᾰܛ ܧܲܩιܥ Άܧܱᾊܣܢܨܥ ᾤΆܦܷ ܤܩܲᾹܛᾠܥܶΆܠܑ ܑᾱᾁ
ܱΆܪܡܱܛᾰܢܸܭᾌܥᾺܢᾌᾷܥᾹܧܥΆܧܡܑܸᾫΆܛܱܫܛᾱܫܢᾷܠܸܦܷܢܱܭܲܭ᾽ܙ
ᾔΆܕ "ܱܢܧܲܛܱᾱܭ ᾿ܭܨܑ ᾐܪ᾿ "ܱܢܧܠܸᾞܬܲܦܢ Άܧܱᾊܣܢܨܥ ܛܱܦܡܨܱܢܓ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛܑᾞᾰܛܱܢܧᾰᾂᾊܡܱܛܤܸܢܥܲᾺܢܱܭܲܭ᾿ܲܥᾺܪܸܢ
ᾷܤܠܣ ῀ܛܲᾫܢܥ ܱܧܷ῀ ᾪᾊܛᾱܠܥᾺܛܸ῀ ᾗܛ᾿ ᾓܤܱܦܢᾸܥΆܝ Άܧܱᾊܣܢܨܥ
῀ܲᾹ ᾂᾁܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ܫܸܛ᾿ܭܛܢ ܪܥ ܩܱᾹܥܷ ῀ܛᾱܡܭܐ ܤܠܣ ῀ܛ᾿ܭܛܢ
Άܛᾰܩܲܭܲܢܥ ܫܸܛᾱܨܥܲܭ ܤܱܧܭܸܢܷ ᾰᾁᾷܦܣ ܛܱܦܪᾢᾹ ᾚܢᾌܢܷ  JRRJOH
ܱᾌܥιܧܝܶ ᾐ ܑᾲܩܲᾹܛᾫΆ ᾙᾊܧᾼܝܶ Άܩιܭܷܲܢܥ ܫܸܛ᾿ܭܛܢ ᾐܦܣ ᾫΆܧᾼܝܶ
ܲᾹܛܪܓ
ܪܥ
᾿ܲܫܛᾱܛܱܥ
ܩܲᾹܛܑᾞᾰ
ܲιᾁΆܫܛᾰܦ
ܛܱܢܤܱܭܱᾐܥܶ
῀ܛܲᾫܢܥܱᾺܧܷ῀ᾪᾊܛ᾿ᾓܪܲܝܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܡܱܛ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸᾐܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܡܱܛ
Άܡܠܛ ܠܲܧܭܸ᾽ܱܥ ܛܱܧܦܸ ᾙᾨܩܸιܭ ܪܸ᾿ܲܢܭᾠܥܶΆܠܑ ܛܱܧܦܸᾙᾨ
ᾐܫ῀ᾶᾊᾜܭܷܢᾤᾷܝܶ
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ܱܧܷ῀ ᾪᾊܛᾱܠܥᾺܛܸ῀ ᾗܛܲܢᾼܝܶ ῀ܛ᾿ܭܛܢ ܤܱܦܢᾸܥΆܝ Άܤܠܣ ᾤΆܦܷ
ᾫΆܛܱܠܲᾕܫܛᾱܫܢᾷܪܸܭ ܪܥ ܩܱᾹܥܷ    ῀ (PDLO )DFHERRN 7ZLWWHUܛܲᾫܢܥ
ܱΆܪܡܱܛᾰܢܸܭᾌܥᾺܧᾼܝܶΆܩܱιܦܱܲܥ
ܤܠܣ ᾿ܲܫܛ᾽ܬܲܦܢ ܢ᾽ᾸܧܥܶΆܪ ᾗܩܲᾹܛ῁ܱܭ ܲᾤΆܫܛᾱܠܑ ܪܥ ܲᾹܛܪܓ
Ὰܭܶ ܤܱܛιܢ ܲᾷᾐܥΆܨܐ ܫܸܛᾱܩᾹܦ ܛܱܛܲιܢᾷܧܱᾊܣܢܨܥ ᾽ܪܥ ῀ܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ
ܛܱܠܱܛᾌᾷᾐᾰܕ᾽ܤܫ῀ᾷᾐܭܸᾼᾐܝܶܲᾫܢܥ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸᾜΆܫܸܛᾱܫܢ ZHE
ᾜΆܦܸܩܲᾹܛᾞܭܲܛᾱܧܑ῀ܛᾱܤܭܲᾠܣܤܠܣܠܥιܦܷܲ᾿ιᾁΆܭܱܧᾢܨܷᾫῄ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛ ᾙᾊܧܲܩ ܛܱܪܲܧܱܭ ܲᾹܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ᾜΆܫܸܛᾫܨܢ ܧܲܩιܥ Ὰܤܸܢ
ᾐܥᾹܕܤܩܲᾹܛᾞܭܲܛᾱܧܑ῀ܛᾱܤܭܲᾠܣܤܠܣܪܥܲᾤΆܫܛܱᾌܣܪܥܤܱܩܱܭܑῂ
ܧܱᾊܣܢܨܥ ᾿ܲܫܛܱᾌܣܲܫܭܶ ܛܱܠܲᾕܫܛᾱܫܢ    ZHEܢܷܢܲᾸܩ ᾞΆܭܤܸ
ܤܸܲܧܪܸܛ ᾰܤܠܣ ᾐܩܲᾹܛ ᾙᾊܛܲᾰܤܱܢܭ ܫܸܛܱᾌܥιܧܝܶ ܲᾹܧܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ
ܫܸܛܲܢܦܲᾹ ᾔܫܛᾱܛܬܛᾰܪܸܛ᾿ܥ Ὰܧܲܢ ܑᾸܤܱܦܧ᾿ܥܨܲܥ ܤܱܛιܢܥιܛ
ᾐ ZZZODQDNDVULFRPܩܲᾹܛᾫΆ ᾙᾊܫ῀ܱܛܶ ιᾠᾰܥܶ ܛܱܦܪܲᾹ ᾚܢᾷܧܡܑܸ
῀ܛ῁ᾫܛܲܣ ܪܸܛ ܲᾹܫܛᾰܦ ᾽ܧܥܶΆܪܲ᾿ ᾗܧܲܢᾁܥ ῀ܛ῁ᾫܛܲܣ ᾽ܭܦΆܕ ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢ
ܧܲܩιܥ ῀ܛ῁ᾫܛܲܣ ܪܸܛ ܲᾹܫܛᾰܦ ܱᾌܣ Άܣ ᾜΆܫܸܛܲܢᾼܝܶ ܧܲܩιܥ
ᾐܫ῀ܱᾜܢܧᾰᾂᾊܡܱܛᾜΆܫܸܛܲܢᾼܝܶ
᾿ ῀  <RXWXEHܛܲᾫܢܥ ܱܧܷܲᾹ ᾪᾊܫܛ῁ᾫܛܲܣ ܤܠܣ ῀ܛᾱܩιܛܷᾱܨ ܧܱᾊܣܢܨܥ
᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ ܩιܖ ܲιᾁܢᾷܥܲᾞᾺܭ ܱܲᾹܭܤܸ ܤܸܢ ܲᾤΆܧܛܸܭ ܧᾰᾂᾊܛܱ᾽ᾰܥ
ܤܸܢᾷܕܭܸ῁ܛܲܣܤܠܣᾞܘᾐܫ῀ᾸᾐܦܸܠܱᾶܛܶᾜΆܧܸܦܸܩܸܲᾰᾁΆᾙܫܛܱᾰܭ
᾽ܥܷ ܤܸܢᾷܕ ᾿ܲܢ ᾜΆܥܸᾌᾺܛܶᾰܡܛ ᾹᾔΆܕ ᾽ܤܫ῀ܲᾌܧܭܸ᾽ܱܥ ᾽ܥܷ
ᾜΆܫܸܛ᾿ܭܛܢ ᾔΆܕ ܪܸ᾿ܲܭܥܲᾞΆܭ ᾽ܥܷ ܤܸܢᾷܕ ῀ܛ᾽ܱܩܲᾹܛܲᾞᾰܧܲܥܲᾞΆܭ
ܛܱ᾽ᾰܥ ܱΆܣ ܭܸܲܢܥ ܱܧܷ ᾪᾊܤܠܣ ܧܠܸܱᾞܧ ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾙᾊܡܱܛ ᾱᾁ
ܲιᾁܭ῁ܛܲܣ ᾐܪ᾿ ܫܸܛ᾽ܧܥܶ ܲᾹܫܛ᾽ܭ ܱܦܷܱܩܷܲᾹܛᾰܤܸܲܣ Ᾱᾠܦܶᾶᾌܭܷ
᾿ܲܫܛܱᾊܣܶ ܪܲܝ ܱᾐܥܷ ᾼᾜΆܝܶ ܲᾫܢܥ ᾿ᾢܢᾌܢܷ ᾷܫܸܛܱιܝܶ ܤܱܦܛᾞᾰܣܶ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛܲᾌܭᾸᾐܭᾶᾙᾹܛΆܣܛܱܭᾁܪܑ
ܲܝܱܛᾰܪܸܱܢܶ

ܲܩܤܦᾌܦ

ܫܸܛܛܸܱܲܲܢᾷܥ

ܛܱܪܲܧܱܭ

ܲᾹܢᾷܧܡܑܸ

ܧܲܢܲ᾿ ܑᾸܧܛܸܭܢᾐ ᾸܩܲᾹܛᾠ ܑᾞᾰܧܭܧᾰᾂᾊܛܱ᾽ᾰܥ ᾜΆܫܸܛܲܝ῁ᾲܛܲܣ
᾿ܲܫܛܲܝܱܛᾰܪܸܱܢܶ
ܩܲᾹܛᾠܥܶΆܠܑ
ܤܠܣ
ܫܸܛ῁ᾫܛܲܣ
᾿ܲܭܫܛܲܢ
᾿ܲܧܲܝܱܛᾰܪܸܱܢܶܲܢᾰܝܤܱܧܲܝܱܛᾰܪܸܱܢܶܛܸᾱܪܑܲᾤΆܢܱܥܷܩܲᾹܛᾙᾊܡܱܛ
ܲᾹܫܛܲܝ῁ᾲܛܲܣ ܩܱᾹܥܷ  ܱ  &ODVVLFDO 'DQFH 6WDU 6HDVRQܢܛܢܲܦܲܢ ܩιܥܶΆܠܑ
ܲᾹܫܛ῁ᾫܛܲܣ ܩܲᾹܛᾠܥܶܠܸܣ ܱᾐܥܷιܢ ᾐܢᾙᾊᾸܡܱܛ ܫܸܛܲᾫܢܥ ܱܧܷᾪᾊ
ܪܸ᾿ܲܭܠܥᾺܡܱܛ῀ܛܱᾁᾺᾗᾰܢܶ
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ܱᾐܥܷιܢ

Άܛᾚܝ

ᾐܦܣ

ܠܱᾶܛܶܲᾰܩܱܦܱܲܥ

ܫܸܛ᾿ܭܛܢ

᾿ܲܧܲܝܥܷܪܸܱܢܶ

Άܛ ᾙܛܱܧᾊܨܣܷ ܛܱܠܲᾕܫܛᾱܫܢ ܩܱᾹܥܷ  6N\SH 2RYRRܤܱܠܲᾕܢᾷܧܡܑܸ
ܤܸܢܫ῀᾽Ᾰᾐܫܭ Άܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ ܲιᾁܭܫܦᾌܥᾌܒ ᾿ܲܢᾷܩܱιܦܱܲܥ ᾿ܭܛܢ ܱ᾽ᾷᾐܥ
᾿ܭܛܢ ܤܱܦܢܱᾸܝܶ ܲιᾁܢᾷܤܑ ᾐܪ᾿ ܱᾊιᾁܣ ᾞܘ ܱΆ ܑᾹᾠܪܡܱܛ
ܫܸܛᾱܤܭܲᾠܣ ܡܱܛᾰܡܛᾰܝܪܑ ܪܥ ܲᾹܫܛܱᾌܣ ᾠܭܷ᾿ܥ ܱᾐܪ᾿ܑ ܛܱܦܛܠܔ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܡܱܛΆܧܡܑܸܛܱܦܧܪܭܱܛܦᾞܘᾰᾁΆܡܸܲܩᾹܘ

῀ܛܱᾌܥᾹܧܥᾢᾹܢܲᾷܥιܛ᾿ܩιܛΆܧܱᾊܣܢܨܥ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢᾷܧܡܑܸ
᾿ܱܤܢܭܱܥܷ Ὰܫ῀ܱܛܶιᾠᾰܛ ܱΆܣ ܛܱܠܲᾕܢᾷܫܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ܤܸܲܢᾷܧܱᾊܣ ܢܨܥ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܛᾌᾰܢܶ᾽ܢܷ ᾷܭܸܱᾞ ᾁᾞܢܶܢᾸܩܲܝ ᾿ܲܧܲܡܱܥ ܢܲᾊᾷܥ ᾰᾁᾺܦܕ ᾿ܢᾙ
ܧܱܲᾦᾰᾁܛᾱܢ ᾦΆܛ᾽ܧܱܲܲܝܐ ܱᾞܭܶῂܘ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܩιܥܲᾹܥᾺܨܸܭ ܲܬܭ ᾽ܭ
῀ܛ᾽ܱܥܲᾞᾺܧܲܢᾌᾷܥᾺܛܲᾙܩܢܸᾷܧܱᾊܣܢܨܥ᾿ܲܫܛܲܡܱܥ
ܲܝ᾽ᾲܪܦᾠܦ ܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ Άܩܱιܢܷ Άܛܲᾙܩ ܲᾹܢᾷܧܱᾊܣ ܢܨܥ ܛܱܦܡܨܱܢܓ
ܧܱᾊܣ ܢܨܥ ᾊᾞᾰᾁΆܥᾺܠܲܥܲᾺܩ ᾁܤܥᾹܕ ῀ܛܱᾠܪܨܭ ܛܳܛܽܪܶܡܱܨᾗ
ܩܸ᾿ᾙܧܝܶ᾿ܱܤܐܱᾐܧܠܸܦܩܱιܦܲιᾁᾁᾞܭ῀ %DVLFWKHRU\  ᾁᾞܛܩܸܲᾙܩ

ܢᾜΆᾸܠܸܦܩܱιܦ ιᾠܝ ᾿ܱܥܷܱιܩιܖ ᾦᾰᾁΆܛܲܡܱܥ ܱᾞܭܶῂܘ  SUDFWLFDO
ᾌᾺܛܱιܝܶ

ܲᾫܢܥܲᾺܫܘ

ܲᾫܢܥᾢᾺܘ

ܤܱܛᾦᾰܛᾫܠ

ܥΆܨܐ

᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ

῀ܛᾱܛܱܧܷܨܲܥᾺܨܸܲܢܲܢ῀ ᾙܛܦܸᾹܢ Ᾱܢ῀ܛܛܸܭ ܲᾹܫܛᾫܠΆܛܱܧܷܨܲܥ
ܱΆܣ ܱ᾽ᾷᾐܥ ᾿ܲܢᾷܫܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ܤܸܲܩιܭܑᾊᾞᾰᾁΆܥᾺܠܲܥܲᾺܩ ᾁܤܥᾹܕ
ܱΆܪܫ῀ܱܛܶιᾠᾰܛܛܱܭᾁܪܑ
᾿ܠܱܥ ܤܱܛᾦᾰܛᾊܥᾞᾺܓ ᾿ܱܠܱᾶܛܶᾌᾷᾐᾰܕ ܫܸܛᾊܥᾞᾺܓ ܱᾹᾠܥܷ ܢܷ
ܤܱܛܲιܩιܭ Άܢܲܭ ܱᾌΆܥܷΆܫܱܢ Άܢܲܭ ᾌΆܥᾺܠܱܥ ܭܸ ῀ܛܲܢܞ ῀ܛᾱܨܭῄ
ᾊᾞᾰᾁΆܥᾺܨܢܛܱܦܨܥܲܭᾫΆܛܲܦ῀ܛܩܸ᾿ᾙܧܝܶ
ܤܱܦܢܱᾞᾷܥܶ ῀ܛᾫܨܢ ܤܱܥ᾽ܠܱܢܶܭܸ῀ܛܨܸᾌܛᾼᾫᾰܐ ܱᾹᾠܥܷ ܢܷ
῀ܛᾫܨܢ ܤܱܦܱᾐܥܷ ܤܱܧܭܸܢܷᾰᾁᾷܦܕ ΆܪᾢᾹ ᾚܢᾌܢܷ ܛܱܠܲᾕܥᾺܪܸܢ
ᾠΆܥܶᾺܛᾰܠܸܲܛ
ιᾠܥܶ ᾺܫܸܛܱᾌܥᾹܧܥ ܠܥܲᾺܩιᾁܦܷ ܩܷܱܭܢܲ᾿ ܑᾞᾸܢᾷܠܱܲܙ ܱΆܣ ܱᾠܭܑῂ
ᾙᾊᾜΆܛ᾽ᾰܫܭܧܸܪܸܛܑᾰ
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ܨܸᾙᾊᾫ
ܱᾶᾌܛܶ ܫܸܛ᾿ܭܛܢ Άܠܲܫܛᾰܦ ܠܥᾺܨܢ ܪܥ ܱᾨΆܭ Ᾰᾐܨܥ ᾱᾁΆܛܶܪܓ
ܩܲᾹܛᾠܥܶܠܸܣ᾿ܲܢᾷܠܑᾞܘܲᾹܛܪܓᾐܤܱܢᾷܛܦܲܡܥܲᾹܫܛᾱܛܠܔ᾿ܲܢܥ᾽Ὰܝܷ
ܲᾷᾐܩᾫΆ ᾐ ᾁܧܲܩ Ᾱܠᾔᾰᾁܠܓ ῀ܛ᾽ܭܥܲᾢᾞᾺܢᾷܠܑ ᾠܦ ܭܸ῁ܛܲܣ ᾞܘ
Άܧܡܑܸ ܲܝܱܛᾰܪܸܱܢܶ ܱᾢܤܱܶܭ ܛܸܱܲܲܢᾷܥ ᾿ܲܤܢܶܩܲᾹܛᾫΆ ᾙᾊܝܥܷ
Άܛᾚܝ ܢܲܤܦ ᾿ܱܧܩܸᾷᾐܛܠܔ ᾐܩܲᾹܛܱܦܧܲܢܱᾷܝ ܦܷܪܲᾹ ᾚܫܛᾱܛܠܔ ܧܲܛܐ
᾽ܙ ᾙΆܧܱᾊܣܢܨܥ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ ܢܱ Ᾰܛᾱܠܪܲܛᾰܡܛ ῀ܛᾹܧܥ ܢᾸܠܸ
῀ܛᾫܝܸ ܛᾐ ᾱܤܢ ᾽ܭᾞܘ ᾿ܲܤܤܶܖ ᾐܫ῀ᾶᾊᾜܭܷ ܢᾞܛ ܭܷܛܱܦܛܠܔ
ᾦᾰᾁΆܛ᾽ܭܩιܦ ᾼᾐΆܝܶ ῀ܛᾱܧܣܲܥ ܱᾊᾜΆܛ ܫܸܛܨܸܲܢΆ ᾙᾷܪᾚ
ᾞᾰᾁΆܭܱᾞܤܶᾞᾰᾁΆ ܑᾹܭᾞܘ ܭܸ ܱᾐܥܷ ܩܲᾹܛܲᾰܭܱܲܢܶ ܫܸܛ᾿ܭܛܢ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾌܥܲιܬܱܢܶܛܱܦܛܠܔ᾿ܲܢܭ᾽ᾗᾠܠܱܢܶܧܷܠܑܸ
ᾷܤܠܣ

᾿ܲܢᾷܪܱܛιܢ

ᾙΆܧܡܑܸ

᾿ܱܥܷ

ܲܝܱܛᾰܪܸܱܢܶ

῀ܛܛܸܱܲܲܢᾷܥ

ΆܪܲᾹ ᾚܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܡܱܛ ܛܱܦܛܠܔ ܲᾌΆܧܲܫܭܶ ܫܸܛ᾿ܭܛܢ
ܢᾸܕ ܲᾹܛܪܓ ᾐܩܲᾹܛ ᾙᾊܫ῀ܱܛܶιᾠᾰܥܶ Ᾱܠᾔᾰᾁܠܓ ܫܸܛ᾿ܭܛܢ ᾷܤܠܣ
῀ܛᾱܠܥᾺܛܸ῀ ᾗܛܱᾰܧܷܲᾹ ᾪᾊܫܛ῁ᾫܛܲܣ ܩܲᾹܛᾠܥܶܠܸܣ ᾿ܲܧܪܸᾚ
᾿ܱܤܢܭᾼܝܶ Άܩιܭܷܲܢܥ ᾿ܲܢᾷܧܡܑܸ ܩܸιܭܩܱᾹܥܷ ῀ܛᾫܨܢᾷܤܠܣ
ᾞܘ Άܧܡܑܸ ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾙᾊܧܲܩ ܤܸܢܥܲᾞᾺܧܲܭܨܥ ܪܸܛᾰܤܠܣ ᾱᾁΆܛܶܪܓ
ܠܥᾺܡܱܛ ῀ܛ᾿ܲ᾿ ᾓܢᾷܪܱܛ ܨܸܭᾐ ܑᾐܩܲܛᾌܥᾺܡܱܛ ܛܱܦܛܠܔ ܲᾺᾗܦܝܷ
Ᾰᾐܠܸܧܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭΆܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ᾿ܲܭܫᾹᾔΆܕΆܛܢᾺᾗᾷܧܡܑܸܱᾼܥܷΆܪܱܛ
ᾐܩܲᾹܛᾌܥᾺܡܱܛ
ܧܩܑܸᾹ
ᾐܤܱܦܠܛܪܱܛ
ܥܲ᾿ᾒܬܱܢܶ
ܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭ
ܧܲܛܱᾱܪܷܦܷ
ܲᾫܢܥ᾿ܲܫܛᾱܛܠܔܲᾺᾗܦܝܷܫܸܛܪܸܲܣܲܝ᾽ᾲܫܭܧܱᾊܣܢܨܥ᾿ܱܧܛܸܱܦܠܛܪܱܛ
ᾶᾌܓᾞᾰᾁΆܭܱᾞܭܶῂܘΆܣᾦΆܛܱᾌܥᾺܦܸܠܛιᾠΆܦܭܸܢܷܧᾶᾊܭܷܧᾼܝܶ
ᾌᾰܥܲᾺܫܭܶ ῀ܛܤܸܢܲᾸܝ ῀ܛᾱܡᾶܕ ܧܲܢ ᾗܧܲܢᾔᾰᾁ ᾗܭܥᾹܕ Ᾱܟܪܸܛ
ܠܱᾶܛܶ ιᾠᾰܥܶ ܱᾹܢ ᾿ܦܱܧᾼܝܶ ᾲܛܱܥܷ ᾪᾶܤܸܢ ܱᾶᾊᾞᾰᾁΆܛܶ
Ᾱܢܭᾼܝܶ ܲᾫܢܥ ܤܸܢ ᾿ܲܧܛܸܭ ᾌᾷᾐΆܥܲᾺܫܭܶ ᾦᾰᾁܛ᾽ܭܩιܦ ܢܸᾷܭܥᾔ
Ᾱܢ ᾿ܦܱܛᾰܬܑ ܢܸᾷܧᾹ ᾆܢ Άܧܱᾊܣܢܨܥ  ᾙᾊᾜΆܛ᾽ᾰܫܭ ܧܸܪܸܛ Άܪᾚ
ܱᾞܢܶܪ᾿ܣܱ᾿ᾤΆܝܶᾌᾷᾐᾲܕᾦᾰᾁܛᾰܦܫܸܛᾱܧܠܲܭܧܲܢᾹᾗܠᾦܛᾱܫܱܧܠܸ
ιᾠΆܦ ܪܸܛ ῀ܛᾱܛܠܔ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ᾿ܢᾫΆ ܑᾞᾷܛܱܧܪܸܛ ῀ܛᾰܦ ᾫΆܛܱܦܛܠܔ
ܩܸιܭ

Άܭᾷᾐܧܲܛᾙᾰ

ᾫΆܛܱܧܭܸܥܱᾌᾺܛܶ

ᾦᾰᾁܛܱᾌܥᾶܥ

ܛܱܧܲܢᾰܝ ܲᾰᾁΆܤܱܦ᾽ܳܢ ܫܸܛᾱܛܠܔ ᾶᾌΆܭܷ ܛᾫΆ ܑᾞᾰܛܱܧܭܸܥ᾽Ὰܫܭ
ᾶᾌΆܭܷܛܱܭᾞܓ῀ܛᾰܦ
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